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Universal Weekly
No. 695—Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Two years ago I discontinued publishing the Unixersal

Weekly which I had been distributing to exhibitors

for about twenty years.

I figured that it would be a wise economy, but it

proved to be a false one.

Universal has so many important things to tell you

that it is impossible to cover them all in regular

trade paper advertising.

Universal not only makes twenty-six of the finest

feature pictures on the market, aimed at first run

and every other run, but it also produces the incompar-

able Tom Mix Outdoor pictures, many two reel comedies,

several serials, a novelty reel called Strange as it Seems

and two newsreels, every week.

Every exhibitor is entitled to know what the world

thinks about all of this product, but it would take so

many pages of trade paper space to tell it that no

company could afford it.
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Comes to You Again!
So I have decided to give you the Universal Weekly

again, beginning with this issue and continuing every

week thereafter.

Only in this way can you be properly posted on

Universal pictures as they relate to your prosperity. Only

in this way can you know the whole amazing story of

Universal's success in the face of the hardest times the

world has ever known.

If the truth about all of Universal's product will help

you make more money than you have been making; if

something we publish in the Universal Weekly helps

you to make up your mind about what to book in your

theatre and how to advertise it and exploit it after you

have booked it; then it will have served its purpose for

you as well as for Universal.

I ask you to study each forthcoming issue of the

Universal Weekly with the same care and seriousness

which we shall use in making it up.

Thank you.



voice on
your
screen

“How do you
do, ladies
and gentle-

men.”

His face
in your
lobby

and youWe
got more than

any other
newsreel
can give you!

UNIV€HSAL
HEUJSRCEL

The fastest
growing
newsreel
in the world!
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Broadway Elects Uniyersal

News awarded the picture a rating

of three and a half stars, and others

agreed with her.

The business at the Rialto on the

opening days averaged almost fifty

percent above normal business. It

is in for two weeks and possibly three.

Saturday rolled up four and a half

grand, and Sunday four. Variety on

Tuesday morning predicted $22,000.

Reviews on page 18 and )9.

The Roxy dis-

played this “Once in a
Lifetime" illumination and
took in sixty thousand grand for
new record. "The Old Dark House"
went into the Rialto for a run, and
opened like a whirlwind.

Opening business at the Roxy was

very flattering, indeed. Over $10,-

000 on Saturday, and an equal

amount on Sunday, which establishes

a new record for the theatre since it

re-opened at a lower price schedule.

This record is not only for money
taken in, but for attendance as well.

Double record to the credit of "Once
in a Lifetime," which moves immedi-

ately into the Fox Brooklyn Theatre.

Variety on Tuesday predicted $60,-

000, with a strong possibility of even
more. Here is the way the Variety

column opened. The heading reads:

"ROXY'S 'ONCE IN A LIFETIME'

TOPS BROADWAY—
WOW $60,000"

Here is the way it started off:

"Business generally sprightly on the

town's biggest first-run front, with the

Roxy for the first time since it re-

opened in August coming into the

big money.

"With a good week-end also help-

ful to the other houses, the biggest

'un among them, with 'Once in a

Lifetime,' is taking the hurdles for a

nice $60,000, with a chance to beat

that. It will be by more than $10,000

better business than the Roxy has

generally enjoyed in a long time."

Crowds in front

of the Paramount Thea-
tre for "The All American"

showing. A Christy Walsh radio

broadcast was one of the features. At
top. Universal’s great Broadway sign

announcing "Once in a Lifetime."

B
roadway has elected Unlver-

Presidential contests come only

once every four years, but the battle

of the theatres to elect a product

ruler of the Main Stem is a weekly

event. Universal has just won this

victory.

No less than five Universal produc-

tions have enjoyed first runs in Broad-

way houses during the last month,

and two are repeating. They are

"The All American," "My Pal, the

King," "Once in a Lifetime," "The
Old Dark House" and "Air Mail."

"Afraid to Talk" will follow in soon.

First, there was the Tom Mix fea-

ture, "My Pal, the King," which

played the Globe. Imagine! A
western on Broadway, and it packed
them in for two weeks.

Second came "The All American"
with its glittering array of football

stars, and took the New York Para-

mount by storm, playing to enthusi-

astic houses at every showing. Too,

the picture was vastly pleasing to the

Metropolitan movie critics, as will be
seen by the reviews printed on page
32 of this issue.

"The Old Dark House" got off to

an excellent start last week at the
Rialto when Irene Thirer, motion pic-

ture critic of the New York Daily

The
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Armistice Day Suggestions

N
ovember llth for generations to come will

be a day which will live in the memory of the

American people. It is the anniversary of

the Armistice which terminated the World
War. It is a day which should be signalized

in your theatre. It you have not already done so, you

should take steps immediately to memorialize Armistice

Day. Naturally, you have your own idea of how this can

best be done. The suggestions we can make to you have

to do largely with the film

or films you run in your

theatre on that day.

Of course, the greatest

film that you could run on

that day, and, as a matter

of fact, on any other day,

is "All Quiet on the

Western Front." By the

judgment of hundreds of

critics this picture is the

best moving picture ever

made. It would be im-

possible, by the expendi-

ture of any amount of

money, to make a picture

more appropriate for Ar-

mistice Day showing than

"All Quiet on the West-

ern Front." Erich Maria

Remarque, a German who

served through the entire

four years of the War in

the German Army, wrote

the book out of the full-

ness of his own tragic ex-

perience. As a book, it

was one of the landmarks

of book publishing. As a

picture, it was even more
outstanding and more

graphic. The screen has

far greater opportunity to

speak to the soul than has

the printed word. "All

Quiet on the Western

Front" is a soul-searching

human document.

It is quite probable that Carl Laemmie will withdraw

this production entirely from circulation for a certain

length of time and bring it back later. He has many

times been advised to do so. Moving picture people,

international statesmen, educators, humanitarians, have

assured him that "All Quiet on the Western Front" is a

picture for the ages. Naturally, he could make more

money by withdrawing it and putting it out later with a

great advertising campaign. Mr. Laemmie has not done

this yet. This year you will have the opportunity of book-

ing it. It is an oppoVtunity which you should embrace.

Book "All Quiet on the Western Front" if you have the

opportunity and it isn't already booked in your opposition

house.

There is a picture which has just completed its first

runs, but which is current in all of the exchanges and has

established a tremendous reputation for Itself as a builder

of character and as a memorial to the American Legion.

It is "Tom Brown of Culver." Not only in the United

States has this picture met the most laudatory reception;

in England, in Germany,
in fact, all over the world,

it has been an outstand-

ing example of what a

splendid moving picture

can be. It will be a credit

to your theatre to show

"Tom Brown of Culver"

on Armistice Day, whether

you have already shown

it or not.

There is no reason why
the Slim Summerville com-
edies dealing with the

Marine Corps and with

the Army wouldn't make
an appropriate subject to

balance your program
and to give it an Armis-

tice Day flavor. There is

no reason in the world

why Armistice Day should

not reflect the joy which

Humanity felt in fhe ter-

mination of the War as

well as the terrible exper-

iences which engulfed the

world for four years.

These comedies are
among the best ever

brought to the screen.

Whether you have shown

them or not, a Slim Sum-
merville Marine Corps
Comedy would be a

splendid feature for an

Armistice Day program.

To Help Defeat Depression

C ARL LAEMMLE has just employed one hundred men
to begin work immediately on two sound stages

which will be constructed at Universal City at a total cost

of $50,000, it was announced last week by studio officials.

The stages will be the final unit in a $150,000 construc-

tion program started recently at the film plant.

The motion picture producer ordered the additional

construction to give more employment.

ARMISTICE!
Let us have an armistice in the picture business!

Let us all make an honest effort to put an end to quar-

reling, suspicion and distrust.

Heaven knows we must withstand enough attacks from

outside our ranks without adding to our problems through

constant internal discord.

If producers, distributors or exhibitors are indulging in

practices which are unfair to any other branch of the

industry, let us find a peaceful way out instead of draw-

ing outside criticism upon ourselves by tearing at one
another's throats.

The motion picture business, although in better shape

than many others, is nevertheless facing a battle for

existence. The constructive brainpower of every man
who earns his living through pictures is needed to build it

back into the greatness it once enjoyed.

It can be done if we all pull together, but not in any

other way.

Speaking for Universal, I will agree to anything that is

fair—fair to everybody concerned, because it it is not

completely fair it will never bring peace. This goes for

contracts or anything else which is causing friction.

Fourteen years ago the world war was stopped by an

armistice, but the world is still smarting from its old

wounds. Recovery is slow. But it need not be so slow

in the case of the picture business.

Peace among ourselves is the first step toward recov-

ery. Let's take it!

—Carl Laemmie.
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G loria stuart has

arrived.

In the movies only five

months, the brilliant act-

ress has played four leads.

And with the recent ac-

claim of "Air Mail," in

which she had the femin-

ine lead opposite Ralph

Bellamy, her future in pic-

tures is assured. Universal

has just signed her to a

long term contract, and

put her in "Laughter in

Hell."

Miss Stuart's rise to

motion picture promi-

nence has been nothing

short of meteoric. A tew

weeks ago she was an un-

known quantity in Holly-

wood. Today she is

headed for stardom.

One of the many inter-

esting things about Gloria

is the remarkable circum-

stances surrounding her

* picture debut. Before she

had ever appeared on the

screen, two major com-

panies were quarreling

over the right to sign her

to a contract. And the

matter was finally settled

by flipping a coin. Uni-

versal won.

First noted by Carl

Laemmie, Jr., while giv-

ing her initial performance

in "The Sea Gull" at the

Pasadena Playhouse, Miss

Stuart stepped immedia-

tely into leading roles.

No extra parts and bits

tor her. Her very first

assignment was a lead.

When James Whale, the director, began searching

about for someone able to register fright in "The Old

Dark House," Universal's picturization of the J. B. Priest-

ley thriller with Karloff, Laemmie, Jr., pointed out the

recently signed Gloria Stuart. Perhaps because of her

very natural novice's fright. Whale decided that Gloria

could do the job. A preview of "The Old Dark House"
revealed that the director's guess had been a good one.

On a "loan" to Warner Brothers, Miss Stuart next

made "Street of Women." Then came her most difficult

role to. date, a heroine lead opposite Richard Arlen in

Universal's football sequel to "The Spirit of Notre Dame,"
"The All American." Gloria not only filmed this picture

but at the same time took the lead in Universal's "Air

Mail." During her first five-month period in the movies,

therefore, a time which most newcomers spend finding

out what it is all about.

Miss Stuart played the

leads in four major pro-

ductions. Because of her

outstanding work in "Air

Mail," in which she shares

stellar honors with Pat

O'Brien, Lilian Bond, and
Russell Hopton, the little

blonde was presented

with a Universal long-

termer.

"My head swam!" she

confessed recently in

commenting on her rapid

rise to movie celebrity.

"Though I was born in

Santa Monica, less than

20 miles from Hollywood,

the thought of a screen

career had never occur-

red to me. All my the-

atrical activities had been
in college plays at the

University of California

and in Little Theatres in

various parts of the state.

I appeared regularly in

plays presented at the

Theatre of the Golden
Bow, located in Carmel-
by-the Sea.

It was Gilmour Brown,

director of the Pasadena
Community Playhouse,

who witnessed one of

Miss Stuart's perform-

ances at the Golden Bow
and Invited her to his

playhouse to play the lead

in his production of "The
Sea Gull." Curiously
enough, Onslow Stevens,

who is prominently cast in

Carl Laemmle's screen
version of "Once In A Lifetime," was Miss Stuart's lead-

ing man in "The Sea Gull" and was signed by Universal

at tile same time as Miss Stuart.

Though there are many blondes in Hollywood, Gloria

is one of the natural ones, and this, with her large hazel

eyes and exceptionally fine profile, makes her one of the

most attractive young women of the screen. And be-

neath her ever-present dignity and poise, Gloria hides a

great many ardent enthusiasms. An excellent swimmer,
she is so in love with the sport that every summer after-

noon finds her in the surf. Hollywood is agog at her

feats on the polo field. She is an excellent horsewoman
and of the tew women polo players in the film colony.

Also, she is an extremely talented wood-carver. Last,

but certainly not least she is a movie fan.

Her work in "Air Mail," a thrilling story of the intrepid

aviators who fly the government mail, is splendid.

Qloria Stuart Has Played

Four Big Leading Roles

in the First Six Months

of Her Film Experience
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ANOTHER
BOX-OFFICE
SMASH FROM
THE STUDIO
OF HITS!

WITH

ERIC LINDEN
SIDNEY FOX
Louis C«lhern, George Meeker, Tally

Marshall. By George Sklar and Albert

Maltz. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr

Directed by Edward L. Cahn. Presented

oy Carl Laemmie

BY THE MAKERS OF BACK STREET— AIR MAIL-
1



I^EW YORK’S sen-

sational stage

access is even greater

IS a screen show than

m the stage—it will be

lie talk of these whole

United States!

E ALL AMERICAN — OLD DARK HOUSE, ETC.
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""Laughter in Hell" in Production
A S THE Jim Tully novel, "Laughter in Hell,"

comes off the press and into the booksellers'

g ^ windows, the moving picture of this graphic

story, by one of the world's most vivid

K m writers, goes

into production at Univer-

sal City. The growing

popularity of Pat O Brien,

as evidenced in "Air

Mail", caused Carl Laem-

mle, Jr., to give him the

lead. The entire cast is

interesting and full of box-

office names. Tom Brown,

Gloria Stuart, Berton

Churchill, Merna Ken-

nedy, Arthur Vinton, all

have splendid roles, and

there are also Douglas

Dumbrille, Tom Ricketts,

Arthur Wanzer, William

H. Turner, Russell Powell,

Clarence Muse and Tom
Conlon.

Tom Reed adapted the

novel to the screen, and

Edward Cahn is directing

it. In "Laughter in Hell,"

Carl Laemmie, Jr., prom-

ises a remarkable perfor-

mance by Merna Ken-

nedy. Once before the

Universal producing head

snatched this girl from ob-

livion. She has the red-

dest hair in .Hollywood

and the producers mis-

takenly tried to make her

a milk-white ingenue. They

failed. This time she is
, ,

. II* t
Ine new Merna Kennedy as she

coming back in a role as

provocative as her hair. Miss Kennedy is all washed up with

good little girls. She is the laughter in Hell.

"'Cagliostro" Now Becomes
"The Mummy” with Karloff

U NIVERSAL has changed the title of "Cagliostro" on

its list of twenty-six productions for the year, to

"The Mummy". "Cagliostro" was an original story by
Nina Wilcox Putnam, written around a centuries-old

legend. With the assistance of E. Richard Schayer, the

story was prepared for the screen and the legend ex-

tended to date back three thousand years. The role of

Im-Ho-Tep was tailored to Karloff, the "Frankenstein"

monster, and fitted him so remarkably well that Carl

Laemmie, Jr., resolved to launch him as a star in this

production of "The Mummy".

Karloff actually is a mummy in this picture, a mummy
who comes to life by the chance discovery of an ancient

formula and then attempts to drag a beautiful society

girl back through the centuries with him in order to

eliminate the three thou-

sand years which separate
them. "The Mummy" has

all of the power that

made "Frankenstein"
great. Its sets were de-
signed by the world-re-

nowned artist, Willy
Pogany.

Karl Freund, the great

camera expert, who shot

"Variety" and awoke Hol-

lywood to a consciousness

of camera angles and the

new camera technique, is

producing "The Mummy"
as his first directoral as-

signment. His cast in sup-

port of Karloff includes

Zita Johann, David Man-
ners, Edward Van Sloan,

Arthur Byron, Bramwell
Fletcher, and Noble
Johnson.

'Destination
Unknown'
Announced

T
o take the place of

the picture "S. S. San

Pedro," which has been
withdrawn from the
list of Universal produc-

, . L, tions, Carl Laemmie, Jr.,
appears in Laughter in nell l • x J xl

has just announced the

story by Tom Buckingham entitled "Destination Unknown."

This production will feature Pat O'Brien and Ralph Bel-

lamy, who were so tremendously successful in "Air Mail."

The cast already includes Charles Middleton and Rollo

Lloyd. Tay Garnett has been taken off of "Men Without

Fear" and will direct "Destination Unknown" until con-

ditions in the bull fighting sport in Mexico City improve.

All of the important bull fights there were cancelled,

owing to conditions which have affected sports in this

country as well as in Mexico.

In the meantime, "Destination Unknown" looms up as

a remarkably fine story, and Universal will give it every

possible ounce of production value. The feminine lead

will be announced next week.

The teaming up of Pat O'Brien and Ralph Bellamy is

one of the results of the splendid work that these two did

together in "^Air Mail". When "Air Mail" gets into its

stride in the theatres, reputations of both will increase.



Here*s one they
can*t imitate because

Universal gobbled

up football s greatest

stars and made a

drama that smashes

even ^The Spirit of

Notre Dame/^

With RICHARD ARLEN/ Andy Devine, James Gleason,

Gloria Stuart, John Darrow. THE 1931 ALL AMERICA
TEAM and the ALL AMERICA BOARD OF FOOT-
BALL—"Pop" Warner, E. L. Casey, Jesse Harper,

W. A. Alexander, Christy Walsh. Story by Richard

Schayer and Dale Van Every. Produced by Carl Laemmie,

Jr. Directed by Russell Mack. Presented by Carl laemmie.

AMERICAN

DALRTMPLE
Tulane

MUNN
Minnesota

QUATSE
Pittsburgh

RILEY

Northwestern SCHWEGLER
Washington
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"'Afraid to

B
efore ever "Afraid to Talk"

reached New York, it was
"grapevined" as one of the remark-

able productions of the year. At its

preview, "Afraid to Talk," which is

based on the Broadway stage suc-

cess, "Merry Go Round," by Albert

Moltz and George Sklar, was caught
by all the Hollywood critics, and they,

with one accord, tagged this one as

a winner. The Hollywood Filmograph

calls it a ten-strike for Universal.

Arthur Forde, writing in that paper,

says:

"Universal hits the high mark In

one of the best pictures of the year,

on a subject that Is given more
thought and publicity than anything

else In the public eye. - - - - The
clever work of the writers, the direc-

tor, and splendid cast, holds the audi-

ence in a spell until the final curtain.

Edward Cahn did a masterly piece of

work that should place him high in

the ranks of top-notch directors. His

novel Idea of an electric sign to help

the advancement of the story Is ex-

r UNIVERSAL WEEKLY November 5, 1932

They Had To Get Married
A Great Title and Cast

U NIVERSAL has improved another

title and put a cast at work

which is going to set a record for

comedy personalities. The new title

is "They Had to Get Married,"

changed from "Beauty and the

Brute." It stars Slim Summerville

and ZaSu Pitts. And look at this

lineup: Veree Teasdale, Guy Kibbee,

Fifi Dorsay, Roland Young, C. Aubrey
Smith, David Tillotson, Vivian Oak-

land, William Burress, Louise Mackin-

tosh, Robert Grieg, Virginia Howell,

Bertram Matburgh, James Donlan,

Elizabeth Patterson, Wallis Clark and

Cora Sue Collins, who played so mar-

velously with Summerville and Pitts in

"The Unexpected Father" last year.

The story was written by H. M.
Walker, Gladys Lehman and Clar-

ence Marks and Is al-

ready In Its second

week of production at

Universal City under

the direction of Edward

Slim Summer-
ville and ZaSu
Pitts in "They

Had to Get
Married"

Ludwig. On the second day, ZaSu
Pitts was taken to the hospital, but

fortunately her ailment was of a

minor nature, and she is now back on
the set and production is progressing

splendidly. No actress in Hollywood
works so steadily as ZaSu Pitts. She

has to go to the hospital to rest. In

the meantime. Miss Pitts is getting

gobs and gobs of praise for her work

in "Cnee In A Lifetime."

"The All American"
Hits Everywhere
{Hollywood Reporter)

"Reports received of the recep-

tions accorded Universal's big foot-

ball feature, 'The All American,' have

given great joy to company officials,"

states the Hollywood Reporter. It

then goes on to cite figures of the

Golden Gate 'Frisco, the Crpheum
In Cmaha and the Crpheum in Port-

land, all above "Back Street.

Talk" Ready for Release
tremely interesting. - - - - Eric Linden

is so perfectly natural as the har-

rassed boy that you really suffer with

him In his trials. Sidney Fox as his

wife does the best work of her

career. The photography of Karl

Fruend Is of his famous high order.

Universal Pictures have shown us

some splendid pictures since the new
season opened, but 'Afraid to Talk'

is by far the best, with Its grand en-

tertainment, which theatre managers
all over the country will cash in on

heavily at the box-office."

"Afraid to Talk" is ready for re-

lease. It will be in the exchanges

this week. It takes the place on the

Universal program of "Shanghai In-

terlude." It features Eric Linden and
Sidney Fox, but Its splendid cast In-

cludes Mayo Methot, Robert War-
wick, Tully Marshall, Louis Calhern,

Berton Churchill, Edward Arnold,

George Meeker, Ian MacLaren, Matt
McHugh, Frank Sheridan, Tom Jack-

son, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Reginald

Barlow and Edward MartIndel.
Eric Linden and Sidney Fox In "Afraid to

Talk"
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RIALTO
HOUSE OF HITS . BROADWAY at 42nd ST.

J. B. PRIESTLEY’S

THE OLD
DARK HOUSE

A Universal Picture with
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Tom Mix Signs A New
Contract for Seven More

T
housands of exhibitors win be glad to hear

this piece of news. Tom Mix not only will be

Universal's big western star tor next year, but he

will MAKE MORE PICTURES THAN HE DID LAST

YEAR. Contracts have just been signed between

Tom Mix and Universal, insuring Universal seven Mix

pictures as compared with six the year previous.

This is highly significant end an encouraging sign of

the times.

The Mix pictures this year went over big. There

can be no doubt about it. They made money for

exhibitors. There can be no doubt about that.

Nothing succeeds like success. Tom Mix is more

of a success right now than he has ever been in all

of his years as the premier western star of the

screen. Universal realizes this and realizes that

exhibitors want him. That is why it demanded and

secured from Tom Mix one more picture. So there

will be seven Tom Mixes next year.

In the meantime. Mix is rapidly recovering from

three cracked ribs received when the faithful Tony

stumbled down a bank during a fist fight on horseback between Tom and Duke Lee. Little things like cracked ribs

do not stop Tom Mix, though. The way he can take it is nobody's business. He is going right on with the first of

these seven pictures. The first one is a Peter B. Kyne magazine story entitled "Oh, Promise Me." It won't be that

title when it is released, but you can bank on it. Universal will give this first one a crackerjack title. It already gave
it a sHendId cast. Including Ruth Hall, William Farnum, George Hackathorne, Duke Lee, Pee Wee Holmes, Wil-

liam Steele, Fred Burns and Clarence Wilson. Arthur Rbsson is directing "Oh, Promise Me."
Two other pictures have already been selected for next year. One is "Riders of Terror Trail," by Grant

Taylor, which Jack Cunningham is now adapting and which will be directed by Armand Schaffer. The third picture

will probably be "The Promised Land," by Lester llfeld.

'"Air Mail" Today

"Air Mail" Was In the Bag
Long Before It Opened
Strange thing how the film business

smells out success. "Air Mail" opens

today at the Mayfair Theatre in New
York. No box-office figures to go on;

no critics' reports—nothing—and yet

there isn't a person in the moving
picture business who doesn't already

know that "Air Mail" is a huge suc-

cess. They just smell 'em. In Africa,

drums carry messages almost as fast

as the telegraph. The Indians on this

continent used to signal by fires from

one mountain top to another, with

incredible speed. They are as noth-

ing compared to the speed with

which a moving picture success can

make Itself known to every producer,

distributor and exhibitor in this wide

land.

READ
The

Amazing Story

OF

" SOS ICEBERG"

The only film ever shot in Green-

land and the sources of the gigan-

tic Icebergs. This story will be

told in a forthcoming issue of the

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY

Variety Retracts

U Denies Making Films

for $75,000

Denying a "Variety" report that

Universal is producing four class "B"

features with budgets not exceeding

$75,000, R. H, Cochrane, vice-presi-

dent in charge of the home office,

declared:

"We cannot do it and no other

company can do it unless they inten-

tionally set out to make cheaters.

We haven't any such budget for any

of our pictures or any such plan. Our

minimum picture is around $150,000.

The same is true of every other major

company."
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""I Get Prouder of Motion Pictures

Every Day of My Life"
Says Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune Critic^ Inspired by Universal Picture.

This Is a Rave,
Says Critic of
Movie Review

'Once in a Lifetime'

Wins a Big Hand

By Mae Tinee

Good Morning!

Right here on this spot, at this

time, I want to give Universal a great

big hand!

In "Once in a Lifetime" this com-

pany has attained a double barreled

achievement. The first barrel is a

workmanlike and exceedingly enter-

taining adaptation of the uproarious

stage satire. The second—which pos-

sibly should have been mentioned

first—is a reputation for good sports-

manship. There was no deleting of

lines or situations that kidded Holly-

wood. Instead, they were permitted

to blossom as the sunflower. Univer-

sal has, to its everlasting credit,

proved Hollywood able to take

joke and pass it on with a grin, even

if the joke WAS on the picture

colony.

Honestly, I get prouder of motion

pictures every day of my lifel They're

growingl The people who are making

them are growing. By fits and staKs

and pains—maybe—but, still, lustily

taking root in good old common
sense and reaching aspiring tendrills

toward the sky.

The play by Moss Hart and George
S. Kaufman, who, it is said, had never

been to Hollywood before they wrote

it, starts its story with the start of

talking pictures.

Then, as everybody knows, the

world of the cinema went just plain

cuckoo over the wonderful invention

dropped into its lap.

A vaudeville trio—two men and a

girl—down on their luck, trek to Hol-

lywood. May Daniels and Jerry Hy-

land are smart. They nourish the

brilliant idea of starting a school

""Back Street" Coes
Sweeping On

"Back Street" is regarded by ex-

perts as the most remarkable picture

of the year in Its consistent power at

the box-office. It opened in the

Rockaways and Long Beach, around

New York, and has just played its re-

peat bookings in the same houses to

within a few dollars as much money
as it took in the first time it played

these houses. And it established rec-

ords In all of them then.

Frank McCarthy, Eastern Sales

Manager, has just received a letter

from A. H. Barnett, Manager of the

Buffalo Universal Exchange, with some
astounding figures on "Back Street"

In Its neighborhood runs in Buffalo.

It Is just a casual letter, like one
official might send to another, but it

contains a startling statement and all

of the figures are included in the

letter to back up this statement. Here
Is the letter.

"Dear Frank:

"I thought you might be Inter-

ested to learn that 'Back Street,'

in the Publlx neighborhood houses,

did more than any other picture

shown in the past two years, par-

ticularly In the Elmwood and Se-

neca Theatres.

"The grosses In each situation

were as follows."

(Figures on request).

wherein formerly silent players shall

learn to talk in a manner that shall

not confound the world. George
Lewis, the other member of the trio.

Is just a dumb Indian nut eating

stooge whom they love and who loves

them.

Not for the world would they leave

George behind, though he Is just the

big tame bull In their china shop of

plans. . . . Ha, ha. Is the laugh on

them! In their scheme of things,

even as It is in heaven, the first turns

out to be last and the last first. ... I

The film sports the wealth of killing

incident and dialogue that made the

play the joy It was. And what a cast

this movie boasts!

Aline MacMahon, in the leading

feminine role, delivers one handsome

performance! She's proved in numer-

ous less Important assignments that

she was a comedienne of parts. This

trip she establishes her right to be

classed with Marie Dressier, Edna

May Oliver, and the other grand and

glorious girls who make laughter a

necessity and a pleasure.

Russell Hopton is great as her

brainy sidekick, and Jack Oakie is im-

mense as the dumb cluck who comes

to rule their world.

Onslow Stevens plays a forgotten

man—.an author who never gets to

see the god who hired, pays, and

gives him nothing to do—with de-

lightful irony and great facial expres-

siveness. Gregory Ratoff as Herman
Glogauer, the god-president of Glo-

gauer Productions— Is almost too

good to be true. Louise Fazenda

caricatures a lady columnist with zest

and perception, and there are loads

of other capables who simply slay

you.

Direction, staging, costumes, sce-

nery are assets of the first water.

"Why, this is a rave!" you say.

When there's something to rave over

—rave, says I.

See you tomorrow.





VORDS OF FIRE!
r Says: "Terrific Hit-A
ven Kindsof a Knockout!"
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Irene Thirer Says
in the

Daily News
with a three and a half

star valuation

NEVER HAVE SO MANY C
THINGS ABOUT SO MANY Dl
BY ONECOMPANY ASTHEY N

Rose Pelswick Says
in the N. Y. Journal

Mad Butler, Insane

Firebug,

Add Thrills,

Chill Nerves In

Mystery
Melodrama

Harleigh Schultz Says
in the Boston American

'The All American'
Tops Football Films

Horror Film
"The Old Dark House" is super-special

spookinema. It is eerie and awful and logi-

cal besides. None of the trap-door, ghost-

in-the-night stuff about the Rialto's new

tenant. Theres' a reason for every move
and a great deal of movement, inasmuch

as several of the film's characters are defi-

nitely demented.

We don't think we've ever before enjoyed

a talkie of this type so immensely. Kfuch

of our appreciation, of course, is for James
("Frankenstein") Whale's excellent direc-

tion of Benn W. Leevy's adaptation of the

chilly tale by J. B. Priestley. And to be

sure, we must credit R. S. ("Journey's End")

Sheriff's help on the dialogue, w)iich is

human and always interesting. Tfren, of

course, plaudits are due a really finfe^cast

including Mr. Karloff [who, alas, hasn't

enough to do, but manages to look as

horrible as he did in his monster role in

"Frankenstein"); the superb Charles Laugh-

ton; lovely, capable Lillian Bond; charming

Gloria Stuart; estimable English Raymond
Massey; meritorious Meivyn Douglas, and

four others whom we haven't seen in pic-

tures before.

They are Eva Moore, Ernest Thesinger,

Brember Wells and John Dudgeon who offer

a quartet of shivery characteriiations. Espe-

cially is Miss Moore's performance extra-

ordinarily effective.
^

Not many shrieks and exclamations come
from the ladies of the picture. But, when
they do scream, you're right with them.

You understand their plight, and hope with

them to work out of it.

A mad butler and an insane arso-

nist are only two of the characters

who are guaranteed to terrify any

timid soul visiting the Rialto this

week. For the new tenant at the

Rialto is "The Old Dark House," one
of the eeriest and, incidentally, one
of the best acted and directed mys-

tery melodramas seen hereabouts in

many months. The menace of the

Priestley novel, is translated to the

screen, is conveyed almost entirely

by suggestion. And as any horror-

story addict knows, suggestion is a

more effective hair raiser than all the

leering antics of assorted Draculas,

Frankensteins and Zombies put to-

gether.

While Boris Karloff, wearing a frighten-

ing, if not especially convincing make-up, is

billed as the star of the piece, he has to

stand aside so that bows can be taken by
three English players—Brember Wells, Ernest

Thesinger and Eva Moore, who walk away
with all the acting honors. And it is due to

the superb direction by James Whale, the

adaptation by Benn Levy and the

dialogue by R. C. Sheriff that the

picture piles chills and a lady finds

herself clutching the arm of the

gentleman sitting beside her because
she's scared.

Russell Mack now has to his credit two
"bests." His "Spirit of Notre Dame" was

the best grid picture with a collegiate back-

ground; now comes his "The All American"
as the best of all football films. Mack's
direction has the knack of instilling the

breath of life into the screen, of giving the

panorama of lights and shadows an exciting

sweep that is second only to the reality

itself. All this he has done in his latest,

now to be seen at RKO Keith's.

"The All American" is an out and out

epic of the pigskin. The campus fades out

early; men are men in the whirl of life after

college. Problems of livelihood, of char-

acter, of career, are theirs, knottier than

the x-y-z problems of the classrooms and the

dormitories. But the old football love

lingers; the old lessons of the gridiron bat-

tles interweave their living, and the yearn-

ing is still strong to get into the game

—

never to be on the sidelines. So the pic-

ture tackles the theme from a new angle;

it takes up the heroes when the varsity

contests are ended.

Gridiron Stars

First of all Universal brings into the cast

the big names of football. They are men
of physique, of striking faces. Mack swings

his lenses upon them. His touch is a good
deal like that of the Russians who like to

cull their actors from the streets, and not

from professionals. Frank Carrideo, Albie

Booth, Chris Cagle, Ernie Pinckert, Eddie

Casey, "Moon" Mullins, and a dozen others,

participate, and give a glow of virility Hol-

lywood cannot match out of its make-believe

personnel. These man act better than the

film men of their years, and to this story

of football give authenticity and a mighty

punch.

There is a story, far above the sentimental
thread in other grid pictures. But it isn't

a great story; it doesn't have to be. For

these true-life heroes rise higher than
cinema romance. They dwarf incidentals,

and stir up such a swift stream of thrilling

camera narrative, that the audience ap-

plauds more than at any other movie we
can recall.

This is truly football's screen saga; it is

so, thanks, chiefly, to Russell Mack's direc-

tion, and to Carrideo, Booth and the rest.

Praise for Mix in

Bland Johaneson Says
in the Daily Mirror

At last, something new in WesternsI

Tom Mix and Tony, ever greatest of the

horse-and-cowboy teams, have made a

completely novel western in MY PAL, THE
KING ... an appealing human little yarn

'My Pal the King
"

which is pleasing entertainment for adults

and a riot for the youngsters . v .

The story has charm. It is spiked with
stirring action, quiet humor and simple

drama . . . Mix is supported by a most
engaging little boy named Mickey Rooney.
A clean picture for the whole family.

. . . It's a thoroughly pleasing film and a

spectacular departure from conventional
westerns.
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JTICS SAID SO MANY FINE
FERENT PICTURES PRODUCED
IW SAY OF UNIVERSAL HITS!

William C. King Says
in the Evening Post

'Once in a Lifetime”

at the Roxy, Is a

Hilarious Pictur-

ization of the
Stage Satire

Mr. Carl Laemmie, the veteran head ot

Universal Pictures, has taken a dare—taken

it and, what is more important, made it

into the most intelligent and amusing screen

comedy that has come out of Hollywood
in years.

When "Once in a Lifetime" appeared
on Broadway as a play those of us who
saw it on the opening night muttered to

each other between spasms of hilarity that

here was one sure-fire stage hit the movies

wouldn't dare to touch. Hollywood, we said

gleefully, had at last got what was coming
to it in the way of concentrate of sarcasm

and precipitate of ridicule. The cinema
moguls, so gorgeously spoofed by Moss
Hart and George Kaufman, would scarcely

wish to preserve the spoofing by way of

their own celluloid.

We were wrong. The motion picture

version of "Once in a Lifetime," now visible

and audible at the Roxy, is the proof, for

Mr. Laemmle's director, actors, and scenar-

ists have not diluted a single drop of the

caustic which Messrs. Kaufman and Hart

poured over the talkie capital and its in-

habitants.

"Once in a Lifetime," therefore, is as

uproariously funny on the screen as it was
on the stage, and that, as any one who saw
the footlights production will tell you, is

the highest possible praise. There has been
no tampering with the characters created
by the playwrights and no weakening of the
hilarious but scathing dialogue of their

play.

Moreover, the actors chosen by Universal

for the talkie version do every whit as well

by their roles as did the superb cast of

the stage presentation.

Follows the Play Closely

Although the cameras wisely have done
little more than record what might have
been a performance of the play itself, the

production never for a moment loses pace.
All too frequently, when plays are recorded
on

,
the films, the screen version seems to

drag between sequences. Not so "Once in

a Lifetime." What few excursions are made
outside the limitations necessary to a stage

performance add decidedly to the effective-

ness of the production.

Mordaunt Hall Says
in the N. Y. Times

Having discovered through the popular-

ity of the films of "Dracula," "Frankenstein"

and "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" that

motion picture patrons like to be horrified

just as much as they like to be amused,

Carl Laemmie, Jr., of Universal Pictures, is

now offering another shocker in the form

of a pictorial conception of J. B. Priestley's

"The Old Dark House," which now is spread-

ing its spine-chilling effects among Rialto

spectators.

There is a wealth of talent in this pro-

duction, and while one may wonder, after

witnessing the exciting doings, why the mo-

torists who seek refuge in the old dark

house did not continue on their way im-

mediately after encountering two or three

of the occupants, it must be remembered
that Mr. Priestley is responsible for their

staying and. as the shadow tale adheres

quite closely to the book, he is also respon-

sible for the hysteria that prevails during

many of the scenes.

This current thriller, like "Frankenstein,"

had the advantage of being directed by

James Whale, who again proves his ability

in this direction. "The Old Dark House"
may not have as complete a story as

"Frankenstein," but in it are such talented

performers as Charles Laughton, Raymond
Massey, Meivyn Douglas, Ernest Thesiger,

Boris Karloff, Lillian Bond and Brember Wills,

Bland Johanson Says
in the Daily Mirror

Old Dark House
Thriller

Hokum Melodrama Gives

Brember Wills Chance

to Shine as Lunatic

A stunning scare film. You'll be thrilled

by it.

The cast is uniformily splendid. The out-

standing performance is delivered by Brem-

ber Wills as the madman. Karloff, all be-

whiskered, grunts and lumbers his menacing
way through the action, which is breath-

snatching and appalling.

Lurid stuff for impressionable babes and

riders of nightmares, "The Old Dark House’’

is great fun for the less timorous. A first

rate thriller, loaded with chills.

19

William Boehnel Says
in the

World Telegram

Priestley Film
Hot Thriller

"The Old Dark House," at the

Rialto, Excellent Piece of

Acting.

Dread terror stalked the old, dark, un-

canny Femm house, situated in the Welsh

mountains, where Philip Waverton, his wife

Margaret and their companion for a week-

end, Roger Penderel, had to take refuge

from a storm, a flood and a landslide which

overtook them as they were on their way

home.

There was a gorilla-like, dumb servant,

obviously up to no good; a bedridden old

man, his shrewish. God-fearing daughter;

his blasphemous son, wanted by the police,

and the strongly bolted door of a terrify-

ing room on the top floor hid a lunatic,

the eldest son of Sir Roderick Femm.

These horrifying characters, the endless

stairway that leads to the roof, the suc-

cession of terrifying rooms and what hap-

pens to the three accidental guests, as

well as to Sir William Porterhouse and his

chorus girl companion, Gladys DuCane, who

also take refuge within the stone-walled cor-

ridors of the Femm house, may be witnessed

with much curdling of blood and with con-

siderable pleasure at the Rialto Theatre,

where yesterday a thriller of thrillers called

"The Old Dark House" had its premiere.

From Novel by Priestley.

it is based on a novel by J. B. Priestley,

which in England was known as "Benighted,"

and which Harpers published here several

years ago as one of the first of their sealed

mystery novels under the title which the

picture now uses.

When shockers are as inherently

sound as this one is there is cause for

considerable cheering, for this is the

type of story that the movies can do

superlatively well. And when, in ad-

dition, the direction and acting are

as superlative as they are in the "The

Old Dark House," then there is even

more cause for cheering.
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THE RADIO FOR A

Millions have tuned
them in on their radio
sets . . . Now you can
tune them in on your

screen!

and the first release is

MORTON
DOWNEY

with

VINCENT LOPEZ
and his band—and the

famous song composer

DAVE DREYER
Produced by

WILLIAM ROWLAND - MONTE BRICE

Productions, Inc.

SIGN UP FOR THE SERIES. THE



THE GREATEST STARS OF
SERIES OF SHORT FILMS!

WALTER WINCHELL
NICK LOUIS

KENNY • SOBOL
The Most Widely-Read Columnists in America —

Sponsoring The Biggest Names in Radio!

THE STARS WHO FORMERLY KEPT

THE PEOPLE AT HOME WILL NOW
BRING THEM TO YOUR THEATRE

COMING

THE BOSWELL SISTERS

THE STREET SINGER

ART JARRETT
withBUDDY ROGERS, LEO REISMAN, MILDRED BAILEY, JACQUES RENARD

LEW BROWN and RAY HENDERSON
«M. NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, FOUR ETON BOYS, STEPIN FETCHIT

ELL THE WORLD YOUVE GOT IT!



MIX CLICKS ALL
are combined.

/

New Tom Mix

Movie One of

His Very Best

There's a Grand Show at

the Castle.

t'' to

» c''

od'P°'S>»v\v
I \ ?UrV<>^^oO^ '

, \ •
,

\ \ 600

" MY PAL, THE KING.”
Pro4«erd by llniventt.

Directed by Rurt Nciunann.
rreecnted at the Cattle theater.

THE CAST.

Tom Reed... Tom Mix
Kins Chorlet Mickey Rooney
Red Paul Hurst
Princeim Elta Noel Francla

Gretchrn Fiota Barton
Rluckstelo Stnart Holmes
Sehwartx .....danfa Kirkwood
Cloudy dim Thorpe
ECsel Chriatlao Frank
The Dowacer Queen... Clarltaa Selwynne
Oen. Wledeman

Ferdinand Sehimiann*Helnk )

Wallla Clark
j

Tony HhntcU I

By Mm Tinee. I

Good Morninfr
'

Well, Kids, old and young:, there i

a picture over at the Castle that’s

just—about—our—size!

A lot of us missed the circuses- this

year. WE SHOULD CARE! Tom
Reed’s Traveling Wild West Show is

as good as most of them Ahd has
some of* ’em licked a mile SEE the

cowboys perform wonder.s at roping,

llassolng, riding, shooting! S^E those

three trained horses execute their act

[wltW* grate and precision that would
ido honor.XO Ziegfeld chorus girls! SEE
he runaway stage ,<oach—that has
pe -REAL runaway * SEE Tom Mix
nd Tony In what I d0 believe is the

tist pitturo they’ve *hver made!

^ .t-N .1* ^

CHIC. DAILY TklBUNE
In "Mv Pjt. ir,. Kin?." Mr. Mix. I

betUr known ky Ihe Children's De-
light, has an 'Miutiiany appealing and
ploKul story. The action, which irans-

porta an American king cowboy and
his troupe o£ perlormers overseas to

the mythical kingdom of.Ar some.
thine or other, ostensibly ruled by a
wee King Charles, aged about eight—
haa just the right amount of Imaglna.'
tion and whimsy. It shows Tom Ubis of ^
at his best, which ha always is whca
among children and horses, packs con-
siderable excitement, a soupcon of
romance, and a lot of grand and gor-
geous'uniforraa which make a nice foil

lor the cowboy costumes of the Wild
West Show. AND the show itself!

I "don't want to tell you the -story,

but you can just bet your boUdm
dollar that when Tom's pal. (he king, I

is In danger from those- wearing the!
uniforms he is not deserted by the

|

spurred and sombreroed sons of the
western plains.

|

The king Is delightfully acted by
little Mickey Rooney—a quaint child
with big, serious eyes, grown-up ways,
and a keen sense of the dramatic.
Supporting rOIes are handled- wUli zest
—you'll especially like Paul Hurst
as Tom's side kick and Wallis Clark
as the little king's tutor—and I

thought the direction wae just im-
mense.
There's a rousing good time for the

wholA family In " My Pal, the IDng,”
at a quarter a throw for the grown-
ups and fifteen dark brown pennies
for children.

Sec you tomorrow f

SjM

’Destry Rides Again”—U
Tom Mix, Claudia Dril, Za:u Pitts. Andy Dtvinr,

^
Earle Faxe, Stanley 'Fields.

Tom Mix is back and exhibitors don't

have to worry about his pictures. Mix

should be a bigger and better star back in

the Universal regime, and the kids and

adults will go for his action pictures.

Estimate: Old-time Mix western and box

office.

EXHIBITOR

”Rider of Death Valley”—

U

Tom Mix. "Tony," Lois lyUsoii, Fred Kohler, Fo

rest Stanley.

An hnprovement over the first Mix, wit

the Death Valley aspect a strong exploit,

tion angle. The thirst scenes in the dese

are exceptionally well done. Here is

Western which might be accepted by tho;

who don’t care so much for horse operas.

Estimate:

7A^ EXHIBiroe

ANY MIX PICTURE IS /
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P.EPORT5

ly Pal The King” with Tom Mix
{Universal, Aug. 4; running time. 61 min.)

lent. This is not a western, although a wild i

C Keen rleverlv wnrWed into the StOfV. It haS eV

Universal, Aug. 4; running time. 61 min.,

ent. This is not a western, although a wild west

; been cleverly worked into the story. It has every-

ist action, human interest, comedy, and some fine

natic situations. The closing scenes are the most

;
it is where the boy king is held a prisoner by the

nd is saved by the hero just in time. These scenes

xcite children that they will stand on their seats

r. As a matter of fact they will hold in tense sus-

en adults. It has been lavishly produced with set-

id enough for any feature picture:

—

lot was adopted from a story by Richard Schayer.

irected by Kurt Neumann. In the cast are Mickey
Paul Hurst, Noel Francis, James Kirkwood, and

lent for children and for Sunday showing-

^/1 >//

EARNS HOLDOVER
WEEK AT GLOBE
THEATRE, NEW YORK

SURE MONEY MAKER



never

—

never---

ncvci'*-

was a finer series of one-

reelers produced than our

multi-colored novelties

called

AsnSlBM
JTJBP OUT

i-

There are now 24 of these perfect gems in

release and not one has ever failed to delight

the thousands of audiences who have seen it.

Ask to see ONE and you’ll want them all.



You're the Man of the Hour!
**Even the Big Ones Have To Be Exploited Today!’* Says Carl Laemmle.

Showmanship Means More Now Than Ever Before.
The Industry Depends On Energetic Theatre Managers.

W HAT is it that brinqs in the money at a theatre today?

What is it that brings that early morning line-up to your

box-office? What is is that establishes new records at

your theatre, smashing even

the great ones set during the

most prosperous times?

It is Showmanship!

The houses doing the big

business today are the ones

with real showmen at the

helm—fighting managers who
are using their brains and

energy to sell their pictures

to the public as, they never

did before! In the words

of Carl Laemmle: "It takes

more than a manager to run

a theatre today. It takes an

honest-to-God showman. Even

the big ones have to be ex-

ploited today!"

Real showmen are doing

just that. Some of the big-

gest successes of the season

would not have clicked as

big as they did if smash ex-

ploitation had not been put

behind them. Take BACK
STREET, for example, A truly

great picture! A wave of

well planned exploitation

swept from coast to coast on
this one to send records soar-

ing to new heights not only

in the important key cities,

but in the smaller communities and in the second and third run

houses as well. And BACK STREET will continue to break records

in the return dates it is already receiving.

The same applies to THE ALL AMERICAN, Universal's great

football picture. Showmen everywhere are giving it campaigns
even greater than that accorded that wonderful hit of last year,

THE SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME. And it. too, is chalking up won-
derful grosses despite the times. What we say for Universal

pictures applies to all companies' product. Exploit the good ones

and be sure you put smash campaigns behind the big ones too,

because only in that way will you capitalize the big potential

profit possibilities of these pictures. Fight—fight—FIGHT for that

extra money!

$ $ $ $ $

The Universal Weekly will devote a special Showmanship section

for the news of outstanding exploitation work done by leading

theatre managers throughout the country. We hope you will

find in this section many ideas that you can adapt to local advan-

tage. We also hope that you will become a regular contributor

to this section by sending
to us the tried and proved
ideas that bring you the best

results at the box-office. Send
us samples of your news-

paper advertising — your
newspaper contests—photo-
graphs arid unusual lobby
fronts— general information

on your campaigns and out-

standing stunts—so that we
can reproduce them on these
pages for other exhibitors in

other cities to see, and so

benefit from your experience
just as you, too, may find

some help in reading about
what your brother showmen
a.'e doing.

$ $ $ $ $

Hard work is the lot of the
showman. You know, and we
know, that hard knocks are
his reward. In this business,

blame and censure are han-

ded around freely but praise

very rarely. People are too
busy for that. Nevertheless,

good work deserves recogni-
tion. And from now on the

Universal Weekly will give it

where it is due.

This recognition won't be in the form of a medal, a bunch of

flowers, a costly prize or a oag of gold! It will be in the form of

a plain parchment certificite. But when it is made out to YOU
it will mean plenty! it will signify: YOU ARE DOING YOUR JOB
•RIGHT, MISTER!

The Universal Weekly Certificate of Merit must be EARNED

—

earned by a smart job o distinguished showmanship on a Universal

Picture. It will be awarded for the best creative showmanship
ability displayed in campaigns submitted to us each week. A
number of men may <vin certificates each week. They may be
granted for a complete all-around campaign or for some outstand-

ing item in the campaign.

Are YOU going ta be one of the first to win a Certificate of

Merit? It's up to you. Send us details of what you do. Ad-
dress this material to: SHOWMANSHIP EDITOR, UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY, 730 Fifth Avenue. New York. Come on, Mr. Showman!

HONOR FOR THE SHOWMAN!

Universal Weekly Offers This Congratulatory

C ertificate For Distinguished Showmanship!
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IN THE SKIES-ON THE AIR-U
ALL AMERICAN' CAMPAIGN!

New York knew

when "The All Amer-

ican" was in town!

The air was full of

it! Even the skies

over the metropoli-

tan city carried the

message of the
greatest football pic-

ture of all times.

The radio waves car-

ried the news into

the homes of mil-

lions, and the pe-

destrian was greeted

at every turn by

window tie-ups that

told the same story.

In the subway trains

the word-of-mouth
advertising was *-rav-

eling homeward.
Catching the at-

tention of hundieds

of thousands of •ootball fans an autogiro plane flew over the big

games at the Po'o Grounds and Yankee Stadium, trailing a giant

banner reading: UNIVERSAL PICTU RES—"THE ALL AM.-.V.V..AN
'

—PARAMOUNT—NOW!
A monster nation-wide broadcast over the Columbia network,

from the stage of the Paramount theatre on opening night reached

into millions of homes with the announcement of the picture's

engagement on Broadway. Planned by Christy Walsh with the

co-operation of the General Foods Company, the Paramount the-

atre and the Universal Home Office Exploitation Department, this

broadcast not onl/ helped to exploit the picture in New York but

gave it a big send off clear across the country. It was part of

the All-America
program for Postum

and introduced no-

ted sportsmen,
sports writers and

football players, to

the overflow audi-

ence at the Para-

mount as well as to

the million radio

listeners.

Utilizing the many
national tie-ups ar-

ranged for the pic-

ture, announcements
and elaborate dis-

plays were secured

in dozens of promi-

nent New York store

windows. The Rich-

ard Arlen-AII Amer-
ican shirt was fea-

tured in seven of

the National Shirt

shops windows and as many windows of the Knickerbocker Shirt

Company, sporting dealers tied up all over the city. The Adler
Shoe Company arranged a window tying up with their All Amer-
ican shoe, using the giant accessory streamer and several cut-out

enlargements of action photos of the famous football players.

Publix gave the picture a smart advertising campaign in the

New York papers and backed this up with a 24 sheet billboard

showing which blanketed the city.

Upon completion of its run at the Paramount Theatre "ALL
AMERICAN" was immediately booked for its second Broadway
showing at the RKO Palace. This theatre is renewing and adding
to the many tie-ups on the picture about the city.

Here are the big fellows who spoke from the Paramount stage. (Reading
from left to right) : Law, Notre Dame; Pinckert, U.S.C.; Ripley; Lou Gehrig;
Coach Cavanagh ; Coach Crowley; Christy Walsh; “Bugs” Baer; Coach Lou
Ljtttle; Chris Cagle and Shipwreck Kelly. Are you getting local celebrities for

your opening?

AT SOUTH BEND -NOTRE DAME TEAM
AND COACH ATTEND PREMIERE.

As a climax to a great campaign for his engagement of "The

All American," George Gamb:ill, manager of the Palace theatre.

South Bend, Ind., invited the Notre Dame football team and Jesse

Harper, the university’s athletic director, to attend the opening as

the theatre's guests and appear on the stage. For the week pre-

ceding the opening Gambrill had his ushers costumed in Notre

Dame football togs with the All America shield, and on opening

day he had six men, similarly uniformed, on the streets of the city.

The school turned out en masse tor this picture.

EVEN IN THE NEW YORK SKY!

Above: The autogiro that flew over the big football games
in New York City providing novel advertisitp for the engage-

ment of “7 he All American” at the Paramouh Theatre.

DETROIT USHERS PEP FOOTBALL LOBBY

Right: Walter Norris, manager of the RKO Downtown
theatre, Detroit, Mich.; adapted two pressbook suggestions and

developed this attractive lobby display for “The All American.”

The “players” are ushers in University of Detroit uniforms.
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JNDERGROUND-EVERYWHERE!
STEADY LINES AT BOX-OFFICES!

ON BROADWAY

L A. PREVIEW, COLLEGE
TIE-UP, RADIO CONTEST

R. L. Moss, manager and Ken McGaffey,
publicity manager of the R.K.O. Hill Street

Theatre In Los Angeles, assisted by Ben
•Westland, Universal explolteer, put over a

fine campaign for "The All American" In

the movie capital. A preview held for

school and college officials and local sports

writers resulted In special nights for five

colleges and some nice plugs from the

sports writers.

FIVE SCHOOL RALLIES
TOP BIG SYRACUSE

Gus Lampe, manager of the Eckel, Syra-

cuse, N. Y., jumped into his exploitation for

"The All American" with both feel- and

came out with a real bang-up showmanship

campaign.

He crashed the Syracuse-Ohio football

game with the first local stadium ballyhoo

and also distributed 1 ,000 megaphones at

this game. His ad appeared on 5,000

official score cards.

A Johnny Orsi night was held and ihe

Colgate faculty and student body attended.

Lampe lined up five other school rallies with

parades led by bands and banners marching

to the theatre. Four Syracuse high schools

held these nights.

Local Tavannes watch dealer paid for im-

printing 3,000 roto heralds. Newspaper ran

contest offering ticket prizes tor best foot-

ball score guesses.

Adapting the pressbook suggestion a con-

test was conducted over station KRKD otter-

ing ticket prizes tor readers guessing local

football scores. Fine window displays were

secured through the national tie-ups and

the set of tie-up stills. A ballyhoo truck

equipped with loud speaker and two 6' x
6'

banners was spotted at the Olympic Sta-

dium all day Saturday.

PLAYS UP GRID STARS
NE*r TORJC city

One of the big space newspaper ads
used in the New York campaign. Space
ran 9 Yz inches on 3 columns.

BINGHAMTON SELECTS
Fred Perry, Manager of the Capitol The-

atre. Binghamton, New York, boosted "ALL
AMERICAN" with a contest to select local

All America professional team. Newspapers

co-operated. Montgomery Ward store gave

him fifty footballs for contest prizes and

imprinted 5,000 roto heralds free.

HUNDREDS OF CHOICE TIE-UP WINDOWS FOR ALL AMERICAN"

Left: Display in Adler Shoe Store on West 42d Street, New York City, for "The All American" engagement at the Para-
mount theatre. Centre: A Los Angeles display featuring All American Tweeds and giving generous space to stills, lobby photos,
etc., on "The All merican" at the RKO Hill Street theatre. Right: Another Los \ngeles display featuring the Tavannes All American
watch. Space similar to this can be secured in your city as these are all national tie-ups.

I
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PEPPY LOBBIES AND PRETTY GIRLS
PUT ONCE IN A LIFETIME" OVER!
BIG LAUGH RIGHT ON THE STREET

tTl COIOUai
I

Lifetime

Fred Meyer. Manager Director and Al Kvool. manager of the

Alhambra Theatre. Mihcuakee, Wise., get credit for this attractive

front for "Once In A Lifetime” . A revolving disc behind the

open mouth of Jack Oakie, was covered with stills giving the

impression of pictures coming out of the laughing face. The
panel at the right featured catch lines and cut-out star heads.

SHANBERGER LANDS "LIFETIME" CON-
TEST AND CO-OP PACE IN BALTIMORE

Here's a showman who knows how to land free newspaper space!

Lawrence Schanberger, manager of Keith's theatre, Baltimore,

adopted the pressbook suggestion for a newspaper contest on "Once
In A Lifetime" and landed in the Baltimore Post with extra pub-

city for four days. The Post gave the contest generous space in

stories and art and the public response was away beyond expec-

tations. Schanberger also succeeded in coming through with a

full page cooperative ad on the picture in the same paper.

Extra space was used for the newspaper ads and a selling front

arranged. Duke Hickey, Universal exploitation representative,

assisted on the campaign.

Left : One of the many displays in windows of the National

Shirt Shop chain. New York City, through naxional tie-up on
Lion Brand All American Shirts.

Right: One of the 20 "Loop” district windows secured by
Frank Smith, manager and John Joseph, publicity manager for

the RKO Palace Theatre, Chicago. It features the D & M
Football tie-up.

MORE ALL AMERICAN" WINDOWS

DETROIT RADIO CONTEST NETS AIR
PLUGS FOR FOUR DAY PERIOD

Walter Norris manager of the R-K-O Downtown theatre, Detroit,

gave "Once In A Lifetime" an all around campaign. Adapting a

pressbook suggestion he arranged a contest offering ticket prizes

for the best letters on "things that happen once in a lifetime."

Station WMBC conducted the contest which netted the engage-
ment three 2 minute plugs a day for four days. A classified ad
newspaper contest tie-up resulted in 123 inches of free display

advertising and several stories.

Giant cut-outs of laughing faces were used in the lobby display

two weeks in advance. Loud speakers set up behind the faces

broadcast laughs from the picture at the break of each show.

Adapting the Indian nut stunt suggested in the pressbook Norris

tied up with a chain of drug stores for an Indian Nut Sundae.
This gave the picture title and theatre a break on 12 windows and
soda bars.

Extra space was used for display ads in the metropolitan dailies

and special ads were inserted in a dozen regional papers. Andy
Sharick, Universal exploiteer, assisted.

GEORGE BOLE CRASHES ONE PARADE
AND STAGES ANOTHER

One of the bannered cars, and its cargo of beauty, from the

parade staged by George Bole, manager of the Golden Gate

theatre, San 'Francisco, for “Once In A Lifetime” . The local

Auburn dealer co-operated and supplied the cars.

The day before "Once In A Lifetime" opened at the Golden

Gate theatre in San Francisco, the city staged a welcome home

parade to one of its leading citizens. George Bole, manager and

Emil Umann, publicity manager, heard about it and crashed in

with a car bannered with a welcome to the returning hero and an

invitation to see the picture. Mounted police and a band led the

parade and the Golden Gate's entry followed the car of honor.

The line of march was through the city's busiest section and ended

at the civic centre where all were greeted by the mayor and other

public officials.

Not content with one parade Bole and Umann staged another

through a tie-up with the local dealer in Auburn cars. Eight cars

were used and all were bannered with an ad for the picture and

the new model car. Each was filled with a bevy of San Francisco s

best beauties.
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES INC

ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPENED PALACE THEATRE CLEVELAND SATURDAY

BUSINESS FOR SATURDAY SUNDAY ABSOLUTELY SENSATIONAL BOTH DAYS

BEAT BACK STREET WHICH DID TREMENDOUS STOP PICTURE EXCEPTIONALLY

WELL RECEIVED AUDIENCE RAVING APPROVAL CRITICS REVIEWS OUT-

SAUL RE SNICK

With JACK OAKIE, SIDNEY FOX,
Aline McMahon, Russell Hopton,

Louise Fazenda, Gregory Ratoff,

Zasu Pitts, Onslow Stevens. From
the play by Moss Hart andGeorge
S. Kaufman. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Russell

Mack. Presented by Carl Laemmie

C-O-L-O-S-S-A-L!



LIVE-WIRE SHOWMEN'S ADS
FROM POINTS NORTH. EAST, SOUTH AND WEST
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the laugh
OF THE CENT
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THE GREATEST GRIDIRON FILM
EVER MADE; MEN WHO HAVE
MADE COLLEGE HISTORY...
FLAYING WHIRLWIND FOOT-
BALL AND ACTING IMPORTANT
ROLES IN A FULSATINC DRAMA
OF YOUTH.

NOT NEWSREEL SCENES. BUT A
MOMENTOUS FILM FLAY FRE-
SENTINC THE FIRST ALL-AMER.
ICA TEAM EVER ASSEMBLED FOR AN
ACTUAL CAME. BATTLIHC THE OUT-
STANDING ALL-AMERICANS OF THE
FAST FIVE YEARS.
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"'All American" Gives Every Thrill of
Gridiron, Having Distinct and Logical Story

—New York American

By REGINA CREWE
Motion Picture Editor N. Y. American

From kick-off to touch-down it car-

ries every thrill of the gridiron, and
hits the screen as hard as its pigskin

luminaries hit the line. And what a

list of the football famous the picture

boasts! "Marchy" Schwartz, "John-

ny" Baker, "Erny" Pinckert, and their

1931 All-American teammates:
"Chris" Cagle, "Ernie" Nevers,

Frank Carideo, Albie Booth, and fif-

teen more historic goal-post names.

And Christy Walsh, Glenn Warner,
Jesse Harper, Ed Casey, and Alex-

ander, of Georgia Tech, besides.

Boy, when the All-Americans battle

the All-Stars on Universal's football

field, there's a kick! And I don't

mean on the fourth down!
Not content with startling shots of

gridiron glories and gladiators, a dis-

tinct and logical story thread runs

through the film. It establishes Dick

Aden as the football "phenom" of

his varsity team, and follows him from
the glamorous days of college hero-

I

Last week Paramount bosses lined

up the all-American radio favorites

for us and they crooned their ditties

In "The Big Broadcast." This week

the theatre at the crossroads of New
York presents via celluloid all the col-

legiate football heroes known to pig-

skin history of the past several years.

It's a Universal picture this, "The All

American." And the Carl Laemmles,
Sr. and Jr., may well be proud of

assembling such a celebrated grid-

iron line-up for one mere movie.

To name some of the boys who
participated in the thrilling football

action sequences in "The All Amer-
ican":

Schwartz of Notre Dame, Cagle of

the Army, Shaver of U. S. C., Cain

Ism Into the grim struggle following

graduation.

From a proud place in the sports

limelight he skids into oblivion and

disgrace. And then, just as time is

about to be called on him, he fights

his way back along the route that

once brought him fame. In doing so

he saves a younger brother from fol-

lowing the paths of error that once

brought about his downfall.

This is the sort of role in which Dick

Aden excels, and as the star of the

stadium he is always both sympathe-

tic and convincing. The comedy falls

to Andy Devine, as a beefy but

brainless stalwart, and Jimmie Glea-

son, in the part of coach. It is essen-

tially a masculine picture, but Merna
Kennedy, Gloria Stuart and June

Clyde, acquit themselves nicely when

the plot pulls them into the picture.

The big thrills, of course, are pro-

vided by the shots of the various

games, and in meeting face to face,

long shot, medium and close-up, doz-

ens of college heroes. It’s great

entertainment, unique in film annals.

of Alabama, Dalrymple of Tulane,

Pinckert of U. S. C., Munn of Minne-

sota, Nevers of Stanford, Carideo of

Notre Dame, Booth of Yale, Hanley

of Northwestern — and that's just

mentioning a few.

It certainly Is swell to watch these

boys break through lines and make
their goals. Probably the football

scenes In this picture are the choicest

ever caught by the camera. At any

rate, they're certainly the most

realistic.

Richard Shayer and Dale Van

Every got together on the story, a

neat, amusing and fast paced piece

which boasts some originality in plot,

capable acting and commendable
direction by Russell Mack.

Think you'll thoroughly enjoy "The

All-American." It's bright, peppy,

cheerful and full of football thrills.

Bland Johanson Says
in the Daily Mirror

"All American'

Great Football Epic

Here is Universal's annual football

epic, and Mr. Richard Aden's annual

Autumnal appearance as hero of a

football epic. It Is a timely picture

and a good one, thrilling, human, dra-

matic and exciting. And It presents

every spectacular football star extant.

It swarms with sportpage celebrities.

Like "The Spirit of Notre Dame"
and "Touchdown," Its gaudily suc-

cessful predecessors, "The All Amer-

ican" tells a story which is not merely

one of college competition.

The story has pathos, drama and

sincerity. It provides romance, hys-

teria and plenty pf laughs from such

an able comic as Andy Devine.

The football plays, naturally, have

supreme authority. The climatic

game is stunning. Football enthusi-

asts will be excited by "The All-

American."

Rose Pelswick Says
in the N. Y. Journal

27 Grid Stars from
Real Life Enliven
Picture Showing

Perils of

Hero Worship
The audience that packed the

Paramount Theatre at the first per-

formance yesterday applauded and

cheered as the screen introduced,

one after the other, such football

heroes as Carideo of Notre Dame,

Booth of Yale, Cagle of the Army,

Nevers of Stanford and other stal-

wart gridiron heroes. No fewer than

27 all-American stars, past and pres-

ent, appear in the Paramount's new

picture, which bears the title of "The

All American."

Irene Thirer Says in the Daily News

The All American' Football Thriller
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THE

PERFECT

NEWSREEL

Mr. W. G. Ripley, general man-

ager of Columbia Theatres, Long-

view, Wash., tells all that need be

told about the newsreel situation

in this brief and unsolicited letter:

teetv

since

II 15
ev.sreel

^tiemen

NOTHING BUT “THE MOST POPULAR" NEWSREEL

SHOULD BE GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOUR THEATRE
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No. 700 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

I am told that Universal has been charged with ""stall-

ing" in the matter of the proposed new contract with
exhibitors.

This is, in plain language^ a lie. Whether made in

ignorance or in malice, it is still a lie. Whoever concocted

it cannot have the welfare of the business at heart. He
does not want harmony. He wants discord. He wants to
keep trouble stirred up between the buyer and the
seller of pictures.

In spite of the fact that Universal's interests are

involved to the extent of approximately forty-five mil-

lion dollars. Universal within 24 hours after reading the

proposed contract communicated with the committee rep-

resenting the exhibitors and made known the few slight

changes needed as a protection to Universal. That is not

stalling.

Universal studied the contract with the idea of agree-
ing to as much of it as possible, for the sake of uniformity,
and with the idea of making it as easy as possible to

come to an agreement. That is not stalling.

I want harmony. Nobody in the business is lying on a

bed of roses today. The more the buyer and the seller

rub each other the wrong way, the worse it is for all of

us. Nobody wants a decent, fair contract more than Uni-
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NAIL A LIE
versal does. Nobody realizes more than we do the neces-

sity of doing away with frict on and ironing out all

difficulties as speedily as possible.

Unfortunately^ on the fringe of every business^ includ-

ing ours^ there are certain ones who prefer discord to
harmony because it appeals to their selfish interests.

Such men should have no influence in the important
affairs of the motion picture business. They should be
thrown out bodily.

Universars record on the proposed new contract is

perfect. We have done everything to clear the way
toward harmony . The only exceptions we have taken to

the proposals have been based on plain^ common sense
and a desire to make a contract which is honest and
enforceable.

You and I depend on each other. You are as necessary

to me as I am to you, no more and no less. Our interests

are common. I am willing to sign any contract that is

equitable. So are you. I am unwilling to sign any con-

tract that is one-sided. So are you. This is not stalling,

on your part or on mine.

Don't be befuddled by lies, conceived in either ignor-
ance or malice. I've got a record of 27 years of decency
in this business. Past performances count. I'll stack Uni-
versal's against anybody's.
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Monte Blue visits Luis
Trenker on the set of “The
Rebel,” which Universal is

making in Europe with Vil-

ma Banky and Victor Var-
coni also featured in its cast.

Re-union in Berlin on "The Rebel” set. Left to right—
Victor Varconi, Edwin Knopf, Luis Trenker, Joseph Her-
gesheimer, the novelist, and Paul Kohner, associate pro-

ducer of “The Rebel.”

Luis Trenker seems delighted

at Vilma Banky's return to

the screen, although this is a

scene still from the Universal
picture, “The Rebel,” being
made in the Berlin studios.

Carl Laemmie Returns to Coast
OLLOWINS three months in

New York discussing the releas-

ing plans for Universal pictures not

only for this country but for the

world, with the sales executives, Carl

Laemmie, president of Universal, re-

turned this week to Universal City.

Mr. Laemmie was accompanied by
his secretary. Jack Ross, and by Sam
Jacobson, whom he recently pro-

moted to an executive position in

the production department at Uni-

versal City. For the last three years

Mr. Jacobson has been executive

editor of the Universal Newspaper
Newsreel. In New York Mr. Laem-
mie left Frank R. Mastroly as his per-

sonal representative to continue and
perfect these plans. Upon his arrival

in Hollywood, Mr. Laemmie ex-

pressed confidence in the future not

only for Universal, but for the indus-

try as a whole.

Confident of Future

"Although the theatre business is

now entering what is normally the
worst season of the year," Mr. Laem-
mie stated "there is an indication in

the East that business conditions are
generally improving and that when
spring comes the upturn will be
marked.

"So far as pictures are concerned,"
the veteran film executive believes,

"a fine human interest picture will

always gain respect and patronage.

Producers must make every dollar in-

vested in production show on the

screen. The public has seen so many
extremely fine pictures the past two
years that keeping up the high qual-

ity standard is difficult but naturally

imperative. Every new day adds
new burdens to the producer's load

but in this creative field there is no

stopping, no resting and no turning

back. Today the producer must de-

liver consistently improving product

or close his studio. Universal believes

it is delivering the finest group of

pictures it has ever made and by vir-

tue of these good pictures is building

more outstanding stars than at any
time in the past few years."

The

UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulick, Editor

Published weekly by the Mo-
tion Picture Weekly Publishing

Company, 730 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

Copyright 1932,

Universal Pictures Corp.
(All rights reserved)

Vol. 31 Dec. 10, 1932 No. 26

Mr. Laemmle's view about the up-

turn is shared by E. T. (Peck) Gomer-
sall, who arrived back in New York

from a swing over his western terri-

tory at the same time that Mr. Laem-

mie arrived in California. Mr. Gom-
ersall is western sales manager for

Universal. From his survey of six

weeks, during which he visited Uni-

versal City and saw much of the new

product in course of shooting, Mr.

Gomersall is convinced that business

is on the upgrade, at least in the

east. It is his belief also that the

better feeling east of Chicago will

gradually seep through the west.

The depression hit the east first, and
so will recovery. The west followed

the east, and it will inevitably follow

in the upturn.

Mr. Laemmie will remain in Holly-

wood until the celebration of the 27th

year of his entry Into the business

on February 24. The Universal pres-

ident Is the oldest film producer and
distributor, In point of experience, in

the Industry. And he is still going
strong.

Next Week
T
he next issue of the Universal

Weekly will be devoted ex-

clusively to the celebration of Mr.
Laemmle's 27th business birthday.

Don't miss it.



THE HIGH SPOTS OF "NACANA "

in Five

Dramatic
Situations

Tala Birell

and Melvyn
Douglas
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Verree Teasdale, beauty of cast of

"They Just Had to Get Married”
with Pitts and Summerville.

Vilma Banky, the beauty of

“The Rebel” being made abroad.

Ruth Hall, the beauty with Tom
Mix in "Flaming Guns”
Just elected Baby Star

Universal Acquires

Sensational Picture

""Rome Express"

U NIVERSAL on Tuesday

signed a contract with

Arthur Lee to distribute in

the United States the Gau-
mont super picture, "Rome
Express." This picture has

been regarded in England as

the greatest picture ever

made on the other side of

the Atlantic. Every effort

was made by the Gaumont
Company to surpass the

great successes which have been

made along similar lines in this coun-

try, such pictures as "Grand Hotel"

and "Shanghai Express." Production,

cast, direction, dialogue, were all

pointed toward a world beater.

Naturally, the competition for the

distribution rights in this country was

keen. Four companies were bidding

against each other up to the very

last minute when Universal won out.

It is no wonder that Variety, in

reporting on the opening of "Rome
Express" at the Tivoli in London, Eng-

land, said in the current issue:
"
'Rome Express' is the first film

from the new Gaumont British studios

at Shepherd's Bush, London. It is one
of the best pictures made in this

country, and, all things considered,

one of the best feature pictures ever

made anywhere. The cast is impres-

sive. No Hollywood all-star aggrega-
tion could have done better. The
technique is Continental. Opened
to smash business around $ 16

,000 ,

and good for at least eight weeks."

"Rome Express" features Esther

Ralston and Conrad Veidt with a cast

which includes Joan Barry, Harold

Huth, Gordon Harker, Cedric Hard-

wicke, Donald Cathrop, Hugh Wil-

liams, Eliot Makeham, Muriel Aked,

Frank Vosper and Finlay Currie. In

addition to the triumphant return of

Esther Ralston to the screen, "Rome
Express" presents another dazzling

blonde in Joan Barry. When Samuel
Goldwyn, who has a considerable

reputation as a picker, saw "Rome
Express," he immediately signed Joan
Barry for United Artists on a long-

time contract for picture work in

America. The story is by Clifford

Gray, who dialogued the piece in as-

sociation with Frank Vosper and Ralph

Stock, Walter Forde directed it from
a scenario by S. Gilliat.

"Rome Express" was conceived
and executed as a dramatic novelty.

The entire action takes place in a

very limited time, and all of it on the

de-luxe Express train from Paris to

Rome. This train has been the scene

of many real life dramas and
romances. Its action races

at sixty miles an hour from
broad comedy to the most
gripping and suspenseful

drama.

As Variety says, "it in-

cludes drama, crime and a

modicum of comedy. Entire

action takes place on train

from Paris to Rome. No de-

tail is lacking, and appar-
ently no expense was spared.

"
'Rome Express,' properly ex-

ploited, should be a tremendous suc-

cess in America. It is a certain hit

in England."

Universal did not acquire "Rome
Express" to take the place of any-

thing on its announced list. It ac-

quired the picture as a Special and
it will be distributed as a Special,

being released early in February.

Lee Tracy Starts In

"'Private Jones
'

Lee Tracy began work this week on
his starring role in "Private Jones,"

the Richard Schayer story now in pro-

duction at Universal City.

Gloria Stuart, who recently made
a flying trip to New York to attend

the opening of Laemmie, Jr.'s "Air

Mail," has the feminine lead oppo-
site Tracy, and the supporting cast

includes Donald Cook, Russell Glea-
son, Berton Churchill, Shirley Gray,
Emma Dunn, Wallis Clark, Ethel Clay-

ton, Ralph Lewis, Edward Pell.



MORTON
DOWNEY

with

VINCENT LOPEZ
MILLIONS HEAR THEM

ON THE RADIO-NOW
YOU CAN SHOW THEM

ON YOUR SCREEN

and his band-and the
famous song composer

DAVE DREYER •

—and many others

Produced by
WILLIAM ROWLAND-MONTE BRICE

Productions, Inc.



WALTER WINCHELL
NICK LOUIS

KENNY * SOBOL
The Most Widely-Read Columnists in America —

Sponsoring The Biggest Names in Radio!

THE BOSWELL SISTERS

THE STREET SINGER

ART JARRETT * PAUL WHITEMAN
BUDDY ROGERS, LEO REISMAN, MILDRED BAILEY, JACQUES RENARD

LEW BROWN and RAY HENDERSON
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, FOUR ETON BOYS, STEPIN FETCHIT
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ITS A DARNED GOOD SERIAL
GARBER. OKLA.

Nov. 25. 1932

R. I. PAYNE.

Manager Oklahoma City

Dear Folks:

It is not often I pop open and say complimentary things about anybody's

pictures (tor it usually costs me); but some way the notion strikes me that

you have something coming from me.

Your "Once In A Lifetime" and "The All American" just simply knocked

them for a 'loop.' I am using your "Heroes of the West" on Wednesday
and Thursday and it is going fine. My Fridays and Saturdays had always

been my lightest days. So after trying everything else. I started your

"Jungle Mystery" Serial four weeks ago. Got a good start with the opening

and I don't mind telling you I have a real Friday and Saturday bunch now.

that I can depend on. It's a darned good serial, with plenty of everything.

We just trust this fine service from your exchange keeps on coming.

Recording and photography splendid. Thanks.

(Signed) Ned Pedigo.

DeLuxe Theatre. Garber. Okla.

F
ive years old and an outstanding

point of interest in five feature

pictures. That is the record to date

of little Cora Sue Collins, intriguing

curly-haired daughter of West Vir-

ginia. Cora Sue made her moving

picture debut in "The Unexpected

Father" with Slim Summerville and

ZaSu Pitts. When Carl Laemmle. Jr.,

planned their first comedy for this

year, it was only natural that he

should think of Cora Sue Collins, be-

cause Cora Sue was one of the out-

standing points of interest in their

other big comedy success.

Just the same, some day some

smart producer is going to get hold

of the real story of Cora Sue Collins,

and make a moving picture of it.

Cora Sue's mother was told so many

times that her daughter was movie

material, another Baby Peggy, that

eventually she came to believe it.

She didn't have any money, any in-

fluence, any way to get to Holly-

wood. She sold stockings until she

got enough to get half way there,

and then she had to stop off and sell

some more stockings in order to get

the rest of the way. Faith like this

just has to be rewarded, and she had

faith in the right party when she had

faith in little Cora Sue Collins, be-

cause Cora Sue has a whole lot on

the ball. You'll see when you get

your first glimpse of "They Just Had
to Get Married."

^UNIVERSAL'S
COMEDIES

are the talk of the Trade!

Produced By

WARREN DOANE
Formerly with Hal Roach

Featuring Such Comedy Stars As

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
LOUISE FAZENDA
JAMES GLEASON

SKEETS GALLAGHER
HENRY ARMETTA

JUNE CLYDE
and many others

Cora Sue Collins in

“They Just Had to Get Married"

Famous Youngster Peps
Summeryille—Pitts
Universal Comedy



Chained to an Iron Ball — or

Chained to the Wrong Woman?

Such was the dilemma that faced a fighting

man in JIM TULLY’S current novel,

smashingly picturized by UNIVERSAL.

With PAT O'BRIEN,
MERNA KENNEDY,
BERTON CHURCH-
ILL, GLORIA
STUART, TOM
BROWN. Produced

by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Edward
Cahn. Presented by

Carl Laemmie.
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CLANCY

Tom Tyler and Jacqueline Wells play the

romantic leads in Universal's "Clancy of

the Mounted
"

J
ACQUELINE WELLS and Tom

Tyler, featured players of "Clancy

of the Mounted," have recovered

from their recent attacks of the flu

and have returned to Universal City,

where work on the serial was resumed

on Monday. The flu "jinx," which

has been particularly unkind to Uni-

versal stars, also hit Tom Mix last

week and caused work on his produc-

tion, "Terror Trail," to be delayed

pending his recovery, just as work on

"Clancy of the Mounted" was inter-

rupted. This serial, however, is now

almost entirely completed, and needs

OF THE MOUNTED"
Conquers
the Flu

but a week's additional shooting to

be ready for the cutting room. Di-

rector Ray Taylor hopes to shoot the

last scene of the Robert W. Service

story in time for all of the cast to

have a very merry and undisturbed

Christmas vacation, away from the

rush and perilous tasks connected
with the making of such a serial as

"Clancy of the Mounted."
The chapter play, adapted by Ella

O'Neil, Harry Hoyt and Basil Dickey

from the world famous poem of the

same name by Robert W. Service,

deals with the exploits and adven-

tures of the Northwest Mounted Po-

lice, with particular reference, of

course, to the deeds of bravery and
the romance of one young officer

named Clancy, impersonated in the

film by Tom Tyler.

Tyler, young, handsome and of a

striking athletic build, is ideally suited

to portray the leading role, while

Jacqueline Wells, the vivacious

blonde discovery of Carl Laemmie,
Jr., has one of the best parts oppo-
site Tyler which she has been given

since her picture debut six months
ago. Miss Wells is one of the most
promising of the younger screen

"finds" and was discovered by Carl

Laemmie, Jr., on the same night that

he first saw Gloria Stuart in the Pasa-

dena Community Playhouse. Mr. La-

Ton? Tyler looks so handsome in this

uniform in "Clancy of the Mounted
that Universal is searching for similar

roles for him.

emmie firmly believes that in Miss

Wells he has found a modern suc-

cessor to the serial queens of former

days, whom Universal brought to

fame, such as Grace Cunard, Marie

Walcamp, Juanita Hansen.

In the meantime. Universal is going

right ahead with its contest to deter-

mine a successor to Pearl White. This

successor is to be used in "Perils of

Pauline," which will be one of the

Universal serials for next season.

Naturally, Jacqueline Wells will be

one of the first entrants into this con-

test. Exhibitors all over the United

States will be assisted by this contest.

Two Reel Comedy Schedule Half Completed

W ITH the completion this week of "Room Mates" at

Universal City, half of the Warren Doane sched-

ule of twenty-four two-reel comedies for the year has

been finished. "Room Mates," directed by James W.
Horne, who has made the majority of the Doane com-

edies to date, features in its cast Frank Albertson and

June Clyde. At this point, it is Interesting to review

briefly the comedies in this series which have already

been shipped to the Home Office of Universal and are

scheduled for release.

These include "Should Crooners Marry?", featuring

Frank Albertson, with Robert McWade, Nydia Westman,
Johnny Arthur and Greta Granstedt in the cast; "Hunt-

ing Trouble" with Louise Fazenda; "Rockabye Cowboy,"

starring James Gleason, with Marie Prevost, Vince Bar-

nett, Raymond Hatton and Murlen Powers; "Family

Troubles," with Henry Armetta, Hank Mann, Matthew
Betz, Fred Kelsey, Mathilde Comont and Mickey Daniels;

"My Operation" with Vince Barnett and June Clyde;

"Lights Out" with James Gleason; "Boys Will Be Boys"

with Frank Albertson, and "Hesitating Love" with Louise

Fazenda.

The Warren Doane pictures which are available and

have already been released include "Union Wages,"
with Louise Fazenda and Sally Blane, "Who, Me?" with

Frank Albertson and Sidney Toler, "Yoo Hool" with

James Gleason, "The Finishing Touch" with Skeets Gal-

lagher and June Clyde.



KARLOFF
CHARLES

LAUGHTON
MELVYN

DOUGLAS, GLORIA
STUART. LILIAN BOND and
many others. Produced by

Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed

by JAMES WHALE.

Carl Laemmie Presents
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7 he first iceberg the “S.O.S. Iceberg” expedition on the Borodino glimpsed. Shot taken through the rigging of the uessel, an
earnest of the artistic wag in which this picture is being produced.

THE ADVENTURER!
CAST OF THE FIRST DRAMATI
"S. O. S. ICEBERG," REACHE

THE S. S. Borodino with its hardy

* expeditionary force of players,

scientists, cameramen, technicians,

Greenland-bound to film "S.O.S. Ice-

berg," sailed smoothly into harbor at

Umanak, on the west coast of Green-

land, on July 4th. The first lap in

their journey was accomplished safe-

ly, and the ambitious plan, conceived

by Dr. Arnold Fanck, of producing a

dramatic story against an Arctic back

ground, was about to be realized.

Umanak, as the travellers were de-

lightfully surprised to see, is not a

bare, frigid, inhospitable-looking set-

tlement, but a charming small town

resembling the Alpine villages in

Europe. It has a large number of

native huts built of lime and moss.

The inhabitants swarmed down to the

shore to gaze on the newcomers.

some of the more inquisitive ones

going out in their kayaks to meet the

"Borodino." The unloading process,

however, was a long and tiring one,

and it took eight days before the task

was completed. During this time, the

entire company made its headquar-

ters and lived on the boat. A camp-

ing site had been found just outside

Umanak, and there the company en-

camped and, in the light of the Mid-

night Sun, ate their first meal on

Greenland's shores.

It was discovered that the actual

filming of the icebergs scenery

could not be accomplished off the

shore of Umanak, as there the ice-

bergs proved to be too brittle and

too liable to break apart. A more

frigid climate was needed, and Dr.

Fanck, with twelve of his assistants,

embarked on two of the motor boats,

the "Peer" and the Poul," to seek

atmospheric shots of icebergs leav-

ing the women and several of the

men behind encamped at Umanak.
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ONDERFUL
Say About Universal
MLS "THE ALL

"AIR MAIL"
background for romance. Ralph Bellamy

is excellent as the airport superintendent,

and Pat O'Brien equally fine as the dare-

devil stunter. Gloria Stuart, Lilian Bond,

Russell Hopton, Leslie Fenton and David

Landau all contribute good performances."

In addition, it has a four page story tell

ing the inside of the unique triumph cf

"The All American," which is the actual

placing in the field of that great mythical

team. All America. It starts on page 52

and is concluded on page 117, and it is

well worth anybody's time and attention,

with its ample illustration. It contains also

the full line-up of the stars of "The All

American," including the 1931 All America
Team and the All Star Team and the All

America Board of Football.

Congratulations
Carl Laemmie:

"After having seen BACK STREET,
TOM BROWN OF CULVER and OKAY
AMERICA, I should like to offer my
opinion of them.

I sincerely believe BACK STREET to be
the most human and beautiful story the

screen has ever showed.

TOM BROWN OF CULVER — what a

picture! Without a doubt it is the great-

est picture of school life ever to be shown
to the American public. Do give us more
of them. Tom Brown was magnificent. In

my opinion there is one young man who
will go far if given the opportunity.

Congratulations to both you and Lew
Ayres for giving us OKAY AMERICA. I

believe this is the best work Mr. Ayres had
done to date."

Harold E. Nash, Jr.,

24 Ledyard Ave.,

Groton, Conn.

THE ARMY SERVICE IS CLAD
U. S. ARMY MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

Potomac Branch

Washington, D. C.

November 17th, 1932.

Dear Mr. Gulick:

I was very glad to receive again The Universal Weekly and to see your

name as of old upon the "mast head."

I feel sure that the response of the exhibitors will justify Mr. Laemmle's

decision to resume this publication.

With very best personal wishes, I am

Yours very truly,

F. BUND, JR.,

Branch Manager.
FB:B

POOCH
THE PUP

RECOMMENDED
Reviews from SCREEN PLA Y,

January, 1933

T
he MUMMY"— In this v/eird and

thrilling picture, an Egyptian

mummy comes to life, thrusting his

ancient beliefs and strange plans into

the destinies of moderns. Karloff

was never better than in this unique

story, but despite his brilliance, the

work of Zita Johann and David Manr
ners Is worthy of the highest compli-
ments. Recommended as the best

of occult dramas. Produced by
Universal.

"THE FOURTH HORSEMAN" —
Swift action of plot and rapid-fire

direction disguise a time worn west-

ern theme and result in satisfactory

entertainment and the best picture

Tom Mix has made since his come-
back of the last year. There Is plenty

of fancy riding which proves that Mix

is still In his prime. The kids will

love it.



YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO
LAUGH YOURSELF SICK
AT THE REASONS WHY

SLIM

SUMMERVILLE
and

ZASU PITTS
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There at last. The stout little Borodino, anchored in Umanak Bay, securely fastened to the shore, preparatory to unloading the

tons and tons of supplies and the precious airplanes of Ernest Udet.

REACH GREENLAND
PICTURE EVER MADE IN THE ARCTIC,

TS OBJECTIVE AT UMANAK
The weather had up to this point

been clear and cold, but suddenly a

very warm spell set in, and this was

followed by a mosquito plague. To

those of us unfamiliar with the climate

of the Arctic regions, heat and mos-

guitos seem incomprehensible in con-

nection with the frigid zone. But this

is the weather which Dr. Fancic's band

experienced, and several of the mem-
bers of the cast even assayed swim-

ming in the waters of the Arctic,

during this torrid spell. Miss Riefen-

stahl reports that she became severe-

ly sunburned. The company went out

in the native kayaks, sailing over the

waves, ever on the alert for treach-

erous floating fragments of icebergs,

and gazing spellbound at times at the

majesty and beauty of the icebergs

in the distance. Fishing was indulged

in, and the sport, while novel and en-

joyable under such strange surround-

ings, provided a welcome variety

in the diet of canned and prepared

foodstuffs which the Fanck commis-

sary department had brought along

from Hamburg. Whale killing is a

native occupation of Greenland, and

when a big one is harpooned, the vil-

lagers usually "throw a party" and

invite their friends and neighbors to

join in the whale-meat and blubber

feast. The "S.O.S. Iceberg" com-

pany participated in one of these

unique festivals during the first two

weeks of their stay in Umanak.

Dr. Arnold Fanck returned to Uma-
nak two weeks after his location trip

for the purpose of bringing back

with him to his "location,"—a spot

called Nuljarfik,—some of his acting

company, headed by Miss Riefen-

stahl. Nuljarfik is a tiny island off the

coast of Greenland, about eighteen

hours' sail from Umanak, and it was

there that actual "shooting" of "S.

O. S. Iceberg" was first to take place.



With ZITA JOHANN, DAVID
MANNERS, Edward Van Sloan,

Arthur Byron. Story by Nina Wilcox
Putnam and Richard Schayer.
Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Karl Freund. Presented
by Carl Laemmie.



HE uncAnnY

'^The livingeyes
blazed like
balls of fire
and fastened
their hungry
gaze on the
gorgeous
creature!'^
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ISN’T IT W
The Nice Things They

THE NAVY THANKS NEWS REEL
THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Washington
AI5-2 (7) (3211 18)

18 November 1932

My dear Mr. Jacobson:

I wish to thank you In behalf of the Navy for the splendid cooperation

of the Universal News in assisting the Navy in the observance of Navy Day
on October 27th. Reports indicate that greater interest than ever before
was displayed by citizens of our country in their Navy on that day. The work
of your organization contributed in no small degree to the successful carry-

ing out of our celebration.

Wish best wishes for the continued success of your company, and with

assurances of the willingness of the Navy to cooperate with you at all times

in any way that it can, I am
Sincerely yours,

C. F. ADAMS
Mr. Sam Jacobson, Editor,

Universal Newsreel,

203 West 146th Street,

New York City.

A A A A
S
CREENLAND magazine for Janu-

ary, 1933, prints the following

review of "Air Mail," giving it the

best rating which It accords any pic-

ture, namely, four "A's":

"AIR MAIL"

NOT SINCE HELL'S ANGELS
HAS THE SCREEN SEEN SUCH AN
EXCITING DRAMA OF AIR AD-
VENTURE. The daring mail pilots

have their Inning in this story of the

never-ending battle against the ele-

ments waged by Uncle Sam's valiant

mail men of the air. There is a love

story, too, and plenty of villainy in-

volving Ralph Bellamy, Pat O'Brien,

Russell Hopton, Gloria Stuart and
Lilian Bond. Produced by Universal

Rating—AAAA. Reviewed by Jewel

Smith.

This same magazine accords four

A's also, in the same issue, to

"Nagana."

OSWALD
The Lucky Rabbit

The Star Who
Always Satisfies

PHOTOPLAY «

AMERICAN" k

T
he December number of Photopla|

lists eight pictures as the "Best Pii

tures" of the month. Two of these ar

Universal. One Is "The All American" an

the other, "Air Mail." It furthermore givt

Richard Arlen credit for one of the be
performances of the month. In speakin

of "The All American," it says:

"It doesn't make any difference whetht

or not you're a football fan. Even thouc

you don't understand the fine points (

the game, you'll sit on the edge of yoi

seat when the All Star and All America

teams meet In the last reel.

"Thirty-five nationally famous footba

heroes act in this— among them Frar

Carideo and Marchy Schwartz of Notr

Dame, 'Albie' Booth of Yale, 'Red' CagU
of the Army, and Johnny Baker and Gaii

Shaver of the University of Southern Cal

fornia. There's an Interesting story aboi

the filming of this picture on another pag

of this issue.
^

,

"Dick Arlen walks away with actin

'

honors, but Jimmy Gleason, as the alwa^

pessimistic but successful coach, is close o

his heels. Andy Devine makes riotoi

comedy relief while June Clyde picks u

the feminine honors and tucks them int

her new puffed sleeves, in spite of ad<

quate competition from Merna Kenned

and a newcomer, Gloria Stuart.

"When a boy becomes a national foo

ball hero, just what new fields are there fci

him to conquer when he Is through wH
college? That's the underlying theme c

j

this film and it's chuck-full of humor, pathc

and truth.

"Be sure to take the children as well c

the missus or the girl friend."

Its comment on "Air Mail" Is:

"The hardships and terrors, courage an

devotion to duty that go Into the flying <

Uncle Sam's extra-fare mail have bee

thrillingly captured and woven into a viril



Can you imagine Slim and
ZaSu — lovesick butler
and maid, respectively —
inheriting M -

1

• L
L-I-O’N-S! . . . and getting
**millionaire*’ ideas? IT’S
A SCREAM!

THEYJUST
HADfeGET
MARRIED
Vith Roland Young, Guy Kibbe, Henry Armetta,
'ivienne Oakland, Verree Teasdale, the madcap Fifi

)'Orsay: C. Aubrey Smith, Cora Sue Collins, James
)onlan in the screenplay by Gladys Lehman and H.
A. Walker. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed

y Edward Ludwig. Presented by Carl Laemmie.





I

""Universals "Air Mail' playing

Palace (Albany) topped Attend-
^ ance listings at 225%"— Box

Office. "The Mayfair (New York)

\ ’ had a nice week with "Air Mail',

which ended at $23,000— M.

P. Daily """Air Mail' $10,500
Nice in Proyidence"—Variety.
"Palace, Chicago, should have
around $23,000 this week,
very nice."—Variety.

•

With RALPH BELLAMY, Gloria Stuart, Pat O'Brien,

Slim Summerville, Lilian Bond, Russell Hopton. Story

by Dale Van Every and Frank Wead. Produced by
Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by John Ford. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.



ith

ERIC LINDEN
' SIDNEY FOX

From the stage hit, "Merry Go Round,"

by George Sklar and Albert Maltz. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed

by Edward L. Cahn. Presented by Carl

Laemmie.

i|SlNE$$
—Says Variety,

of the run at the

State Theatre,

Lincoln, Neb*



A PENCIL-A PAPER PAD-AND
A FAR BETTER CAMPAIGN!

.4 Few Reminders Oftentimes Work Wonders!

We have had occasion to v/atch many cam-
paigns—and set many in motion, too! We have
had opportunity of observing good managers and
poor ones, formulating their campaign plans and
then following them through, or, in some cases,

permitting them to be shot to pieces. We used

to be guilty of the last ourselves until we an-

nexed the good habit of using a pencil and a

paper on every campaign!

In the show business one can never bank on a

perfectly planned day. One may dig in and
clean up all petty routine details leaving the

next morning clear for campaign concentration.

One walks into his office all set to go on new
plans and bang—a telephone call, a telegram, an

important letter! Then something else has to be
done first and • • • good-bye plan!

We have sat with a showman and discussed

plans for a forthcoming picture. He decided to

do this—and that—and, oh, yes, another fine idea

—and still another! Before we left the office he

had a string of excellent ideas which would have
set the town on end and the box-office bulging
—IF they had been carried out. Unfortunately

this man never set down his ideas on paper. Un-

fortunately the usual run of break-up telephone

FRONT PACE NEWS

HHuoi wwain nsK

BIG “AIR MAIL’' CRASH
VETERAN FLIER SMASHES IN HIGH SIERRAS

MmEMH SHORT yroRiES HIKE KILLER S16RS
TOE TO T«t »i«Of the^pi>yers

WABRART

BY REFUSIN6 AID

George Bole, manager of the Golden Gate
Theatre, San Francisco, Calif., made front^ page
news out of his engagement of "Air Mail" by
giving house to house distribution to 50,000 copies

of a four page full-size newspaper. The front

page is shown above. Bole also borrowed a

private collection of miniature 'plane models for

a lobby display.

calls and telegrams and letters came along just

after we left. Unfortunately in the hurry and
bustle of the new work he forgot most of the
important items of the campaign he had planned.
He did not remember about the tie-up with the
newspaper until it was too late. He was caught
on the deadline with his newspaper advertising
and so could not arrange for the special art and
composition that would have made the picture
stand out. He could not put a dandy lobby
front into execution because by the time he gave
it to the sign painter there were not enough
hours left to do the job properly. And so on
down the line! All because he did not use a
pencil and a pad to write down the things he
wanted to do—the time they had to be done

—

the deadlines, etc.

If there were more pencils and pads used when
exploitation campaigns are planned, there would
be more successful campaigns carried out. And,
to top that off, there would be more successful

campaigns carried out WITHIN THE BUDGET! A
budget is a mighty important thing these days
but no manager will ever successfully keep within

it unless he uses a pencil and a pad to figure

things out AHEAD of time and figure the costs

as well.

Sounds simple. If you are not guilty of this

oversight we are sorry we took up your valuable
time. If you ARE, this very minute is a good
time to start planning next week's campaign

—

with a pencil and on paper!
—J. W.

NEXT WEEK!
In this section

Advance Exploitation Data

"THEY JUST HAD TO GET
MARRIED"

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Are you set on your New Year's Eve plans?

Take into consideration that the new year falls

on Sunday. Check with the authorities on your
New Year's Eve midnight show so that there can-
not be any kick back.

Try to get the local Chamber of Commerce and
leading city officials to cooperate with you in

"burying" the old year and all its troubles on
the stage of your theatre as a preface to cele-

brating the coming of the New Year. If worked
up properly and gagged nicely, the stunt is good
for big advance newspaper space and the cele-
bration should pull out a record crowd. Packages
representing various troubles of the year can be
buried with old man '32. City officials should
officiate.

Give out the usual noise-makers and make a
real party of your midnight show, introducing
local celebrities from the stage, etc.

FROM THE FAR EAST!

Today, no matter where you go, even to the

far corners of the world, you'll find that show-

manship is selling theatre seats! Above is a

photograph of two ballyhoos, adapted from press-

book suggestions, used by the Strand Theatre,

Shanghai, China, to put over "The Doomed Bat-

talion." Unfortunately we don't know the man-
ager's name, but, whoever he is, he deserves a

lot of credit for this flash!

Universal Radio Shorts!
On page 28 of this section you will find ideas

for exploiting the unusual series of Universal

Radio Shorts. These two-reel pictures include

such stars of the air as Morton Downey, Vincent

Lopez, Walter Winchell, Louis Sobel, Nick Kenny,

the Boswelf Sisters, Four Eton Boys and many
others whose names are household words through-
out the country. Let your patrons know you have
them. See page 28 for suggestions.

Have You Sent Yours?
To date 19 wide-awake showmen have

been awarded UNIVERSAL WEEKLY CER-
TIFICATES OF MERIT for outstanding
showmanship ability proved through cam-
paigns on Universal pictures. Their work
is detailed in the pages of the SHOW-
MANSHIP SECTION. Other equally

wide-awake managers will be awarded
certificates each week. Will you be one?
Not unless you send in your campaign!
Why not do it now? Not only will your
work be judged for an award, but your

ideas will be sure to help a brother show-
man!

Send your pictures and campaign details

to THE SHOWMANSHIP EDITOR—UNI-
VERSAL WEEKLY, 730 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
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AND HERE'S HOT EXPLOITATION
NEWS FROM SOME SMALLER CITIES

Students Vie for Prizes in

Picking All America Team!

R
alph DAVES, manager of the Warner
Bros., New Theatre, Lexington, Va.,

cashed in on the current publicity be-

ing given the selections of All America foot-

ball teams, for "All American." The night

before his show opened a sports writer, on

the air for a national gasoline distributor,

was scheduled to announce his All America
selections, so Daves tied up with the local

dealers tor a contest offering prizes to col-

lege students making selections tallying with

the sports writer's. Prizes were donated by

NOGALES "HIGH " STAGES
"ALL AMERICAN " RALLY!

T
his story is an indication of what show-

manship can do in putting over a pic-

ture. Jean Armand, manager of the Fox

Nogales Theatre, Nogales, Arizona, is the

enterprising exhibitor who went after busi-

ness for "The All American" by tying up
with the Booster Girls Club of the Nogales

High School to sponsor a big rally just be-

fore the Nogales-Douglas football game.
The picture above shows the high school

band, team and coaches in front of the

theatre during the rally.

Arrangements were made to have the an-

nual presentation of the autographed foot-

ball made at the theatre. The Booster

Girls sold several hundred adult tickets for

the event; the school faculty attended in a

body and the local paper played up the

event in a big way. Armand will tell you
that his business established a new record.

A SWELL
”CO-OP"
IDEA

Plugging popular

local game and
inviting team as

merchants' guests,

landed this full

page "co-op" ad

on "The All Amer-
ican" for M. M.
Swank, manager
of the Nova The-

atre, Stockton,
Kans. Cost: A
few passes to the

show!

the oil dealers who also plugged the theatre

stunt with tack cards at their stations. Daves

offered passes to "The All American" as

prizes. Watch your local newspapers for

news that you can tie-up to your picture! A
timely stunt always gets across big!

YEA TEAM! I

He’rc SentfiiK) Tou lollUM
W00DS10N toJiIIM
The Armistice Day Game

;

Mil

American

',1

fi tf

i

A GOOD LOBBY STUNT BRINGS 'EM BACK
Even away up in

cold Alaska the fans

respond to live-wire

stuntsi Eric Paulson,

manager of the' Cap-
itol Theatre, Juneau,

says so and sends in

this picture of a

lobby stunt he used

for "Unexpected
Father." It's a com-
bination of press-

book ideas and the

cut-outs are from the

3 sheet. A good
idea to keep in mind
for other feature

comedies with a

baby angle.

For the new Sum-
merville-Pitts picture

the tie-up line can
read: They Wanted
A Houseful of These

So They JUST HAD
TO GET MARRIED.

- V*

T
he parade continues, gentlemen and

three more live-wires jump on the band

wagon with certificates. Here they are:

OWEN McKIVETT, manager of Warner's

Venetian Theatre, Racine, Wise., for his

smart showmanship in using "Air Mail"

endorsements for smash newspaper ads.

LAWRENCE SCHANBERGER, manager of

Keith's Theatre, Baltimore, Md., tor his

clever use of a real, full-sized plane on

the marquee tor "Air Mail" and his

street banner stunt.

R. L. MOSS, manager of the RKO Hill

Street Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif., tor

cashing in on headline news for "Air

Mail" with a display of a replica of

Turner's plane that had just made a

record cross-country flight and all

around good exploitation.

Congratulations! Gentlemen, the Show-

manship Editor is happy to select you for a

Certificate of Merit award! You have come

through with fine campaigns and we hope

that you will let us hear from you again on

"Afraid to Talk," "The Mummy" and other

forthcoming pictures.

Is Your Campaign In?

l'

L'MVfR'^M W-bKl.Y

« m„.,y i

h 0 u' nx ;i n o lx ip

The Universal Weekly Certificate of Merit

is awarded every week to showmen displaying
the best sort of showmanship ability as evi-

denced by campaigns submitted to us. Are
YOU going to be among the next winners?

Send your complete campaign report to:

SHOWMANSHIP EDITOR, UNIVERSAL WEEK-
LY, 730 FIHh Ave., New York City.

S r
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O.K. MANSFIELD. OHIO-O.K. WASHINGTON - O. K.

LAWRENCE. KANSAS -FOR K.O. SHOWMANSHIP
IS THIS SPOOKY?

"AIR MAIL" CUT-UP
PUZZLE COES OVER

BIG IN CAPITAL!

A dummy borrowed from a local depart-
ment store, some putty to make over the
face, a few old clothes, and a paint job by
the theatre artist for the set piece, and
Charlie Keyser, manager of Warner Bros.,
Majestic Theatre, Mansfield. O.. had the
above unusually lighted lobby display for

"The Old Dark House." Charlie says.

"You should see the cash customers jump
when they first set their eyes on the weird

figure!"

Siler Uses Plenty of

Novelties for "Air Mail"

T
ed SILER, manager of the Oicliinson

Theatre, Lawrence, Kans., took advan-

tage of the many novelties available on

"Air Mail" and put them to profitable use

in his campaign. He had the whole town

working out the landing "T" puzzle; hun-

dreds of kids wearing the accessory helmet;

and thousands of the toy airplanes flying all

over the country side.

Airplane motors and parts were borrowed
from the local air port for a lobby display,

and a local aviator was promoted to fly his

machine over town with siren screeching and
an "Air Mail" ad on the wings. Just before
the opening Siler shot off a dozen aerial

bombs which had been planted at strategic
spots next to "Air Mail" advertising around
the city.

His billing campaign covered every barn,

tree, pole and available space on all roads
for miles around Lawrence, as well as on
regular stands in Lawrence and nearby
towns. He used 24s, 6s, 3s, Is, and window
cards. As a result business was extraordi-
nary. Proving again, that showmanship pays.

THE WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS

The Air Mail Puzzle; Unscramble These

Famous Fliers and Get in on $3

IT ALWAYS STOPS 'EM!

Here’s the second of two sets of

photos of famous American aviators

that were absolutely ruined just so
you could have the fun of unscram-
bling them with a chance at a few
cash prizes to spur you o^.

The faces of two airmen have
been pretty badly treated, with the
hodge-podge above as the result for

;

this contest sponsored by the Rialto

\
Theater and The News in connection
vith the Showfng.of ^he film, “Air
'ail." opcni;ju' at tl'- Mnth -t house'

Thanksgiving Day.
Can you get all the pieces of the

puzzle arranged as th'ey should be
and then identify the aviators?
There are two of them in today’s
scramble, and two ran yesterday.
They don’t happen to be air mail

pilots, but they’re famous fliers. You
all know them. If *you can recog-
nize them after putting their faces
back together it may mean money
to you. The v.-inners will ,rct $35.

Gt»: to w.)'V wj'Ji 1h • af»l

send your solutions for today’s and
yesterday’s scramble to the “Air
Mail Editor,” The News.

Entries must be in the mail by
midnight tonight. If more than one
person excels at uTi?>crambling and
identification the prize will be
awarded on the basis pf neatness.
Winners will be announced Satur-
day.
The prize.<5 are: First, $15; second

and third, $5 each, and 10 prizes

nI eav h.

T
HERE'S an appropriate and interesting

twist given the cut-up picture puzzle

shown below. Rodney Collier, manager

of the Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C.,

placed it with the Washington Daily News

for "AIR MAIL." The puzzle is cut from

the pictures of two famous aviators. Cash

prizes were offered readers who could suc-

cessfully put the pieces together and iden-

tify the flyers. The News ran the contest

for two days presenting two aviators each

day and giving it six inches on three col-

umns each day.

Collier reports that the response was ex-

cellent. Try it tor your "Air Mail" cam-

paign. It you cannot afford cash prizes

offer passes to the show. Cut-up picture

puzzles are very popular right now so that

you can count on plenty of reader interest.

Giving Tom Mix Sendoff

S
TAGE coach ballyhoos are not new, but

they are always effective it not used

too frequently. The ballyhoo illustrated

above was used by manager S. Goldtlnger,

of the Paradise Theatre, Chicago, tor his

Mix pictures. If was driven around both

the business and residential sections of the

city, and while there were tour horses pull-

ing it in the outlying sections, Goldtlnger

was obliged to limit the number in the busy

sections. Watch subsequent issues of the

Showmanship Section tor additional tried

and proved stunts tor Mix pictures.

TRY IT FOR YOUR " AIR MAIL" CAMPAIGN
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TABLOID EXPLOITATION BULLETIN FOR
UNIVERSAL RADIO SHORTS

Rarely arc theatres (?iccn the opoprtunity to play up such famous personalities as appear in this series of

VniL'ersal tu'o reelers. Walter Winchell. Louis Sobel. \ick Kenny. Morton Downey, Vincent Lopez. Dave
Dreyer. The Bosivell Sisters, The Street Singer. Art Jarrett. Buddy Rogers. Leo Reisman, Mildrecf Bailey.

Jacques Renard. Leu: Brown. Ray Henderson. Sorman Brokenshire, 4 Eton Boys. Stepin Fetchit and others

these are names that mean real money at the box office. 1 hese are two reelers that are worthy of good
e.xploitation backing. The ideas mentioned briefly below are applicable to any or all of the entire series.

* Joe Weil.

A

I Sheet

for

Each

Picture

Spof them in

prominent places

around the town.

They will draw

plenty of atten^

tionl

Order

Supplies

Direct

from

Your

Local

"U"

Exchange

38U4fMME

ARTHUR TRACY

BUILD GIANT MIKE
This series of two reelers has such Important

names that it will pay you well to make a stand-
ard lobby piece which can be changeable for each
succeeding picture. Make up a giant compo-
board mike of the old type, as pictured at the
top of this page. Should be about 6" deep.
Make circle perforations at side about 7" in

diameter with large circle cut-out in center.

Behind these cut-outs place Ilxl4*s. In center
place enlarged head of featured player for the
week, Morton Downey, Walter Winchell, etc.

Each week change electric globes inside the mike
to a different color. Can be moved to street

display during playing time.

PHONOGRAPH DEALERS
Get your phonograph dealers to feature records

of the radio stars you are playing each week and
tie the display up with one of your picture

posters on the series. Many combination radio-

phonographs are being sold today, so the tie-up

is especially applicable.

WHAT TO PLAY UP:
The headliner names of this series are so big

that when they appear in person at theatres they
get major billing and an extensive newspaper
advertising and poster campaign. Result—packed
houses! Do the same when you play their pic-
tures. These are not ordinary two reelers. Each
one, in addition to having its big headliner name,
carries a complete story in itself with other
famous personages in support.

The millions of radio listeners want to see these
radio favorites on the screen. If you slip these
pictures into your program without making a noise
about them, you are passing up a real money
bet. When you get them—ADVERTISE THEM!

Play up each individual star with extra one
sheets around town—stories and advertising slugs
in your newspapers and a nice lobby flash. Men-
tion supporting players, too.

For your convenience we are listing below de-
tails of the first four releases of the series so
that you can properly advertise them, using the
supporting names as well as the headliner.

THE FIRST FOUR
(1) MORTON DOWNEY in first of Famous Com-
posers series. Also features Vincent Lopez and
orchestra, Dave Dreyer and orchestra. Downey
and Dreyer, distracted by noise at broadcasting
studio,, rush to country estate only to find this

over-run with noisy guests and gayety. Sneak off

to work and compose a new song.

(2) The Street Singer—Arthur Tracy, in first of

Nick Kenny Radio Thrills. Tracy tells exciting ad-

ventures on ship board. Interspersed with pop-
ular Street Singer songs.

(3) Second of Morton Downey series. "The
Broadcast Train." Entire picture taken aboard
train while famous people are broadcasting.

Features Lew Brown, Ray Henderson, Norman
Brokenshire, Stepin Fetchit, the 4 Eton Boys and
Jacques Renard and his orchestra.

(4) Stars Art Jarrett in second of Nick Kenny
Radio Thrills. Also featured are Armida, The
Street Singer, Buddy Rogers, Jacques Renard,

Mildred Bailey, Leo Reisman and Donald Novis.

Jarrett tells of his experience over the Mexican
border when he was taken for a bandit by a

wealthy Mexican land owner. Story brings in

songs and dancing.

8-11 X 14's on each release

RADIO PAGES
Contact radio editors. Invite them to your

showings and get publicity items on the radio
pages telling about your engagement of the pic-
tures. Where possible, use extra ad space on
the radio page.

RADIO STATIONS
Work for a cooperative tie-up whereby you get

the local radio station carrying the Downey, Win-
chell or special programs you are featuring on
the screen to publicize your showing at the com-
pletion of radio broadcasts featuring these men,
in return for which you are to publicize the radio
broadcast on your screen. Announcement at the
conclusion of the radio program can be brief
and occupy less than 30 seconds of time, but it

will be very effective as a business-getter.

RADIO TALENT CONTEST
Arrange a radio audition contest right on your

stage with local station setting up a microphone
there whenever you play one of the radio shorts.
Good publicity for the station and for your the-
atre as well. The winner can get special assign-
ment with local advertiser from radio station.

RADIO STAR
IMPERSONATIONS

This contest can be held with each reel—the
most similar voice to that being featured on the
screen being awarded a prize each week.

SPECIAL AD SLUG

mm
WHELL

STREET
SINGER
(ARTHUR TRACY)

MORTON
VbOWNEY

CUP THIS PACE AND KEEP IT HANDY FOR READY REFERENCE
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PRANK ALBERTSON
ERNIE NEVERS
CECELIA PARKER
CARYL LINCOLN
ZXi^ieci iy HENRY M^RAE
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Interesting Angles In These Smart Ads

SIDNEY FOX

ERIC LINDEN

IGLOO

'‘"TiHeistoHiv rox
IAU"0»OAKIt

roolvt

THEATER
TYt« C«n«9« FootbtU RomaTKc

Eva Scrctfltd. Evtn iKan

tK* "S^rU N*tr* 0«m«"

7nuoe1koi*'tvieor»in

p&/

ijuu .

.v'ictor

They Battle /-« Girls m/.' Gridiron Glory

(1) Striking headline and strong title spot in this Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif, ad—

I

3 I/
2
" on three columns. (2) Sells all

characters with dramatic copy

—

Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise, ad, II" on two columns. (3) Galax Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., has

strong sales aooeal in SEE lines. (4) Fine Mix ad, 13" on three columns, from the Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, Washington. (5)

English Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., sells Darrow and spectacle in 10” on 3 columns space. (6) Nice illustration and copy arrangement

in this Branford Theatre. Newark, N, J., display, M" on three columns. (7) Note the woman appeal line at the top of this 10" on

four column ad from the Spreckels Theatre, San Diego, Calif.



LET ITS

RECORD
BE YOUR
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AVAILABLE SHORTS
ONE REELERS

OSWALD CARTOONS
BEAU AND ARROWS
BUSY BARBER
CARNIVAL CAPERS
CATNIPPED
CLOWN (THE)

DAY NURSE
GREAT GUNS
GRANDMA’S PET

A JUNGLE JUMBLE

LET'S EAT

MAKING GOOD
MECHANICAL COW
MECHANICAL MAN
OH TEACHER
A WET KNIGHT
WILD & WOOLY
WINGED HORSE
WINS OUT

POOCH THE PUP CARTOONS

THE ATHLETE
THE BUTCHER BOY

THE CROWD SNORES
THE UNDERDOG

STRANGE AS IT SEEMS

No. 14 THROUGH No. 24

I FOUR REELER

FIRST TO FIGHT with Slim Summerville

SPORTS REELS

BACKFIELD PLAYS
BASKET BALL No. I

" No. 2

" No. 3

CARRY ON
DEVELOPING A FOOTBALL TEAM
FAMOUS PLAYS
FANCY CURVES
FOOTBALL 40 YEARS AGO
JUST PALS
OFFENSIVE SYSTEM
OVER THE FENCE
PERFECT CONTROL
RUNNING WITH PADDOCK
SHIFTS

SLIDE BABE SLIDE

SOCCER
TRICK PLAYS
VICTORY PLAYS

Notre Dame Football

"Doc" Meanwell

Notre Dame Football

Pop Warner Football

Notre Dame Football

Babe Ruth

Pop Warner Football

Babe Ruth

Notre Dame Football

Babe Ruth

Babe Ruth

Charles Paddock

Notre Dame Football

Babe Ruth

Pop Warner Football

Pop Warner Football

Bill Tilden

UNIVERSAL BREVITIES

DR. JEKYLL'S HIDE
THE GOOD OLD DAYS
THE RUNT PAGE

THE GREEKS HAD NO
WORDS FOR THEM

THE UNSHOD MAIDEN

TWO REELERS
AN APPLE A DAY
AROUND THE EQUATOR ON

Lloyd Hamilton

ROLLER SKATES
AROUND THE WORLD IN

All Star

18 MINUTES All Star

BLESS THE LADIES Slim Summerville

BOYS WILL BE BOYS Frank Albertson

DANCING DADDIES Eddie Lambert
DOCTOR'S ORDERS All Star

THE EYES HAVE IT Slim Summerville

FAST & FURIOUS Daphne Pollard

FINISHING TOUCH Skeets Gallagher

FOILED AGAIN Thalian

HESITATING LOVE Louise Fazenda

HOLLYWOOD HALFBACKS Thalian

HOLLYWOOD HANDICAP (THE) Thalian

HOLLYWOOD KIDS Thalian

SHADOW DETECTIVE

A BURGLAR TO THE RESCUE
CIRCUS SHOWUP (THE)

HOUSE OF mystery

RED SHADOW
SEALED LIPS

TRAPPED

(THE)

HOTTER THAN HAITI Slim Summerville

IN THE BAG Slim Summerville

KID GLOVE KISSES Slim Summerville

MARRIAGE WOW (THE) Bert Roach

MEET THE PRINCESS Slim Summerville

MODELS AND WIVES Sidney-Murray

MONKEY SHINES Daphne Pollard

OFFICER SAVE MY CHILD Slim Summerville

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS Chas. Lawrence

OUT STEPPING Don Brodie

PEEKING INTO PEKIN Slim Summerville

ROBINSON CRUSOE & SON Lloyd Hamilton

RUNNING HOLLYWOOD Thalian

SEA SOLDIERS' SWEETIES Slim Summerville

SOLD AT AUCTION Daphne Pollard

UNION WAGES Louise Fazenda

WHO? ME? Frank Albertson

YOO HOO! James Gleason

RADIO REELS

MORTON DOWNEY
MORTON DOWNEY
ART JARRETT
THE STREET SINGER

With Vincent Lopez & Orchestra

With Henderson and Brown

With Nick Kenny

With Nick Kenny

SERIALS
AIR MAIL MYSTERY
BAHLING WITH BUFFALO BILL

DANGER ISLAND
DETECTIVE LLOYD
HEROES OF THE WEST
JUNGLE MYSTERY (THE)

LOST SPECIAL (THE)

1 2 episodes

First 3 episodes

with James Flavin & Lucille Browne

with Rex Bell

with Kenneth Harlan

with Jack Lloyd

with Noah Beery, Jr. & Wm. Desmond
with Tom Tyler & Noah Beery, Jr.

with Ernie Nevers & Frank Albertson



— and, soon —

FUMING GUNS

Ready to pull customers in for

you in the fastest action dramas

ever filmed—

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN
RIDER OF DEATH VALLEY
THE TEXAS BAD MAN
MY PAL THE KING

THE FOURTH HORSEMAN
HIDDEN GOLD



From

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP.

7 3 0 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

baker i CALVERT
LOMPOC THEATRE
LOMPOC CALIF

Printed in U. S. A.
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Unheard of

thrills will

grip you as

youVe never

been gripped

before, in
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UNIVERSAL'S
SUPER

SENSATION!
SEE

SEE

SEE

SEE

SEE

the world's greatest circus attraction as

merely a part of the world's most sensa-
tional picture—the THRILLER SUPREME!

man against beast as 40 lions and tigers

are made to perform in one cage at the
same time — an unprecedented feat

!

a cageful of wild animals loosed in a
crowded circus tent during a storm that
causes hell to break loose

!

the infuriated beasts get their human
victim — see the fight between lion and
tiger — see the method of training —

the most stupendous thrills ever attempt-
ed^ plus a love story^ plus laughs, plus a
thousand things that scream to you —
BOX-OFFICE !

with

CLYDE BEATTY
and his wild animals; ANITA PACE-ANDY DEVINE-
VINCE BARNETT-MICKEY ROONEY-WALLACE FORD
— RAYMOND HATTON. Story by Clyde Beatty and
Edward Anthony. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Kurt Neuman. Presented by Carl Laemmle.
A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL.



CLYDE BEATTY RAYMOND HATTON

ROBERT
"MAMMY

McWADE

MICKEY
ROONEY

ANDY
DEVINE

VINCE
BARNETT

WALLACE
FORD

REGINALD
BARLOW

WILFRED
LUCAS



Does he hypnotize them?
He does not!

Does he mesmerize them?
He does not!

Does he dope them?
He does not!

Howthen does he dowhat
he does without being
torn limb from limb?











gotten thrills: A score of wild
tigers are being unloaded from
® onto a wharf. One of
the crates breaks, loosing the
wildest beast of them all. Pan-
demonium reigns on the docks,
with scores of men running for
safety. Clyde Beatty, single-
handed and unarmed, matches
his will against the beast's wits,
and before your very eyes, tames

,
' Never before

a thrill like this!
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HERE COMES
No. 711 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmle, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

You wouldn't believe it if I told you I could make you
wild with enthusiasm over a man who didn't want to fight
for his country, would you?

You think you hate a draft-dodger, don't you?

You imagine that a nasty-tempered, unpatriotic, cynical,

quarrelsome young man could never be the real hero of a

great drama, don't you?

Well, I am going to turn your old ideas upside down in

"Private Jones."

I am going to show you that all the rules of drama can

be thrown out of the window and you can still have a

powerful, gripping story that will leave a good taste in

your mouth.

I am going to show you a "lead" that you will scorn and
love; a "hero" who is so darned unheroic that you will go
crazy over him.

I am going to show you that Universal is not bound by

cast-iron rules; that it is never held back by the fact that

"this has never been done before."



Feb. 25, 1933 — Curl Laemmle^s 2/th Anniversary Celebration i3

4 NEW DEAL!
In "Priyate Jones" — which by the way is the greatest

starring story given to any screen player in ten years—you
are going to see acting, action and story-twists which will

refresh your screen and send your audiences out delighted
and telling their friends to see it.

Lee Tracy is the picture. The whole story revolves around

him. There is hardly a full minute when he is not on the

screen. This particular picture is going to make him one of

the most talked-about screen personalities of years. If we
had not been able to cast him in this picture, we simply

could not have made it.

He didn't want to be a soldier. He tried to dodge. He
snarled. He tried every possible side-step. But he had to
tote a gun. He was the nastiest, snarliest hero that ever
got to the front. But just when you least expect it he
turned into a regular guy for just a little while — and then
got into trouble again.

In 'Private Jones" you'll get a new deal. You'll get a

picture which not even the smartest fan can dope out until

the last minute. You'll get a picture that will turn the old

town inside out. If you don't see its value and advertise it

that way, you shouldn't run it!



GRAHAM McNAMEE
owner of the best broadcasting

voice of the National Broadcasting

Company, worsk for you in the

Universal Newsreel.

POTBELLIED
LAUGHTER!
Your smart newspaper never fails to

inject laughs into its handling of

some of the day's news.

Universal Newsreel, with Graham
McNamee, never fails to furnish a

laugh with some of its news.

Variety says:—"Pot-bellied Japanese
wrestlers, as photographed by Uni-

versal, and described by McNamee,
stirred up plenty of mirth."

The only way to get

the smartest show in

your town is to book

and advertise the

UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL
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Clubwomen Commend ^^Clancy 99

//^LANCY OF THE MOUNT-
V« ED," the Universal chap-

terplay based on the famous

Robert W. Service poem, al-

though It Is not to be released

until May, was shown to a pre-

view group of representatives

of women's organizations last

week, and the consensus of

opinion of the Individual re-

viewers comprising the various

groups was strongly in favor

of the serial as splendid enter-

tainment for all members of the

family, wifh especial appeal to

children.

Mrs. William A. Burk, Chair-

man of fhe General Federation

of Women's Clubs (Wesf Coasf
Commitfee), In commenting on

the first four episodes of

"Clancy of the Mounted," as

a result of this preview, says:

"These surely look good to
M

me.

Among the groups repre-

sented at this special showing

were the Federation of Jewish

Women, Junior Council; the

Parent-Teachers Association, the Women's University

Club, the Woman's Club, the D. A. R., and the Inglewood
Woman's Club of Inglewood, California, and following

are excerpts of letters received

from members of these organ-

izations.

"... beautifully photo-

graphed, well acted and di-

rected serial. The shots of wild

life, elk, deer and moose as well

as the song of birds combined
with remarkable scenery make
this serial one of the finest I

have ever seen ... I would
recommend it tor Junior Mat-
inees. (And equally interesting

to adults)."

"The story is very good . . .

I recommend it strongly for ju-

venile entertainment."
"... A clean melodrama. In-

vigorating and entertaining. It

provides good entertainment

for grown-ups and elder child-

ren and youngsters if they are

not of too excitable a dispo-

sition."

"I believe that 'Clancy of the

Mounted' would appeal to ad-

ults who enjoy serials as well as

to children."

".
. . Beautiful scenery and

animal life shots; excellent photography, splendid sound

effects. The plot is easily followed, yet gripping. The sub-

ject matter and locale are wholesome and invigorating."

lutrl McCarthy, Jacqueline If ells and Tom Tyler
in “Clancy of the Mounted.”

Yesterday Was Carl Laemmle Day
S

EVERAL weeks ago, the Editor of

the Weekly asked for reminiscen-

ces from exhibitors who had dealt

with Carl Laemmle in the early days
of his motion picture experience.

These experiences were to be pub-
lished in connection with Carl Laem-
mle's twenty-seventh anniversary cel-

ebration, the apex of which occurred
yesterday.

A. B. Wooley, the proprietor of

the Princess Theatre of Saybrook,
Illinois, has sent a long letter, too
long to be used in its entirety. It is,

however, so Interesting and goes
back so far, that we are quoting por-
tions of the letter, as follows:

"Some twenty years ago I started
In the business as a small town ex-

hibitor, and the first product I used
was your product—IMP, 101 Bison
and Crystal comedies, and I received
the service from the Anti-Trust Film

M ooley Thinks He Has The

Only Laemmle Book in the

ff orlfl. Has Hey

m- • V' '

.

UNIVERSAL
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1

Co., on Lake Street In Chicago. Wil-

liam Johnson was the manager. Those
were strenuous times, as the General
Film Co. tried to make one think that

you couldn't operate without their

product.

"In those days three or four reels

constituted a show, but we had Mary
Pickford, Owen Moore and King Bag-
got In a one reeler then. We used
an Edison projector and ran the film

Into a can and rewound It between
each reel, using illustrated songs to
fill in between reels.

"But one thing I want to tell you
about, and which no doubt will be
of interest. Is that I have one of the
little booklets you published, LAEM-
MLE'S COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
IN OPERATING MOVING PICTURE
MACHINES. It was published In 1909
and the price was $50. That little

(Continued on page 26)
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March 3rd Will Disclose The Amazing
Clyde Beatly As A Super Picture Star

Clyde Beatty as he looks

to his friends outside of

“The Big Cage.”

Anita Page ivho plays the

beautiful trapeze • per-

former in “The Big Cage”

Since Clyde Beatty was the only man
who dared enter the arena ivith the

wild animals he had to double for
Raymond Hatton.

Clyde Beatty
The Daredevil In
“The Big Cage.”

March 4 win be a big

day in the politics of

the United States. But March
3 is going to be the one big

day for the motion picture

public. That is the day on

which a new star will be dis-

closed to millions of people

for the first time. The star's name is Clyde Beatty.

Already Beatty is the greatest name in the circus. But

so convinced is Carl Laemmie that Clyde Beatty will be
an even greater thrill in the movies than he is in the circus,

that he is advancing the release date of "The Big Cage"
to March 3rd.

Who is this Clyde Beatty? Why is he great? What
has he done?

Well, this is what.

At the age of twenty-seven Clyde Beatty is acknowl-

edged as the greatest animal trainer and performer in

Clyde
Beatty

in action

imposing
his will

upon
the

most
ferocious

tig^
in the

entire

Barnum
and

Bailey
outfit.

the whole world. He is a vet-

eran of ten years in the most

dangerous occupation ever

devised for a human being.

He has been mauled
twenty times, once to the

point of death.

He has more cool unadul-

terated nerve than any other man in show business.

Though a singularly modest man naturally, he is a super

daredevil in the ring.

He is the big drawing card in The Big Show—the circus.

When Barnum & Bailey opened last season at Madison

Square Garden, the only name mentioned was that of

Beatty. The billing under the circus name was "Clyde

Beatty Battling Forty Lions and Tigers."

Furthermore, Beatty packed 'em in.

The engagement last year was limited to three weeks.

It was admittedly a rotten show year. The circus did not

expect to make any money. If they broke even they would

be lucky. But, the third and last week was strictly S.R.O.,

one of the biggest weeks that the Garden has ever seen.

Despite the fact that most of the legitimate houses were
playing to half-empty houses, the circus grossed over

$500,000, during its engagement in New York. And every-

one connected with the management agreed that Beatty

was largely responsible for those figures.

This year the Big Show is booked in the Garden for

four weeks, starting on April 8. Naturally, Beatty is the

big show, as he was last year.

Those are a few of the things this Clyde Beatty
has done. See what he will do in “"The Big Cage'^

HERE ARE THE REASONS WHY CARL
LAE.MMLE IS POSITIVE THAT CLYDE BEAT-
TY WILL BE A BIGGER STAR IN MOTION
PICTURES THAN HE IS IN THE CIRCUS.
RELEASE DATE OF “THE BIG CAGE” AD-

VANCED TO MARCH 3rd.



. ,fc

You never had a

picture like this. It

entertains you but

at the same time
it gets under your
skin and makes you
think about it long

afterward. It has a
new idea which
none but Universal

would even try

to screen

With Pat O’Brien, Ralph

Bellamy, Alan Hale, Betty

Compson, Russell Hop-
ton, Tom Brown, Rollo

Lloyd. Story by Tom
Buckingham. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Tay Garnett.
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From the President of the M,P. T, 0,A.
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— he ^s reading
Variety^^ aloud:

' H-m-m! Big $25,000 at
Keith's Boston/ eh? And
'Neat $12,000 in Philadel-
phia!' - Okay $11,000 in

Denver.' — 'Satisfactory
$22,000 atAlbee, Brooklyn.'
— Not bad; not bad — 'Excep-
tional $2,400 in Lincoln.'—
'In the dough at $8,000 in

Pittsburgh.'—Oh, well, guess
I'll keep doing the same
EVERYWHERE! "

KARLOFF Uncanny) in
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Radio Shorts Expose Sherlock Holmes

^fr. Shprlork Holme.i
to the life. Inter-

psiine shadotiurnph
of the famous de-

tective, portrayed
gorfieously by

Gordon
in the

L niversal radio tu-o-reeler.

THE RADIO MURDER MYSTERY

Richard
Gordon broadcasting

in the character of the

famous Sherlock Holmes.
Below: Alice Joy, on
the left, and Peggy
Healey, famous radio
singers.

Genial James
Wallington, announcer,

Louis Sobol, the columnist,
and Richard Gordon, who

plays Sherlock Holmes.
Below: A scene from “The
Radio Murder Mystery.”

A t last, the public will be enabled to see Sherlock

Holmes! William Rowland and Monte Brice have

taken off his disguise, so to speak, as the first of the Louis

Sobol "Travelling Down Memory Lane" series. They have

induced Richard Gordon to portray the character which

has become almost as famous in radio as it is on the stage

and in literature. Unique and widespread honors have

come to the Sherlock Holmes Radio stories. They are

heard by millions every Wednesday night. When your

audiences, Mr. Exhibitor, know that the man who is merely

an extraordinary captivating voice can be seen on the

screen, it is a safe prediction that as many people will

come to see Sherlock Holmes as will. come to see your
feature that week.

Rowland and Brice have given him a crackerjack little

playlet which in itself would have been a mighty inter-

esting and exciting two-reeler. It all concerns the catching

of a criminal in a frame-up which would have done credit

to Sherlock Holmes himself. They have surrounded him

with a radio cast of featured players, including James
Wellington, the well-known announcer; Alice Joy, the

blues singer; Peggy Healey, beautiful and vivacious com-
ing radio sensation; and Jack Fulton, who is soloist with

Paul Whiteman at the Biltmore, among other things.

There is also an interesting insight into an actual radio

studio at work and a large audience assembled to watch
the presentation of a Sherlock Holmes drama just as it is

presented every Wednesday night over WJZ, "or a sta-

tion near you."

Three cheers for Rowland and Brice! They caught Sher-

lock Holmes, and that is more than anyone else has been
able to do. Don't neglect to take advantage of this in the

theatres. It's a swell send-off for the Louis Sobol series.

PIlay "1SACK STREET" Again
|



Held Mayfair
audience I n

ffsuspense
—Motion Picture Daily

Highly exciting
—May Tinee, Chicago Tribune

Breathless excitement'
Carol Frick, Chicago Herald-Examiner

AN EXPLOITATION

NATURAL IF EVER

THERE WAS ONE!
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"The Kiss Before The Mirror’^ Completed

C
AMERA work on "The

Kiss Before the Mir-

ror," was completed on

schedule at Universal City

on Saturday last. It is a

picturization of Ladislaus

Fodor's play and has a re-

markable all-star cast to

portray its provocative,

dramatic story. The cast

is headed by Nancy Car-

roll, whose latest appear-

ance was in "Child of

Manhattan," and by Frank

Morgan, the noted New
York actor who was stage

star of "Topaze."

In addition to Miss Car-

roll and Morgan, leading

roles in "The Kiss Before

The Mirror" are portrayed

by Paul Lukas, Universal

star; Jean Dixon, who
played the voice teacher

in "Once in a Lifetime" in

New York during the en-

tire stage run of that

highly successful play; and
Universal's own protege,

Gloria Stuart. Miss Stuart

in this production plays

for the first time in her

career an unsympathetic

role, that of an unfaithful

wife. Walter Pidgeon, and
Charles Grapewin have

principal roles, and the supporting players include Don-

ald Cook, May Boley, Charles French, Reginald Mason,

Carolyn "Spike" Rankin, and Clay Clement.

Immediately upon completion of her work in the Fodor

story. Miss Stuart's contract with Universal was renewed
and plans are already under way for her next appearance.

In the year in which she has been in pictures, since being

discovered by Carl Laemmie, Jr., at the Pasadena Com-
munity Playhouse, Gloria Stuart has played leads in eight

pictures, a record for intensive and successful work.

James Whale directed "The Kiss Before the Mirror."

That fact alone should establish its excellence in advance.

To Whale's credit are such former Universal successes as

"Frankenstein," "The Old Dark House," and "Waterloo
Bridge," all widely different types of pictures, which serve

to show his versatility. "The Kiss Before the Mirror," one

of the cleverest plays

from the pen of the noted
Hungarian playwright,
bristles with dramatic,

bizarre situations, grip-

ping action and terse,

clever dialogue. Whale's
next assignment will be
"The Invisible Man," a

screen version of the sen-

sational H.G. Wells story.

R. C. Sherriff, noted
English dramatist with

whom Whale was asso-

ciated in the production

of the former's play,

"Journey's End," is ad-

apting "The Invisible
Man." Sherriff came to

this country to make the

adaptation of "The Road
Back," and he may come
for this picture.

When "The Kiss Before

the Mirror" finally evolves

from its studio grooming,

it will be found to have a

remarkable musical score,

a thematic song treat-

ment, effectually welding

together the dramatic

story and fulfilling a dra-

matic purpose which the

author achieved by actual

choral numbers when the

play was a rage on the

stage in Vienna. Several of the numbers have been writ-

ten by W. Frank Harling, whose waltz numbers are inter-

nationally known.

Motion Picture Daily Praises Mix

L
ast week the Motion Picture Daily had this to say

about Tom Mix in "Terror Trail," which recently

played a splendid engagement at the Roxy Theatre in

New York.

"Plenty of fireworks in Tom Mix's latest and it's a wow
for the neighborhoods. It has loads of shooting, hard rid-

ing and action that will keep the youngsters satisfied. In

support of Mix are Naomi Judge, Arthur Rankin, Ray-

mond Hatton, Francis McDonald, John St. Polls and Rob-
ert Kortman. An audience at the old Roxy yesterday

apparently enjoyed it."

This is the fatal Kiss Before the Mirror which

caused all the trouble. ISancy Carroll and Frank

Morgan are the kissers. James W hale directed.

"STRANGE AS IT SEEMS is one of the best short reels on the market, I

feature my short reels the same as feature pictures and in many cases
the shorts will save the show," says R. W. Reckman, Lyric Theatre,
Greenville, 111., in Motion picture Herald.



Feb. 25, 1933 Curl Loemmle’s 27th Anniversary Celebration .. 25

From the Editor of the Philadelphia Exhibitor
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Salvos ofApplause Greeted “Be Mine Tonight”

The Motion Picture Herald of

February 18, 1933, says that musical

films are on the return; that exhibitors

will get at least fifteen musical fea-

tures in the new season. The article

further says "Universal expects to

turn some box-office somersaults with

the British-Gaumont picture made in

Switzerland. 'Be Mine Tonight. It

might have said that Universal was

furnishing a unique musical back

ground and original songs and com-

positions for "The Kiss Before the

Mirror." It might have said, too, that

Sam B. Jacobson was preparing a

music film in "Women, Inc.," by Wil-

liam Hurlbut. But it does go on to

give a very interesting summation of

the impression made upon its western

critic, McCarthy, when he was pres-

ent at the preview of "Be Mine To-

night" in Hollywood.

(Continued from page 15)

book is a knock-out and I am won-

dering if there is another one in ex-

istence. That paragraph where you

were telling about the film being in-

flammable in which you say that if

you leave the focussed rays of the

light on the film, fire would break

out immediately and not only burn

up the film but probably the operator

too, should put the fear in any op-

erator—for who would want to be

burned up?
"Well, Uncle Carl, you have been

a blessing to the little exhibitor all

these years, and I wish you at least

another twenty-seven years of pros-

perous activity in the production of

motion pictures.

Respectfully,

(Signed) A. B. Wooley"
Thank you, Mr. Wooley, for these

recollections. In all probability, the

copy of "Laemmle's Course of In-

struction in Operating Moving Pic-

ture Machines" is the only one in

existence.

How about it? Has any other ex-

hibitor a copy of this book?

Read uhat the Critic of tht

Motion Picture Herald has to

say of the Preview.

Starting with the "trick openings,"

which piqued his curiosity,
"
‘Be Mine

To night,' " he says, "became a mu-
sical romance in which fine music was
the predominant highlight with a love

story based on the old mistaken iden-

tity idea that featured a lilting theme
song (same title as the picture), a

number of arias from operas as well

as a group of folk and children's

songs that each had the audience in

salvos of applause, and this not only

in tribute to Ferro's voice and tech-

nique, but also in appreciation of the

manner in which the numbers had
been worked into the action and the

dialogue, making its comedy funnier

and its romance sweeter.

"Yet probably the best indication

of the audience's reaction can be
seen in the fact that when the show
was over, the writer stood with the

manager of the preview theatre, one
of Los Angeles' premier deluxe neigh-

borhood houses, and within five min-

utes heard 26 persons congratulate

him.

"Here's what you have; sparkling

comedy, contributed in four different

ways by four characters, Koretsky,

Pategg, his wife and the manageress;

charming romance, provided by Fer-

raro and Mathilde; great photo-

graphy that not only takes advantage
of the most advanced European tech-

nique but also beautifully pictures

\

“Rockaby Coivhoff’

( Unhersal)

This is one of the best shorts

James Gleason has ever made. A
group of women in a projection room
nearly laughed themselves into hys-
terics. And one of the best actors in

the cast is a small baby.

Gleason, a cowboy, returns to his

ranch to find that a neighbor has
died and left him a baby. Vince Bar-
nett and Raymond Hatton, his pals,

want him to take the child to the
sheriff, but Gleason decides the one
who gets the ace of spades in a card
deal must get married, so the baby
cjui have a mother. The laughs be-
gin when they try to feed the baby,
and they don’t stop until the three
of them have wives. Running time.
20 minutes.

MOTION flCTURE DAILY

the scenery of the Swiss-ltalian

mountain-lake regions; and music,

vocal and instrumental. All these are

masterfully welded into compact co-

herence by expert direction.

"Judging solely by the reception

given it by the preview audience, it

is strongly possible that American
producers, taking their cue from that

enthusiasm, will embark upon the pro-

duction of real musicals, not shows
that feature specialty music, but fol-

lowing the idea incorporated in this

picture, where melody and rhythm
will add color and effectiveness of the

dialogue and action."

"Fortiif

Five more showmen are fhis week added
fo the growing list of CERTIFICATE win-

ners. Here they are:

HARRY GOLDBERG, manager and JOHN
JOSEPH, publicity manager, RKO State-

Lake Theatre, Chicago, III., for an excep-
tional campaign on "Nagana."

G. A. PETTERSON, manager of the Garden
Theatre, Flint. Mich., tor smart exploita-

tion on "Air Mail."

CLIFF RUST, manager of the RKO St. Paul

Theatre, St. Paul, Minn., for novel lobby
and ballyhoo for "They Just Had To Set
Married."

JOSE A. YOVIN, manager of Warner's Lib-

erty Theatre, Tacony, Pa., for his "Air
Mail" campaign.

Congratulations, gentlemeni Your certifi-

cates, signed by Carl Laemmie, are in the

mail.

I-

HERE IT IS!

UMVrK'M WEfcKLY

j

:«>)». V'C ISTAN’-IN

I ^^hou'nxanohip
N : 1 'I V ' notv OF

V.

You should have one of these UNI-
VERSAL WEEKLY CERTIFICATES OF
MERIT, hanging on your wall. Thera
Is only one way to get it and that is

by a display of real practical show-
manship in exploiting a Universal pic-
ture. Send your campaign details
with photographs to SHOWMANSHIP
EDITOR. UNIVERSAL WEEKLY, 730
Fifth Ave., New York City. J



GIVE IT THE SPARK!
All you need Is the spark! You can

have a tank filled with gasoline—and
you can have a motor tuned to per-

fection—and you can turn It over

again and again—and it won't mean
a thing—unless you give It the spark!

The spark's the thing in setting the

motor roaring and In setting your
business booming.

!n your case the gasoline tank is

the city—the gas the people—the

tuned up motor your theatre—and
the spark Is the campaign!

There's a slow spark and a weak
spark—and a HOT SPARK! It's the

hot spark that never misses. The mo-
tor goes off with a roar when you
give It the hot spark.

A good hot spark is nothing but
sizzling "juice"—controlled lightningl

We see managers go into new
situations that have been spark-
ing very weakly and intermit-
tantly—give them a shot of hot
spark—and the grosses boom!
Only last week you read in the
papers where, with the decentral-
ization of theatres under way,
several wide-awake ^‘old-fashion”
managers were permitted to take
the wheel again in some situa-

tions where the going was not so
good. They knew their stuff. They
gave it the hot spark and to-day
their work is the talk of the
town.

It doesn't take any genius to bring

business back in many situations

where It Is paddling along in the dol-

drums today. It takes nothing but a

real shot of showmanship to wake up
the city and make people hoist them-
selves out of their easy chairs next to

the radio and make a beeline for your
theatre again.

It takes a little gambling instinct

too—a willingness to risk the little

extra money on your faith in a picture

to bring a healthy return in extra

business; but a little gamble is part

and parcel of success in the picture

business.

Take a little chance. The next
time a picture with showmanship
possibilities comes along gamble
a few extra dollars and back
those dollars up with your abil-

ity. Give your city the hot spark
that it needs and set the change
machines in your box-office
roaring again! Joe Weil

Get Set For A Big
Opening Campaign On
"Clancy of the Mounted"

"Clancy of the Mounted," starring

Tom Tyler, the famous athlete and

movie star, is chock full of showman-
ship possibilities. Give it a big open-

ing campaign
and you will have

them coming
back for twelve

weeks.

Organize your

club right away!

!ssue membership
cards similar to

the one illustrated herewith. Stage a

big parade on opening day. (Dffer

Tom Tyler autographed photos, but-

tons or badges to the first two or
three hundred kids In line.

Enlist the aid of the Boy Scouts
and their band.
Get the newspa- BADGES

per behind the
club, and arrange
with them to run
one of the con-
tests explained in

the pressbook.
Try to put over
the Glve-Away-
A-Pony stunt.

Devote a part of your lobby, front

and marquee to display for the open-
ing chapter. See the pressbook for

detailed suggestions. Put a large

supply of the flash herald and hang-
ers to work. Start running the action-

CLUB CARD packed trail-

er at least a

week in ad-

vance. Play

up the Rob-
ert W. Serv-

ice angle
through tie-

ups with libraries and book stores,

and in your ads, and lobby. Money
spent on a serial opening pays divi-

dends twelve weeks in a row!

ALBRECHT S REALISTIC ATMOSPHERE FRONT
|

Credit R. T. Albrecht, manager of the Ritz Theatre, Newberry, S. C., with this in-
genious front display for "Laughter In Hell” The four men seen behind the bars

in prison garb also acted as a street ballyhoo.

BUTTONS
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Manager L. K. Buchanan^

of the Washington, Bay

City, Mich., wires: "Hooray

for Universal. Give us more

like this. Broke all records

and now three weeks after

run we play return en-

gagement. This first time

history theatre any pic-

ture ever brought back

by POPULAR DEMAND.

'

To the left is a reproduction

of the two-column ad in the

Bay City papers used by

Manager Buchanan.
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MAYFAIR'S SMASH FRONT FOR "NACANA'

Above:— Colorful marquee de-

signed for RKO Mayfair Theatre,

New York, by Bob Sisk and Terry

Turner for the theatre's engage-

ment of "Nagana." Large cut-out

figures, native huts and the girl

at the stake with real fire effect,

made a very striking set-up. Mar-
quee attraction sign was used to

feature "see" lines.

Right:—Giant banner to feature

the title was used on front of

building, extending from just

above the top of marquee to roof.

Illuminated with special flood

lights and a border of running

lights.

Below:—Entrance lobby display

playing up animal, woman and
jungle angles. Title over box-

office in special transparent Neon
lights, in front of cut-out heads of

Tala Birell and Meivyn Douglas.

Doors are covered with enlarged

production stills. Lobby walls fea-

ture title cut-outs of massed stills,

and jungle atmosphere. The cut-

out animal heads at the top of the
side panels were equipped with

flasher lights in the eyes. Gold
and silver "flit" and bright colors

were used throughout the display

both on and under the marquee,
producing an eye-arresting flash

that lined them up at the box-

office.
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"LOST SPECIAL" CAMPAIGN BAGS
BEST SATURDAY MATINEE IN YEAR

Effective Lobby Display for “The Lost Special,” Adventure Chapterplay, at the Fox

Theatre, North Platte, Neb.

V ERN AUSTIN, assistant manager
at the Fox Theatre, North Platte,

Neb., working under the direction of

Dave Davis, manager, went out after

business for his opening chapter of

"The Lost Special" and got it. The
Adventure chapterplay opened on a

Saturday matinee and chalked up
bigger business than any previous

Saturday matinee since "Franken-

stein," over a year ago.

One of the features of the cam-
paign was the lobby display illus-

trated at the right. The material was
borrowed from the local railroad

company who provided enough to

make a similar display in a local store

window.
Austin's first crack out of the box

was to distribute several hundred
cards announcing: WANTED— 1,000

KIDDIES TO JOIN THE LOST SPE-

Street ballyhoo used by the Fox Theatre,
North Platte, Neb., for its engagement of

“Afraid To Talk.”

CIAL CLUB—APPLY FOX THEATRE
NOW! These cards did the trick

and the Saturday prior to the open-

ing he had a club of over 800 boys

and girls. Membership cards were

issued with punching space for each

chapter showing. Members were ad-

mitted free to the last chapter if

they had attended all others.

An announcement that the first

200 in line for the opening chapter

would be given conductor's caps

C T. SPENCER, manager of the

Tivoli Theatre, Hamilton, On-
tario, Canada, concentrated on the

local postal authorities for his "Air

Mail" campaign and succeeded in

gaining their whole-hearted support.

Half-sheet cards were placed on
every mail truck, in every branch

post-office and on two mail boxes

loaned to the theatre for a front

display.

The local airport co-operated with

brought an early morning line-up.

One thousand circus heralds were im-

printed with numbers for a special

lobby stunt that brought the kids

downtown. The railroad questionairre

contest was landed in the local pa-

per offering ticket prizes and brought

a healthy response.

For his campaign on "Afraid To
Talk," Austin used the pressbook bal-

lyhoo of a man parading the streets

handcuffed and gagged.

a daily free ride which was awarded
the night before from the stage. The

local radio station co-operated and
broadcast the stunt daily. Material

was secured from the air port for an

interesting lobby display.

Spencer held a preview of the pic-

ture for newspaper men, postal au-

thorities and airport officials. Large

newspaper space, wide billing and
several window tie-up displays, com-
pleted the campaign.

HAMILTON, ONT. POST OFFICE TIES IN
WITH TIVOLI'S "AIR MAIL" CAMPAIGN!
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TRY THIS IN YOUR CAMPAIGN!

Get this 2

column service

mat at your

Universal Ex-

change and

take it to the

local paper.
It's a great

stunt right now
and you will

find most any

editor glad to

run it. It plays

up the b i g
comedy angle

of the picture

for you and

helps pep up
the papers' cir-

culation.

HowYOU tell one.>

ghsoy STOtar

WHO CAN SPlNI ifTHE h|l(

COCK-EYED YAb!n"'^WI
WAR DAYS? I

lli!l!||flll!i|i|il!|

I Bm sAOliBW
‘FREE PASS TO sea J

TMCfp

Today's hnmest

PRIVATE JONES: Lieu-

tenant, I wanna quit

the army!

LIEUTENANT: Why?

PRIVATE JONES: They
are fighting this war

for democracy—ain't

they?

LIEUTENANT: Yeah!

PRIVATE JONES: Well.

I'm a Republican!

An n o u n ce
through the
paper that tick-

et prizes will

be offered for

the funniest

story about
"Private Jones"

each day. In

order to make
the tie-up com-
plete one of

the contest
rules should be
that all stories

must be told

with Private
Jones as the

soldier.

Ask for

Exploitation

Service Mat
No. PJ-3

MUMMY PARKED IN CAR STARTS
POLICE QUIZ AND STIRS LA.

"HAD TO GET MARRIED "

WEDDING PARTY SCORES
BIG HIT FOR CHATHAM

L
ew CHATHAM who runs the Key
Theatre in Wewoka, Okla., spent

a few extra acJvertising dollars to hold

a wedding on his stage tor "They

Just Had To Get Married" and came
through with a very successful en-

gagement.
The co-operation of the country

clerk found him a couple ready to

tie the knot. Local merchants pro-

vided a flock of swell presents and

the newspaper came through with a

smash front page story.

The wedding, held on the stage,

was performed by the county judge

and the gifts presented to the bride

and groom. The house was jammed
to capacity for the event. Mr. Chath-

am concludes his report of the stunt

with these few choice words; THE
EXHIBITOR WHO FAILS TO SPEND
A LIHLE ADDITIONAL MONEY
FOR ADVERTISING AND FAILS TO
PUT SOME EXTRA POWER BEHIND
THIS PICTURE, IS LOSING SOME
NICE BUSINESS AND A PROFIT,
FOR UNIVERSAL IS GIVING HIM
THE OPPORTUNITY TO CASH IN!

SAN ANTONIO. TOO.
HAS STAGE WEDDING
Joe Miller, manager of the RKO Majestic

Theatre. San Antonio, Texas, is another to

put over a stage wedding for his "Had To
Get Married" campaign. In addition to

the regular line of presents for the bride.

Miller promoted a honeymoon trip to Dal-

las via airplane, with hotel accommodations.

A MUMMY left in a car. When it

was checked in a Los Angeles

parking ground aroused the suspi-

cions of the attendant. He called the

police and a couple of patrol cars

came around to investigate, bringing

along a tew newspaper reporters.

Examination proved that it wasn't

a new crime at all but another one of

those mummies that have been mak-

ing numerous outlandish appearances

recently in ail parts of the country.

This time it was R. W. Moss, manager

and Ken McGaffey, publicity man-

ager of the RKO Hill Street Theatre,

who had planted the wrapped figure

as part of their campaign on "The

Mummy." And the reporters' stories

hit the presses the next day, too, even

though they did kid the police a bit.

Other features of the Hill Street

campaign included a tie-up with a

local dance palace for a Mummy
Ball; a special night for the local

Rosicrucian order; a classified ad

contest in the Daily News; and a

sound-equipped ballyhoo truck dec-

orated with giant cut-outs of Karloff

as the Mummy.

A three day radio contest was con-

ducted by station KFI offering ticket

prizes for the best letter on "Rein-

carnation."

Ben Westland, Universal explol-

teer, assisted on the campaign.

MAKING GOOD USE OF VACANT WINDOWS

^’olhing new about displays in vacant store uindotvs; but today great locations are
available. This Los Angeles spot shows what cun be done with a few stills, some

compo-bourd and a couple of lobby cards.
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LUIS
TRENKER

returns to the screen

in support of

in a picture that the N. Y.

Times says contains “scenes

that for vividness and realism

take their place heside those

in ‘All Quiet.’
’’

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

VILMA
BANKY



THE FAVORITE OF MILLIONS BROAD-

CASTS FOR ONLY ONE NEWSREEL

AND THAT'S THE UNIVERSAL. PUT

GRAHAM McNAMEE TO WORK FOR

YOU BY ADVERTISING HIM RECULAR-

LY AS ONE OF YOUR ATTRACTIONS!
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UNIVERSAL COES
No. 714 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

In these tough times, every exhibitor who gives serious

thought to the future of his business must use the brains

Cod gave him and exercise all of his smartest faculties in

the selection of pictures.

The answer is ''Universal.''

Every exhibitor must have a sure source of satisfactory

supply. And the answer must be "Universal."

Through storm and adversity. Universal has held its

chin high and marched along.

It is marching along today with firmer step than ever

and it invites you to step out with it.

Universal offers you "The Big Cage" to help you inject

new life into your business.

Universal comes out with "The Rome Express" at a time

when just such good pictures are vitally necessary to your

welfare.
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MARCHING ALONG

Unixersal joyously announces "Be Mine Tonight''—a com-^

plete change of pace in picture-making — when you need

it most.

Unixersal has a new Summerxille-Pitts team picture,

"Out All Night," which will rock the world with laughter.

Unixersal brings out a new Cohens and Kellys produc-

tion which will cap the climax of this whole series.

Unixersal's customers are delighted with the great busi-

ness they are doing with "Prixate Jones," with Lee Tracy

in the stellar role.

We haxe more stories than we need—all excellent ones.

We haxe prepared some of them and are preparing others

to gixe them the best of script perfection before a scene

is shot on forthcoming productions .

In the midst of trial, storm and tribulation, Unixersal

is calm, secure and confident.

Unixersal goes marching along, and again I inxite you

to get in step and march to safety and success.



The timeliest picture ever made. ..Mil-

lions will walk miles to see it...A subject

showing the intimate highlights in the
recent history of the Papal State . .

.

Epochal scenes and events reverently

handled and entertainingly presented
...His Holiness, Pope Pius XI, in his one
and only appearance on the talking

screen. Mussolini, King Victor Emmanuel,
Marconi and many other dignitaries of

Church and State in scenes to thrill the

nation’s millions—

STEP OUT

A ONE-REEL UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL
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Universal Signs

JUNE KNIGHT
Ziegfeld Beauty

Carl Laemmle, Jr., Places Featured

Player of Bfoaduay Play “Take A
Chance’ under Five Year Contract.

R
ecently Carl Laemmle, Jr., an-

nounced that the moving picture

business had to develop plenty of

new faces to interest moving picture

goers. He is already making good his

part. He has engaged Lois Weber to

make tests of people in California.

Miss Weber has a reputation for dis-

covering personalities. Not content

with that, however, Carl Laemmle,

Jr., has signed up the beautiful mu-

sical comedy star, June Knight, on a

five-year contract.

M iss Knight is now playing in "Take

A Chance" at the Apollo Theatre on

Broadway, and will not go to Uni-

versal City until her theatrical en-

gagement on Broadway is finished. In

all probability Miss Knight will make
her first appearance in "Women,
Inc.," the moving picture title of Wil-

liam Hurlbut's play, "Lillies of Broad-

way." Sam B. Jacobson will produce

this musical and has his plans made
to start soon after Universal City re-

opens.

Although June Knight was dis-

covered on Broadway by the scouting

camera of Charles Beahan, she is in

reality a California girl. In fact, she

was born in Hollywood. It will prob-

ablly surprise many people engaged
in the production of moving pictures

to know that for several years she

has been doing odd parts in the mo-
vies and appeared in several musical

shows on Los Angeles theatre stages.

One of these was "Girl Crazy," in

which Miss Knight had the original

Ethel Merman part. She also ap-
peared in "Nine O'Clock Revue." It

was in this play that Miss Knight was
seen by that inveterate discoverer of
feminine beauty, Florenz Ziegfeld. It

was he who brought Miss Knight to
New York, where she appeared in

"Hot Cha." Mr. Ziegfeld had very
ambitious plans for June Knight, but
his sudden passing away naturally ter-

minated these. Her contract was take-
en over by Schwab & DeSylvia and a
part was immediately written into
"Take A Chance," for her.

Universal’s Newest Star

JUNE KNIGHT

‘
^TheForgottenBoy ’

’

T
om brown, Universal's juvenile

star, has been assigned to play

the lead in John Huston's story, "The

Forgotten Boy." It is written around
an idea which Carl Laemmle, Jr., be-

lieves will be even bigger than Tom
Brown's last starring picture, "Tom
Brown of Culver."

William Wyler, who made "Hell's

Heroes" and "Tom Brown of Culver,"

will direct "The Forgotten Boy." Tom
Brown has just finished an important
role in Universal's forthcoming pro-

duction, "Destination Unknown" with

Ralph Bellamy and Pat O'Brien.

The
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Bray Brothers
Want to he First

With Universal
Texas Exhibitors Were First to

Sign Universal’s Last Year’s Con-

ract—They Prospered. They Want
to Sign First Again.

L
ast year Bray Brothers of Glad-
water, Texas, were the first exhib-

itors in the United States to sign a

Universal contract for their theatres.

These theatres are the Ritz and the

Payne, doing business under the name
of B. & B. Operating Company. In

acordance with a letter just received

by E. T. Gomersall, western sales man-
ager, Bray Brothers are anxious to be
the first to sign for next year's pro-

duct. They base this anticipation on
the success they have had with Uni-

versal pictures so far this year. No
testimony could be better. Here is

Mr. Lew Bray's letter.

BRAY BROTHERS
Gladewater, Texas

March 3rd, 1933

Mr. E. T. Gomersall

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

New York City, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Gomersall:

We want fo fake fhis opporfunity

to thank you and your company tor

the wonderful pictures you have beer

delivering to us on our 1932-33 UNI-

VERSAL contract and also want to

go on record in saying that as long

as the Bray Brothers remain in the

theatre business, and it will probably

be for a good many years to come,

we are going to count on using your

pictures in every situation that we
might have or acquire, 100%.

I suppose by now, you all must be

figuring on your 1933-34 contract,

and W9 would like to have the honor

and distinction of being the /*rst ex-

hibitor in the country to go on rec-

ord in asking for your product.

Our business associations with you
and your company have been most
pleasant and I hope that you feel the

same way towards us.

Just as soon as you are in a po-

sition to announce your 1933-34

schedule, we would like for you to

advise us, so that we can get to-

gether with you and work out our
annual deal.

With kindest personal regards from
myself and my brothers, I am

Sincerely,

LEW BRAY
B. & B. Operating Co.
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They

"One of the best musical romances

I have seen. My congratulations to

Universal on sponsoring Its distribu-

tion.

—Marie Jennings,

Washington Herald

"As Ingenious and as clever a musi-

cal as this department has seen."

—Maurice Kann,

Motion Picture Daily

"Sparkling comedy . . . charming ro-

mance . . . great photography . . .

expert direction . . . you have a real

show to sell."

—McCarthy, Motion Picture Herald

Naturally, Its a

UNIVERSAL
SPEC IA L I
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From a Former Universal Producer
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The Voice of the People Okays

^^The Kiss Before The Mirror’^
"I liked 'The Kiss Before

the Mirror' very much. It

was superbly acted.

“C. E. IT’oo/cy”—

Los Angch’S

"I liked this picture be-

cause it was a great play

and because it was ably

acted. It is the type of

picture which I particu-

larly prefer. Although I

have never particularly

liked Nancy Carroll, I

liked her very much in

this picture. Paul Lukas

also was efficient and
Frank Morgan was at his

very fine best.

‘‘Frank J. Brooks"

Santa Monica

The preview method has been demon-

strated time and again as a conclusive ev-

idence of merit in a picture. Universal took

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" to a suburban

Los Angeles house last week and pre-

viewed it. Here are the comments of those

who sent in post cards. These comments

are merely confirmation of the satisfaction

with which the audience very evidently and

vociferously enjoyed this preview. "The

Kiss Before the Mirror" is in the bag. It is

one of the early Spring Universal releases.

"
'The Kiss Before the

Mirror' is a very unusual

type of picture. I liked it

immensely because it was
so different.

“Mrs. L. C. Hoffman"
Los Angeles

m
"I liked this picture very

uch—so different from
the ordinary run of pic-

tures. Who was the wo-
man lawyer? Nancy Car-

roll was good, but I didn't

like her hair-cut.

“Jessie Marvin"

Los Angeles

"
'The Kiss Before the Mirror' was

fine. I liked it chiefly because of the

competent handling of an unusual

subject. Both the cast and the di-

rector were chosen wisely for such a

remarkable story. The entire cast was

excellent. The characterizations stood

out boldly and the director nicely

timed his action and pace.

“//. kAlis Reid"—Santa Monica

ror' because it was different. It held

your attention until the very last

scene was acted. That is more than

you can say for most of them. The

prominent players in this picture have

done much for a good story, one

which I like very much. I was par-

ticularly impressed with the work of

Frank Morgan, Nancy Carroll, Paul

Lukas and Gloria Stuart.

“Leonard Kanterbergcr
"—

Santa Monica

"I liked 'The Kiss Be-

fore the Mirror' tremen-

dously. The story is told

beautifully, the direction,

photography and acting are superb.

Jean Dixon is a new type and the

industry could make a place for her.

“Anna Masy"—Los Angeles

"I liked 'The Kiss Before the Mir-

r.' It was unusual.

“N. A. Klitnick"—Hollxicood

IS a

"
'The Kiss Before the Mirror' was

very good. I liked all of the players.

They were excellent, especially Frank

Morgan and Nancy Carroll.

“A. Gratiot" Santa Monica

"
'The Kiss Before the Mirror'

splendid picture.

Mrs. Nat Lewis"—Hollywood

"I liked 'The Kiss Before the Mir-

"Though this picture is a different

type of picture, it is so tense that I

found myself wishing it might have

had a little more humor to relieve the

dramatic situations.

“Ralph Proctor"—Santa Monica

"
'The Kiss Before the Mirror' was

one of the best pictures that has

been seen in Santa Monica this year.

I am a constant theatre attendant

and considered a good udge.

“Sally Halliday
"—

Santa Monica, Calif.

BACK STREET PLAY IT

AGAIN!



"Exciting and entertaining"
Washington Herald.—"Excit-
ing and extravagantly su-

perlative in every depart-
ment" - Washington Post.—
"Teems with interest. Some-
thing extra special"- Wash-
ington Daily News.

With ESTHER RALSTON. CONRAD
VEIDT, Joan Barry, Harold Huth,

Gordon Harker, Cedric Hardwicke,

and many others. Directed by WAL-
TER FCRDE. A Gaumont-British Pic-

ture distributed by Universal. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

ROME EXPRESS



The Funniest Still

of the Month. It is

From ^^OutAllNighF^

Universal’s ^^Out All Night”
Pleasant Entertainment

Says Hollywood Reporter

H ERE'S a picture that is ideal bank

holiday entertainment. It's guar-

anteed to take your customers' minds

off the gold standard, moratoria, and

other financial ailments for at least

an hour.

If the Pitts- Summerville combina-

tion can keep on tickling the nation's

ribs as they have in their first two
efforts, we'll come through this cur-

rent crisis still laughing at their an-

tics.

Getting married is tough enough
for ZaSu and Slim this time, but get-

ting a chance to work at it is even

tougher, with a mother like Laura

Hope Crews hovering around to keep

them out of a clinch like a referee at

a prize-fight. It looks as if they were

going to get a break when they leave

her behind at the railroad station. But

Laura turns up at Niagara Falls with

son's medicine and personally con-

ducts the honeymoon — or what is

left of it—from then on, until ZaSu
quits in disgust.

It's synthetic farce-comedy all the

way through, but expertly contrived

with an eye for maximum of laughs.

Plenty of old gags have been rounded
up in both the situations and dia-

logue, but like ham and eggs, they

seem to be still popular if well done.

Doubling up with the popularity of

Summerville and Pitts, exhibitors have
a better than the average piece of

entertainment in this Universal show.

Mar. 18. 1933

Slim Summerville Signs

New Universal Contract

B
ecause Sllm SummervlIle has

become one of the screen's most

popular comedians under the Univer-

sal banner, and his recent feature

comedies in which he has been co-

starred with ZaSu Pitts have greatly

increased his favor with the public,

Carl Laemmie, Jr. yesterday gave the

lanky star a new contract with op-

tions.

Summerville, who recently scored

a tremendous hit in "They Just Had
To Get Married," with ZaSu Pitts,

and with whom he has just completed
the new comedy titled "Out All

Night," is now working out his third

contract with Universal. The new one
is for six pictures.

Athough one of the three oldest

comedians on the screen (in point of

years active in films) Summerville did

not really "strike his stride" until he
played the memorable Tjaden in "All

Quiet on the Western Front in 1930.

Outstanding comic character parts

in "The Spoilers," "King of Jazz,"

"The Little Accident," "The Front

Page," and "The Unexpected Father"

and "Air Mail," added greatly to

his popularity.

Summerville's next picture for Uni-

versal will be either "Chicken Ran-
cho" or "Alaska Bound" set to go
into production as soon the studio

reopens.

S
CREEN rights to "The Man Who
Reclaimed His Head," a play re-

cently produced and acted in New
York by Frank Conroy, and written

by the prolific Jean Bart, author of

"The Squall" and other stage suc-

cesses, has been purchased by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. for Universal produc-
tion this spring.

If present plans carry, John Stahl

will direct the picturization of the

play for the 1934 Universal release

program. At the moment Stahl is

making preparations to direct "Only
Yesterday," based on Frederick Lewis

Allen's best seller, for Universal.

You Get Big Comedy Names Like Slim Summerville— Louise Fazenda—James Gleason and Many Others in

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES
Produced Under Supervision of WARREN DOANE. Formeriy with Hoi Roach
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^^The Big Cage’’ Proves

Biggest Thrill of Year
MNIVERSAL held a preview

showing of Its Special pro-

duction, "The Big Cage" last

week at Middletown, N. Y. to a

theatre audience which had

paid admission. From the coast,

where the picture had been

previously previewed by critics

and preview audiences, only the

most enthusiastic praise had

been received. The audience at

the Middletown theatre added

Its stamp of unanimous approv-

al of this super-thrlll-epic of the

circus, which stars Clyde Beatty,

the featured act of the Barnum

& Bailey Circus. Following are

some of the comments received:

"It was the most thrilling picture I have ever

seen, with no exceptions!—"CARL J. MISNER"

"Very exciting. The best circus picture I have

seen. "W. G."

"Extraordinary! The Big Cage' is very excit-

ing and holds interest continually."

"A splendid picture; enjoyed it very much;

unusual. Beatty wonderful. Camera work su-

perb. "E. M. Mitchell"

"
'The Big Cage' was one of the finest animal

pictures that I have ever had the privilege of

witnessing."

"A wonderful picture.—Walter T. Hawkins."

"I think your picture, 'The Big Cage,' is very

thrilling. Andy Devine supplies a good bit of

humor to relieve the tension. "R. M."

"Those who like a circus should see it. There

are thrills aplenty. It shows just what an animal

trainer has to do, but it is not such an easy task.

"John Ellis"

"This is the best picture I have seen. I never
saw one like this before. The trainer sure does
know his work. "George Gordon"

V m \/r

a smile on your lips and a song

in your heart! That’s the way you’ll

go home after seeing the picture in

which UNIVERSAL proudly presents a

new form of screen entertainment— the

international sensation, " BE MINE
TONIGHT,” which is delightful in the

extreme.

I^EVER mind who’s in it. Their names
^ wouldn’t mean anything to you—

now. But after you discover t^em—after

you thrill to the laughter and drama and
song and romance in this picture—you’ll

be more than eager to seelthem again.

”BE MINE TONIGHT” cannot be com-
pared with any picture that’s gone before. It's

totally different— delightfully different. It's

more than a motion picture

—

it’s a grand
experience! Vou never heard of its stars before
— you never heard of its story— it is very
simple, quite unsophisticated— it'ys even
clean as a hound’s tooth—but you will adore
it, whoever you are — you will make new dis-

coveries. You will laugh—you will thrill—you
will whistle.- It’s a new deal in entertainment

—

the world will discuss it joyously— be among
the first to discover it. If you love life—don’t
miss ”BE MINE TONIGHT.”

*••**
\y/ELL, the public has had a look at " THE
” BIG CAGE” and has okayed it without

reservation. That’s the surest test of merit.

What the public likes is what the public ought
to have. When we know what it wants, we
produce it. CLYDE BEATTY, who -an handle
lions or tigers like kittens, is supported by such

stars as ANITA PAGE, RAYMOND HATTON, ANDY
DEVINE, VINCE BARNETT, MICKEY ROONEY,
WALLACE FORD arudothers. Directed by Kurt

Neumann. Story by Clyde Beatty and Edward
Anthony.

* * *

And so, too, you’ll love "THE KISS
BEFORE THE MIRROR.” be-

cause it is an intense, modern drama beauti-

fully acted by NANCY CARROLL, FRANK MORGAN,
PAUL LUKAS, GLORIA STUART, and others.
Directed by James Whale.

/ wili pay for idc4S or sussestions, if acceptable, for

betterment of our pictures or form of presentation. By
the way, what picture of years ago
would you like to see remade? Let
me know.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY, a pic-

ture magazine, ii now available to

you. Write for details about it.

[7*0 60 continued in the April ii*d
iaaua of The Saturday Evening Poet.]

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CARL LAEMMLE, President

730 Fifth Ave. New Yotk City
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:S OF JACKASSERIE
FER ALL BANK HOLIDAYS

with the greatest, funniest,

most ridiculous piece of mag-

nificent nonsense ever shown in

all of this series of laugh features.

With MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN. Andy Devine.

Frank Albertson. Jobyna Howland and Maude Ful-

ton. Story by Homer Croy and Vernon Smith. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmle. Jr. Directed by George

Stevens. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

^COHENSand
KEILYS IN

TROUBIE
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Beautiful

Vilnia Banky
Returns in a

Triumph Film

‘^The Reber
N o triumph is sweeter than one which comes a second

time. That triumph is now awaiting Vilma Banky

in this country. In a tew weeks she will be seen in in-

numerable theatres opposite Luis Trenker in a film which

was made especially to display their personalities, artistry

and abilities. It is called "The Rebel." Already it has es-

tablished records in almost every theatre in which it has

played in Germany. It was made by Universal's European
unit which is dedicated to the proposition that motion pic-

tures should move rather than talk. There is a maximum
of action in "The Rebel" and a minimum of dialogue.

Beauty is one of those qualities which requires no dia-

logue to put it across in motion pictures. Vilma Banky's

beauty is one of those rare manifestations which is inter-

national. Although she is a Viennese, her first appearance
in America when Samuel Goldwyn brought her over was
a sensation. America is waiting to applaud Vilma Banky
in another sensation in "The Rebel."

Vilma Banky, beautiful Hollywood star,

ivho is returning to a second triumph in r<

America in “The Rebel” the Universal
Special with Luis Trenker.

“BE MINE TONIGHT” t
I

Looks Like Sensation
'

S
ELDOM if ever has such a thoroughly satisfactory

combination of drama, comedy, music, back-ground,

artlessness and sophistication been given to moving pic-

ture audiences as is the case in "Be Mine Tonight." So far

only moving picture critics and several preview audiences

have seen this Universal Special, but everywhere it has

been shown the answer is amazement
that so many and so gratifying enter-

tainment features could be crowded
into one production. "Be Mine To-Night"

has everything. Its melody is haunting, ma-
jestic, amusing, in turn. Its direction is mo-
dern, positive and thoroughly entertaining.

The acting is superb and the settings are

positively guaranteed to make audiences

gasp. In Kiepura the screen gains the un-

doubted addition of a real star and a mar-
velous golden voice. No wonder the critics

are predicting a sensational success for

"Be Mine To-Night."
* * *

"'BE MINE TONIGHT' is one of the
most charming and delightful pictures I

have ever seen.

"It is novel entertainment that everyone
should enjoy." - Morton Downey

The boy with the golden voice and the
girl he could not fool in “Be Mine To-
night,” forthcoming Universal Special.

i
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Fifteen Years of Whole-hearted Co-operation
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With Laura Hope Crews, Shirley Grey,

Alexander Carr, Mae Busch. Story by Tim
Whelan, Screenplay by William Anthony
McGuire. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Sam Taylor. Presented by
Carl Laemmie.

TELL THE WORLD YOU'V
WILL MAKE IT LAUGH ITS i’
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Stick it up Plaster it up

in your lobby! on billboards!

Shove it up on
your marquee!

Stick it up
everywhere!

iUMMERYILLE ZAIU PITTS
I KJ

COT A PICTURE THAT
ROUBLES FAR AWAY ! !
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A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

“Ev’ning, Mrs. Smith! Howdy, Jones!”
Well—the banks are open again

—

the old gold has come out of the sock

—deposits are growing day by day

—

the market is rising — confidence is

leaping— smiles are beginning to

spread from face to face—business is

picking up—and the movie box-of-

fices are again getting ready to sing

a merry tunel

The holiday certainly taught many

lessons. Insofar as some managers

are concerned it did a mighty lot of

good in a thoroughly unexpected

manner. Theatres, faced with the

tight money situation had to resort to

unusual means to meet the crisis.

Checks and I.O.U.'s were accepted

for admission. And many a manager

who formerly kept himself hidden in

the far reaches of his private office

suddenly found it necessary to go

down front and meet his patrons at

the door.

Face to face with the people whose

quarters and half dollars keep the

theatre open! Saying hello and pass-

ing a friendly word as their checks or

I.O.U.’s changed hands. A new ex-

perience for many managers, indeed!

And a necessary one. Forced by cir-

cumstance to meet the people they

should have been greeting nightly for

years!

A happy surprise to the patrons as

well as the managers. Patrons like a

friendly greeting from the "boss" of

the theatre. They fee! flattered

"knowing" him. If it comes to a toss-

up as to which theatre they should

go, they'll pick the one with the

friendly manager; and that counts

into plenty of money in these com-
petitive days!

Yes, sir! It took a holiday to make
many a manager find himself!

JOE WEIL

ROXY EYE-CATCHER

One of the many attractive panels used
for “Rome Express” at the RKO Roxy,

New York.

COLLINS AND CARKEY GIVE "BIG CAGE"
REAL CIRCUS CAMPAIGN IN GLENS FALLS

Newspaper Co-operation

Does “Walter Winchell On Broadway”
appear in one of your local dailies? If
it does, try for similar cooperation on the
Winchell Radio Shorts. The New Theatre,
Baltimore, went after it with the result

shown above.

1^
AVE COLLINS, manager, and Larry

Carkey, publicity manager of the Em-
pire Theatre, Glens Falls, N. Y., stepped
out with long, mighty strides and covered
a wide territory with their "Big Cage" cam-
paign.

They started their exploitation a week in

advance of the opening with a lobby dis-

play of "coming" announcements. Great
clusters of the accessory hangers were strung

from the lobby ceiling. Newspaper cam-
paign was started four days in advance and
built up from a small advance announce-
ment to thirty inch ads on the opening day.

Ones, threes, sixes, twenty-fours and win-

dow cards were spotted in every available

location in Glens Falls and in towns within

a thirty mile radius, including all main roads.

Five thousand roto heralds and three thou-

sand special throwaways were used to cover
the schools and homes. In addition to the

herald distribution tie-ups with a laundry,

bakery and dairy, put advertising material

into four thousand additional homes. Dis-

tribution of all this material was carefully

handled so as to minimize duplication. The

result was that practically every house in

Glens Falls, and many nearby, were cov-

ered with some kind of announcement on

"The Big Cage."

An arrangement with the local telegraph

office netted window displays of [umbo tele-

grams in prominent downtown spots. A spe-

cial display of Beatty's affidavit, stills and
jumbo wire was secured in front of the bank.

The Big Cage" ballyhoo record was used
in the lobby during the run, attracting at-

tention to an enlarged copy of Beatty's
affidavit.

Window cards were placed on the front
of all local busses.

Albert J. Nathan, Universal exploiteer,
assisted on the campaign.
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BALTIMORE RESPONDS WITH SNAPPY
SALUTE TO "PRIVATE JONES" CAMPAIGN
^^DRIVATE JONES" proved himself a ^ry

* popular soldier in Baltimore where he

drew great crowds to Keith’s box office in

response to a well-rounded campaign exe-

cuted under the direction of J. Lawrence

Schanberger, fast-stepping showman-man-

ager.

The local U. S. Army Recruiting Station

co-operated wtih 30 one sheet stands, a

bannered truck that travelled from one end

of the city to the other, and Sergeant John

J. Chop, bugler, who sounded calls from

the theatre marquee for three days.

Ten thousand copies of the censored let-

ter, explained in the pressbook, were dis-

tributed through army posts, veterans' or-

ganizations, colleges, hotels, dance halls

and at the theatre.

A tie-up with the Baltimore News landed

stories and art for three days on the same-

name gag, inviting all ex-service men by the

name of Jones to be the theatre's guests.

Additional newspaper space was secured

through a classified ad stunt in the Bal-

timore Post.

A radio broadcast tie-up featured the

Army bugler in various calls, and sugges-

tions to ex-service men that they arrange

"Old Buddy" theatre parties at the Keith.

Hourly time signals were preceded by a

bugle call and the time given as "ten

o'clock on 'Private Jones' ' Watch."

Three cut-outs, from the 24 sheet, of

Tracy's head and Glorio Stuart's figure,

were used on the marquee. Giant blow-ups

of newspaper reviews were used on the

front. Fifteen 24 sheets, fifty I sheets, in

addition to the Army boards, one hundred
window cards, sixty-five special window dis-

play signs, and large newspaper space

completed the campaign. Albert S. Nathan,
Universal exploiteer, assisted.

Im
«r.

r j

Lawrence Schanberger’s marquee at Keith’s Theatre, Baltimore. Note Army bugler
sounding calls. The cut-outs are from the 24 sheet.

"BE MINE TONIGHT" CAMPAIGN SET FOR
NATION-WIDE RADIO PLUGGINGS

"Be Mine To-Night is to have coast-to-

coast broadcast boosting through its

catchy tunes.

Harms, Inc., publishers of the song hit

of the picture, are arranging for restricted

broadcasts on nation-wide network. The

name of the picture will be mentioned in

all these broadcasts. Copies of the song

are already off the press, and phonograph
recordings are now being made for mar-

keting simultaneous with the opening of

the picture.

ARMY CO-OPERATION IN BALTIMORE

LEE

yClTHS

Army bugler, truck and one sheet sheet boards plugging “Private Jones” in Baltimore

AWARDS
--FORTlft

^ WO wide awake exhibitors take their

bows and certificate awards this week

for exceptional exploitation campaigns.

They are:

LOU GOLDEN, manager of the Orpheum

Theatre, Omaha, Neb., for his campaign

on "Rome Express." •

A. EASSON, manager of the St. Clair

Theatre, Toronto, Canada, for exploitation

on "The Lost Special."

Congratulations, men! Certificates, signed

by Carle Laemmie, are in the mail.
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ENCLAND-CANADA-DUTCH WEST INDIES
UTILIZE SHOWMANSHIP EXPLOITATION IDEAS!

X HE want-ad stunt used successfully in

' several spots over here, was a feature of

the London campaign for "The Mummy”

when it played the Capitol Theatre. The

ad, placed in the "personals" column of the

London Times, read: WANTED—A MUMMY
—should be approximately 3700 years old

—

Reply Princess Anck-Es-En-Amon—Box 99

Knox and Hardy, Ltd., etc. Hundreds of

replies were received and many persons

hunted up actual mummies and offered them

to the theatre. The London papers played

the stunt up as news, devoting several col-

umns to it.

An attractive marquee display was made

by using cut-out figures of Karloff and the

girl against a background in Egyptian de-

sign on which title, star and catchlines were

lettered. Six spot lights were trained on the

display at night.

Two dozen sandwich men, each carrying

aloft a big poster of Karloff with the line:

'It Comes To Life," and picture billing on

a board hung over his shoulders, covered

the downtown district of the city. Two men
in mummy wrappings were used as an ad-

ditional street ballyhoo. Early morning of

the opening day found a large line up at

the box-office. The picture was held over for

a second record week.

“Old Dark House” ballyhoo truck used by the Cinelandia Theatre, Curacao, Dutch
West Indies. It doesn’t matter in ivhat part of this world—the old ballyhoo is the way

to get them to the box-office.

PETCH'S TROUSSEAU CONTEST NETS FOUR CO-
OP PACES FOR "MARRIED" IN REGINA. SASK.
A, TIE-UP with the newspaper and thirty

’ ' merchants for a trousseau contest or

hunt netted F. Ernest Petch, manager of the
Metropolitan, four co-operative ad pages
in the Regina Daily Star for his engagement
of "They Just Had to Get Married." For
three days movie fans of the Canadian city

saved their theatre ticket stubs and took
them to the co-operating stores to see if

the numbers corresponded to those on the
gifts offered. The stunt had the whole city

talking about the picture and was largely

responsible for the capacity business done
by the theatre during the run.

You Should Have One!
UMVrRS^u wefcKLY ^

HOW THEY
DO IT IN
LONDON,
ENGLAND!

Front of the Cap-
itol Theatre. Lou-
don, England,
showing the giant
cut-out display on
the marquee and
the two dozen
sandwich men used
to cover the down-
town section of the

city. The special

ballyhoo men in

jnummy wrappings
[can also be seen in

the foreground.

^ h 0 XVman 0 hip

This CERTIFICATE OF MERIT is

presented by the UNIVERSAL WEEKLY
for meritorious work in the exploita-
tion of Universal Pictures. You should
have one hanging on your office wall.
Send details of your campaigns, to-
gether with photographs, to SHOW-
MANSHIP EDITOR, UNIVERSAL
WEEKLY, 730 Fifth Ave., New York

r
McLeod Sells Ad Space That
Pays For Mimeographed
"Doomed Battalion" Herald

C. McLEOD, manager of the Patricia

•Theatre, Powell River, B. C., didn't

have the time nor the money to send away
for a printed combination house program
and herald for "Doomed Battalion" so he
solved the problem by utilizing a mimeo-
graph machine. The inside spread was de-
voted to pictorial display and copy on the
picture. Space on the back was sold to four
local merchants, defraying the production
cost.



SELLING THE BIG IDEA ATTRACTIVELY!

Starts

TODAY!
H« Swore an Oath

To Conquer
“NAGANA,”

But Jungle Love
and Wnd Beasts

Crossed His

\ Path! I

The Horde Of ^

Serum-Maddened^—
Animals Loosed by Fire

From the Strangest Labo*

ratory in All the World!

He Fought the Lure of

a Beautiful Woman
to Save Bladt ^
Savages!

B( R.ELL

WELVYN
DOUGLAS

*NAGANAM5 NOTAN ANIMAL
PICTURE NOR A CANNIBAL PICTOft

WHAT IS -NA6ANA?" ITT DEADLY/

N.Y. Critics Rave about the New Picture Sensation
j/ now playing at.

jnfo/wfiuK

.AhAnd*

„ on tho r««t ConttaenUI Fl«r-

NOW PLAYING

LIBERTY
O K, 7}

JeatHell
H* * “I "t ewan -luuiw >

• it'' b'o£mS' r*

YKmter
. WlMCHEU"
nOiowEveiybody
Ud>£mybO(fytRacket

“THE BIG DRIVE”
JACK PEARL RADIO'S BARON NfUNCHAUSENKEITH’S

HE'S A HARD-BOILED
KID IN KHAKI
.ythe cockiest, stub*

\ /bornest, funniest
I laziest, most reck*

i less, most lovable
! soldier in the war
^ Starts A

GLODIA PONAIO COOK.

^<wsTa rav EMMA DUNN
STUART SHIRUYCRCY

MAJEfriC

(I.) Selling the "big show" thrills in 3 columns x 9" from Rialto, Washington, D. C. (2.) Two Columns x from Hill Street, Los

Angeles. (3.) A feature ad on a short— Liberty, Seattle, devotes 3 columns x 7 ^/2 ", to emphasize importance of Winchell 2 reeler.

(4.) 3 columns x I 4 I/
2
" from Spreckles, San Diego Cal. (5.) 3 columns, 6" from Keith's, Baltimore. Note review excerpts from

nearby Washington. (6.) The manager guarantees it to entertam. Double column, 1
"

from Eckel, Syracuse, N. Y. (7.) Nice handling

of New York review, excerpts in 3 columns, 8” from Rialto, Washington, D. C. (8.) Selling the star in double column, 7" ad from

Majestic, San Antonio, Texas.



What a break for you showmen who

simply MUST have Westerns! Here's

Universal, still the leader, offering you

the opportunity to booking the two

biggest Western stars in the business

—Ken Maynard and Tom Mix! Today,

as always, rely on UNIVERSAL for

WESTERNS!

SMASH
WESTERN
TEATURES
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Here’s A European Stunt

I

F American theatre men and ex-

ploiters think that European thea-

tres are far behind us in the matter

of exploitation, they are just rowing

upstream. Here's an example.

The first run of "Okay, America,"
the picture starring Lew Ayres, writ-

ten by William Anthony McGuire and
directed by Tay Garnett, had its

first run in Paris the other day. It

took place at the Cinema Raspail

216. This unique Paris theatre is

owned by Mme. Helena Rubinstein,

the noted international beauty au-

thority and manufacturer of beauty

preparations. For the Paris premiere,

Mme. Rubinstein's manager installed

special amplifying microphones in the

theatre. Arrangement was made by
telephone to interview Tay Garnett,

the director of "Okay, America."
Garnett is in Europe completing the

great adventure drama, "S. O. S.

Iceberg." The telephone interview

caught him at Mt. Bernina, Switzer-

land.

The premiere was a gala affair.

Luigi Pirandello, author of Universal's

forthcoming picture, "Marriage In-

terlude," attended, also Francois

Ribadeau-Dumas, Peter Glover and
Madame Rousse Masson.

HE’S SATISFIED
PALACE THEATRE
Cedar+own, Ga.

Universal Film Exchanges
Atlanta, Georgia.

Gentlemen:

I just finished showing your produc-

tion "Laughter in Hell," and believe

it to be the best of the Chain-gang
pictures released to date, comments
very good, and it had plenty more
story value than other similar pictures.

All Universal features this season are

showing up well, and so far am well

pleased. Same goes for your short

product, which is a big improvement
over others.

Yours very truly,

J. Houston Thompson

Palace Theatre

Cedartown, Ga.

WILLIAM ANTHONY Mc-
GillRE, in ii'hose prolific pen

Carl Laemmle, Jr., has great con-

fidence. McGuire is the author of
“Okay, America.” Since coming
with Unwersal, McGuire wrote
“Okay, America” and the screen-

play for “The' Kiss Before The
Mirror.” When the studio opens,

production will start on his story,

“Kid Gloves.” Announcement was
made last week that he ivould in

all probability direct the story

with such a timely name, “When
the Time Comes,” just purchased
by Universal. It teas icritten by
McGuire.

* * *

They Are ‘‘Selected”

In the National Board of Review's Weekly
Guide to Selected Pictures, issued March
4th, the following comments on Universal

Short Subjects are contained;

"The Shiek" (Oswald the Lucky Rab-
bit): Oswald rescues his girl from a

wicked shiek. Very entertaining.

"Strange As It Seems No. 27." Spider
building his home in the ground; Holy
City, California; Chinese drug store; arm-

less watchmaker, etc. Very interesting.

Carl Laemmle, Jr. Assigns

Writers in Preparation

For Studio Reopening

D
espite the current production re-

cess at Universal City, Carl

Laemmle, Jr. has made four Impor-

tant writing assignments In prepara-

tion for the time four or five weeks

hence when the motion picture plant

will resume activity.

Universal's forthcoming remake of

the famous serial, "The Perils of

Pauline," will be adapted and have

continuity by Dolly Lovekin, Laemmle,
Jr. announced. Mildred Cram, well

known short story writer and scenarist

who recently turned out Paramount's

"Sinners In The Sun," will write a

screenplay based upon Mary Synon's

best selling novel, "The Good Red
Bricks," and Stuart Palmer has been
engaged to prepare a treatment and
Incidental dialogue for "Bluebeard,"

one of the vehicles In which Karloff

will be starred as soon as he returns

from England where he Is currently

starring In Gaumont-Britlsh' fortR-

comlng picture, "The Ghoul."

HELD TWO DAYS

New Bern, N. C.
Feb. 18+h, 1933.

Mr. A. B. Cheafham,

Charlotte, N. C.

Very Kind Friend:

Just a word to thank you for ad-

vising us to run "THEY JUST HAD
TO GET MARRIED" for two days in-

stead of one day as originally booked,

as this is one of the best and most

pleasing pictures we have used this

season. We did in two days more
than we have done on Thursday and

Friday in quite a while, unless we
had Prizes or some added attraction.

It would have been a pity to have

sacrificed this picture for a one day
run but we cannot tell down here

what a picture is worth, without some
sincere advice from the Exchanges.

Kindest Regards.

Manager Masonic Theatre

O. A. Kafer,

WALTER WINCHELL-MORTON DOWNEY-BOSWELL SISTERS-PAUL WHITEMAN
—LITTLE JACK LITTLE— STREET SINGER and Scores of Other Big-Money Names, in

UNIVERSAL’S RADIO SHORTS



There's a hot time
on the old screen
every time you show—

UNIVERSAL
StCARTOONS
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Showman-Critics Praise Universal
Red Kann Says:

R
ed kann, editor of Motion Pic-

ture Daily, saw "Be Mine Tonight"
at a special showing. At the same
time, it was viewed by Lewis Mile-

stone and Pare Lorenti. They were
all entranced with the picture. Red
Kann waxed so extravagant in his

statements In his column the next day
that he doubted his own ability to ex-

press his admiration.

After expatiating on the fine tenor
voice of the male lead, the "most
beautiful lake and mountain scenery
you might have Imagined this side of
Paradise," the "tinkling, pleasant
musical score," the "breath-taking
background" and the "amusing per-

formances of the comedians," he
says:

Be Mine Tonight* is as Ingenious
and as clever a musical as any this

department has seen. We are not
prepared to say it tops all else that
has preceded it, for that would be
traveling a long way. But the intelli-

gence, with which music, action and
dialogue are Interwoven and made
part of each other for the benefit of
the whole. Is something not ade-
quately told here. The picture itself

illustrates the point better than all we
have been muddling over."

Wid Gunning Says:
(From Hollywood Herald, March 4,

1933, Wid Gunning is the newly ap-
pointed Editor. Welcome back to

your old job of salesmen reviewing.)

"Slim Summerville and Zasu Pitts

are funny to most people. Slow think-

ing sap characters get laughs. Put a

pair of saps in various forms of the

embarrassed bride and groom routine

and it can hardly miss. That's the for-

mula for 'Out All Night.'

"The picture earned plenty of

laughs when it was previewed at the

Ritz Monday night."

A LUCKY DOG
“Butter” the wonder dog who

appears with Chic Sale in “Lucky
Dog” receives the finishing touches
to his make-up before going on the
set. “Lucky Dog” is all finished at

Universal City and is now being
made ready for early release.

Warner Theatre Says:

WARNER BROS. THEATRES
Hollywood, Cal.

February 17, 1933

Universal Film Exchange
San Francisco, Cal.

Dear Mr. Allender:

Have always maintained that the

Universal Newsreel was the best in

the business, and presume that in a

short time I will become accustomed
to the new running electric flasher

titles.

I heartily agree that since you have

slowed them down, it has improved
the titles a great deal.

With every kind wish for your future

success in regard to this innovation,

I am
Your very rtuly,

(Signed) F. AL REGAN,
Manager

RKO Says:
In the preview reports in the

house organ of the RKO theatre

organization, the critic quotes the

National Exhibitor on “Rome Ex-
press” and Motion Picture Herald
on “The Big Cage.” Here is what
he says:

"
'Rome Express,' says The National

Exhibitor, previewing this Universal

picture, 'represents a box office at-

traction, and . . . might represent

dough for any type of house. Again
a 'Grand Hotel' of a train Is pre-

sented, but the picture moves. It

looks okay.'

"Excitements engendered by wild

lions and tigers being trained by the

world's greatest animal trainer is the

keynote of 'The Big Cage,' says Mo-
tion Picture Herald In its preview of

the Universal feature. 'About it, with

Clyde Beatty the center of all action,

revolves the drama, romance, com-
edy, spectacle, pathos and thrill that

complete the story.'
"

Wid Gunning Says:
Wid Gunning in the Hollywood

Herald, March 4, 1933, says of "The
Big Cage":

"
'The Big Cage,' a story

of an animal trainer's daily dangers,

is a very good showman's picture. It

has great values . •
."

Irene Thirer Says:
In her review on "Rome Express"

the critic of the Daily News, New
York, says:

"Here's a dramatic, actionful pic-

ture—the cleverest yet to reach here

from England's shores — skilfully

planned from start to finish, replete

with suspenseful situations and ener-

getic emoting.

"You can't help enjoying 'Rome
Express,' because its characters are

so real and the tempo keeps you con-

stantly interested."

MILLIONS
OF PATRONS WILL BE ATTRACTED
TO THEATRES THROUGH THIS PACE
AD IN THE MAY FAN MAGAZINES



While she was primpins before the

mirror, her adoring husband kissed

her. h lingeredher. The primping was

not for him. He realized it instantly,

followed her—found her in her lover’s

arms and killed her.

His intimate friend, who defended

him in court, found a similar situA=

tion in his own home, and promised

himself that he would follow his

friend’s example. Did he or did he

not? What happened? This picture

will stir you to the core. It is modern

romance and tragedy combined, beuu-

tiluHy acted by players of more than

the average moving=picture talent.

IJtrecteJ />v

JAMES WHALE

Presented b
' CARL LAEMMLE

ifS^ UNIVERSAL CARL LAEMMLE, JR.
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Scenes fjwm

terns BEFOREt/>eMIRROR
With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the play by

Ladislaus Fodor. Screenplay by William Anthony

McGuire. Directed by JAMES WHALE. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.
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A DISCOVERY FOR
No. 715 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

When we show a new picture to professional reviewers

in a cold projection room, we never expect an exciting

reaction.

But we got one yesterday when we showed "Be Mine

Tonight'' to the members of the National Board of Review.

As the final fade-out appeared on the screen, there was

a stir such as I have seldom seen in a projection room. The

members of the Board were laughing with tears in their

eyes. Their every emotion had been played upon by this

delicious picture.

Romance, comedy, thrills, glorious music from a golden

voice, ending on the high note which means showmanship

—all of these filled the production full to overflowing.

"Who is this marvelous new leading man?" asked one.

"And who is that delightful girl?" queried another.

"Where did you get such a clever director?"asked another.

That is exactly the reaction you will get when you show

"Be Mine Tonight."



Mar. 25. 1933^^ Carl Loemmle^s 2/th Anniversary Celebration
~~ ~

5

MOVIE FOLLOWERS
Every person in your audience will feel like a Christopher

Columbus discovering a new worlds discovering new stars^

discovering new entertainment.

In this mood your fans will tell their friends not to miss

"Be Mine Tonight." The word of mouth advertising will

work as it never worked before—all to your profit.

Play this tip to the limit: — Beg your fans to see this

picture. Tell them frankly they never heard of these stars

before. But promise them they will get a new treaty a new

deal, a thrill of discovery. Warn them not to miss this new
international sensation which will be talked of wherever

movies are known.

Yesterday was the fifth time I have seen "Be Mine To-

night." I seldom see any picture more than twice at the

outside. But I got as great a "kick" out of my fifth viewing

of this picture as I did from my first f

See the picture yourself before you prepare your adver-

tising, because only in that way will you get the inspiration

to go the limit!



Executive Mansion
ALBANY. NEW YORK

February 27th. 1933 .

Mr. Nate Sauber,
Universal Pictures Corporation,
1052 Broadway,
Albany, N.Y.

liy dear Mr. Sauber:

thank you very much for ”Rome Express** which

you were kind enough to send to the Executive

Mansion.

They both agree that it is one of the

best pictures they have seen in a long time.

Your courtesy is greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours.

Secretary to Mrs. Herbert H. Lehman

Governor and Mrs. Lehman ask me to
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AndRadio City

Goes Universal

The two newest and most magnifi-

cent motion picture theatres in the

world, the Radio City Music Hall and

the R.K.O. Roxy, will feature Univer-

sal pictures next week and the week

following. Universal is justly proud of

these bookings, placing it in the most

advantageous spot of the entire

show world. The product which it is

supplying is particularly fitted to the

needs of the two houses.

"Private ones," starring Lee Tracy,

goes into the R.K.O. Roxy on Friday,

March 24th, and with it there is also

an accompanying bill of Universal

short product, consisting of the spe-

cial feature, "The Voice of the Vati-

can," and a Pooch the Pup cartoon,

"The Terrible Troubadour."

"The Big Cage," the circus-thriller

starring Clyde Beatty, world's most

famous animal trainer, has been
booked into the Radio City Music

Hall for Thursday, March 30th, just

prior to the opening in New York

City of Barnum & Bailey's Circus at

Madison Square Garden on April

8th. Beatty is the featured act with

the circus, the only personality billed

with that of the circus. The picture

includes in its cast Anita Page, Andy
Devine, Raymond Hatton and Wal-
lace Forde, and was adapted by Ed-

ward Anthony from the book of the

same name written by Anthony and
Clyde Beatty.

KAYESS THEATRES CO.. INC.

1616 Vine Street

La Crosse, Wis.

March 8, 1933.

F. L. Koppelberger, president

Ray D. Stewart, gen. mgr.

Dear Universal:

Wish we had a "They Just Had To
Get Married" in all of our spots at

this time; then we wouldn't have to

worry about cash.

Yours truly,

Ray D. Stewart.

The
UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulick, Editor

Published Weekly by the Motion

Picture Weekly Publishing Co.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Copyright 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.

(All Rights Rnsfrvpd)

Mar. 25, 1933

,Vol. 32—No. 15

Rod La Rocque Cast

In O. S. Iceberg’’

After a long period of retire-

ment from the movie lots and a

warm place in the hearts of Ameri-
can film fans. Rod LaRocque, star of

"Feet of Clay," "The Ten Command-
ments" and other silent successes,

has decided to don the grease paint

again and resume his work before the

motion picture cameras. This week
he was signed by Universal to play

one of the leading male roles in the

English version of "S.O.S. Iceberg,"

a large part of which was filmed in

the arctic seas off the Greenland
coast and the exteriors for which are

now being completed in a Berlin

studio by Director Tay Garnett.

+ + +

Robert Wyler to Direct

“Bagdad on the Hudson^^

Robert WYLER has been selected

to direct Ward Morehouse's story,

"Bagdad on the Hudson." More-
house is busily at work adapting his

story for production just as soon as

the current studio recess ends. Wyler
was given a contract by Universal re-

cently foltowing his eminently success-

ful direction of several outstanding

screenplays in Paris. Because of this

experience it is expected that he will

also direct "The Left Bank" by Elmer

Rice.

"Bagdad on the Hudson" is the

story of a hectic twenty-four hours

during which a taxi driver falls in love

with a movie star and the excitement

that created.

Celebration .

'

r

Universal Goes
Right Along

Greater Amusements in its Issue

of February 18th carries an edi-

torial about Universal which will be
interesting to all exhibitors. It is car-

ried under the general heading of

"Improvement in Production," and
Editor Mortensen makes out a very

logical case tor improvement all

along the line. About Universal he

says:

"It doesn't seem to make much
difference to Universalltes In which
direction the film cycle is turning.

The company goes right along and
turns out first one type of product
and then an entirely distinctly differ-

ent kind—and makes them good. It

excelled In 'horror' films only re-

cently and now takes the lead back
to comedy, with 'They Just Had To
Get Married' as the mainspring of a

series announced of that type. 'Back

Street' was no doubt the best offer-

ing from U in a long time and 'The

Mummy' and 'Air Mail' are both do-
ing well."

Office of William Dabb

LYRIC THEATRE
Shenandoah, Pennsylvania

February 21, 1933

Universal Pictures

730 Fifth Avenue
New York City, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

In my opinion the Universal News
Reels are the best News Reels on the

market today.

My patrons comment on them.

They tell me that they are up to the

minute in both news and entertain-

ment, and with Mr. McNamee an-

nouncing it is a combination that

can't be beat.

I have been using this News Reel

in my theatre for many years, and it

is the only News Reel that Interests

me tor this theatre.

Yours very truly,

William Dabb.

UNIVERSAL’S

T WO - R E E LCOMEDIES ARE THE BEST

YOU CAN BOOK



"THE
HAVE

ST THEY
ER MADE"
Hollywood Herald

"The latest 'Cohens and Kellys/ this time 'In Trouble/

is the best they have ever made/' says Hollywood Herald.

The direction times and milks the good gags.The support-

ing cast is excellent. Murray and Sidney are kept sym-
pathetic. This is the first feature directed by George
Stevens. He can take some bows . . . They get plenty of

laughs from individual gags...There is a run-away motor-
boat sequence with... marvelous shots... will be a riot!"

"AUDIENCES ARE GOING TO GO FOR THIS IN A BIG

WAY/' says Hollywood Reporter. "There are plenty of

hearty laughs ... It is a rib-tickling picture and stupid is

the exhibitor who will not awaken to its possibilities at

this time and back it up with everything he's got

With MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN, Andy De-

vine, Frank Albertson, Jobyna Howland and

Maude Fulton. Story by Homer Croy and

Vernon Smith. Produced by Carl Laemmie,

Jr. Directed by George Stevens. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.



CHARLIE
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HDNEY
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Speaking About

Dirty Pictures,

Pete Harrison

Declares:

ISOTE: Also read Harrison's

Rerietc of “Be Mine Tonight"

in the same issue of Harri-

sons Reports— March 25th.

"{ wish I had the power to force

every one of those who think

that a picture cannot be enter»

taining unless there is dirt in it

to see the picture 'Be Mine To-

night/ released by Universal.

There is not a single situation

where dirt is even implied. And
yet, in my picture reviewing ca-

reer, I have not felt so much

pleasure, so much thrill, as I felt

when I was looking at this picture.

And the story is very simple."

Universal Will Make “GulliveUs Travels^^

W HEN Universal City opens, one

of the first pictures to go into

production will be "Gulliver's Trav-

els." For the last two months Karl

Freund, who introduced to moving

pictures the modern camera angle

devices, has been working in secret

on a newly built steel sound stage at

Universal City. Padlocks and "No
Admission" signs have prevented

anyone knowing what was going on

in this sound stage, which will be

opened and dedicated with this mod-

ernized satirical production sug-

gested by the Jonathan Swift tales.

Material has been drawn from all of

these fantastic Swift satires— Brob-

dingnag, Liliput and Houyhnhnms,

and behind these closed walls Freund

has perfected devices and effects to

make "Gulliver's Travels" one of the

most unusual pictures of the new sea-

son.

In addition to the months of prep-

aration already expended, it is an-

ticipated that the filming will take

from four to five months. "Gulliver's

Travels" cannot possibly be released

much before New Years'. It will be
one of the Specials on the next year's

program.

Ken Maynard To Start at Universal Next Week
^^I^ING OF THE ARENA" will be the title of the first of

Universal's new series of westerns starring Ken May-
nard and will be placed in work at Universal City next

week under the direction of Alan Ames. It will be the first

company to start following the current recess.

Maynard, one of Hollywood's most ardent aviation en-

thusiasts, recently returned to the film colony after pilot-

ing his own plane to Yucatan and back. "King of the

Arena" will be the first of three pictures to be made by
Maynard for this season's Universal release.

KARLOFF
is bringing in the crowds
in that great attraction

—

THEMUMMY



TAKE 3 MINUTES
TO STUDY THIS;

^^HEN sound first came to the movies^ a
hard problem faced the newsreels. How

could we use sound without slowing up on
speed? A slow newsreel is no good. Speed
is absolutely essential. Toting sound trucks
to news events is too slow. How can speed
be kept up?

yNIVERSAL was the first to solve the pro»

blem. Away with sound trucks. Use an
off-screen voice to do the job. Create a talk-

ing reporter. Let him describe the news
happenings by voice instead of writing it

as he would for a newspaper. It was the
only solution.

TOTAL
THREE MINUTES

Universal got the best announcing^
voice in the world — that of Graham

McNamee, beloved of millions of radio fans.

True, everybody tried to copy the idea, but
no copy ever equals an original. So the
Universal Newsreel became the fastest
growing newsreel in the world.

IN THREE MINUTES YOU HAVE FOUND
OUT HOW TO SOLVE YOUR OWN
PROBLEM OF SHOWING THE BEST NEWS-
REEL 52 WEEKS IN EVERY YEAR!
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An Editor Congratulates Mr. Laemmle



Daring and unusual . . . vividly and

highly dramatic . . . lay out a cam

paign that will convince your patrons

4dS£

't.'.

DESTNAnON JTBP OVT

UNKNOV/N
With PAT O'BRIEN, RALPH BELLAMY. Betty Compson.

Alan Hale, Russell Hopton, Tom Brown, Rollo Lloyd

Story by Tom Buckingham. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Tay Garnett.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.

that they are going to see something

starkly unusual/' says Motion Pic-

ture Herald . . /'something definately

out of the beaten track/' echoes

Hollywood Reporter."
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Severest Critics Unite in

PHILADELPHIA GOES MAD
OVER "ROME EXPRESS'

‘^Rome Express
'—Success . . . Strong Drama

When a hardened crustacean of

the reviewer species stays rooted In

one spot for three hours In order to

watch a picture a second time, then

THAT, as Carey Ford would say, Is

news. The cause of this present ju-

bilation is the much-touted "Rome
Express" . . .

A brilliant production is this so su-

perbly executed, so completely re-

moved from the cold lethargic, un-

imaginative films . . . expertly di-

rected, admirably acted picture . , .

The Rome Express pulls out of

Paris ... on it, among others, are a

film actress, a thief, two vengeful

partners, a hypocritical millionaire

philanthropist, an eloping couple and

BUY UNIVERSAL
(From Philadelphia Inquirer)

Beautifully Made . . . Has excep-

tional Cast and Direction.

. . . Rich in human weaknesses and
emotions, handled with superb un-

derstanding of cinema as an indivi-

dual and authentic art by its director,

Walter Forde, and cut with a saga-

cious and cunning eye "Rome Ex-

press" succeeds in appreciably dim-
ming and cheapening our own pro-

duction along these lines, "Shanghai
Express." Every character is recog-

nlzabe from actual life and stands

out a three dimensional human being
rather than a shadowy puppet of

grease-paint with strings pulled by a

clever director.

The lighting, composition and pho-
tography achieve a perfection found
only in rare Instances in films . . .

... It is almost Impossible to single

any player out for personal honors

. . . members of the cast all deserve
unqualified praise. There is but one
thing really to be said, see "Rome
Express."

a prefect of police. It may readily

be seen that such a collection of per-

sonalities would lead to an exciting

issue. That it does so in a manner
which is neither stereotyped nor im-

itative of similar plots that have come
before is, indeed, a distinct achieve-

ment for Mr. Forde.

He has taken a group of stars and
done with them what "Grand Hotel"

tailed to do, has used them in the

mosaic of a composite picture, all

blended skillfully with a restless cam-
era and a plot shot with vitality.

Finely adjusted mechanically, it func-

tions swiftly and smoothly toward Its

well built up climax, a triumph for

all concerned. G. R.

BUY UNIVERSAL

See ^^Rome Express ”

(From Philadelphia Evening Ledger)

. . . Rome Express" moves swiftly

and dramatically . . . the interest of

the viewer is held by the relentless

moving of the fates that thrusts the

unwary passengers Into the march of

events.

From a production standpoint

"Rome Express" is equally as inter-

esting as the gripping story . . . Pic-

torially, the picture is well-nigh per-

fect. Direction by Walter Forde

handles a cast of players with a fi-

nesse and subtlety that makes every

one of the number true-to-life per-
sons, rather than ust talking shadows.

Conrad Veldt heads the excellent

cast to turn in a fine job . . . Esther

Ralston ... is charming and beauti-

ful .. .

BUY UNIVERSAL

See ‘‘Rome Express ”

DETROIT PRAISE
Harold Heffernan, in Detroit

Neivs Says:

The best performance of Lee

Tracy's career and a comedy yarn

that takes rank with the smartest and

most hilarious turned out by a Hol-

lywood studio in more than a year

puts "Private Jones" well up in front

of the current first run offerings.

Not since the last Marx brothers

release has an audience expressed

such delight over a movie as RKO
Downtown patrons did Friday night

at the ludicrous antics of the antag-

onistic doughboy who fails to evade

the draft and spends his time in

France registering his utter disgust

of army discipline . . .

Bright satire on loud-mouthed pa-

triotism is cleverly interpreted by

Bertron Churchill . . . There are two

other rollicking comedy roles staged

by Walter Catlett, as an effeminite

cheer leader and Frank McHugh as

the company cook . . .

Ha/old Heffernan

Minneapolis Gives

(From Minneapolis Journal)

Within recent weeks I have seen

two pictures that represent outstand-

ing achievements in the foreign stu-

dios. The first was "Rome Express"

and the second was "Be Mine To-

night." To me, this last picture is the

most civilized of all the musical

films we have yet had, not excepting

anything done by Mr. Chevalier. The

music is certainly the best that has

been heard from the screen.

Of more immediate concern, is

"Rome Express" which will follow

"The Big Drive" at the Wirld. While

it has Its inspiration in the same sort

of story used in "Shanghai Express,"

to me it is in almost every particular

superior to its predecessor in the field

of train dramas.

NAGANA —the most exploitable picture
of the season . . . now doing ex-
cellent business everywhere

!
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Praising Universal Pictures

PRIVATE JONES'
Ella H. McCormick in the

Free Press Says :

Judging from the loud guffaws and

applause from men in the audience

the brash buck private impersonated

by Mr. Tracy did a lot of things in

his army days, including getting even

with the "Loot," that met with the

approval of former doughboys.

... is almost continuously funny

with Messrs. Tracy, Catlett and Mc-
Hugh to make it so ... A keen piece

of satire is Mr. Churchill's bit as the

fervid patriot, the $1 a year pom-
posity. Mr. Tracy is in his element
as the quarrelsome, stubborn, but

likeable. Bill and has one of his best

roles yet on the screen.

Ella H. McCormick

(From Detroit Times)

... It is a fast-moving film, with

plenty of speedy dialogue, making it

very zestful entertainment.

Charles Gentry

WASHINGTON EXCITED
OVER THRILLS AND NERVE
OF BEATTY IN "THE BIG CAGE"

Ten Tons of Nature in the Raw

(From Washington Post)

. . . the most spectacular, the most
thrilling, the most extraordinary ani-

mal act ever performed under the big

top! Twenty lions and twenty tigers

—sworn mortal enemies of the ani-

mal kingdom—doing their act under
the guiding hand of Clyde Beatty,

the world's premiere animal trainer!

Step right up, ladeez and gen'Iemun!
And that, folks, is no circus bally-

hoo, for in "The Big Cage" . . . there

are performed tKe wildest, the most
exciting animal stunts that have ever
been screened.

BUY UNIVERSAL

... it is a series of thrilling epi-

sodes, the greatest battle of wits of

man against beast that have ever

been essayed by the camera.

Authentic to the last detail—and
the details are great . . .

Second only to the 40 packages
a potential animal TNT is Clyde
Beatty ... A personable gentleman,

Mr. Beatty, and his skill in training

these antagonists is no less than his

uncanny control of this 10 ton of

nature in the raw . . .

W. A. Whitney

BUY UNIVERSAL

>me Express' AAAAA
In this case the train runs from

Paris to Rome, carrying as a cargo
some dozen passengers, whose lives

become curiously involved in crime

and romance as the coaches rumble
across bridges, over mountains,

through towns and over plains, finally

arriving at their destination. During

the overnight trip there has been a

murder, a valuable picture has

changed hands several times, an ex-

tra-marital affair has ended without

disaster to either of the participants,

a criminal has received his desserts
and a love match appears to be about
to reach a happy fruition. Some half

a dozen separate stories run along
side by side, dove-tailing finally in a

grand climax.

(From Washington Herald)

"The Big Cage" ... is something
different in animal pictures, even dif-

ferent so far as circus pictures go . .

.

. . . Perhaps the greatest conflict

ever shown on the screen occurs in

this picture when Nero, fiercest lion

in captivity, engages in a fight that

really is a fight with a none too tame
"cat."

Beatty, who swears that animals

used in the picture are all jungle bred
and who also attests to the fact that

none of the dangerous shots in the

film are faked, accomplishes numer-
ous remarkable feats before the kings

of the jungle.

The circus performer also accom-
plishes a feat never before performed
when he does an act with both lions

and tigers in the same "Big Cage."

J. A. B.

(From Washington Daily News)

. . . "The Big Cage" really belongs
among the preferred shows. It's bet-
ter than any edition of the circus with
or without lemonade.

Beatty has a bright, unassuming
personality, and holds up nicely un-
der the strain of collective and in-

dividual rescues . . . Eleanore Wilson

BUY UNIVERSAt
(From Washington Evening Star)

. . . "The Big Cage" ... is the
cause for some of the best cinema
excitement of the year . . .

. . . lions who were formerly shown
in African sagas playing around were
doing only kindergarten stuff com-
pared with their antics in this film
and it has remained for a picture
company to make the most exciting
animal story yet under a "big tent."

E. de S. Melcher

ONLY FROM UNIVERSAL
CAN YOU BOOK THEONE AND ONLY TOM MIX



IILAUGHTER INTENSE • €)



BREAKi AIL BOUNDS II MOT^ION
PICTURE
HERALD

of the Motion Picture Herald says: "A laugh-

proving yarn that held the preview crowd's

interest . . . should have little difficulty be-

coming popular in both city and small town

houses . . . laughter is intense and breaks all

bounds when after an unending evening in

which Bunny's faith in love is shattered, Ron-

ald goes to bed with a hot water bottle and

she packs up her duds (mostly nighties) and

goes home . . . entertainment for the whole

family!"

With Laura Hope Crews, Shirley

Grey, Alexander Carr, Mae Busch.

Story by Tim Whelan. Screenplay by
William Anthony McGuire. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Sam
Taylor. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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Trade andFan Editors are Outspo

NEW COHENS AND KELLYS
A RIB-TICKLING COMEDY
Sidney and Murray

H ere ISever Funnier
( Hollyti'ood Reporter)

Audiences are going to go for this

one in a big way, or human nature

ain't what it used to be. For, 'it times

continue tough and faces continue

long, then a rousing, slap-dash com-

edy such a "Cohens and Kellys in

Trouble" is bound to be just the an-

tidote for that sour feeling. A hearty

laugh goes far towards dissipating

the unpleasantness that's in the air,

and there are plenty of hearty laughs

in the picture.

Who gives a hang what the story's

about? Let's see if we didn't laugh

ourselves into forgetting it. Sidney is

a rich codger who finds his old

friend, Murray, the captain of a tug-

boat. Laying aside riches, he goes to

live with Murray as a vacation. Mur-

ray's divorced wife shows up, de-

manding unpaid alimony. The rest of

the picture is devoted to the esca-

pades of the pair in dodging the wo-

man, with plenty of thrilling chase

sequences packed in. Of course,

there's the love story between Mau-

reen O'Sullivan and Frank Albertson.

It's neatly woven in, and intrudes only

pleasantly.

Both Sidney and Murray carry off

the comedy prizes, while the rest of

the cast more or less make room for

their antics. It is, we repeat, a rib-

tickling picture and stupid is the ex-

hibitor who will not awaken to its

possibilities at this time and back it

up with everything he's got.

Oswald for Easter

T he good old brains that God
gave you are coming to the

surface more and more during these

trying times. It takes brains to run

theatres profitably today. Take the

Golden State Theatre Circuit, for

example. They took a tip and so

can you.

Jack Allender, hooker of the Uni-

versal San Francisco exchange, sug-

gested to them that it tcould be a

siccll idea to book “Oswald the

Luck Rabbit” cartoons in their

theatres as an appropriate subject

for Easter, either on Saturday,

April 15th, or Easter Sunday, April

16th. The Golden State Theatre

Circuit thought the idea was swell

and they tcent right to it; booked

it in fifty-four of their houses.

There is no patent on this idea.

Any exhibitor can use it.

Photoplay Says:

"PRIVATE JONES"
IS RED BLOODED

y OU'LL sense a fine double-bar-

reled kick in this Lee Tracy por-

trayal of a cocky and belligerent buck

private, who is on the horns of ^ dil-

emma throughout. On the one hand

is his mother's training against war,

and his own lack of enmity to Ger-

mans. On the other, he falls for a

sweet little Y. M. C. A. worker

(Gloria Stuart), married to a lieuten-

ant he hates. The result is red-blooded

entertainment, with food for thought.

Modern Screen for May Says:

"PRIVATE JONES" IS DIFFERENT

H ere is a war drama that is dif-

ferent!

This is the story of the Big Fracas

through the eyes of a buck private

—

one who fails to see anything partic-

ularly thrilling or glamorous about

bloodshed! It's the war, minus the

usual heroic exhibition and glory. In

fact, just plain war.

Lee Tracy as Private Jones, is splen-

did as usual in giving the screen a

sincere portrait of a young man who
is embittered by a quarrel that he

can't understand. He takes all the

lieutenant's backtalk and even "takes

it" when he is called a "bad soldier."

But in the end he saves the lieuten-

ant's life and is back peeling potatoes

as part of his K. P. duties.

If you're one of the millions who
like Tracy, see this one. Donald Cook
plays the lieutenant and Gloria Stu-

art does well with a small role. Gags
a-plenty, too. You'll laugh.

—Modern Screen

"DESTINATION UNKNOWN"
IS STRONG DRAMA

H ere is an unusually strong dra-

matic picture! It should be en-

joyed especially by those of you who
have a serious turn of mind.

Twelve sailors and a feminine stow-

away are lost at sea aboard a rum
runner. Knowing they haven't long

to live, they spend their last hours in

a huge drunken brawl. Suddenly, and
mysteriously, "the stranger" appears

takes them safely to shore and, as

mysteriously, dissappears again. The

kick is in the various characters' re-

actions to the stranger.

There are some fine performances:

Ralph Bellamy as "the stranger,"

Alan Hale, Betty Compson and Pat

O'Brien. See it.

—Modern Screen

The Best Single Reel on The Market

STRANGE SSEEMS
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SUMMERVILLE-PITTS AT THEIR BEST

IN "OUT ALL NIGHT" SAYS McCARTHY
Pete Harrison
Says

:

There are good comedy situations

in this version of the Cohens and
Kellys that should arouse much laugh-

ter. This time the comedy is brought

about not so much by the bickering

between Sidney and Murray as by
the trouble they find themselves in

when trying to evade two scheming
women, one of whom (Jobyna How-
land) had formerly been married to

Murray and wanted unpaid alimony.

The situation in which Sidney unwit-

tingly brings Murray and his former
wife together, and the things that

Kelly says before he recognizes her,

are quite funny. Other situations,

such as the one in which they lead

Howland to believe that Andy De-
vine is a millionaire when in reality

he is a deck hand, and where she dis-

covers after her marriage to Devine
that he is not a millionaire, will evoke
much laughter.

More Laughter

More laughter is provoked by the

following situations: In order to es-

cape the wrath of Howland, who was
chasing them around the boat with a

saber in her hands, Sidney and Mur-
ray fall into deeper trouble by run-

ning off in a boat filled with liquor.

They are spotted by a police patrol

boat and fired at. Their troubles are
finally over when the patr,ol boat
pulls up alongside of them, and they
are joyfully greeted by Murray's
daughter and her fiance, a revenue
agent, who had gone out in search
of Sidney and Murray fearing they
had been lost at sea. Although Mur-
ray does not like his daughter's fiance
he consents to the marriage so that
charges will not be brought against
him tor having been aboard a rum
boat.

Re-Book ‘‘Back Street”

"^JEVER in the history of the mov-
^ ' ing picture business did you
need successes in your house more
than today. Look over your records.
W'hat pictures have you played
which were outstanding box-office
successes? Why not play these pic-

tures over again?

Among these box-office pictures
you tvill find these two pictures out-
standing, “Back Street” and “Fran-
kenstein.” Hundreds of exhibitors
have already rebooked both of
these pictures. Some of them have
re-booked them twice. Their expe-
rience in doing so should be valu-
able to you. The knowledge that
they have made money a second
and a third time with both of these
pictures should be a tip to others.

Re-book “Back Street’' and
“Frankenstein.” Then keep right
on down the list. Give them “Drac-
ula,” “Seed,” “All Quiet on the
Western Front.” Prints will be
made available to you.

"OUT ALL NIGHT"

Formerly titled "Niagara Falls."

This is a good Summerville-PItts

feature comedy.—yariety—(H<dlytcood Edition )

"DESTINATION UNKNOWN"
UNUSUAL

THIS week "Destination Unknown"
^ with Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy,

Betty Compson and Tom Brown was
designated by the National Board of
Review as a "Selected Picture." "An
unusual picture" is Its verdict. The
Reviewing Committee also recom-
mended it for family audiences as
well as mature audiences.

(Motion Picture Herald^

Fun, intimate and intriguing, is the

big audience appealing angle. Com-
edy, ranging all the way from a subtle

brand, through hokum side Issues to

slapstick variety is the dominating

highlight. Yet the show Is so con-

structed and situations and dialogue

so presented that a novel brand of

suspense is equally Important. All

expertly combined, they provide a

laugh-provoking yarn that held the

preview crowd's interest so that even
in the slower moments they were on
the alert for the next exciting de-
velopment, indication that this latest

Summerville-Pitts romance episode
should experience little difficulty in

becoming popular in both big city

and small town houses.

All the players have Important

roles, while sympathy Is gathered to

the wistful Ronald-Bunny duo, eter-

nally bedeviled by the loving mother.

Based on the Idea that her husky ma-
ture son Is still a weakling baby, Mrs.

Colgate continually doses him with

medicine. The picture moves Into a

department store where the mother
ably and hilariously aided by the

"sell-at-any-price" merchant. Rose-

mountain, rigs Ronald in an overcoat
that fits him like a circus tent would
a dwarf.

Accidently meeting Bunny, the
store child matron, love dawns for

Ronald, but the path of romance is

anything but rosy as the mother sits

in and dominates all meetings. Their

marriage is a catastrophe for her,

but when she shows up in the honey-
mooner's paradise to share their nup-
tial happiness, laughter Is intense.

—McCarthy, Hollywood
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R
ecently.
Robert Gar-

land in the New
York Evening
World - Telegram

wrote as follows:

"As a back-

sliding member
of the cinema's

congregation. I

am glad that the

musical pictures

are back with us

again. Personally,

this infrequeni

motion - picture-

goer has long

since liked them.

When they were

good, they were

very, very good,

and when they

were bad they

were not bad be-

cause they were

musical. They
were bad be-

cause they were

bad."

Robert Gar-
land said a

mouthful.

One of the greatest assets that sound contributed to

the moving picture was music. Unfortunately, the movies

did not know how to use music. When this great emo-
tional asset was first given to them, they muffed it. They

went at it hammer and tongs; they treated it like a step-

child; they rode it to death. Now comes the first moving

picture which utilizes music properly. "Be Mine Tonight"

starts a new era in motion pictures. Blending a cleverly

devised moving picture story with music used as a defi-

nite and necessary part of the plot is the trick which the

producers have so cleverly achieved in "Be Mine To-

night." Haunting music, charming romance, robust com-

edy, gorgeous natural settings, contribute toward one of

the brightest and most satisfying films yet brought to the

screen. It is youth and gaiety personified.

The musical

score of’Be Mine
Tonight" includes

three hit numbers

which would
score in any mu-

sical comedy,
-rom one of them
the title of the

jicture derives its

name. This num-

ber is already

oublished by

Harms, with an

attractive cover,

and within a week
will be heard on

almost every ra-

dio station. Its

radio premiere is

scheduled for

next week. The

second song is

"The Things I Do
I Do For You,"

sung in "Be Mine
Tonight, by Son-

nie Hale, former

husband of Ev-

elyn Laye, and
known on the

New York musical

comedy stage as well as in London. This boy, Sonnie Hale,

is certainly a wonder. He has a way with the women.
Evelyn Laye was England's most famous stage beauty and
now Sonnie Hale is married to her successor as the toast

of London, Jessie Matthews.

The third musical comedy hit number is "Non Stop."

All of these songs are used as dramatic story building

motivations in this remarkable picture.

There is also an entire act from "La Boheme," a whole

scene from "Rigoletto," and the duet from "La Traviata,"

all sung as part of the story.

"Be Mine Tonight" discloses in Kiepura of the Vienna

Grand Opera and late of the Chicago Grand Opera
Company, a personality bound to entrance American
audiences, and a delightful heroine in Magda Schneider.

W ho is this star? What is his name? That is what thousands

will he asking in a few weeks. He is the hoy with the golden

voice in “Be Mine Tonight,” l\ew Universal Special.

"BE MINE TONIGHT"
STARTS A NEW ERA
IN MOTION PICTURES

THE WORLD’S GREATEST SERIAL!

CLANCY mounted



Vaudeyille's most hu-

man actor supported

by the most amazing

collection of dog
actors ever brought

together in one show!

With BUSTER, the Wonder Dog, Tom

O'Brien, Harry Holman, LaRita Parillo,

Victor Sarno. Story and direction by

Zion Meyers. Produced by Carl Laem-

mle, Jr. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

JTBP/OUT



"Should result in

unusual box-offices/'
says Motion Picture Herald.

•

. . . and in Washington, where it DID result in unusual

box-offices, the critics said: "The most spectacular, the

most thrilling, the most extraordinary animal act ever

performed ... a series of thrilling episodes, the great-

est battle of wits of man against beast ever assayed

by the camera." — Whitney, Washington Post

"The cause of some of the best cinema excitement

of the year.” — Kelley, Washington Times

"Perhaps the greatest conflict ever shown on the

screen occurs in this picture when Nero, fiercest lion

in captivity, engages in a fight with a none too tame
" —J. A. B., Washington Herald



...thelhnlls
are in the
picture . .

.

CLYDE BEATTY
ANITA PAGE—ANDY DEVINE—VINCE BARNETT—MICKEY ROONEY—WAL-
LACE FORD—RAYMOND HATTON. Story by Clyde Beatty and Edward Anthony.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Kurt Neumann. Presented by Carl

Laemmle. A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL.
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Wifh GLORIA STUART, Donald
Cook, Emma Dunn, Shirley Grey,
Frank McHugh, Russell Gleason, Wal-
fer Catlett'. Story by Richard Schayer.
Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Adapted by Samuel Spewack, Bella

Cohen, George Jessel. Directed by
Russell Mack. Presented by Carl
Laemmie.

$TB^ OUT

TOPPED THE
TOWN"
Rej^oyls ' Vamty"of the mu at the

Slate, Lincoln, Mebyaska.

TRACY
PRIVATE
JONES



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

In the Spring Comes—The Circus

Within a few weeks many a manager will go into a frenzy

as he watches advance men snipe his town for the circus.

"There's one thing about Spring that I don't like," they'll

tell you, "and that's the circus! They plaster the town from
end to end . . . everybody rushes to see it . . . and movie
business goes blah while it is here!"

But NOT THIS YEAR- That is, not this year IF you take

advantage of Universal's big top thriller, "THE BIG CAGE,"
starring Clyde Beatty and his wild animals, with a great cast

including Anita Page, Mickey Rooney and others.

“T’/ie Big Cage” is bigger than any circus! It fea-

tures the most sensational circus act in the world, and
it brings it to you in CLOSE-UP! The camera takes

you right into the cage with the world’s greatest dare-

devil and with him you face and fight forty-three fe-

rocious lions and tigers of mixed sexes! This is the

act that PACKED Madison Square Garden for three

solid weeks and smashed records of all time in doing
it! This is the act that is TOO BIG to travel any hut

a handful of leading metropolitan cities!

"THE BIG CAGE" is your weapon to fight the circus.

Book it in AHEAD of the circus and give it a CIRCUS
campaign! Steal their thunder before they have a chance

to show. After your public sees Beatty and his beasts you

won't have to worry about circus competition!

Campaign this one BIG with the great showman acces-

sories we have provided for it! JOE WEIL.

"PRIVATE JONES" GETS
NICE L A. SEND - OFF

S
TRONG American Legion co-operation

featured the "Private Jones" campaign

staged by R. W. Moss, manager and Ken

McGaffey, publicity manager for the RKO
Hill Street Theatre engagement.

A preview of the picture was arranged

for several Legion executives who received

the picture enthusiastically and gave it

their whole-hearted support. Announcements
were posted on all Legion bulletin boards

offering special seat arrangements to

Legionaires. Three posts had particular

nights during the run and each brought its

fife and drum corps to the theatre tor the

event. The Legion Weekly gave the picture

special stories and the editor reviewed it

from a soldier's angle for the Sunday edi-

tion of the Los Angeles Examiner. Announce-
ments were made at the Legion boxing and
wrestling bouts.

Monday night of the run was dedicated

to the local Private Jones'. These ex-service

men were admitted free on presentation of

their discharge papers. A radio contest was

arranged with station KRKD offering a pair

of passes each day to the teller of the

funniest doughboy story. The winning sto-

ries were read over the air each day with

the announcements. The contest ran for four

days in advance of the opening. Ben West-

land, Universal exploiteer, assisted on the

campaign.

HERE'S HOW! CONTACT YOUR LEGION POST FOR SIMILAR BOOST

Right: Drum and
Bugle Corps of the

Hollywood Post Am-

erican Legion as it

turned out in celebre-

tion of the special

“Legion” night during

the run of “Private

Jones” at the Hill

Street Theatre.

Left: Smash “Mummy”
ad, single column
by 20 inches, full

height of news sheet,

from the Liberty
Theatre, Wenatchee,

Wash. It stole tha

page and caused wide-

spread comment.
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"BIC CAGE" GIVEN REAL CIRCUS
BALLYHOO BY RIALTO, WASHINGTON
B

y borrowing a few animals from

a nearby zoo, Rodney Collier,

manager of the Rialto Theatre, in-

sured a fine lobby display and bally-

hoo for "The Big Cage." What with

the animals, cages, ticket booths,

sawdust, etc., the Rialto lobby re-

sembled nothing short of a circus

side-show. Ushers acted as barkers

and stood in the ticket booths extol-

ling the grand entertainment value of

"The Big Cage!"
Directly below, you see an elephant

being carted around town on a large

flat ballyhoo truck. At the right of

this another elephant is standing in

KERO

RIALtO THEATRE
\
^fmuoMmomAKiMiifOHMPi/fymiOBgf

front of the box-office apparently

reading a blow-up of Clyde Beatty's

affidavit attesting to the authenticity

of the picture. Both ballyhoos that

collected crowds and led them right

to the theatre.

The newspapers found the stunts of

sufficient interest to send staff pho-

tographers around for special shots

which were published in the news

sections. At left below is the Rialto’s

front display adapted from the post-

er art. Note the prominent position

given the Clyde Beatty affidavit on

the front of the box-office.

Another feature of Collier's cam-

paign was a special invitation show-

ing to members of the James E.

Cooper Top of the Circus Fan's As-

sociation.

Special blotters were distributed

among all schools; wide herald and

window card placement and exten-

sive use of 24 sheet boards com-

pleted the campaign.
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HELWiC'S SMART FRONT SELLS "MUMMY" IN
PATERSON-SLEE BOOSTS "AIR MAIL" FROM PLANE

Eduard Helivig's front for “The Mummy” at fFarners Rivoli Theatre, Paterson, N. J.

E
dward HELWIG, who manages
the Rivoli Theatre in Paterson,

N. J., believes in plenty of showman-
ship ballyhoo. This is clearly evi-

denced by his fine exploitation for

"The Mummy."
Two giant cut-out heads of Karloff

were used on top of the marquee with

the star's name and picture title in

large cut-out letters. Under the mar-
quee the front was decorated with

cut-outs and flash shadow boxes. An
amplifier was hooked up in the lobby
with connection to the projection

booth and the punch dialogue of the
picture was carried to the street. The
horn was concealed and the volume
turned down so as to stir the curi-

osity of passersby.

The local Rosicrucian Society was
contacted and a letter of endorse-
ment from the leader published in

the newspaper. Members arranged
for several large theatre parties.
Albert S. Nathan, Universal Exploi-
teer, assisted Helwig on the cam-
paign.

Airplane Ballyhoo Makes
Them Stop, Look, Listen!
jOE F. SLEE, manager of the Strand

^
Theatre. Brookfield. III., tied-up with a

local airport for a sky ballyhoo on "Air
Mail." with very gratifying results. The plane
flew low over the city and broadcast music
interspersed with sales talks on the picture.

It was bannered with an ad for the picture

and the airport.

Slee also tied-up with the airport and

the newspaper for a model 'plane contest.

Theatre tickets, airplane rides and a trophy

cup were awarded as prizes to the winners.

Sixty-two models were entered. The news-

paper gave the contest daily stories and

photographs of the models entered. The

twelve winning models were used for a lob-

by display, that drew plenty of attention

and caused lots of comment.

^ WINWER^P
This week we present three more showmen

who have come through with meritorious

exploitation on Universal pictures. They are:

DAVE COLLINS and LARRY CARKEY.
manager and publicity manager, respec-

tively, of the Empire Theatre, Glens Falls.

N. Y., for their campaign on "The Big

Cage."

"AIR MAIL" SKY BALLYHOO!

SJMUV).

'Plane used by Joe F. Slee, Strand Theatre, Brookfield, III., for “Air Mail” ballyhoo
in tie-up with local airport.

F. ERNEST FETCH, manager of the Metro-
politan Theatre, Regina, Sask., Canada,
for his 'Trousseau Hunt," a merchant tie-

up on "They Just Had To Get Married."

Congratulations, meni Your certificates,

signed by Carl Laemmie, are in the mail.



MAKING EVERY INCH SELL SEATS!

6?^/>e^FR0M THE JAWS OF DEATH!STARTI.NG TOMORROW II A. M.

Into a snarling hell of hitler beasts goes this
daredevil who knows no fear . . • with only
the crack of his whip to hold, them at bay!
Savage lions and tifcry clawing, luoping, biting each
other to the death . . . scores of stalking beasts on a mad
rampage, sirildng terror into the hearts of thousands!
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**ROME EXPRESS*
Is More ot a Picture Than
‘Grand Hotel’ knd More
Effective in Story Than
‘Shanghai Express’ ”

ICs What
RICHARD WATTS
FAMOUS CRITIC

of the
N. Y. Hcrald'Trlbuae
Wrote After Seeing

With

ESTHER RALSTON

•iL oneAND
ONLY
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(I). Fine smash in 3 columns, 9 ^/2
'' from Byrd, Richmond, Va. (2.) Critics' raves featured in single column, 6" from Rialto, Wash-

ington. (3.) Spectacular copy illustration in 3 columns, 7" from Oriental, Chicago. (4.) Smart use of small space, double column, 4
from Orpheum, Denver. Colo. (5.) Selling the star in 2 columns, A", from Apollo, Indianapolis. (6.) Single column, 1" from Palace,

Cleveland. (7.) Harmanus Bleecker Hall, Albany, N. Y„ utilizes New York City reviews as selling angle in double column, 10”^.

( 8 .) A mid-run smash in double column 10” from Pantheon, Toledo. O.
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"THE

contains scenes that

for vividness and
realism take their

^ place beside those in

/ ‘All Quiet/ ” says the

I A* New York Times.
\ /
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WINCHELL
will give your folks a breezy breath of Broadway as

he takes you to the PARADISE CLUB, along with

such headliners as SALLY O'NEILL, NTG, FRANK
GODWIN, ABE LYMAN'S ORCHESTRA and
others . . . NOT to forget the great aggregation
of Prize Beauties assembled for

BEAUTY ON
BROADWAY

— newest release of

UNIVERSAL'S RADIO SHORTS
»Te£5uT

P oduced by

William Rowland-Mon+e Brice

Productions, Inc.
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"LIKE A GIANT
No. 717 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Tm terribly proud of the Uniyersal Newsreel.

So are thousands of exhibitors.

It's a tough job to beat all other newsreels in speed and
in human interest and in box office drawing power—but
Universal has always loved tough jobs and has always
licked them.

Samuel Kurson of the Graphic Circuit in Bangor, Maine
—good old Maine—says, ''Like a giant among pygmies has

the Universal Newsreel appeared in relation to its compete

itors. Graham McNamee is the perfect announcer who has

won the favor of every theatre patron."

Richard J. Wellman of the Criterion Theatre in Bar Har-

bor, Maine— still good old Maine—says, "We always are

strong for the Universal Newsreel because we always get

the best of news, we get Graham McNamee, we use the

McNamee introduction trailer and our public likes it. They

ask for it and have on occasions phoned for it. We use it

in preference to all others."

Eph Charminsky of the Palace Theatre — a San Antonio
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AMONG PYGMIES"
institution—declares^ "Allow me to compliment you on the

marvelous set-up of the Universal Newsreel; the subjects;

Graham McNamee and the Talking Reporter (which others

have since followed). All in all, I think that Universal

Newsreel is the best piece of moving picture merchandise

on the market.”

George Pekras of the Rivoli Theatre of Columbus, Ohio,

tells the story in thirteen lucky words, "Universal makes

the greatest news on the market. I wouldn't be without it."

Andres Saso of John Hamrick's Oriental Theatre in Port-

land, Ore., asserts, "The timeliness of the topics and the

buoyant witticisms of Graham McNamee are of constant

interest and enjoyment. Within the space of three weeks

Universal Newsreel has shown news events which have never

before been duplicated in the history of the newsreel."

I could go on and on with this. Everybody using the

Universal Newsreel is wildly enthusiastic about it.

There's just no sense in using an imitation when the

real thing is available right under your very nose.

Don't be satisfied with a pygmy when you can get a giant.



Wire from Dave Collins, Manager,
Empire Theatre, Glens Falls, N. Y.

:

BIG CAGE' OPENED EMPIRE
THEATRE GLENS FALLS CROWDS
COMING DESPITE INCLEMENT
WEATHER STOP YOUNGSTERS
WENT WILD OVER PICTURE AT
MATINEE GROWNUPS JUST AS
ENTHUSIASTIC AT NIGHT STOP
ATTRACTIONS OF THIS TYPE
BRING THEATRES EXCEPTIONAL
BUSINESS REGARDLESS OF GEN-
ERAL CONDITIONS.

"

STEP OUT

CLYDE BEATTY
ANITA PAGE— ANDY DEVINE— VINCE BARNETT—
MICKEY ROONEY— WALLACE FORD— RAYMOND
HATTON. Story by Clyde Beatty and Edward Anthony.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Kurt Neumann.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

I
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Bob Benchley

Laughs It Off

UNIVERSAL announces another

Showman's Short. Do you know

what technocracy Is? Sure! Neither

do we. But it takes that great come-

dian, Bob Benchley, to laugh it off in

good and proper style, and Bob

Benchley laughs off technocracy like

nobody's business. "Your Technocracy

and Mine" is the title of this single-

reel side-splitting comedy, and be-

fore he gets through, he has the sub-

ject tied in a thousand knots, wrapped
up and ready to deliver to the high-

est bidder. The wrapping up is ac-

companied by a laugh every two feet

of film. It Is the high comedy of the

year.

Bob Benchley was at one time ed-

itor of LIFE, but he soon found on the

vaudeville stage a still higher audi-

ence for his remarkable brand of hu-

mor. One of his vaudeville sketches

was later filmed as "The Treasurer's

Report," one of the most excruciat-

ingly funny moving pictures ever

made. "Your Technocracy and Mine"
Is along the same line and funnier.

This single Is another special re-

lease for smart showmen. It offers

opportunity for extensive exploitation

and is a reel that newspaper colum-

nists will go after strongly. Benchley

Is a master showman himself and his

years of clever clowning both on the

stage. In pictures and under his own
by-line In LIFE and other periodicals

bring him to the screen as an out-

standing comedian. The public will

go big for him and his Technocracy.

They Couldn't Shoot ‘‘Out All NighV^

This Girl Wrong at the RKO Roxy

The Girl on the Cover.

MAGDA SCHNEIDER

seldom talk about the cov-

ers of the Universal Weekly.
We admit they are good. The
cover of this one, however, has
a significance that we have tried

to express with nine different
covers instead of one. It is all

because this girl, Magda Schnei-
der, who is the heroine of
‘‘Be Mine Tonight,” is so prepos-
terously beautiful that she could-
n’t be photographed wrong. Ev-
ery picture you see of her is

beautiful. Every angle of her face
and figure is delectable. She is

just a gorgeous girl. The only
shortcoming in the cover of this

week’s Weekly is that it wasn’t
three times as big, so that we
could show twenty-seven pictures
of Magda Schneider. Ed.

TPw
UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY

Y esterday "Out ah Night," the

second Slim Summerville - ZaSu
Pitts feature, opened at the RKO
Roxy. It was made the occasion of a

huge Spring fashion show on the

stage. It was extremely appropriate
to the subject matter of "Out All

Night." The entire plot of this ex-

tremely amusing picture hinges on a
vital scene in a department store. The
example of the RKO Roxy tie-up show
is recommended to other first-run ex-

hibitors in connection with this picture.

Robert Wyler To Direct

“Bagdad On The Hudson”

R
obert WYLER has been selected

by Carl Laemmie, Jr., to direct

the Ward Morehouse-Jean Dalrymple
story, "Bagdad on the Hudson." The
production executive recently pur-

chased the colorful story and More-
house is busily at work at Universal

City adapting the story for produc-
tion just as soon as the current studio

recess ends.

Wyler, a brother of William Wyler,
veteran Universal director, was given
a contract by Universal recently fol-

lowing his eminently successful direc-

tion of several outstanding French
screenplays. Because of this expe-
rience it is expected that he will also

direct "The Left Bank" by Elmer Rice.

"Bagdad on the Hudson" is the
story of a hectic twenty-four hours
during which a taxi driver falls in love
with a movie star.
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Right OutWife Lived
— so he killed her! ... His lawyer
Iriend, preparing the defense,
caught his own wife doing before
her mirror exactly the things
that had led to the other wife's
death! ... He conceived a ven-
geance that will make your heart
tremble as it wrings your emo-
tions to their capacity

!

NANCY CARROLL
frank MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS
gloria STUART

I«*n Dixon, Donxld Cook, Wolto,
Pidgoon. Scroonpl.y by Willi.ta
Anthony McGuire. Produced by
Cerl Leemmle, Jr. Directed by
JAMES WHALE. Pre.ented by
Cat! LaemmlA.
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.
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Of The Press Sheet! Illicit love

that caused

t a crime
f

—the classiest bunch of ads. you could ask for! . . . Here

fhey are reproduced to give you an idea of the CLASS and

SMASH you can put behind this picture in your newspaper

campaign! ... If ever a picture deserved EXTRA SPACE
this is it . . . Back it up generously—and watch the money

KKlTlifOM
THE MIlUVOIV

WITH

NANCY CARROLL
frank MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS

gloria STUART
Donald Cook.Walter

iieonplay by WilliM

ony Produced by

C«1 Laemmle, Jr. Directed by

JAMES WHALE. Presented

by Laemmle.

Jean Dixon,
pidgeon. Sl.

Anthony McGuire.
Carl I

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

<%KISS^
BEFORE

THE

jMinnoR

f THE KISS
that cauaed one
woman to die in
dishonor—and
another to live

in peace!

^ J NANCY CARROLL
L Jt FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS. GLORIA STUART
in the terrific drama of two men,
two women and the unwritten law!

With NANCY CARROLL. FRANK
MORGAN. PAUL LUKAS. GLORIA
STUART, Jean Dixon, Doriald Cook,
Walter Pidgeon. Screenplay by Wil*
liam Anthony McGuire. Prc^uced by
Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed byJAMES
WHALE. Preeented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon,

Screenplay by William Anthony McGuire. Pro-

duced by Carl

_ Laemmle, Jr.

Directed by

Cerl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL

\ 1 PICTURE.

The daring
drama of two

men. two wo-
men and the

unwritten

law!

KfoRg

With NANCY CARROLL PRANK
MORGAN PAUL LUKAS. GLORIA
STUART, .^ean Dixon, Eonaid Cook,
Walter Pidgoor.. Screen play by
William Anthony McGuire. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by
JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl
Laemmle. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

,iasf BEfOiJi
With NANCY CARROLL. FRANK
MORGAN, PAUL LUKAS. GLORIA
STUART, jean Dixon, Donald Cook,
Walter Pidgeon. Screenplay by Wil-
liam Anthony McGuire. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by
JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl
Uemmle. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

BEFORE
THE

MIRROR

r KISS ^

BEFORE
THE

iMIRROR.
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To portray the role of Maria

Held in “The Kiss Before

the Mirror” required temper-

ament. Nancy Carroll has it.

And here is the mirror

used in this f 'iennese

dramatic thunderbolt

with beautiful

Carroll posed 'in front

of it.

Nancy Carroll has red
hair. That implies tem-
perament and no one
who knows Nancy Car-
roll personally or pro-

fessionally can deny
she is temperamental.

\ancy Carroll, featured player

of the big cast of “The Kiss Be-

fore the Mirror.”

Broadway Goes
Universal Again

B
roadway, New York, win look

like a Universal street this week.

The Rialto, which has the biggest

drop-in trade of any house in Greater

New York, booked "Destination Un-

known," and it opened there yester-

day. A remarkable lobby display and
interesting newspaper advertisements

insured the success of this picture,

featuring Ralph Bellamy, Pat O'Brien,

Betty Compson, Allan Hale, Tom
Brown, Russell Hopton.

Following Lent, the Rialto Theatre

has booked in the biggest laugh fea-

ture of the year, "The Cohens and
Kellys in Trouble," opening on April

14th.

Yesterday Universal's thrilling fea-

ture, "The Fighting President," elec-

trified Broadway, coming In as a sur-

prise feature at the Rialto. While the

official release date Is not until a

week later, a special print was rushed

through in time to make this world's

premiere of the picture an outstand-

ing event. As we go to press also

comes the news that "Be Mine To-

night," Universal's great musical

drama, will open on April 14th at the

Paramount Theatre, New York. The

Paramount Is an ideal house for this

gorgeous and artistic film.

With the booking of "Out All

Night" and "The Big Cage" at the

RKO Roxy, and a remarkable lot of

short product at all of the Broadway
houses, Broadway will again be a Uni-

versal street.

McMinnville Amusement Co.
M. W. Mattecheck, Pres.

Operating
Lake & Gaiety Theatres
McMinnville, Oregon

February 20, 1933.

Universal Film Exchanges,
Portland, Oregon.
Dear Mr. O’Keefe:

I have personally always con-

sidered Universal Talking Re-
porter idea the top notch of

perfection, and the idea that or-

iginally sold me the service.

Universal originated this idea,

and all others have adopted it to

some extent. I can also say that

my patrons prefer the Universal
News to all others and we have
three different news reels.

With kindest personal regards,*

I am.
Respectfully yours,

M. W. MATTECHECK,
Manager

^^Private Jones” Over Par

T
he only picture shown in Seattle

last week that drew figures above
par was "Private Jones." Against

such opposition as "She Done Him
Wrong," "Private Jones" at the Mu-
sic Box, rolled up a gross which made
Seattle think of the B. D. {Before De-
pVession) era.

P. S. HARRISON
GOES AFTER THEM

Not only is P. S. Harrison an Inde-

pendent and unimpeachable mov-
ing picture critic; he is a militant and
crusading one. This is evidenced by a

letter that he wrote to the Parents

Magazine. This publication purports

to tell parents what their children

should see and should not see. In

their April issue. Parents Magazine
critic had stated that "Be Mine To-

night" was "not good for children

from eight to twelve and not for

young folks from twelve to eighteen."

Mr. Harrison, in a letter to the ed-
itor, took issue with him. "I have
found absolutely nothing objection-

able," writes Mr. Harrison, "in it and
consider it excellent entertainment
not only for children from twelve to

eighteen, but for everybody." Then
he urges him to go and see it himself

so that he can correct himself in the

next issue.

The May issue of the Parents Mag-
azine will state that "Be Mine To-

night" is excellent for children. Fur-

thermore, they agree with Mr. Harri-

son that everyone should back it.
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Nancy Carroll tops the cast of

'‘The Kiss Before the Mirror”

directed by James Whale.

It was Nancy Carroll’s

red hair and Irish

temperament that
brought her to the no-

tice of Ann Nichols

and resulted in her

playing her first movie,

“Abie’s Irish Rose.”

Don’t trust to luck,

says Nancy Carroll.

Go out and make your
own breaks. That is

the gospel of this col-

orful featured player

of “The Kiss Before
the Mirror.”

Nancy Carroll started her

career in “The Passing Shou

of 1923.” Three iveeks later

she was playing the lend.

Third Summerville-Pitts

Picture For This Year

Carl Laetnmle,, Jr. Makes Prom-

ise in View of the Tremendous

Box-Office Success of This Star-

ring Combination in Two Pic-

tures Already Released, ^^They

Just Had to (ret Married’’' and

“Out All Night"

D ue +0 the box-ofRce power of the

Summerville-Pitts starring com-
bination, Carl Laemmie, Jr., has made
arrangements for a third feature com-

edy on this year's program for Uni-

versal. "They Just Had to Get Mar-
ried" was the most successful comedy
of the year. "Out All Night," just

released, bids fair to exceed the

money intake and the critical praise

of the first of this season's Summer-
ville-Pitts stories. It opened yesterday

at the RKO Roxy.

Just which of two or three suitable

comedies already in hand will be cho-

sen by Carl Laemmie, Jr., for this

third picture has not been as yet de-
cided. Two of them which will un-

doubtedly be made either this year
or next are "Klondyke Bound," based
on the play, "Salt Water," by Dan
Jarrett and Frank Craven, and
"Chicken Rancho" by Dale Van Ev-

ery. "Salt Water" was a Frank Cra-
ven starring vehicle produced several

years ago in New York by John
Golden.

St. Louis Star Gives

Co-Operation With
'^^Strange As It Seems^^

McCLURE'S Syndicate, which is

handling the newspaper distrib-

ution of "Strange As It Seems," is

adding important newspapers rapidly

to the long list which daily and on

Sunday publishes "Strange As It

Seems." The latest paper on this list

is the St. Louis Star and Times, Mr.

C. W. Aubuchon, promotion manager.

THE SHRINE OF GERMAN
CINEIVIA ART IN DETROIT

March 16, 1933.

Universal Pictures,

730 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

You might he interested in

knowing how the public is re-

ceiving your Universal News-
reels. We have numerous favor-

able coments daily; audiences
“njoy them immensely. They are

both educational and entertain-

ing, and we have found them
very satisfactory.

Hoping you wilh continue to

produce such fine material and
wishing your company every
success.

Very truly yours,

LITTLE THEATRE,
DON KUHN,
House Manager

Universal Players

in High Demand

During the current seasonal pro-

duction recess at Universal City,

Universal featured players are in high

demand with other companies, prov-

ing their value, their adaptability and
their box-office power. Gloria Stuart,

whose latest Universal appearance is

in "Private Jones" and who will soon
be seen in "The Kiss Before the Mir-

ror," is by all odds the busiest player

in Hollywood. Since she finished "The
Kiss Before the Mirror," Miss Stuart

played in "Sweepings" with Lionel

Barrymore, "Dead on Arrival" with

Jimmy Dunn at Paramount, and has

now been cast for the feminine lead

in "It's Great to Be Alive" over at

the Fox studio.

Andy Devine, the gravel-throat

comedian, whose latest Universal ap-

pearance is in "The Cohens and Kel-

lys in Trouble," has been loaned to

Paramount for "The Beer Baron,"

while Onslow Stevens is supporting

Marion Davies at Metro-Goldwyn in

"Peg O' My Heart." Paul Lukas, seen

with Miss Stuart in "The Kiss Before

the Mirror," is now at Warner's work-

ing on "Capturedl" with Leslie How-
ard and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Boris Karloff is in England at pres-

ent starring in a production entitled

"The Ghoul.'^ It is being made at the

Gaumont-British studios outside of

London. Furthermore, several nego-
tiations are under way for the services

of Tala Birell.



"The best they have
ever made," says Hollywood
Herald. ''Audiences are going to go
for this in a big way/' says Hollywood
Reporter. "There are plenty of hearty
laughs." "There are good comedy situ-

ations that should arouse much laugh-
ter/' says Harrison's Reports. "Provides
much entertainment/' says Washing-
ton Daily News. "'Cohens and Kellys'

always a good draw here/' says Variety
Report on engagement at State The-
atre, Lincoln, Neb., "should get swell

play ! MAN, THE VERDICT'S UNANI-
MOUS! GET IT FOR YOURSELF-NOW!



With MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN. Andy
Devine, Frank Albertson, Jobyna
Howland and Maude Fulton.

O E O R O E

SIDNEY
CHARLIE Story by Homer Croy and Vernon

Smith. Produced by Carl Laemmle.Jr.

Directed by George Stevens. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

%^COHEN$and
KEUYS IN

TROUBIE «
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^^The Big Cage^’' Arrives.

So Does Clyde Beatty

And So Does The Book.
good business, greatly bettered their

business the second week, and the

third week was "S.R.O." at every per-

formance. This business is frankly and
unreservedly attributed by the circus

people to Clyde Beatty.

"The Big Cage" will undoubtedly

go into the RKO Roxy the week fol-

lowing the opening of the Circus. The

big Rockefeller Center amusement
palace wanted the extra advertising

of Beatty's name with the Circus.

The controversy from which Beat-

ty was fleeing was due to a desire on

the part of two communities to claim

him as a native son. His birth place

has always been put down as Chilli-

cothe, but as a matter of fact, he was

born on a farm which was midway be-

tween Chillicothe and Bainbridge,

Ohio. It is so nearly on the line that

Bainbridge immediately made a big

play for its most famous son, and the

end isn't yet.

Anita Page in

^^THE BIG CAGE’’

Clyde Beatty in

^‘THE BIG CAGE”

C LYDE BEATTY is in New York. He
flew there from Chillicothe to be

present at the opening of "The Big

Cage" in New York, the Barnum &
Bailey Circus in Madison Square Gar-
den, and to get away from a contro-

versy which was embarrassing.

The circus opens today, and this

year it is booked for four weeks in-

stead of three. Last year was the big-

gest eye-opener the Circus ever had.

They expected to lose from $50,000
to $100,000 at Madison Square Gar-
den. It was admittedly a rotten show
year. Instead of that, they opened to

The ‘*Big Cage’’ Book
Gets AAA from Am. News

T
here is no authority in the mov-
ing picture scheme of things for

grading moving pictures. The book
publishers have it on us there. The
American News is the book sellers'

bible. Every month the American
News Company, Inc., send out a little

pamphlet describing briefly the books
of the coming month and rating them
in an alphabetical key. In this key,

"a" means "essential." Many book
stores will not even talk with a sales-

man about a book until they find out
how the American News rates it.

The April number of the American
News has just appeared. It lists one
hundred and fifty books which make
their appearance in April. Of the one

hundred and fifty, only halt a dozen
get "a's." To "The Big Cage," how-

ever, the American News gives three

a's. Here Is their summation:

“a a a—“THE BIG CAGE” by
Clyde Beatty and Edward An-
thony. The world’s foremost ani-

mal trainer tells stories of lions

and tigers he has trained. Abso-
lutely absorbing and with a se-

ries of superb photographs at the
hack. Sure fire entertainment.
Hooked up with an excellent mo-
vie, this has every chance in the
world.”

Book reviews are appearing at the

very time "The Big Cage" is playing

in the leading theatres of the coun-

try. Here is the conclusion of the New
York World-Telegram's book review

by Harry Hansen:
“The book is filled with the ex-

citing adventures of an animal
trainer, told with the gusto you
found in ‘Bring ’Em Back Alive,’

which Ed Anthony did with
Frank Buck. It contains a sec-

tion of full-page photographs
with comments. There are num-
berless anecdotes of narrow es-

capes and sidelights on the habits
of performing animals. It is not
a pink-tea.”



Here's the kind of

big-space news-
paper advertis-

ing that got the

crowds for the
RKO ROXY,
New York - - -

Ooo*»
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THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT" READY
After weeks of secret

and intensive production

work, Universal yesterday an-

nounced that its unusual and

Kmely feature, "The Fighting

President," would be ready

for release on April 14th. A
special copy is being pre-

pared, however, for a world premiere showing at the Ri-

alto Theatre beginning on April 7th,

"The Fighting President" was produced by Universal

in the east under the direction and supervision of Allyn

C. Butterfield. The story itself was written by Edwin C.

Hill and Mr. Butterfield. Edwin C. Hill is the best-known

reporter in the world. His stories on the old Sun were

famous at a time when Frank O'Malley and Mark Sullivan

were startling the newspaper world with scoops and amaz-

ingly well written stories. Since the advent of radio Mr.

Hill has become known to more millions of people. Few

reporters have known Franklin Delano Roosevelt any long-

er or more intimately than Hill. It was only fitting that

to this greatest newspaper reporter, dramatic writer and

novelist should be given the honor of dramatizing the

most spectacular figure in the world today.

It was universally admitted

on March 4th that no peace

time president had ever be-

fore faced such a tremen-

dous task or had taken over

the reins of government at

a time when the nation was

so perilously close to the

brink of financial panic and disaster. Out of the storm of

a hard-fought political battle, from the terrifying Niagara

of a world-wide and fast-growing depression, there was

born on March 4th a new leader. No peace time or war

time president has more astoundingly or quickly earned

the title of The Fighting President. One short month he

has occupied the office. In this short time, he has dis-

closed qualities of leadership, of courage, of political and

legislative sagacity, business acumen and smiling, friendly

cooperation with all the elements in embattled Washing-

ton, which have astounded the world. No fictional story

ever written could approach the truth which "The Fight-

ing President" presents in such moving form and such pul-

sating story sequences. From beginning to end of this six-

reel feature, action is the keynote, as action is the key-

note of the Fighting President, himself.

W^orld Premiere of this most timely of all

Feature Pictures takes place at the Rialto.

Whole industry excited by secrecy with

which this punchy picture was made and

announced to the Trade.

BOB BENCHLEY
LAUGHS IT OFF

— and the whole wide world will

laugh with him in his greatest comedy triumph,

"YOUR TECHNOCRACY AND MINE"

4 single-reel laugh special in which one of the world’s great humor-
ists gives such a cockeyed talk on technocracy that even he himself

doesn’t know what it’s all about!





"GREAT STUFF FOR ANY
AUDIENCE ANYWHERE!"

—Says Hollywood Reporter

Your old friend, Wid Cunning, who knows his motion

pictures through and through, back in harness as the

editor of the Hollywood Herald, caught a preview of 'The

Rebel" on the Coast. AND DID HE RAVE! READ: All

the technical workers in Hollywood should see 'The Rebel.'

This offering is 'great movies.' . . . contains much of the

most remarkable camera work ever screened . . . There

are two great sequences that make this a fine film. One
is a remarkable chase over mountain tops, with some
twenty soldiers trying to shoot or capture the hero. The

other is a battle sequence which is climaxed by the rebels

turning loose upon the marching soldiers, plodding along

the road far below, many carefully prepared 'avalanches.'

... a never-to-be-forgotten spectacle . . . Great stuff for

any audience anywhere . . . GREAT ENTERTAINMENT! "

with

LUIS TRENKER
VILMA BANKY

Victor Varconi. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Curt Bernhardt and
Luis Trenker. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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WolildnU Be Without It

RIVOLI THEATRE
2359 W. Broad Street

Columbus, Ohio

March U, 1933

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,

1632 Central Parkway,
Canciunati. Ohio.

Gentlemen

:

Universal makes the greatest

NEWS on the market. I would-

n’t be without it.

Sincerelv,

RIVOLI THEATRE
George Pekras

From the Motion
Picture Herald

BACK STREET: Irene Dunne, John

Boles—Pleased 100 per cent and
drew well. I can only say what all

other exhibitors have said—it is one

of the most beautiful pictures I have

ever run. Played Feb. 28-Mar. I
—

Edith M. Fordyce, Princess Theatre,

Selma, La. General patronage.

+ + +

HIDDEN GOLD: Tom Mix—A splen-

did action picture. There is only one

Tom Mix in this picture game and he

makes good entertainment out of

some thin stories.—Bert Silver, Silver

Family Theatre, Greenville, Mich.

Town and Country patronage.

+ + +

THE MUMMY: Boris Karloff—Run as

midnight show and made a good one.

It is in the "horror" class, and it is as

good as any in the past. Holds inter-

est from beginning to end. Played

March 4.—D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre,

Harrison, Ark. Small town patronage.

* + +

PRIVATE JONES: Lee Tracy, Gloria

Stuart—We ran this show for the ben-

efit of the local relief committee. The

Scouts got out and sold tickets which

resulted in unusually large crowds

both nights but everyone, especially

the men, seemed to enjoy the picture.

Plaved Feb. 24-25—B. G. Sigsbee,

SterTfeatre, Heppner, Oregon. Small

town patronage.

CRITICS AND EXHIBIT^
Be guided by the opinions of tlioi^

Universal’s ^Out All Night’
Pleasing Entertainment

H ERE'S a picture that is ideal bank

holiday entertainment. It's guar-

anteed to take your customers minds

off the gold standard, moratoria, and

other financial ailments for at least

an hour.

If the Pitts-Summerville combina-

“THE TRIAL of

VINCE BARNETT ’’

An unusual combination of

big name comedians, and

laughs so uniformly success-

ful in this line of

UNIVERSAL
COMEDY Sl

tion can keep on tickling the nation's

ribs as they have in their first two ef-

forts, we'll come through this current

crisis still laughing at their antics.

Getting married is tough enough
for ZaSu and Slim this time, but get-

ting a chance to work at it is even

tougher, with a mother like Laura

Hope Crews hovering around to keep

them out of a clinch like a referee

aT a prize-fight. It looks as if they

were going to get a break when they

leave her behind at the railroad sta-

tion. But Laura turns up at Niagara

Falls with son's medicine and person-

ally conducts the honeymoon—or

what Is left of it—from then on, un-

til ZaSu quits in disgust.

It's synthetic farce-comedy all the

way through, but expertly contrived

with an eye for maximum of laughs.

Plenty of old gags have been rounded

up in both the situations and dia-

logue, but like ham and eggs, they

seem to be still popular if well done.

Doubling up with the popularity of

Summerville and Pitts, exhibitors have

a better than average piece of en-

tertainment in this Universal show.
—Hollyood Reporter

ROB WAGNEl
^^ROME EXPRl
Here is an intensely exciting melodram<

full of action and suspense, taking plac

within a few hours on the train betwee

Paris and Rome. Aboard are the Paris Chie

of police off for a vacation; a crook fle«

ing with a famous Rembrandt; two othe

crooks trailing him; a movie actress wit

her ubiquitous bell ringer; a young wif

running away with a married man; a ric

British Babbitt, a patron of arts; and a
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IIS PRAISE UNIVERSAL
^ivho have seen them and usedthem

John C. Moffitt Praises

The Big Cage in K. C.

T
hrills and laughs in the best

animal picture since "Trader

Horn."

. . . you probably will get the kick

of your life out of "THE BIG CAGE."
Here is a picture that is different. It

contains new ideas, a startling new
performer and some new lions and
tigers that are bigger and fiercer

than any Frank Buck was able to ca-

jole into his Malay deadfalls and
about a thousand times as full of cus-

sedness as the venerable old house
cats from Hollywood zoos . . .

"The Big Cage" offers every thrill

of the theatre except sleep. When
the final fadeout arrives you will find

your muscles tense from hanging on
every move and incident . . .

. . . What Babe Ruth is to baseball,

what Bobby Jones is to golf, what
the Smith Brothers are to coughs, and
What Dolly Gann was to oyster forks

is what Clyde Beatty is to I ions and
tigers . . .

Clyde is something different in the

movies. His technique is positvely

revolutionary in that he works with

lions without displaying his stomach
and thus flouts the most sacred can-
nons of the Weissmuller - Buster

Crabbe technique.

in LIBERTY says
I'S” EXCITING
English bounder who butts into everybody's
affairs. The Rembrandt passes from one
crook to another, and by the time it is re-

covered by the police chief there has been
an assault, a murder, and a suicide.

The story is told largely by the camera,
much of the dialogue in foreign languages

I becoming simply "sound effects." An in-

volved story, intelligent direction, authen-
ic casting, and not a shot suggesting sets.

. . . Clyde puts the animals through

their paces. You may have seen his

act in the circuses. If you did you

found one man's mastery over twenty

lions and twenty tigers a thrilling

thing to witness. You will find it hair-

raising when the camera put you in

the ring with him. During the act, a

storm comes up, bringing about a cli-

max that is worthy of all that has gone
before.

—John C. Moffitt, Kansas City Star

“ALIAS
The PROFESSOR”

The versatile Jimmie Glea-

son, star of the stage, vaude-
ville and the screen in a War-
ren Doane produced comedy
which is typical of

UNIVERSAL
COMEDY

Best On The Market

RIALTO THEATRE
W. T. Murray, Manager

Atlanta, Georgia

February 20, 1933

Universal Film Exchanges,
U alton Street,

Atlanta, Georgia.

(ientlemen

:

We wish to tell you that we think
your Universal Newsreel is the best
on the market. It may be that we are
partial to the announcement reel, but
we like it, and so does our audience.
One faeture that is extremely valu-

able is the number of exclusive shots
garnered by the Universal cameramen.
Wishing you continued success with

your Universal Newsreel. We are.

Yours very truly,

RIALTO THEATRE
W. T. Murray, Mgr.

From Motion Picture

May Magazine

HUMAN WAR STORY— TRACY
FINE: The fast-talking Lee Tracy has

the best vehicle to date in this unus-

ual story of a dumb, friendly, ne'er-

do-well, forced into a war which he
doesn't understand. "The only Ger-
man I ever knew was a delicatessen

clerk who was a good guy," wails Lee
as Private Jones. "Why should I kill

Germans?" Unable to escape the

draft by claiming that he is the sole

support of his mother, Private Jones
is hustled off to France, still volubly

protesting, to die at last a mumbling
nero, still unable to figure out why he
is a fighter.

There is a thread of love story with

Gloria Stuart, the wife of a brutal

officer, but the drama is concentrated
in the bewildered mind of Private

Jones, swept off his feet by what he
hears called Patriotism, but what
seems to him, to the very end—folly.

This is a powerful pacifist picture and
Tracy gives a superb characterization.

If you thought Tracy was only a

comedian, see him in this!

+ + +

"ROME EXPRESS" Some suspenseful

happenings aboard a train bound
from Paris to Rome, involving Conrad
Veidt and Esther Ralston, among
others. On the order of "Shanghai Ex-

press," but more realistic. (Univ.).



"Universal's 'Be Mine Tonight' is a mus-
ical diversion of charm and merit. It

should delight everybody."
—Mae Tinee, Chicago Tribune.

"THREE STARS—most gorgeous music yet
filmed ... a picture you'll long remember."

—Rob W agner. Liberty Magazine.

"A charming picture." —W alter Winchell.

"Superb entertainment I Don't miss it!"

—W ard Marshy Cleveland Plain Dealer.

"One of the best musical romances I have
seen." —Mabelle Jennings, Washington Herald.

"
'Be Mine Tonight' is one of the most

charming and delightful pictures I have
ever seen. It is novel entertainment that

everyone should enjoy."
—Morton Downey.
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BE MINE
TONIGHT

Opening at the PARAMOUNT, April 14

COHENS and
KELLYS in

TROUBLE
Opening at the RIALTO, April 14

FIGHTING
PRESIDENT

Opened at the RIALTO, N. Y., April 7

SLIM

SUMMERVILLE
ZASU PITTS

in

OUT ALL NIGHT
Opened at the RKO ROXY, April 6

THE BIG CAGE
Opening at the RKO ROXY, April 13



MAYNARD
(First Release—

KING OF THE ARENA)

SMASH
WESTERN
FEATURES
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They Played “BACK STREET” Again

And Made Money ! !

HUNDREDS OF EXHIBI-

TORS THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES HAVE RE-

BOOKED “BACK STREET ’

AND ARE MIGHTY GLAD
THEY DID. HERE IS A LIST

OF EXHIBITORS IN THE
BIG U TERRITORY OF NEW
YORK WHO PLAYED IT

AGAIN.

THEATRE and TOWN
8th St. Playhouse—New York
Orpheum-2nd Ave.—New York
Chelsea—New York
Plaia—New York
Columbia—New York
Renaissance—New York
Franklin—New York
Arcadia—New York
Jerome—New York
Blenheim—New York
Wintergarden—New York
Windsor—New York
Morningside—New York
Sem—New York
Loews Century—Brooklyn

Windsor—Brooklyn

Bay—Brooklyn

Tuxedo—Brookyin

Stone—Brooklyn

Decatur—Brooklyn

Miller—Brooklyn

Kismet—Brooklyn

Livonia—Brooklyn

Sumner—Brooklyn

American—Brooklyn

Garden—Richmond Hill, L. I.

Forest Park—Woodhaven, L. I.

Monticello—Jersey City, N. J.

New Apollo—Jersey City, N. J.

Capitol—Jersey City, N. J.

Cameo—Jersey City, N. J.

Orpheum—Jersey City, N. J.

Park Lane, Palisades Park, N. J.

Grant Lee—Palisades Park, N. J.

Strand—Red Bank, N. J.

Pascack—Westwood, N. J.

Victory—Tompkinsville, S. I.

Laurelton—Laurelton
Court—Newark, N. J.

Castle—Irvington, N. J.

West End

—

Newark, N. J.

Palace—Corona, L I.

Embassy—Bayonne, N. J.

Music Hall—Clinton, N. J.

Scarsdale—Scarsdale, N. Y.
Plaia—Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Lyric—Newark, N. J.

Llewellyn—West Orange, N. J.

UNDREDS of wise exhibitors have

played "Back Street" again and
some of them three times. Invariably

it has made money, sometimes as

much as or more than the first time

"Back Street" was played. In order

to ascertain how widely this re-play-

ing of "Back Street" has become.
Universal Weekly sent a questionnaire

to exchanges. Two of them have al-

ready replied with coplete re-booking

information on this great box-office

picture.

The Big U of New York admits that

forty-eight exhibitors have already

played the Fannie Hurst-John M.
Stahl masterpiece again. Exhibitors on
Long Island particularly have booked

it three different times, always com-
ing within a few dollars of the pre-

release bookings which established

records. On this page will be found a

list of the theatres in the Big U ter-

ritory which have already re-played

"Back Street."

The Charlotte territory has also re-

ported a number of theatres which

have played repeat engagements on
"Back Street." L. C. Sipe, general

manager of the Criterion Amuse-
ment Company, stated in a letter to

Cowan Bain: "The second engage-
ment was practically the same as the

first." The Criterion Amusement
Company re-booked "Back Street"

in each of its three theatres.



IDorld Thentre,
Minneapolis

'5 to

JTBP OUT

Wire: "'ROME EXPRESS' OPENED
WORLD THEATRE (MINNEAPOLIS)
SRO LOOKS LIKE RECORD BUSINESS
HOLDOUTS CONTINUING AFTERNOON
AND EVENING STOP SHOULD BE
CINCH FOR HOLDOVER AUDIENCE
COMMENT GREAT REGARDS

HICKEY"

With ESTHER RALSTON.
CONRAD VEIDT, Joan Bar-

ry, Harold Huth, Gordon

Harker, Cedric Hardwicke,

and many others. Directed

by WALTER FORDE. A Gau-

mont - British Picture. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

LAUNCHING ‘‘BE MINE TO-NIGHT^

The Showman Has His Opportunity

To Campaign Many New Angles!
Time and again we've heard show-

men complain, "Pictures are so much

alike! Oh, for something different!

Give us a picture with new appeal,

off the beaten track and we'll set the

world on fire with it!"

Great! Start warming up! "BE

M!NE TON!GHT" is YOUR picture.

Not on!y is it D!FFERENT and NEW
but it sets a new peak for charming,

de!ightfu! and a!!-around satisfying,

gay screen entertainment.

"Be MINE TO-NIGHT” is a

great woman's picture because

it sparkles with light hearted ro-

mance. It is a great man's pic-

ture because it will make any-

one forget his business head-

aches and blues and get down
to the business of enjoying a

real lark on a runaway adven-

ture.

Already its catchy tunes are being

featured over giant, coast-to-coast

radio networks, selling its love theme

to millions of listeners. Sheet music

and records are adding to the ready

made audience awaiting your an-

nouncement of the picture's coming.

Music lovers throughout the land are

spreading word-of-mouth advertising

on this like wildfire.

And "music" is only one of the

many angles of the campaign so care-

fully arranged for your adaptation In

the practical press-book Universal has

prepared to lift this picture into high

light prominence.

"BE MINE TO-NIGHT” is an

EVENT in motion picture pre-

senstation. Its success will be as

big as you make its opening.

Start pointing toward that a

full month before play date.

We've prepared special screen

trailer clips to be used THREE
and TWO weeks before you put

on your regular trailer. That's

only one "different” item you

can use on this picture. Get

your copy of the pressbook to-

day and read about others.

Get ready to do something NEW
in a BIG way! JOE WEIL

Contests for Extra Space!

! Dallas Times Herald

Tned a7

Capitol Theater Plans
Ship Model Contest.
In conjunction with the showing

of “Destination Unknown,” which
will be seen in preview Tuesday
pight, the Capitol theater will hold

a ship model contest. It will be

open to all boys or girls under 18

.years of age who have original mod-
els. Every contestant whose model
is entered will receive a pass to

the film which was made entirely

on board a ship. The winner will

receive an engraved silver loving

cup. Stars of the new picture are

Betty Compson, Pat O’Brien and
Ralph Bellamy.

The Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas, got

off to a good start in their campaign for

“Destination Unknown” by utilizing the

ships model contest in the pressbook.
Credit Curt Beck

Three-way Tie-up Lands

Big Philly Street Ad
The Pennsylvania Railroad, the Philadel-

phia Daily News and the Stanton Theatre,

have co-operated on a tie-up which provides

unusual advertising for all of them. The

railroad erected and maintains a twenty-

five foot square scrern on Market Street.

The theatre provides the projection and the

newspaper provides news flashes. Sidney

Davidson, manager of the Stanton, arranged

the tie-up for "The Cohens and Kellys."

It's a beautiful advertising aid! Lithographed on extra-ply string ready for hanging. Ask the accessory manager at your nearest

die-cut cardboard in four colors. It gives you a sixteen foot flash Universal Exchange to show it to you. Price is only $2.00 each,
on your marquee or across your lobby wall. Comes complete with Use as snipe in high-spot locations.
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"BIC CAGE" DENVER STUNT NABBED
FIVE COLUMN NEWSPAPER STORY!

THE DENVER POST-

Crowd Sees Lions Perform cUrU.'
front of THE DENVER POST. No newspaper in the world has given the public

so many unusual and spectacular stunts at its plant; and THE POST added this

new one at noon Thursday, when Captain Hart, a circus performer, put his lions.

WTestling bear, panther, hyena and other animals thru their paces right in the i

street. The show was arranged by Manager Louis Helborn of the Broadway the- i

ater to herald the engagement at that playhouse of the spectacular-wild animal '

film, "The Big Cage.” This picture shows part of the crowd at THE POST, '

packed about the steel arena.

I

Wild Animal sinow
At The Denver Post
A real drcui—with lions, panthers, bears n’ everything

—

camped right in Champa street in front of THE DENVER POST

Thursday and gave a thrilling wild animal performance, free, at

noon. A huge crowd attended the performance.

The show was given by Uanageq;
Louis Helbom of the Broadw&y and i

Denham theaters to herald the com<
j

ing of the spectacular wild animal
film, "The Cage,’* to the JBroadj

'way theater. THe picture opened its

I

engagement hbre-~thh first In thS

I

west—Thursday aftcni9on. right aft-

er the circus perform^ce at THE.
POST.

1

"The Big Csge“ is NOT a jungly
' picture. * It deals with wild animal*

in circuses, and stars Clyde Beatty,
Ihe greatest Ii\inx animal trainer. Its

greatest thrill is a fight to the death
between a big African lion auil a
man*eating Ben;fal tiger. The pic-

ture is proving a sensation in the big

cities of the cast *

Louis Helborn co-operated with
THE DENVER POST in getting a
regular circus menagerie to Denver
to whet the public's appetite for ani-

mal performances. Captain Hart' ».

I

widely Known circus star, set up his

steel arena on a massive platform in

I

Champa street and gave nearly half

,

an hour’s show.
Tvo lions, a wrestling bear, a g^ld-

[
en panther, a trained hyena amt a
Mexican cougar that rode on the

I
back of a pony were among the

I

animals that performed.

I

And. of course, there was a calliop’*

I to give real circus performance.

A re people Interested in the circus? The
answer is emphatically YESI If you

don't think so take a look at the picture

above. It's e scene in Denver, Colorado,
where Louis Helborn, manager of the Rialto

Theatre, arranged for a free street exhibit

of trained animals to herald his engage-

ment of "The Big Cage." And all those

people gathered around a steel cage erected

in the city square to watch the animals go
through their paces.

The Denver Post co-operated and gave

the stunt this five column by twelve inches

publicity break, which when you read it, you

will see plays up "The Big Cage" in grand

style. If you can locate any trained animal*

nearby put this stunt over for your engage-
ment of "The Big Cage." It's a nice break

for the animal show, too, so you should have

no trouble in getting their co-operation.
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MIGHTY EXPLOITATION SPECIAL OF THE ACEf

"THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT"
HANDLE IT WITH DIGNITY-STAGE ROOSEVELT DAY
CELEBRATION TO INAUGURATE PREMIERE!

SPONSOR 'ROOSEVELT
DAY" FOR BIG SEND-OFF
Start a "Fighting President Day" in honor

of Roosevelt, and the whole city will join

in the cheers! Get leaders, influential

clubs, civic, Roosevelt, political clubs,

Chamber of Commerce, Parents-Teachors

Assn, to co-operate! Decorate town—get

every merchant participating in big patri-

otic tribute. Parade. Tremendous angle. Big

newspaper publicity. Stir up city-wide sen-

sation and start box-office stampede. It's a

stunt that builds prestige for theatre and

brings in business as well.

GIANT
PARADE

Arrange a i a n t

parade to theatre

opening day. Le-

gion, D. A. R.,

R. O. T. C., Ki-

wanis, all patri-

otic, civic, poli-

tical clubs and
bands. Matinee
parade for Boy

Scouts, Campfire
Girls, etc. with

bands and ban-

ners.

^FIGHTING
.PRESIDENTi

)

Here is pictured the striking 24-sheet for "THE FIGHTING PRES-

IDENT." Fix this up as a cut-out. See note below. Use the Co-
lumbia phonograph recording of inaugural address, military band

music on amplifier behind head.

CONTACT SCHOOLS
Write school officials. Point out patriotic,

historic, educational angle of picture. Urge
teachers to attend matinees with classes!

Sponsor essay contest on "Fighting Presi-

dent"*“What He Means To Our Country.
Teachers judges. Tie-up newspaper to pub-
lish best entires. Big kid appeal. Cash in!

Offer special prices to students attending
In a group.

DISPLAY LINES
The drama behind the man of the hour!

Roosevelt's life in pictures! From boyhood to

presidency!
• • •

The timeliest picture of all time! Inspiring,

stirring epic of today!
• • •

Never before a more thrilling story! Neve*"

before such scenes of intense drama and human-
ness!

• • •

His life is mightier than any drama! His

career more thrilling than any romance! Here
. . . is the epic story he LIVED!

BOOK TIE-UP
"Looking Forward" by

F. D. Roosevelt, new best-

seller! Many other F. D.

books. Get tie-ups. Stills

in stores. Displays in li-

braries. Hand out book-

marks. Give copies as

contest prizes. Invite book

reviewers to see film.

BAND-WAGON
BALLYHOO

Use red-and-gold band-
wagon. 24-sheet cut-out

on each side. Flags and
banners all over. Phono-
graph playing military

marches.

MARQUEE AND LOBBY FRONT
For marquee, smash 24-sheet

cut-out pictured above. U. S.

shield as background for head.

Massed flags rach side. Illuminate

at ' night with oscillating spot.

Decorate lobby with bunting, pro-

tos of President. Use old-time

;>hotos of him in easel. Also news-

paper clips as sketched. Make
lobby display of Roosevelt auto-

graphs, souvenirs, etc. owned by

local people. Insure this.

NOVELTY BUTTONS
A natural novelty. Size

154"- Two colors. Price

$15 per M. Order from:

Philadelphia Badge Co.,

942 Market St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

OTHER STUNTS
Hold prestige preview for press and city

officials. Get testimonials.
* * *

Have a Mothers and Sons Roosevelt Mat-

inee to get women and kids out.
* * »

Tie-up R. R. Office for trip to Washington,

D. C. as contest prize.

* *

Have newspapers run life-story of Pres-

ident Roosevelt. Also surprint newspapers.

DRAWING CONTEST
Plant mat

like one shown

here in local

paper. Avail-

able as Exp.

Serv. Mat FP

No. I, 2 col.

Offer passes

as prizes for

best fill-in of

"fighting face"

of "The Fight-

ng President."

THE 3-SHEET



The Week's Pick of Showmanship Ads!

»EC Tii« vn>» D«ri«*
Death <• Cj*« Ym • ThriU . . .

•nd Aebw^o What Na Other Ma*
£*«r Dared— It

RCALITOMORROW
tettchd/

tuuftui

lati£h«/
. . . wb«

BEATTY

)"PRIVArE
JONES^

25c and 35e | 25c-40e-50c

Cohen and Kelly cake to

the hifh MU and hit a

new hi|h for hiUrityt

Kell/s the cApUin . . . Cohen's
the crew . . . They're neck>deep
in trouble . Don't know
what to do! . . The ocean gets
frisky . . the women do. too

. . Naughty? No. nautical

.

and laugh paek^ for you!

<MW.
Down to the sea in houseboats,

yachts, revenue cutters, racing
•thclls. row boats and speedsters'

Ana where they are. waves of
laughter roll! It's the lustiest,

roughest, nautical trip you ever
took' NOT POR WEAK RIBSI

^'^lfE“V'ATICAN
Holiness POPS PHf$ vi

rpoeh,,

NOW/S.

5 M "owaaowiso
]

SMILE-* 'U IL

COMEDY
CARTOON
NEWSREEL

SChANK

McHUCH
ClOR>a
STUART isniiia]

PttivajtK

'“’i.ONAU'' UE TRACY
CtOMA ITUART

Sb"”:
TODAY!

MIDWEST

Here is the SUPERRoadShowTHRlLL

^ c e o n o e

'CvIidnev# i'^ _ - CHARLIE

V>MoimAv

IcOHENi^KELLyi
f '^TROUBLE MAUREEN (nUlUVAN

-

RP

(I.) Fine set-up In 4 columns x 7” from Broadway, Denver. (2. a nd 5.) Cartoon treatment in double column x b^/2
"

and single column

X 8" from the Palace, Columbus, O. (3. and 6.) Playing up realism In 2 columns x 6" and the sensational angle In single column x 7 I/
2
"

from Pantheon, Toledo, O. (4.) 2 columns x 6" from the Orpheum, Portland, Oregon. (7.) Poster art adapted for page-stealing

3 columns x 8" ad from the Rialto, Washington, D. C. (8.) The Midwest, Oklahoma City, draws laughs by cartooning stills In double

column X 8". (9.) Double column x 31/2
" from Colonial, Dayton, O. (10.) Plugging two angles in double columns x 6" from Capitol,

Wheeling, W. Va. (II.) Two columns x 6” from Kimo, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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BITTLE'S "JONES" CAMPAIGN CLICKS TO PERFECTION
FUNNY WAR STORY CONTEST GETS BOUCHER SPACE
At the right are three

ushers from the Gran-

jda Theatre, Greencas-

tle, Ind., managed by

James A. Bittles, wear-

ing steel helmets paint-

ed for "Private Jones."

They rode around town

on motorcycles provid-

ing a swell ballyhoo for

the picture. Bittles also

arranged for the local

Legion post to sponsor

the engagement, put in

a lobby display of mo-

^ XTRA publicity breaks every day tor a

full week! That was Frank M. Boucher's

reward for a little effort expended in selling

the Hagerstown, Md., Herald and Mail the

"Funny War Stories" contest, suggested in

the pressbook, for his "Private Jones" cam-

paign at the Maryland Theatre.

A daily cash prize was offered for the

funniest and tickets to see the picture for

the next ten. For the first three days the

paper ran announcements on the contest,

and on the last three published the winning

stories. The stunt aroused considerable in-

terest in Hagerstown, several thousand

readers sending in their jokes. Naturally,

"Private Jones" came in for a large share

of the interest so that Boucher's campaign

was given a fine boost.

dern military equip-

ment under a large cut-

out head of Lee Tracy,

and landed several win-

dow displays similar to

the one shown at the

left. Special tickets and
heralds were used to

play up the Legion
angle, which was also

stressed in the newspa-
per ads. For results of

the campaign you are

referred to Mr. Bittle’s

enthusiastic letter be-

low.

"Mummy" Trails Ballyhoo

On Nashville Streets

^ EWEY MOUSSON, manager of the

Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.,

used a five man ballyhoo for his "Mummy"
campaign and came through with a record

breaking engagement. Four men carried

banners and cut-out heads of Karloff and

paraded the streets in single file. Trailing

these men, a block behind, was another

dressed in Egyptian costume and with face

made up like a mummy's. He carried a sma*l

sign on his back announcing Karloff in "The

Mummy." Mousson also used the talking

mummy stunt in front of the house and dis-

tributed several thousand copies of the mag-

ic mummy card.

"BUY IT and PLUG IT!" says BITTLES, who DID!

WONDERSCHMin AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES

Bloomington, Indiana

Greencastle, Ind.

(f p hat p jiisl finished playing “I’HIl ATE JOISKS” and I am tvriting

to tell you that I think it is the biggest box-office “natural” of the year.
It is the only picture we hare played in months that has pleased 100% of
the people 100%.

I sent you details of my campaign which clicked to perfection at the
least cost that is possible. “EHIV.4TE J()!\ES” is a “set-up” for a campaign
such as this and 1 will guarantee any manager a real kick from its exploi-
tation. My advice to any exhibitor is to buy it and my advice to any man-
ager is to plug it—and watch them park in and fih out with a smile and a

good word. Siwh pictures as this put the joy b(wk into life and keep us all

on the right side of the ledger.

) ours very truly,

i Signed) JAMES A lilTTLES
Manager Granda Theatre
(jreenrastl >. Ind.

JTfP dUT

Four more showmen join the ranks of cer-

tificate winners this week. They are:

C. C. STANFIELD, manager Rex Theatre,

Elk City, Oklahoma for exceptional ex-

ploitation on "The Mummy."

ED FELLIS, proprietor of the Orpheum

Theatre, Hillsboro, III., for an excellent

tie-up with the American Legion on "Pri-

vate Jones."

BEN BLOOMFIELD, manager, and EDWIN
LEVIN, publicity manager, of the B. & K.

Oriental Theatre, Chicago, tor their out-

standing "Big Cage" campaign.

Congratulations, men! Your certificates,

signed by Carl Laemmie, are in the mail.



Something really

new and different

on the screen at

last!

CHIC
SALE

The heart-hitting story
of a man and a dog who
reached the heights
and depths of emotion

!

With BUSTER, The Wonder Dog; Tom O'Brien, Harry Holman,
Victor Sarno. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Story and di-

rection by Zion Myers. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

Vaudeville's best-

loved actor, without

his famous whiskers,

supported by a cast

of almost -human
canines in —
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The
Exhibitor
Speaks:

STEP OUT

I have been playing Univer-

sa I N ewsreel for the past
two years and can say with-

out any fear of contradic-

tion it is the best newsreel
made. McNamee means
money in our box-office and
so does your newsreel.
Keep up the good work.

"

—HARRY SPIEGEL,
Family Theatre,

Scranton, Pa.
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NO FAKE IN THIS
No. 718 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

There is no faking in 'The Big Cage/'

You can advertise that fact to your people.

You can assure them that the excitement in the picture

is real; that the fight between the lion and the tiger is

real; that the danger is real.

rm an old-timer in animal pictures. I released the first

one that ever created a world-wide sensation^ known as

"Paul J. Rainey's African Hunt." Attempts to imitate it

have been made for about a quarter of a century, but most
of them were fakes.

Ever since I released that classic, I have hoped to find

another animal picture even more exciting and fully as

true and real.

I found it when I found Clyde Beatty.

Here is a man who handles jungle-born animals. He has

nerves of steel. Ice water flows in his veins.

He offered to do a stunt for the screen that would set a

new standard for animal pictures. He offered to go into a



April 15. 1933 3Carl Laemmle’s 2/th Anniversary Celebration -=

ANIMAL PICTURE
cage with ten tons of wild animals—lions and tigers mixed—
and come out alive after putting the beasts through their

paces.

I was so tempted that I could not resist.

So we wrote a story around Clyde Beatty and his raging

animals. I almost sweat blood while it was being made. I

saw the rushes in the projection room at Universal City and
I could not stand the excitement. But, boy, we got a picture!

The Washington Post says it is ''the most spectacular,

the most thrilling, the most extraordinary animal act ever

performed under the big top. Twenty lions and twenty

tigers—sworn mortal enemies of the animal kingdom—doing

their act under the guiding hand of Clyde Beatty, the

world's premier animal trainer— the wildest, most exciting

animal stunts that have ever been screened."

The critics everywhere have simply gone daffy over it.

They have written praise that I would not dare to write
about any picture.

They know it is the real thing and not a fake.

If you put one tenth of the enthusiasm into your ad-

vance notices that they have in their reviews, you will do

a land-office business.



TRACY /A/

Variety box-office reports: "San
Francisco—Should get a very big
$17,000" . "Lincoln, Neb.-Top-
ped the town"... "Tacoma—Good
$4,000 indicated" . . . "Seattle—
Getting the lights and the money
for good $4,500" . . . "Boston-
winner for $12,000" . . . "Wash-
ington—Getting repeat" . . . "Cin-
cinnati—$14,000, very oke."

•

With GLORIA STUART, Donald Cook, Ennma Dunn, Shirley

Grey, Frank McHugh, Russell Gleason, Walter Catlett. Story by
Richard Schayer. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Adapted by
Samuel Spewack, Bella Cohen, George Jessel. Directed by

Russell Mack. Presented by Carl Laemmie.



ROBERT BENCHLEl
The Humorist

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY

Pollard Returns to Universal

Harry pollard, one of the best and most successful

directors in the motion picture business, was engaged

this week by Carl Laemmie, Jr. to direct Universal's forth-

coming picturiiation of Mary Synon's novel, "The Good
Red Bricks" which, at the moment, is being whipped into

scenario form by Earl Snell. It will be one of the first

productions to go before the cameras at Universal City

when the studio reopens.

Pollard's past work has been largely identified with

Universal productions, two of the most notable which he

brought to the screen being "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and
the memorable "Show Boat." He also piloted to success

for Universal such silent screen triumphs as "K, The Un-
known," "Ch, Doctor," "California Straight Ahead," and
the original "Cohens and Kellys." SONNIE HALE

The Comic in “Be Mine Tonight’

Boh Benchley Short

^ow Ready for Release

O NE of the foremost humorists of

our times is Robert Benchley

whose latest short screen comedy, a

one-reeler entitled "Your Technoc-

racy and Mine," in which he laughs off

a timely subject in the inimitable

Benchley fashion is now ready for im-

mediate distribution. At one time

editor of Life and at another drama-

tic critic for The New Yorker, Bench-

ley, for years, has reigned over New
York's literary and theatrical world as

its foremost wit and ranconteur, and

has become nationally famous

through his excrutiatlngly funny

pieces in Liberty and other maga-

zines. In recent years, since the ad-

vent of sound, the humorist has turned

his comedy talents to pictures and

has been eminently successful as a

screen buffoon. His comedies, "The

Sex Life of a Polyp" and "The Treas-

urer's Report" were received by the

public with such tumultuous laughter

that in many sections of the country

they were billed over the feature.

+ + +

Lew Ayres to Star

in “/n The Money”
N THE MONEY," by Howard

I Emmett Rogers and Murray Roth,

has been chosen as Lew Ayres' first

vehicle in the new program of films

to be produced by Carl Laemmie,
Jr. for 1933-34 release. Roth, former
production head of the Brooklyn Vi-

taphone studios, also will direct the

Ayres' picture. Camera work on the

screenplay will get underway within

the next week or two, as soon as pro-

duction is resumed at Universal.

The President

Receives First Print

“The Fighting President” dedicated by
Carl Laemmie to President Roosevelt.

B
EFCRE Universal this week un-

masked its unusual and timely fea-

ture, "The Fighting President," a spe-

cial print was prepared for the Pres-

ident and was delivered to him as a

tribute from Carl Laemmie. It was

also seen by the President's daughter

at the pre-release showing in New
York at the Rialto Theatre. With the

print Carl Laemmie sent the follow-

iijg message to President Roosevelt:

IT IS MY HAPPY PRIVILEGE
TC PRESENT TC YCU FCR
YCUR PERSCNAL FILES PRINT
NUMBER CNE CF THE NEW
UNIVERSAL MCTICN PICTURE
"THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT"
BASED UPCN YCUR LIFE

WHICH HAS BEEN AN INSPI-

RATICN TC ME AND TC A
HUNDRED MILLICN CTHER
AMERICANS.

CARL LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL

A Magailn* for

Motion PIcfura Exhibitor!

Paul Gutick, Editor

Publlthad Waakly by tha Motion

Pictura Waakly Publishing Co. ’

739 Fifth Avanua, Naw York City
]

Copyright 1933

Univarsal PIcturai Corp.

(AU Rights Aararvad)

April 15, 1933
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Consider the Case

of Lucky Sonnie Hale

E
VERYCNE in New York who knew

Evelyn Laye wondered what kind

of a guy Sonnie Hale was. Sonnie

Hale is the very funny comedian of

"Be Mine Tonight" and New York is

going to have a very good impression

of him when that picture opens at the

Paramount Theatre, which it does this

week. The reason people wanted to

know about Sonnie Hale is this: he

was married to Evelyn Laye, most
beautiful legitimate actress in Eng-

land and star of "Bitter Sweet" in

New York. He divorced her. Then he

married Jessie Mathews, an obscure

British chorus girl. Now Jessie Math-
ews is the leading feminine screen

star of England. Jessie is a brunette

while Evelyn is a blonde. Can it be
that he is the great exception?

Incidently, the songs of "Be Mine
Tonight" are getting a tremendous
radio plug throughout the United

States. See article on page 18.

+ + +
“^^Salt Water,^^ New Title

Next Summerville-Pitts

ALT WATER" will be the release

w title of Universal's next Slim

Summerville - ZaSu Pitts co-starring

feature comedy. Decision to use the

original title of the John Golden-Dan
Jarrett Broadway stage success was
reached upon completion of the sce-

nario this week by H. M. Walker,

Earle Snell and Clarence Marks.

Production is slated to begin May 1st.

The film version of the famous
stage hit will take full advantage of

the increased production latitude

motion pictures affords.

i





A CLASS Production
With MASS Appeal - -

and that’s a combination that will always make money!

NANCY CARROLL- FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS - GLORIA STUART
Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., from the play by Ladislaus Fodor.
Screenplay by William Anthony McGuire. Directed
by JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl Laemmle.m BEfOK

THEMIHHOft



A. RIOT AT THi
Cohen and Kelly and Wild

Women on a Ship! Yo^ Ho^

Ho!—And a barrel of Laughs!

Whoopee! They’re sailors bold and they’re all at

sea . . . They’re dryland salts who get all mixed
up with fast motor boats, splendid yachts. Coast

Guard cutters, divorced wives and adventuresses,

a wilful daughter, tough sailormen, navvies—
and what notl ... Is it FUNNY ? . . . Oi, Oi, Begorral

With MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN, Andy Devine, Frank Albertson, Henry Ar-

mette, Jobyne Howland, Maude Fulton. Story by Homer Croy and Vernon

Smith. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by George Stevens.

(Resented by Carl Laemmie. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

GEORGE CHARLIE

SIDNEY MURRAY..

€OHEN5<^KELLY5rv
TROUBLE

The Big Laugh
Show is Here!

arou
io

ee^ SCOvc in^ow eWY
It*

,V»en» sVx'P oV»n'ce® on
tote ess®sjuPtroy tordN®eamon aeo

OOV
rtow*'

»n * *4o'N

Ue&tqe GnoOillie

SIDNIy MURRAY

fCOHENS^KELLYS W mm
'

GEORGE

SYDNE

With ^
MAUREEN ^

O’SULLIVAN,
Andy Devine,
Frank Albert-
son, Henry
Arnietta. Joby-
na Howland.

TROUBLE CHARLIE

MURRA
Story by Honor Croy ond Vomoit Snhi

Produced by Corf Loommlo, Ir. Dlrocto

by Gtorgo Stovonc. Presentod by Co

Loommlo. A UNIVERSAL PiaUK.

iTtr OUT



RIALTO N.Y. I
What this

country needs

is a darn
good laugh —

and
here

SAILORS BOLD!
with too many
women in too
many ports!

— to chase
those blues

away—

SYDNEY
AND

CHARLIE

MURRAY
Here’s Cohen’s and Kelly’s
1933 contribution to the gayety
of nations! ... A furiously fast and
screamingly funny cyclone of

complications ashore and afloat

—with the laughs coming as fast

as your breathing permitsi

SYDNEY
CHARLIE

MURRAY With MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN,
Andy Devine, Frank Albertson,

HenryArmetta,Jobyna Howland,
Maude Fulton. Story by Homer
Croy and Vernon Smith. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by
George Stevens. Presented by
Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

GEORGE

With MAUREEN O'SUL-
-IVAN, Andy Devine,
•rank Albertson, Henry
\rmetta, Jobyna How-
and, Maude Fulton.

SYDNEY
AND

CHARLIE

MURRAYWith MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN,
Andy Devine, Frank Albertson,
Henry Armetta,Jobyna Howland,
Maude Fulton. Story by Homer
Croy and Vernon Smith. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Di^eted by
George Stevens. Presented by
Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Story by Homer Croy and Vernon Smith. Produced by Carl
Laemmie, Jr. Directed by George Stevens. Presented by

Cart Laemmie. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

—and newspaper ads like these, g
reproduced direct from the press ^
sheet,will get the crowdsforYOU!

^COHiNS
^«^KELLYS
TROUBIE

COHENS
emd

KELLYS
in H

JROUBLE

P
I

GEORGE^ SIDIMEY
CHARLIE

in MURRAY

COHENfjKELERJROUBlE

MURRAY

iCOHENljKELlYf.TROUBtE
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Use This Beatty Story As A Speciat
Cecelia Ager in J ariety irrites

this interesting and ''Big Cage"

selling story about Clyde Beatty

and his lions. It will make a sirell

advance feature.

T
he Hollywood lions are making it

tough for a regular lion to earn

an honest living, says Clyde Beatty.

Mr. Beatty charges the Hollywood
lions with being traitors to their

breed. Beneath their hypocritically

savage manes lurks the dry rot of

Hollywood civilization. They're soft;

they've grown fond of man instead

of fearing him, and a lion who likes

man, in Mr. Beatty's estimation, is

just a bum.
When Mr. Beatty took his 46 lions

and tigers out to Hollywood to make
"The Big Cage," he didn't ask to

meet Marlene Dietrich, and he didn't

seek an introduction to Joan Craw-
ford. No, there were other picture

stars whose work to him was far more
Interesting than these celebrated

young ladies; Jackies, for instance,

the lion who gave such a fascinating

('lyde Beatty and

performance in "Central Park," or

Jimmie, whose gallumphings across

the screen had always seemed to Mr.

Beatty to have such singular finesse.

[Jons with Inhibitions

So Mr. Beatty met his Idols, and
now he knows he wouldn't trade a

hair off the mane of any one of his

crude beasts for all the polite lions

In Hollywood. His animals may know
nothing about manicures, but at least

they're sincere. They won't follow him

around like a dog, the way the Hol-

lywood lions follow their trainers, but

when he wants action, at least he

doesn't have to prod them with a

stick. He doesn't have to coax them
to look fierce. Bless them, says' Mr.
Beatty fondly, his cats have no Inhi-

bitions. They don't have to fight re-

pressions instead of fighting each
other.

Mr. Beatty's animals are trained,

yes, but only up to a certain point.

"Getting in there with them is train-

ing them," is the way he puts it. He
takes full grown animals, whereas the

Hollywood lions have been reared in

captivity from cubs. They've had a

quiet isolated upbringing. In which

the sexes have been kept separate

to insure them further against undue
cavortings. In the Beatty school, on

one 0/ his "Big Cage" Lions

the other hand, not only are the sexes

mixed but breeds as well. He puts

lions and tigers of both sexes to-

gether because, as he says succinctly,

it keeps the fight In them.

And So They Built Cages

Used to the discreet behavior of

the Hollywood lions, at first the

studio anticipated the same conduct

from Mr. Beatty's animals; expected

impossible things of them, such as

turning them loose among a crowd
of people. After watching them for

a while, however, the studio aban-

doned the idea and soon was busy

constructing an elaborate system

of alarms, cages within cages, and

strongholds for the production crew.

Later, as the production budget
mounted, came frequent inquiries

as to the state of Mr. Beatty's health.

Then the studio took out insurance

on Mr. Beatty for the duration of the

picture, the first time he has ever

been Insured, and he was touched,

too, by Mr. Laemmie Senior's kindly

admonishments to take good care of

himself, Clyde. There were no acci-

dents, however, because whenever
the script required the presence of

some other actor in the cage, Mr.

Beatty doubled for him.

(Continued on Cage 19)



Liberty
**ROME EXPRESS^^

•k if ir The Rome Express
CAST

Esther Ralston, Conrad Veidt, Muriel Aked. Joan
Barry, Donald Calthrop, Finely Curie, Cedric
Hardwick, Harold Huth.

Directed by Walter Forde.
Produced by Gaumont-Universal.

ROBWA G N E R
Here is an intensely exciting melo-

drama, full of action and suspense,
taking place within a few hours on
the train between Paris and Rome.
Aboard are the Paris chief of police

off for a vacation; a crook fleeing

with a famous Rembrandt; two other
crooks trailing him ; a movie actress
with her ubiquitous bell ringer; a

young wife running away with a mar-
ried man; a rich British Babbitt, a

patron of the arts; and an English
bounder who butts into everybody’s
affairs. The Rembrandt passes from
one crook to another, and by the time
it is recovered by the police chief
there has been an assault, a murder,
and a suicide.

The story is told largely by the
camera, much of the dialogue in

foreign languages becoming simply
“ sound effects.” An involved story,

intelligent direction, authentic cast-
ing, and not one shot suggesting sets.

Esther Ralston (at the

left) as she appears in

The Rome Express, an excit-

ing melodrama
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Thrills For This
Promised in

Country
^‘’Fighting President^’

B
ands playing—flags waving

—

millions of people swinging into

a new parade of enthusiastic confi-

dence. A nation finds itself today

back of a man who is proving himself

one of the greatest leaders our coun-

try has ever known. Franklin D. Roos-

evelt, at the height of a colorful ca-

reer, the Idol of a nation and the

focus of the eyes of the whole world

is this man of the minute whose com-

manding leadership, progressive spirit

and fighting courage is leading a

people out of depression and despair.

What a story. What a drama. Never

in the history of the motion picture

was such an opportunity for a great

film story telling In graphic and thrill-

ing sequence the dramatic life of this

man and his achievements.

This picture is "The Fighting Pres-

ident," a six-reel Universal special

production that will sweep you off

your feet with its thrills and power.

As a picture it is as big as a nation

—moving as an army marching to

war—as compelling as the Gettys-

burg address. It makes you

want to get into step with

the parade, to feel your

muscles responding to the

melody of stirring action,

to salute the flag of your

country with a new feeling

and understanding. Roos-

evelt is today a magic

word. Political lines have

been broken to support a

man who has proven him-

self bigger than political

party and bigger than

precedent.

Something more than a

great story has been put

into "The Fighting Pres-

ident." It seems as though

the welled-up feelings of

a nation have been caught

and truly transferred to

the screen as a great

A FAMOUS AUTHOR

Edwin C. Hill Author of

“THE FIGHTISG PRESIDENT”

painter sometimes catches the "feel"

of a scene so completely that those

who see it are moved by a strange

power they they cannot fathom or

understand. That "feel" of returning

confidence of a nation has been
caught with such ingenious skill that

you sense the sweep of power and
have the sensation of being carried

with it to some tremendously exqui-

site experience.

One hundred and twenty million

people are waiting greedily for the

fighting president's next forceful plan

In the fight back to normal condi-

tions. A hundred million people

are hanging on his very word. All

the theatregoers in the United States

are politically, commercially and hu-

manly interested in everything the

President says and does—in anything

that concerns him. That is why" The

Fighting President" is so timely and

so necessary a production. It will do

its part in explaining the aims and un-

selfishness of the President's policies

to the country for whose good they

were initiated. Edwin C.
Hill wrote the story which

was prepared and super-

vised by Allyn Butterfield.

Dedicated to Franklin

Delano Roosevelt and to

the rapidly growing con-

fidence and certainty of

the return of prosperity

of this country, the thril-

ling and entertaining fea-

ture, "The Fighting Presi-

dent," Is proudly an-

nounced as ready for re-

lease by Universal. It has

already received its ded-

ication at the Rialto

Theatre in New York and

Carl Laemmie has sent a

print to Washington as

his personal gift to the

President.

ED HILL WROTE THE STORY

L
ike all the Hoosiers you ever heard about, Edwin G.
Hill, author of Universal's "The Fighting President,"

adopted a literary career. He was born in Aurora, Indi-

ana. After leaving the University of Indiana, he started as

a reporter on newspapers in Fort Wayne and Cincinnati.

Ever since the golden days of editor Dana, it has been

the ambition of every reporter to join the staff of the New
York Sun. Ed. Hill made it. He made it gloriously and

glamorously. Even now, he is referred to by New York

newspaperdom as the best dressed newspaper man in the

metropolis.

He is married to Jane Gail, former well-known film ac-

tress who played in Universal pictures when two-reelers

were regarded as features. Since the radio captured him,

his audience has increased to millions. Last year he was

elected by the radio editors of America as the leading

commentator on the news. It was his acquaintance and
intimate familiarity with Franklin D. Roosevelt which con-

tributed so greatly to Allyn Butterfield's graphically pre-

pared production, "The Fighting President."

The Best Single Reel on The Market

STRANGE SSEEMS
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"KING C

WILL BE
Universal Preparing

of the Greatest Mm
Produced in Techi

And just imagine the marvelous

galaxy of stars In the cast of "King
of Jazz:" In addition to the peren-

nially popular Whiteman and his fa-

mous band, there are as featured

numbers Jeanie Lang, the Brox Sis-

ters, John Fulton, Grace Hayes and
Billy Kent, all popular radio person-

alities. John Boles, one of screen-

land's most popular stars, is featured

In the production, singing two of its

+ + +

THE CAST
The Screen

John Boles

Slim Summerville

Laura LaPlante

Glenn Tryon

Kathryn Crawford
Jeanette Loff

Merna Kennedy

The Radio

Jeanie Lang
Bing Crosby
Jack Fulton

Harry Barris

Al RInker

Grace Hayes
Brox Sisters

The Stage and Vaudeville

Billy Kent

Russell Markert Dancers

Stanley Smith

Sisters G
Frank Leslie

Nell O'Day and Tommy Atkins

Sextet

Charles Irwin

George Chiles

Wilbur Hall

Marian Statler and Don Rose

Paul Howard
Jacques Cartier

Gigantic stage sets mark this “King of Jazz” production. Here is the
Bridal Veil setting being photographed with the giant crane. Carl

Laemmle, Jr. and John Murray Anderson at the left.

''THE KING OF JAZZ," the mos.
I pretentious, colorful, tuneful

screen musical production ever made,
will be re-issued by Universal. This

fact is of especial significance. It

marks the definite return of musicals.

The public is now eager for produc-

tions of this type. This is only too evi-

dent through the great success of

several "trial horse" musical produc-
tions which have been made. Pro-

ducers are all flirting with musicals

for next season. Universal already has

"Be Mine Tonight" to release in order
to anticipate the demand that will

certainly come. Furthermore, it has

decided to recut and reprint in full

Technicolor the greatest musical of

them all, "King of Jazz." The public

will welcome the lilting music, hila-

rious comedy and gorgeous scenic

effects which the combined talents

of Paul Whiteman, John Murray An-
derson and George Gershwin evolved
for this production. New prints will

be available soon in all Universal Ex-

changes of this re-cut version of

"King of Jazz."

This picture, produced originally at

a time when the public was fed up on
poorly produced musicals, did not

have as wide nor as appreciative a

reception as it might otherwise have
had; but critics and exhibitors were
alike in their praise of its originality

and appeal. It was put on the market
at the wrong time. The vogue for mu-
sical pictures had been killed by the

production of Inane, flimsy stories

where the done-to-death theme song
was dragged in without any provoca-
tion. However, now that "Be Mine

Tonight" and others of a similar high

type have proven so popular; now
that the country is in a more recep-

tive state of mind and in the mood

The fortunes of Jeanie Lang have ad-
vanced amazingly since “King of Jazz.”
Here she is shown with Paul Whiteman

and Jeanette Loff.

to celebrate the coming of Prosper-

ity, music is in the air. What finer ex-

ponent of the highest in musical com-
edy art could exhibitors have to show
to their audiences than Paul White-
man in "The King of Jazz," directed
and conceived by John Murray An-
derson, king of all musical revues
producers.
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j New, Recut Version

jal Production Ever
Icolor—Ready Soon

John Boles made his greatest hits singing “It Happened In Monterey”
and “Song of the Dau n” in “King of Jazz.” They uere the rage of Radio

for month and months.

most beautiful song hits, "It Hap-
pened in Monterey" and "Song of

the Dawn." Boles has never appeared
in a part which fitted his handsome
appearance and golden singing voice

any more perfectly than "The King

of Jazz." He is at his best and thor- oughly at home here. Then, too, there are the Russell Markert-drilled danc-

ers, who keep step with such perfect

precision and exquisite rhythm. Mar-

kert, who went to Hollywood espe-

cially to drill the girls, has gained

even greater tame since the "King of

Jazz" was made, for his dancers are

prominently featured numbers of the

bills each week at the new Radio City

Music Hall and the RKO Roxy. He
is the vogue in modern dancing, and

in "King of Jazz," his ensembles in-

terpret several of the musical num-

bers, such as "My Bridal Veil" and

"The Melting Pot."

Other players are Slim Summer-
ville, Kathryn Crawford, the Rhythm

Boys, Laura LaPlante, Merna Ken-

nedy, the Sisters G, who were brought

from Europe especially for this pic-

ture, Jacques Cartier, Al Norman,
Bing Crosby, Charles Irwin, George
Chiles, Harry Barris, Wilbur Hall and
Stanley Smith. In addition to the mu-
sical numbers, there are several hil-

ariously funny skits and black-outs

which for cleverness cannot be sur-

passed in the most modern Broadway
revue.

“ t Bench in the Bark” was one of the great revolving sets devised by John Murray
.Anderson for a single number. It utilized over a hundred couples.

Below :

The Russell Markert Dancers formed the background and stimulus of most of the
great musical numbers and gave to the screen a new- revelation of the art of ensemble

dancing in the interpretative numbers.



NATIONAL RELE>

AMERICA CRIES OUT TO
"SHOW US THE WAY /



SE DATE APRIL 14
CARL LAEAVMLE pre^se^rtts

IMELIEST MOTION PICTURE OF ALL TIME

(The Box-Office 24-Sheet)

rS FIGHTING PRESIDENT:

ID WE WILL FOLLOW!"
I
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UNIVERSAL
Tremendous Broadcasts Arranged
tor "BE MINE TONIGHT" Music

18

Audience Reaction

Is Very Favorable

CAPITOL THEATRE
Claude Hazle, Manager
Shreveport. Louisiana

March 4, 1933

Univer^al Film Exchanges, Inc.

New Orleans, La.

Dear Mr. Conner:

We have been using the Universal

Newsreel since January 24th of this

vear, and have found that audien<*e

reaction is very favorable, indeed.

It is not only the method of pre-

senting that appeals to our patron*

. . . aldio Graham McNamee is a great

favorite here . . . but the fact that the

topics are practically always of inter-

est to all ages and sexes and render

the maximum of entertainment makes

Universal News the ideal reel for any

theatre, from the smallest to the larg-

est.

We also wish to thank you for the

splendid co-operation extended us, by

both your oflSce and New York, in

getting the issues to us on time, and

assisting us in getting the newspaper

tie-up . . . the latter has enabled us

to secure much favorable publicity for

the theatre.

With best wishes for the continued

success of Universal News and your

organization in general, we are.

Sincerely,

C.\PITOL THE.\TRE
Claude Hazle, Mgr.

V ERY few moving pictures have

had the tremendous radio broad-

cast plug that "Be Mine Tonight"

has already enjoyed. These broad-

casts are growing and the music of

this Universal Special is among the

most popular music heard on the air.

Harms, Inc. is publishing two songs

from "Be Mine Tonight," one of them
is "Tell Me Tonight," the other "The

Things I Do I Do For You." Harms, in

a letter to the Exploitation Depart-

ment of Universal, confirms a number
of dates already played and lists

others over coast to coast networks.

In addition to the booking arranged

by Harms, Inc., the Exploitation De-

partment has arranged its own intro-

ductions to precede and to accom-
pany the showing of the Universal

Special in local theatres.

The following are a few dates we
have booked for "Tell Me Tonight."

April 1 3th—W.A.B.C.
CHARLES CARLISLE

April 14th—W.E.A.F.
PONDS COLD CREAM, vocal by

Wm. Schultz.

April 18th—W.E.A.F.—RALPH KIRBERY

The following are the programs that have
done the song.

March 29th—W.O.R.
WILLIE ROBYN at 6:15 P.M.

March 26th—W.E.A.F.—
CAPITOL FAMILY (vocal)

March 27th—W.E.A.F.
SINCLAIR OIL PROGRAM (vocal)

(chain from Chicago)

April 3rd ^W.J.Z.—FIVE STAR FINAL

April 5th—W.E.A.F.
SHERMAN HOTEL ORCH. (vocal)

April 9th—W.A.B.C.
KOSTELANETZ ORCH. vocal by
MARY EASTMAN

The following were done in Chicago only.

March 24th—W.I.B.O.
CHAUNCY PARSONS

March 25th—W.B.B.M.
VANITY FAIR PROGRAM

(vocal by Chas. Straight)

March 26th—W.G.N.—DEANE JANIS
March 28th—K.Y.W.

FRANK LIBURSE ORCH.
March 29th—K.Y.W.

FRANK LIBURSE ORCH.
April 2nd—W.G.N.

JACK BROOKS ORCH.
April 5th—N.B.C.

FELZ MOTOR SALES,
vocal by JACKIE HELLER

April 5th—N.B.C.—COLLEGE INN ORCH.

Guimond Praises

^^AIR MAIV^
Reprinted by courtesy of

“THE CiyEMA” {London)

P
IN a rose on Universal for this fine

flying picture, "Air Mail." If it

had nothing else, you could rave a

lot over the excellent air stuff, which

is certainly thrillingly and convincingly

done. But you have to concede that

the casting of the picture was dis-

criminating. I might almost say, in-

spired.

This one will click at the box office

and get fine word of mouth adver-

tising, or else I don't know pictures,

and after twenty years of intensive

suffering I ought to know something.

I^ouis F. (iuimond

'Private Jones ' P>

WESTER
PORTLAND ORG 7 334F

E. T. SOMERSALL, UNIVERS/

DELIVER 730 FIFTH AVE,

PRIVATE JONES OPENED RK(

BETTER THAN AVERAGE BUS -I

TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS ET

KELLYS TROUBLE PRESENT IF'I

WEEK.
UNIVERSAL COMEDY

Should Crooners
Marry?

This is part of the treatment
handed out to Crooners in

this Warren Doane produc-
tion.
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IS AJVD REVIEWS
NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAY THE
BABE RUTH SHORTS AGAIN
T

he baseball season started in full

swing this week. The first National

and American League games got un-

der way on Wednesday. The usual

preliminary Babe Ruth salary fight

gave the season a satisfactory start.

All of this brings up the subject of

the Babe Ruth shorts, which were re-

leased last year by Universal, and
enjoyed by so many theatre-goers

throughout the country. If a census

were taken of shorts made last year,

it is highly probable that the Babe

Ruth shorts would have come in first.

They certainly rang the bull's eye,

scored homers and did a lot of good
for exhibitors throughout the country.

There is no reason why these Babe
Ruth shorts shouFd not be played

again, as baseball is now in the blood

and in the Spring the young man's

fancy turns to curves and honers.

+ + +

STRANGE-AS-IT-SEEMS TIE-UP

I

N last weeks' issue of Universal

Weekly there was a story about

how the McClure Syndicate arranged

for daily and Sunday publication of

"Strange As It Seems" in the very

important St. Louis Star and Times,

But the St. Louis Times didn't stop

with merely running the newspaper
cartoon by John Hix. It was a swell

opportunity to make a tie-up with

the St. Louis theatres showing the

screen "Strange As It Seems." C. W.
Aubuchon is promotion manager of

the St. Louis paper and he is an ag-

gressive sort of a person. He imme-
diately offered the assistance of the

newspaper to all the theatres in St.

Louis running the John Hix "Strange

As It Seems" issues on three succes-

sive weeks, this week, (April 7th) next

week and the week following. The
theatre will also carry a trailer giving

the St. Louis Star and Times screen

credit. Fair enough.
There is a big newspaper tie-up in

"Strange As It Seems" any way you
figure it. Any exhibitor who doesn't

take advantage is passing up a bet.

its to GreatWeek

I UNION

ICTURES CORP

RPHEUM LAST NIGHT TO FAR

;S STOP DAILY GROSS OVER

;R than COHENS AND
ATIONS POINT TO GREAT

A. J. OKEEFE

"MISTER MUGG"

Funny Jimmie Gleason and
beautiful Dorothy Christie

in a fast moving

UNIVERSAL COMEDY

Never Before Duplicated

in Newsreel History

JOHN HAMRICK’S
ORIENTAL THEATRE

Portland, Oregon

February 28, 1933.

Universal Film Exchange,
Portland, Oregon.

Dear Mr. O’Keefe:
Here is an imsolicited, enthu-

siastic message of my sincere

congratulations to Universal
Newsreels. I have for the last

three years, continuously pre-

sented on every one of my pro-

grams, Universal Newsreels in-

troduced hy Graham McNamee,
Radio ace.

The timeliness of the topics

and the buoyant witticisms of

Graham McNamee are of con-

stant interest and enjoyment.
Within the space of three weeks.
Universal Newsreel have shown
local news events to my knowl-
edge. This has never before been
duplicated in the history of the
Newsreel.

With kindest best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

ANDRES SASO,
Manager

Beatty, The Lion Man
(Continued from Page 10)

Mangled A Man
Mr. Beatty's lions and tigers were

not impressed by Hollywood. They
can take it or leave it. Just another

jump in the route, they found it, and
so did Mr. Beatty. They got into no

bad habits as a result of their picture

career, he was glad to discover when
putting them through their spring

training preparatory to opening again

with the circus. He hopes they have

forgotten one certain bit they did in

their picture. It seems the story called

for them to mangle a man to death
in their cage, and so a dummy was
thrown in filled with meat. They made
short work of it. Now tfiaf kind of a

thing is sort of hard on a trainer, says

Mr. Beatty. A dummy and a live man
look the same to them. If they attack

a dummy and get away with it once,

they're going to expect to do it

again, he believes—with a nice ap-

preciation of what's dramatic to the

press.



With

LUIS

TRENKER^
VILMA BANKY,
Victor Varconl. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Curt Bernhardt and Luis Trenker. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmie. A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL.
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Here^s A Recipe for Making Money:
Play “Back Street” Again

Hath iu the l‘nited States and throughout

the n orld ‘^Back Street‘s’ Is Outstanding

^^QACK STREET" goes ringing

D round the world and back

again. Just at this present moment
"Back Street" Is being translated into

French as one of the big specials to

be released in France this spring. It

has just had its premiere in Rio Jan-

eiro In the biggest house, to the most

enthusiastic reception and the most

critical reviewers in South America.

"Back Street" speaks a universal

language. No wonder it is setting a

record tor re-bookings throughout

the United States. Last week In the

Weekly we listed a number of thea-

tres in the Big U territory which had

re-played "Back Street," some of

them for a third time. In that article,

reference was made to the Criterion

Amusement Company of Charlotte,

N. C. In the box below will be found

a letter from L. C. Sipe, general man-

ager of the Criterion, which is worth

reading.

This week we are also listing a num-

ber of theatres throughout the United

States which have re-played this out-

standing Fannie Hurst-John Stahl

production. Any exhibitor who is In

doubt about the drawing power of

pictures isn't doing right by himself

unless he plays "Back Street" again.

It's an assured money-maker.

John Boles and Irene Dunne in “Buck
Street” tchich is scoring so ustoundingly

as exhibitors rebook it.

Wise Exhibitors Who Have Replayed ^^Back Street”

A FEW more theatres which have played

"Back Street" repeat dates and made
themselves some extra money.
Criterion Theatre—Charlotte, N. C.

Criterion Theatre—Durham. N. C.

Criterion Theatre—Greensboro, N. C.

Lloyd Theatre—Menom'neo, Mich.

Remarkable Business

CRITERION AMUSEMENT CO.
Charlotte, N. C.

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

Charlotte, N. C.

Dear Cowan:

This is to advise you that we have

played "BACK STREET" in our Cri-

terion Theatre, Charlotte, Durham and

Greensboro for two runs and that this

picture did remarkable business for

both engagements. The second e,n-

gagement was practically the same

as the first.

We consider this one of the few

outstanding productions as to box

office released last year.

With kindest regards.

Yours very truly,

L. C. SIPE

General Manager

Burleigh Theatre—Milwaukee, Wis.

Douglas Theatre— Racine, Wis.

Park Theatre—Grand Rpadis, Mich.

Dix Theatre—Detroit, Mich.

Majestic Theatre—Covington, La.

Fulton Theatre— Baltimore, Md.
Rialto Theatre—Washington, D. C.

Rialto Theatre—Baltimore, Mr.

Capitol Theatre—Shamokin, Pa.

Strand Theatre—Easton, Pa..

Towne Theatre—Allentown, Pa.

State Theatre—Spokane, Wn.
Cedar City, Utah
Havre—Montant
St. Clair Theatre— Indianapolis, Ind.

Jefferson Theatre—Huntington, Ind.

Strand Theatre— Indianapolis, Ind.

Cinderella—Melba Michigan
Virginia Theatres—St. Louis, Mo.
Miners Temple Theatre—Collinsville, III.

Strand Theatre—Springfield, III.

Broadway Theatre—Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Lindy—Indiana

Michigan Theatre—Chicago, III.

Hamilton Theatre—Chicago, III.

State Theatre—Rockford, III.

Lemont Theatre—Lemont, III.

Granada Theatre—Sioux City, Iowa

Liberty Theatre—East Libe.'ty, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Park Theatre—Erie, Pa.

West End Theatre—Uniontown, Pa.

Lloyd Theatre—Menominee, Mich.

Burleigh Theatre—Milwaukee, Wis.

Douglas Theatre—Racine, Wis.

Park Theatre—Grand Rapids, Mich.

Dix Theatre—Detroit, Mich.

Majestic Theatre—Covington, La.

Fulton Theatre—Baltimore, Md.
Rialto Theatre—Baltimore, Md.
Rialto Theatre—Washington, D. C.

Capitol Theatre—Shamokin, Pa.

Strand Theatre, Easton, Pa.

Towne Theatre—Allentown, Pa.

State Theatre—Spokane, Wn.
Cedar City—Utah
Havre—Montana

BACK STREET”
Opens A Season
^^OACK STREET" continues its suc-

D cess. That success is as pro-

nounced in other countries as It has

been in this country. It Is the same
quality which Is causing exhibitors

here to re-book this John Stahl-Fanny

Hurst triumph over and over again.

Al Szekler, at present in South Am-
erica for Universal, has cabled that

"Back Street" was chosen by the

Royal Theatre to open the movie
season on March 27th.

The last Monday in March is the

opening of the movie season In South

America. This theatre Is Rio Janeiro's

biggest and best theatre. A preview

on Sunday night registered the most

enthusiastic press acclaim and the

response of the box-office Is pepping
up the entire Rio Janeiro film trade.

It looks like a big year with "Back

Street" to lead them back to pros-

perity.
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PRIVATE JONES'
PRAISED ON THE AIR

Occasionally a radio announcer steps out of his

news capacity and becomes a moving picture critic.

Universal publicity department has for the past year un-

dertaken a determined campaign to encourage exhibitors

to foster cooperative efForts with radio. Ever since Walter

WInchell blazed a news path through the air, almost every

station In the United States has a portion of Its time de-

voted to reporting doings of Hollywood and moving

Dressman’s Radio Plug
Good evening! Some Cincinnati theatre

managers seem to think that I never say any-

thing good about any motion picture. And so

I am happy to surprise them tonight.

Yet, it may take a lot of explaining outside
the studio as to why I think ^‘Private Jones,^’

the new talkie feature at the Albee Theatre,
is such a good picture. For the 'title ^‘Private

Jones’* doesn’t sound like much, and the pic-

ture hfisn’t been ballyhooed a great deal.

However, for downright good, honest-to-

John entertainment I’ll aicard it the palm
over most of the films I’ve seen in recent
weeks. If you went to war, or were dragged
there, back in 1917-18, you’ll get a tremen-
dous kick out of ^^Private Jones.” If you are
one of the younger generation, and don’t even
remember the late and great struggle to make
the world safe for democracy, you’ll still get

a lot of laughs and tears out of the film and
a truer picture of what happened to your dads
and big brothers over there than you can find
in any history book.

Would Get Four Stars
Some of the raciest lines seem to have been

cut out by the Ohio censors. Yet these worthy
ladies and gentlemen seem to have overlooked
many others. If I icere in the habit of handing
out stars to pictures, Private Jones” would
get four or as many as needed to say it’s a
peach of a talkie.

WESTERN UNION
KANSAS CITY MISSOURI

MARCH 21, 1933

CARL LAEMMLE JUNIOR
UNIVERSAL STUDIO UNIVERSAL CITY
CALIF CONGRATULATIONS ON THE
BIG CAGE ITS ONE OF THE HIGH
POINTS OF THE SEASON GREAT
ENTERTAINMENT AT A TIME WHEN ITS

BADLY NEEDED IF THIS STATEMENT HAS
ANY PUBLICITY VALUE YOU CAN USE IT

JACK MOFFin KANSAS CITY STAR

picture people. Universal Is In contact with over four
hundred radio stations, assisting their efforts to properly
Interpret Hollywood to 125 million people.
One of the cleverest of these announcers Is Elmer H.

Dressman of Station WCKY of Covington, Kentucky. As
a courtesy for materials extended to him, Mr. Dressman
sends the Universal publicity department his review of
"Private Jones," herewith reproduced.

WHAT?
You don H know all

about Technocracy?

Well, neither does

ROBERT
BENCHLEY
—and that’s why he
just laughs it off
in positively the

funniest reel you ’ve

been able to book
since the depression

depressed—
"YOUR TECHNOCRACY

AND MINE”
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"K
ING OF THE ARE-
NA," Ken May-

nard's first of three pic

hires on the Universal

schedule, is rapidly near-

ing competion at Univer-

sal City. It was the first

of the productions to go

into work even before

Universal studios were of-

ficially opened. The story

was written by Hal Ber-

ger and Ray Bouk.

In "King of the Arena,"

Maynard portrays a role

which is ideally suited to

him, being almost a paral-

lel of his own life-story.

He plays the part of a

Texas ranger who is travelling and performing with

a circus in order to capture his man. The locale of

the story shifts from Texas across the border in Mexico

and here Maynard is on familiar ground, for he was

born in southern Texas and spent most of his child-

hood and youth in Mexico. The cowboy star even speaks

the little-known Aztec tongue, and can converse in many
other Mexican dialects.

Tarzan, the white-maned Palamino horse who has gained

fame by his performances in previous Maynard pictures,

has a prominent part in "King of the Arena," performing

stunts in the circus arena as well as hard, daring work in

the pursuit of the criminals whom his master is out to

round up, in the film.

The supporting cast of this first Maynard feature has

many well known stars of feature prominence, including

Celebration ^=27

Ken Maynard in ‘^King of the Arena”

Maynard Combines
Two Big Westerns in

^‘King of the Arena^’

Lucille Brown as leading

woman, Bobby Nelson,

well-known child actor.

Bob Kortman, Michael

VisarofF and John Sainpo-

lis. The picture is being

directed by Alan James.
Bobby Nelson, although

less than nine years old

now, was once a star in

his own right. Like poor
little Snookums, who died

the other day from blood

poisoning following a case

of scarlet fever, his name
was billed above the title

of the production in a se-

ries of two-reel pictures

ivhich sold surprisingly well

on the Universal program half a dozen years ago. Little

Bobby Nelson had achieved his first fame in one of Uni-

versal's first Tarzan serials, and this popularity was cap-

italized in the series of two reelers. He is welcome back

to the fold in this Ken Maynard picture. In the cast also

are Estaban Clemento, the most talented knife, spear and
javelin thrower in the world today; Frank Rice, James
Marcus, Fred McKay, William Steele, Ed. Coxen and
Robert Walker.

"King of the Arena" combines two great shows in one,

having a real travelling circus with its animals, performers

and big-top acts as a vital part of the story, and also a

fast-riding, action-filled plot as its main theme. As the

forerunner of the series, it is a splendid sample of what
exhibitors may expect of the Maynard-Universal produc-

tions, in the line of thrills, cast and story.

Three Great Performers in Great Universal Pictures

Slim Summerville, pictured beticeen

the tico blonde beauties, appears icith

his co-star ZaSu Pitts in the most
screemingly funny of their comedies
Uygether thus far, “Out All Might.”
This picture, tchen it opened last week
at the neic RKO Roxy in Radio City,

received much favorable comment
from the Mete York newspaper re-

viewers. Already preparations are un-
der way for the next starring feature
for this combination, and it is entitled

“Salt Water.” a play by John Golden
and Dan Jarrett.

Esther Ralston, the exquisite blonde
actress who has been residing abroad
for some time, returns to the screen
in L niversaVs “Rome Express.” This
picture has been enthusiastically re-

viewed wherever it has played, most
critics rating it even higher than
“Shanghai Express” and “Grand Ho-
tel.’’ Miss Ralston has been absent
from the screen altogether too long.
In “Rome Express” she is lovelier and
more dramatic than ever. At present,
she is on a visit to America in Holly-
wood, reneicing old friendships there,

and it is ex-
pected that
she will
shortly an-
n o u n c e a
new film
connection.
‘‘Rome

Express”
has given a
new spurt
to her ca-

reer in mo-

Anita Page, the poutingly beautiful
girl at the left, is a real Spanish
blonde, and combines all the attract-

iveness of the Latin temperament and
blonde beauty in her personality. She
plays opposite Clyde Beatty in I ni-

versaTs ‘"The Big Cage” and lends n

piquant touch to the super-thriller of
the circus. Her parents are Spanish,
her grandfather having been Minister
of Finance in Spain, but Anita was
born on Long Island and entered mo-
vies by way of Rudolph Valentina's
picture, ‘’Monsieur Beaucaire.” This
picture was
made at the
Long Island
studios
where Row-
la n d and
Brice make
their Radio
shorts for
L niver sal.
Then Anita
went to Hol-
lywood and
Fame.
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A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT!
^‘^Fighting President’’ Screen Offering
That Whole City Will Be Glad to Boost!

^OT for many years has a picture aroused
* ^ such spontaneous enthusiasm as has

"THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT,” Universal's

timely release now current on Broadway and
opening up in the country's key centers this

week. Never before has better showmanship
been exhibited in getting a hot subject like

this to the screen so fast. It meant days and
nights of unending toil to bring this to you
at the hot spot momenti
"THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT" offers you

a marvelous opportunity of prestige-build-

ing value. As I write this, I have before me
newspapers telling of a movement afoot to

inaugurate Roosevelt Days and Weeks
throughout the country. It may be an odd
coincidence, but this is one of the very

ideas which the Universal pressbook sug-

gests for this picture.

Imagine what a marvelous showmanship
opportunity there is for you to tie-up Roos-
evelt Day when you play "THE FIGHTING
PRESIDENT!" Imagine how much your show-
ing of this fine picture will mean to the city

that is celebrating a Roosevelt Day or Week!
It is, in tact, the very backbone of the en-

tire celebration, and, as such, makes your
theatre the key spot of the entire festivities!

Therefore, do not waste a moment in get-

ting set on "THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT."

Have a talk with the heads of your local

Chamber of Commerce. If they have no

Roosevelt Day or Week planned, ask them

to inaugurate a movement as other cities

are doing. It is patriotic and a fine force in

Americanization. As such they should be

glad to do it in tribute to one of the finest

Presidents this country has ever had.

Try to make the poster on "THE FIGHT-

ING PRESIDENT" the official celebration

posters of Roosevelt Week, or FIGHTING
PRESIDENT Week, if you want to call it

that. You can very well see the marvelous

opportunity this offers for you to do good

for your community and for yourself as well.

Then go to all the school heads and urge

them to make up groups of students who
will attend your showings in a body. You

can very easily give each school a percen-

tage for their athletic fund if they make

the groups large enough.

Every store in the city should be glad to

display your posters on this picture and tie-

up with you.

To sum up the who'e situation. "THE

FIGHTING PRESIDENT" is a grand picture

for you to play and you can be proud of

playing it! Book it while it is hot!

JOE WEIL

"FICHTINC PRESIDENT" Seen By President's Daughter

f AmkoosmiT
flALL

,

I

S§m I

Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Dali, daughter of the President, stops off at the Rialto Theatre,

A’eif York City, to vieic the initial presentation of “The Fighting President.”

John Hamrick's Blue Mouse Theatre,

Seattle, JTash., uent after the radio bally-

hoo record for “The Big Cage” in a big

way and after arranging to have it broad-
cast ran the above ad on the radio pages

of the local newspapers.

J V
"NACANA " CONTEST
CLOSES TODAY!
W inners Announced

ISe.xt Week

The one hundred dollar prize

contest for the best exploitation

on "NAGANA," closes today.

First prize of $50.00, second

prize of $25.00, third prize of

$10.00 and three additional

prizes of $5.00 each will be
awarded at once and winners

announced in the next issue of

the Universal Weekly. Watch
for the winning names!

r
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CRIMES STAGES SCOUTS PARADE FOR "NACANA"
BINSTOCK GETS RESULTS WITH ANIMATED MUMMY

#tHE WtfKS
WINIVERS

Three more cer+ificate winners this weeltl

Here they are:

LOUIS HELBORN, manager of the Rialto

Theatre, Denver, Colo., for his "Big Cage"
newspaper tie-up.

DEWEY MOUSSON, manager of the Kniclt-

erbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn., for his

campaign on "The Mummy."

JAMES A. BITTLES, manager of the Gran-

ada Theatre, Greencastle, Ind., for his

"Private Jones" campaign.
Laugh-protoking slropl ballyhoo and front display used by M. M. Mesker, advertising

director for Sterling Chain Theatres, Seattle, ^'ash., for “They Just Had To Get Mar- Congratulations, men! Your certificates,

ried" at the fFinter Garden, \otice the enlargement of a local county marriage license signed by Carl Laemmie, are in the mail.

being held by the cut out figure of Fifi D'Orsay. It attracted the attention of large Send along soma more good campaign
crouds all day. Ideas on other Universal pictures!

Showing how Rodney Collier, manager of the Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C.,

adapted the art of the 24, 6 and 3 sheets for a nice flash front display on “The Cohens
and Kellys in Trouble.”

BROOKLYN CROWDS RESPOND TO
WEIRD MUMMY TRAILER STUNT

K A. grimes, put over a fine

campaign for "Nagana" at the

Warner Theatre, Morgantown, W.
Va. Well in advance of his playdate,

he sniped the town with stickers read-

ing: WATCH OUT FOR "NAG-
ANA" — MORE DREADED THAN
THE JUNGLE BEAST! These were

placed on cars, trucks, vacant build-

ings, along the roads and in every

available spot in and near the city.

A tie-up was made with the local

Boy Scout troop which organized a

matinee theatre party and marched
through town carrying banners ad-

vertising the picture. Local news boys

also had a special party and repeated
the Scouts' parade to the theatre.

Letters stressing the scientific angle

were sent to medical students in all

local and nearby colleges. A tie-up

with the city's largest laundry put

heralds into nearly every home.
The front was decorated with

poster cut-outs and an attractive dis-

play of enlarged stills.

P
AUL BINSTOCK, manager of the

Republic Theatre, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

arranged a nice lobby and trailer

flash for his "Mummy" campaign,
constructing a mechanical mummy so

that the arms moved slowly up and

down. A green transparency was used

to cover the eye sockets so that a

flasher light inside produced a very

weird effect. Binstock made up two
such mummies, placing one in the

lobby with an elaborate announce-

ment of the picture as a background,

and using the other on the stage with

the presentation of the trailer. During

the engagement the second mummy
was used out front creating consider-

able interest and drawing large

crowds to the theatre. Both mummies
were housed in Egyptian mummy
cases carrying copy that played up
the "It Comes To Life" angle.

REAL MARRIAGE LICENSE DRAWS CROWDS!
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'ROME EXPRESS" ROARS INTO HOUSTON
WITH FINE SHOWMANSHIP CAMPAIGN
E

d BREMMER, manager, and Ro-

land Douglas, publicity manager,

at the Majestic Theatre, stoked all

their campaign fires and brought

"Rome Express" roaring into Hous-

ton, Texas for a very satisfactory run.

The campaign was opened with

plenty of advance newspaper pub-

licity, a want ad tie-up contest, and

special breaks on local radio broad-

casts. Newspaper ads were built up

to a smash opening day announce-

ment and the town was widely billed

with 24 sheets.

A man dressed as a railroad bag-

gage smasher was put on the streets

carrying a steamer trunk plastered

with announcement cards. An addi-

tional ballyhoo was secured by drop-

ping a large trunk also plastered with

announcements, on the curb of prom-

inent streets.

A tie-up with the local distributors

of Liberty magazine put eight foot

streamers on each side of six delivery

trucks, covering the city and sur-

rounding towns. Through the same

tie-up five thousand heralds were dis-

tributed in Liberty magazines sold

by boys on the streets.

An Interesting marquee flash was

secured by using a twenty-four sheet

cut-out of Esther Ralston's head in

the centre of the marquee with vari-

colored lights playing on It. Under

the marquee a transparency box was

used for an eye-catcher. This showed

an engine rushing head on with the

head light space cut-out and in the

opening a light that revealed pictures

of the various members of the cast

as it flashed on and off.

For a lobby display they used sev-

eral pieces of luggage heaped to-

gether In front of an announcement.

Each piece of luggage was well cov-

ered with foreign travel pasters.

Ralph Ravenscroft, Universal exploi-

teer, assisted on the campaign.

Trunk ballyhoo uxed by the Majestic,

Houston, for “Rome Express.” It was
carted around town in a truck and

dropped off at busy corners.

SCHANBERCER GIVES
"COHENS 6l KELLYS" FINE

BALTIMORE CAMPAIGN
TIE-UP with a chain of forty

^ ' drug stores featured J. Law-

rence Schanberger's campaign for

"The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble"

at Keith's Theatre, Baltimore. The co-

operation netted large display space
in full page newspaper ads run by the

drug chain, window displays in every

store and the distribution of 46,000
jumbo circulars through the stores

and to the homes. The chain also ad-

vertised the picture over its radio

broadcast.

Other stunts included a tie-up with

Loft candy stores for the distribution

of 6,000 envelopes containing salt

water taffy, as suggested In the press-

book; a mock marriage ceremony
held at a local dance pavilion and
broadcast over station WCBM; ads
in Jewish newspapers; Jewish lan-

guage window cards and a Kiddy
Club morning matinee, publicized on
the air. A wide billing of twenty-four

sheets and a city-wide use of window
cards completed the campaign. Al-

bert S. Nathan, Universal explolteer,

assisted on the campaign.

DIFFERENT ANGLE TO "MUMMY" DISPLAY

Credit Edgar Hart. Manager of the Majestic Theatre. Columbus, Ohio, for this lobby
display playing up the romance angl • of “The Mummy.” A pretty girl in Egyptian
costume “came to life” at interials. \ote the hold-over sign on the foot-board and the

Rosicrucian recommendation on the head-board.
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(I.) Dominating layout in 2 columns x 7” from the Rialto New York City. (2.) Three columns x 9” from the Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn

(3.) One of the series of smash ads, 2 columns x 8", used by the Western and Beverly Hills, Los Angeles. (4.) Hold-over announce-

ment in double c6lumn x 7" from the Uptown, Toronto, Canada. (5.) Neat 2 column x 2" spot from the Warner, Pittsburgh. (6.) Good
comedy treatment in double column x 7^2" ^rom the Liberty, Oklahoma City. (7.) Sensational angle featured in 2 columns x 4' from

the Apollo, Indianapolis. (8.) Friedman's Tower, St. Paul, Minn., features the stars in 3 columns x 6". (9.) Double column x 3 from

the Main Street, Kansas City.
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STUART
THE KISS BEFORE
THE MIRROR"



Daughter of an aristocrat, she
forsook family and friends for

an outlaw love — in the picture
with the TERRIFIC CLIMAX!

LUIS TRENKE
VILMA BANKY,
Vic+or Varconi. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Curt

Bernhardt and Luis Treniter. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

i
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The
Exhibitor
Speaks:

JTEP OUT

We always are strong for

the Universal Newsreel be-

cause we always get the best
of news, and we get Graham
McNamee. Our public likes

it. They ask for it and have
on occasion phoned for it.

We use it in preference to

all others.
"

—RICHARD J. WELLMAN,
Criterion Theatre,

Bar Harbor, Me.
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UNIVERSAL IS
No. 720 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Universal is not holding back on you.

We know you need good pictures as you never needed

them before in all your life.

We know that when we release a picture on the present

market, we are sacrificing it—but we know that if we refuse

to make this sacrifice, you will not have what you need.

I don't claim any credit for this. It is not just a mere

gesture on the part of Universal.

I've done everything I could in the past quarter of a

century to keep you in business, because when you go out

of business, I go out, too.

I've gone through blacker times than these. But I have

always known in the bottom of my heart that my job would

pay for itself if I could do something to keep you going.

So, Universal in spite of hell and high water and depres-

sion, is stepping out.

i
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STEPPING OUT
It is producing the best pictures it knows how to make

and it is releasing them to you as fast as it can.

We are not holding anything back.We are plunging ahead

as hard as we know how, and hitting the line as hard as

we can.

If the industry shows any other spirit, it will be licked!

I ask you now to go ahead in the spirit that Universal

is showing. Put your best foot forward. Use all your ingen-

uity to arouse public interest in your show.

Advertise, advertise and then advertise.

Look over our posters and all our advertising accessories.

Select the one which fits your needs the most and then

use them for all you are worth.

If these are times which try men's souls, they are also

times which prove whether you've got guts.

Universal is stepping out.

Step out with Universal. Get the business you are

entitled to if you have to drag it in by the neck

!



"A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
for showmen to draw
patrons into the the-
atre," says Motion
Picture Herald.

•

"Uniyersal has a quick money clean-

up here/' echoes Hollywood Herald.

"...One of the most impressive things

in the entire presentation of photo-

graphic data is the manner in which

they have visualized the astounding

speed with which Roosevelt has

acted."

i^FIGHTIIKj
PRESIDENT
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Universal Newsreel

Is First Again

I

SSUE No. 130 of the Uni-

versal Newspaper Newsreel

scored a beat in bringing to

the screen pictures of the find-

ing and salvaging of the main

section and control car of the

ill-fated Akron, the Navy air-

ship which met disaster off the

New Jersey coast with only

three lives saved. The wreck-

age was discovered thirty-

three miles off the coast of

Barnegat. For days a Universal

Newsreel cameraman h overed

about the scene of the disaster

in a chartered boat until he

finally obtained the exclusive

shots which are shown in the

current issue.

The same newsreel has an-

other Exclusive item in the

showing of the new ultra-high-

speed camera demonstrations

developed by ERPI, an inven-

tion which takes 1200 pictures

per second, simultaneously pho-

tographing the elapsed time

in hundredths of a second. Va-

rious examples of this new cam-
era's marvelous work show the

smashing of an electric light

bulb, the burning of a man's
hand with a cigarette, the blink

of a man following a flash-light

flare, water dripping from a

faucet, and the striking of a

match.

The newsreel also shows the

trial flights of the Macon, Mc-
donald and Harriot in confer-

ence with President Roosevelt

(Continued on Page 25)

THE GIRL ON THE COVER
"TyEAUTlFUL Gloria Stuart. And this time she is

appearing in “The Kiss Before the Mirror” and
the scene above is one of the elaborate studio set-

tings occurring in the first reel of this marvelously-

mounted Universal production. Miss Stuart is rap-

idly gaining the fame and applause which accompany
those who are on the step-ladder to stardom.

Schlaifer to Coast for

Program Conferences

L
J. SCHLAIFER, General
Sales Manager of Uni-

versal, started on the Century
today (Saturday) for Universal

City to consult with Carl Laem-
mle and Carl Laemmie, Jr. on
the balance of the program re-

quirements for next year. He
was accompanied by Henry
Henigson, studio manager,
who has been in New York for

Ihe last few days. During this

time, Mr. Henigson negotiated
several contracts tor Carl
Laemmie, Jr., Including one
with Margaret Sullavan of
"Dinner At Eight," and several

which will not be announced
until he returns to the coast.

During his stay, there have
been a number of conferences
with the Sales Department
on the number and type of
pictures which the Sales De-
partment requires for next

year's program.
Mr. Schlaifer will stay at

Universal City until final plans

for next season are definitely

agreed upon. More than half

of the material contemplated
for 1934 productions has al-

ready been purchased,

e

Stanley Bergerman
Is Coming East

M. Stanley Bergerman, asso-

ciate producer on several re-

cent Universal hits, among
them "Out All Night" with

(Continued on Page 25)

LEE

TRACY
is packing ’em in in
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Universal’s TIMELY revival of the

most glorious musical ever pro-

duced ! . . . Re - edited to match the

pace of 1933 . . . Transformed to

meet today’s demand for screen

entertainment with music . . . NEW
TECHNICOLOR PRINTS . . .

NEW ACCESSORIES . . . NEW
BOX-OFFICE APPEAL!

jHK .’t;

-

^ ^
' V
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WHITEMAN ‘ST
JOHN BOLES, BING CROSBY
JEANIE LANG, The Rhythm Boys, Grace
Hayes, Jeanette Loff, Stanley Smith and scores
of other stage and screen stars. Produced by Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Directed by John Murray Anderson.

Presented by Carl Laemmle.





NANCY CARROLL
FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUCAS
GLORIA STUART
in a seething drama of two men, two

women and the Unwritten Law!

With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon. Produced by Carl Laem-

mle, Jr., from the play by Ladislaus Fodor. Screenplay by William Anthony

McGuire. Directed by JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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Here Is High Honor
\4ERLF. POTTER, movie editor and

critic of the Minneapolis Journal,

recently classified the films of March
in what he called “March Extremes."
In this classification he designated

“Rome Express" as the best melodrama.
Among the five best performances of the

month he elected Conrad Veidt and
Cyril Hardwicke in “Rome Express."

DESTINATION

UNKNOWN

F. Ziegfeld’s Life for A Universal Feature

D edicated to the memory of the master showman

whose name was synonymous with the greatest

achievements of the theatre, "The Great Ziegfeld," a

screenplay written by Billie Burke, in collaboration with

William Anthony McGuire, is slated for early production

at Universal studios.

Knowing that Miss Burke, widow of the late impressario,

intended writing a book about the man as well as his

professional career, Carl Laemmie, Jr., Universal Execu-

tive purchased the screen rights to the story before the

first chapter was completed.

Miss Burke, now residing in Hollywood, is devoting her

entire time to preparing the outline for the story of her

late husband's life. As Miss Burke, noted stage actress

and beauty, played a most important role in the life of

Ziegfeld, it is expected that she may assume her real life

character when "The Great Ziegfeld" goes before the

cameras in early summer.

William Anthony McGuire, Broadway playwright. Uni-

versal producer and screen writer was associated with

Mr. Ziegfeld for many years, writing many of his memor-

able "hit" productions such as "Rosalie," "Three Muska-

teers," "Whoopee" and 'Kid Boots," and Miss Burke

turned to him to supply the screenplay structure of the

new story, knowing that McGuire well knew the great

producer's struggle, his mannerisms and his views on jife

and the theatre. Incidentally, June Knight, latest Univer-

sal starlette, was the last girl "glorified" by Ziegfeld.

Famous Swimmer
^Fhantom of the Air’’

films, since no swimming is re-

quired of her in this picture.

•

Buys **Rigadoon”

NIVERSAL has purchased

the motion picture rights

to Charles Knox Robinson's

play, "Rigadoon," and will give

it a prominent place on the

new production schedule which

which will get underway when
the studio reopens in a week

or two.

The word, "rigadoon," ac-

cording to Webster, means a

gay, quick dance for two

people, and at one time was

synonomous with the beat of a

drum used in the French army
when culprits were being

marched to their punishment.

So you can take your choice

until the picture comes out or

Universal decides to change

the title.

Jennie Cramer

Jeanie Cramer^
Joins

J
ENNIE CRAMER, one of

California's greatest swim-

mers and holder of the National

A. A. U. record for the 1 00

yard free style swim, has joined

the cast of "Phantom of the

Air." Though she is not re-

quired to swim in this particu-

lar picture, the producers have

confidence that Miss Cramer
has the personality and physi-

cal requirements for a career

in moving pictures. She is a

graduate of the University of

Southern California, A. B. and

M. A., and is one of the quar-

tette which set a new world's

record tor the 44 yard relay

race. Before consenting to take

the role in moving pictures.

Miss Cramer made sure from
the A. A. U. that her amateur
standing would not be jeopar-

dized by her appearance in

u



LAUGHS
‘‘The Best They

THAT
MEAN MONEY

Have Ever Made ”

—Hollywood Herald

%COHEMtANDKEUm
IN TROUBLE
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The Neic Roxy of Seattle, as the artist designed it and as it opened with ‘'The Kiss Before The Mirror”

last week.

' KISS BEFORE THE MIRROR" OPENS ROXY
I

N the good old days the name of

Jensen and Von Herberg was one
to reckon with in exhibition in the

Northwest. Today these two famous
showmen are on the high road to

duplicate their former success. As
one of their first major moves, they

re-acquired a number of their former

theatres, Next, they built and opened
the new Roxy Theatre of Seattle.

With a flare of the old-time enthu-

siasm, Jensen and Von Hernberg
opened this new Roxy with Univer-

sal's most ornate and beautiful pic-

ture, "The Kiss Before the Mirror."

In addition to the feature, they also

booked in "The Voice of the Vati-

can," and brought Norma Talmadge
and George Jessel up for personal

appearances.

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" was
received with the same enthusiasm

with which the Seattle public em-
braced the new theatre. The critics

were unanimous in their enthusiasm
and audiences sat in the grip of the

tense drama from start to finish. Mr.

YOU GET
STARS LIKE

WALTER
WINCHELL

and many other big-time attractions in

UNIVERSAL’S
RADIO
SHORTS

Von Hernberg pronounced "The Kiss

Before the Mirror" the best woman’s

picture ever produced, and Mr. Von

Herberg ought to know.

C. S. Jensen and J. G. Von Her-

berg are pioneers in the Seattle exhi-

bition field. They have been identi-

fied with theatres in Seattle for more

than twenty-five years. In addition to

the new Roxy, they operate in that

city the Liberty, Bagdad, Venetian

and Ballard. William Houck has been

installed in the theatre as manager.

He was formerly the manager of the

Orpheum Theatre and also of the

Liberty. LeRoy B. Johnson is general

manager of the company, which this

week announced the formation of

First National Theatres, Inc. This cor-

poration already operates twenty

theatres in the Northwest, including

the five in Seattle.
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"BE MINE TONIGHT"
SITUATIONS AND IS BRI
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WINNIPEG MAN CANADA
APRIL 22 1933

L J SCHLAIFER UNIVERSAL PICTURES
730 FIFTH AVENUE NYC

BE MINE TONIGHT OPENED TODAY LYCEUM THEATRE
WINNIPEG TO CAPACITY BUSINESS THEATRE OPENED ELEVEN

AND CROWDS STANDING BY TWELVE THIRTY MATINEE AND
NIGHT BUSINESS SAME THIS BEATS BACK STREET RECORD
THEATRICAL CRITICS AND PUBLIC LOUD IN THEIR PRAISE OF
PRODUCTION EXTENDED RUN GUARANTEED RECEIPTS TODAY
NINE SIXTY ONE

FRANK VAUGHAN

"BE MINE TONIGHl
kyi USICALS are here and Univer-

sal has two musicals on which
exhibitors will surely make plenty of

money this Spring. "Be Mine Tonight"
has already rushed off to a great
start. In its first four major bookings
it has not only broken records but Is

being held over for and some times

three weeks.

At the United Artists Theatre in

San Francisco the audience and box-

office reaction have been phenome-
nal. It will undoubtedly play three

tremendous weeks there.

At the World Theatre In Minneap-
olis, it looks like five weeks. The whole
city is humming "Be Mine Tonight"
and people are going to see it again
and again.

The Washington premiere at the

Rialto Theatre was the most brilliant

of the year, and its engagement
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HOLDS OVER IN FOUR
AKING MANY RECORDS
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S PACKING 'EM IN

there is a milestone in moving pic-

ture history.

The Lyceum Theatre in Winnipeg

is playing to virtually capacity busi-

ness. Its first week beat the record

set in the house by "Back Street, a

a record which was thought to be

impregnable.

At the Paramount Theatre in New
York, "Be Mine Tonight" was also

held over an extra day, a most un-

usual circumstance in this situation.

In addition to "Be Mine Tonight,"

Universal has "King of Jazz" almost

ready for release in a new, re-cut

version for a gala revival of the

world's greatest music picture in

color. Any exhibitor who isn't plan-

ning to run both of these pictures is

merely overlooking two opportunities

to recoup recent losses and to give

the theatregoers of his city a marvel-

ous treat.

EHe

^AIm

WASHINGTON DC
CARL LAEMMLE UNIVERSAL

730 FIFTH AVENUE NYC

BE MINE TONIGHT HAD BRILLIANT DIPLOMATIC PREMIERE

WITH LEADING WASHNGTON SOCIETY IN ATTENDANCE
STOP PICTURE RECEIVING ROUNDS OF APPLAUSE AT EVERY

SHOWING STOP VERY EXCELLENT BUSINESS FIRST THREE
DAYS FORCES HOLDOVER FOR THE SECOND WEEK NEWS-
PAPER REVIEWS VERY ENTHUSIASTIC STOP NEVER BEFORE

PLAYED PICTURE THAT GOT FINER AUDIENCE COMMENT

RODNEY COLLIER
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With GLORIA SHEA,
William Desmond, Hugh
Enfield, Col. Roscoe
Turner, Le Roy Mason,
Sidney Bracey. Story by
Ella O’Neill. Directed by
Ray Taylor. AN ADVEN-
TURE SERIAL released
by Universal.

SMASHING
EPISODES
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Roaring planes plunging through the skies . .

.

A fearless 'flying fool' marked for death by the
o

mystery men of the clouds . . . Thrill piled

upon thrill as a baffling drama unfolds . . .

Excitement every minute, with a SUPER SHIVER

at the end of every episode, in this worthy

successor to that other smash air serial given

you by Universal — "The Airmail Mystery."

TOM TYLER

u
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KING OF JAZZ
That The Mi

Mammoth Musical •

Revived Is The Gi

Ever Put Forth In

and Is So Admittc;

Musical Production

White Which Cou

Timeliness Is The C*

but Now This Music'

The most beautiful scene from “King of Jazz” showing Paul Whiteman on the huge
piano in the Rhapsody in Blue number.

T
he releasing date for "The King

of Jazz" is rapidly approaching.

The work of re-editing and re-cut-

ting is almost completed at Univer-

sal City. In a few weeks it will make
its appearance in a shortened and

swifter-paced form, but with all of

the old melody, color, rhythm and

exuberance. Furthermore, many of

the personalities in "The King of

Jazz" are today of much greater

prominence at the box-office than

they were at the time John Murray
Anderson produced this gigantic

musical revue in color.

As a matter of fact, there are

really seven shows in "The King of

Jazz," rather than one show. Each

one of the revues could very readily

be produced as a show in itself, for

each has been executed with infinite

care, attention to detail and a lavish

production hand. There is a novelty

and diversity of style which is very

refreshing in "King of Jazz." John
Murray Anderson, who is master of

stage revues and who has to his

credit many of the popular New
York stage hits of the past ten years,

gave the best of his talent and crea-

CELEBRITIES

in **The King of Jazz^’

PAUL WHITEMAN
JOHN BOLES
BING CROSBY
JEANETTE LOFF
JEANIE LANG
JACK FULTON
NELL O’DAY

HARRY BARRIS
BROX SISTERS
BILLY KENT
SISTERS G

GEORGE CHILES
MARION STATLER
WILBUR HALL
PAUL HOWARD

tive genius to the revues and en-

semble numbers of the Whiteman
picture.

"The Melting Pot" number is per-

haps the most pretentious of all the

units in "King of Jazz." Huge revol-

ving stages were especially built to

accommodate the hundreds of extras

and principals required in this color-

ful episode which is a composite of

many short national numbers. The

spectacle takes place in a huge mel-

ting pot set upon an elevated ter-

race, beneath which are golden gates

leading from a subterranean cham-

ber below. Eight changes of costume

were required for the dancers to in-

terpret the various nationalistic se-

quences—English, French, Spanish,

Scotch, Italian, Russian, German and

American, music especially arranged

by Ferde Grofe, based upon national

anthems and folk songs and played

by the incomparable Whiteman and

his band.

The Russell Markert Dancers with

their perfect precision work are a

feature of "The Melting Pot," while

also included in its interpretation are

Jeanette Loff, George Chiles, Nell

O'Day, Al Norman, Paul Howard,

Carla Laemmie and the Tommy At-

kins Sextette. Two thousand musical

instruments were employed by the

orchestra in this number, including

hundreds each of hunting horns, bag-

pipes, guitars, accordions, drums,

Russian mandolins, harps, saxophones

and violins.

An entirely different kind of num-

ber is the Monterey sequence, which

introduces the exquisite song, "It
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HAS EVERYTHING
'ies Can Offer

i)duction Soon To Be

t|-est Production Effort

irican Moving Pictures

- There Never Was a

1 Color or in Black and

n Any Way Rival It.

I Thing It Ever Lacked,

i the Acme of Timeliness One of the unique figures that contribute to the Rhapsody in Blue number in

“The King of Jazz”

Happened in Monterey," written by

Mabel Wayne and Billy Rose, and

sung by John Boles. The setting is

old Mexican, with beautiful photog-

raphy throughout in Technicolor and

the gay costumes of the caballeros

and senoritas making a romantic

background to the thrilling voice of

Boles. The Russell Markert Dancers,

Jeanette Loff, the Sisters G, George
Chiles and Paul Whiteman and his

Band are featured in the Monterey
number.

Music equally as memorable and
beautiful is heard in the "Song of

the Dawn" episode, which is sung by

John Boles and a chprus of male

voices known as the Cowboy Chorus.

"The Song of the Dawn" was written

by Milton Ager and Jack Yellon and
Is one of the most stirring and popu-
lar songs of recent years. The setting

is a huge ranch house, with doors

opening upon the coming of a golden
dawn in the western sky above.

One of the most unusual and
talked-of musical composition of the

century, "The Rhapsody In Blue," is

dramatized with musical accompani-
ment, of course. In "King of Jazz."

Paul Whiteman, who first introduced
the George Gershwin symphony to

the public at a concert in Carnegie

Hall in New York, interprets it with

his band in this production and here

played exactly as the composer wants

it to be played, bringing out its ap-

peal in the fullest and most sympa-
thetic interpretation. A huge piano,

forty feet long and seven feet high,

was constructed to contain the en-

tire Whiteman orchestra. Then a

gorgeous tree was built of crystal,

and sixteen girls toe-dance the num-
ber on the gigantic piano. This was
all colored in various shades of blue.

It Is one of tKe most sensational

(Continued on Page 25 )

The Russell Markert Dancers add beauty, grace and rhythm to all the “King of Jazz” numbers.





"
'Lucky Dog' is bound to show itself a

money-maker/' says Hollywood Report-
er. "It touches the heart . . . The virtue

of which we speak is the fathomless
heart interest the picture has . . . There
is a depth of emotion, of tragedy in

the life of Buster, the dog who plays

the leading role, such as has rarely

been disclosed on the screen."

Sai/s

HOLLYWOOD
REPORTER

•Mi

Variety says: "Taking as his theme the
devotion of a dog for its master, Zion
Myers has turned out a feature that is

an artistic achievement . . . Emotionally
stirring and will bring tears to audi-

ences . . . Will go with almost any
audience . . . Should be A RIOT for kid

matinees."

CHIC SALE
Vaudeville ’s

Most-Loved
Actor, In
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A CONTINENTAL COCKTAIL of JO

^ picture really

erent from any you’i

ever seen ! Gay, spark

ling, electric as a stolen

kiss in the dark! <

Williom D«mor*it Sylvia Froet

and cast of 75 in Broadway’s

Happiest

The Great Romantic Hit of EuropeOmvcrsal

ON STAGE

1

VINCENT LOPEZ
Williom Oomoroit Sylvio Froo. d

cast of 75 in Broadway's 'MHappiest Easter Holiday ^ On The Sloge

Vincent Lopez - Wiiuam Demarest

with a cat! of 75 Radio and Stage Stan



BIG CROWDS in N.Y
"

. . . gay, exhilarating entertainment. Radiant with

charm, lively with fun, lilting with melody ... a

captivating film. Klepura, who plays the leading

role, suggests Charlie Ray. His voice Is exquisite;

his personality engaging. Magda Schneider Is a

fetching heroine. Sonny Hale and Athene Sayler

contribute hilarious comedy."

—Bland Johaneson, N. Y. Daily Mirror

•

"Jan Klepura's singing of "Love Me Tonight," the

melody which runs throughout picture "Be Mine

Tonight," and his rendering of arias from the operas

"RIgoletto," "Travlata" and "La Boheme" makes

the new Paramount feature a treat for music lovers.

It is worth a visit to the Paramount to hear him sing.

. . . some beautiful scenic effects ..."
—Kate Cameron, N. Y, Daily News

•

"... most agreeable blending of melody, romance

and humor. It Is an artistically photographed pro-

duction, some of the outdoor scenes being particu-

larly inviting. Everything Is done In good taste . . .

always amusing ... it is something that holds one's

attention." —Mordaunt Hall, N. Y. Times

•

ence. The offering is first class entertainment. ... a

real hit song In "Be Mine Tonight." In any event, if

you enjoy music, you'll like 'Be Mine Tonight.'
"

—Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

•

"The far-reaching influence of Ernst Lubitsch Is

evident in the Continental musical romance, "Be

Mine Tonight." The story is enlivened by tuneful

melodies Ingeniously worked Into the plot."

—Thornton Delehanty, N. Y. Evening Post

•

'Real Continental Film Cocktail Gives Tuneful Set-

ting to Romantic Story . . . charming and tuneful

entertainment. Music and acting are blended en-

gagingly and director Anton LItwak handles his

people and situations with a light and graceful hu-

mor, sustaining Interest deftly.

Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Evening Journal

"I can promise you that if you go this week to the

Paramount, where "Be Mine Tonight" Is the screen

attraction, you will hear some mighty fine singing

of popular operatic arias by a young tenor named
Jan Klepura."

William Doehnel, N. Y. World-Telegram

"A decidedly pleasant musical comedy earned

the tribute of applause following its first showing

yesterday morning, which is an unusual compliment

in any event, and especially so from an early aud'-
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Above, George Givot,
Louis Gensler, who pro-

duced Joe Cook’s show “Fine and
Dandy” and wrote the music for

“Ballyhoo” and Al Jolson’s song,

“April Showers”; Baron
De Uth, Peggy Healv,

Paul Whiteman radio star; Morton
Downey, Jules Epailly, who played
the bull - fighter in “Hot - Cha”

Below, Morton Doivney, star of “My Pal, the Prince.”
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MORTON DOWNEY COMPLETES THIRD
RADIO SHORT, 'MY PAL, THE PRINCE"

Morton downey last week
completed the fourth of his

Universal Radio comedies. It was
produced by Rowland and Brice and
features the brilliant composer, Louis

Gensler. It is one of the America's

Greatest Composers Series. Louis

Gensler first came into prominence
when he wrote a song for Al Jolson

called "April Showers." It became a

hit. He also wrote the music for "Bal-

lyhoo" and for "Fine and Dandy."
He also produced this Joe Cook
show. Harold Stern's Orchestra, now
playing at the St. Moritz, furnishes

the musical background.

Out of a number of well-known

radio performers, George Givot will

undoubtedly stand out for his unique

line of comedy and because he is

rushing to the front very rapidly in

radio. He became famous on the

stage and screen as "The Greek Am-
bassador," and has recently been
playing the part of Danny Miroff on

the Eddie Cantor program and is the

star of the Old Gold hour. He has a

wonderful Greek accent. When "My
Pal, the Prince" is out a few weeks.

the expression, "How you like dat?"
will undoubtedly be taken up as the

latest Broadway slang.

Peggy Healy, Paul Whiteman's
beautiful young singing star, has an
important role, as has Jules Epailly.

Everyone will remember Epailly as the

bull fighter in "Hot Cha." The rest

of the comedy is furnished by the

Funny Boners, who rose to fame with

their song, "Boo Boo, Theme Songs."

Harry Von Zell, who announces the

March of Time program, is the an-

nouncer.

If you look hard enough in the pic-

ture, you will undoubtedly see Greg-
ory Taylor, owner of the St. Moritz

Hotel, who was intensely interested

in the moving picture scenes which

were made in this most Continental

of New York hostelries.

+ + +

Two Radio Shorts
in a Radio Special

H ere is a stunt that is being

worked out this coming week by

every one of the Redwood and Mid-

land Theatres in the San Francisco

territory. It is a stunt that any other

circuit or any individual theatre can

try, just as Morgan Walsh, buyer and
general manager of the Redwood
and Midland Theatres, is doing.

The circuit is advertising a Radio

Special. The Special consists of two

of Universal's Radio Shorts and the

feature, "Hello Everybody." The two

(Continued on Page 25)
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THE BEAUTIES IN WINCHELL'S "BEAUTY ON BROADWAY"
H ere are some of the beauties who support

Walter Winchell in ^^Beauty on Broadway.*’

That hoy Winchell always has a group of pretty

girls in his pictures. ‘^^Beauty on Broadway” is due
to open on Broadway any time now, and it threat-

ens to smash the records and the excitement which
were created by Walter Winchell’s first picture,

“f Know Everybody and Everybody’s Racket.”

These girls, by the way, most of them, appear
nightly in Nils Granlund’s Paradise Club.

Leo Abrams of Big V has the Radio Shorts
booked in for Radio City and for every big circuit
in the Big V territory. St. Louis reports a first
run on Radio Shorts every week in April. Lists of
theatres booking these phenomenally successful
Radio Shorts come in with every mail.

MY PAL, THE PRINCE
(Continued from Page 24)

Shorts chosen are Walter Winchell

in "I Know Everybody and Every-

body's Racket," and Louis Sobol in

"The Radio Murder Mystery." These

shorts and their stars are billed above
the feature picture. This is the way
they are billing it:

/'Big double bill—all Radio pro-

gram, headed by Walter Win-
chell in "I Know Everybody and
Everybody's Racket' and Louis

Sobol in 'The Radio Murder Mys-
tery,' also Kate Smith in 'Hello

Everybody.'
"

+ + +
Stanley Bergerman Corning East

(Continued from Page 5)

Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts, and
Karloff in "The Mummy," will leave

Hollywood this week tor New York
to supervise production of "Shoot
the Works" which Rowland and Brice

will produce for Universal at the As-
toria, L. I. Studios. William Rowland
is now completing the continuity for

the lively comedy-drama and produc-
tion will begin in May. Bergerman
will be accompanied east by his wife,

Rosabelle Laemmie Bergerman.

Now Greater Than Ever

(Continued from Page 19)

modernistic revue numbers ever con-

ceived.

In "The Ragmuffln Romeo, "Happy
Feet" and "The Bench in the Park,"

the most intriguing dance ensembles

which the combined talents of John
Murray Anderson, Paul Whiteman
and the costume designer, Herman
Rosse, could contrive, may be seen.

In these numbers such noted artists

as Bing Crosby, Jeanie Lang, Jac-

ques Cartier, Charles Irwin, Stanley

Smith, Jeanette Loff, the Brox Sis-

ters, the Hollywood Beauties, Al

Norman, George Chiles, Don Rose

and Marion Statler, also the Russell

Markert Dancers are featured.

+ + +

Universal Newsreel First Again
(Continued from Page 5)

in Washington including McDonald's
talk on world economy, an Italian

seaplane making a new record of 424
miles an hour, the Pope's Easter ce-

remonial, and scenes at the first re-

forestation camp at Luray, Va.

Universal Pictures

Opens Houses

U P in Seattle, Jensen & Von Her-
berg picked "The Kiss Before the

Mirror" to open the beautiful new
Roxy Theatre. It was good judgment.
Box-office, critics, audiences, were
enthusiastic alike about the theatre
and picture. Mr. Von Herberg told

the representative of this publication
in Seattle that "The Kiss Before the
Mirror" was the best woman's picture
ever produced.

"The Mummy" was selected as the
opening picture for the new Lyric

Theatre in Iloilo, P. I. The Lyric has
a seating capacity of 1500 and it is

the largest house in this second Im-
portant key city in the Philippine Is-

lands. The Lyric has been in course of
construction for seven months. It is

owned by Don Teodoro Benedict©.
The choice of The Mummy" to open
the theatre was a great triumph for
this picture. The management of the
new house looked at every important
picture which was available from
every company for showing in Iloilo.

Opening date was March 18th.

r\

*'A Lifetime of Adventure
In One Night on a Train”

ROME
EXPRESS

IN MEMORIAM
II NIVERSAL Pictures and Universal Weekly are

R irw Frank
B. Hill, Walla-Walla manager of the Inland
Theatres of the Mercy's. Mr. Hill had had a spec-
tacular rise from doorman in one of the Macy
theatres in Yakima to his present position. He was
laid to rest in the Mountain View Cemetery amid
the respect and sorrow of all who knew him.
The active pallbearers, Mr. Hill's associate in

the theatre business, were as follows: Milton
Wight, manager Liberty Theatre, Pasco, Washing-
ton; Irving Brannin, assistant manager Liberty
Theatre, Walla Walla; Jack Wright, manager Lib-
erty, Granada and State Theatres, La Grande.
Oregon; Arch Bartholet, manager Yakima and’
Capitol Theatres, Yakima. Washington; Steve
Gingerich and Ted Cunningham, operators Lib-
erty Theatre, Walla Walla.



The Maui Who Plays Gaunes with Death! By Burris Jenkins, Jr.
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A FRESH SLANT sman
By Burns Jenkins, Jr.

We stood a few f^et away from thirty lions
and tigers. It was dar<( in the corridor—a jungle
light. The animal trainer, haggard and stream*
ing pcrrpiratiOB, watched the atteadants prod*
ding hit "cats'* down the chotc to their csget.
He had just finished his acc His lips were still

blue-dry with the strain.

‘"That’a the one." He flicked his whip at a
lawBcy flash in the chute. "That's Boancie. the
trouble maker. Did you .see the old devil get
the chair from me just now?"

t did^^nd I hadn't started breathiug freely
yet. The big lionets, coming from behind him.
had swept the chair—his most important weapon
of protection—from his muscular grasp Al-
most instantly the young man fired his gun
(blanks) and the cat slithered away But il

wasn't the gun that did it.

"She was turning when the struck," he ex*

f

klained. wetting bit lips. "A month ago in Clevc-
and she did the same thing. But then the was
coming OB. When *he taw her advantage she
clawed my foresrra here

"

"Draw blood^"
He revealed a long double scar. Stripped, his

body It » mats ot scars, mostly on the right

side. Old Nero, the lien, once bit to the bone
on his right thigh.

"How did you get away from the lionets?"
"Jumped. My reflexes arc a ahade quicker

than a cat's. If they weren't, hew long do yotn
think I'd last in that cage?"

Single-hanled. 'Beatty gees in, with ss many
as forty-eight lions and tigers at once. Just now
a mere thirty. His only defenses a chair, a whip,
and a pair of Pistols with blanks. He refuses to
exclude femalrs during the mating season. That's
what raakea hs work most exciting—interfering
in love affairs But that's a story for the society
page ...

"Only if a cat gets a start when you're not
looking does )e beat you to the punch. There’s
only a shade dffcrcncc in speed, but I have the
edge. I am no* twenty-eight. When I'm thirty-
five I'll retire Because, like a fighter, a lion-
tamer loses tlut fraction of speed about then.
Both have to uve it. But when a cat-trainer
loses, he doesnt merely get knocked out "

The youn» man's name—Clyde Beatty.
Youngest and best of cat-trainers. He p)uys with
death twice a lay at the Carden—probably the
most daring "fghicr" that ever went in there.
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A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

"Be Mine" On Broadway

One of the two giant electric signs on the

marquee of the Paramount Theatre, New
York City, featuring the title during the

run of “Be Mine Tonight.”

VETERANS RESPOND TO
"PRIVATE JONES" CARD

M el THORLEY got a nice re-

sponse from Cedar City, Utah,

veterans with a post card adapted

from a suggestion in the "Private

Jones" pressbook. The picture en-

joyed marvellous business at his

Thorley Theatre.

Rodney Collier’s colorful and gay front at the Rialto, Washington, D. C. for “Be Mine
Tonight.” The premiere was one of the gala events of the Capital season being at-

tended by many social and diplomatic dignitaries and receiving large spcae in the
social columns of the newspapers.

Make Your Newsreel Pull Business!
Radio Battle For News Dispatches

Reveals Tremendous News Force I

Every now and then some would-

be-economy-wise guy thinks he can

save money by eliminating the news-

reel from his program. He gets away
with his idea for just about two weeks.

For a level-headed fellow, two weeks

would be too long a time to discover

this terrible mistake. For the penny-

wise-pound-foolish fellow it takes

that long to realize that If he cannot

stop the hundreds of squawks he is

getting from his angered patrons,

something serious will happen to his

attendance. Then he puts the news-

reel back.

You can be sure— no matter
what the rest of the program may
be THE PUBLIC INSISTS ON
HAVING THAT NEWSREEL.
Incidentally that same public has

found out that UniversaFs News-
paper Newsreel, with Graham Mr-
Namee doing the broadcasting, is

by far the finest, peppiest and new-
siest of all the few good newsreels.

The big point Is that the public

WANTS THE NEWS. This is again

evidenced by the scrap now taking

place between the radio chains and
the news agencies. The public.

news-crazy, is demanding news on

the air. And now the news-collecting

agencies, sensing the importance of

this valuable property, are taking

steps to withhold it from the air

stations.

That friendly war should
make the exhibitor realize all

the more the outstanding im-

PORTANCE of his newsreel. It

should make him want to buy
the BEST newsreel no matter
what it may cost. And, after he
gets it, it should make him strive

his utmost to take advantage of
its potential profit-making pos-

sibilities.

ADVERTISE YOUR NEWSREEL!
GIVE IT SPACE IN MARQUEE
LIGHTS! PUBLICIZE ITS INDIVID-

UAL ITEMS IN THE NEWSPAPERS
EACH WEEK! PLANT A NEWS-
REEL POSTER IN FRONT OF YOUR
LOBBY EVERY WEEK! YOU’LL
BRING IN EXTRA BUSINESS THIS
WAY!
Whether you run the crack Univer-

sal Newsreel, or any other news

—

give it the break Its importance

makes It deserve. JOE WEIL

CLASSIC FRONT FOR "BE MINE TONIGHT" IN CAPITAL
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MICK GIVES ' FIGHTING PRESIDENT" BIG ST. PAUL
CAMPAIGN-REYNOLDS STARTS C&K TALK IN DALLAS

U
ndaunted by the lack of time

caused by a last minute booking

arrangement, William E. Mick, man-

ager of Friedman's Tower Theatre,

St. Paul, Minn., went to work and

put over a campaign that resulted

In fine business for "The Fighting

President." Mick secured a fine pub-

licity break in all newspapers.

Club Aids

Within twenty-four hours of the

booking, Mick had thirty thousand

dodgers printed and distributed to

the residential districts of St. Paul.

He had a special front made up and

erected. He tied up with officials of

the state Democratic Womens' Club

for a special showing of the picture.

He enthused these to the extent that

they Issued a special rush bulletin to

the entire membership. They also

posed with Mr. Mick for newspaper

photographers.

Air Mail Display

Taking advantage of the rush ar-

rangements to get the print of the

picture to him, Mick displayed ship-

ping can with its air mail stamps in

front of the theatre. A sign read:

THIS FILM LEFT NEW YORK FRI-

DAY NIGHT BY SPECIAL PLANE
FOR ITS WORLD PREMIERE AT ST.

PAUL'S TOWER THEATRE AT 6:30

P. M. SATURDAY NIGHT." The can

attracted a lot of attention. Duke

Hickey, Universal explolteer, assisted

on the campaign.

Nut Envelopes Sell

Laughs In "Cohens And
Kellys" Dallas Campaign

iL LBERT H. REYNOLDS, manager of the
^ ' Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Texas, created

a lot of interest and talk in his engagement
of 'The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble" by

distributing small envelopes filled with

salted peanuts. The copy on the envelope

read: ABSOLUTELY THE NUTTIEST PIC-

TURE YOU EVERSAW! THE WORLD'S
FOREMOST FUNSTERS IN A DIZZY RIOT
OF LAUGHS 1 ECLIPSES ALL PREVIOUS
EFFORTS ! He also followed the pressbook

suggestion and sent all local Cohens and

Kellys special invitations to see the picture.

Incidentally, Reynolds should have been

credited for the newspaper contest on "Des-

tination Unknown," mentioned in issue of

April 8th. Through error, credit was given

to someone else on this clever ship model

idea.

William E. Mick, manager of Friedman s

ToiCer Theatre, St. Paul, Minn., who
hurdled a short time handicap in his

“Fighting President” campaign.

CAergy Aid For “Voice of

the Vatican"’’ in Milwaukee

P RED MYER, manager of the Alhambra
* Theatre, Milwaukee, gave a considerable

boost to his engagement of "The Voice of

the Vatican" by sending a special letter to

all Catholic clergy in the city. The letter

stressed the educational as well as the en-

tertainment value of the picture for Cath-

olic laymen and the clergy. Many made
special trips to the theatre and recom-

mended it to their congregations.

SHOWMANSHIP AWARDS
Here's another list of showmen whose

work in exploiting Universal pictures has

won them CERTIFICATES OF MERIT:
ED BREMMER and ROLAND DOUGLAS.
manager and publicity manager of the

Majestic Theatre, Houston, Texas, for their

"Rome Express" campaign.
LON C. BROWN. proprietor of Brown's

Theatre, Snohomish, Wash., for his bally-

hoo on "The Mummy."
LEO YOUNG, manager of the lisis Theatre,

Lynchburg, Va., for exceptional work on

LEON^LeW and HARRY MAISLISH, of

Warner's Western and Beverly Hills,

Theatres, Los Angeles, for a smash "Big

Cage" campaign.
Fine work! Your certificates, are going

forward by mail. Send along your campaigns
on "Be Mine Tonight" and "The Kiss Before

The Mirror."

MICK'S SMASH FRONT FOR "FIGHTING PRESIDENT"

f-garuRB
mcrunB
baseo on
meuftsrorr
OF rODK^

Attractive flash front which Mick prepared in record time for “The Fighting Presi-

dent.” Usher is pointing to the placard telling about the record time made on air

mail shipment of film from Netv York.
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CIRCUS BILLING - BALLYHOOS - NEWSPAPERS AND
TIE-UPS FIGURE IN SEATTLE "BIG CAGE" CAMPAIGN

The Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle. IT’ashington, as decorated for the engagement of
“The Big Cage." W’hip<racking artist street ballyhoo may be seen in centre fore-

ground. See story on this page for details of campaign.

II AL DAIGLER, general manager
* * of the Hamrick Theatres, and

Ted Champion, advertising manager,

didn't miss a trick in their smash cam-

paign for "The Big Cage" at the

Blue Mouse Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Fifty illuminated 24 sheet stands

heralded the coming of the picture

vrell in advance of the playdate. To

augment this advance publicity, a

tie-up was made with a local grocery

chain through which 15,000 dodgers

were delivered to as many homes in

the city.

For a street ballyhoo in front of

the theatre a vaudeville whip cracker

was engaged to perform every night

between 7 and 9:30. He was dressed

in the costume of a circus animal

trainer. A real circus calliope, bor-

rowed from a local carnival show, was
worked around the schools and res-

idential streets. It carried 6 sheet

cut-outs and banners on the sides and
back.

A tie-up with the Seattle Star

landed advance notices of a whip

cracking lesson for children to be
given on the steps of the newspaper

building. The stunt was tied in with

Clyde Beatty and "The Big Cage,"

and drew a great crowd of young-

sters and grown-ups. Another tie-up

with a local drug chain resulted in 17

window displays featuring Clyde

Beatty in "The Big Cage" and Oval-

tine.

The theatre front, illustrated on

this page, featured cut-outs of Beatty

and the animals from the 24 sheet,

set in shadow boxes faced with real

iron bars. Other poster cut-outs and

the Beatty affidavit were also used

for front decorations, and to dress up

the giant title in electric letters on

the marquee. Searchlights, borrowed

from a nearby U. S. Navy base, were

used to illuminate the front on open-

ing night.

Placing of the radio broadcast

record with special radio page ads,

and increased newspaper space com-

pleted the campaign. Het Manheim,

Universal exploiteer, assisted Daigler

and Champion.

MAYER'S BIG COMEDY FRONT ON N. Y. RIALTO FOR COHENS AND KELLYS

There’s plenty of comedy and action in this showmanship front designed for “The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble" at Arthur

Mayer’s Rialto Theatre, Sew York City. Sole the generous use of poster cut-outs and enlarged stills. Cut-outs of the stars,

aninuitf>d to make them salute the Broadway crowds, were used on the hanging sign under the marquee.



Interesting Angles In Smart Ads!

ANOTHEK

BRUT
RRST
RUN
JOY

SHOW

0(TB OAKO OOlfKDT
CABTOOR - NOVILTY - STW3

D^DEVIL

Timeliest Pietare of All Time!

NOW
Pr^tnifrr AdSeJ

V^B AHraction

THE FIGHTING
PRESIDENT

UliJ.'l.ilM

etcvnn SCRE£N fEATVRE—
'DESTINATION UNKNOWN'
T'eiNItH—IITTT CONNSeN—R/tlNH ICIU

CHILDREN ALWAYS

HOUR!STAR

GOOO>8yE
DEPRESSION

HELLO, BOOM!

I(ABL

FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT

Clyde BEAHY

•HOLLYWOOD PREMIERE"

i!tvoia\:
LoftuvAnCi

RITZ

THE ONLY MAN IN THE WORLD
WHO HAJ FORCED WILD TIGERS

,

5 LIONS TO PERFORM TOGETHER'

(I.) Smash opening announcement in 4 columns x 12" from the Blue Mouse, Seattle, Wash. (2.) Attractive treatment in 3 columns

X IO'/2
” from Paramount. New York City. (3.) Featuring the sta'sin double column x 6” from Capitol, Sacramento, Calif. (4.) Attrac-

tive typography in two columns x 8" from Friedman's Tower, St. Paul, Minn. (5.) Nice apportionment of space in double column x

10” from Alhambra, Milwaukee, Wise. (6.) Two columns x 101/2 "
,
one of a series of road show ads used by Rob and Rowley Circuit in

Texas. (7.) Plugging thrills and excitement in 3 columns x 10" from United Artists, San Francisco. (8.) Double column x 8" from
Hamrick's Oriental. Portland, Ore.
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EXPLOITATION IDEAS

CHARLES "CHIC " SALE in "LUCKY DOC"
(

Prepared for enlerprisiuji theatre maiiafters uho nill find in these brief remarks ample suggestions on tehich to build

their campaign plans. Complete details available in the L niversal pressbook.

SAVE
THIS PACE

With BUSTER
The Dog Wonder

32
-

EXTRA!

The Story in Brief:

Wilson and his dog, "Buster," are pals thru thick and thin.

Wilson is tricked out of his money, sent to prison. Six months later

he tries to find Buster who has been wandering, homeless, looking

for him. From riches to poverty—they become outcasts. Their

final reunion comes under tremendously dramatic circumstances.

SELL "CHIC" SALE BIG

-A FEW SUGGESTIONS
Chic Sale has a big following

on screen, stage, radio, and with
the reading public. Take full ad*
vantage of these tips:

RADIO—Tie-up with local station
using his broadcasts for mention
of picture and theatre.

LOBBY—Get stills from his for-

mer pictures in which he has ap-
peared in his various characteri-
zations. Feature them on a lobby
easel with an enlarged "Lucky
Dog" still as a centerpiece.

BOOKS—Get local book stores to
feature Chic Sale's books during
the run of the picture. Print up
book marks for distribution in

libraries and book stores.

NEWSPAPERS— If your newspaper
is carrying any syndicated features
by Chic Sale be sure to get an ad
on that page and arrange for co-
operative tie-up with the paper.

SPECIAL SCREENING
FOR TOWN'S GREATEST
Go after the biggest people in

town for testimonials on this one!
Even the greatest man has a soft

spot in his heart for a pup! So
you can get people who ordinarily
would not co-operate. Arrange a
special screening for newspaper
editors, preachers and other pub-
lic spirited men. Get them to
deliver talks, write editorials and
give you their comments.

CONTESTS
Get the newspaper interested

in a dog show for non-pedigreed
dogs. Evrey kid dog owner in the
neighborheed will bring his pet
around. Hold the show on the
stage or in the lobby. If this is

not practical arrange a photo
contest and exhibit the pictures
of the local pets on the lobby
walls. Tie-up with pet shops.

DISPLAY LINES
He was iust a dog—no pedigree and not much of a breed—but he

loved his pal and master to the limit! A story of comradeship that will
reach right down into your heart!

« • « «

A great actor and a miracle dog in a real life story!

« * • •

His money—his position—his prestige—his wife and friends—all gone!
But one pal stayed true—his dog!

Romance, comedy and drama rolled into one! A human story of a
man his bad "breaks" and his dog!

0 OOOOOOOOOpOOOOOCIOOOOOOOOOQOOOOOOOOOO ooooooooooc

CHIC SALE in LUCKY DOC
WITH BUSTER THE C WONDER

SUGGESTIONS FOR NOVELTY FRONT
The sketch above presents several suggestions for your front display.

Make a cut-out of the 24 sheet, shown on top, and mount it on the marguee.
Use toy dogs wherever possible and plenty of poster cut-outs. Offer prizes
for the best art studies of dogs sketched or painted on the lobby walls
by local students. Borrow live pups tor pet display.

Live Pupp es

As Prizes!
Tie-up with a local*

pet shop for one or

two puppies as

prizes in any of

the contests you

may run. It will

get the interes of

the whole town as

well as some lice

publicity In the

newpapers.

Six Sheet

<
Poster

THE DOG ANGLE
Go after the large audience

to be reached by plugging
the dog angle.
Tie-up with local shops sell-

ing dog foods. Arrange for

window displays in pet shops.
Borrow a few of their pups
for lobby display. Tie-up with

the S.P.C.A. Pick 10 license

numbers each day for free
tickets. Announce in lobby and
newspapers. Contact kennel
clubs and anti-vivisectionists

with a special letter. Get lo-

cal veterinarians, heads of
animal homes and hospitals
to preview the picture and give
you their testimonials. Put a
trained dog on the streets for

a ballyhoo. Use a stencil of

dog footprints on the streets.

Tie-up With stores selling ail

manner of dog novelties and
toys, for "Lucky Dog" displays.

DRAWING CONTEST
FOR NEWSPAPER TIE-UP
Your Universal Exchange will supply

you with service mat LD-I. Offer
ticket prizes, through the newspaper,
for the best coloring job done on
the sketch. Mat is two column size.



THE SCREEN S SURE-MONEY
TEAM IS CLEANING UP
EVERYWHERE - NOW ! !

SUMMERVILLE
and

ZASU PITTS

^UT ALL
kllAUT//

With Laura Hope Crews, Shirley Grey,

Alexander Carr, Mae Busch. Story by

Tim Whelan. Screenplay by William

Anthony McGuire. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Sam Taylor.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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NANCY CARROLL
FRANK MORGAN

PAUL LUKAS
GLORIA STUART

^Klff
BEFORE‘S
MIRROR

With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter

Pidgeon. Produced by Carl Laemmie,

Jr., from the play by Ladislaus Fodor.

Screenplay by William Anthony Mc-

Guire, Directed by JAMES WHALE.
Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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The
Exhibitor
Speaks:

JTJEP OUT

'We wish to tell you that we think

the Universal Newsreel is the best

on the market. It may be that we are

partial to the announcement reel, but

we like it, and so does our audience.

One feature that is extremely valu-

able is the number of exclusive shots

garnered by Universal cameramen.”

—W. T. MURPHY,
Rialto Theatre,

Atlanta, Ga.
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ALL HAIL THE
No. I'll. Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

No studio in the world can offer you a timelier^ smarter^

jazzier, musical picture than Universars new issue of 'The

King of Jazz/'

In these days no such money could possibly be spent as

Universal spent on this Paul Whiteman classic.

In all the gorgeousness of Technicolor, we are putting

on the market a revised version of the most ambitious

beauty and music picture ever produced.

The prints are new and brilliant. The original picture

has been edited down to six reels of snappy, fast-moving

entertainment.

Millions of fans never saw the original picture because

it was so lengthy that many theatres could not give it a

proper run.

The millions who did see it will want to see it again,

because no imitation of it has reached within ten percent

of its stunning lavishness and beauty.
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KING OF JAZZ"
Since "The King of Jazz” was produced^ Bing Crosby

and the petite Jeanie Lang have become stars of the first

water, and Paul Whiteman and his band have staged the

most remarkable come-back in the history of entertainment.

They are all in this new version of "The King of Jazz”

and they have never done anything better in their lives.

With the whole world yearning for something to yank

it out of the blues. Universal is excitedly delighted to pre-

sent one of the grandest entertainments ever devised for

screen or stage.

Get your booking as fast as you can. Then get back of

it with a campaign of enthusiasm and you will find that

there is plenty of spending money in the people's pockets

when you have the right goods.

Splash the color of "The King of Jazz” on your screen

and make the kind of a clean-up youVe been dreaming of!



HAIL!
Enthusiastic patron-response in

theatres everywhere offer further

proof every day that here is, indeed,

"The timeliest picture ever produced."

NOW is the time to present — THE

FIGHTING
PRESIDENT
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EXECUTIVE EAST Registering Confidence in ‘^‘The Fighting President*

M. Stanley Bergerman

Universal Associate Producer

Bergerman to Supervise

An Eastern Production

L
ast week M. Stanley Bergerman

arrived in New York from Uni-

versal City. He was accompanied by

Mrs. Bergerman, the former Rosa-

belle Laemmie, and his little daugh-

ter. Mr. Bergerman will supervise the

production which will be made by
Rowland and Brice for Universal re-

lease in the Astoria studios. The ten-

tative title of this production has

been "Shoot the Works."
Karl Freund will arrive next week

to co-direct with Monte Brice. The
score and scenario are almost in

shape. Five noted composers have
been working on it for weeks. Pro-

duction undoubtedly starts on or be-

fore May 27th.

W ITH the showing of "The Fight-

ing President" at the Hill Street

Theatre in Los Angeles, the theatre

conceived the idea of sending a huge

scroll of confidence to the President.

Carl Laemmie is shown at his desk

at Universal City, signing his name
to this scroll. In the picture, reading

left to right, back row, are Jack Ross,

The smart Utile

Filmarte Thea-

tre in Holly-

wood, putron-

i z e d by the
elite of the film

business and
crowded every

night to the

amazement o f

the entire city.

“Be Mine To-

night” is in its

third record-

breaking week,

and still going

strong.

Harry Zehner, Alfred A. Cohn, Wil-

liam Heineman, Harry Ford, Sam
Behrend, Tom Brown, C. W. Cadman
and Mervyn Freeman. Front row:

Manny Lowenstein, Dr. Edwin Piness,

L. J. Schlaifer, general sales mana-

ger of Universal, Carl Laemmie, Jr.,

Carl Laemmie and Maurice Fleckles.

The
UNIVERSAL

WEEKLY
A Magaiine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulick, Editor

Published Weekly by the Motion '

Picture Weekly Publishing Co.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Copyrighted 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.

(All Rights Reserved)

May 13. 1933

Vol. 32—No. 22

Breaks Records
I

T is such a tremendously unusual

thing for a picture to be held over

even for two weeks in Hollywood that

all of this capital of the moving pic-

ture production is amazed and
thrilled at the performance of "Be
Mine Tonight" at the Filmarte Thea-

tre. It passed its third big week and
sailed into its fourth with practically

all the records of the house in its

hands and the prospect of five, prob-

ably six, weeks. The performance was
so amazing that the manager of the

theatre went before a notary public

and swore out an affidavit which is

reproduced on pages 18 and 19.



With

Smart showmanship caused Uni-

versal to revive this greatest of

all musical pictures. Smart show-
manship caused us to re-edit it

down to six reels of the snappiest,

speediest, "tunefulest," and most
intimate entertainment
available TODAY . . . Smart show-
manship will cause YOU to play

it NOW and cash in on a sure-
fire smash!

Bigger
Than
Ever!

PAUL

WHITEMAN AND
H I S
BAND

JOHN BOLES. BING CROSBY. JEANIE
LANG. The Rhythm Boys. Grace Hayes.

Jeanette Loff. Stanley Smith and scores

of other stage and screen stars. Produced
by Carl Laemmle. Jr. Directed by John
Murray Anderson. Presented by Carl

Laemmle.





Thrills Almost
U P in the air with fighting Tom Tyier

in the most baffiing, most mysteri-
ous, most swiftiy-moving seriai ever fiung
upon the screen. More action and excite-

ment than you’ve ever known before !

with

TOM
TYLER
GLORIA SHEA, William
Desmond, Hugh Enfield,

LeRoy Mason, Sidney
Bracey.



Beyond Belief!

SPECTACULAR stunts in the air and on
the ground, as the hero who knows

no fear battles the band which would
steal the greatest invention of the age,
in the serial of sensational surprises !

gm CHAPTERS
I cram -jam full

of excitement,

with a SUPER
SHIVER at the end ofeach.

Story by Ella O’Neill.

Directed by Ray Taylor.

An Adventure Serial

released by UNIVERSAL.
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FIVE SMASHING SERIALS
A t the earliest possible moment

Universal announces its serial

line-up tor 1933-1934. There will be

five smashing twelve-episode serials

to be produced under the supervision

of Henry MacRae, associate produc-

er at Universal City.

The lead-off serial is the Peter B.

Kyne story, "Gordon of Ghost
City." it will star Buck Jones,

one of the most famous
western stars on the

screen today, and
the biggest serial

bet Universal

ever a n-

Evvry iveslern slur has

his Idvorite horse which

is almost as much a part

oj him as his own face

and voice. Buck Jones

has three famous horses,

.ill of them are whit>>.

His favorite is “Silver,”

on which he is shown

in the accompanyinf’ il-

lustration. Silver has be< n

ridden by Buck Jones

for the last ten years and

is one of the most vnlu-

able horses in the world

today.

With this season’s final serial

only just completed, Universal

makes important announce-
ment for next year—Buck Jones

engaged for lead-off serial by

Peter B. Kyne, entitled '^^Gor-

nounced. Buck Jones is one of the

idols of American boyhood. He is the

leader and idol of the Buck Jones

Rangers Club. This is an organization

of boys extending from coast to

coast and numbering over three mil-

lion members. Buck Jones is a name
to conjure with. To be able to offer

him in a Peter B. Kyne serial is a ten-

strike for Universal, and should be a

tremendous money-maker for exhib-

itors.

Buck Jones has been in pictures

since 1919. Though his first work was
taking falls from speeding horses at

fifty cents a fall, he very soon carved

out a definite place for himself.

THE SERIAL LINE - UP

Buck Jones
—in—

“Gordon of Ghost City’*

—by—
PETER It. KYNE

“Perils of Pauline”

—by—
CHAREES W. GODDARD

Most famous of all serial stories

“Phaiitoiii of the Deep*’
A Submarine Story

“Adventures of Anne”
A Motel Musical Mystery

“The

Vanishing Shadow”
Mystery Story <»/ Famous Author
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ANNOUNCED BY UNIVERSAL
don of Ghost City.’’ Famous
'^'^Perils of Pauline” to be Re-

made after 18 years. Others in-

clude ‘"'^Phantom of the Deep,”

”The Advenutres of Anne,”
and ^'"The Vanishing Shadow.”

which has been growing by leaps and

bounds until today he is at the top

of the ladder as a western star and

an idol of American boyhood. In his

years on the screen, he has had many
narrow escapes and serious injuries.

He has been shot throught the arm,

had both legs and both arms broken

several times, two collar-bone frac-

tures, and a broken back. In spite of

these accidents, he is more daring

and more spectacular today in his

work than ever before. All of his

daring, all of his spectacular horse-

manship, all of his showmanship will

go into making "Gordon of Ghost
City" the big serial thrill of the year.

Renchley Film Delights

WEST COAST
HOLLYWOOD THEATRES

Universal Film Exchg., Inc,.

Los Angeles, California.

Dear Mr. Cadman:
I want to compliment you and

the Universal organization on
the Benchley reel, "Your Tech-
nocracy and Mine" which we
put on at the Filmarte last

night. This is one of the best

comedies it has been my good
fortune to play. Seldom have I

heard such uproarious laughter

as greeted its first showing and
a number of my patrons stop-

ped me in the lobby after the

show and expressed their de-
light with the subject.

More shorts like this would
make the building of a support-
ing program comparatively
simple.

Thankinq you, and with best
wishes, I remain

Sincerely

P. A. SWOPE,
Manager

Universal's second serial will be

"The Perils of Pauline." Eighteen

years ago, this story, by Charles W.
Goddard, thrilled the moving picture

world when Pearl White as Pauline

made serials the most popular ex-

pression of the motion picture not

only here but all over the world. Uni-

versal is now engaged in the arduous

(Continued on Page 26)

liiick Jones, Ihiiver-

sal's neiv serial star,

is six feet lull, weighs

173 pounds, has gray

eyes, hrown hair, and
is one of the best

triek riders in th

leorld today. He was
horn in Vincennes,

Indiana, and his real

name is (diaries. Buck
became his nick-name

when he got his first

job in Bed Bock,

Oklahoma. Here he
learned riding and
roping from the Osage
and Ponca Indian

boys.

He saw tear service

with the U. S. Cavalry

in the Philijipines

and with the re-mount

service in the Great

liar in France. He
has been a featured

attraction with Millers

101 IVild Test Show,
and Bingling Brothers

Cirrus. His first work
in pictures was for

William Fox in 1919
,

doubling for William
and Dustin Farnum.
His most famous pic-

ture is “Biders of the

Purple Sage.” He is

an honorary member
of the Pennsylvania
Stat e Constabulary
and the l\'ew York
State Police.



O NE of the screen's most glorious blondes is Gloria Shea,

who plays the principal feminine part in "The Phan-

tom of the Air," the exciting Adventure Picture which pre-

sents Tom Tyler in the featured male role. Gloria received

her training for the stage from the world's greatest judge of

feminine pulchritude, the late Florenz Ziegfeld, and she has

earned her popularity through long months of hard training

which were necessary to attain the degree of perfection in

dancing, singing and acting which was required by the

master showman for an appearance in one of his big Broad-

way plays. This play, "Glorifying the American Girl,"

marked Gloria Shea's first New York stage appearance.

She was born in New York City on May 30, 1912, and
was educated at the Convent of Notre Dame de Sande.

After the Ziegfeld engagement. Miss Shea spent two years

on the stage in New York, and for a year and a half of that

time, she also took part, as Olive Shea, in the popular radio

program, "Show Boat." Coming to Hollywood in 1931, her

gorgeous blonde beauty and vivacious manner together

with her splended stage training, opened the gates of film-

dom to her and she has played in "Life Begins," "Night

Court," "Big City Blues," "Women Won't Tell" and

"Strange People."

Gloria Shea has now been chosen to support Ken May-
nard in his second Universal Western picture, called at

present, "The Fiddlin Buckaroo."

/ERSAL WEEKLY = May 13, 1933

LUCILLE BROWNE IS SOUTH-
ERN AS A MINT JULEP

L
ucille BROWNE, the golden haired, brown eyed ac-

tress who plays Ken Maynard's leading lady in the west-

ern star's stirring Universal drama, "King of the Arena,"

has been away from her native Memphis, Tennessee since

early childhood, but she still says "You-all."

Hollywood's glittering attractions and. diversions have no

charms for this soft voiced Southern Belle who has "rung the

bell" in the tabled city of opportunity. Instead of parading

and leading a social life, Lucille Browne prefers to stay home
in her bungalow and try out new recipes. She once won the

cake-baking championship of Tennessee, Suh!

Success has come hard for this charming actress. She had

to overcome parental objections to a stage career (her

father is a minister). After graduating from National Park

Seminary, Washington, D. C., she went on the stage in "Jar-

negan" with Richard Bennett. In the course of her climb

to screen popularity, the pretty Southern girl "jerked"

soda, worked as a telephone operator and a model. But her

sunny Southern disposition made every job an adventure,

and when the chance arrived in Hollywood, she resolved to

be serious about it. That's why the Lucille Browne of the films

is the same Lucille Browne of Tennessee—a Dixie rose that

has bloomed without changing its beautiful tint. Miss Browne

is already familiar to serial audiences through many adven-

ture serials.

Two Beauties in Current Universals

GLORIA SHEA FORMERLY
WAS A ZIEGFELD GIRL



The screen's outstanding money-
pulling team, now beating even the

marvelous grosses of "They Just

Had to Get Married" in their newest

knockout comedy—

SUM
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BIG CAGE" PACKS THRILL!
Says Regina Crewe ii

fty Regina Creire

More exciting than a six-ring cir-

cus, the hair-raising exploits of Clyde

Beatty are brought to the Mayfair

Theatre screen in thrilling close-up

by Universal's film achievement, "The

Big Cage." The picture is more des-

perately daring than even the death

defying Beatty's act in the sawdust

arena, for cameras practically place

the collective head of the audience

In the lions' mouths—and the tigers',

too—by bringing all the action of

"The Big Cage" right into the cus-

tomers' laps.

In Madison Square Garden Beat-

ty's performance seemed the apex

of all animal acts, but imagine how

much greater the thrill If it might be

witnessed from the inside of the bars.

And this. In great measure. Is what

takes place In "The Big Cage." The

audience is right at the trainer's

shoulder as he puts his huge-fanged,

snarling cats through their unprece-

dented paces. Not a spine-tingling

sequence is omitted, and in addition,

there is added excitement such as

only few followers of Beatty's act

have been permitted to witness.

The picture takes the audience

right "back stage" in the circus, and

permits it to see the "inside" of ani-

mal training from the arrival of the

tawney killers from the jungle to the

final achievement of introducing a

trained troupe of twenty lions and

twenty tigers, natural born enemies.

In "The Big Cage" at one and the

same time.

The film shows Interesting shots of

the beasts at feeding time which In

themselves are sufficient to put at

rest any suspicion of their "gentle-

ness" or "tameness." They are filmed

graphically in free-for-all arena

brawls; they break through the run-

way bars to threaten the screen audi-

BEATTY AS EXCITING AS ANYTHIN(
By Mardaunt Hall

After seeing what goes on in the

film, "The Big Cage," which Is now
at the Mayfair, it is reasonable to

presume that there would be a few

persons who would not hesitate be-

fore they decided to become train-

ers of wild beasts. Nevertheless,

Clyde Beatty, who succeeds in mak-

ing the savage animals do his bid-

ding, appears to be thoroughly sat-

isfied with h is lot.

There are many amazing scenes

of clashes between the jungle cats

in this picture and also sequences

devoted to showing how Mr. Beatty

manages to dominate them. The

story, as one might expect, is un-

important, but the thrills are quite

another matter. For the sight of

Mr. Beatty armed with a whip and

an ordinary chair cowing a tiger or

a lion, as the case may be. Is as

exciting as anything that has come

Says Mordaui

New Yo

to the screen. There is a front-row

seat for everybody at this animal

show, and sometimes one almost feels

too close tor comfort.

The dramatic episodes are relieved

by low comedy and other fun which

Is the more effective. There are the

bickerings between two keepers and

then the glimpse of a boy who is

imitating Mr. Beatty, only instead of

having a tiger on the end of a rope,

the youngster pulls forth a lion cub.

Mr. Beatty is a persistent Individ-

ual, for even after supposedly being

mauled by a lion he dares to put on

his animal act with lions and tigers

in the same huge cage, and the way
he forces them to go through their

paces, usually cracking his whip or

pointing the chair at them, but

sometimes firing blank cartridges

LEE

TRACY
is packing em in in

PRIVATE
JONES
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INTO FILM OF CIRCUS LIFE

New York American
ence; they escape from their cages;

they are caught In full and fearful

flight against the arena bars, and In

one of many climactic scenes a full-

maned lion and his equal in tiger

flesh literally make fur fly in the fierc-

est fight ever filmed.

The exciting Incidents In which the

picture abounds are strung together

on a plot which introduces Raymond
Hatton as a former trainer whose

fondness for the bottle has incapaci-

tated him for work In "The Big

Cage," and little Mickey Rooney as

the son who believes his Dad to be

still the world's greatest trainer. In

an effort to put the great beasts

through their act during a midnight

drinking bout Hatton is slain and

Master Rooney is adopted by Clyde

Beatty, the successor.

There is love interest, too, pro-

vided by Anita Page, pulchritudin-

ous indeed in the spangled tights of

an aerial artist, and Wallace Ford, as

a lion man who loses his nerve after

a bad clawing. Even the laughs have

not been neglected for Andy Devine

and Vince Barnett are teamed as a

clowning pair of circus workers.

Mr. Beatty, dauntless star of the

production, is the possessor of an un-

usually pleasing picture personality,

screens well and proves that his show-

manship isn't confined to the circus.

He can be a movie star any old day.

All the others are excellent in their

various roles, even though the Im-

portance of the parts Is dwarfed by

Beatty's outstanding work.

In addition to bestowing liberal

credit upon star and cast, there must

be mention of the cameramen who
ground their stuff right in the teeth

of the tigers. George Robinson head-

ed the camera crew and it did a

swell job.

"The Big Cage" will be the talk

of the town, as will the lions ensconc-

ed before the Mayfair Theatre In a

smaller one.

THAT HAS COME TO THE SCREEN

Hall in the

Times
from a pistol. Is something that will

linger In one's mind.

After having lashed at the tigers

and lions until they are on the

wooden pedestals allotted to them,
with one lion seated between two
tigers and lions and tigers alternat-

ing on other places, Mr. Beatty gets

one of the striped cats to leave its

place and then proceeds to make
the big beast roll over and over.

While this is going on, Mr. Beatty's

quick eyes takes in the conduct of

the other animals, and occasionally

a well-delivered crack of his whip

halts a possible fight. Meanwhile
the tiger on the sawdust Is obeying

orders by continuing to roll over.

Mr. Beatty's demeanor is something

to arouse admiration, for after hav

ing accomplished the feat of mak-

ing all the wild animals take their

respective places, it is obviously no

easy matter to get them out of the

cage, even though the walk from

the arena to the isolated cages Is

arranged ingeniously.

The motion - picture producers,

ever on the alert for further excite-

ment, decide here to have a thun-

derstorm and a terrific wind, but

Mr. Beatty, notwithstanding the

turmoil and the thunder and light-

ning, succeeds In driving the ani-

mals through a gangway to their

cages. And the night's work is

over, but It must all be done again

the following afternoon.

It Is more amusing than roman-

tic when, after gazing upon the

snarling jungle beasts and getting

close-ups of their jaws and claws,

one hears Lillian Langley, a trapeze

performer, ask Russ Penny, a former

(Continued on Page 26)

"A Lifetime of Adventure
In One Night.on a Train”

ROME
EXPRESS



wHOW THEY
CAUING

You Get Stars Such As:

M0RT0N130WNEY
WALTER WINCHELL

NICK LOUIS

KENNY SOBOL

THE BOSWELL SISTERS

THE STREET SINGER
ART JARRETT . PAUL WHITEMAN

BUDDY ROGERS, LEO REISMAN, MILDRED BAILEY, JACQUES RENARD
LITTLE JACK LITTLE, HAROLD STERN, SALLY O'NEILL, RUTH ETTING

LEW BROWN and RAY HENDERSON
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, FOUR ETON BOYS, STEPIN FETCHIT, VINCENT LOPEZ

—and scores of others

UNIVERSia
RADIO SHd

Produced by William Rowland—Monte

Productions, Inc.

i



SaysExhibitorA. L. Murphy

Ritz Theatre^ Olney, Texas

THEM
in Motion Picture Herald

"Morton Doivney, finrent Lopez—
Another peach of a tu o-art Musical.

Movel story and fine sets, lots of

comedy and Lopez music and Don-
ney's sinifini! a real treat.'’’’

Joe Heuitt, Lincoln
Theatre, Rt}hinson, III., in

Motion Picture Herald

LS
RTS

s
‘‘^’Morton Downey l\o. 1—The first

Radio short to he run here, and
our patrons sure enjoyed it. ISow

they are calling for them. A flood

short to add to your program.
'

—Alpha t.ee Murphy,
Ritz Theatre,

Olney, Tex.

"Your Radio Short, Morton Dow-
ney ^The Broadcast Train' was the

second picture ever played in my
house to receive applause. This

subject received enormous ap-

plause both days it played."— J. Lrbane,
(irand Theatre,

Breese, III.
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Playing theatres such as Paramount, N. Y. —
Rialto, Washington — Stanley, Jersey City — Den-
ham, Denver— Alhambra, Milwaukee — Hippo-
drome, Cleveland— Orpheum, Omaha — New
Roxy,Seattle—Granada, Sioux Falls—Roxy,Tacoma
—Branford, Newark and many other key spots.



UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

HELD OVER
e

9

for

4th Week- San Francisco

4th Week-Los Angeles

4th Week -Minneapolis

3rd Week -St. Paul



"COLOR, THRILLS, ACTION-



VlAYNARD'S BEST PICTURE/'
Says Hollywood Reporter

kKINGOF,
THE ARENA
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BE MINE TONIGHT^ Praised by the Dean

cJUILLIARD

Directors:

CORNELIUS N. BLISS
ARTHUR M. COX
PAUL D.CRAVATH
JOHN ERSKINE
EUGENE A. NOBLE
JOHN M. PERRY
PAUL M.WARBURG
ALLEN WARDWELL

Chairman
JOHN L. WILKIE

Secretary

SCHOOL OP MUSIC INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

(AUQU5TU5 D. JUILLIARD FOUNDATION)

JOHN ERSKINE. President

120 Glareinoixt Acenue

New York City

Telephone: Monument 2-9336

Cable: Musartin

FRANK DAMR0S6H. Dean

April 28th, 1933.

I.'r . Carl Laeriimle, President,
Universal Pictures Corpn.,
Universal City, Cal,

Dear Sir:

Ily wife, my daughter and a friend had an opportunity to

join v/ith me in attending BE I'lllE TO EIGHT a fev/ days ago, and I

take pleasure in expressing to you our appreciation of the

excellent quality in all respe-cts of this picture. The musical

features, particularly, v;ere remarkably well done, and the

comedy in the story was very amusing.

I think that this type of entertainment v/ould contri-

bute much to the development of good taste and clean enjoyment

in the American public, and would be enjoyed by both high-brow

and low -brow.

',7ith renewed congratulations on the success of this

type of moving picture, I am

Very truly yours.

Dean
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THIRD SOBOL SHORT A KNOCKOUT
Stars of today and

of a generation ago

are pictured here

in the cast of “The

Old Timers,” the

Louis Sobol radio

short produced for

Universal by Row-
land and Brice.

Reading left to

right, you will see

William O’Neal, fa-

mous barytone and
radio star; Larry
Brooks, one of the

original “Peck’s

Bad Boy” com-
pany ; Josephine
Sable, Billy Swan,
a member of the

old Primrose and

West Minstrel
Troupe; Tommy
Harris, the only
actor living today
who danced before
President Lincoln
in 1864 in Wash-
ington; Theodore
Metz, composer of
the famous song,
“There’ll Be a Hot
Time in the Old
Town Tonight”
which sent the
boys marching
away to the Span-
ish-American War;
Annie Hart, Danny
Simmons, the orig-

inal “Jiggs ;” and
Lewis Dean, radio
announcer.

.4 scene from “The Old Timers,” which is the third in the Here are several well-known Broadwayites in one of the se-

.series of Louis Sobol radio shorts, showing, from left to right, quences of the third Sobol radio short, “The Old Timers.”
Lewis Dean, radio announcer, Donna Fairchild and Louis From left to right are Paul Sabin, Louis Sobol, Phyllis Lee

Sobol himself.

T
he third of the Louis Sobol shorts,

"The Old Timers," which has just

been completed by Rowland and
Brice tor Universal release, is unique.

Following immediately after Sobol's

"Radio Murder Mystery," it had to

be good to sustain the high (quality

of this series. "Radio Murder Mys-
tery," is now in its fourth week at

the N. Y. Rivoll. "The Old Timers
"

is in every way as interesting as its

predecessor and presents one of the

most unusual gatherings of talent

ever brought together for any show
anywhere. It calls upon the stars of

the stage of years ago to recall songs
and stories which will always linger

in the memory, as well as upon many
popular favorites of Broadway and

the radio of today. The combination

Is hard to beat, and Is sure to be a

tremendous box-office attraction.

In the course of the story, such fa-

vorites of yesterday as Larry Brooks,

Josephine Sable, Tommy Harris, Billy

Strange As It Seems”
Great Guns in St. Louis

W ITH the placing of the John
Hix cartoon, "Strange As It

Seems," In the St. Louis Star and
Times, St. Louis is becoming "Strange

As It Seems" conscious. The theatres

that show it are advertising it on the

screen and in every review the St.

Louis Star and Times carries a three

column tie-up ad.

and Lewis Dean.

Swan, Annie Hart, Danny Simmons
and Theodore Metz appear. Metz
will be remembered as the composer
of the stirring song, "There'll Be a

Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight,"

to which the boys marched away
whistling to the Spanish-American

War, while Josephine Sable, also

present in the cast, introduced the

song for the first time on any stage

in '98. All these splendid troupers

recreate the good old songs with

much of their old-time enthusiasm

and pep.

William O'Neal, whose golden
baritone voice is known throughout
the world, introduces several numbers
Including "When You and I Were

(Continued on Page 26)
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Daily News Gives Beatty
in “Big Cage^’ Three Stars
BEATTY’S ACT THRILLS

IN “THE BIG CAGE” FILM
(By Kate Cameron)

Although the circus has moved out

of Madison Square Garden, Clyde
Beatty, who was the sensation of it,

may still be seen in his wild animal

act, which has been expertly cap-

tured in film by Universal and is be-

ing presented at the Mayfair Theatre

under the title of "The Big Cage."
It is a thrilling picture and tho-

roughly absorbing whenever Beatty

is shown in the cage working with the

lions and tigers. He is an interesting

photographic subject, and he moves

nimbly and gracefully about the cage

cracking his long whip and thrusting

the light chair he carries as his only

defense before him as his feet dance

lightly over the floor, as his arms

move rhythmically up and down to

the accompaniment of the cracking

whip and his turns, lightning-quick,

as he watches the animals on all sides

of him.

Beatty is so good in his famous act

that if you missed him at the circus

you must see him now, and if you
did see him at the Garden I know
you'll want to catch him as he ap-
pears on the screen.

BOSTON ENJOYED
"COHENS AND KELLYS"

Clyde Beatty as he enters
“The Big Cage”

“Big Cage” Packs Thrills
(Continued from Page 15)

lion tamer, whether he could love a

blonde woman.
Kurt Neuman, the director, has

done his task well, Mr. Beatty does
not bother much about dialogue, for

his actions speak louder than mere
words. Mickey Rooney is very clever,

as Jimmy O'Hara, who aspires to be
an animal trainer. Andy Devine and
Vince Barnett are the comedians who
are occasionally quite funny. Ray-
mond Hatton gives a competent per-
formance as a derelict animal traine**.

Third Sobol Short, a Knockout
(Continued from Page 25 )

Young, Maggie." Allie Wrubles, the

song writer, who is famous for hit

numbers, "Masquerade," which is

O'Neal's radio signature number,
and 'Farewell to Arms," appears in

"The Old Timers," as does Paul Sa-

bin, orchestra leader, and Lewis

Dean, the radio announcer. Beauty
and charm are added by the pres-

ence of Donna Fairchild and Phyllis

Lee.

. . . the real prize package of en-

tertainment at the RKO Boston

Theatre is the featured film— the

latest adventure of that inimitable

pair, Charlie Murray and George
Sidney, in a Cohen and Kelly story.

. . . Measured by the explosive

laughter it evokes, the film is tonic

for jaded nerves and happy enter-

tainment of the first order . . .

Boston Globe

+
. . . the screen grows hilarious

through the antics and patter of

Charlie Murray and George Sidney,

two of the funniest fellows in this

whole wide world. Their vehicle is

"The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble."

Merriment Is always the cue when
Murray and Sidney get together . .

.

Sidney and Murray have a splen-

did supporting cast.

Boston Evening American

* * *

... Is packed with uproarious ad-

ventures along the California shore.

The stars are terribly funny pair . . .

Boston Daily Record

* * *

. . . the audience loved it . . . some
hilarious scenes.

An additional feature of the pro-

gram this week is a short film, "The
Voice of the Vatican," which pictures

beautifully and authentically scenes

and incidents in Vatican City, Rome.
This is of current and historic interest.

A. C., Boston Traveler

* * *

Five Smashing Serials

Announced by Universal

(Continued from Page 11 )

task of finding another Pauline to

take Pearl White's spectacular role.

As soon as a sufficiently red-headed

and daring star is found, this produc-

tion will go into work at Universal

City. Already the scenario Is being

constructed.

As Its third serial. Universal will

present "Phantom of the Deep." This

will be a serial depicting a remark-

able submarine venture, details of

which will be announced shortly.

As the fourth serial. Universal in-

tends to spring a novelty which

should add remarkable zest to se-

rials. It will be a musical mystery.

Plans for this are not yet ready for

release. The title, however, will be

"The Adventures of Anne."

The fifth serial is entitled "The

Vanishing Shadow" and will be a se-

rial in which occult mystery will play

a dominant part.



Here’s That Something

‘^It Will Please Most
Audiences Everywhere’^

—Hollywood Herald

DIFFERENT
You ’veBeen AskingFor!

With BUSTER, The Wonder Dog; Tom
O'Brien, Harry Holman, Victor Sarno. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Story and di-

rection by Zion Myers. Produced by Carl

Laemmie.

OUT



~the pup's newest release

is worthy of extra playing

time in the finest theatres

in the land... You've never

seen a peppier, sprightlier,

funnier cartoon than—

hlOT \
COLD

—Pooch's older pal, Os-

wald, the Lucky Rabbit,

has such an unbroken
string of sterling cartoon

releases to his credit,

that he isn't even one

little bit jealous of

Pooch's mighty "Hot and

Cold.

Universal One RkI Ortoons



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

$ ? $ ? $

BUDGING THE BUDGET!
Don’t Buck a Stone Wall—Jump Over It!

This is the time of the year when
executives start sharpening pencils

and figuring out budgets— skinny

budgets—lean budgets— starvation

budgets—anything to make pretty

reports on drastic savings. Budgets
are all right when they are sensibly

prepared. They are all wrong when
they are nonsensically arrived at.

This is the show business and
the show business demands that
each show he handled differently
and sold for what it is worth. I\o

well planned budget should in-

terfere with the working out of
that idea. Budgets should be
flexible so that a good piece of
show property will get a chance
to do its stuff even though giving
it that chance may entail jump-
ing over the budget hv $1.91, or
$19.10, or $191.

Budgets are good to keep expen-
ditures within reasonable range. No
wide-awake theatre executive will

stop a manager from spending a

little more money on a picture which

rates the gamble. He won’t stop you,

provided YOU explain to him why it

is worthy of the chance and why the

extra money may bring in many times

the investment. It is up to YOU to

TELL HIM, when the occasion de-

mands. He will respect you all the

more for your honesty of purpose

and faith in what you have to sell.

He will do this providing YOU,
ordinarily keep within the budget
and even stay below it some times

when, by good showmanship, you are

able to get over your sales message

at lesser cost than usual.

Properly worked, the fair

budget can improve your profit.

Improperly adhered to, the poor
budget can smash your business.

Think twice before you budge
the budget, but when you have to

do it yell like hell to your chief

for help if you need it to put a

real picture over! You’ll get it!

JOE WEIL

"KISS " Does The Honors

!

Gala opening of the Roxy Theatre,
Seattle, Wash., with “The Kiss Before
The Mirror.” William Houck, manager
of the Jensen and Von Herberg theatre,

gave the picture a fine send-off.

GILL'S LOBBY CAGE
DRAWS BIG CROWDS!
A OKIE GILL, manager of Proc-

tor's Theatre, Schenectady, N.Y.
built a replica of a big cage in his

lobby, with cut-out animals inside, as

an advance display for his "Big

Cage" campaign and drew crowds
that returned on opening day to

chalk up record business.

The cage, built of dowling and
painted to resemble iron, was twelve

feet high and ten feet wide. Cut-outs

from the twenty-four sheet, of Beatty

and the "cats," looked very realistic

behind the bars.

Gill also used a sound truck bally-

hoo on the streets and stills in flasher

shadow box on the front, with other

ppster cut-outs. Dash-boards and
hangers were used on the local street

cars. The radio broadcast record was
used on a program broadcast over
station WGY. Albert S. Nathan Uni-

versal exploiteer, assisted.

Itzel's Miniature ''Big Top" Display for "Big Cage"

This miniature
circus animal
tent, complete in

every detail, was
used by Dave
Itzel, manager of
the Fox Theatre,
Detroit, as an ad-

vance lobby dis-

play for “T h e

Big Cage.” The
display, ichich

represents a scene
from the picture,

drew continuous
crowds to the
lobby.
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(I.) Timely copy tie-up in 3 columns x 10” from Spreckles, San Diego. Cal., (2.) Double column x 8" from Midwest, Oklahoma City.

(3.) Adaptation of poster art in 2 columns x 9” from Orpheum, Portland, Ore. (4.) Big sp.ace for a timely feature. Triple column x 10”

from Indiana Theatre. Bloomington, Ind. (5.) Double column x 4” from Liberty, Wheeling, W. Va. (6.) Endorsement from notable

musician used as 2 column x 7” ad from United Artists, San Francisco. (7.) Another distinctive layout in 2 columns x II" from United

Artists, to carry critics' linos on "Bo Mine Tonight" now going into its fifth week in San Francisco.
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CHICAGO JOINS "BE MINE" HOLDOVER
PARADE - HEADING FOR THIRD WEEK

Display in the lobby of the Fox Theatre, Detroit, playing up four coming Universal
pictures. An inexpensive yet effective way for any theatre to advertise coming attrac-

tions. Boards are moved to front for run of picture.

ONCENTRATING practically all

of their ammunition on the music

angle, Charles H. Darrell, manager

and Fred Mindlin, publicity manager,

put over a campaign for "Be Mine
Tonight" that has kept a constant

line up at the box office of the new
World Playhouse in Chicago for two
weeks and, as we go to press, is car-

rying the picture into a third week
hold-over.

Their radio and orchestra cam-
paign was perhaps the most intensive

ever given a musical production.

Over twenty broadcasts were made
of the hit song numbers by orches-

tras of leading hotels and restaurants,

radio orchestras and vocal soloists

at radio broadcasting studios. Many
of these broadcasts were national in

scope. By special arrangement one
of the vaudeville acts at the Chicago
Theatre, rendered "Tell Me Tonight"

during its act. Joe Dracca of the

Chicago office of Harms, Inc., pub-

lishers of the music, gave his full co-

operation in arranging these broad-

casts and orchestra tie-ups.

Music Store Windows
The eight Chicago music stores

of Lyons & Healy put in special win-

dow displays and distributed minia-

ture copies of the song. These mini-

ature songs were also distributed

through several hotels, creating a

demand for orchestras to play it as

well as arousing interest in the pic-

ture.

Mailing lists were secured from
several local musical organizations

and all members sent a special her-

ald. By taking the license number of

each limousine as it left the Audito-

rium after a performance of "Em-
peror Jones" with Lawrence Tibbett,

an additional mailing list of music-

lovers was secured. These people

were reached with a special letter

referring to the Tibbett performance,

and suggesting a visit to see "Be

Mine Tonight."

Advance reviews secured through

an invitation preview, were enlarged

and framed for front display. Duke
Hickey, Universal exploiteer, assisted.

RAMBONNETT'S "BIG CAGE" CIRCUS FRONT

CLYDE BEATT
AiNITA PAGB

Credit E. A. Rambonett. manager of the Granada Theatre, Lexington, N. C., for this

colorful “Big Cage” front. The lions and tigers are cut-outs but the monkeys are
real, and very much alive !

Here's another group of managers whose
showmanship on Universal pictures has won
them recognition.

WILLIAM E. MICK, manager of Friedman's

Tower Theatre, St. Paul, Minn., for his

"Fighting President" campaign.

ALBERT H. REYNOLDS, manager of the

Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex. for exploita-

tion of "The Cohens and Kellys In

Trouble."

HERMAN COHEN, manager, and CHARLES
LEONARD, publicity manager of United

Artists Theatre, San Francisco, for their

campaign on "Be Mine Tonight."

Splendid work, meni You will receive

your certificates by mail in a few days.

Keep up the good work and send along
any other campaigns you put across for

Universal pictures.
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BOSTICK'S CAMPAIGN BOOSTS "BE MINE" TO BIG

HOLD-OVER-"KISS" ATTRACTS IN BALTIMORE

J. Laurence Schanberger, manager of Keith’s Theatre, Baltimore, teas successful in

inducing the city fathers to give him permission to hang the banner shown above for

his campaign on “The Kiss Before The Mirror.’’ A dominating flash !

SCHANBERGER TIES UP BEAUTY SHOPS
IN BIG BALTIMORE "KISS" CAMPAIGN

E
C. BOSTICK, managing direct-

or of the Lyceum Theatre,

Winnipeg, Canada, put over an ex-

cellent showmanship campaign tor

"Be Mine Tonight" with the result

that the picture has been held over

for a second big week.

A specially arranged preview was
held for political and social leaders

well in advance of the playdate and
their enthusiastic comments used in

newspaper, radio and front advertis-

ing. Another advance preview was
given critics, heads of local clubs and
civic officials and their comments
likewise used in advertising and pub-

licity.

Bostick arranged for three radio

broadcasts, two of a half hour and
one of fifteen minutes. Orchestras

and singers featured the hit song

numbers from the picture and com-
ments of prominent persons were
read by the announcer.

The head of the local concert bu-

reau wrote a special letter to his en-

tire mailing list of 3,000 music lovers,

ehthusiastically praising the picture

and urging them to see It.

Through a tie-up with Catholic or-

ganizations for a monster benefit per-

formance, announcements of the pic-

ture were made from the pulpits of

all Catholic churches. For this event

Bostick added the "Voice of the Vat-

ican" reel to his program.
Extra newspaper space, building

up to a four column by I I inches

opening announcement, and a wide
billing of twenty-four sheets com-
peted the campaign.

I LAWRENCE SCHANBERGER,
Jm manager of Keith's Theatre,

Baltimore, gave "The Kiss Before The

Mirror" a campaign that resulted in

excellent business and proved the

practicability of the press-book ideas.

By contacting a thousand of Bal-

timore's beauty parlors with a special

card and an invitation to see the pic-

ture, he started plenty of word of

mouth advertising well in advance of

his playdate. Cther advance stunts

Included radio plugs and a vanity

table display in the lobby. Mirrors

lettered with "Come and Get It I"

—

"The Kiss Before The Mirror"—were

placed in the lobby and rest rooms,

in a dance pavilion and a beer gar-

den in the theatre building.

Cn his front Schanberger used

giant illuminated metal letters to

play up the stars and title, a flasher

shadow box for 22 x 28's, 40 x 60 still

enlargements In black and silver

modernistic mounting and a cut-out

of the mirror on the three sheet. Cn
the marquee he used three 24 sheet

cut-outs and put the title and stars

In a 60 foot electric sign.

A triple strip, thirty foot banner

was strung across the main street

intersection by special permission

from the civic authorities. See photo

above.

A wide billing of 24 sheets, I

sheets and window cards, the dis-

tribution of several thousand heralds,

and extra newspaper space com-

pleted the campaign. Albert S.

Nathan, Universal exploiteer, assisted.

DAICLER'S ATTRACTIVE "JONES" FRONT IN SEATTLE

Manager Hal A. Daigler’s neat, inexpensive, selling front for “Private Jone.s’’ at the

Music Box Theatre, Seattle, ff'ash. Poster cut-outs, enlarged stills and selected

advertising catch lines were used.
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Here are a few samples of the

wide assortment of newspaper

ads available to you in backing

up this picture. You'll find

plenty of help in mapping out

a successful campaign in your

copy of the press sheet. Ask for

it at your Universal Exchange.

Daughter of an aristocrat, she forsook

her family for an outlaw love... in the

picture that grips you with its mighty

drama as it leaves you gasping at its

TERRIFIC CLIMAX!

"Contains scenes that for vivid*
ness and sheer realism take their
place beside those in 'All Quiet
on the Western Front,’ ’’ says New
York Times.

With

LUIS TRENKER
VILMA BANKY,

rtor.V«ieeni.Du*ct«d by Curt B«rnh*rdt i

Lui* Trankar. Praaanlad by Cafl Laammla.
A UNWCRSAL PICTURE.

y/°“ Grips You With Its

MIGHTY
DRAMA!

TERRIFIC
CLIMAX!

, Piese''^®

"It's Great
Entertainment,’
says the Holly-

;
wood Herald.

Gr»dt «ntert*in*

lent," teys Holly*

rood Hereld.

VILMA BANKY.
Victor Vuconi. Diractad by Curt Ba;

ha/dt and Luia Tronkar. Praaantad

Carl Laammla. A UNIVERSAL
PICTURE-
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Photoplay rates as among
the best performances of

the month that of

LUIS

TRENKER
in 'The Rebel/' and says

of the picture:

A story worth anyone's
time . . . And never have
we seen more gorgeous
photography.

"

With VILMA BANKY, Victor Varconi.

Directed by Edwin Knopf and Luis Tren-

ker. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
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JTJEP OUT

'I never show a Universal Newsreel with-

out becoming most enthusiastic. I think

this is the greatest newsreel on the
market. I also think this is the most pop-
ular short subject I am showing .... One
of the most outstanding features of this

newsreel is the number of subjects in-

cluded in each issue and the cleverness
with which Graham McNamee announces
each event. The fact that in each issue

events from all parts of the world are

covered is also a great asset. It's a great

newsreel.” —E. H. Smithy

Dude’s Coliseum,

Tillamook. Ore.
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READ THIS AND
No. 724 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

One of the outstanding newspapers of America is the
Portland Oregonian.

It is a newspaper which has a personality, a soul—a news-
paper which has for years commanded the respect of all

American newspaperdom.

It is human enough to say what it thinks in plain English,

at all times, on all subjects. You could no more stop it from

saying what it thinks than you could reverse the flow of

old Niagara.

It goes slightly crazy over "Be Mine Tonight"—that un-
expectedly glorious Universal picture which is turning red
ink into black where it is showing. Listen a moment:

"Be Mine Tonight" is as clean as the Alps, as joyous as

Spring and full of grand entertainment for the masses and

the classes of all ages from 7 to 70.

"It is a picture to please the hardened cynic with its

cleverness, and delight the ingenious with its glorious ro-

mance, to leave every blessed person who sees it uplifted

and cheered by delightful entertainment."
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MAKE A PROFIT
Now^ no man can write that sort of thing about a picture

unless he is bubbling with enthusiasm. But that is not alL

at all. He goes on:

'"Be Mine Tonight' stands out from the general run of

studio product. Its very cleanness for one thing^ is distinc-

tive. Here is a picture to which any boy can take his best
girl without fear of embarrassment and to which parents
can send their eager-eyed children without haying off-color

lines crop out."

Fred M. White, drama editor of the Oregonian, goes on:

—"If this is not the best audible picture ever made in the

field of light entertainment, it at least sends the mind

groping back through a cluttered memory of hundreds

upon hundreds of films in a vain quest for a comparable

piece of work."

No wonder I am so darned proud to present "Be Mine
Tonight" to the world. No wonder you can be so darned
proud to show your fans a picture which lets you look them
in the eye with a perfectly clear conscience and accept their
hearty congratulations.

"Be Mine Tonight" is delighting the world. It is fine,

decent, inspiring, unforgettable entertainment in the high-

est sense of the word and it contains a world of profit for you

!



r'Heartiest congratulations tor

jlbringing before the public

.'The Fighting President/ the

I
most interesting and educa-

tional picture of all time, in my
estimation. Box office happy
days are here again for sure

with the man of the hour in a

picture like this. Surely Uni-

versal continues to lead the

way."

—W illiam Mick, Gen. Mgr.

Tower Theatre, St. Paul

THE riCHTINO
PRESIDENT
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JOHN BOLES
chosen to play big role in

John StahTs 'ONLY
YESTERDAY"

John Boles as he actually looks to

his friends and family, and in two
pictures in which the critics have
given him extravagant praise. At

the top. Boles is shown playing with
Genevieve Tobin in “Seed,” by Charles G.

I\ orris and at the left, in “Back Street” by Fannie
Hurst, with Irene Dunne.

cated as one of the screen's biggest

drawing-cards with the return of mu-
sic to the screen. In "Only Yester-

day" Boles will play a straight dra-

matic role, of course, without music

of any kind.

tential leading men, and stars of the

first magnitude on both stage and

screen. Stahl's leading man of "Back

Street," and "Seed," John Boles, was

finally decided upon as ideal for the

character of Jim Emerson. In a way,

this characterization of the hero is

very similar to Walter Saxel in "Back

Street," having the same winning,

charming yet selfish personality to

captivate and hold the love of a

beautiful, self-sacrificing and devoted

woman.
Boles, who made his first big hit in

pictures through his golden tenor

voice in such musicals as "Rio Rita,"

"The Desert Song," "Captain of the

Guard" and "King of Jazz," gained

even greater popularity in talking

pictures when musicals for a time

lost their vogue. His dramatic work,

however, in "Seed," and "Back
Street" was outstanding, and with his

versatility as both a singing and
dramatic actor, he is definitely indi-

J
OHN BOLES has been selected to

play the role of Jim Emerson in

"Only Yesterday," the Universal

picturization of this season's best

seller which John M. Stahl is to di-

rect and on which he has been work-

ing in intense preparation for the

past six months. This preliminary

work occasioned a trip to New York
taken especially by Mr. Stahl to

search for possible material on the

New York stage for the two leading

roles. Punctilious concerning every

detail of a picture as well as about
securing only the very best talent to

portray a role, Mr. Stahl was not sat-

isfied until he had obtained Boles for

"Only Yesterday." And so, after

seeing hundreds of leading men, po-

The
UNIVERSAL
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A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulick, Editor

Published Weekly by the Motion ’

Picture Weekly Publishing Co.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City]
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JOHN BOLES. BING CROSBY.
SUM SUMMERVILLE. JEANIE
LANG. The Rhythm Boys.
Grace Hayes. Jeanette Loff.

Stanley Smith and scores of

other stage and screen stars.

Produced by Carl Laemmle. Jr.

Directed by John Murray
Anderson. Presented by Carl

Laemmle.
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Beautiful blonde Jeanette Loff in a strik-

ing pose in the Bridal Veil number of

“The King of Jazz.”

A JUNE SPECIAL

I
N cutting down and re-editing

' "The King of Jazz," the Universal

editorial department spared the

Bridal Veil number. It would have

been sacrilege to cut it. The above

cut is a fashion picture of Jeanette

Loff in the costume she uses In the

Bridal Veil number. The Publicity De-

partment has a whole set of these

fashion pictures and, strange as it

seems, they are just as good today as

they ever were. "The King of Jazz"

was three years ahead of its time,

anyway.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY M^y ?7, 1933

"HERE'S SURE
PROVES GREAl
Says the Hollywood Herah

"KING OF JAZZ" WHO'S WHO
Players: Paul Whiteman and his band.
John Boles. Bing Crosby, Jeanette Loff,
Jeanie Lang, Laura La Plante, Slim Sum-
meri ille, Glen Tryon, Charles Irwin, The
Brox Sisters, Stanley Smith, W illiam

Kent, Nell O'Day, Harry Barris, Merna
Kennedy, Nancy Torres.
Producer, Carl Laemmle, Jr. Created
and directed by John Murray Anderson.

.Assistant director. Joe McDonald. Cam-
eramen, Hal Mohr, Jerry Ash and Ray
Rennahan. Dance director Russell Murk-
ert. Music played by Paul Whiteman and
his band. Musical score, Frede Grofe.

Lyrics, Milton Ager, Jack Yellen, Mabel
Wayne and George Gershwin. Settings

and co.stumes, Herman Rosse.

If properly sold, this can bring a million dollars of

sweef velvet to Universal. That figure may be a little

high because theatre owners are funny about paying a

proper price for a re-issue even when it is great enter-

tainment, but if this is sold into the theatres on percen-

tage bookings and then properly ballyhooed to the pub-

lic, the returns will be sweet music to the ears of Uncle

Carl.

It is rather startling how the artistry of John Mur-

ray Anderson in securing color and photographic com-

position stands out throughout this production now that

there has been opportunity to check back mentally and

compare this with many other special features which

have carried musical ensemble numbers. From start to

finish, this is a joy to the eye and certainly it is top-notch

entertainment.

It is interesting to note that Bing Crosby has be-

come a great radio favorite since this was made and

therefore his presence as one of the "3 Rhythm Boys"

gives an added value. The name of John Boles means a
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FIRE REVIVAL:
STUFF LIVES"
of “THE KING OFJAZZ”

great deal more at the box office than it did when this

was made, and John does several numbers in this that

are absolute knock-outs.

A good showman who really gets across to his pub-

lic what this presents in the way of entertainment should

be able to do a terrific business with it. None of the

music is in the least outdated because all of it was well

chosen in the beginning, and of course no years can

ever do anything but improve the effectiveness of such

numbers as "Rhapsody in Blue," "Song of the Dawn,"

"It Happened in Monterey" and "Happy Feet."

The Bridal Veil number which was featured because

of its beauty as a stage picture is still something for

most of the boys to shoot at. It certainly is impressive.

After seeing Whiteman in this it seems odd that he

has not been used more often on the screen, because

the old boy certainly gets across a marvelous screen

personality. The beauty of Jeanette Loff also impresses

and makes one wonder why she has not been given

more important opportunities. The youngster, Jeanie

Lang, who sings the Ragamuffin number offers a spark-

ling vivacity that should have brought her a real spot in

pictures by now.

The melting pot finale has a size and spectacular

importance that makes it a smash finish which still ranks

with anything ever offered on the screen.

Vivacious ]eanie Lang, who started her
career in “The King of Jazz” and tvho
has been going rapidly to the top ever

since.

Jeanie Lang Name
Gives Added Power

To "King of Jazz
'

T hree players in "The King of

Jazz" have added so much to

their popularity and importance that

the entire production takes on a new
significance in the revival which Uni-

versal is giving it this month. These
three players are Jeanie Lang, Bing

Crosby and John Boles.

Jeanie Lang actually began her

career in "The King of Jazz." She
was visiting friends in California,

went to Universal City, met Paul

Whiteman and was invited to make a

test for the role. The rest is history.

Bing Crosby may also consider his

career started in "The King of Jazz."

While it is true he had been a fairly

well-known performer before that, it

was not until "King of Jazz" came
out that Crosby received his big

chance.

John Boles is another who owes a

great deal of his popularity to "The
King of Jazz" and the two numbers,
"It Happened in Monterey" and
"Song of Dawn," which he sings in

this great picture. Strangely enough,
the popularity which has come to him
has no bearing on the marvelous
voice which brought him to the at-

tention of motion picture producers.



NANCY CARROLL
FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS .

GLORIA STUART C
With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon. Pro- y/jSL

duced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the play by Ladislaus

Fodor. Screenplay by William Anthony McGuire.

Directed by James Whale. Presented by Carl Laemmie. ^



1
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THEMIHHOH

Variety reports:

"Chicago — Palace (RKO) (2^583; 40-

65-83) - Xiss Before the Mirror (U)

and yaude. Good vaude and good pic-

ture with $19,000 expected. Last

week Palace dipped to a doleful

$13,000 ...”
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CHOOSING

FIFTY GIRLS

for

"SHOOT

THE WORKS

'

UNIVERSAL

PRODUCTION

Above: James Montgom-
ery Flagg, Hal Phyfe and
Jeff MacHamer, giving

the chorus a close-up look.

Below. John Legatta, Rus-
sell Patterson, Hal Phyfe,
James Montgomery Flagg,

Jeff MacHamer and Ar-

thur William Brown strug-

gling manfully in an ocean
of beauty to pick out fifty

of New York’s most beau-

tiful women for the Row-
land and Brice musical
production. The tentative

title for the production so

far is “Shoot the Works.”
Universal will release it.

FIFTY BEAUTIES in "SHOOT THE WORKS'
P

ICKED by a distinguished jury of judges as New
York's most perfect chorus girls, fifty ladies from the

ensembles of "Strike Me Pink," "Take A Chance" and

"Gay Divorce" were chosen to appear in "Shoot the

Works," the screen musical which William Rowland and

Monte Brice are preparing to film for Universal in New
York City.

The judging took place on the stage of the Apollo

Theatre with McClelland Barclay, Jefferson MacHamer,
Hal Phyfe, John LaGatta, Russell Patterson, and James

Montgomery Flagg—all famous as illustrators and car-

toonists—making the final selections.

"Shoot the Works" is scheduled to go before the cam-

eras next Tuesday with a large cast headed by Mary
Brian, Leo Carrillo and Roger Pryor. Karl Freund and

Monte Brice will co-direct the feature from a script au-

thored by Brice and Rowland with music by five or six of

New York's most famous composers. Bobby Connolly will

handle the chorus numbers. Stanley Bergerman, Univer-

sal associate producer who recently arrived In New York

from the Coast, will supervise the production.

Mary Brian, accompanied by her mother, came on from

Hollywood on the Century to begin rehearsals for the

leading feminine role. Roger Pryor, who created the role

of the reporter In the Broadway stage show of "Blessed

Event" has also been signed for "Shoot the Works."



OUT ALL MIGHT

With Laura Hope Crews, Shirley Grey,

Alexander Carr, Mae Busch, Story by

Tim Whelan. Screenplay by William

Anthony McGuire. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Sam Taylor.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.





RECORD-BREAKING
WEEK AT UNITED
ARTISTS THEATRE.
SAN FRANCISCO
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I na Merkel
and S I i ni

Siimrneri illp

i n “Sail
U uter.”

0

Universal City
i

With Five Pictir

Lew .-lyres and Ginger
Rogers in the produc-
tion now culled “In
the Money." This title,

h o w e r e r. tcill be
changed, tlic right,

.-l,vr«>s us Bill McCul-

I re y. a nd Churle x

Grapewin as Bop Mc-
Caffrey in a .scene

jrom “In the Money."

Leiv .4yres in the Money,^' Summerville ai t

ductious Simullatieously, and the Serial, “ tt

A scene from “Salt
IT ater,” Slim Sum-
merville and ZuSu
Bins feature, adapted
from a play by Dun
Jarrett and John Gol-
den. Berton Churchill.
ZaSu Bitts and Una
Merkel are about to

christen a ferry boat.

W ITH five feature pictures actually

production and four more rapidly nee

ing the production stage, Universal City r

opened in full force last week. The pictu

city hummed with activity, preparing the be

ance of this season's product and the first

next year's schedule.

The pictures which occupied the soui

stages of Universal City at its re-opening i

eluded Ken Maynard's first release under I

new Universal contract, "King of the Arena
It is already completed, having gone into pr

duction before the opening. In this produ
tion, which is a combination rodeo-circi

Western story, Maynard is supported by L

cille Browne, Bob Kortman, John St. Pol

Michael Visoroff, Bobby Nelson and Ja

Mower. His valuable Palomino horse, Tarz.

is prominent in the action of the story. Tl^

picture is directed by Alan James, who al

wrote the story, and it is guaranteed to pr

duce real thrills for young and old alike.

The other production already in work

the studios re-opened was "The Phantom
the Air," the fifth and last of this seasor

chapterplays. This Adventure Picture, starrir

Tom Tyler with Gloria Shea, Hugh Enfiel

Leroy Mason, and William Desmond, is oi

of the most modern stories ever adapted
the talking screen. It concerns the possibiliti

as applied to aviation, of an invention, tl

Contragrav, which combats the force of gra

ity. In the course of the unfolding of its pi

the most daring feats of aviation are show

"Phantom of the Air" is being directed I

Ray Taylor, under the supervision of Hen
MacRae.
A new Lew Ayres production, which h

been eagerly awaited by his thousands

fans, got under way at Universal City Ic

week. It is entitled "In the Money," and is

swiftly paced racetrack drama with Ayr

supported by Ginger Rogers, Merna Kennec

Charles Grapewin, Tom Dugan, Shirley Grt

Henry Armetta, William Kelly and Luci

Gleason. It was directed by Murray Rc

from a story by Roth and Howard Emnr

Rogers. There is a sequence in the stc

where cabaret interludes are pictured, a

here Ayres will play and sing for the first tir
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/Reopens Again

Us in the Making
s in ^^Salt Water/’ Ken Maynard in Ttvo Pro

f ni of the Air/’ Make the Picture City Hum

f pictures. The part fits Ayres like a glove.

The second Ken Maynard production was
4 so placed in work last week at the Universal

? udios, the opening scenes being made con-

irrently with the closing sequences of the

^! st Maynard picture. This second release is

ititled "The Fiddlin' Buckaroo" and in it

ilaynard has tor his leading lady the gor-

(jous Gloria Shea, former Ziegfeld beauty,

-10 made her first Universal appearance in

’hantom of the Air," also Fred Kohler, Jo-

f ph Girard, Jack Mower and Frank Rice.

: aynard himself is directing the picture, from
M story by Nate Gatzert.

"Salt Water," the third of the Slim Sum
; erville - ZaSu Pitts features on this year's

hedule, is well under way at the newly re-

jened studios. This farcical story, based on

e Broadway stage play by Dan Jarrett and

)hn Golden, was adapted to the screen by

irle Snell and H. M. Walker. It is being di-

eted by William Wyler, and has in its sup-

>rting cast Una Merkel, Warren Hymer,

,
Tton Churchill, Henry Armetta and George

‘ arion.

While the foregoing productions are in

>rk at the West Coast, Universal is busy in

5w York producing an up-to-the minute mu-
; f :al production which will feature Mary Brian

id Leo Carrillo. The picture, "Shoot the

:'orks," is being made in the Long Island
• udios under the direction of Monte Brice

id Karl Freund and the supervision of

:
aniey Bergerman.

; Although the six pictures named above are

tually in production. Universal has several

I I hers in preparation, which will be ready to

foot within the next two weeks. These in-

' jde "Only Yesterday," the John M. Stahl

I oduction for which John Boles has just been
'jned; "Lillies of Broadway," the William

[
jrlbut play, with music, which will star June

' 1 light, the Broadway dancing beauty fea-

,
red in "Take A Chance;" "Invisible Man,"

|e H. G. Wells fantastic story, and the
! ash-hit Broadway play "Counsellor at Law,"
f Elmer Rice, which ran a whole year on
^'oadway and which has just been brought

' ck for a second run.

if

Above, Buck Jones
preparing for his first

Universal serial, “Gor-
don of Ghost City.”

Left, a scene from
“King of the Arena.”
Ken Maynard appre-

hends Bob Kortman
stealing the circus

money, ivhile Lucille

Browne looks on in

trepidation.

Another scene from
“King of the Arena.”
starring Ken Maynard.
This scene shows Ken.
his white Palomino
horse. Tarzan. and Lu-
cille Browne, leading

lady of this first of

the Ken Maynard pic-

pictures.

John Bole-
pr e paring
for his big

role in “Only
Yesterday.”



TOM TYLER
GLORIA SHEA, Hugh Enfield,William Desmond,

Le Roy Mason, Sidney Bracey. Story by Ella

O’Neill. Directed by Ray Taylor. AN AD-
VENTURE SERIAL released by UNIVERSAL.



Roaring record-breaking
planes crash in mid-air and
hurtle to earth

!

The Phantom Plane that flies

and fights and stunts with-
out pilot!

A lone birdman pit his skill

against a band of outlaws of

the skies!

Terrific fights miles above
earth ! Sensational mystery
in the skies !

The secret invention that
revolutionizes the entire
theory of flight!

Accidents ! Crackups ! Para-
chute jumps! Flaming Planes!
Air pirates

!

The mighty mystery thriller

of the skies, in twelve elec-

trifying chapters

!
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H S BEST
THIS

PICTURE
says

Hollywood
Reporter

HYNARD
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"Be Mine Tonight” Increases

in Box Office Power
After the opening of the fifth tveek, the husiness at the United Artists

Theatre in San Francisco teas so startling that Herman L. Cohen, the man-
ager, felt it necessary to make an affidavit, which affidavit, is herewith pro-
duced as subscribed to and stvorn on the fifteenth day of May before
Thomas I). Van Osten, Motary Public in San Francisco.

AFFIDAVIT

May 27. 1933

Novelty

STRANGE
SEEMS
One Reel ___

Each

HERiMAN L. COHEN, being first duly

sworn, upon his oath deposes and says that

the following staleinents regarding the en-

gagements of “BE MINE TONIGHT” at the

United Artists Theatre, San Francisco, of

which he is the manager, are absolutely true

and honest

:

That the gross business of the second
week, ending April 29, 1933, exceeded that

of the first week by Five Hundred Forty One
and 00/100 (S5T1.00) Dollars.

That the gross business of the third week,
ending May 6, 1933, exceeded that of the

first week by Six Hundred Ninety Four and
69/100 (S694.69) Dollars.

That the gross business of the third week,
ending May 6th, exceeded that of the second
week hy One Hundred Fifty Three and 69/-

100 ($153.69) Dollars.

That the gross business of the fourth week,
ending May 13th, exceeded that of the first

week by Eleven Hundred Sixty Six and 77 -

100 ($1166.77) Dollars; exceeded that of

the second week by Six Hundred Twenty Five

and 77/100 (625.77) Dollars; exceeded
that of the third week by Four Hundred Sev-

enty Two and 08 100 (472.08) Dollars.

That the gross business of the fifth Sun-
day, the 29th day of the run. May 14th, ex-

ceeded that of the opening Sunday, April
16th (Easter Snndav) hv Three Hundred
Sixty Six and 21/100 ($366.21) Dollars;

exceeded the second Sunday hy One Hundred
Ninety Five and 50/100 ($195.50) Dollars;

exceeded the third Sunday by Two Hundred
Seventeen and 65/100 ($217.65) Dollars.

That the audiences applaud the perform-
ances of the picture; that the comments in

general are the finest of any picture ever hav-

ing played the house; that there are numer-
ous repeat customers at every performance;
that under the present business, the run will

continue indefinitely.

That this statement was made up prior to

the opening of Monday, the thirtieth day’s

business, the second day of the fifth week of

the engagement.
HERMAN L. COHEN

It’s D-i-f-f-e-r-e-n-t!

DESTINATION

UNKNOWN



WALTER WINCHELL
MORTON DOWNEY

NICK LOUIS

KENNY ^SOBOL

BOSWELL SISTERS
THE STREET SINGER

PAUL WHITEMAN
Buddy Rogers, Leo Reisman, Mildred Bailey,

Little Jack Little, Harold Stern, Sally O'Neill,

Ruth Etting, Vincent Lopez, Eton Boys, Norman
Brokenshire—and scores of others in

UNIVERSAL'S
RADIO SHO RTS

Produced by William Rowland-

Mon+e Brice Productions, Inc.
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Two Great OrganizationsRecommend
“LUCKY DOG” to Thousands
During the meeting of the Inter-

national Conference for the In-

vestigation of Vivisection, held at

the Gotham In New York recently,

an invitation to see "Lucky Dog" was
extended to the members. Many of

them took advantage of it. As a

result, it was voted to recommend
"Lucky Dog" in the bulletin of the

organization which goes to 144 so-

cieties comprising the conference.

Among those who attended the

special showing were Robert R. Lo-

gan, President of The American
Antl-VIvIsectlon Society, Mrs. Ernest

Thwaites, Vice-President, Cleveland

Anti-Vivisection Society, Mrs. Frank

B. Tracy, recording secretary of the

Conference, Miss Maud S. Weekes,
Correspondence secretary of the

Maryland Anti-Vivisection Society,

and Mrs. Ingersoll Probasco, daugh-
ter of Robert Ingersoll, who thought

"Lucky Dog" an extremely strong

play and one that should be seen by

all humanitarians. Rev. Dr. C. Ernest

Smith, preacher of the church which

President Roosevelt attends in Wash-
ington, Is president of the confer-

ence. Mrs. Clinton Pinckney Farrell

is corresponding secretary.

American Humane Associa^

tion and International Con-

ference for Investigation of

Vivisection Decide to Boost

VniversaVs ‘^Lucky Dog.’*

Here is the Bulletin of
American Humane Assn.

I

N a little theatre in New York City

a group of people sat at a pre-

view of a new motion picture in

which the principal characters were
several dogs (one especially) and
Chic Sale, whom everybody knows

about. The audience Included three

officials of The American Humane
Associations and representatives of

several humane societies and allied

organizations.

The picture is entitled "Lucky
Dog." It is a Universal picture

ar>d we think you should know
about it. It takes exactly one. hour

to run, so we'll call it a feature. The
chief dog character is Buster, an ani-

mal with ears like an uncropped Bos-

ton terrier, somewhat larger in build,

a companionable fellow of unusual

intelligence. You like to meet dogs
like Buster.

The general effect of the picture

Is excellent. We suggest that you
ask your local theatre managers to

run it and that you support it. Indi-

vidually and as a society. Tell your

manager it Is a Universal picture be-

ing released just now.

There is no such thing as perfec-

tion. No way to satisfy everybody.
We all die without reaching our goal.

You would not have made the pic-

ture exactly as it is; neither would
we. For one thing we don't know how
to make a picture. But here is the

situation: in the past we have criti-

cized and condemned. When a com-
pany makes a real attempt to fea-

ture the things we stand for don't

you think they deserve commenda-
tion? We think so.

We have had some nice things on
the screen of late, enjoyed them,

taken our families. You will like Bus-

ter because he is a natural dog and

you will be glad you saw the picture

and give It your blessing. The way to

get what we want is to show grati-

tude for the good things we get.

The audience of prominent human-

itarians unanimously endorsed "Lucky

Dog." We thought it was up to us

to tell you about It. We think it is

up to you to get back of it and of

the theatre that presents it. So go
to your local managers and tell them

what we are telling you.

Our belief is that "Lucky Dog"
opens a new avenue for the screen,

that it will be followed by other pic-

tures which will start where this one

leaves off.

"A Lifetime of Adventure

In One Night on a Train”

ROME
EXPRESS
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Celebrates
t

Three Universal Anniversaries

UniversalandSchlatermund Ten Years inEgypt

A ll Alexandria, in fact all Egypt,

from a moving picture stand-

point, paid honors to Paul Schlater-

mund recently. The occasion was the

tenth anniversary of Universal's en-

trance into business relations with

Egypt and the tenth anniversary of

Mr. Schlatermund's personal con-

nection with Universal Pictures.

These two tenth anniversaries were

celebrated as the climax of the Carl

Laemmie 27th anniversary celebra-

tion, making a tremendous jollifica-

tion and jubilee all around. Mr. and

Mrs. Schlatermund gave a gala re-

ception which was attended by all

of the film trade and the film trade

press of the Egyptian and foreign

communities in Alexandria. The ac-

companying photograph shows Mr.

Schlatermund, Mrs. Schlatermund,

who assists him, and the staff of the

Universal office in Alexandria. Uni-

versal was the first in Egypt as it

B
ecause of the hundreds of let-

ters and telephone messages

which Universal has received since

the New York Paramount engage-

ment of "Be Mine Tonight," Univer-

sal has decided to bring the picture

back to Broadway. It opened a spe-

cial engagement at the Criterion

Theatre, starting on Wednesday.
At this Criterion showing, the ma-

terial which was cut from the picture

when it played the Paramount was
restored. The smoothness and com-
pleteness of the new "Be Mine To-

night" version is credited in no small

measure with the record breaking

success in other cities which has car-

was the first to establish branches in

Europe which took place in 1912.

ried "Be Mine Tonight" into its sixth

week in San Francisco, Los Angeles

and Minneapolis—a cinema achieve-

ment unprecedented. The run in each

of these cities is likely to be from

eight to ten weeks.

In connection with the showing of

"Be Mine Tonight," the bill at the

Criterion will also have the first

Broadway showing of the Walter

Winchell Radio Featurette "Beauty

on Broadway." In this Rowland and

Brice production the New York col-

umnist star will be supported by

Sally O'Neill, Nick Stuart, Abe Ly-

man and his band. Nils Granlund and

a jury of beauty pickers.

Mine Tonight^’ Back on Broadway



so LONG DOUBLE FEATURE! GOOD RIDDANCE!
Make W ay For More Welcome Short Subjects!

Well—Mr. Double Feature—the

gang finally got wise to you—and

your double-crossing ways, eh? You
always were a fat-bellied, useless

bluff anyway and it's time the sorely

tried exhibitors found you out! The

noise they first made about you

fooled some extra people away from

single feature houses for a little

while—but what good did it do when

the opposition houses invited you

around also? They all tired of your

company!
You not only cost your friends a

lot of extra dough for believing in

you, but the rattle-brained disease

you gave to this business unbalanced

theatre programs as well as produc-

tion budgets. And, after the patrons

got to know you better, they learned

to hate you more and more.

So now you've been kicked out of

all the better houses! Say—Mr.

Double Feature, they've got you on

the right road at last— and you're

traveling fast. Even a dump theatre

will soon be ashamed to have you

around! Good-bye—and good rid-

dance!
Welcome again to Mr. Comedy,

Mr. Novelty Subject, Mr, Radio

Short, Old Boy Newsreel and Kid

Cartoon! You're a grand bunch of

fellows and we're glad to hear that

the Showmen who appreciate good
company are now giving you a great

welcome. They're burning the lights

for you on their marquees; mention-

ing you to all their newspaper-read-

ing friends and making a big fuss

over you as well as their guest-of-

honor, Mr. Single Feature.

The best part of it is that Mr.

Single Feature is appreciated more
now because you boys who go with

him are so different. More people

are coming to the parties because

they know they're going to have a

better time than when two slow, fat

guys hogged the whole night !

JOE WEIL

li BROADCAST CAR FOR "BE MINE " IN OMAHA

One of the many attractive song tvindotc

displays used in the campaign for “Be

Mine Tonight" at the Filmarte Theatre.

Los Angeles. J\ote the generous use of

hangers, and title pages, and the blow-up

of letter from Dr. Hertz, over excerpts

from critics’ reviews.

This broadcast ballyhoo car was used for “Be Mine Tonight” engagement at the

Orpheum, Omaha. Pretty girls broadcasted special cosmetic tie-up and music from

the picture as car cruised streets.

WOMAN ANGLE SELLS

"BE MINE" IN OMAHA
Manager Lou Golden and Publicity

Manager Asher went after the woman
trade when showing "Be Mine Tonight” at

the Orpheum Theatre, Omaha, with the

result evident in matinee business all

through the week. Among the stunts, a tie-

up was made with Madame White Cos-

metics. A beautiful white ballyhoo car,

amplifier-equipped, was sent through the

streets, pretty girls broadcasting "Tell Me
Tonight" and the fact that a free facial

would be given all ladies attending the

showing. These beauty operators also went

into the homes, making personal contacts,

discussing the picture, and in general

creating big advance interest. Two flower-

shop tie-ups, daily radio broadcasts, sheet-

music, record and orchestra tie-ups, as well

as letters to music-lovers, were among other

stunts. A successful week's engagement at-

tested to the effectiveness of this showman-
like campaign!
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PREVIEW LAUNCHES "BE MINE" IN BUFFALO-JUSTIN
AND DOLLINCER SELL "CAGE" WITH FLASH LOBBIES!

PLAZA, LINDEN N. J„ SETS UP BIG
CROWD-PULLING LOBBY ON "BIG CAGE"

A n invitation preview started the

word-of-mouth advertising that

gave "Be Mine Tonight" a bang-up

opening at the Hollywood Theatre

in Buffalo, N. Y. Manager Vincent

Balser sent out 600 invitations. This

included a special mailing list of mu-

sic-lovers, radio people, band leaders,

and prominent citizens, both Ameri-

can and foreign-born. The foreign

angle was particularly well-covered

on this campaign through German,

Hungarian, Polish and Italian news-

papers and other mediums.

Reviews by music critics, orchestra-

tions planted with band-leaders, tie-

ups with radio stations and music

stores—all helped to get the music

fans intrigued. In addition, trailers

run in four other theatres, a big news-

paper and billing campaign and spe-

cial front, all served to sell Buffalo

on "Be Mine Tonight." The fine open-

ing figures were bettered by the

buid-up during the week, indicating

that the exploitation clicked.

The lobby reproduced above had

crowds lined up all day during the

showing of "The Big Cage" at the

Plaza Theatre, Linden, N. J. Mana-

ger Dollinger and his assistant,

George Slater, arranged this display.

The tiger skin shown in the picture

is the skin of the tiger acutally killed

when it attacked Clyde Beatty. The

lioness skin is likewise authentic.

Clyde Beatty's costume, used in "The
Big Cage" is shown on display at

the right. Stuffed animals valued at

$5,000 are posed near the fireplace.

This type of "atmospheric" lobby can
be reproduced with material at hand
in your own town. See the local taxi-

dermist when you play "The Big

Cage!"

MAYFAIR'S LION ATTRACTS LARGE
NEW YORK CROWDS FOR "BIG CAGE"
When the crowds mob around a theatre front you know there is some real

showmanship exploitation being done—Leo Justin, manager of the Mayfair

Theatre, New York, certainly had them milling around the theatre for his en-

gagement of "The Big Cage" by borrowing a real live lion for exhibition in

the lobby. The front with the caged lion is shown below. The crowds were so

thick all day and night that the picture had to be taken early in the morning

before the city was awake. At right is the giant banner used on the Seventh

Avenue front of the theatre buiding.
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"BE MINE" CAMPAIGN CLICKS IN CLEVELAND AND
RICHMOND-' KISS" GETS N. Y. MACY WINDOW TIE-UP

A PREVIEW, to which were in-

vited a carefully selected list of

people, was the opening gun in Wil-

liam Watson's campaign for "Be

Mine Tonight" at the Hippodrome,
Cleveland. Invitations were sent to

film critics, music critics, radio offi-

cials, opera enthusiasts, musicians,

students and several hundred local

merchants. Cards, asking for opin-

ions on the picture, were distributed

duiing the showing. The comments
were used in advertising and public-

ity and as a display for the lobby.

The music angle was well covered

with window displays

in half a dozen leading

music stores, plugs by

several radio broad-

casting orchestras and

use of the hit number,

"Tell Me Tonight," by
leading hotel bands.

In every cast mention

was made of the pic-

ture and the Hippo-
drome engagement.

The front, consisting

of large art panels in

brilliant colors, fea-

tured a one sheet easel

board carrying the

managers personal
guarantee of the pic-

ture. This guarantee

^ was also used on 25,-

000 circulars distrib-

uted in the residential

sections. Enlargements of the best lo-

cal reviews were used in front frames.

Fifty twenty-four sheets dominated
the billboards. Large newspaper ad-

vertising space was used including

layouts in several foreign language
newspapers. One hundred street car

dashboards carried cards announcing
the picture.

A special tie-up with the local re-

tail grocers' association landed post-

ers on five hundred store windows
and put 25,000 heralds into homes.

Section o f

Watson’s
Hippodrome
front for
“B e Mine
T

o

ni

g

h t”
showing eas-

el display of
his guaran-
tee, at left.

Tucker’s Campaign Sells

“jBe Mine” to Byrd Patrons

S
mash newspaper space, advance radio

broadcasting ot the music and a wide

billing of posters and window cards, fea-

tured manager S. B. Tucker's "Be Mine
campaign for the Byrd Theatre, Richmond,

Va.

Not satisfied with reviews from the local

film critics. Tucker went after the music

critics and landed some nice extra reviews

on the music pages of the local dailies.

These he used with the regular reviews for

front display and for advertising and pub-

licity. Music clubs, musicians and schools

were contacted with a letter.

Displays in music store windows and the

distribution of several thousand heralds in

Richmond homes and through the local news

agency, completed a campaign that gave

the picture a very gratifying opening.

A PERFECT TIE-IN!

®|)c(Sranlt^flIanJr|Joilg,3nbqicnIreiiL

SENATE PASSES ROblE^TF^ RELIEF MEA^

Here’s a good old idea appropriately tied

in to “The Fighting President’’ campaign
by the Island Theatre, Grand Island,Neb.
Note that imprinted papers carry stream-

er headlines about President Roosevelt’s

activities. Sorry, the name of the show-
man responsible didn’t reach us!

MACY'S, N. Y., GIVES WINDOW FOR "KISS" TIE-UP

Shaffer's Art Cut-Outs
Get Attention For "JONES"

G A. SHAFFER, manager and
• Roberf Ewing, theatre artist,

attracted a lot of attention and rec-

ord business for their engagement of

"Private Jones" at the Luna Theatre,

Lafayette, Ind., with a big flash front.

Shaffer designed the display and
Ewing carried it out. Large, specially

painted water-color cut-out heads of

Lee Tracy were used on the marquee
and over the box-office. Vividly col-

ored panels for the star's name and
the picture title, were used over the

entrance doors. The Walter Winchell

short, "I Know Everybody and Every-

body's Racket," was featured on the

front in special panels.

Display in Macys,
New York’s larg-

est department
store, featuring
Nancy Carroll in

“The Kiss Be-
fore the M irror’’

at the Radio City
Roxy Theatre.
Tie-up arranged
with Macy’s Cin-

ema Shop and
can be duplicated
with outstanding
department stores

in each city.
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"BIG CAGE " AND "FIGHTING PRESIDENT’ BRING OUT
GREAT SHOWMANSHIP HERE AND ABROAD!

•

“The Big Cage"

at Charing Cross!

London’s biggest

theatre display in

years put up by

the Alhambra.

Giant cut-outs, a

circus atcning.

costumed attend-

ant s -— a real
showmanship
front ! This dis-

play stood 50 feet

high and covered

over 1500 square

feet ! Just part

of a campaign

that gave the pic-

ture three big

iveeks !

GIVE-AWAY GAG CLICKS IN CLEVELAND

'PRESIDEyr^ CAMPAIG^

BlILDS BlSiyESS .4\D

PRESTIGE FOR CASTLE

QIG business and tremendous prestige at-

tended Richard Beck's well-rounded

campaign on "The Fighting President" when

that Universal feature played the castle

Theatre, Chicago. Some of the city's most

important people, social leaders, city, state

and county Democratic leaders and em-

ployees came to the special screening on

the night before the opening. Fifty tele-

grams and 400 special letters assured this

turn-out.

The educational angle was exploited with

a school tie-up of considerable proportions.

The co-operation of Paul G. Edwards, visual

guidance director for Chicago's high

schools, got a bulletin posted in every

school building and a sales letter into the

hands of teachers.

A timely jig-saw puzile was planted in

the Chicago Times. Prizes were offered for

piecing together a head of the President.

Awards were announced for three days and

a full week of preliminary publicity pro-

moted through this stunt.

Finally, a general Roosevelt display was

featured in a big Fair Store window. Chi-

cago's crowds couldn't miss knowing that

"The Fighting President" was at the Castle!

On this campaign, Duke Hickey, Universal

exploiteer, assisted.

A campaign that featured some excellent
’ * ideas opened "The Fighting Presi-

dent" to very fine business at the Palace

Theatre, Cleveland. City Manager J. J.

Franklin, House Manager Frank Hines, and

Publicity Manager Al Gregg deserve credit

for utilizing a splendid give-away stunt.

This consisted of distributing a portrait of

President Roosevelt, suitable for framing.

to every man who bought a ticket. Between

thirty and forty thousand such photographs

were given away and local newspapers car-

ried stories about it. A letter from the

President concerning the gift pictures was

displayed in the lobby. In addition, two im-

pressive oil paintings of President Roosevelt

done by a Cleveland artist were placed on

display, one in the lobby, and the other in

a fine location on Euclid Avenue.

WEEKS.
WINIVERSr

Five more showmen join the ranks of

certificate winners this week. They are:

LARRY BEARG, managing director of the

Capitol Theatre, Montreal, Canada, for

his "Be Mine Tonight" campaign.
HAL DAIGLER, general manager, and TED
CHAMPION, advertising manager for the

Hamrick Theatres, Seattle, Washington,

for their highly successful campaign on

"The Big Cage."
ARTHUR MAYER, of the Rialto Theatre,

New York City for a great flash front on

"The Cohens and Kellys in Trouble."

HUGH C. ANDRESS, manager of the Ly-

ceum Theatre. Minneapolis, Minn., for

exploitation of "The Kiss Before The

Mirror."

Congratulations for your splendid work !

Watch the mail for your certificates.

They're on the way, signed by Carl

Laemmle.



I

NEXT
WEEK-

The next issue of Universal

Weekly will carry the an-

nouncement of the five

smash serials from Uni-

versal for 1933-34.

WATCH FOR
IT!
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The New York Times says

many of its scenes compare

favorably with those in

"All Quiet" .... Hollywood

Herald says: "Great stuff for

any audience anywhere."

with

LUIS TRENKER
VILMA BANKY

Victor Varconi. Directed by Edwin H. Knopf

and Luis Trenker. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL



The
Exhibitor
Speaks:

JT^P 6ut

I have personally always consid-

ered Universal Talking Reporter
(Graham McNamee) idea the top
notch of perfection, and the idea
that originally sold me the service.

Universal originated this idea, and
all others have adopted it to some
extent. I can also say that my
patrons prefer Universal news to

all others.
'

—M. W. MATTECHECK, Mgr.,

McMinneville Amusement Co.,

McMinneville, Ore.
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BRING BACK THE
No. 723 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

The chances are that no picture as expensive^ as elabo-

rate and as gorgeous as 'The King of Jazz" will be made

for at least ten years to come.

No matter what President Roosevelt and the other
leaders of the world may accomplish in bringing back the
good old days^ I am confident it will be a long time before
any producer will dare do the lavish spending necessary to
produce anything to equal 'The King of Jazz."

So, while every effort will be made to bring fine new
pictures to your theatre, there will be a certain restriction

on expense which the picture business has not experienced
before.

Now you have a chance to dazzle your patrons with

richness, luxury, lavishness and beauty with our new ver-

sion of "The King of Jazz"—and to arouse in them the

desire for the "good old days."

The whole picture trade has found out through the
sensational success of "Be Mine Tonight" and "Forty Second
Street" that the millions of fans are hungry for musicals of

a sprightly, heart-lightening nature.
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GOOD OLD DAYS
Right while this appetite is whetted to its keenest, we

offer you the new version of 'The King of Jazz."

It is the very finest Technicolor ever made.

It has such stars as Bing Crosby, John Boles, Jeanie Lang
and scores of others.

And oyer and above all of these, it has the music of the
real king of jazz himself~ Paul Whiteman and his great
jazz orchestra, the pace setter of the world of jazz.

Who would dare tackle the production of such a mag-

nificent piece of property in these days?

To do it would be to unbalance the budget of any studio

in the picture business.

Yet here it is, ready and waiting for you to splash on

your screen— the most pretentious and entertaining mass

of beauty, loveliness, charm and cheerfulness in the world

of entertainment.

Book 'The King of Jazz" as though it had never been

released before. Put your heart in your advertising cam-

paign and you will reap richer profits than you thought

possible!



"Your patriotism should reach the

boiling point this week if you

visit the RKO Theatre^ where THE

FIGHTING PRESIDENT is sharing

honors with 'Out All Night/" says

Rialtan, Los Angeles Examiner...

"A feature that calls forth great

audience enthusiasm is THE FIGHT-

ING PRESIDENT/' says J. C. Moffit.

Kansas City Star..."THE FIGHTING

PRESIDENT is a splendid film/'

says J. A. B., Washington Herald.
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Karloff Returns

Karloff with Mrs. Karloff and a liedling-

ton t errier iirrii e on the Euro/ta enroiUe
to I niversal City.

Karloff Hurries Back
For "‘Invisible Man’*

A rriving on the Europa last

Saturday, Karloff, Universal star

of horror pictures and Internationally

known character actor, entrained

Immediately for Universal City and
his role In the H. G. Wells story "The
Invisible Man." While Karloff was In

England, the script was completed
by R. C. Sheriff. James Whale will

direct.

Two of the film colony's most ar-

dent dog fanciers, Mr. and Mrs.
Karloff returned from their English

visit—Karloff's first since he left his

native England twenty-four years ago
—with a Bedlington Terrier, a com-
paratively new breed of dog and
very rare In this country. Mrs. Katloff

will exhibit him at the next Los An-
geles Dog Show.

O. S. Iceberg^^ Company in the Alps

To fill in and complete the iconderful scenes made in Greenland, Tay Gar-
nett took the "S. O. S. Iceberg” company to the high Alps. Here %s the
director and his crew trying out the W'estern Electric portable sound equip-
ment they are using. Heading from left to right: Franz Kelbl, assistant

sound engineer, Paul Kohner, associate producer, Tay Garnett, director,
Zoltan Kegl, sound engineer and Alfred Stern.

MabelMarden Starts

F
or her first assignment under her

new long term Universal contract,

Mabel Marden, who played Ethel

Barrymore's daughter In "Rasputin

and the Empress," has been given the

feminine lead In the James Gleason
picture, "Gleason's New Deal." It Is

scheduled to start at Universal City

this week with James W. Horne di-

recting. It Is the twentieth Warren
Doane produced comedy at Univer-

sal City.



The 1
Greatest
Musical
Ever
Filmed!

Andtnoiu Pi«s«nt«d by
C«xl

A UNIVERSAL PipTURI

'TecW^

Girls by the Score!

Dazzling Beauty!
Red-Hot Rhythm!
Everything

! /

PAUL
WHITEMAN
and hie band; JOHN
BOLES. JEANIE
LANG. BING CROS-
BY. Jeanette Lo£f,
Stanley Smith, and
scores of others in
a riot of music and
revelry.

^ — in

The Greatest
Musical Picture

of All Time!

V
A.

\
with

PAUL WHITEMAN
and^ his band; JOHN
BOLES. BING CROS-
BY. yEANIE LANG,
JeanWe Loff, Stanley
Smith and many others.

Seein
Ya ”

Gorgeous Girls!

Magip Music!

Blazing Beauty!

Red-Hot*Rhythm!

Big SoAg Hits!

Produced by Catl L««iamle.

Jr. Dir*ct*d by J^n Murray

Entire Picture

Filmed in

Technicolor!

uc«d by Carl Laammle,
ixaetad by John Murray
darton. Praaanted by

\
Carl Laammla.

AnVERSAL PICTURE

WITH PAilL

WHITEMAN AND HIS
BAND i



JOHN BOLES, BING CROSBY, JEANIE LANG, The Rhythm Boys, Grace Hayes,
Jeanette Loff, Stanley Smith and scores of other stage and screen stars. Produced by
Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by John Murray Anderson. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

Universal gives you a complete

selection of brand new accesso-

ries for its gala revival of the

grandest musical ever produced

. . . Get your copy of the cam-
paign book . . . Look over the gold

mine of exploitation suggestions

— and let the campaign book
help you put on the kind of a

bang-up campaign that will re-

sult in a highly successful en-

gagement.

New
Txm

with

PAUL
WHITEMAN
«a4 hit band;
JOHN BOLES
BING CROSBY.
JEAfriE LANG
and ae«taa nf
•than. Ptoducad
by Cad iMaaU,
It. Dkraclad by
tahn Murray An*
daraan. PraaantaJ

by Cart Laawmla.

A UNIVERSAL
PICTURE

100 GORGEOUS

e BIG SONG HTTSI

FILMED



"KI^G OF JAZr^ in

100^^ Booking in Fox

Theatres in Kansas City

E
lmer RHODEN, operator of the

Fox Theatres In St. Louis and

Kansas City territories, has booked

"King of Jazz" over the entire cir-

cuit 100%. This complete circuit

booking was secured by Harry Gra-

ham and William Benjamin long be-

fore they had a print to show Mr.

Rhoden. The start of the playing

dates depends solely on when it is

possible to get prints into St. Louis

and Kansas City. It should be this

week. This booking is proof of the

tremendous drawing power which

exhibitors realize lies in "King of

Jazz" and Its appropriateness at this

particular moment. "King of Jazz"

is the production of the hour.

In addition to the Fox Theatre

bookings the Glen W. Dickinson cir-

cuit In Kansas City has also booked

"King of Jazz" 100%.

A \\ hiteman Road Show
Here is another factor which en-

ters Into the interest which Univer-

sal's advertising campaign on "King

of Jazz" created. William Morris has

organized a road show featuring Paul

Whiteman which Is all set for the

larger towns in the southwest. The

exhibitors In these territories will be

in an enviable position to cash In on

the old established and the new box

office reputation of Paul Whiteman.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY ^
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THERE NEVER WILL BE

TO COMPARE Wn
THERE is one thing that the mov-
* ing picture Industry will admit to

a man—there never will be another

"King of Jazz." No company could

afford to make it. There Isn't that

much money any more. And there

are other reasons.

The movies is the greatest medium
tor proving that people can have too

much of a good thing. Four years

ago, the movies gave people so

much music that they got tired of it.

It is true that a great deal of this mu-
sic was Inferior. Nevertheless, It was
too much. "King of Jazz" came in on

the ebbing tide of music. In spite of

its brilliance, its overpowering com-
pleteness, Its fascinating color and
melody, it never occupied the posi-

tion to which it was entitled as the

greatest music and color picture ever

made.

Music Has Charms

Now the times have changed.

Music has come back with a ven-

geance. All Hollywood is turning out

music pictures. In times like these,

music has more charm than In pros-

perous days. Realizing the necessity

for quick action, Universal has quickly

revived the greatest picture ever

made at Universal City. "King of

Jazz," and offers it in re-edited, re-

cut and printed form.

It Cost Millions

No producer in these times could

afford to make a picture anywhere

near as costly as was "King of Jazz."

The tremendous sets which were de-

signed by Herman Rosse, Europe's

most famous scenic artist, alone cost

as much as most productions cost to-
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ANOTHER PRODUCTION
H "KING OF JAZZ”

day. The tremendous personnel of ar-

tists, musicians and dancers would

pay for another picture, to say noth-

ing of the principals and the six

months of time which it took to com-
plete the production. The element of

color also added a tremendous ex-

pense which was justified at the time,

but which producers today would
hesitate to incur.

The Greatest and the Last

No production on such lavish scale

as "King of Jazz" will ever be made
again. "King of Jazz" marked the

flood tide of lavish expenditure In

the movies. They are more sober,

more economical, less prodigal now.

Its revival at this time Is not only

fortuitous, but will give tremendous
pleasure not only to those who saw
the picture before but to those to

Melt O'Day in a Scene from
‘^King of Jazz:’

whom it will afford a real and as-

tounding novelty.

There are thousands of both classes

of theatre-goers In every city and
town of the United States who will

welcome the opportunity to see

"King of Jazz."

Warren Doane Signed

For New 2 Reel Comedies

This week Universal completed a

new contract arrangement with War-

ren Doane. His success in the 20

pictures already made for Universal

last season made Universal anxious

to assure exhibitors of the same high

standard of two reel comedy produc-

tion for next season. Two stars have

already been decided upon by War-

ren Doane and two others wl II be an-

nounced shortly for the comedies.

The two already placed under con-

tract are James Gleason and Vince

Barnett. Mabel Marden, the newest

starlet at Universal City will support

Gleason In his next picture. "Glea-

son's New Deal."

e

More Newspapers Run

**Strange As It Seems*’

Ernest Hix, assistant to John Hix,

cartoonist, and business manager of

the Hix enterprises is In New York

City. He Is arranging for more news-

papers which are anxious to run the

John Hix "Strange 'As It Seems"

cartoons and will extend the John

Hix enterprises in other directions.

Last week John Hix had a story In

Liberty entitled "Anything can Hap-

pen in Baseball." Most of the In-

stances were taken from "Strange As

It Seems," which more and more

theatres are booking every week.

EXHIBITOR REPORTS
From the MOTION
PICTURE HERALD

•

"THE BIG CAGE:" Clyde Beatty.

Anita Page, Andy Devine, Raymond
Hatton—This is a great picture with

Beatty all the way and that Is what

you have to sell. There Is plenty of

excitement and a fierce fight be-

tween a lion and a tiger that makes

the fur fly. His handling of the cats

in the big arena is the high spot.

The story behind this is rather trite,

not much to It. A drunken trainer

that has lost his grip, Raymond Hat-

ton, to make good with his kid, who
comes, goes Into the cage in an ef-

fort to make a comeback and is

killed. It is Beatty's picture and his

handling' of the big cats, forty of

them, in a large cage is spectacular.

Percentage, of course the outstand-

ing ones always are.—A. E. Han-

cock, Columbia Theatre, Columbia
City, Ind.—General Patronage.

•

"THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN

TROUBLE:" Charles Murray,

George Sidney—This Is the best pic-

ture these two boys have made. In

this one they have been given a good
supporting cast, which puts the pic-

ture over to where it will please the

few who stray into the theatre to

see it.—Gerald Stettmund, H. & S.

Theatre, Chandler, Okla. — Small

town patronage.



"Captivates One^s Interest



ffFrom The First Scene,
says N. Y. Times

'This refreshing picture actually

introduces a new idea!''
—Bland Johaneson, I\. Y. Daily Mirror

"An ever-gripping tragedy of
love and murder."

—Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

"Has number of surprises...keeps

you absorbed in the story."
—Doris Arden, Chicago Sunday Times

"It is an exciting story and the
acting is splendid."

—George Browning, Baltimore Post

NANCY CARROLL - FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS
GLORIA STUART

With Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter

Pidgeon, Produced by Carl Laemmie,

Jr., from the play by Ladislaus Fodor.

Screenplay by William Anthony Mc-
Guire. Directed by JAMES WHALE.
Presented by Carl Laemmie,
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Buck Jones Starts Universal Policy

ofBigNames in Serials

Buck Jones, the idol of three million boys and
the star of “Gordon of Ghost City” by Peter

B. Kyne.

"KA ASSUREDLY," said

• Carl Laemmie, "moving

picture serials can be made to

bring them back to the box office.

Universal has adopted a definite

policy of big names for serials.

We are going to put our money

on this policy too. Buck Jones is

the first big name we have chosen

and we're paying him more money
than any serial star ever received

so far as I know. Universal is doing

this because it is convinced that

there is a definite demand on the

part of exhibitors for good serials.

Exhibitors big and little are con-

vinced that moving picture serials

will bring audiences back to their

theatres.

"There is nothing new about
this," continued the president of

Universal, "it's been true for a

long time. Exhibitors have proven

over and over again that it is true.

The very first big money successes

tor exhibitors were serials. Uni-

versal and Rathe made most of

their money in the old days with

serials because serials paid big

money at the box office.

"Now the double feature is be-

ing discredited everywhere as a

ruinous policy, exhibitors are go-

ing to turn again to the serial as

the added feature of their pro-

gram. They are going to want the

best serials that can be turned

out. They are going to want big

names, big stars, recognized au-

thors and feature casts. We are

going to give all of these things

to them in Universal serials. We
have made a ten strike with our

first serial. We have signed up
Buck Jones and we are going to

put him in a Peter B. Kyne story

with a splendid cast and a splen-

did director' Ray Taylor. 'Gordon
of Ghost City' will be ready to

go into production by June first

under the supervision of Henry
MacRae, who has turned out some
of the best serials ever made."

‘^Gordon of Ghost City”

Lead-off Universal Serial

B
eginning its newly an-

nounced policy of putting out-

standing stars in serials. Universal

Pictures has announced the sign-

ing of Charles "Buck" Jones, idol

of millions of Western picture

fans, to play the lead in Peter B.

Kyne's "Gordon of Ghost City."

Buck Jones comes to Universal

as the highest salaried serial star

in history and with a reputation

for popularity that few screen

stars have ever equalled. In his

long screen career he has played

in thousands of motion picture

theatres and his following is le-

gion. The Buck Jones Rangers of

America, with a membership ex-

ceeding 3,000,000 boys is known

as the largest and most enthusias-

tic "fan" club in the world.

"Gordon of Ghost City" is now
being adapted to the screen by

Ella O'Neill, authoress of more

than twenty Universal serial plays,

assisted by George Plympton and

Basil Dickey. Ray Taylor will di-

rect. The new 12 chapter play was

written by Peter B. Kyne and deals

with red blooded adventure in the

colorful frontier days of the West.

The Buck Jones serial will be

the first of Universal's five 193-34

serial films and will go into pro-

duction early in June, according

to present plans. "The Perils of

Pauline" which Miss O'Neill is now

adapting from the Wharton

drama of the same title, is sched-

uled to go before the cameras

within a few weeks as soon as

Henry MacRae, supervisor of se-

rial production, selects the girl to

play the active leading feminine

role.

Buck Jones is a real coteboy who has won
Stardom by his skill and personality.



'This pair is always
good for a laugh/'

—says J. J. Hoffman, Plainview

Theatre, Plainview, I\eb., in

Motion Picture Herald

UTAH
NIGHT

—and the rest of

the industry
agrees f

•

With Laura Hope Crews, Shirley

Grey, Alexander Carr, Mae Busch.

Story by Tim Whelan. Screenplay

by William Anthony McGuire.
Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Sam Taylor. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.

(LIM

tUMMIRVIllE
ZASU PITTS
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UNIVERSAL BUYS "ZEST

SEEK

in connection icith the purchase this week of Charles G. Norris' latest novel
"Zest." it is interesting to look back at this scene which represents the opening
ttf the Universal production of Mr. Norris’ novel “Seed" at the Carthay Circle

in Hollytcood. Reading from left to right; Carl Laemmle, Charles G. Norris,

Mrs. Stanley Bergerman and Stanley Bergerman.

T he appearance of a Charles G.

Norris novel is an event in the

literary world. "Seed" was a literary

sensation. It was even more a sensa-

tion on the screen. This week Double-

day-Doran will bring out Charles G.
Norris' latest novel "Zest." Universal

has already bought it for pictures.

This wasn't so easy as it sounds. Three

other companies were keen for

"Zest" and determined to bolster

up their next years' program with the

current Norris novel, but John M.
Stahl wanted this book and Mr. Nor-

ris wanted Universal to have it.

"Universal's sympathetic treatment

of 'Seed' prompted me to accept

Mr. Laemmle's offer for the screen

rights to 'Zest' in preference to three

other bids Hollywood producers

made for the story," Mr. Norris

stated, in assigning picture rights to

his work. "I am confident my book
will be faithfully and impressively

visualized."

The whole world regards the tran-

scription of "Seed" to the screen as

an achievement which elevated the

art of moving pictures in the eyes of

the literary world. Keen anticipation

will follow John Mr. Stahl's tran-

scription of "Zest" to the screen.

"Zest" is every bit as intriguing and
hard to capture as was "Seed," but

"IN THE MONEY' to Star Lew Ayres
With Ginger Rogers As Leading Lady

NIVERSAL has started "In The

Money," by Murray Roth and

Howard Emmett Rogers, as Lew
Ayres' next starring vehicle with Gin-

ger Rogers as the feminine lead. The

semi-musical began shooting at Uni-

versal City on Saturday after a two

month's recess.

Merna Kennedy and Tom Dugan
are the latest additions to the cast

which also Includes Charles Grape-

win, Shirley Grey and Arthur Vinton.

"In the Money" will provide Lew
Ayres with his first opportunity to

display his musical ability In pictures,

the actor having been a dance or-

chestra musician before making his

screen debut in "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Ayres will sing and
play the banjo in "In the Money."
Roth, former head of the Brooklyn

Vitaphone studios, will direct.

JOHN M. STAHL, WHO

PKODUCED “SEED,” IS

POSITIVE THAT “ZEST,”

THE LATEST CHAHLES G.

NOKKIS NOVEL, WILL

MAKE GREAT FILM STORY

+ +

John Stahl attacks stories of this kind

with avidity and Invariably pleases

the original authors. Fannie Hurst

was delighted by the way he pro-

duced "Back Street" and Frederick

Lewis Allen will undoubtedly be sur-

prised and delighted by the way in

which his best seller "Only Yester-

day" has been prepared for the

screen. And what a title, "Zest."

“ROME EXPRESS”
PLEASES AUDIEISCES

OELDOM has a producer given exhibitors

a picture which is as entirely satisfactory

to audiences as "Rome Express." Report.,

to Universal from all over the United States

and all over

Canada credi

"Rome Express"

with creating

as much good

will and real

satisfaction as

any picture re-

leased this sea-

son. Innumer-

able exhibitors

have reported

that scores and
scores of their

patrons have
congratulated them on this high class

and interesting feature. They want more
like "Rome Express."
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READ EVERY V
splendid ad! . . . It’s part of;

that helped "Be Mine Toni|

WEEKS (and still going strons|



fORD OF THIS
he San Francisco campaign
t" break records for FIVE

It the United Artists Theatre.
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"Be MineTonight" Continii
Three Amazing Runs

for "Be Mine Tonight"

WESTERN UNION
NL

SAN FRANCISCO CALIF MAY 14

E T GOMERSALL

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE INC.

THE MOST ASTOUNDING 1

DAY IS "BE MINE TONICH'
THE UNITED ARTISTS THE .

INESS THAN ANY OF THE<
HAS BEEN BIGGER THAN 1

IS TRUE OF THE ENGAG
MENT IN LOS ANGELES Ah I

MINNEAPOLIS IS STII.

HOLDING THEM OUT AFTI !

FOUR CAPACITY WEEK
OPENING AT ROXY THE>
TRE OAKLAND A SELL Ol

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK WESTERN UNION

SATURDAY TWENTY EIGHTH DAY RUN BE

MINE TONIGHT UNITED ARTISTS BIGGEST

OAKLAND CALIF

MAY 19 1933

DAY ENTIRE ENGAGEMENT BEATING

OPENING DAY WHICH WAS EASTER

SUNDAY BY OVER FIVE HUNDRED

DOLLARS DESPITE NEW OPENINGS OTHER

PICTURES BE MINE ALONE HAS THEM

STANDING STOP FOURTH WEEK OUT-

GROSSED THIRD WEEK BY OVER SIX

HUNDRED SECOND WEEK BY SEVEN

HUNDRED AND FIRST WEEK BY THIRTEEN

HUNDRED STOP FIFTH WEEK STARTS

TODAY END RUN NOT YET IN SIGHT STOP

E T GOMERSALL

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

NEW YORK CITY

BE MINE TONIGHT OPENED

AT THE ROXY THEATRE

HERE TONIGHT AFTER

ONLY TWO DAYS ADVANCE

ADVERTISING ABSOLUTE

SELL-OUT CAPACITY

AUDIENCE APPLAUDED

PICTURE LONG AFTER

FADE-OUT

W. J. HEINEMAN W. J. HEINEMAN



DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
BUREAU OF PRISONS

WASHINGTON

May 3, 1933

Mr. Carl Laemmie,

Universal Pictures Corporation,

Universal City, California.

Dear Mr. Laemmie:

I had the pleasure of meeting you when we were

both guests of the famous Ham and Egg Breakfast

Club in Los Angeles about two years ago.

I am writing to send you my thanks and congrat-

ulations on the production of the very excellent

moving picture film entitled "Be Mine Tonight."

I attended the Initial showing in Washington and

did something that I have never done at a moving

picture performance before. I sat twice through

the performance. I just wanted you to know that

this picture has done much to restore the confi-

dence not only of myself but of many other people

who have seen it in the soundness and purity of

moving pictures. This is one of the few films which

are entertaining and yet which do not require an

intelligent person to put himself in the frame of

mind of a juvenile to enjoy. The music and the

sound are the best I have ever heard, the humor is

amusing and at the same time clean. I hope the pic-

ture will meet with the success which it deserves.

Very truly yours.

• Director.

Beautiful Magda Schneider in “Be Mine Tonight,’’

Note Breaking Records

770 El Ca

rorvfc'jco

April 18th, 1933

Dear Mr. Laemmie,

I attended last night a performance of "BE MINE
TONIGHT" and was so impressed by the marvel-

ous reproduction of the operatic excerpts and es-

pecially of the voice of Klepura that I must con-

gratulate you on this new achievement. Not since

the days when I heard Enrico Caruso in person at

his best was I so carried away by the sheer beauty

of a tenor voice. The very fact that this Is possible

on the screen seems to open new possibilities for the

reproduction of operas or musical performances.

You are evidently on the best way to solve defi-

nitely this great problem.

With all good wishes

Very sincerely yours,
^



I

Flash is what sells se-

rials and flash is what
you get on every sheet

of paper on this serial

. . . Build up your front

with the many aids

available... You'll find

out about them all in

your copy of the show-
man's press sheet.
Get it!

Gloria shea
HUGH ENPIELO
WIILUM OESMOKD
OX.R0K0E turner
LeROY MASON
SIDNEY BRACEV



SIOMEY^^

FguORIA SrtEA
HUGH ENPiElD
wiuJw oESMdNe
colrosq^bjrnir
LE ROM.M^^SON

t
ELECTRtFV)N(j
CHAPTERS

thrilling
ADVENTURE IN

THE SKYJgiaigl





iving OT rne Arena is as weii-nana-
led and interesting a Western as could
be hoped for on any man's lot in

Hollywood ... It is constantly inter-

esting ... It has a well-chosen story,

neatly developed in its screen play
and expertly transmuted to celluloid

. . . In the telling the story presents
color, thrills and action. What more
could the exhibitor who has a spot
for Westerns ask for?'

says

Hollywood
Reporler
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MORDAUNT HALL in the NEV'

BEFORE THE MIRROR' CAPTI''

ff alter Winchell, as he appears in

“Beauty on Broadway ” the second of
his comedy successes to register unpre-
cedented long runs for short features.
“Beauty on Broaduay” is running “I

Knoic Everybody and Everybody’s Rack-
et" a close race.

* * *

Refreshings^

says MIRROR

B
land johaneson, in the New
York Dally Mirror calls "The Kiss

Before The Mirror" refreshing. In

spite of what Miss Johaneson con-

siders a miscasting of one of the

roles in the RKO Roxy feature, she

says "nevertheless, it captures your

Interest with the sheer novelty of its

story, and holds It tense to the end.

"Mr. Whale's direction is intelli-

gent and sensitive. The settings are

attractive. 'The Kiss Before the Mi*’-

ror' is a pleasing and refreshing film

and an unusual one."

An agreeable surprise awaits

those who visit the RKO Roxy

this week, for the film feature, "The

Kiss Before the Mirror," is an intel-

ligently conceived story which hinges

chiefly on a murder trial. It was di-

rected by James Whale, who again

reveals his respect for drama in hand-

ling a cinematic offering and its

beautiful photography Is ascribed to

Karl Freund, the German camera
man who attracted the attention of

Hollywood by his artistic work on
such productions as "The Last

Laugh," "Variety" and "Metropolis."

Is Never Obvious

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" cap-

tivates one's interest from its first

scene. It gathers Impetus as it pro-

gresses, and has the distinction of

never being obvious. It is an adap-

ONLY in Vienna, perhaps, could

such a drama originate as is

presented in the psychoanalytical

study so tensefully, suspensefully

played this week at the Radio City

Roxy. It is an ever-gripping tragedy

of love and murder, offering drama-

tic evidence of Dr. Freud's theory

regarding suppressed desires, sub-

conscious determinations banished

from consciousness and emotional

chaos pervading Inner, unknown re-

cesses of the oddly impenetrable

mental processes.

Stripped of any attempt at tech-

nicalities, this fascinating nerve-tau-

tening drama concerns a lawyer who
defends a friend guilty of the mur-

tation of a play by the Hungarian
Ladislaus Fodor, and William An-
thony McGuire wrote the screen

script. The picture gives Frank Mor-
gan an excellent opportunity to dis-

play his histrionic talent. Nancy Car-

roll also delivers a distinctly clever

portrayal as a lawyer's wife who be-

comes Infatuated with another man.

So He Shoots Her

The locale is Vienna, and In an

opening scene Lucie, wife of Dr.

V/alter Bernsdorf, Is perceived steal-

ing through a garden on her way to

her paramour's abode. Soon Dr.

Bernsdorf, who has followed Lucie,

appears, and, after looking through

a window, shoots and kills his wife.

He then calls up the police and is

duly lodged in prison. His lawyer is

Dr. Paul Held (Mr. Morgan), who

CALLS THIS HIG

PRODUCTION
TRAGEDY OF LC\

der of his beautiful, philandering

wife. In recounting to his own adored

wife the Incidents preceding the

crime, the lawyer suddenly becomes

aware that even as he talks, each

Incident related by the killer Is being

re-enacted by her. Seized with the

thought of her infidelity, he does

with her just as his friend with the

other woman, and finds the reaction

identical. Thus is he convinced that

’THE KISS' PICTURI

TENSE " says Regina Ct
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. -:^25

»'YORK TIMES says, "THE KISS

\TES FROM ITS FIRST SCENE"
gradually elicits from Dr. Bernsdorf

the account of his wife's conduct and

how she resented his kissing her while

she sat at her mirror with a powder

puff.

Subsequently, on reaching his

home, Dr. Held observes Maria, his

own wife, rouging her lips before a

mirror. Because of her demeanor
toward him, he feels as though he

is in very much the same position as

was Dr. Bernsdorf. How he goes

about gleaning information and his

idea for revenge are set forth in an

engrossing fashion.

Impressive Sequence

A very impressive sequence is that

in which Dr. Held delivers his sum-

ming up speech in the defense of Dr.

Bernsdorf. The wording is adroit and

it is not astonishing that it should

?we in N. Y.
:lass universal
EVER-GRIPPING

: AND MURDER"
she, too, has a lover, a fact which
investigation easily substantiates.

He determines to kill her, but

only after winning acquittal for his

friend. For, you see, he is defending
himself at this trial as well as the

wife-murderer. In a terrifically dra-

matic sequence he gains the man's
freedom, at the same time convey-
ing to his wife that he is aware of

her perfidy. She confesses and faces

cause the prosecutor to declare that

Held seems to be doing his best to

convict his client, instead of plead-

ing for his acquittal. It is soon re-

vealed that there is method in Dr.

Held's supposed madness, and there

is no denying that his address is en-

dowed with persuasive power. As
Dr. Held talks, he looks at his wife,

who he has insisted must be present

in court that afternoon.

One of those Rare Films
It happens to be one of those

rare film dramas where the least

said about the actual plot the bet-

ter. Mr. Morgan leaves no stone un-

turned in acting his part. Miss Car-

roll is not only an efficient actress,

but strikingly attractive. Gloria Stu-

art makes the most of the minor role

of Lucia. Paul Lukas does well as Dr.

Bernsdorf.

American
death while still pleading her love,

and is finally saved by the protests

of the friend who, though freed, is

condemned to eternal mental tor-

ture by the death of the woman he

loved.

Frank Morgan gives an unforget-

table portrayal in the role of the

tortured lawyer, and reaches genu-

ine histrionic heights in his half-mad.

plea for his friend's life. Nancy Car-
rol, svelte and stunning, gives a char-

acterization comparable with her

dramatic excellence in "Laughter,"

while Paul Lukas, Walter Pidgeon,

Charles Grapewin and Donald Cook,
in parts of lesser import, help the ac-

tion of this high class offering.

The Low-Down
on Lions

I

N the Saturday Evening Post,

Donald Gordon conducts a cal-

umn of book reviews under the

heading "The Literary Low Brow."

In the April 29th issue, he has the

following to say about Clyde
Beatty In "The Big Cage:"

Awhile ago I watched a pre-

view of the movie featuring

Clyde Beatty and dozens of the

lions and tigers that nerveless

young man bosses around each

summer for the big circus. It

was the most thrilling perfor-

mance ever to keep me on a

seat edge. Informed of a com-
ing book by Beatty and Edward
Anthony, I was, however, ex-

tremely skeptical of its success

in any big way. How, possibly,

could anything between book
covers approximate the lithe

grace and the snarling, fur-

tearing fury of those fighting

cats? Nothing could, of course,

but "THE BIG CAGE" is the

next thing to it.

Sully O’Neill furnishes the beauty in
“Beauty on Broadway” and she gets a
great kick out of working with Walter
Winchell as you see by the way she’s
looking at him, across the page.

INTERESTING AND



Buddy Rogers, Leo Reisman, Mil-

dred Bailey, Little Jack Little,

Harold Stern, Sally O'Neill, Ruth

Etting, Vincent Lopez, Eton Boys,

Norman Brokenshire—and scores

of others in

Produced by

William Rowland-Monte

Brice Productions, Inc.

WALTER

WINCHELL
MORTON

DOWNEY
NICK *

LOUIS

KENNY SOBOL

BOSWELL SISTERS

THE STREET SINGER

PAUL WHITEMAN
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*‘Salt ff ater’’ Begins

on San Francisco Bay

W ILLIAM WYLER will direct

Slim Summerville and ZaSu
Pitts in their newest Universal feature

comedy, "Salt Water," by Dan Jar-

rett and John Golden. Preliminary

work on the production got under-

way this week with the departure of

Director Wyler and his technical

crew for Bay City, Calif. There they

will film the initial scenes on a ferry

boat plying the San Francisco bay.

Una Merkel and Warren Hymer
head the cast with Berton Churchill,

George Marion, and Henry Armetta
also playing prominent parts. "Salt

Water" will be Universal's fourth

Pitts-Summerville co-starring feature.

The other three were "The Unex-

pected Father," "They Just Had To
Get Married," and "Out All Night."

• •

Earl Snell to Adapt
^^The Good Red Bricks’^

E
arl SNELL has been assigned to

write the continuity of Mary
Synon's best seller, "The Good Red
Bricks," Carl Laemmie, Jr. announced
yesterday. Harry Pollard will direct,

returning again to Universal where
he began his motion picture career.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY —

—

KENTUCKY
COLONELS

OVERNOR LAFFOON of Ken-

tucky is bound to keep the Blue-

grass state in the limelight. Last week

he appointed three new Kentucky

Colonels. To the Governor's credit,

two of them are Universal stars. Step

up Exhibitors and meet Colonel Tom
Mix of the Governor's staff and Col-

onel Ken Maynard, who is just start-

ing his second western feature at

Universal. Tom Mix is the oldest

picture star in point of service be-

fore the people today and he can be

seen only in Universal Pictures. Ken

Maynard is the first talking western

star. His latest production, "King of

the Arena," is about ready to go in-

to first run houses.

• •

L. J. Schlaifer Returns

From Coast Conferences

L
J. SCHLAIFER, general sales

manager of Universal Pictures,

returned to his office this week after

three weeks of studio conferences

with Carl Laemmie and Carl Laem-
mie, Jr. on Universal's product for

next season. He is intensely enthus-

iastic about the prospects for next

year. Mr. Schlaifer says that the

"King of Jazz" with the new black-

outs and editing will astonish the in-

dustry as it astonished him. He was
also amazed and delighted at the

box office power of "Be Mine To-

night" throughout the west.

• •

Dale Van Every East

To Grab Authors

D ale van every. Universal sce-

nario editor, arrived in New
York from Universal City, Calif.,

yesterday for a conference with

Charles Beahan, eastern scenario

chief, regarding several productions

which must go into work almost im-

mediately at Universal City. He ex-

pects to stay in New York until he

has signed several well known au-

thors for Universal pictures.

27

Col. TOM MIX

Margaret Sullavan Delayed

^^Only Yesterday’’ Test

Taken ill while flying from New
York to Chicago en route to Uni-

versal City, Margaret Sullavan, who
recently closed in "Dinner at Eight,"

and whom Universal has placed un-

der a seven year contract, arrives in

Hollywood this week after being

forced to remain in Chicago under

a physician's care for a week.

Within the next few days Miss Sul-

lavan will be given a second test tor

the feminine lead in John M. Stahl's

production of "Only Yesterday," a

role which Carl Laemmie, Jr. regards

as the Universal plum of the year.

Preparing for the production for

ten months, Mr. Stahl believes it

presents a more human, appealing

drama than "Back Street" and the

feminine lead will afford the talented

Miss Sullavan with even greater act-

ing opportunities than were given

Irene Dunne in the Fannie Hurst pic-

ture unanimously regarded as one of

the best film plays of the past season.

As soon as Stahl makes a test of

Miss Sullavan he will complete the

cast for "Only Yesterday" and pro-

duction is slated to begin before

May 30.





A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

3 WEEKS-PLUS >What's Wrong With Small Ads?
Week-DayAnnouncements Lack Attention !

^HIS is a plea for Mr. Small Space Ad

—

the little fellow who needs plenty of

attention but generally gets a kick in the

pants and is handled more often as an after-

thought than as an important personage.

We know whereof we speak, because we

have been guilty on this score ourselves!

Let's consider your advertising campaign.

You gather all your materials and go to

work on the advance and opening an-

nouncements of your picture. You figure

out what you will play up—carefully select

the pictorial appeal, concentrate on your

layout and presto! Out of your hours of

toil emerges your advance ad and your big

opening announcement.

Off to the newspapers they go! Proof

comes back. You make necessary corrections

and shake hands with yourself. Hooray!

Your ads are set for the week!

Just about then you remember that

you have a one, two or three inch ad

to run as a daily announcement, ion
grab any cut available; maybe yon
take the name of the picture and its

stars and tttss them to the newspapers

to set up as they tcill.

If you are not guilty of these tactics then

yoo are the exception to the rule and you

can afford, to pat yourself on the back. If

you are one of the great majority, then you

ARE guilty and you can afford to stop and

think of how you are overlooking a good

showmanship opportunity.

In laying out your big ads you strive

to dominate the page. Your small ads

deserve the same effort. Somebody’s

small ad is going to cop attention from
all the others on the page. Somebody
has put a little attention into this run-

of-the-week space. He is stealing bus-

iness from you by doing it.

On another page of this showmanship

section we are reproducing a number of

the better single column ads. Some of

these are good. Most of them leave a lot

to be desired. Don't forget—these are bet-

ter than the average run of single column

ads so you can readily understand why this

is a subject that needs plenty of attention.

What to do?

Eliminate all unnecessary wordage

from your small space. Use one good

selling catchline. Use a dominating

design that tcill catch the eye quickly

—a design devoid of complicated dec-

oration—just a hot spot flash that will

intrigue interest.

Your little ad has a bigger fighting job

to do than the big ad and it must do it

on tougher days. Only ingenuity and show-

manship can make it serve its purpose well I

JOE WEIL

Credit Herman Cohen and Charles Leon-
ard, manager and publicity manager at

the United Artists Theatre, San Francis-

co for this distinctive ad playing up the

third week of the run ... and getting set

for the fourth.

This giant sign, stretching the entire length of the Criterion Theatre, on Broadway at 43rd Street. New York’s busiest spot, teas

used by the ace Paramount Theatre, during the run of “Be Mine Tonight.”
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Screen Entertainment

UNUSUAL CINEMA
PRODUCTIONS

from the capitals of the world.

Op«n< Saturday, April 29lh

Ir.ternalional Screen Hit

Showmen are certainly missing a good bet in not giving as much attention to their small space ads, as they concentrate on the big ones.

Reproduced above are the best that could be selected from a large group received from all parts of the country. It can well be seen

that this part of motion picture advertising can stand some improvement. (I.) From St. Paul, Minn., (2.) Washington, D. C. (3.)

Cleveland, O. (4.) Los Angeles, Calif. (5.) Chicago, III. (6.) Dayton, O. (7.) Detroit, Mich. (8.) Baltimore, Md.
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^FIGHTIHG
PKSDEHT

The crack drill team of the Pacific Military Academy presented on the stage of the Hill Street Theatre, Los Angeles, in a salute

to the president on the opening night of “The Fighting President.” Above right—Parchment scroll addressed to the President

expressing confidence in the administration, being signed by Hill Street Theatre patrons. See story below.

MOSS AND McCAFFEY GIVE 'FIGHTING
PRESIDENT" FINE CAMPAIGN IN L. A.

I

N launching their engagement of

"The Fighting President," R. L.

Moss, manager and Ken McGaffey,

pubicity manager, gave the picture

a splendid advance campaign.

On the opening night, these two

showmen created quite a sensation

by presenting the crack drill team of

the Pacific Military Academy on the

stage and in front of the theatre.

They presented a special salute-to-

the-President drill which tied in per-

fectly to the picture.

Special letters were addressed to

members of the Democratic party in

Los Angeles and to all posts of the

American Legion. Several book stores

carried displays featuring the pic-

ture and the President's book. The

one illustrated below displayed a

three sheet made into a huge jig-

saw puzzle.

A large parchment scroll, ad-

dressed to the President and expres-

sing confidence in the administration,

was placed in the lobby for patrons

to sign. This caused considerable talk

and brought many persons to the

theatre to see what it was all about.

The scroll is to be sent to the Presi-

dent at the end of the engagement.
Ben Westland, Universal exploiteer,

assisted.

3 -SHEET MAKES LARGE JIG-SAW DISPLAY
•

Display of
“Fighting Pres-

ident” three
sheet in prom-
inent Los An-
geles book
store window
ic a s arranged
for engagement
of picture at

the Hill Street

Theatre. Poster
was cut up for
jig - saw puzzle,
as you can see
by missing
pieces. People
guessing correct
number of
pieces won tick-

ets to picture.

Double Stage Wedding Is

Denver "MARRIED" Stunt

T he first double stage wedding ever to

be held in Denver, was promoted by

Louis Hellborn, manager and Carson Harris,

publicity manager of the Denham Theatre,

for their campaign on "They Just Had To

Get Married." Their campaign resulted In

a hold-over run for the picture.

The double wedding was held at an ad-

vance preview of the picture. Several mer-

chants co-operated and furnished presents

for the happy pairs. The Denver Post and

News both gave considerable space.

A bannered calliope truck, pulling a large

trailer on which were mounted twenty-four

sheets, was used for ballyhoo. Five thousand

imitation wedding rings with imprinted

cards attached, were handed out to store

workers, students and generally at the thea-

tre. Ten thousand heralds were Inserted in

copies of "Liberty." The pressbook limerick

contest was landed with the Denver Mon-
itor, and was enthusiastically received. One
hundred taxis carried colored bumper an-

nouncements, topping off the campaign.

CLAUDS

Four more showmen are presented with

merit certificates this week in recognition

of unusual exploitation on Universal pic-

tures. They are:

E. C. BOSTICK, managing director of the

Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg, Canada, for

nis "Be Mine Tonight" campaign.

CHARLES H. DARRELL, manager and FRED
MINDLIN publicity manager for their
' Be Mine Tonight" exploitation at the

New World Playhouse in Chicago and
the World Theatre in Minneapolis, two
of the record breaking runs this picture

is enjoying.

E. A. RAMBONEH, manager of the Gran-
ada Theatre, Lexington, N. C., for his

front display on "The Big Cage."
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BIG BILLING CAMPAIGN SELLS 'KISS' IN
MINNEAPOLIS-STUNTS BOOST "ALL NIGHT " IN K. C.

SELLING "BE MINE" TO THE OPERA FANS!

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT
Raw "BE MINE TONIGHT*'

•t th*

CAPITOL
WedneMlay AHeroooD and

Eothoslasilcally Acclaimed 1(.

*‘BE MINE TONIGHT"
18 excellent! It has de-
lightfnl voices and, music.
There certainly should be
more pictures like it.*'

See “BE MINE TONIGHT**
TODAY—li'a Yoor L^st Chance

The three ads reproduced above were ried on the pages devoted to music and
used by Larry Bearg as a part of his in- musicians. You, too will find this a profit-

tensive campaign at the Capitol Theatre. able investment on “Be Mine Tonight.”
Montreal, Canada. Thes' were run in Use them when and where your local

addition to the regular ads and were car- concerts and operas are advertised.

LEHMAN PUTS ACROSS NICE CAMPAIGN
FOR OUT ALL NIGHT" IN KANSAS CITY

H ugh C. ANDRESS, manager of

the Lyceum Theatre, Minneapo-

lis, Minn., went after "The Kiss Be-

fore the Mirror," with an extensive

billing and mailing campaign that

developed into a very fine opening,

The billing included ones, threes,

sixes, twenty-fours, and special block

twos and threes, and covered every

important section of the city. An ad-

aptation of the pressbook lawyer let-

ter was sent to twelve hundred local

attorneys. Thirteen thousand heralds

were distributed in the residential

districts.

A special arrangement was made
with station KSTP whereby a ten min-

ute message on the picture was
broadcast daily for six days. Other
short broadcasts were made three

times daily on two other stations.

Through a tie-up with a local flor-

ist a window display was arranged
featuring the "KISS ROSE." Stills,

cut-outs, and lobby photos were used
in the display. To complete the tie-

up a similar display was made for

the shop in the theatre lobby. A ban-
nered sound truck with illuminated

letters was used in the downtown
section. Duke Hickey, Universal ex-

ploiteer, assisted.

U
SING a "hansom cab" street bal-

lyhoo, distributing several thou-

sand special permit cards, and ar-

ranging two big "love nest" window

displays, Lawrence Lehman, manager.

put over an attention - getting cam-

paign for "Out All Night" at the

Main Street Theatre, Kansas City,

Mo.
The hansom cab ballyhoo was se-

cured through a tie-up with a local

riding academy. It was appropriately

bannered and was occupied by a

man and girl dressed as bride ar>d

groom.

The "Out All Night permit card"

stunt, following the suggestion out-

lined in the press book, aroused wide-

spread attention and started pervty

of word of mouth advertising. They

were distributed through half a dozen

local night clubs.

Two of Kansas City's largest fur-

niture stores, located in the busiest

shopping sections, put in window dis-

plays featuring "love nest" outfits

and stills, lobby photos and poster

cut-outs from the picture.

The trailer was run two weeks in

advance. Ads and publicity were run

in twenty-seven suburban papers in

addition to the regular campaign.

Ralph Ravenscroft, Universal exploi-

teer, assisted in the campaign.

HERE'S THE a HANGER!
LOOKS LIKE A
REAL PLANE!

BUY A FLEET
OF THEM!

This fine 2-piece novelty hanger prepared for "Phantom of the

Air" is a honey! Snappy lines! Bright co!ors! Impressive in size—22 X 8 inches, with a wingspread of 22 inches! In addition to flash-

ing your title in the lobby or under the marquee, it has a dozen other

uses. Give hangers to kids to carry on sticks in the parade! Use
them for contest prizes! Spot them around town! The bargain

price makes a quantity order easy. Put one in—early !

10 EACH AT UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES



lUCKY DOG

with BUSTER, the

Wonder Dog; Tom
O’Brien, Harry Holman.
Victor Sarno. A Univer-
tal Picture.

runs the gamut
of emotions from
comedy to trag~

edy, ” says Motion
Picture Herald.

Produced by

Carl Laemmie,
Jr. Story and

direction by Zion

Myers. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.
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jWGAIN Universal leads in serials! 1

Again Universal anticipates the n

market and offers you for the new .

season a group of five serials built

to a star - author - director - cast stand-

ard fit to grace the finest theatres

in the land. • Backing its unlimited

production facilities with the biggest

pull -’em -in angles that superlative

showmanship suggests, the company
that always has led in serials now
gives you the opportunity of booking

SIXTY WEEKS OF VIRTUALLY
GUARANTEED BUSINESS!



No exhibitor who has his mind on

his own box office should have to

be sold on the idea of running serials

— especially if he is a student of audi-

ence trend, and no exhibitor who has

his mind on serials will have to be

sold on UNIVERSAL SERIALS after

he has analyzed carefully the line-up

of big time attractions presented in

the following pages. • They’re geared

to a market which says that properly

produced serials will win back

millions of patrons!





Mr. showman, let’s look
each other in the eye! . . .

Just exactly what do twelve
weeks of Buck Jones mean to you?
. . . Right! Your biggest business
chance in years! . . . Rack your
brains as you might, you couldn’t
possibly imagine a greater box-
office natural than Buck Jones, the
idol of3,000,000 boys organized
as Buck Jones American Rangers
and of millions of other kids,
in a smash-thrill Western serial
based on a story by that world-
famous writer of action stories—

PETER B. KYNE



f



THRILLS by the score . . . DRAMA by the ton . . .

PULL-’EM-IN-ANGLES IN EVERY INCH!

}FTHE
High adventure in far-off

places...Backgrounds and

atmosphere never before seen

on the screen...A new method

of undersea photography . . .

Money, brains, time without

stint invested in the produc-

tion of a novel by the same

author who gave the world that

absorbing classic of imagina-

tion, “20,000 Leagues Under

The Sea” ...
i

N

JULES
^ VERNE



UNIVERSAL comes across FIRST with

the new type of serial destined to swell

by further millions the vast audience already

sold on serials . . . Here’s a chapter play with

every tried and proved element of the most

successful continued stories—PLUS MUSIC!
. . . Aimed at the first runs in production and

entertainment values, this chapter play also

brackets in its direct hit every other type of

house to which serials are bread and butter.

IT’S TRULY THE SOMETHING
DIFFERENT YOU NEED!





i

ATOTALLY different kind of MYS-
TERY THRILLER from the pen
of an author known the world over

as master of this type of story (name to

be announced as soon as minor techni-

calities are cleared) . . . The baffling plot

gives about equal importance to a girl

and a man lead, with the girl heading a
band outside the law , . . Its ramifications
make it ideal serial material, and its

manner of casting and production prom-
ise that it will make almost any previous
mystery - detective - action - thrill picture
seem as tame as a Sunday School pic-

nic by comparison. SHOWMEN, you
can take Universal's word for it—

THIS ONE IS IN!





WHOOPEE ! . . . Something
to get excited about! . . .

The most famous serial
in the world 1 . . . Bought for its

publicity value TO YOU! . . .

Used for a modern version
which will hit the headlines
and set your business hum-
ming just as did the original,

in which Pearl White climbed
to greatest star glory 1 . . . And,
what’s more, announcement
will soon be made of a new
“Pauline,” a female star des-
tined for the same spectacular
rise as her predecessor! . . .

A serial produced on a scale
in keeping with its tre*

mendous value

!
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STIR THE SOULS
No. 725 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

When I tell you that Unirersars new release 'The Rebel"

contains scenes as starkly realistic and ImpressiYe as the

very best ones in "All Quiet on the Western Front/' it

may be hard for you to believe.

But it is true.

As long as moving pictures continue, the millions who
thrilled to the amazing realism of "All Quiet on the West-
ern Front" will continue to talk about this outstanding
production.

And just so will they continue to discuss and remember

the striking sequences in "The Rebel."

Even the staid and dignified New York Times says that
it "contains scenes that for vividness and sheer realism
take their place* beside those in 'All Quiet on the Western
Front.'

"

I assure you there are scenes in "The Rebel" that will

make you gasp, because they depict action which you
never dreamed of in your wildest imagination.

That is showmanship

!
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OF YOUR PEOPLE
Let me show you something on the screen that simply

bowls you off your feet, and HI guarantee that it will do
even more than that to your less sophisticated movie fans.

I don't want to even try to attempt to describe these
scenes to you. I haven't the necessary words at my command.

I don't even want you to book the picture until you

have seen it yourself.

I want you to see it. Only in this way can you possibly

get up enough pep and enthusiasm to give it the kind of

an advertising campaign that it deserves.

The love story that it portrays will grip you. But far

above that, the action will stir your imagination as it has
seldom been aroused by any picture ever produced.

These times call for something out of the routine, some-
thing away from ordinary movie fare, something to reach
into the very guts of the movie fans and dynamite them
into entertainment.

'The Rebel" is made for these days.

"The Rebel" will stir your innermost soul. See it and

marvel

!



"Here's sure-fire revival . .
.
proves

great stuff lives . . . From start to

finish a joy to the eye, and cert-

ainly it is top-notch entertain- !

ment ... A good showman who '

really gets across to his public

what this presents in the way of

entertainment should be able to

do a TERRIFIC BUSINESS with

it . . . Still ranks with anything

ever offered on the screen."

— Hollywood Herald



I

New Technicolor Prints!

New Accessories!

New Box-Office Appeal!

With
JOHN BOLES
BINC CROSBY

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
JEANIE LANC
The Rhythm Boys

Grace Hayes
Jeanette Loff

Stanley Smith

and scores of other stage and
screen stars. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Murray
Anderson. Presented by

Carl Laemmle.



The
Exhibitor
Speaks:

#
STEP OlUT

'We have found that audience reaction

is very favorable, indeed, to Universal

Newsreel ... It is not only the method of

presentation that appeals to our patrons

-although Graham McNamee is a great

favorite here — but the fact that the
topics are always of interest to all ages
and both sexes and render the maximum
of entertainment makes Universal the

ideal newsreel for any theatre, from the

smallest to the largest."

—CLAUDE HAZLE, Mgr.,

Capitol Theatre,

Shreveport, La.
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Our Serial Number

N EVER has Universal offered such a line-up of

serials as it is enabled to offer this year. The

preceding pages of this Universal Weekly have

been devoted to these five serials starting v/ith

"Gordon of Ghost City," adapted from a Peter B.

Kyne story and featuring the great Buck Jones.

It was ten-strike for Universal to secure Buck Jones

for a serial, and it is paying him the highest price a

serial star ever received.

Every one of these Adventure Pictures has an

individuality and a publicity value of its own. Each

will be given the kind of production which Henry

MacRae and Ray Taylor have given to such serials

as "Phantom of the Air," which is ready tor release,

and which will without a doubt be the fastest mov-

ing, most exciting and most successful serial of Uni-

versal's five for the current year.

Here is the list:

BUCK JONES
in

"Gordon of Ghost City"

"Phantom of the Deep"

"Adventures of Anne"

"Vanishing Shadow"

"Perils of Pauline"

Great Violinist at Universal City

Mischu Elman, the famous violinist, is entertained at Univ^sal
City on the stage where “Salt iCater” is being produced by Wil-

liam Wyler tvith Zusu Eitts and Slim Summerville.

A Baby Columnist is Miss Winchell

A lthough Waiter Winchell, Universal's star

of the Rowland-Brice Radio Shorts, is on the

way to California at the present moment on a va-

cation, his daughter, Walda Winchell, has preceded
him. With her mother, this baby columnist visited

Universal City to see for herself about the reported
romance of Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers, who are

playing together in the Murray Roth production,

"In the Money." The fourth member of the quartet
is Ruth Etting, famous radio and vaudeville star,

who played a role in Walter Winchell's first short,

"I Know Everybody and Everybody's Racket." Mrs.

Winchell is a non-professional and non-newspaper
lady and wouldn't pose.

UNIVERSALbh
WEEKLY

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulick, Editor
j

Published Weakly by the Motion

Picture Weakly Publishing Co.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Copyrighted 1 933

Universal Pictures Corp.

{AU Rights Reserved)

June 3, I933

Vol. 32—No.25 ^^1!

Tom Reed Completes

^^The Left Bank”

T om REED, oldest members of the

Universal scenario staff in point

of service, has just completed the

adaptation and continuity for "The
Left Bank" which Karl Freund is to

direct shortly for Universal. "The
Left Bank" was adapted from Elmer

Rice's Broadway stage hit of two sea-

sons ago and has the artist's colony

of Paris as a locale.

Reed recently returned to Univer-

sal City from Europe where he pre-

pared the story and continuity for

"S. O. S. Iceberg."

The Greatest Show
Mills Ever Saw

B
ertram mills, Britain's aristo-

crat of the circus and one of

Europe's greatest showmen, was giv-

en a special showing of "The Big

Cage" in London. The famous show-

man came out of the theatre de-

claring that Clyde Beatty's pepform-

ance was the greatest show he had
ever seen.

"It is amazing that Beatty works
with lions and tigers of both sexes in

the arena," Mr. Mills said. "The feats

of daring he accomplishes are mag-
nificent.



ALL AME
Read
This

Wire

:

"Grandest opening history San Mateo

show business. 'Be Mine' brought ap-

plause from capacity crowd sending

them out humming theme song and

full of praises. Last night's capacity

business repeated tonight. Looks like

cinch ten days minimum. This really

something for headlines with usual run

of two or three days. It's a grand feel-

ing."—D. B. Levin, Baywood Theatre.



RICA APPLAUDS!
7th RECORD-BREAKING WEEK IN SAN FRANCISCO
- 7th BIG WEEK IN LOS ANGELES - 7th BIG WEEK
IN MINNEAPOLIS - 5 BIG WEEKS IN CHICAGO -
4 BIG WEEKS IN ST. PAUL - PLAYING RETURN
BROADWAY ENGAGEMENT AT CRITERION. NEW
YORK - MOPPING UP EVERYWHERE

!

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE
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Slim Siimmeriille and ZaSii Pitts in the

Broadtcay play, “Salt Water,” tentative

title.

Universal
Eddie Buzzell Signed

to Direct for Universal

E
ddie buzzell has affixed his sig-

nature to a Universal directorial

contract and will have as his first

vehicle the next Slim Summerville-

ZaSu Pitts feature comedy, "Love,

Honor, and Oh Baby!," Carl Laem-
mle, Jr. announced yesterday.

Buzzell, whose most recent pic-

tures were "Hollywood Speaks" and
"Virtue," will begin work on his first

Universal assignment just as soon as

Summerville and Miss Pitts complete
work in "Salt Water," now in its

third week of filming under the di-

rection of William Wyler.

Jocelyn Lee, the famous red head
who has just returned from Paris,

walked directly into the cast of "Salt

Water." Its important cast also in-

cludes Una Merkel, George Marion,

Warren Hymer, Berton Churchill,

Henry Armetta. "Salt Water" was
originally a Broadway play written by
Dan Jarrett and John Golden.

City Bustlii
Impressive Cast Assembled

for “The Secret of The
Blue Room”

W ITH the signing of Lionel At-

will and Lilian Bond for im-

portant roles, a complete and im-

pressive cast for William Hurlbut's

mystery story, "The Secret of the

Blue Room," is announced by Uni-

versal. In addition to these two well

known players the star studded line-

up will include Paul Lukas and Gloria

Stuart in the leads and Onslow Ste-

vens, Russell Hopton, William Jan-

ney, Edward Arnold, and Elizabeth

Patterson in supporting parts.

Kurt Newman, who recently was

given a long term directorial con-

tract by Carl Laemmie, Jr. as a re-

ward for his work on Clyde Beatty's

picture, "The Big Cage," will direct.

The cast is one of the most power-

ful that a Universal picture has had

in a long time. Paul Lukas, Gloria

Stuart and Onslow Stevens have each

added a knock-out role to their pre-

vious reputation.

Best He Ever Saw

chambers of

THE SUPERIOR COURT
Los Angeles, California

Ruben S. Schmidt, Judge

(Personal Business)

Mr. Carl Laemmie,

Universal Studios,

Universal City, Calif.

My dear "Uncle" Carl:

Just a line to tell you that the other night at

the Filmarte Theatre I saw and heard "Be Mine

Tonight" and I wish to congratulate you on the

wonderful production you have given to the pub-

lic. Without exception it is the finest I have yet

seen and heard. If there were more productions

like this the movie theatres would be filled all

the time.

With very kindest personal regards from one

ham and egger to another.

Yours very truly,

Ruben S. Schmidt.

“In The Money” Cast Complete

T
he cast of "In the Money," Lew Ayres' latest starring

vehicle for Universal, is completed with the assign-

ment of Merna Kennedy, Tom Dugan, William Kelly,

Clay Clement, Henry Armetta, and Brooks Benedict to

important roles. Ginger Rogers has the feminine lead and

other supporting cast members include Lucille Webster
Gleason, Shirley Grey, Alfred White, Mrs. Pepe Sinoff

and Hugh Enfield.

Lew Ayres, Lucille ff'ehster Gleason and Ginger Rogers, in the

race track drama, “In the Money,” now being made at Univer-

sal City by Murray Roth. Title will be changed.
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With New Pictures
KIEPURA Signed by Carl Laemmle
Star of “Be Mine Tonight” Cables Consent To Seven Years Contract

To Come To America Again For lJnir>ersal Pictures.

B
ECAUSE of the tremendous pop-

ular reception in this country

accorded Kiepura, handsome Polish

tenor, in Universal's "Be Mine To-

night,' the golden-voiced star has

earned a long term contract with

Universal. Carl Laemmle, at Univer-

sal City has just received a cable

stating that Kiepura has accepted a

seven year contract to sing in Uni-

versal pictures. He will start soon for

Universal City from Berlin, coming
by way of the Panama Canal.

Known as the golden-voiced play-

boy of grand opera and who has set

aflutter the hearts of the feminine

element in a dozen lands, Kiepura

has earned the right to serious con-

sideration in this country. During the

final season of the Chicago Civic

Opera in 1931 he was brought to

that institution. He received fifteen

curtain calls on his debut, rivalling

the Galli-Curci debut with the same
company. He sang eight perform-

ances in five weeks with the same
company.

Kiepura, still in his twenties, cli-

Warren Doane Signs

Ten Year Contract

WARREN DOANE, who for the

last two years has been in

charge of short subject production

at Universal City, has just been
signed to a contract which is unique

in the picture world. Carl Laemmle,
Jr., has given him a ten-year con-

tract. This remarkable evidence of

confidence is fully borne out by the

record of two-reel comedy produc-
tion at Universal City the past year,

where Warren Doane has supervised

twenty-six comedies with a staff of

directors and writers which has given

Universal a high place in the comedy
field. At the present moment, Doane
is producing a James Gleason picture

entitled "Gleason's New Deal." In

this picture Gleason has the honor of

introducing Mabel Marden, one of

Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s recent finds, as

his leading lady.

maxes an interesting career with his

signing to star in pictures for Uni-

versal. He is known to his admirers

as the "Pecks Bad Boy' of opera and
everywhere he has appeared includ-

ing LaScala in Milan and the Staats

Opera in Vienna, he has left a record

of eccentric behavior. This rolllck'ng,

fun-loving nature, given full play

without thought of consequences,

has been responsible for situations

that cause many to believe the story

of "Be Mine Tonight" could well be

an episode from his own adventure-

some life.

Carl Laemmle in New York

CARL LAEMMLE, President of Uni-

versal Pictures, arrived in New
York on Thursday from California.

Enroute, he spent a day at the

World's Fair in Chicago. He was ac-

companied by his secretary. Jack

Ross. Mr. Laemmle will make the

final sales decisions on the line-up for

next year's pictures and attend the

Universal sales convention before re-

turning to California.

• • •

Vicki Baum Writes Novel

For Universal Production

Internationally Famous Author

of “Grand HoteP’ to Be Import-

ant Figure of ISext YeaCs Re-

leasing Program.

F
or some time Carl Laemmle has

been anxious to acquire a Vicki

Baum story. Last week he did. The

internationally famous author of

"Grand Hotel" has often visited

Carl Laemmle at his Beverly Hills

home and has promised to write a

novel for him. The title of it is "I

Loved a Man," a remarkable box-

office title with Vicki Baum's style

and reputation behind it.

"I Loved a Man" Is but one of the

big stories which Universal Is acquir-

ing and putting together into an

outstanding list of pictures for next

season.

23

Ken Maynard mounted on the famous
Palomino, Tarzan. as they appear in

Maynard’s first picture for Universal

under his present engagement, “King of

the Arena.’’

Maynard Directing His

Second Universal Picture

yy ITH "King of the Arena,"W safely launched ready for ex-

hibition dates, Ken Maynard re-

turned from a location trip under-

taken on behalf of his second western

tor Universal. The title of this pic-

ture is "The Fiddlin' Buckaroo" and

it Is already in its third week of pro-

duction at Universal City. The cast

includes Gloria Shea, the beautiful

blonde who made her Universal de-

but in "Phantom of the Air," the

Adventure serial. It also Includes

Fred Kohler, Frank Rice, Jack Mow.
er and Joseph Girard.

In "The Fiddlin' Buckaroo" May-
nard will introduce a number of mu-

sical novelties representing cowboy
and campfire music as it is actually

played and sung on the range. "The

Fiddlin' Buckaroo" is being directed

by Maynard himself.
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^^Strange As It Seems’’ No, 29
NtWSP^FER rtOl«t '

0UII.T ENTiRELV of old
HOV^APflfS BV «R.i MfW.

in UniuersaTs

AsIt Si

John Hix, famous cartoonist, illustrates

^‘Strange As It Seems^^ I\o. 29 for the

Universal Weekly. Its oddities interest

millions in the newspapers as well as in

the theatres. Read explanation of dratc-

ings in accompanying article.

I
OHN HIX, the famous

J cartoonist, has kindly

consented to illustrate

No. 29 of "Strange As It

Seems." This extraordin-

arily interesting film con-

tains more than its share

of engrossing fact which

is stranger than fiction.

For instance, consider the

case of David Reeder.

A most interesting man
is he. Sightless since

childhood, this most un-

usual character is said to

put jig saw puzzles to-

gether faster than most

people with vision. His

secret lies in finding one

of the corners, then it is

an easy matter for him to

complete an entire edge.

He states that normal

people depend too much
on the color of the va-

rious pieces, instead of

the shape. And strange as

it seems he has never

failed to complete a

puzzle.

Shaving blockheads is

an actual fact in a barber

school in Frankfort, Ger-
many, Living models were

formerly used but the

casualty list grew so rap-

idly that wooden domes
were substituted. A case

where a chip off the old

block is a matter of care-

lessness — not heredity.

The block head with the

wistful eyes is having his

toupe prepared for instruction.

There is then a very human and
interesting sequence of a domestic

event in the humming bird family.

At Bardstown, Ky., stands "My Old
Kentucky Home," made famous by

Stephen Foster's immortal song.

Strange as it seems the son of the

famous old Black Joe is the care-

taker of "My Old Kentucky Home."
Ninety-six years of age, this old

darky spends his declining years en-

tertaining the playful pickininnies

with stories of the wondrous things

his cheerful eyes have beheld, inter-

esting tales of the glory of the Old

South.

Here is the famed newspaper

house of Mr. and Mrs. Stenman, at

Pigeon Cove, Mass, Built entirely of

newspapers collected over a period

of years, its outside walls display

some snappy scandal. Everything in

the house is made from newspapers
including the furniture. Even the

piano case is made from news items,

and the fireplace displays the head-

lines of the leading dailies. The prize

piece is the Lindbergh desk which can

be taken apart and read.

Making friends with 100,000 bees

sounds a bit ridiculous but it is an

actual fact that Frank Bornhoffer of

Tobasco, Ohio fairly bathes his

body in bees. The one way to pre-

vent the bees from stinging is to

move very cautiously and
not excite them. Born-

hoffer states anyone can

do this trick if the bees
are well fed. But who can

tell?

Underwater farms are

a rarity, but they may be
found off the coast of

Mexico, where the Jap-
anese harvest kelp from
the ocean's depths. Nervy
divers work all day below
the surface filling baskets

with fern-like kelp which

is later shipped to Japan
where it is in great de-

mand for manufacture of

clothes, iodine, various

medicinal purposes and
even food.

The state auditor at

Little Rock, Arkansas is

an unusual man. J. Oscar
Humphries, though min-

us his arms, handles his

pen with ease. He can do
ordinary carpentering,

and is also fond of hunt-

ing, being proficient in

the use of fire arms.

Meet Mr. W. Upward,
of Los Angeles, Calif., 76
years of age. He is the

oldest aviator in the

world today.

He took up the art of

flying when he was 71 and
is a vital example of a

man who refused to allow

father time to take pos-

session of his soul.

In an effort to stimulate

attendance, many of our churches are

trying out new innovations. Located at

Haines City, Fla., is a church whose
seating arrangement should appeal

to all. The rockers sway back and

forth to the accompaniment of song

and spiritual exoration. Even the tired

business man and mothers with young
children can combine comfort with

religion. The colored people used to

sing a song with the phrase "You
can't go to Heaven in a rocking

chair," but why not?

No. 29 closes with a sequence of

the remarkable strength and endur-

ance of Indians in Mexico, who actu-

ally ballast their empty baskets with

rocks on a return journey of 100 miles.



Kiepura of the amazing voice, who has

just been signed to a seven year contract

by Carl Luemmle on the strength of his

success in “Be Mine Tonight.”

^ BACK STREET’ Strong

STREET" is still going

D strong. As a result of the re-

markable experiences of exhibitors

in bringing "Back Street" back to

their theatres, a movement to re-

book this John M. Stahl production

is actually sweeping the country. On
Broadway, New York, "Back Street"

played the Globe Theatre to one of

the most lucrative weeks this house

has had. As a result, the Big U ex-

change has had forty two bookings

added to the thirty six which its

salesmen had already recorded. Sev-

enty eight up to last week and more

in the offing. It looks as though

"Back Street" might establish a na-

tional moving picture record for re-

bookings.

Here is another honor for "Back

Street." Recently a friend of Mr.

Laemmle, Dan Einstein, sent Mr.

Laemmie a post card from Nice. He
had pasted on it a clipping from the

daily paper showing advertising of

the Edouard VII Cinema, which shows

talkies in English. The Theatre was ad-

vertising a third weeks' run of "Back

Street." "This," writes Mr. Einstein,

"will interest you. It is the first time

any picture has ever run here more

than one week. This is a big ad for

Universal."
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Looking 'Em Over
“Tfie Kiss Before the

Mirror”
( Universal )

Straight drama, well written, hand-

somely produced and very well

acted. Practically Frank Morgan's

picture all the way with Paul Lukas

runnerup for acting medals.

The theme deals with infidelity, and

the effect of suspicion, then the es-

tablished truth, upon Morgan.

The domestic entanglement solves

itself when Morgan, his plea over,

evidences enough good sense to real-

ize that emotionalism is not his way
out. On the rising crest of Miss Car-

roll's own remorse, there comes for-

giveness.

"The Kiss Before the* Mirror" has

a good deal of the mental about it,

is never trite and is, in our opinion,

creditable in all departments.

KANN

“Be Mine Tonight”
Big Buffalo Draw

(M. P. Daily Report)

Buffalo, May 28.—With the Great
Lakes closed, the total take of the

other theatres was above par. Three
houses went over the top, with the

reopened Hollywood making the

best showing on "Be Mine Tonight,"

which more than doubled the nor-

mal gross.

"Be Mine Tonight" (Univ.)

HOLLYWOOD— (300) 25c -40c. 7

days. Gross: $1,900. (Averag e, $800).

“ALL NIGHT” $8,000
Indianapolis Lead

(M. P. Daily Report)

Indianapolis, May 28
—

"Out All

Night," with an average $8,000 at

the Lyric, was the best draw here

last week.

"Out All Night" (Univ.)

LYRIC— (2,000) 25c -40c. 7 days.

Eddie Stanley Revue. Gross: $8,000.

(Average, $8,000.)
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Telegraphing the Amazing Storvi

WESTERN UNION
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES SAN FRANCISCO CALIF

NEW YORK CITY MAY 27

PADRE THEATRE SAN JOSE OPENING DAY BE MINE TONIGHT THREE TIMES CAPACITY
STOP THIS MOST SENSATIONAL PROOF PICTURE IS BOX OFFICE NATURAL NEVER
EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER PICTURE SINCE INCEPTION SOUND STOP OAKLAND STARTS

THIRD WEEK RECEIPTS CONTINUE INCREASE DAILY OVER SAME DAYS PRECEDING WEEKS
STOP SAN MATEO SENSATIONAL STOP STOCKTON IN SPITE OFF LOCATION LOW
ADMISSION OPENED YESTERDAY WITH DOUBLE GROSS OVER ANY PREVIOUS RECORD
STOP PICTURE BREAKING IN ENTIRE TERRITORY WITH EVERY ENGAGEMENT MORE
SENSATIONAL MORE OUTSTANDING MORE SPECTACULAR STOP EXHIBITORS ACCLAIMING
BE MINE TONIGHT LIFE SAVER OF ALL TIME

BARNEY ROSE

Keeps Theatre Packed

POSTAL TELEGRAPH
STOCKTON CALIF

MAY 28 1933

CARL LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT UNIVERSAL

PICTURES CORPN

BAHLING TERRIFIC ODDS SUCH AS

EXTREME HEAT SENSATIONAL
OPPOSITION IN COMPETITIVE

THEATRES PLUS THOUSANDS ON
RIVER FRONT FOR DAY AND
NIGHT REGAHA WHICH IN ITSELF

IS A STUPENDOUS YEARLY AHRAC-
TION FOR STOCKTONIANS ON
ITS FAMOUS RIVER TO THE SEA

BE MINE TONIGHT THE MOST
REFRESHING PICTURE PRESENTATION

IN YEARS HAS KEPT THIS THEATRES
EMPLOYES IN A MAD HYSTERIA TO
FIND SEATS FOR CONSTANT LINES

OF PATRONS WHO PATIENTLY WAIT
WHILE OTHERS APPARENTLY SIT

THROUGH TWO SHOWS AND THEN
EXIT R/^VING THAT THEY'LL SEE IT

AGAIN AND AGAIN BEFORE ITS

ENGAGEMENT CLOSES STOP

SALUTATIONS AND CONGRATULA-
TIONS FOR THIS SUPREME
ENTERTAINMENT PICTURE

FRED W SPIEGEL

NATIONAL THEATRE

“Gfeas.on’s ISew DeaV’

JAMES GLEASOIS

Just back from Europe, Gleason
jumps into a staggeringly funny
Warren Doane

UNIVERSAL
TWO
REEL COMEDY

"KING OF JAZZ'!*

WESTER!
BEAUMONT, TEX/!

MAY 26

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCH/I

DALLAS, TEXAS

WE HAVE JUST FINISHED'

KING OF JAZZ AT OUR J =

VERY EXCEPTIONAL BUSJ

PICTURE THE EXHIBITOR

TO CASH IN ON AN EXC •

FEEL SURE THIS CAN BE S'

TION WE ARE GIVING IT

'

ON OUR CIRCUIT BEST I i

JEFFEf

'
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of "BE MINE TONIGHT" Success

WESTERN UNION
L J SCHLAIFER SAN MATEO CALIF
UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORPN MAY 25 1933

730 FIFTH AVE NY

WISH YOU COULD HAVE BEEN HERE LAST NIGHT TO WITNESS GRANDEST OPENING

HISTORY SANMATEO SHOW BUSINESS STOP BE MINE BROUGHT APPLAUSE FROM
CAPACITY CROWD SENDING THEM OUT HUMMING THEME SONG AND FULL OF PRAISES

STOP LAST NIGHTS CAPACITY BUSINESS REPEATED TONIGHT STOP LOOKS LIKE CINCH

TEN DAYS MINIMUM STOP THIS REALLY SOMETHING FOR HEADLINES COMPARED WITH

USUAL RUN OF TWO OR THREE DAYS STOP ITS GRAND FEELING JACK THANKS TO YOU
AND UNIVERSAL

D B LEVIN BAYWOOD THEATRE

)pens Exceptionally

UNION

-ES

REE DAYS ENGAGEMENT
:RSON BEAUMONT TO A

. ;S WE BELIEVE IN THIS

AVE AN OPPORTUNITY

;'’IONAL PICTURE AND
;l ) IN MOST AMY SITUA-

riFERRED PLAYING TIME

ifARDS

AMUSEMENT CO.. INC.

“Beaaty On Broadway’’

SALLY O’ISEILL

Walter Winchell is a good
picker. He chose this beauty for

his second Rowland & Brice

UmVERSAL RADIO SHORT

HELDOVER!
Honor List of Theatres Cash-

ing in Tremendously on
“Be Mine Tonight.**

United Artists Theatre,

San Francisco, held over 7th week

Filmarte Theatre, Los Angeles,

held over 7th week

World Theatre, Minneapolis,

held over 7th week

Playhouse, Chicago,
held over 4th week

World Theatre, St. Paul,

held over 4th week

Roxy Theatre, Oakland,
held over 3rd week

New Roxy Theatre, Seattle,

held over 2nd week

Apollo Theatre, Kansas City,

held over 2nd week

Playhouse, Salt Lake City,

held over 2nd week

Hollywood Theatre, Buffalo,

held over 2nd week

Hippodrome, Cleveland,

held over 2nd week

Linden Circle, Memphis,
booked 3 days, held over 3 days

State Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.,
booked 3 days, held over 3 days
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THE UNIVERSAL
LETTER-BOX

'‘Not A Bad One ^ Universal

In The Lot” Weekly

YOU GET
STARS LIKE

WALTER
WmCHELL

and many other big-time attractions in

UNIVERSAL’S
RADIO
SHORTS

Newport, Ore.

4 28 33

Al O'Keefe

Universal Exchange

Portland, Ore.

Dear Al,

I have been reading Uncle Carl's editorial in

Universal Weekly titled "How to make money in a

Movie Theatre" and must say, that the old boy has

the right dope. Universal pictures are the only ones

that are making any money for me. Each one seems

to have some unusual angle to it that gets the cash

customers in the house and what is just as import-

ant, they go out satisfied. We have never had so

many people takes the trouble to stop and compli-

ment a picture as did on "The Big Cage.

'

Also wish to thank you for the fine cooperation

I am receiving form the exchange in the matter of

hot dates. On account of having disc equipment I

am held back a couple of months on other compan-

ies and Universal is proving a life saver by being

able to furnish me with pictures within a few weeks

of release.

I am looking forward with pleasure to the balance

of the pictures on the contract and don't see a bad

one in the lot.

It was very noticeable that during the recent

bank trouble the other companies started chiseling

and released a lot of flops but Universal came

through with good pictures when they were so

badly needed.

Sincerely yours,

W. A. McKevitt

Newport and Taft Theatres

Is A Distinct Help

TAFT'S PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Middletown, Ohio

May 22, 1933
Universal Pictures Corp.
730 Fifth Ave.
New York City.

Gentlemen:
Attached photo is being sent to you as evidence

that your showmanship column and photos in Uni-

versal Weekly are a distinct help to us in the

theatre.

I have always referred to this magazine before

playing a Universal Picture and usually find some
very helpful campaign suggestions.

Yours very truly.

HERMAN C. BAMBERGER, Mgr.

N. B. Turn to page 32 and see the photo of
“The Big Cage” referred to in above letter.

Congratulations

Dear Mr. Laemmie:

—

"I want to congratulate you on your wonderful

picture "BE MINE TONIGHT." The music, singing,

scenic beauty, and the simplicity and loveliness of

the girl, Magda Schneider, will long be remem-
bered. She is certainly a honey. Thanks again for

two very pleasant evenings (have seen it twice) and

I know if you could have heard the many favorable

comments of the crowd when leaving, you would

feel prouder still of this great picture."

Yours truly,

(Signed) ED. BAILEY

Columbus, Ohio



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

A Splurge Campaign Helps 3 Pictures!

Wins Many New Theatre Patrons

Every time a theatre steps out with

a "splurge" camgaign" on a good
picture it helps insure better business

for the two succeeding pictures.

Showmen who have carefully checked

their attendance records can attest

to that fact. Every time business

booms for a pleasing picture a great

proportion of the new element that

has visited the theatre will be sold

on coming back for its new shows.

For that reason many enterprising,

close - figuring theatre managers

make a habit of periodically

stepping - up their advertising

budgets to win this new patron-
age to their houses. There is a

steady dropping off of a certain

number of customers each week due
to any number of reasons. The oppo-
sition may have a more beautiful

theatre. Or a better show. Or be
more conveniently located. Every

business, no matter where, no
matter the kind, loses some cus-

tomers each week.
The only way to offset the

loss is to build for a greater gain.

The "splurge" campaign on some-

thing really good jumps the attend-

ance figures immediately. With so

many more people in the house your

trailer does a far finer selling job on

the next picture. In turn, part of

your first weeks gain is being

sold the third week’s show.

It is simple arithmetic, therefore,

to figure a big campaign as a three

week's investment instead of a one

week flash. If more showmen would

consider this angle on extra adver-

tising they would not hesitate to give

a good show an extra boost.

We recommend a monthly

tonic of this kind.

COLLINS LANDS "KISS"
PLAYLET ON RADIO!

I

N his campaign for "The Kiss Be-

fore The Mirror" at the Apollo

Theatre, Indianapolis, Ken Collins,

manager, used the radio, newspapers,

store windows, and a special direct

mail feature

that gave the

picture a very

satisfa ctory
opening.

Through a

tie-up with the

Barker Drama-
tic Group, a

local organiza-

tion, the spe-

cial radio play-

let adapted
from the
script of the

picture, was
presented
over station

WFBM.
Letters were

sent to a

thousand law-

yers stressing

the dramatic

and intricate

trial scene and
its especial in-

ferest to them.

A tie - up
with a chain

of eight down-
town drug
stores landed

window dis-

plays featured

the Max Fac-

tor make - up
products with

Nancy Car-
roll's picture

and the title. Stills, cut-outs, etc.,

were used to dress them up. 10,000

napkins, 5,000 blotters and 500 table

inserts were distributed in restau-

rants and office buildings. A tie-up

with the classified section of the lo-

cal paper secured several free display

ads and daily publicity stories. Duke
Hickey, Universal Exploiteer, assited.

JOE WEIL

GOVERNOR OF UTAH ENJOYS
SALT LAKE PREMIERE OF 'BE MINEn

So great has been the popularity and success of "Be Mine Tonight" that prominent persons
in all walks of life are attending previews and open-
ing nights everywhere. Below are Governor Henry
Blood of Utah, with Mrs. Blood as they arrived

for the preview of the picture at the Playhouse,

Salt Lake City. In the group from left to right are:

Mrs. Elizabeth Martin, Mrs. Jack Rue, Jack Rue,
manager of the Universal Exchange at Salt Lake
City, Mrs. Henry Blood, Governor Blood and Ben
Westland, who presented the picture in the Mor-
mon city.

IT'S DIFFERENT!

aixsiXt it?

UhULI "put

"QlvjL-Klao

Bikpu ikt

”*‘‘12^-

iiu.

SJHiAnt

Part of another good
campaign on “The
Kiss Before the Mir-
ror.” This ad is radi-

cally different a make-
up and copy from
most theatre ads and
for that reason at-

tracted considerable
attention in IFashing-

ton, D. C., where it

was used by Rodney
Collier, manager of

the Rialto Theatre.
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FORTY "LOOP"
"KISS" DISPLAYS
THROUGH a tie-up with

Max Factor beauty prep-

arations, the Chicago cam-

paign tor "The Kiss Before

the Mirror" was greatly

heightened by forty window

displays similar to the one

^hown at the left. All windows

were in "loop" district drug

stores and attracted wide at-

tention. Lobby photos and

production stills were used in

making up the displays. Prank

Smith, manager of the Pal-

ace Theatre and John Joseph,

district publicity manager, ar

ranged the tie-ups with the as-

sistance of Duke Hickey, Uni-

versal exploiteer.

manager.

Two of the mirrors were transpar-

ent and equipped with flashers so

that the head of Nancy Carroll ap-

peared with the light. With the light

off the glass became an ordinary mir-

ror. Thirty mirrors, with display lines

decorated the lobby and thirty more
were used In the various lounges.

During the run these mirrors were

moved out to the theatre front.

Twenty-five window displays tying

up various merchandise with the pic-

ture, were secured on Cleveland's

main shopping street. Twenty thou-

sand stickers were placed on road

maps distributed by local gasoline

stations. Extra newspaper advertising

space helped to boost the opening

which was better than the house had
enjoyed for three months. Albert

Nathan, Universal exploitation repre-

sentative, assisted on the campaign.
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"BE MINE" CAMPAIGN BLANKETS KANSAS CITY

CLEVELAND MIRRORS REFLECT "KISS" ADS
Going after his "Be Mine To-

night" campaign with everything

he had proved profitable for Reed

Porter, manager of the Apollo Thea-

tre, Kansas City, Mo., when the Uni-

versal record-setting picture opened

at the Fox house.

Well in advance of the opening

the city was blanketed with fl^y 24-

sheets, 500 window cards, 15,000

heralds and 1 ,500 letters sent to mu-

sic lovers. In addition to the regular

newspaper space, ads were placed in

several foreign language newspapers

and publicity landed in 27 country

papers around Kansas City.

A special Invitation society pre-

miere was arranged which besides

being attended by the city's elite,

brought out music and film critics

and prominent civic officials.

Four radio stations broadcast the

hit song "Tell Me Tonight" and all

hotel orchestras played the music

during dinner and supper programs.

Prominently located music stores

gave the sheet music and phono-
graph records window displays tied

up to the Apollo management.
Advance trailers and lobby frames

were used in all other Fox City

houses. Ralph Ravenscroft, Universal

exploiteer, assisted on the campaign.

.-f section of the lobby of the Palace Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, showing some of the
thirty odd mirrors used for an advance display on “The Kiss Before The Mirror.^

TRANSPARENT MIRRORS INTRIGUE
INTEREST FOR "KISS BEFORE MIRROR"

F
rank mines, manager, and Al

Gregg, publicity manager, made

a veritable "Hall of Mirrors" of the

RKO Palace Theatre lobby tor the

Cleveland engagement of "The Kiss

. Before The Mirror." The stunt, which

attracted wide attention and had all

Cleveland talking about the picture,

was conceived by J. J. Franklin, city
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"BE MINE " GETS NICE CAMPAIGN IN NEW ORLEANS
BAMBERGER GIVES "BIG CAGE" SMASH DISPLAY

Showmanship
lobby display

used by Herman
C. Bamberger,

manager of Taft's

Paramount Thea-

tre, Middletown

,

Ohio, for his

"Big Cage" cam-

paign. Poster
cut-outs and stills

were used for the

decorations.

TUCKER GETS EDITORIAL PACE SPACE
FOR "BE MINE" WITH LETTER TO EDITOR

S
mash newspaper space, several

radio broadcasts, a big flash

front and a flower bedecked sound

ballyhoo truck featured the campaign
for "Be Mine Tonight" when it

played the Tudor Theatre, New Or-
leans.

Joe M. Estes, publicity manager
for Saenger Theatres, Inc., gets cred-

it for the campaign.
The ballyhoo truck was "manned"

with two of New Orlean's most beau-

tiful girls who handed out flowers

and heralds, while music from the

picture was played over the loud

speaker equipment. It covered all

important sections of the city and
created considerable comment.

Several thousand letters with spe-

cial appeal to music lovers were sent

out to a mailing list that included all

subscribers to the local philharmonic

concerts. Heralds were enclosed with

the letter.

Local radio broadcasting stations,

hotel orchestras and dance bands
played the hit number "Tell Me To-

night" and mentioned the picture

and theatre.

The front display, shown below,

was particularly attractive. The trel-

lis work was covered with vines, roses,

wisteria. Large music notes carried

display lines. The centre panel is a

cut-out from the six sheet. Special

art work was used for the end panels.

The title across the entrance was il-

luminated.

Capitalizing on the tact that Jan Kie-

^ pura, Magda Schneider and the other

players in "Be Mine Tonight" are new to

American audiences, S. 6. Tucker, manager
of the Byrd Theatre, Richmond, Va„ ar-

ranged tor the tollowing letter to be writ-

ten to the editor ot the local paper:

“Editor—Questions and Answers"
“Please put in your column every-

thing you can find out about the new
actor Jan Kiepura, whom I saw in

‘Be Mine Tonight.’ Even though 1

am only eleven years old and still in

grammar school, 1 know that he has

a fine voice. If you can get any infor-

mation about Magda Schneider,

please print that too.— Very Much
In tcrested—Richmond.”

The letter, together with a lengthy ans-

wer giving all the details ot the careers ot

both players, was printed on the editorial

page ot the paper. This is a good gag and

one that can readily be worked in most any

city where the paper runs a question and

answer department.

This is the front display arranged for the “Be Mine Tonight” engagement at the Tudor
Theatre, IS'ew Orleans. Note the attractive trellis of flowers, the music notes and

the play up of the romance angle.

4k 4
iJtf

This week we present tour more winns.-s

ot UNIVERSAL WEEKLY CERTIFICATES OF
MERIT awarded tor exceptional showmanship

on Universal Pictures. They are:

LOUIS HELBORN, manager and CARSON
HARRIS, publicity manager ot the Den-

ham Theatre, Denver Colo., tor their

campaign on "They Just Had To Get
Married."

LAWRENCE LEHMAN, manager ot t'-e

Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., tor

his exploitation ot "Out All Night."

ACKIE GILL, manager ot Proctor’s Theatre,

Schenectady, N. Y. tor a smash tront and

lobby on "The Big Cage.
"

Congratulations, men! Watch the mail

tor your certiticatesi



"Good for

$1,000 over

Keith's (Boston)

reports Motion

^ Picture Daily

NANCYCARROLL
FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS

GLORIA STUART
Wi+h Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pid-

geon. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from

the play by Ladislous Fodor. Screenplay by

William Anthony McGuire. Directed by

James Whale. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

Klff BEfOhE
THE Mmon
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SLIM

SUMMERVILLE
and

ZASU PITTS
are doing the

business ! !

With Laura Hope Crews,

Shirley Grey, Alexander Carr,

Mae Busch. Story by Tim Whelan.

Screenplay by William Anthony McGuire.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Sam
Taylor. Presented by Carl Laemmie.



SPEAKING OF
NEWS REELS

Variety says:

—

'Universal stepped ahead
ahead of its competitors on
several important subjects.

One of these was the Com-
munist battle in Chicago
with Police.'

PLAY THE NEWSREEL
THAT PLAYS UP NEWS!



Starring LUIS

TRENKER
WithVILMA BANKY,Victor Varconi

Directed by Edwin Knopf and Luis

Trenicer. Presented by Cori

Loemmie. A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL.



Astounding!
Inspiring!
Sensational!
Man-made landslides thundering

from mountain peaks, engulfing

hundreds of soldiers fighting in the

torrent below ••• Terrific battle

scenes said by the N.Y. Times to

compare favorably with those in

'All Quiet'. •• Flaming romance in a

world gone mad ••• Action, Drama,
Thrills— plus'^orgeous scenery

gloriously photographed.





The greatest mah^^^ppiht ^ever

filmed • • . A romaiifit |li0ro! in

flight •• .Towering peaks anid
i- I

yawning chasms a greater

menace than ruthless purr

suers!... Gala parties in gildeci

halls, with a nation^s yputh

and beauty dancing to a crim-

son dawn ! . . . A daughter of

aristocracy sacrificing family

and honor for love!... Intrigue

— Suspense— Spectacle—
Everything ! . .

.

THE REBEL
J
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POUR COLD
No. 726 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

One of the best showmanship stunts in the world is to

do just the opposite from what the people anticipate.

Shock' em!

It's an old trick and it never fails to work.

Right now^ the people of the world are saving^ stinting,

scrimping, cheating themselves down to the last penny.
They are living on the very least they can spend.

Exactly now is the time to shock them with a display of

lavishness, richness, gorgeousness and expense!

Show them 'The King of Jazz."

Startle them with the picture that cost nearly two million

dollars to produce.

Stun them with the eye-filling beauty of womanhood,
costume and scenery which none but John Murray Ander-
son would have the creative imagination to produce and
none but a reckless producer (in them thar good old days)

would have the nerve to pay for!
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OVER THEM
One of the greatest numbers ever staged—'The Song of

the Dawn”—with the voice of John Boles augmented by a

pippin of a male chorus—in its very self is a big show. It will

haunt your memory and delight your soul.

Another magnificent piece is 'The Melting Pot" in which
the choruses of all nations, in costumes and colorings that
will fairly knock your eye out, stage a never-to-be-forgotten
pageant which words cannot hope to describe.

The whole production is better than originally. It has

been snapped up; new shots have been substituted for

many of the old ones. It is all like a flow of gold and pre-

cious jewels.

It comes at a time when the people had forgotten that
there ever was such a thing as luxury and grandeur.

It comes at a time to gladden their eyes and make them
realize that this old world has beauty and happiness and
cheer in it in spite of ail signs to the contrary.

Dump this golden flood on the laps of your fans and whip

up your advertising campaign to fit the occasion.
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“ONLY YESTERDAY^’
CAST COMPLETED

W ITH the addition of Benita

Hume, Edna Mae Oliver,

Franklin Pangborn, Onslow Stevens,

and Hugh Enfield to the supporting

cast, camera work was started Tues-

day on "Only Yesterday," the Fred-

erick Lewis Allen story which John
M. Stahl is directing at Universal

City.

Margaret Sullavan, who recently

closed an engagement in New York

as one of the stage stars of "Dinner

at Eight," is co-featured with John
Boles in the ‘picture.

Universal Headline News

A FANNIE HURST’S LATEST NOVEL BOUGHT

A CHESTER MORRIS SIGNED FOR “THE INVIS-
IBLE MAN”

A UNIVERSAL TO RELEASE MENTONE PRODUG
TIONS

A JOHN HIX GETS NEW SYNDICATE
(Continued on Page 28)

ff illiam Wyler directing Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts in

“Her First Mate."

R
oger PRYOR, son of the internationally

famous band leader and composer, Arthur

Pryor, has been cast for the leading male role

in Universal's "Moonlight and Pretzels." This

musical production, being produced in the

East by Stanley Bergerman, features also in

its cast Mary Brian and Leo Carrillo. It is a

Rowland and Brice Production and Karl

Freund is directing with Monte Brice.

Young Pryor has devoted his life to the

stage, starting as a school-boy in a stock

company owned and directed by a friend of

the family. His first role was in "Adam and
Eva." Four years in stock in Buffalo, Trenton,

Wheeling and Jersey City prepared him tho-

roughly for his place on Broadway. There he

appeared in such plays as "The Sea Woman,"
"Paid," "Aloma of the South Seas," "Satur-

day's Children" and "The Royal Family" the

original with all-star cast. On tour Pryor has

appeared in the leading roles of "The Front

Page," "See Naples and Die," "Apron
Strings," "Up Pops the Devil," and "There's

Always Juliet." Last season he played the

Broadway columnist in the highly successful

stage production of "Blessed Event," the

part portrayed on the screen by Lee Tracy.
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Five Pictures in Prodi
"COUNSELLOR AT LAW" WAITS
ON BIG CASTING PROBLEM

(Chester Morris, handsomp nnd poimhir
Ipiidinf! man. who has just been siftned

for “The Invisible Man."

Chester Morris Signed

for ^""The Invisible Man^’

U NIVERSAL is making extraordin-

ary preparations tor "The Invis-

ible Man," now that it has a script

with which it is perfectly satisfied.

This famous novel by H. G. Wells has

been in the scenario department for

over a year. Finally James Whale,
the director, and Carl Laemmie, Jr.,

induced R. C. Sherriff to adapt it

and write a screenplay from it. Every-

one is delighted with the result. The
author of "Journey's End" wrote his

version in London.

The first player chosen is Chester

Morris for the romantic lead. This

role will be far more important to

the picture than the title role, as the

Invisible Man is merely a voice after

the second or third reel. Morris, who
was introduced to the screen in Ro-

land West's "Alibi" several years

ago, is very well known for his splen-

did work in such pictures as "The

Case of Sergeant Grischa," and
more recently in "Blondy Johnson."

W HO will have the big role of

the year? That is a question

which Hollywood is again asking.

Universal has not been making a

great deal of noise about the Elmer

Rice play, "Counsellor at Law," be-

cause of its anxiety to have the lead-

ing role properly cast. A long series

of negotiations with Paul Muni failed

to click, for a variety of reasons. But

that has only increased the possibili-

ties. Every leading man in Hollywood

is trying to figure some way whereby
this fat part will drop in his lap. Uni-

versal's contract with Chester Morris,

who will play in "The Invisible Man,"
rather inclines critical Hollywood

opinion toward him. But the possibil-

ities are almost as intriguing as they

are when John Stahl steps out to cast

a picture like "Only Yesterday" or

"Back Street."

"Counsellor at Law" is the Elmer

Rice play which ran for two years on

+ + +

Hugh Enfield Cast

in ^^In the Money”

H ugh ENFIELD, latest stage dis-

covery of Carl Laemmie, Jr.,

has been given an important role

with Lew Ayres in "In the Money."
At the same time, Murray Roth cast

William J. Kelly, the noted imper-

sonator, Cley Clement, Eddie Kane,

Louis Natheaux, Brooks Benedict, Ar-

thur Housman and Robert Emmett

O'Connor in subordinate roles. The

cast in support of Ayres already in-

cluded Ginger Rogers, Charles

Grapewin, Shirley Gray, Tom Dugan
and Merna Kennedy. "In the Money"
was written and is being directed by

Murray Roth.

Hugh Enfield is the engaging

young stage actor whom Carl Laem-
mie, Jr, saw in the Pasadena Play-

house where Gloria Stuart and On-
slow Stevens first attracted atten-

tion. Enfield's first role was in "Phan-

tom of the Air."

Broadway and has played such suc-

cessful engagements in all big cities.

It was the prize capture of the year
for Carl Laemmie, Jr,, who made a

trip to New York to see and buy it.

"SHOOT THE V

"MOONLIGHT
U P-TO-DATE and romantic is the

title which Universal has chosen
for the musical picture which Stanley

Bergerman is producing in New York.

Up to this week this Rowland-Brice
production was called "Shoot the

Works." It's new title is "Moonlight
and Pretzels." Sounds melodious and
interesting.

Already production is well under
way under the direction of Karl

Freund with Monte Brice doing the

dialogue directing of the various

scenes. The large cast is headed by

Hugh Knjield pbiys his first dramatic
role with Lew .tyres in “In the Money.”
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ition at Universal City
June Knight On Way To Universal City

J
UNE KNIGHT is on her way to

Universal City. Though she left

the cast of "Take A Chance" last

Saturday, nothing would induce her

to leave New York before the Baer-

Schmelling fight. Nevertheless, she

will arrive at Universal City bright

RKS" BECOMES
ID PRETZELS"

Mary Brian, Leo Carillo and Roger
Pryor, son of the bandmaster. Others

who were added this week include

Lillian Miles, who has been playing

vaudeville dates since her unusual

experience as a 1 933 Wampas Baby
Star; Bobby Watson and William

Frawley.

The music score for "Moonlight

and Pretzels" is contributed by Jay

Gorney, Al Siegel, Herman Hupfeld

and E. Y. Harburg, Jay Gorney is

musical supervisor of the production.

Bobby Connelly personally chose the

beauty chorus and is directing the

dances.

('hiiracteristic pose of ZaSu Fitts, co-

sturring with Slim Summerville in

“Her First Mate.”

and early Monday morning by plane

to start the seven-year contract given

her by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

June Knight, for her first picture

under the Universal contract will

have the feminine lead in "Lilies of

Broadway," which John Francis Lar-

kin has just finished adapting from
the William Hurlbut play. E. A. Du-

pont will direct under the supervision

of associate producer, Sam Jacob-
son. The cast will be announced next

week.

June Knight Achieved

Success Away From Home
June Knight has the distinction of

being born within a few miles of Uni-

versal City and having to go to New
York to achieve success. She is also

the last girl glorified by the late Flo-

renz Ziegfeld. Her first Broadway as-

signment was in "Hot Cha," where

her success rushed her into a fea-

tured role in "Take A Chance."

+ + +

Summerville-Pitts

Comedy Re-Titled

^^Her First Mate^^

//U ER first MATE" will be the

I I title under which the newest

Slim Summerville-ZaSu Pitts feature

comedy now nearing completion at

Universal City will be released, Carl

Laemmie, Jr. announced yesterday.

"Her First Mate" is a screen adap-
tation of the John Golden-Dan Jar-

rett Broadway stage hit, "Salt

Water."
Supporting Miss Pitts and Summer-

ville in the picture are Una Merkel,

Warren Hymer, George Marion, Ber-

ton Churchill, Henry Armeta and
Jocelyn Lee. William Wyler is di-

recting. The company returned last

week from San Francisco, where the

water scenes were shot and will finish

"Her First Mate" at Universal City

next week.

June Knight, late of Broadway stage

success, “Take A Chance,” now flying to

Universal City to be featured in “Lilies

of Broadway.”

^""The Fiddlin^ Buckaroo^’

A Musical Western

''THE FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO!"
That’s just what Ken Maynard

is in his latest Universal picture, com-

pleted last week at Universal City.

For in it, Ken, in addition to per-

forming his cowboy stunts with grace

and agility, plays the violin in a great

many sequences of the story. This

may surprise many of his fans, but

when they learn that Maynard per-

formed many years ago as a musician

on the famous Mississippi river boat,

"Cotton Blossom," the showboat

made famous in Edna Ferber's cele-

brated novel, they will not marvel at

his facility with his fiddle. That was

long before he entered movies as

Paul Revere in "Janice Meredith."

In this picture, Ken and his film

sweetheart, portrayed by Gloria

Shea, sing and play such old favor-

ites as "My Pretty Quadroon," "Chis-

holm Trail" and "Oh, Suzanna."

"The Fiddlin' Buckaroo" was written

by Nate Gatzert and directed by

Maynord. In his cast, in addition to

the beautiful Gloria Shea, former

Ziegfeld beauty, appear Fred Koh-

ler, Frank Rice, Jack Mower, Jack

Rackwell and Robert McKenzie.
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Fannie Hurst, whose latest novel, “Imi-
tation of Life,” has just been purchased
by Universal. John Stahl intends to make
it a greater picture than “Back Street.”

Muriel Kirkland Added '

to Already Swell Cast

of ^^Secret of Blue Room*’

Muriel KIRKLAND has been
added to the cast of "The Se-

cret of the Blue Room," already one

of the most impressive casts assem-

bled at Universal City. Muriel Kirk-

land will be remembered all over the

world for her work as the ingenue in

"Strictly Dishonorable." Her latest

picture was "Hold Your Man," just

released.

As a cast. Universal considers that

"The Secret of the Blue Room" is

just about perfect. Give a thought

to such names as Lionel Atwill, Paul

Lukas, Gloria Stuart, Onslow Stev-

ens, Russell Hopton, William Janney,

Elizabeth Patterson and Edward Ar-

nold. Last week Carl Laemmie, Jr.

also added to the cast Anders Van
Haden and James Durkin. This pic-

ture is by William Hurlbut, the play-

wright, and is being directed by Kurt

Neumann.

EXTRACT FRO
“LUCKY DOG”

THE PLOT: The ever-old, always-new

story of a dog's devotion to his mas-
ter. When the master is sent to pris-

on he is deserted by wife and friends

—all but Buster, the dog. Events that

occur along the way when Buster

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY June 10, I93i

Universal Buys Latest

Fannie Hurst Novel
^
^Imitation of Life^’

POSSESSING the same tense hu-

man appeal as "Back Street,"

but decidedly more dramatic color,

Fannie Hurst's most recent 'best

seller' "Imitation of Life" is to be
brought to life on the screen by Uni-

versal. Contracts insuring this beat
on the literary world were signed

last week by Fannie Hurst in New
York.

Carl Laemmie, Jr., purchased Miss

Hurst's brilliant American novel with

the understanding that John M.
Stahl, who directed "Back Street"

and made it internationally recog-

nized as one of the screen's "ten best

films of 1932," will direct "Imitation

of Life." It will be used as one of

the big pictures for next season's

Universal program.

The story deals with the lifelong

struggle of a girl, widowed at 18,

*

who found her romance in building

up a national business in waffles and
maple syrup with the aid of a faith-

ful negro cook whose life closely

paralleled her own. Building its plot

with swift strokes, "Imitation of Life"

heiglitens its drama by the introduc-

tion of the daughters of the young
white widow and the negress, and
their unusual demands, upon their

respective mothers, upon reaching

their majority.

Mr. Stahl is now directing "Only
Yesterday" with Margaret Sullavan

and John Boles and in all likelihood

will prepare the Fannie Hurst novel

for screening in August. "Imitation of

Life" was first published serially in

Pictorial Review. It was issued early

this year by Harper & Bros, as a

novel. Screen adaptors will be se-

lected within a few weeks, Mr.

Laemmie, Jr. states.

+ +

COLLEGE HUMOR TO FIND

GIRL FOR UNIVERSAL'S F(»

T
housands of college giHs win

be thinking about diplomas,

thousands more will be thinking

about the senior prom, but twice as

many college girls will be thinking

this June about the great contest to

find an All American Girl. This con-

test is being conducted by College

Humor and it is being conducted in

the thorough and enthusiastic way in

which this magazine goes after every-

thing. For instance, in the June num-

ber, Jefferson Machamer's cover was

given over exclusively to this All Am-
erican Girl Contest and two pages

on the inside were devoted exclu-

sively to the search for this elusive

screen potentiality. Two pages in the

M SCREEN PLAY JULY 1933
starts the long, heartbreaking but

tireless search for his master, which

nearly ends in tragedy, make up the

cory.

CRITIC'S COMMENT: This picture

is as emotionally stirring a little offer-

ing as the screen has given us in

many a day. Acting honors are all

Buster's with Chic Sale having little

to do as the master. In all justice to

Sale, his work is incidental to that of

this smart canine. Sale, by the way,

is hardly recognizable as a young

man.—Rating AA General. Produced

by Universal.
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Universal Will Release BIGGER SYNDICATE FOR JOHN HIX
The Mentone Shorts

Contracts have been signed be-

tween E. M. Gluckman, president

of Mentone Products, Inc., and Univer-

sal, whereby Universal will release thir-

teen two-reel Mentone productions

during the coming season. The produc-

tion will be novelty vaudeville and radio

stories with many of the most prominent

stars In the amusement world featured.

Montone has effected arrangements

with several organizations to Insure

these names. Among the organizations

are the Catholic Actors Guild. The stars

available from this source alone Include

George M. Cohan, Mary Boland, Hal
Skelley, Hugh O'Connell, Genevieve
Tobin, Jack Haley, Charles King, Don-
ald Brian, Marie Cahill, Gene Buck,

Paul Frawley, Trixie Friganza, Ethel Bar-

rymore Colt, Charles Ruggles, Alice

Brady, Hal Forde, Louise Groody,
Frank Craven and Bing Crosby.

The production will be supervised by
Mr. Glucksman, late of R. K. O., who
made many feature productions. They
will be provided with music by Milton

Schwarzwald, and Ballard McDonald
will write the stories.

(Continued on Page 28 )

+ + +

Latest picture of John Hix, creator of “Strange As It Seems.’’

More Newspapers for

John Hix Cartoon

iE ALL AMERICAN COLLEGE

5TBALL PICTURE THIS FALL
roto. sections are also devoted to

this laudable effort.

For ^^All American Girl’*

Universal has already made two
splendid football pictures. It Is go-

ing to make another one this fall.

This football picture Is going to lay a

tremendous amount of stress on the

woman's angle. For that reason, they

want to have a typical college girl

who has dramatic ability as well as

beauty of face and form whom they

can feature In the picture, girls like

Gloria Stuart and Merna Kennedy,
for Instance, who were featured In

last year's football picture, "The All

American," and Sally Blane, who was
In the first football picture, "The
Spirit of Notre Dame."

If You Know A Prospect

College Humor has made contact

with every college and university In

the United States with full particulars

of the contest. The lucky girl will be

chosen by a committee of judges

composed of Carl Laemmie, Jr., pro-

duction manager of Universal City;

Russell Patterson and Jefferson Mac-
hamer, artists who give their talents

to College Humor; Stanley Gibson,

who publishes It, and Larry Reid, ed-

itor of Motion Picture and Movie

Classic. All entires must be received

by July 15th; so If you know of a girl

In college who has the qualifications

to enter this contest, buy a copy of

the June College Humor and see

what she has to do to enter.

Last week arrangements were
made by Ernest Hix, business

manager of the famous cartoonist,

John Hix, which will result In the

"Strange As It Seems" newspaper
cartoon appearing In many more
newspapers than heretofore. By this

arrangement, John Hix and "Strange

As It Seems" join the McNaught
Syndicate, Inc. In the new affiliation

John Hix rubs shoulders with such

syndicate stars as Will Rogers, O. O.
McIntyre, Rube Goldberg, J. P. Mc-
Evoy, Raymond Moley, Albert Pay-

son Terhune, Ham Fisher, Gus Mager
and many others.

The McNaught Syndicate has the

entree to the largest and most repre-

sentative papers throughout the

world and will afford the "Strange As
It Seems" cartoon the dominant
place in its field.

At the same time, Ernest Hix as-

sociates himself with the syndicate in

a capacity which will enable him to

assist both the newspaper and the

moving picture exploitation of
" Strange As It Seems."



LOOK YfHA
JOHN BOLES
BING CROSBY



r YOU GET!

JEANIE LANC
SLIM

SUMMERVILLE
THE RHYTHM BOYS
JEANETTE LOFF

BROX SISTERS

MERNA KENNEDY
CHARLES IRWIN
STANLEY SMITH
HARRY BARRIS

LAURA LA PLANTE
THE SISTERS "C

"

NANCY TORRES
WILLIAM KENT
NELL O'DAY

RUSSELL MARKERT
DANCERS

and scores of other stage, screen and radio stars in

KING OF JAZZ
The most glorious musical ever produced . . . Filmed

entirely in Technicolor . . . New Prints ! . . . New Ac-
cessories. Presenting

—

PAUL WHITEMAN
AND HIS ARTISTS. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by John Murray Anderson. Presented by

Carl Laemmie. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.
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THE OUTSTANDING
ABSOLUTELY IS “J

Magda Schneider smiles at the success

of “Be Mine Tonight.”

//p E MINE TONIGHT" Universal's

D highly successful screen musi-

cal, went into its third week Wed-
nesday at the Criterion Theatre

where it is enjoying a return Broad-

way engagement after its run at the

Paramount.

Kiepura, young Polish tenor, has

B
eyond the shadow of a doubt,

"Be Mine Tonight" is the out-

standing picture of today. Its amaz-
ing performances have opened the

eyes of showmen all over the United

States. In the last column of this

double page will be found a compil-

ation of hold-overs. It is an amazing
record. Study it.

The astounding success of "Be
Mine Tonight" at the United Artists

Theatre in San Francisco induced
Herman L. Cohen, manager of the

theatre, to come east and try for

some box-office records with the

same picture. As a result, "Be Mine
Tonight" is in its third prosperous

week at the Criterion, brought back
to this Paramount house from its big

run of eight days at the Paramount
Theatre. Mr. Cohen's next venture

will be at the Tremont Theatre in

the male lead with Magda Schneider

and Sonnie Hale, noted English stage

and screen comic, cast in strong sup-

porting roles. Kiepura, incidentally,

has been signed to a long term Uni-

versal contract on the strength of

his outstanding performance in "Be
Mine Tonight."

Boston, where the picture will open
next week.

Red Kann in the Motion Picture

Daily of May 21 cites a number of

instances where "Be Mine Tonight"

has surprised cities and showmen. He
says:

"By going into its seventh week at

San Francisco, 'Be Mine Tonight' has

established itself as one of the sur-

prises of recent weeks. It is also in its

fifth week in Minneapolis and its

fourth at St. Paul, and has been held

over in Hollywood. In addition, it

had high gross in Seattle last week.

"The San Francisco run is a record

for the United Artists there. For five

weeks it topped $10,000, the sixth

it fell to $8,000, and bucked the op-

position of the Al G. Barnes circus.

The New York showing of this musical

A RECORD '

SEATTLE, JUNE 7th. Never in the hi

tory of moving pictures in Seattle has a bi'

theatre held over a picture for thre

weeks. That startling thing has just ha|

pened at the new Roxy Theatre, whi<

was opened a short time ago with "A Ki

Before the Mirror." This Universal pictui

must have given the theatre a good star

It has been uniformly successful ever sine

Be Mine " in Third Week in N. Y.

NOT A DULL MOMENT IN IT

WESTERN UNION
SD9 49 NL-TRBY LAMESA CALIF MAY 19 1933

CARL LAEMMLE JR-

UNIVERSAL CITY CALIF-
I WANTED YOU TO KNOW I HAVE BEEN TO SEE BE MINE TONIGHT
I THINK IT THE GREATEST MUSICAL PICTURE THAT HAS YET COME
OUT A REAL INNOVATION KIEPURA IS A KNOCKOUT NOT A DULL
MOMENT IN IT REGARDS-

CHARLES WAKEFIELD OADMAN.
836A MAY 20.
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3ICTURE OF TODAY
E MINE TONIGHT”

at the Criterion was based largely

on its San Francisco draw."
"
'Adorable' was the outstanding

draw in Minneapolis and St. Paul,

with $6,500 at the State in Minnea-

polis and $7,000 at the Paramount in

St. Paul. 'Out All Night' and 'The

World Gone Mad' were also above
normal. The surprise in both cities

was the continued run of ‘Be Mine

Tonight.' In its fifth Minneapolis week

it held up to the World's normal

$1200 take, and in its fourth St. Paul

week it was up to the $2,000 average

of the World there. Business was gen-

erally good in both cities.

"Business continued in the dol-

drums in most of the Los Angeles and
Hollywood first runs, with 'The Work-
ing Man' the only new attraction to

IR SEATTLE
and a great credit to the enterprise and
showmanship of Jensen and Von Herberg.

But a picture to be held three weeks
was beyond the imagination of anyone.

Nevertheless, "Be Mine Tonight" is enjoy-

ing a third week here, and everybody is

amazed and delighted. It is either a sign

^hat times are improving or that they liked

"Be Mine Tonight."

stand out at all. 'Be Mine Tonight'

stayed another week at the Filmarte

and took $3,000, away over normal

for the house."

What Variety Says—
In Variety on Tuesday, a number

of records were referred to. For in-

stance, at the United Artists in San
Francisco, where "Be Mine Tonight"

is in its eighth week, it says: "Endur-

ance record and still okay at $5,000."

In Seattle, Variety gives a head to

"Be Mine" entering its third week
at the Roxy: "Sensational run is 'Be

Mine Tonight' at Roxy, going into

third week. This one has been stick-

ing to steady takings, with those see-

ing it praising as a rule, which is the

best kind of advertising. Three weeks
for one pix is a run-record for this

house."

Its comment on the Criterion in

New York was as follows:
"

'Be Mine
Tonight' (U) (2nd week). Musical is

building as U hoped it would, and
on second seven days will get $4,200,

some profit. First week, including

Decoration Day holiday, $3,500."

At the State in Lincoln, Nebraska,

Variety says: "Last week 'Be Mine
Tonight' (U) on the second week drew

an exceptional $1,100."

Seventh Week Bigger
than First in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES, JUNE 7th. A run

of eight weeks in Los Angeles is un-

heard of. Nevertheless, the beautiful

Filmarte Theatre here in Hollywood

is rolling merrily and profitably along

into its eighth week. This in itself is

amazing enough, but when you con-

sider that the seventh week was not

only bigger than the first week, but

bigger than any other week of the

run, it is possible to appreciate in

some small measure the tremendous
record which "Be Mine Tonight" is

establishing in Los Angeles. To take

in more money on its seventh week
and to come within a few dollars of

breaking the house record during

the seventh week of the run, is giv-

ing the wiseacres around this moving
picture city the biggest sensation

they have ever had. At this present

writing it is impossible to foretell

how long "Be Mine Tonight" will run.

HELDOVER
United Artists Theatre,

San Francisco, held over

8th week

Filmart Theatre, Los Angeles,

held over 8th week
(seventh week biggest of

entire run)

World Theatre, Minneapolis,

held over 8th week

Playhouse, Chicago,

held over 4th week

World Theatre, St. Paul,

held over 4th week

Roxy Theatre, Oakland,

held over 3rd week

New Roxy Theatre, Seattle,

held over 3rd week
(amazing record)

Apollo Theatre, Kansas City,

held over 2nd week

Playhouse, Salt Lake City,

held over 2nd week

Hippodrome, Cleveland,

held over 2nd week

Linden Circle Memphis,
booked 3 days, held over 3

days and then 6 more

State Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.,

booked 3 days, held over 3

days and then 3 more.

Baywood Theatre, San Mateo,
Cal., booked 7 days held for

10 .

New Theatre, Fresno, Cal.,

booked 7 days, held 10.

National Theatre, Stockton,

Cal., booked 7 days held 10.

Padre Theatre, San Jose, Cal.,

booked 3 days, held 8.
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HELD OVER!

8th Week, San Francisco

8th Week, Minneapolis

8th Week, Los Angeles



HELD OVER-
2nd Week, Kansas City

2nd Week, Indianapolis

2nd Week, Hollywood

5 Big Weeks
in Chicago

4 Big Weeks
in St. Paul

A UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL

Presented by Carl Laemmie

When The Box
The Whole Indu



'Office Speaks
strii Listens/
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Philadelphia,

"THE KISS
Chicago an

BEFORE
. . . Tense, Expertly Directed

Drama.

"The Kiss Before the Mirror," Em-

ploys Excellent Cast.

As impressive a melodrama as the

screen has presented in a long time

is offered at the Boyd in "The Kiss

Before the Mirror" . . . One's interest

is never once let down either by the

plot, by its effective build-up by Di-

rector James Whale or by the play-

ing of an expert cast.

The physical production of this

Universal film also merits high praise

. . . Cameraman Karl Freund has ob-

tained some shots of uncanny beauty

. . . The musical accompaniment is

'"‘'Destination Unknown^^

An Inspired Picture

Dear Mr. Laemmie:

—

"I wish to take this opportunity to

say that I have just witnessed a show-

ing of your late production entitled

"DESTINATION UNKNOWN." I will

say that you and your company are

to be commended for the production

of such an inspiring picture and much

praise should be extended to the di-

rector. Mr. Tay Garnett, and to the

excellent cast. And I especially com-

mend Mr. Ralph Bellamy in the ex-

cellent way in which he handled the

part of the Stowaway.

"I am a Motion Picture projec-

tionist and see many pictures. This

is one of the best I have witnessed

in many months, because it was so

different from the average run of

pictures, and I must say that it is

one of the best of the year.

"In closing, I must again commend

the entire staff who made "DESTIN-

ATION UNKNOWN." Let’s have

more like it."

(Signed) Mr. Jack B. Reedy

Oklahoma City, Okla.

always rich in suggestion and every

Ingredient In the photoplay is di-

rected toward the presentation of

highly polished melodrama . . .

All performances are excellent . . .

Henry T. Murdock
Evening Public Ledger

* * *

. . . Fine acting, luxurious Viennese

settings and excellent photography

enliven the Boyd's feature picture on

"What to Do When Your Wife Has
A Lover." . . .

Frank Morgan ... is splendid. He
gives a solid foundation to a role

that is necessarily melodramatic . . .

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" is

GLEASON’S NEW DEAL”

Mabel Marden

Here she is, James Cxlea-

son’s new leading lady in

his latest

UNIVERSAL comedy

marked by some of the finest pho-

tography seen in some time . . .

Philadelphia Daily I\’eus

* * *

Different from the ordinary run of

films because it deals directly and

without circumlocation with the main

theme of the story, should a husband

kill his unfaithful wife ... is at times

a powerful drama ... a very fine

performance by Frank Morgan . .

.

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin

* * *

James Whale Film at Boyd Is

Strong Drama.

"Kiss Before the Mirror" Gets Ex-

ceptional Treatment.

'"''Private Jones^*

A Sivell Picture

Churubusco, N. Y.

March 27. 1933

Dear Mr. Laemmie:

I saw "Private Jones" a week ago

Sunday and "The Cohens and Kellys

in Trouble" this last Sunday at

Schine Malone Theatre, and wish I

could tell you how much I enjoyed

them both.

To my way of thinking. Universal

has the best bunch of actors and

actresses of them all. They seem to

be just folks, they all act so natural

one does not realize they are just

acting. "The Cohens and Kellys," of

course drew the biggest crowd. The

theatre was just packed for each

show and everyone sure enjoyed a

big laugh. I know I had to buy a

box of cough drops after the show,

I was so hoarse.

But "Private Jones" was a swell

picture, and everyone that I spoke to

about it who saw it said they would

like to see it again, as I am going

to when it comes to the Plattsbu.'g

theatre.

Tossie Humphrey,
Churnbusco, N. Y.
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d Detroit Praise

THE MIRROR"
. . . stands almost unique among

this year's productions of film dra-

mas, in that it reverses the main dire

propensity of movies . . . stands out

as one of the most sensible and con-

sistent screen dramas of the year.

Eric M. Knight
Philadelphia Public Ledger

* * *

... It is an unusual film . . .

Charles Gentry, Detroit Times

* * *

Thrilling Drama of Continental In-

trigue Lures Detroit's Screen Fans.

Ella H. McCormick, Detroit Free Press

... of more than ordinary excel-

lence . . . we kept marveling at the

direction, types and acting all the

way through it . . .

Nancy Carroll, wearing the smart-

est wardrobe she has ever donned
and seeming highly sophisticated all

of a sudden . . . Jean Dixon and

Charles Grapewin deserve a hand

for interesting bits in support . . .

All in all, "The Kiss Before the Mir-

ror" presents a novel idea in drama-
tic construction superbly interpreted.

It contains not one eternal triangle

but two.
Rob Reel, Chicago American

“Human Little Dog Story

Will Register With Many”
says Hollywood Herald of

^^Lucky Dog.’’
This is really a dog story with Chic

Sale playing straight to a lot of very

good dog actors.

It seems a pity that Mr. Sale or

someone decided that he should

prove to the world that he is a young
man. Chic is a good actor in any
character, as he has proved over a

period of many years in vaudeville,

but he Is best known as a box-office

draw, as the old man that he has

played in several good productions.

Those who come to the theatre to

see him will be friends who have been
won by this old man character and
it is questionable whether they will

appreciate this straight young man
characterization as much as they
would have something In which Chic
did the good old comedy standby in

which he has been established on the

screen.

Because most everyone loves dogs
and because the dogs have been
worked very intelligently in this, it

will please most audiences every-

where. The story tells of Chic's love

for his pet and how the dog drifts

down into the gutter following Chic
who has taken the same route. They
finish happy together on a farm.

Sample Reports from
MOTION

PICTURE
HERALD

"BE MINE TONIGHT:" I think we
were the first in the state to use this

one, and run it in conjunction with

our first Sunday showing. There could

not have been anything finer. It's the

first time that we have had congrat-

ulatory phone calls the following day,

and those that saw it, on leaving,

stood around and discussed it. We
think it the best entertainment we
have presented, and we play 80% of
the big ones. This one is proof that

excellence can be obtained without
dirt, which is entirely absent. Com-
edy, scenery, music, story and with-

out the aid of previous "city" adver-
tising. You cannot go wrong and it

will add prestige to your theatre.

Please add that "Uncle Carl" is to be
congratulated for sponsoring this

type of pictL*re—A. Bern, Jr., Sun-
flower Theatre, Peabody, Kan. Gen-
eral small town patronage.

"THE BIG CAGE"; Clyde Beatty
—Here's the real thing, just as

"Uncle Carl" says it is in his Univer-
sal Weekly, and all who saw it praised
it highly. Nice story, plenty of thrills

and no horror stuff, thank goodness.
Excellent for Sunday showing. Played
May 2.—J. J. Hoffman, Plainview
Theatre, Plainview, Neb. Small town
patronage.

"THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN
TROUBLE:" Charles Murray, George
Sidney—It's their best. 'Nuff said.

Too bad most people are short the

quarter it costs for a ticket, as it de-

served a full house. Running time, 69
minutes.—H. J. Longaker, Glenwood
Theatre, Glenwood, Minn. General
patronage.

"PRIVATE JONES:" Lee Tracy.

Gloria Stuart—Good picture to sat-

isfactory business. Herman J. Brown,

Majestic and Adelaide Theatres,

Nampa, Idaho. Family patronage.

"THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN

TROUBLE:" Charles Murray.

George Sidney — Believe the best

picture these people ever made. It's

good entertainment. Played Apr. 13-

14—D. E. Fitton, Lyric Theatre, Har-
rison, Ark.—Small town patronage.



of the
Neatest'
serials
ever
produced

UNIVERSAL
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BUCK JONES
GORDON OF GHOST CITY

Based on a story by

PETER B. KYNE

PHANTOM t°/e deep
V.

From a story by the author of “20,000 Leagues Under The Sea” JULES VERNE
The •

ADVENTURES of ANNE
The

VANISHING SHADOW
The PERILS of //

PAULINE
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Universal Headline News
{Continued from Page 11)

T COLLEGE HUMOR TO FIND ALL AMERICAN
GIRL FOR UNIVERSAL FOOTBALL PICTURE

T EASTERN MUSICAL TO BE CALLED ‘‘MOON-
LIGHT AND PRETZELS

“FIGHTING PRESIDENT” SCORES

“SALT WATER” CHANGED TO “HER FIRST
MATE”

+ + +

Lucile Broivne the beautiful serial hero-

ine who supports Ken Maynard in “The
King of the Arena.”

Universal Will Release

The Mentone Shorts
(Continued from Page 15)

Milton Schwarzwald Is one of the

best-known and most versatile mu-

sicians in New York, the composer of

99
Lee Coe says ^^Destination Unknown

Stands Out As One Of The Best
Lee Coe is editor of the Sentinel-

Mist of St. Helena, Ore. He also

takes a keen interest In the films that

St. Helena theatres show. More ed-

itors should do this. Here is what he

says In an editorial about "Destina-

tion Unknown."

G O. GARRISON of the Colum-
bia theatre always has a sur-

prise preview motion picture each
Saturady evening. And last week he

had a film that must stand out as

one of the best. "Destination Un-
known" came unheralded by press-

agent blurbs; very few people in this

section will have heard of it, since it

has not been to Portland yet.

The plot concerns a derelict ship

and the men aboard. On board the

vessel Is a load of contraband liquor,

destined for the United States; gang-
sters are In charge of the cargo, and
rule the crew with typical disregard

for the rules of fair play. The struggle

is between the bos'n and the gang-
ster chief for posession of the water
supply; fighting brings them nothings

there comes a moment when all on
board know that they will die in a
very few hours.

And at this crucial moment there
appears a stowaway, played by Ralph

Bellamy, who is strangely familiar to

every man present, and who would

be recognized by anybody in the

audience. He is the Christ, although

he is not named at all in the picture.

And this stowaway, smiling whimsi-

cally at these desperate men, calms

them, shows them that there are bet-

ter ways of settling things than with

guns. He takes them safely to shore

and disappears as strangely as he

appeared.
Bellamy is merely an unshaven man,

wearing the clothes of a common
seaman; yet he achieves that perfect

gentleness that men have come to

associate with their ideas of the

Christ. There is no sentimentality

about the men; the onlooker wants

to smile with him.

The picture is magnificently hand-

led. The men are just men; no spe-

ciousness attaches Itself to the por-

trayal of such an unusual situation.

Bellamy has not been known as a

great actor; he is merely one of the

mob in Hollywood. Yet he fits the

part exactly, bringing to it the depth
of character that Is demanded. The
motion picture industry redeems it-

self of its many blatant faults by this

one film. By LEE COE

"Florabella" and in direct charge of

the music of the Keith-Orpheum cir-

cuit for years. He was the creator of

the RKO Theatre of the Air and its

conductor.

Ballard MacDonald is responsible

for as many song hits as any man
alive. In his prolific career as a com-
poser, he has published over 350
songs.

The first of the thirteen produc*

tions is entitled "All at Sea." It was
directed by E. H. Kleinert and its

cast includes Pat Rooney, Vincent

Lopez, Ethel Barrymore Colt, Hugh
O'Connell, Hal Forde, William

O'Neill, Phil Regan, the 3 X Sisters,

Ann Lester, and Joe Laurie, Jr., mas-

ter of ceremonies.

SHOV/MANSHIP
c=mARDS

Five more showmen join the ranks of cer-

tificafe winners. Their names and the pic-

ture they campaigned follow:

R. L MOSS, manager and KEN McGAF-
FEY, publicity manager at the RKO Hill

Street Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif., for

their exceptional exploitation of "The

Fighting President."

WILLIAM WATSON, manager of the Hip-

podrome, Cleveland, O., for his hold-over

campaign on "Bo Mine Tonight."

VINCENT BALSER, manager Hollywood
Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y. for "Bo Mine To-

night" exploitation.

J. LAWRENCE SCHANBERGER, manager
of Keith's, Baltimore, Md., for his cam-
paign on "Be Mine Tonight."

Congratulations, men, for a job wall

donel Your certificates will be mailed to

you at oncel



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

YOU’RESMARTIFYOUKNOW
YOU DON’T KNOW IT ALL!

Better Ask Tom, Dick and Sally When
\ou’re Doubtful About

Selbng Angles

!

The smart showman is the fellow who
knows enough to realize he doesn't know
half enough about showmanship. The worst

showman is the one who "knows it all”

—

the fellow who wrote the "book" on show-

manship. Trusting to one's own judgment
is a good thing if one's logic is infallible:

but sounding out other peoples' ideas before

you make decisions will help you very much
in making your judgment fool-proof I

In other words—when you are planning

motion picture campaigns try out your

ideas on other people before you put them
to use. And by other people we warn you
NOT to include the usual army of "yessers"

too willing to flatter you to win your good
will.

The keynote still you select may
look like a grand ad possibility to you
and your ad man. Yet, if you shoiced
this still to your wife, cashier or some
business girl you would get a reverse
reaction. It might be the very still that
would keep most of the women pa-

tronage away from your theatre. And
women DO count—possibly to the
tune of 60% of your gross!
When we lay out a campaign at Univer-

sal, preparing the approach, posters, and

accessories—we do not trust to our own
snap judgment. We call in stenographers,

office boys, mothers, show-girls, schoolboys

and girls, and even the porters and wash-

women to ask their opinion of the material

to be used.

It is surprising with what unanimity
they hit on the best ideas. You’d be
amazed at the striking ideas these
people can give you.
When it comes to advertising motion pic-

tures to the mobs—you can get your best

ideas by consulting members of the mob.
Your cashiers, doormen, ushers—your town

business people and society buds—can tell

you plenty about what appeals most to

them.
Yes sir! The wise showman always knows

his Tom, Dick and Sally! JOE WEIL

MODERNISTIC FRONT FOR "BE MINE" IN DALLAS

IFYINC AS A KISS IN THE OARK-TANTALIZING AS A niDNIGHT RENDEi
BE MINE TONIGHT- THE GRANDEST MUSICAL TREAT OF ALL TIME
LTER WINCHELL IN "BEAUTY ON BROADWAY" -BETTY BOCP CARTOON-MEL

A generous use of cut-outs and catch lines on front and over marquee featured part

of Bob O’DonnelTs campaign for the engagement of “Be Mine Tonight” at the Melba
Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

M agic Mirror Display

Arthur Freudenfeld’s magic minor dis-

play in the lobby of the RKO Down-
town Theatre, Detroit, for his engage-

ment of “The Kiss Before the Mirror.”

This stunt is explained in “U” pressbook.

35 Detroit Drug Stores

Boost "Kiss Before Mirror"

THROUGH a tie-up affected with the

* local distributors of Kdax Factor beauty

preparations, thirty-five drug store window

displays featured Arthur Freudenfeld's cam-

paign material for "The Kiss Before the

Mirror" at the RKO Downtown Theatre,

Detroit.

Freudenfeld's magic mirror shadow box,

illustrated above, created a lot of advance

interest in the picture.

Five thousand napkins carrying an ad for

the picture and a special Nancy Carroll Sun-

dae, were distributed through the Kresge

stores. These stores also used announce-

ment strips on their windows and soda bars.

Detroit lawyers were contacted with a

letter playing up the interesting legal as-

pects of the picture. Extra newspaper space

and a special style show tied in with a local

department store, completed the campaign.
Duke Hickey, Universal explorteer, assisted.
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"BE MINE" BLAZES ON BROADWAY!

Tremendously impressive front of the Criterion Theatre,

New York City, for its repeat first run of Universal's

musical production. Giant banner flooded with light,

covers the entire front of the theatre building and dom-

inates entire Times Square sector, with a riot of color.

Illustration below shows detail of the theatre front un-

der the marquee. Large panel in centre of picture, fea-

tures blow ups of rave reviews from New York critics.

Smaller panels feature other review excerpts, catch lines

and cut-out figures. Also note play-up of Winchell short.

Th« P»<Tur«-

YOU to



"BE MINE" ADS FROM COAST TO COAST
SHOUT THE GOOD NEWS- HELD OYER!

wmw E ARE EORCEU TO HOLD OVER
AJ SfVTKTH • PHONE El 3533*

SEATTLE
DEMAHDS
fl 5EC0MD

WEEK!?

"BE
MINE

TONIGHT'

LINDEN CIRCLE
NOTE: -STATE FAIR"

Tttrvda; and ’

THIAN iMtrad.

THOUSANDS ARE CLAMOR-
ING FOR A chance to see

THIS GREAT PICTURE A SEC-

OND AND THIRD TIME -Ne.er

Before Have Critic* and Public

AliVe Sbowered Such Praise on a

Motion Picturel fOPULAR DEMAND'

BE MINE
TONIOm

3—DAYS ONLY- 3

_Tjic< - Wed

FILMARTE THEATRE
1228 Vine St

IT S PLEASING

CRCATCST or MUSICAL MOTION
PICTURCSI ORtAT IN STORY
AND UNSURRASSCO SCENIC
VICWSII ir YOU LOVE LIFE
DON'T MISS THIS PICTURE 7 '^

SH MIMS
TOMIGflT

THl

GOICEOUS
MgSKAL
SCNSATIOM

ON TjHE STAGE!

COMPLETE NEW
SPECTACULAR
STAGE SHOW

Come, sec

it Agein!

NE*W
SHORT
SUBJECTS

SITE 25c

Ask Your Fricndil

They've Seen III

OLLYWOO'

We Had to Hold It Over
Second Big Week!

Matinee Today

2:30 P. M., 25c

\ Nights:

V 7:30-9:30, 40c

HELDOVER
AGAIN!

Cay aa a Prpnch love
aflalr' TanUlizing as
romarree al mid*
ni|M> Cleetnryine aa
a klas In the dara'

t*tw Of^

MICKEY MOUSE
SILI Y

SYMPHONY*

“BE MINE
TONIGHT”

TODAY
Thur5. and Fri. Nights

Held Over By ^
Popular Demaodo

Big Wee*

THEATRE
Lmwood and Troost

Fee* P«»A»nr

LINDEN CIRCLE

lAlWAYS A BtTTER SHOW AT Tlif ROXY !j

In large and small ads theatres all over the country are announcing hold-over engagements of "Be Mine Tonight," Universal’s sensational

musical picturel Week after week it is piling up new records up to eight weeksi A few of the ads are reproduced above. (I.) New
Roxy, Seattle, (2. and 10.) Linden Circle, Memphis, Tenn. (3.) Hippodrome, Cleveland. (4.) Old Mill, Dallas, Texas. (5.) State,

Lincoln, Neb. (6.) Roxle, Oakland, Calif. (7.) Filmarte, Los Angeles. (8.) United Artists, San Francisco—this ad is copyrighted.

(9.) Hollywood, Buffalo, N. Y. (II.) Apollo, Kansas City, Mo.
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A Great Woman’s
Picture Everywhere!

NANCY CARROLL
FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS

GLORIA STUART
with Jean Dixon, Donald Cook, Walter Pidgeon. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the play by Ladislaus

Fodor, Screenplay by William Anthony McGuire. Di-

rected by James Whale. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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Coming

!

LEW 7T

DON’T BET ON LOVE
With GINGER ROGERS, Shirley Grey,
Charles Grapewin, Tom Dugan, Mema
Kennedy, Lucille Gleason,Robert Emmett
O’Connor. Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Directed by Murray Roth. Presented by
CarlLaemmle.AUNIVERSAL PICTURE.



The Smartest

Newsreel in a

Variety says:—''Uniyersal Newsreel has

a penchant for getting details that most

of the all-around reels seem inclined to

overlook/' Nothing was ever more true.

If you don't run the Universal Newsreel,

you don't get the important details

which lend color and interest to the

news. A smart newsreel is a great fea-

ture of good shows. Book the smart one!
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USE THE BRAINS
No. 727 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmle, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Please do not treat ”Be Mine Tonight” in the ordinary

way when you advertise it to your fans.

It is not hash. It is not just another movie. It is some-
thing so fine and so different that it gives you a chance to

attract new customers if you use the brains Cod gave you.

Before you, start your run, invite the real music lovers

of your community to see and hear it.

No matter how high hat they may be in musical affairs^

do not be afraid to put this picture to their most severe test.

Ask them to come as your guests^ without charge^ and in

return do not ask a single thing except that if they like it

they tell their friends about it quickly, before your run is

over.

Wherever we have done this, the runs have been

phenomenal.

The amazing part of it is that the music in ''Be Mine

Tonight” not only delights the lovers of fine music, but it

even captivates the hearts of the people who never listened

to anything but jazz in all their lives.
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COD CAVE YOU

!

This picture^ ”Be Mine Tonight/' is a great builder^ a

golden opportunity to you if you will only treat it in this

special way.

It is not sensational. It is not sexy. It is not a thriller.

But it is just glorious entertainment such as you seldom
get from one year's end to another.

f

The way the picture builds is amazing. In San Francisco

the seventh week was bigger than the first. Imagine that

in these days.

In Seattle it broke all records for long run^ being the
first picture that ever ran as long as three weeks.

The same has been true in all the other places where it

has been handled with even semi-intelligence. It is prob-

ably the most astounding business-builder of the hard times.

Our exploitation department will gladly tell you just

what to do and how to do it.

These are strange times. They call for new thought^ new
plans^ getting out of the rut. Treat ''Be Mine Tonight" half-

way right and it will delight you with box office results.



'KING..
ARENA"
Coming in

Two More SMASH WESTERNS
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News
ZASU Pins PLACED UNDER
CONTRACT TO UNIVERSAL

FOR FIVE YEARS . . .

+ * *

HOLLYWOOD PREDICTS
MARGARET SULLAVAN
WILL BE THE FIND'OF THE

YEAR

+ + +

MADGE BELLAMY RETURNS
TO THE SCREEN IN "GOR-
DON OF GHOST CITY"

* * *

TITLE OF LEW AYRES’ LAT-

EST PICTURE CHANGED TO
"DON’T BET ON LOVE"

* * *

"BE MINE TONIGHT" IN ITS

NINTH WEEK AT THE FILM-

ARTE, LOS ANGELES ....

JUNE KNIGHT ARRIVES IN

UNIVERSAL CITY BY PLANE
TO START "LILIES OF

BROADWAY"
+ + «

CLAUDE RAINS, FAMOUS
THEATRE GUILD STAR, WILL
MAKE HIS FILM DEBUT IN

UNIVERSAL’S PICTURE, "THE
INVISIBLE MAN"

« * «

"BE MINE TONIGHT" HOLDS
OVER FOR FOURTH WEEK
AT NEW ROXY IN SEAHLE .

.

Flashes
ERNST UDET, INTREPID

WORLD ACE, WHO PUT THE
BIG THRILLS INTO UNIVER-
SAL’S GREENLAND PICTURE,
"S. O. S. ICEBERG," ARRIVES
ON THE EUROPA

+ + +

ROBERT WYLER TO DIRECT
"ONE GLAMOROUS NIGHT"
BY WARD MOREHOUSE

* * *

MUSIC PUBLISHERS EXCITED
ABOUT THE BEAUTY OF THE
SONG NUMBERS IN "MOON-
LIGHT AND PRETZELS" WITH
MARY BRIAN AND LEO

CARRILLO
+ * +

CAMERA WORK COMPLET-
ED ON THE SLIM SUMMER-
VILLE-PinS FEATURE, "HER

FIRST MATE"

+ + +

"SECRET OF THE BLUE
ROOM" COMPLETED, AND
WHAT A CAST— LIONEL
ATWILL, PAUL LUKAS. GLO-
RIA STUART. MURIEL KIRK-

LAND, ONSLOW STEVENS,
WILLIAM JANNEY. RUSSELL
HOPTON, EDWARD AR-
NOLD. ELIZABETH PAHER-

SON
+ + +

"BE MINE TONIGHT" HOLDS
OVER FOURTH WEEK IN

BUFFALO
(Continued on Page 28)
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O F all the stage personalities who
have gone into pictures this

year, Margaret Sullavan, the girl on

the cover of the Universal Weekly,

has the greatest opportunity of be-

coming a tremendous box-office star

in pictures. New York showmen said

It. Movie producers tried to tie her

up. Hollywood now says it too. Miss

Sullavan has been given, for her de-

but In films, one of the most coveted

roles of the year, the feminine lead

In "Only Yesterday." It is a role

which is more brilliant, outstanding

and dominant than the feminine lead

in John Stahl’s last success for Uni-

(Continued on Page 28)

NEXT WEEK
The next number of the

I

Universal Weekly will

||
combine the issues of

I

June 24th and July 1st.

It will contain the an-

nouncement of Univer-

sal's plans for next

year's pictures.
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Leu- Ayres u-atches Ginger Rogers make
up for “Don’t Bet on Love,” the picture
which Murray Roth has just completed

at Universal City for July release.

“Don^t Bet On Love^’

Is Title For Ayres Film

L
ew AYRES' newest production

which was completed last week

at Universal City, has been defi-

nitely titled. It will be released

under the title of "Don't Bet on

Love." In this picture, Ayres is

supported by the vivacious Gin-

ger Rogers, and included in the

cast are several other well-known

leading ladies, such as Shirley

Gray and Merna Kennedy.

The picture, a swiftly moving

romance of the race-track, was di-

rected by Murray Roth, who, to-

gether with Howard Emmet Rog-

ers, wrote the story of "Don’t Bet

on Love." During production it

was called "In the Money."

The complete cast interpreting

the story, in addition to Ayres,

Misses Rogers, Gray and Ken-

nedy, consists of Charles Grape-
win, Tom Dugan, Lucille Webster
Gleason, William Kelly, the fa-

mous impersonator and Hugh En-

field, newly-signed to a Universal

contract by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

In all the time Ayres has been
on the screen since Carl Laemmie
Jr. picked him for the role in "All

Quiet" which brought him from
obscurity to picture stardom, he

has never sung or payed an in-

strument. This in spite of the fact

that he formerly played in a band.

"Don't Bet on Love" gives him a

chance to do both.

^^Moonlight and Pretzels’^

Is Nearing Completion

"KA OONLIGHT AND PRETZELS" is rapidly approach-

ing completion. Stanley Bergerman has moved pro-

duction from the Astoria Studios on Long Island to the stage

of the Casino Theatre in New York, where the famous Bobby

Connolly, dance director. Is putting the beauty chorus of

fifty through its paces. Karl Freund and Monte Brice will

have the song sequences of this Rowland and Brice produc-

tion finished by next week.

For these sequences a number of well-known New York

performers have been added, although most of the numbers

will be sung by Mary Brian and Lillian Miles. Among these

performers are William O'Neill, the radio baritone, Bernice

Claire, musical comedy singer, Mary Lange, International

beauty winner. Max Stamm and James Carson, vaudeville

comedians, and the Frank and Milt Britton Band, which is

the feature of the Village Grove Nut Club. This is the debut

of the Brittons in films and the first time they have trusted

their unique violin technique to the screen.

The music supervision Is In charge of Jay Gorney, and

most of the music has been written by Gorney and E. Y.

Harburg as lyricist. These two together produced such pop-

ular songs as "Brother, Can You Spare a Dime," "Isn't It

Heavenly," "A Girl In Your Arms Is Worth Two In Your

Dreams." Additional songs are contributed by Herman Hup-

feld, Al Siegel and Sammy Fain.

SECTION Wjt pinnipcg ^ircning

N THE CIRCUS "BIG CAC
The Most Daring Performer of All Tells Hour fungle Beasts

Are Made to Go Through Their Paces In the Arena

When “The Big Cage” came to Winnipeg to play the

Lyceum Theatre, the Winnipeg Evening Tribune coop-

erated in its Saturday i$sue u-ith a full page story in its

magazine section. Clydt&^cMty wrote an article which

was fully Tvortk th^ ptfge-.sprd>nd shown herewith.
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John Stahl Picks Great Cast

for ^^Only

Yesterday
T

he greatest all-star cast in the

history of the Universal studios

was assembled yesterday at Univer-

sal City for the opening sequences

of "Only Yesterday." which has just

entered production under the direc-

tion of John M. Stahl, with Margaret

Sullavan and John Boles in the lead-

ing roles.

On account of the great number

of speaking parts in these scenes,

Stahl found it necessary to engage ex-

ceptional actors and actresses for all

the roles, and the result is an impos-

ing galaxy of screen "names. Boles

himself appears in this sequence, and

the supporting company includes

Benita Hume, Edna May Oliver,

Berton Churchill, Arthur Hoyt, On-

slow Stevens, Joyce Compton, Bram-

well Fletcher, Dorothy Grainger,

Franklin Pangborn, Lucille Powers,

Barry Norton, Ruth Clifford, Walter

Catlett, Dorothy Christy, Betty

Blythe, Sidney Bracey, Edgar Nor-

ton, Gay Seabrook, Hugh Enfield,

Mabel Marden, Noel Francis, Craw-

ford Kent, Geneva Mitchell, Caryl

Lincoln, and many other well known

players. Margaret Sullavan, who does

not appear in the opening scenes, is

on the set every day, intently watch-

ing the action from the sidelines. It

is her film debut and she is deter-

mined to understand the why of ev-

erything.

This first sequence takes place in

a luxurious penthouse apartment in

New York City on the afternoon of

October 9, 1929, the day when the

stock market crashed with the sale

of more than 16,000,000 shares of

stock—the real beginning of the de-

pression.

"Only Yesterday" is based on

Frederick Lewis Allen's story of that

name, and was adapted for the

screen by George O'Neill, William

Hurlbut, and Mr. Stahl himself. It

has been in preparation more than

nine months.

NOTICE
The next number

of the Uniyersal

Weekly will com-

bine the issues

of June 24th and

July 1st. It will

contain the an-

nouncement of

Uniyersal's plans

for next year's

pictures. Ginger Rogers, as she appears in “Don’t

Bet on Love,” in support of Lew Ayres.

June Knight Arrives

for “Lilies of Broadway’

J
UNE KNIGHT, who recently com-

pleted a long engagement as the

feminine lead in "Take a Chance,"

arrived in Hollywood this week via

plane from New York to prepare for

her role in "Lilies of Broadway," her

first picture under a long term con-

tract with Universal. Neil Hamilton

will be her leading man and Mary
Carlisle and George Stone are also

in the cast.

Miss Knight is coming to the

screen by way of Broadway although

she was born only a few miles from

Universal City and raised in Los

Angeles. Three years ago June

—

then she was Jean Valikette—went

from a Hollywood dancing school

into the "Nine O'Clock Revue" at

the Hollywood Music Box. The late

Florenz Ziegfeld was in the audience,

saw the taffy-haired artist dance and
sing and, when her engagement was
completed, gave her a contract for

a featured role in "Hot Cha." Her
success in that production was instan-

taneous. During the current season

she won wide popularity by her work
in the hit show, "Take a Chance."

"Lilies of Broadway" will go be-
fore the cameras within the next few
days with E. A. Dupont, noted Euro-

pean director, at the megaphone.
The screen musical was written by
William Hurlbut. Sam Jacobson is

associate producer of this first musi-

cal made at Universal City since "The
King of Jazz" which is now being tri-

umphantly revived.



Again The Team of Teams —

SUM SUMMERY
Let ZaSu wave her helpless
hands and let Slim wave his

hopeless face and you've got
entertainment! In

he wanted to be a sea captain,

so she bought him a ferry boat.

That's where the nonsense
starts and it's a riot!

With Una Merkel, Henry Armetta, Berton Churchill, Warren Hymer, George

Marion. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the stage play by Daniel Jarrett

and John Golden. Directed by William Wyler. Presented by Carl Laemmie.



.LE-ZASU PITTS
Them
Hands !

Those
Face !
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‘‘Secret ofthe BlueRoom ”

Real All Star Cast Picture

Completed at Universal City
'/THE SECRET OF THE BLUE

ROOM," Universal's feature di-

rected by Kurt Neuman, was com-

pleted at Universal City on Tuesday

of this week. It has a remarkable cast

of real all-star proportions, having

as its lead Lionel Atwill, distinguished

stage and screen star, also Paul Lu-

kas, Gloria Stuart, Muriel Kirkland,

Onslow Stevens, William Janney,

Russell Hopton, Edward Arnold,

Elizabeth Patterson.

"The Secret of the Blue Room,"

as Its title indicates. Is a mystery

story, its action centered In the space

of one night and its locale a lonely,

centuries-old castle reputed to be

haunted. Suspicion of murder rests

upon each of the characters in turn,

with Atwill coming in for his share

of doubt. Since he has made a rep-

utation for himself on the screen as a

portrayer of mysterious, questionable

characters he naturally is suspected

the moment he comes upon the

screen, and in this case,—well, we
cannot give away the secret of the

Blue Room here!

Its suspense is built up admirably

in the story from the pen of William

Hurlbut, who is contributing many
productions to this and next year's

schedule of Universal's program. It

is the first picture in which Gloria

Stuart and Onslow Stevens play to-

gether. They came to Universal from
the Pasadena Community Playhouse

on the same day and a lucky day It

was for all concerned.

+ + +

Onslow Stevens Busy

W ITH two featured roles in two
currently filming productions at

Universal City, Onslow Stevens finds

himself hurrying from sound stage to

sound stage this week, with Houdinl-
llke quick change make-up acts In

between.

The actor is cast in a top ranking

role of "The Secret of the Blue

Room," and likewise a prominent
part in "Only Yesterday," which
John M. Stahl brought before the

cameras this week. Lionel Atwill, Paul

Lukas and Gloria Stuart are featured
in the mystery screenplay, while John
Boles and Margaret Sullavan head
the "Only Yesterday" cast roster.

Ward Morehouse Back

A rriving in Hollywood from

New York, Ward Morehouse,

noted Broadway playwright, reported

at Universal City last week to start

preparation of the dialogue for his

original story, "One Glamorous
Night" which is scheduled for film-

ing within a few weeks. The play is a

screen adaptation of "Bagdad on

the Hudson" by Morehouse and

Jean Dalrymple.

Morehouse flew from Broadway to

Universal City to write the screen

adaptation of his novel two months

ago but was forced to return.

Lionel itnill as he looks in “The Secret

of the Blue Room.”
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ZASU PITTS SIGNS
FIVE YEAR CONTRACT

Assuring the continuance of

the series of features which have

proved to be among the most popu-

lar fllmfare since the advent of talk-

ing pictures, ZaSu Pitts has signed a

five-year contract with Carl Laem-
mle, Jr. for Universal pictures. Miss

Pitts will be co-starred with Slim

Summerville In feature productions,

three and possibly four of these pic-

tures being contemplated for the

1933-34 Universal program.

Miss Pitts' signing with Universal

means that she will concentrate on
feature films in the future and that

her screen appearances will not be so

frequent as In recent years. The sad

faced comedienne appeared in 38
pictures in 1932 and has been fea-

tured In 16 thus far in 1933. She will

not make any more shorts.

Last week Summerville and Pitts

completed "Her First Mate" adapted
from the Frank Craven New York
stage hit, "Salt Water" and within a

The busiest star in

Hollyunod, ZaSu

Pitt s, ii ill citt

cloun next year.

Four comedies
uith Slim Sum-
merville and no
shorts is the pres-

ent program.

fortnight are scheduled to begin the
Broadway play "Oh Promise Me" by
Howard Lindsay and Bertrand Rob-
inson, which Norman Krasna Is pre-

paring for Eddie Buzzell's direction.

In this she will of course be co-starred

with Slim Summerville.

(Continued on Page 28 )

Sterling Holloway New Star

Sterling Hollouay tiho will star in

L niversal two reel comedies.

S
TERLING HOLLOWAY, popular
screen comedian who recenti')

scored in "Hell Below" and "Gold
Diggers of 1933," was signed yester-

day on a long term contract by Uni-
versal studios. The actor will be star-

red in several comedies to be pro-
duced by Warren Doane for Univer-
sal.

Holloway, one of the busiest of the
young screen comedians, with six

pictures to his credit within the past
three months, including "Adorable,"
"Elmer the Great." and "Picture
Snatcher," is also a featured radio
artist on the "Hi-Jinx" and Union Oil

programs. He writes most of his hu-

morous dialogue himself.

Vince Barnett, rubber lipped com-
edian, and erstwhile professional in-

sulter, who recently completed a

year's contract with Universal, has

been re-signed for six comedy pro-

ductions which Warren Doane will

produce.

+ + +

Ernst JJdet Arrives

E
rnst UDET is in America again.

He arrived Thursday on the Eu-

rope. Carl Laemmie entertained the

noted aviator on his arrival. Udet's

hazardous role in the Greenland film,

"S. O. S. Iceberg," was completed
last month and the retakes made by
Tay Garnett in the Alps matched
perfectly with the Greenland shots.

It was Udet and his intrepid flying

which formed the nucleus of the story

written by Mr. Arnold Fanck which

induced Carl Laemmie to send a

unique expedition to Greenland. In

the production, Udet performs a feat

never before achieved by an air man.

He actually makes an airplane land-

ing upon an iceberg.

Universal's "S. C. S. Iceberg" ex-

pedition was in Greenland at the

time the flying Hutchinson family

crashed and Udet made a spectacu-

lar but unsuccessful flight on an or-

der from Carl Laemmie to look for

them.

"S. C. S. Iceberg" has been in the

(Continued on Page 28 )
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BUCK JONES
GORDON OF GHOST CITY

Based on a story by

PETER B. KYNE

PHANTOM tITe deep
From a story by the author of "20,000 Leagues Under The Sea" JULES VERNE

The\ ADVENTURES ofANNE
The

VANISHING SHADOW
^ PERILS OF PAULINE

1
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Westerns Still The Only ^^Naturals”
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Here is a drawing which cun be ordered from the Universal Supply Department
and which will brighten up any theatre page when you are playing “King of

the Arena.” It is drawn by the well known artist Forest Ages McGinn.

M otion picture "cycles" may
come and go, but like the bab-

bling brook, the westerns go on for-

ever.

The continued popularity of west-

erns, which have supplied the meat
course of the movies for lo these

many years since the one reel flickers

jerked spasmodically across the

screens of nickelodeons, has a justi-

fication based on much more than

cinema tradition or habit, in the

opinion of Ken Maynard, who makes

his living "riding 'em cowboy" for

camera purposes.

According to Maynard the west-

ern thriller is the only true type of

American movie—the only genus

filmo that every son of Uncle Sam
can identify and unconsciously claim

as exclusive. Every other type of

screen drama, with the exception of

historical "epic films," such as "The
Birth of a Nation," "The Hunchback"
"Cimarron," and "The Covered
Wagon" (and the last two could be

Ken Maynard Says

the Cowboy Dramas
Are the Backbone of

the Film Business
(liy Kirt lluskelte)

easily dubbed ’westerns') are hybrids,

and easily half the population in

these United States doesn't com-
pletely "savvy."

"The western," says Maynard, who
since the abdication of Tom Mix,

dean of western stars, has ascended
to the pommeled throne of "king of

the cowboys," is as American a

phenomenon as strawberry shortcake

or chewing gum. As a matter of fact,

half the nations of the world still be-

lieve that everyone In this country

totes a gun and wears a ten-gallon

sombrero.

"That's because they accept west-

ern screenplays as the one*thlng dif-

ferent from any other national trait

and suppose that Americans must

have some national peculiarities.

From the average talkie sent out

from Hollywood these days, the na-

tives of Siam or some such remote
realm might easily and naturally pre-

sume that the people who acted it

were British, or Continental. But they

never miss tagging properly a cow-

boy picture."

"Another reason why westerns will

continue in popularity," says May-
nard, "Is because at heart every

American boy and man, and I don't

know but what I'd include women,
are cowboys. By this I mean the ad-

(Continued on Page 28)

Theatre Guild L
“Glamour” Set

George o'neill, famous New
York Theatre Guild playwright

who has become widely known for

his play, "American Dream," yester-

day completed the script of "Gla-

mour," which Lois Weber will direct

at Universal City during the summer
production season. Announcement
will be made next week for a big sur-
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MADGE BELLAMY
RETURNS TO SCREEN
Beautiful Star Has Featured Role Opposite

Buck Jones In Universal’s Serial

^^Gordon of Ghost City”

Mud lie Bellamy is

making a comback in

films. If she scores us

heavily in “Gordon of

Ghost City” as antici-

pated she icill be in

line for the season's

great serial role of

Pauline in “Perils of

Pauline.”

O ff the screen for several years,

Madge Bellamy has decided to

make a comeback via the leading

feminine role opposite Buck Jones in

the serial "Gordon of Ghost City,"

for which she was signed recently

by Universal. Henry MacRae, Uni-

versal serial supervisor, will bring the

chapter-play into production some-

time this week with Ray Taylor di-

recting,

"Gordon of Ghost City" will be

the first serial to be filmed under the

recently formulated moral code
adopted by the Association of Mo-
tion Picture Producers, and will ad-

here strictly to the standards regard-

ing gunplay, advanced by the new
regulations.

Section two of the new code
states: "The use of firearms should

be restricted to essentials" and
"Theft, robbery, safe-cracking and
dynamiting of trains, mines, buildings,

etc., should not be detailed in meth-
od." As the original story of the Jones
serial written by Peter B. Kyne in-

cluded many such thrills and a plen-

tiful western display of "shootin'

iron," Ella O'Neill is reworking the

scenario to preserve the thrills with

a minimum of gun play.

First of Universal's new serial pro-

gram with "big" star names, the

action film also includes in its cast,

besides Jones and Miss Bellamy, Wil-

liam Desmond, Francis Ford, Hugh
Enfield, Tom Ricketts, and Walter
Miller.

MacRae is scouting the pictur-

esque "ghost towns" of California

as possible locations for the chapter
play. Bodie, Aurora, Rhyolite, Pana-
mint, Skidoo, or Goldfield may ex-

perience a new "boom" to revive

haunted memories if the cinema
troupe decides to employ their rick-

ety, desolate buildings as an authen-

tic backdrop for the camera action.

The signing of Miss Bellamy for

"Gordon of Ghost City" may pos-

sibly end Universal's long search for

a successor to Pearl White, who
reigned as moviedom's serial queen
several years ago. Carl Laemmie, Jr.

is considering Miss Bellamy for the

leading role in Universal's forthcom-

ing remake of "The Perils of Pauline,"

which was Miss White's greatest

triumph.

matist Completes
t for Universal

prise name as star of this Edna Fer-

ber story for next year's list.

Miss Weber, Hollywood's pioneer
woman director, has drawn a double
assignment at Universal, preparing,
in addition, the scenario for "Mar-
riage Interlude," by Luigi Pirandello.
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"BE MINE TONIGII
Are the Most Impo-
The Best Description Yet

of BEMINE TONIGHT”
E
dgar hay in the Miami Herald gives the most perfect

description the film "Be Mine Tonight" has enjoyed. He
calls It "a delicious musical repast:"

"
'Be Mine Tonight,' " says Mr. Hay, "brings to us undoubt-

edly the best singing we've ever heard from the sound screen.

It Is a lively adventure In musical emotion. Combining light

modern melodies—such as the theme number, 'Tell Me To-

night,' and 'Non-Stop,' and 'The Things I Do, I Do For You'

—

with the light rich tunes of 'La Travlata,' 'RIgoletta' and 'La Bo-

heme,' this screen operetta should Inspire gayety In everyone

who gets an emotional kick out of music. There are two se-

quences In the latter part, where the singing billows superbly

almost to ecstatic hysteria.

"One gorgeous-toned voice carries most of the happy burden

—a tenor. It is that of a young man hitherto unknown in Am-
erica except to well informed musicians—Jan Kiepura, a Pole,

not yet 30, who has been singing in opera and concert for the

past seven years and who once won the Grand Prix of La Scala
Dnming by Clayton Braun for the Netv \ ork Stoats Milano. So you know he's good! More than having a phen-

Zeitung re/iroduced in four columns in that newspaper. (Continued on Page 28 )

‘‘KING OF JAZZ^^ Box Office Returns J]\JPORTANT
And Audience Reoction Are Greut

BOOKINGS
Here are some important runs on

"KING OF JAZZ" already set in and

dated:

Denham Theatre, Denver

Main Street Theatre, Kan. City.

Lyceum Theatre, Minneap., Minn.

Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.

United Artists Theatre, 'Frisco.

Publlx Theatre, Des Moines, la.

Publlx Theatre, Omaha, Neb.

Granada Theatre, Sioux Falls, S.D.

Alamo Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

These are all in addition to the

Fox circuit deals in Kansas City, St.

Louis and the circuit deals set up in

Texas.

FOX WEST COAST THEATRE
Midwest Division

KANSAS CITY. MO.

June 1st, 1933

Mr. E. T. Gomersall

Universal Pictures,

Dear Peck:

I have just checked the returns of the first engagement on "KING
OF JAZZ" and I am happy to tell you that it has turned in a very

satisfactory gross.

In talking to the manager, 1 find that the re-action of the audience

is great, and after all, this is the Important thing.

It was a happy thought of Universal to re-lssue this subject, right

at a time when the public Is looking for musical entertainment.

Kindest personal regards.

Very truly yours,

FOX WEST COAST SERVICE CORP.

E. C. RHODEN, Div. Manager
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"and "KING OF JAZZ"
ant Films on the Screen

This Breaks All Records

WESTERN UNION
1933 JUNE 12 PM 6 47

NL SEATTLE WASH
E F GOMERSALL, WESTERN SALES MANAGER
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES INC.

730 5 AVE. NY

BE MINE TONIGHT HAS JUST OPENED ITS

FOURTH WEEK AT OUR NEW ROXY THEATRE
TO A VERY SATISFACTORY BUSINESS THIS

BREAKS ALL RECORDS FOR A THEATRE OF
NEARLY TWENTY FIVE HUNDRED SEATING
CAPACITY THIS CITY

JENSEN & VON HERBERG

Should Collect A Lot of Money”

MADISON THEATRE
MADISON, IND.

Universal Pictures,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed find check for "King of Jazz" ... I cannot pass this

picture without saying that it is one fine film entertainment ... I

didn't see the original, but the revised issue is good enough to sat-

isfy any audience and will do business above normal . . . Audience

reaction equal in every way to Forty Second Street. Entertainment

value also equal ... It should collect a lot of money . . . Personally

I liked it better than Forty Second Street . . . Colorings marvelous

. . . Setting best I have ever seen . . . talent most outstanding. Thanks

for privilege of playing this picture.

H. H. JOHNSON,
Manager

“Be Mine Tonight”

HELDOVER

Filmart Theatre, Los Angeles,

held over 9th week
(seventh week biggest of

entire run)

World Theatre, Minneapolis,

held over 9th week

United Artists Theatre,

San Francisco, held over

8th week

Roxy Theatre, Oakland,

held over 5th week

Playhouse Chicago
held over 5th week

World Theatre, St. Paul

held over 4th week

New Roxy Theatre, Seattle,

held over 4th week
(amazing record)

Apollo Theatre, Kansas City

held over 2nd week

Playhouse, Salt Lake City,

held over 2nd week

Hippodrome, Cleveland,

held over 2nd week

Linden Circle Memphis,
booked 3 days, held over 3

days and then 6 more

State Theatre, Lincoln, Neb.,

booked 3 days, held over 3

days and then 3 more.

Hollywood Theatre, Buffalo,

N. Y., held over 4th week

National Theatre, Stockton,

Cal., booked 7 days held 10.

Padre Theatre, San Jose, Cal.

booked 3 days, held 8.



E. C. Khoden^ Division Manager for Fox \l est Coast, urites: ^*‘Have just checked
the returns of the first engagement of ‘‘Eing of Jazz"" and am happy to tell you
that it has turned in a very satisfactory gross ... In talking to the manager, I find

that the reaction of the audience is great and, after all, that is the important thing

. . . It teas a happy thought of Vniversal to reissue this subject, right at a time

u'hen the public is looking for musical entertainment.

More First Runs:
Denham, Denver

Main Street,

Kansas City

Lyceum, Minneapolis

Missouri, St. Louis

Liberty, Portland

United Artists,

San Francisco

Alamo, Louisville

Publix, Des Moines

Pubiix, Omaha
Granada, Sioux Falls



JOHN BOLES
BING CROSBY
JEANIE LANG
SUM

SUMMERVILLE
The Rhythm Boys — Jeanette Loff

Brox Sisters — Merna Kennedy
Charles Irwin — Stanley Smith
Harry Barris — Laura La Plante
The Sisters "C" — Nancy Torres
William Kent — Nell O'Day
Russell Markert Dancers in

"KING OF JAZZ"
Presenting PAUL

and his artists. Produced by Carl Laemmie
Jr. Directed by John Murray Anderson.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE. ^
^





(and still going strong into 10th week)

9 weeks in

8 weeks in

6 weeks in

5 weeks in

5 weeks in

4 weeks in

3 weeks in

3 weeks in

3 weeks in

Minneapolis

San Francisco

New York

Chicago

Oakland

Seattle

Kansas City

Indianapolis

Buffalo
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The Critics Like ^

‘'The Kiss Before the Mirror’’

And the Picture Says It With Grosses

Atlanta Grosses Fair: Universal Pietnre Top

LIBERTY
Says:

"If you like strong dra-

ma, this is your dish, says

Bob Wagner, moving pic-

ture critic of Liberty in a

review of "The Kiss Before

the Mirror." "It is roast

beef, rare, cut thick, but if

you like your drama strong,

this is your dish. The acting

and direction are superb,

and the camera work espe-

cially fine."

Itoh ngner

Extract from Box Office

June 8, I 933.

"Kiss Before the Mirror"

Draws 115%; Metro's

"Reunion" Drags 110%

(Average Gross 100 Per Cent)

Atlanta—Universal's "The Kiss Before

the Mirror" at the Fox Theatre aided

by a Fanchon & Marco Stage Show,

was the best Atlanta box-office gross-

er. The picture was accorded much

praise.

* *

FOX—"The Kiss Before the Mirror"

(Universal), Frank Morgan, Nancy

Carroll. Business: 115 per cent.

Fanchon & Marco Stage Show.

“I.UCKV DO(;” (Universal)
Can you imagine Chic Sale minus

his beard and specs? He appears "as

is" in this flicker and you'll be sur-

prised to see how young and nice

looking he is.

This little heart-tugging drama

deals with the strong friendship of a

man and his dog. Chic does some

good acting and Buster and his other

dogs deserve the choicest bones in.

town for their swell performances.

Modern Screen for July

From Motion Picture Daily

Much Worth While

For the Youngsters

“Phantom of the Air”
(Universal)

Some splendid flying stunts, the

kind of stuff that makes the kids

shout, is introduced in this addition

to the Adventure Picture serials. The

story hinges on the efforts of William

Desmond, inventor of an apparatus

to operate planes from his control

board, to protect his invention from

smugglers, led by LeRoy Mason.

Gloria Shea, as Desmond's daughter,

and Tom Tyler, as a border patrol-

man, furnish the romance. These

three chapters are titled "The Great

Air Meet," "The Secret of the Des-

ert" and "The Avenging Phantom."

They are very much worth while for

the youngsters. Running time of each,

20 minutes.

+ +

Photoplay Says This

of ‘‘LUCKY DOG”
V/ OU never saw a more ^sincere

" performance on any screen

than Buster gives in this film —
and if Buster happens to be only

a dog, this gives the humans just that

much more to live up to. Buster's

troubles come when his master. Chic

Sale, hits the gutter; and the way the

type goes to your heart is nobody's

business. Astonishingly enough. Chic

is cast as a young man; so don't ex-

pect to see your old friend.

Thotoplay for July
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“KISS BEFORE THE MIRROR”
EXCEPTIONALL Y WELL LIKED
(NOTE—Quotations from newspapers in Providence, Louisville,

Minneapolis, appear in May 15 issue; Portland (Ore.), Portland

(Me.), New York City, appear in May 22 issue).

Charles A. Leedy, Youngstown,
(O.) Telegram—A Viennese atmos-

phere makes infidelity seem less

shocking and so "The Kiss Before the

Mirror" turns out to be photoplay

entertainment that is vastly superior

to the general run. This is partly due
to the excellent acting of some of the

finest players now before the public

and partly to a superb example of

movie direction and construction . . .

Frank Morgan again proves his

worth to the talkies by giving a por-

trayal of compelling force and power.

This actor is swiftly making his way
to the top rank of photoplay celeb-

rities, with each new role lifting him

higher.

Nancy Carroll looks more attrac-

tive than usual in a new series of hair

dressing . . .

As usual, Paul Lukas is perfection in

what he has to do. Lukas is the hus-

band who becomes frantic when he

sees the lovely object of his adoration

in the arms of another man. Charles

Grapewin contributes a clever char-

acter role as an old clerk and Jean
Dixon makes much of a minor role as

the lawyer's assistant.

Corbin Patrick, Indianapolis Star
—The first ten minutes of "The Kiss

Before the Mirror," delightful. The
next hour is interestingly different . .

.

We were entirely fascinated by
the beginning of this amusing—al-

though momentarily tragic play and
wished that it might have continued
in the same light, lilting, lively

strain . . .

Paul Lukas portrays effectively the

anguish, the mental torture of the

husband who had destroyed the

thing he loved. Frank Morgan, al-

ways a good actor, gives a spirited

performance as the lawyer but we
feel that he is not happy in the role.

And we believe that Miss Stuart

could have carried the leading fem-
inine part to better advantage than
Nancy Carroll, who had it, though

Miss Carroll is charming and earnest.

Charles Grapewin is entertaining as

the lawyer's garrulous clerk.

Karl Freund's photography is one

of the picture's brightest features.

His atmospheric effects are splendid.

The sets are handsome. "The Kiss

Before the Mirror" has production

value.

Frank Daniel, Atlanta Journal—
James Whale again, in "The Kiss Be-

fore the Mirror," demonstrates his

excellencies as a director. This de-

cidedly superior entertainment de-

rived many benefits from his pres-

ence, from a well-chosen cast, and
from an excellently arranged score

of incidental music. It is a typical

Viennese story, perhaps more serious

in tone than most, but persuasive and
entertaining and shrewdly under-

standing.

Mary Louise, Santonia News—
Generally entertaining, "The Kiss Be-

fore the Mirror" lacks comedy relief

in a rather tense story but is well

acted by all four principals, particu-

larly Lukas and Morgan, and has a

strong supporting cast. It is a picture

to be enjoyed or disliked purely as a

matter of personal preference.

Harold W. Cohen, Pittsburgh

Post-Gazette— It isn't as shrewdly

developed, perhaps, as it might have

been, but thanks to the skillful acting

Cinema Digest of Los An-
geles is responsible for
these extracts from daily

newspapers.

of Frank Morgan, Nancy Carroll and
Paul Lukas and an occasional bit of

brilliant writing it slips over the rough

spots with as little discomfort and
annoyance as possible.

Certainly the situation is original

and anything from Hollywood these

days with an original slant is, to say

the least, refreshing . . .

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" has

been ably directed by the always re-

liable James Whale, who provides

both credibility and suspense, and
the film on the whole represents in-

telligent melodrama.

J. H. Keen, Philadelphia News—
Frank Morgan, as the lawyer and
jealous husband, is splendid. He gives

a solid foundation to a role that is

necessarily melodramatic. Nancy
Carroll, looking more mature than

usual in her continental make-up,

does very well with her part. Paul

Lukas is effective as the broken mur-

derer, and Gloria Stuart is superla-

tively charming in her brief bit. Jean
Dixon and Charles Grapewin con-

tribute the comedy of the picture.

"The Kiss Before the Mirror" is

marked by some of the finest pho-

tography seen in some time. Karl

Freund used all the German tech-

nique for his interesting camera
angles. James Whale, the director,

furnished very handsome settings.

KHANTO
OF THE AIR.
TOM TYLER.
(bt (Idventuye Picture

12 AMAZING CHAPTERS



THE
THRILLER
TERRIFIC'

Starring LUIS

TRENKER
With VILMA BANKY.
Victor Yarconi. Directed

by Edwin Knopf and Luis

Trenker. Presented by

Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
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Showmen Pick Margaret Sullavan as Sensation
The Girl on the Cover

(Continued from Cage 5 )

versal
—

"Back Street." That role,

which was immortalized by Irene

Dunne, was considered one of the

most difficult ever assigned an ac-

tress. Margaret Sullavan is certain to

make a brilliant characterization and

establish herself firmly on the screen

as one of its biggest bets. She has

the background, the training, the

confidence and the ability to put it

over, and Carl Laemmie, Jr. and

John Stahl have all the faith in the

world in her.

Miss Sullavan came straight to

Universal City last month from a fea-

tured role in one of the reigning

Broadway stage hits, "Dinner at

Eight." John Stahl, visiting the met-

ropolis last winter in search of the

right girl to play this role, saw Mar-

garet Sullavan in her part on the

stage, and although he had never

met her personally, immediately de-

cided that she was ideal for his

screen heroine. As a result, Carl

Laemmie, Jr. placed her under a

long-term contract.

Margaret Sullavan was born in

Norfolk, Virginia, twenty-two years

ago and educated in private schools

in Virginia. She was always interested

in art, dramatics, and dancing and
majored in these subjects at Sullins

College, Bristol, Virginia. In Boston,

she attended the Copley Theatre

School, and from there had her first

stage experience with the famous
University Theatre at Cape Cod,
Mass. Engagements in stock fol-

lowed, and Miss Sullavan played the

role of Isobel in "Strictly Dishonor-

+ + +

The Best Description Yet

of “J5e Mine TonighC'
(Continued from Page 18 )

ominally stirring voice, this young
fellow has everything else it takes to

make a screen star—looks, poise and
naturalness, emotional fire, ingratia-

ting personality and real he-man mas-

culinity. If he isn't one of America's

screen stars within the year, then it'll

be because Hollywood can't get
around his contract as principal tenor

of the Vienna Opera."

DISCOVERY
Producers and exhibitors

make a point of seeing the
New York shows. Without
exception, these showmen
have picked Margaret Sulla-

van as the big discovery of
this year. Many of them have
told Carl Laemmie so. Three
producers tried unsuccess-

fully to sign her before Uni-
versal prevailed on her to

take the big role in “Only
Yesterday.” Watch Margaret
Sullavan.

able" in the southern company.
While appearing at Princeton, N. J.,

at the Theatre Intime, Miss Sullavan

attracted the attention of Elmer

Harris, the playwright' who urged
her to come to New York to play the

title role in his new play, "The Mo-
dern Virgin." She played in this for

a year. Following, came the role in

"If Love Were All," "Happy Land-
ings,' "Chrysalis," "Bad Manners,"
and finally "Dinner at Eight," playing

the role of Paula. Miss Sullavan is

five feet two in height, weighs 109

pounds, has wavy medium brown hair

and grey eyes, is fond of reading,

sketching, and outdoor sports, such

as horseback riding, swimming, ten-

nis. She is intensely serious about
her work and intends to go to the

top in pictures or else quit; she can-

not do things half-way.

A
L fx
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One Ree

ZaSu Pitts Signs

Five Year Contract
(Continued from Page 11 )

Miss Pitts has enjoyed one of the

most remarkable careers in motion
pictures. Recognized as one of the

screen's finest tragediennes the pop-
ular star has gone from comedy to

tragedy in her film work three differ-

ent times. During the past four years

her distinctive comedy characteriza-

tions have been so much in demand
that, temporarily at least, the girl

who brought tears from audiences
with her appealing dramatic roles in

"Greed," "The Wedding March,"
and other films has devoted herself

to humorous roles entirely, her 'team-
ing up' with the equally popular
Summerville proving a most happy
film union. It has been the most con-
sistent box-office winner of the past

season.
+ + +

Ernst Udet Arrives
(Continued from Page 11 )

making for more than a year. It was
last December (1932) that Dr. Ar-

nold Fanck, scientist, mountain climb-

er, and moving picture director,

came to Hollywood and interested

Carl Laemmie in a story to be filmed

in Greenland. The expedition set out

from Hamburg on the Borodino on
May 5th and stayed twelve weeks in

Greenland waters. Two months ago
Tay Garnett was sent to Europe to

make retakes and to direct the En-

glish version. Outdoor scenes for

these retakes were made in the Alps.

+ + +
Westerns Only '^^ISaturals’*

Continued from Page 14 )

venture of their early lives was visu-

alized in the old West. The kid novels

they read, the wild west shows they

saw, the settings of their exploits

from Teddy Roosevelt on down, were
laid out past the plains. It's hard to

forget the romantic and adventur-

ous impressions of childhood. The
West of America and its heroes are

to the United States what the leg-

ends of Siegfried are to Germany,
the Cid to Spain, and Beowulf to the

Scandinavian nations."

Ken Maynard recently completed

his second western feature, "Fiddlin'

Buckaroo" under a recently signed

Universal contract.



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

MAKING INSIDELOBBYDISPLA YS SELL!
Ordinary Announcements Get Only Ordinary Attention

VJ^HEN a theatre manager draws up his

newspaper ads he puts his brains into

figuring out dominating displays that will

outshine his competition. When he plans

his outside lobby front he does the same.

But when the average theatre manager lays

out his interior "advance" lobby cards he

does not bother much about giving his pub-

lic anything more than the usual announce-

ment of picture name and feature players.

Yet, if properly planned, his inte-

rior lobby can do a BEAL SELLING
job on pictures that are three and even
four tveeks off. As much careful plan-
ning and ingenuity should go into the
regular card announcements as does
into his newspaper ads.

There are many exploitation twists to any

picture and decidedly different ones on

most of them. The man who takes advantage
of them in setting his interior display is

adding just that much more box-office im-

petus to his coming pictures.

An outstanding lobby shadow-box
on a good picture will rivet attention

to its dramatic selling high-lights. It

will lift that picture in importance.
It will do a missionary selling job a

week before the trailer gets to work.
That same display can be used later

in front of the theatre.

A special box-office-report bulletin board

on a picutre that is being widely praised is

comparatively cheap to make and most ef-

fective in results. Clippings can be taken

from the fan magazines and trade papers

and spotted around production stills for a

good attention getter.

Sometimes a board of fashion stills may
be placed on display with captions describ-

ing the gowns and drawing attention to the

coming picture in which the star appears.

An enlarged jumbo-sized ad spotted in

a corner will get fine attention because of

its unusual size and black and white effect.

"Stunt" easel ideas are often available in

press-books and should be used from time

to time just because they are "different."

Standard house frames should carry
different types of announcements
each week. Catchlines that mean some-
thing should shout from each one.
Otherwise people ivill consult them
merely as a directory and not as in-

terest provokers, if a little extra
thought will make these boards better
seat-sellers isn’t the extra effort worth
while?

Keep your interior lobby dignified, yes,

but make what you do show count for some-
thing real in dollars and cents at the box-

office. Your showmanship can do it !

JOE WEIL

NEW YORK'S FLORAL BALLYHOO FLOAT

THRiU.
TO ITS
ROMANCE

CAY.TUNEFUL/CAPTI tAUStCAtKcrMft SENSATION

Attractive flower be-decked ballyhoo truck that covered the five boroughs of Neiv
York City broadcasting music from “Be Mine Tonight,” Universal’s sensational mu-

sical film now playing its fourth week at the Criterion Theatre.

J ^
115 MEN HAVE

WON CERTIFICATES!

^ UNIVERSAL @ WEEKLY ^

^ 1\ o u'mim ship
FOA

lOU'l
IMG liXflOJ TATJOf< of"

When Will You
Receive Yours ?

To date UNIVERSAL WEEKLY CER-
TIFICATES OF MERIT haye been

awarded to 115 smart showmen for

meritorious work in exploiting Uni-

versal picturesi Will YOU become a

member of this rapidly growing suc-

cess club? Try tor a certificate today

by sending in details of a oood all

around campaign, or a single out-

standing example of high-powered

showmanship. Exceptional work brings

you one of these certificates, person-

ally signed by Carl Laemmle. Send

your campaign material and photo-

graphs to SHOWMANSHIP EDITOR.
UNIVERSAL WEEKLY, 730 FIFTH
AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

S r

#the weeks.
TVINIVERSi'

Among the many fine campaigns re-

ceived last week were four from live-wire

managers whose work has been considered

worthy of CERTIFICATE OF MERIT recog-

nition. Here they are:

S. B. TUCKER, m anaqer of the Byrd Theatre,

Richmond, Va., for his campaign on "BE

MINE TONIGHT."

RICHARD BECK. manager Castle Theatre.

Chicago, for exploitation on "THE
FIGHTING PRESIDENT."

IRVING DOLLINGER, manager of the

Plaza Theatre, Linden, N. J., for his lobby

display on "THE BIG CAGE."

JOE M. ESTES, publicity manager Saenger

Theatres, New Orleans, for his fine work

on "BE MINE TONIGHT" at the Tudor

Theatre.

Congratulations, for your fine examples

of showmanship ability. Your certificates

are in the mail.
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RADIO, MUSIC, BIG ADS FOR ELMIRA'S "KING OF JAZZ"

OPENER - FINE SHOWMANSHIP FROM ABROAD
T2N SONG HITS'

18 BIG STABS.'

9W UEAVUttY CIKL5-

“KING of JAZZ”
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KIMOofJAZZ

Four of
Schu’epp e’s

teaser ads
for “King of
Jazz” at Cap-
itol Theatre,
Elmira, !\.Y.

A SPECIAL newspaper teaser ad
campaign featured Fred Schwep-

pe's exploitation for Universal's new
edition of "The King of Jazz" when it

played his Capitol Theatre in Elmira,

N. Y. Several single column, two inch

ads were used through the paper, five

days ahead of his regular displays.

Four of these ads are reproduced at the

left. Each ad played up a different fea-

ture of the picture. Schweppe contin-

ued these ads even after his regular ads
broke on the theatrical pages of the

papers.

The exploitation record, prepared for

radio and theatre broadcasting, was
used on station WESG for three fifteen

minute broadcasts, and was also broad-

cast over two amplifiers placed on the

theatre marquee.

Music stores in the centre of town
featured the King of Jazz music records

in window displays and amplified White-
man records out front.

Window cards were used on all street

car dash boards, as well as in promin-

ent store windows.

Poster cut-outs framed in panels with

decorated backgrounds were used for

BALLYHOO RECORD MAKES A
FINE SEND-OFF FOR THE NEW
EDITION OF "KING OF JAZZ"

Jusf whaf you need to

sell "KING OF JAZZ" in

your lobby and on the air.

A special medley ballyhoo

record, featuring the many
song hits from the produc-

tion together with a talk

about the picture. A great

stunt for your loud speaker

system out front or for

your local radio station.

Get the radio sta.tion to

play it with interpolated

announcements concerning your theatre

and play datesi The record runs for three

minutes and fifteen seconds on each side,

78 RPM. Sold at a bargain price as

an inducement to showmen!

ONLY 75c EACH

AT YOUR
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

We are publishing

these photographs

of “Back Street”

front at the Scala

Theatre, Belgium
for two reasons.

First, because they

show the steady ad-

vance in showman-
ship being made
by European exhi-

bitors, and second,

because they are

of particular inter-

est at this time in

view of the many
successful repeat

runs “BACK
STREET” is en-

joying in this coun-

try. The top pic-

ture, left, shows
under - marquee
streamer, bottom,

side wall display.

Right, the giant

electric sign above
the marquee. The
picture held over

for three weeks of

record business.

Unfortunately the

name of the show-
man responsible

for this material

was not furnished
so ive cannot give

credit.

front decorations with lobby photos

and stills. The title was swung across

the front on a music scale with giant

notes for added decorations.

Albert S. Nathan, Universal exploi-

teer, assisted on the campaign.



Playing Up Unusual Angles in "Be Mine" Ads!

THfrOLMUOUS
SCUtMJMCCtSr

A WORD FROM TBS

EMPLOYEES
^ OF THE

NEWPORT
ROXY

BE MINE
TONIGHT
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BE MINE
TONKHT

3RD RECORD
breaking WEEK!

STARTS
TOMORROW!

35 - P«epM *11 th* Stag* — 3S

“VitUllMol 1933”

“BE

MINE

TONIGHT” “Be Mine
Tonight”HIPPODROME

THE MIRACLE PICTURE!

'= r4 ON THE STAGE!
A NEW COMPLETE CHANGE!!

A SPARKLING COLORFUL REVUE
Featuring Big Time Vaudeville Acts

SPARKumc! Colorful!
Gorgeous Music!

Direct From New York!

“HIGH SPEED”
HIPPODROME

iHs'j
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(I.) Three columns x II" from Mission Theatre, San Diego, Calif., pointing to high praise showered on picture. (2.) Current ad, double
column X 12", cashing in on big turn away opening. From the New Roxy Theatre, Seattle. (3.) The entire staff of the Newport Theatre,

Norfollr. Va„ signed this double column x 7" announcement. (4.) In a single column x 12" ad the Hippodrome, Cleveland, O., played

op excerpts from local critics' reviews. (5.) Double column x 5" advance ad from Knickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn. (6.) Holdover ad
in double column x 4 ^/2

" from Sierra Theatre, Sacramento, Calif. (7.) An invitation preview landed the endorsements from prominent
Atlantans used In this two column x 9 ^/2

" ad from the Buckhead Theatre, Atlanta, Ga. (8.) Smash 3 column x 14" ad from New Roxy,

Seattle. V/ash., featuring a demand third week hold over.
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HERBERT
RAWLINSON

CARL „LAEMMLE

A Rowland and Brice Production...
Story by Sig Herzig and Arthur Jarrett
...Screenplay by Sig Herzig.. .Dances
staged by Bobby Connolly . . . Music
supervision by Jay Gorney . . . Songs
and lyrics by Jay Gorney, Herman
Hupfeld, A1 Seigel, Sammy Fain, E. Y.
Harburg . . . Directed by Karl Freund
. . . Dialogue direction by Monte Brice.

Courtesy of

Humor
Magazine

Produced Under the personal supervision
of Stanley Bergerman. ,



Universal comes across with the grandest, zippiest,
tuhefulest romance ever screened! . . Girls and
Gags and Giggles and rich ROMANCE! . . . Nine
music numbers destined to sweep the country! . . .

A chorus of fifty of New York’s most beautiful
show girls! ... A gigantic cast of stage, screen and
radio stars! . . . IT’S GORGEOUS! IT’S BOX-
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1
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THE MOST CATCH
No. 729 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmie,

President of the Universal Pictures Corporation

Youth and ' '
, snappinesS/ virri/ yigor and vitality.

Performers who know their stuff. Screen stars. Radio

stars. Stage stars.

All in one smart, showy, noisy, glad mixture of fun and
frolic and moonlight and • . . pretzels.

Tve tried this title ^^Moonlight and I on people
who know nothing about the show bi and people
who know everything about it.

Without exception it brings a gleam eyes.

It’s not just a movie title. It’s not jusi r ^^musicar'

picture. It is the new spirit of the tim spirit which

Tunes that your feet to tapping. A story, light as

a feather,^uf pleasing.



V TITLE IN YEARS

S ^ rv»

k

drives away care and brings bjack /jby^ confidencer

hope/ plea^re^gn^ . , . entertainment ^ T

Youth and'beai^y, I said. S
Such youthkpnid such beauty as you have seldom feasted

-T5I—7*

your eye's on*
I

4. n>

y
Produced by the most amazing tot of smart talent

the screen has had arrayed in any one picture fo^a very
long time. >

All your fans are right now hearing some of the catchy

musical numbers of ^^Moonlight and Pretzels^^ on their

radios. You can turn this into money by the very simple

expedient of announcing that ^^Moonlight and Pretzels^^

is booked by your theatre.

Just tell your people that the ^^Moonlight and Pretzels^^
which you(are about to show is the same Moonlight and
Pretzels^^ wl^ich everybody is talking about and . . . your
job is done!

it \





'Moonlight and Pretzels'

I’ve Gotta Get Up
And Go To Work'

'Are You Makin’ Any
Money ?"

Dusty Shoes"

There’s A Little Bit Of You
In Every Love Song"

^ i

1 '^
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—and,added to everything

else, a story with laughs

and tears and drama and
sweet romance • • • the per-

fect combination for a

perfect picture!

one

J
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means MONEY to







STAXLEY BERGERMAX
Mr. Bergerman is tin associate producer
at Universal City. In order to further in-

sure the success of “Moonlight and Pret-

zels.” he came on for the express purpose
of personally supervising the production,
and great credit is due to him for the

smoothness, the richness and the har-

mony of the entire production.

SIG HERZIG
S

IG HERZIG, co-author with Ar-

thur Jarrett of "Moonlight and

Pretzels," Is one of today's most pro-

lific Broadway and Hollywood writers.

For four years he was scenario ed-

itor for the Christie Film Company,
and at the same time turned out the

"Lone Wolf" series for Columbia.

Herzig wrote most of the sketches

for Lew Fields' famous "Vanderbilt
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Men Behind
Revue," Heywood Broun's "Shoot
the Works," and this last season col-

laborated with Norman Anthony on

"Ballyhoo of 1932" and with J, P.

McEvoy on "The New Americana."

the Scenes o
i

Can You Spare a Dime." The music
was first broadcast In Chicago at the

Blue Ribbon Casino and by Rudy
Vallee.

+ + +
+ + +

ARTHUR JARRETT

A rthur jarrett, well known
short story writer, makes his de-

but as a movie scenarist as Herzig's

collaborator on "Moonlight and Pret-

zels." Jarrett, not to be confused

with his famous son. Art Jarrett, is

the author of many radio and vau-

deville sketches and at various times

has worked with his brother, Dan, on

the popular "Potash and Perlmutter"

plays.

+ + +

JAY GORNEY
J
AY GORNEY, who, in addition to

giving his personal supervision to

the "Moonlight and Pretzels" musi-

cal numbers, wrote most of the tunes

in the score, is one of Broadway's

really great song writers. Last seasbn

he won International fame for his

thrilling "Brother Can You Spare a

Dime," and clicked again this year

with "Isn't It Heavenly." Gorney's

lilting music has been largely respon-

sible for the success of various "Am-
ericana" productions, "Earl Carroll's

Sketch Book," "Walk A Little Faster"

and many of New York's smash musi-

. cal comedy hits. Many who have al-

ready heard his "Dusty Shoes" num-

ber in "Moonlight and Pretzels" say

that it even surpasses his "Brother

The
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HERMAN HUPFELD

A DISTINCT place in the Broad-

way theatrical sun has been won
by Herman Hupfeld with such catchy

tunes as "Let's Put Out the Lights

and Go To Sleep," "Sing Something
Simple," and "When Yuba Plays the

Tuba," the latter two accounting

largely for the tremendous acclaim

which greeted the second and third

editions of "The Little Show." For

"Moonlight and Pretzels" Hupfeld

wrote "Are You Making Any Money"
and "I Gotta Get Up and Go To

Work," both of which are already

taking the country by storm.

+ + +

E. Y. HARBURG
E

Y. HARBURG is Jay Gorney's

lyricist and collaborated with

the latter on* five of the "Moonlight

and Pretzels" numbers — "Dusty

Shoes," "Ah, But Is It Love," "Moon-
light and Pretzels," "Let's Make Love

Like the Crocodiles," and "Baby, In

Your Hat." It was Harburg also

who supplied the poignant lyrics to

"Brother Can You Spare a Dime,"

and John W. Green's sensational

song hit, "I'm Yours."

JAY GORXE) SIG. HERZIG
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^^Moonlight and Pretzels^’

IWlf LAM) AND niUCE
ff'ilh thp release of "Mooriliehl and Erptzph” the wune “Ronlnnd and Rrwp Pro-,

duction" lipconip.s a factor in I lip fpatiirp fipid. Hprplojorp thpy have admittpdly
made thp hp.it tivo-rcplprs rplpaspd on Broaduay thix year. Folloicinfi "Moonlight

and Prptzpl.i" thpy .start almost imnipdiatply on “Takp .4 Chancp.”

BOBBY CONNOLLY

B
obby CONNOLLY h generally

recognized as America's greatest

dance director—bar none. And the

cleverly devised and executed en-

semble routines he created tor

"Moonlight and Pretzels" are said to

out-Connolly Connolly!

Without a peer, the noted dance
director has staged practically every

musical show of importance pro-

duced on Broadway in the last ten

years—among them being several

editions of the "Ziegfeld Follies" and
the Ziegfeld musical hits, "Show Girl"

and "Hot Cha," "The Desert Song,"

"The New Moon," "Follow Thru,"

"Good News," "America's Sweet-

heart," "Sons 'O Guns," "Rufus Le-

Maire's Affairs," George White's

"Melody," and "Take A Chance."

ARTHUR JARRKTT BOBBY CONNOLLY
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Behind the Scenes of

MELODY
THE MUSIC composed by four of

America s ace song-
smiths, the tuneful melodies in "Moonlight
and Pretzels," Universal's backstage mu-
sical romance, current at

Theatre, reflect the spirit of the times in a
manner unique for screen musical comedy.
At least three of the numbers in the

score may truly be said to be descriptive

of the present American scene. In "Moon-
light and Pretzels," more than in any other

of the recent screen musicals, the compos-
ers have followed the precept of the fel-

low who said "Let me but write the songs
of a nation and I care not who makes its

laws."

"Dusty Shoes," by Jay Gorney and E. Y.

Harburg, who turned out the highly suc-

cessful "Brother Can You Spare a Dime,"
is a dramatic cavalcade of American life

from 1928 to 1933. The highlights de-

picted in song and action are the boom
year of 1928, the stock market crash of

1929, the depression years of 1930-32 in-

clusive, the election of Roosevelt and the

inspiring leadership of the president since

his inauguration with the wheel of industry

set in motion by his relying cry of a "New
Deal" to the nation.

"Moonlight and Pretzels," the title song

of the picture and also a Gorney-Harburg
number, tells a lyrical story of peace and
contentment since the legalization of beer.

It is the 1933 model drinking song.

Herman Hupfeld, composer of "Let's

Turn Out the Light and Go To Sleep," one

of the outstanding hits of last season, has

written a sequel to that song, dramatizing

the new spirit of the people in regard to

work. It is called "I Gotta Get Up and Go
To Work" and depicts various types rising

in the morning and preparing for their jobs

in offices, factories, and stores with a cheer

on their lips and new hope in their hearts.

Other numbers in the picture which are

being whistled throughout the country are

"Ah, But Is It Love," and "There's A Little

Bit of You In Every Love Song."

CAPTIONS • • •

Above, on the left, Stanley Bergernuin. pet-

sonally supervising “Moonlight and Pretzels

Mary Brian, one of its featured players, and
Karl Freund, the eminent director.

Center: One of the fifty beautiful chorus
girls chosen by New York’s leading artists, car-

rying the Pretzel part of the title.

Below: the beauty chorus. Interspersed yon
icill find Monte Brice, dialogue director; Karl
Freund, director, with the beret ; Stanley Ber-

german, and If'illiam Rowland, at the right.

\

I

I

I
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NAoonlight and Pretzels'"

THE DIRECTOR
KARL FREUND S + MI known as

screen la nd s

greatest photographic genius and now one

of its ace directors, Karl Freund, who has

just completed "Moonlight and Pretzels"

for Universal, is one of the most interesting

and capable figures in the motion picture

industry. Following the Great War, during

which he acted as a newsreel cameraman,
he was engaged by movie concerns in Ber-

lin, and next ten years worked for every

producer and director in the country, in-

cluding the late F. W. Murnau and E. A.

DuPont.

In this period he evolved a new camera
technique which gained tor him recog-

nition in England and on the Continent.

His camera artistry was apparent in "Va-

riety," "The Last Laugh," "The Golem"
and "Metropolis." When these pictures

reached the United States his fame spread

to Hollywood, for he virtually revolution-

ized camera technique. He came to Am-
erica in 1928 and served as chief cinema-

photographer for Universal. He completed

the photography on "Back Street" and was

then elevated to the rank of director. His

first achievement in his new role was Kar-

loff's "The Mummy." Though he acted as

director on "Moonlight and Pretzels," the

Freund camera touch can be seen through-

out the picture.

+ + +

THE CAMERAMAN
WILLIAM MILLER
is one of the highlights of "Moonlight and
Pretzels," is one of the best known and
most capable cinemaphotographers in the

business. Miller was one of the ace cam-
eramen at the Paramount Long Island Stu-

dios for several years, and during that time

"shot" hundreds of features and shorts.

Like Karl Freund, Miller is a creative pho-
tographer. The startlingly different light-

ing effects he achieves in "Moonlight and
Pretzels" have seldom been equalled on
the screen.

Top: Some of the really clever cameramen
in this business manage to take good pictures

of themselves. That is what William Miller,

who photographed “Moonlight and Pretzels,”

is doing here. Below: Karl Freund is showing
Mary Brian how a certain scene should be put
over. Below: The assiduous director is ex-

plaining another scene to Mary Brian and Leo
Carrillo in his shirt sleeves, while Monte Brice,
the dialogue director, and John Hundley agree.
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Universal Completes Its Season
and Starts on New Productions
Slim Summerville and
ZaSu Fitts have just com-
pleted ‘^Her First Mate."
ichich is to be released to
theatres this month. It teas

adapted from a play called
"Salt Jf aler" by Dan Jar-
rett and John Golden, but
both players are appar-
ently icondering if they
Hill ever get an opportun-
ity to appear to such ad-
vantage as I'nu Merkel
does in this gay bathing
suit.

W ITH but one of this season's

pictures still uncast, Univer-

sal is completing its current sched-

ule, with six pictures in the cutting

room or before the camera at Uni-

versal City. The uncast picture is

Elmer Rice's "Counsellor at Law."

Universal seems to be going into

the same kind of an intensive

search for the leads in this picture

that so complicated the starting

time on "Only Yesterday."

In addition to completing this

year's program. Universal is

also well along on two coasts

with next year's program. Al-

ready one of its road-show

pictures, "Only Yesterday," is

in work with a cast of almost

one hundred speaking parts and

with Margaret Sullavan, the

new feminine sensation, and

John Boles in the leading roles.

John M. Stahl is directing. Its

second Eastern picture will get

under way next week, when the

Broadway playi "Take a

Chance," goes before the cam-
eras in the Astoria studios.

Already James Dunn, Lilian

Bond and Cliff Edwards have

been cast in the roles played

at the Apollo by Jack Haley,

Ethel Merman and Sid Silvers.

One picture already com-

pleted and in the cutting room
Is "Moonlight- and Pretzels,"

produced in the East by Stan-

ley Bergerman with a ten star

cast Including Roger Pryor,

Mary Brian, Leo Carrillo, Lillian

Miles, Herbert Rawllnson, Alex-

ander Gray, Bernice Claire,

Bobby Watson, William Fraw-

ley and Jack Denny and his

orchestra. It was directed by

Karl Freund and Monte Brice

and is a Rowland and Brice

production.

Also completed are "The Se-

cret of the Blue Room" with an

all-star cast headed by Lionel

Atwill, Paul Lukas, Gloria Stu-

art, Muriel Kirkland, Onslow
Stevens, William Janney, Rus-

(Continued on Fage 15)

A
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William Harrigan, Gloria Stuart

Complete ^^Invisihle Man’’ Cast

W ILLIAM HARRIGAN and Gloria Stuart were engaged
this week tor the next important roles to that of Claude

Rains in "The Invisible Man." This picture, adapted by R. C.

Sherriff from the H. G. Wells novel, got under way at Univer-

sal City under the direction of James Whale. The parts pre-

viously cast are played by Henry Travers, Forrester Harvey,

Una O'Connor, Billy Bevan and Merle Tottenham. Dudley

Digges will join the cast as soon as he completes his role in

New York in "Emperor Jones."

Gloria Stuart just completed her role in "The Secret of the

Blue Room" and is already scheduled to co-star with Paul

Lukas in "The Big Plane" by Laird Doyle, with screenplay con-

tinuity and dialogue by Edmund North and James Gow.

+ + +

Virginia Cherrill Signed

for ‘‘Lilies of Broadway”

V IRGINIA CHERRILL, who made screen history opposite

Charlie Chaplin in "City Lights," has been engaged by
Universal to essay one of the leading feminine roles in "Lilies

of Broadway," now in production under the direction of E. A.

Dupont.

The cast of the screen musical, written by William Hurlbut,

is headed by June Knight and Neil Hamilton in the two leading

roles, with George E. Stone, Mary Carlisle, Sally O'Neill, Dor-

othy Burgess, Edmund Breese, Richard Carle, Oscar Apfel, and
Maude Eburne in support. Music for the picture was composed
by Lynn Cowan.

+ + +

Seven Productions Finished
and Three Begun This Week

Claude Rains, talented Theatre Guild star, who tvill

devote his time for the next few years partly to f/ni-

versal Pictures and partly to the Theatre Guild. He is

now appearing in the name part of “The Invisible

Man" and later will do “The Man W ho Reclaimed
His Head," in which he played on the legitimate stage.

(Continued from Page 14)

sell Hopton, Edward Arnold and Elizabeth Patterson, directed
by Kurt Neumann from a story by William Hurlbut; "Her First

Mate," co-starring Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts, with Una
Merkel, Joselyn Lee, George Marion, Warren Hymer, Henry
Armetta and Burton Churchill; and "Don't Bet On Love" the
Lew Ayres starring vehicle, with Ginger Rogers, Shirley Grey,
Lucille Webster Gleason, Merna Kennedy and Henry Armetta,
written and directed by Murray Roth.

The pictures before the camera now at Universal City are
the Broadway play by William Hurlbut, "Lilies of Broadway,"
with June Knight, Neil Hamilton, Mary Carlisle and George E.

Stone under the direction of E. A. Dupont; and "The Invisible

Man" with Claude Rains, William Harrigan, Gloria Stuart,

Dudley Digges, Hugh Trevor, Una O'Connor and Billy Bevan,
being directed by James Whale.

Universal will also release the feature marking the movie
debut of the radio sensations Myrt and Marge. Its title Is

The New Deal" and It will be directed by Bryan Foy from a
story called "My Lady's Legs" by Willard Mack. It is now In

work.

' THE REBEL' IS

WORTH SEEING TWICE,

"

Says Nancy Lee

I

N reviewing Universal's picture, "The Rebel," at

the Alhambra, Nancy Lee, reviewer of the Mil-

waukee Journal, says:

"Just why Vilma Banky hasn't been making pic-

tures In Hollywood Is certainly a mystery. And just

why we don't make such stirring pictures as 'The

Rebel' is another. Why, this picture is worth seeing

twice—and that means a lot to this filmseer. It has

romance of a high type; it brims with action. It has

Alpine scenery. It has a story. It has a tang of real,

not studio, life . . . 'The Rebel' is what they call a

'natural' in the theatre; that is, like babies and pup-
pies, It has a universal tug."
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BLOSSOM TIME

The most popular musical romance ever staged.

The tremendous Shuhert stage hit by Sigmund
Romberg brought to life on the screen.

•

ONLY YESTERDAY
From the novel by Frederick Lewis Allen. A great

woman’s story directed by JOHN M. STAHL.

•

ZEST
This year’s biggest best-seller novel by CHARLES
G. NORRIS, author of SEED. The story of one
man and the women in his life. Directed by
JOHN M. STAHL.

IMITATION OF LIFE
The latest novel by FANNIE HURST, author of
BACK STREET. A sensational best seller. Di-

rected by JOHN M. STAHL.

•

THE ALL-
AMERICAN GIRL

LniversaPs 1933-34 football picture. Story by
LUCIAN CAREY. . . . Tremendous exploitation

tie-ups to be announced.

TAKE A CHANCE
The greatest musical comedy smash that New York
has known in years. Schwab and De Sylva’s pro-

duction that made history at the Apollo Theatre
this year.

WHEN
THE TIME COMES
A smash dramatic story from the pen of WILLIAM
ANTHONY McGUIRE, author of ^^Kid From
Spain,” ^‘Whoopee,” etc.

THE GREAT
ZIEGFELD

By BILLIE BURKE and WILLIAM ANTHONY
McGUIRE. A sensational musical based on the

life of America’s greatest theatrical producer.

•

THE MAN WHO
RECLAIMED
HIS HEAD

From the Broadway stage success by Jean Bart.

A powerful dramatic story with a highly unique
theme.

•

I GIVE MY LOVE
From the sensational story by VICKI BAUM, au-

thor of “Grand Hotel.” A daring drama of clash-

ing human emotions, with a prize winning title.

•

NERVOUS LOVERS
SUM SUMMERVILLE AND ZASU PITTS, that

great box-office team, in an hilarious comedy.

OH, PROMISE ME!
SLIM SUMMERVILLE and ZASU PITTS in an ad-

aptation of the Broadway stage play of the same
title, by Hoivard Lindsay and Bertrand Robinson.



HAPPINESS AHEAD
SUM SUMMERVILLE and ZASU PITTS in a com-
edy made from a story by the one and only RIISG

LARDiSER.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
AND ZASU PITTS

The team that makes your box-office smile, in a

fourth picture, as yet untitled.

CLAMOUR
EDNA FERRER’S ffreat Cosmopolitan Magazine
story.

MA CINDERELLA
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT’S tremendously popu-
lar novel. A powerful modern drama.

THE
GOOD RED BRICKS
From the widely read novel by MARY SYNOIS.
A dramatic story of self-sacrifice—of a girl, her
loves and loyalties.

ONE CLAMOROUS
NIGHT

From the story, ^^Bagdad on the Hudson,” by
WARD MOREHOUSE. A dramatic romance with
1 terrific kick.

RICADOON
From the stage play by CHARLES KNOX ROBIIS-
SOI\. A startling drama with new box-office and
exploitation angles.

THATS GRATITUDE
From the New York Stage success by that brilliant

author and actor, FRANK CRAVEN. A comedy
as only Craven knows how to write them.

•

THE LEFT BANK
From the smash stage play by ELMER RICE, au-

thor of “Street Scene,” “Counsellor at Law,” etc.

•

DAUGHTERS
OF THE SEA

A fascinating tale of the sea, with fifty of the best-

formed and most beautiful girls in America in

the cast.

MYRT AND MARGE
A smash box-office attraction built around the
radio favorites of millions upon millions of listen-

ers. From a story by WILLARD MACK.

Universal will

1^ 1C* release thirty-

six features for 1933-34. There
are twenty-three listed here.

Watch UNIVERSAL WEEKLY for

further announcements.
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A THRILLER of thrillers Is announced
by Carl Laemmie for early Univer-

sal release. It is "The World's Greatest
Thrills," a Universal Special featuring Gra-
ham McNamee, noted radio announcer
and the screen's Talking Reporter. It is a

rapid succession of astounding and ex-

pertly assembled scenes, from all over the

world, including spectacular crashes, feats,

accidents and other gripping events. It Is

promised as the fastest and most astound-

ing screen two-reeler ever made.
Many months of intensive effort went

into the making of "The World's Greatest

Thrills." Cameramen at the four corners

of the globe were commissioned to film

amazing scenes and events. In the attempt
to obtain and compile the most astounding

"thrill" film In the history of the Industry,

hundreds of thousands of feet of negative

were assembled. The resulting picture in-

cludes only the most breath-taking scenes

of the lot.

The production was prepared for the

screen for Universal by Allyn Buterfield,

"THE WORLD'S 'I

herever there is a daring shot made for the astt
ishment and entertainment of moving picture

j

trons, there must be a daring cameraman. Grahi
Mc!\amee describes the cameraman’s death-defyi
tvork and shows in this astounding two-reeler l

HERE ARE THE CAMERAMEN

Here is a cameraman photographing thirteen parachute jumpers as they hurl
themselves out of the door from ivhich he is operating a camera. Any one of
these men might have accidentally taken the cameraman with him—without
a parachute. Left above, this cameraman is higher than the cupola he fdms.

Editor of the Universal Newspaper
Newsreel. Many of that News-
reel's cameramen assisted In the

staging and photographing of the

spectacular scenes included in the

Universal Special. Graham Mc-
Namee, in his tense, dramatic

manner, graphically describes the

swiftly moving panorama of blood-

stirring deeds and events. This Is

the first time the famous air and

screen ace, whose voice is known

to millions and whose name Is a

household word, has ever been
featured by personal appearance

on the screen.

AND HERE IS WHAT THEY SHOT! Grain Elevator falling in fire. Race Sf '
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EATEST THRILLS
eaiest thrill shots of the last few years. Above you
> the cameraman photographing from the tops of
? highest buildings, from airplanes, from the war
<nches of Manchuria, and below you see the shots

made. Zowiel

Taking pictures of lions in a cage isn't such a very exciting thing for a camera-
man. In order to make this shot exciting, this cameraman allowed the lion to

take his head in his jaws, while the ouner took the much softer job of grinding

the camera. .4bove, intrepid cameraman in the Manchurian trenches.

Thrill follows thrill in the picture,

right from the start. Spectacular

fires, hurricanes, exciting auto and
motorcycle races with spectacular

smash-ups and spills, a head-on
locomotive wreck, astounding air

feats and the most terrific airplane

crashes ever seen on the screen.

flash by in quick succession. The

production is a veritable docu-

ment of dangers and disasters,

logically assembled and presented

with a maximum of sustained in-

terest and suspense.

Veteran film executives who
have seen the picture hail it as one

Two Kinds of Shooting

of the most amazing productions ever

turned out. It is characterized as a "natu-

ral" for exhibitors—a real showman's pic-

ture. Its early release, just at the time when
theatre owners need good strong film fare

to combat the lethargy of summer, bring-

ing audiences to the edges of their seats,

is regarded as an exceptionally happy de-

cision by Universal.

The exploitation possibilities of the new
Laemmie Special are unlimited. Almost
every sequence in the picture lends itself

to showmanship, for lobbies and for other

forms of patron-pulling treatment.

To a remarkable degree, "The World's
Greatest Thrills" is said to be an epic of

the cameraman, since there is hardly a se-

quence which does not forcibly impress the

dangers undergone and the risky chances
taken by cameramen in photographing the

thrilling and exciting scenes. In peril from
falling walls, in the paths of wildly careen-

ing autos, in airplanes, under shot and
shell, and in other dangerous places, car-

eramen are seen at work.

(Continued on Page 25)

t' -on collision of Locomotives and a tricky change from .Airplane to Auto.





UNIVERAL’S 10-STAR PICTURE!

LIONEL ATWILL
PAUL LUKAS
GLORIA STUART
EDWARD ARNOLD ONSLOW

STEVENS -k WILLIAM JANNEY
RUSSELL NORTON ELIZABETH

PATTERSON k MURIEL KIRKLAND
JAMES DURKIN

In a quality mystery drama whose
thrills and brand new twists will

make the eyes of your fans pop
out! . . . IT’S A PIP!!!

Screenplay by William Hurlburt. Produced
by Carl La^mmle, Jr. Directed by Kurt

Neumann. Presented by Carl Laemmle.





Fast horses got the plunging

plumber into fast company . . .

When he was “in the money”
he hit life high, wide cind hand-

some . . . The little girl who
lovedhim “wasn’t goodenough”
any more . . . But one slow horse

and one fast woman taught him
more eibout life in a few days

than most folks see in a lifetime

. . . IT’S GREAT BOX-OFFICE!

Screenplay by Mur-
ray Roth and Howard
E. Rogers. Produced
by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Directed by Murray
Roth. Presented by
Carl Laemmle.
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NO MATTER HOW GREAT YOU
THOUGHT "BACK STREET" WAS
YOU MUFFED ITS POSSIBILITIES
D evelopments are proving that

everybody was all wrong on
"Back Street."

It was great !

We knew it was great, you knew
it was great; but we didn't know how
great, and you certainly didn't rea-

lize how great It was.

But no matter how great you
thought It was, the possibilities of

"Back Street" were never fully

brought out In the theatres. It should

be booked over again by every ex-

hibitor who wants to make money
and please his audiences.

"Back Street" was universal in Its

appeal. Fannie Hurst plumbed the

depths of woman's heart when she

wrote "Back Street." Every woman
knows that. Every woman has read It.

Every woman wants to see it on the

screen. It Is only exhibitors and mere
males who have failed to appreciate
this fact and failed to appreciate the

tremendous appeal of "Back Street."

Look for a moment what it Is doing
In Paris. We are amazed and de-
lighted at an eleven weeks' run of

"Be Mine Tonight" in Los Angeles.
What do we think of a twenty-four.

weeks ' run in Paris? That's what "Back

Street" is doing, and the end not in

sight by a long shot ! Furthermore,

this picture, which is running in Its

twenty-fifth week at the Studio Cau-

martin, is the English version with su-

perimposed French titles. In addition

to that "Back Street" is in its tenth

week in another theatre in Paris, the

Studio Parnesse. This is phenomenal.

DECIDED IMPROVEMEM

EATON THEATRE
Mo+ion Pictures at Their Best

Charlotte, Michigan

June 6
,

1933

Mr. Mannie Gottlieb

Universal Film Exchange

Detroit, Mich.

Dear Mr. Gottlieb:

Just finished run on "KING
OF JAZZ." Had pretty tough

competition, hot weather, grad-

uation week and everything

that goes with it, and above

all this, showed to a very sat-

isfactory business.

In my estimation, "THE KING
OF JAZZ" in Its present form

is a decided improvement, and

is still a beautiful picture. Au-

dience reaction was excellent.

Will make a deal for St.

Johns and Ithaca in the near

future. Best regards.

Truly yours,

C. R. Beechler, Manager

The Studio Caumartln is playing per-

formances twice a day. This means
over 700 separate and distinct per-

formances in this theatre alone and
it is playing to big business at each of

them. Neither Paris nor London nor

New York has anything io compare
with success like this.

But Paris Isn't alone in recording

successes for "Back Street." It is only

the biggest of the successes. It is re-

cording repeat bookings and long

runs all over Europe and in the

United States and Canada. The Hol-

lywood Theatre in Montreal re-

booked "Back Street" on exactly the

same terms as the original booking

called for, and played to more busi-

ness than it did the first time. The

same thing happened in the theatres

in Rockaway, L. I., and the same thing

is happening in numberless other

theatres throughout the world.

BOOK "BACK STREET" AGAIN.

TELEGRAM
FRANK McCarthy Atlanta

June 16 1933

BE MINE OPENED BUCKHEAD
THEATRE JUNE FIFTH FOR
\^t:eks run stop picture
LAUDED BY .ALL CRITICS
PATRONS EXTENDED RUN THREE
DAYS ENDING TONIGHT AN
ELEVEN DAY RUN TO MOST
SATISFACTORY BUSINESS DAVIS
& COART ELATED OVER RESULTS
WILL SET REPEAT RUN ALMOST
IMMEDIATELY

M RICH ARDSON

WESTERN UNION
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH

E. T. GOMERS ALL
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES INC
730 FIFTH AVE NYK
BE MINE AFTER RUNNING NINE
DAYS SALT LAKE FIRST RUN
PLAYHOUSE BOOKED LAST
SATURDAY FOR THREE DAYS
SECOND RUN AT RIALTO NOW ON
ITS SIXTH DAY DEFINITELY SET
FOR EIGHT DAYS MAY GO LONGER
STOP THIS VERY UNUSUAL AS
MO.ST SECOND RUN PICTURES
ONLY GO THREE OR FOl R DAYS
AT RIALTO REGARDS

JACK RUE

rHANTO
OF THE AIK
•^^TOM TYLER

(bt Mvenhu'e Picture

In Twelve Great Chapters
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FinestHeEverSaw "BE MINE TONIGHT"
STILL RUNNING HEREJune 6, 1933

MARIETTA. OHIO
Mr. P. S. Harrison,

Harrison's Reports,

1440 Broadway,

New York City.

Dear Sir:

We have just closed a three days en-

gagement of Universal's "Be Mine To-

night" which I believe is one of the

finest examples of real screen entertain-

ment I have ever seen.

It would be a great thing if every ac-

tor, actress, author, director, camera-

man, sound technican—in tact all of

Hollywood, including the Hays organi-

zation—would be compelled to see this

production. They would all learn plenty

and especially the fact that wonderful

screen entertainment can be made with-

out resorting to filth and sex.

Many of our patrons came twice and

we had numerous telephone calls con-

gratulating us on presenting such a

wonderful, clean picture. "Be Mine To-

night" is certainly a refreshing tonic tor

any theatre after the majority of the

product that has been released during

the past three months.

Very truly yours,

F. J. Hassett

C. and M. Amusement Co.

Here are a few of the theatres tvhere ^‘Be Mine To-

night” is achieving astonishing results and is still play-

ing after weeks of profitable business:

LOS ANGELES

Filniarte Theatre

in its 11th week

MINNEAPOLIS

World Theatre

in its 11th week

SAN DIEGO

Mission Theatre

in its 6th week

BUFFALO
Hollywood Theatre

in its 6th week

SEATTLE
New Roxy Theatre

in its 5th week

BOSTON
Treniont Theatre

in its 3rd week

LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Palace Theatre

in its 3rd week

THE WORLD'S GREATEST THRILLS"
(Continued from Fage 19)

Wherever one finds a man risking

fiis life or human beings facing dis-

aster, there one will always find a

cameraman frequently staking his

life, too, to get pictures of the event.

There is hardly a thrill in the picture

that was not photographed at great

risk. McNamee, in his descriptive

monologue, pays high tribute to

these Knights of the Tripod, whose

nerve and disregard for danger, as-

sures breath-taking pictures for mo-

tion picture audiences.

"The World's Greatest Thrills"

also is marked by a novel handling

and presentation of its subject mat-

ter which greatly heightens its audi-

ence value and speeds up its action.

This technique, which was devised by

Mr. Butterfield, is unique for this

type of production and is symbolic

of the fast moving shutter of the mo-

tion picture camera.

Mr. Butterfield is a veteran in the

motion picture field and is well known

in the Industry, starting with Vita-

graph in 1915. He was for eight

years identified with features and se-

rials for practically all major com-
panies. In 1923 he turned to the

newsreel field.





'"BE MINE TONIGHT' seemingly goes on

forever at the World Theatre (Minneapo-

lis)" says Variety. "In its eleventh week it

is still doing a profitable business and no

end of picture's record-breaking engage-

ment in sight."

12 Weeks in Minneapolis!

12 Weeks in Los Angeles!

8 Weeks in San Francisco!

6 Weeks in Seattle!

5 Weeks in Buffalo!

4 Weeks in Boston!

—Just to mention a few!



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

Better Pictures For Better Times!
THIS IS THE HOT - SPOT MOMENT TO
START A STEPPING- OUT CAMPAIGN!

Good news is in the air! Mills are

opening up! Factories are putting on
more help! Car-loadings are showing
vast improvement week after week.
Banks are reporting better conditions.

Railroads are reporting bigger earn-

ings. Department store sales are in-

creasing. Wall Street is enjoying

banner days. Stocks are moving fast.

Prices are going up — up — up! It

looks as if the black years are skid-

ding and that the long-looked-for

"Prosperity" is no longer around the

corner, but is starting to step—a little

timorously maybe, but stepping any-

way—down the main street! People

don't want to listen to bad news any
longer. They've got their ears turned

for brighter news and,—thank God,
all the new news seems to be good

news.
Aoir is the time for shoicmen tchtt

are city leaders to get on the band-
tcagon and start shouting, “Happy
days are here again.” This time it is

no fake promise. Every day—every

hour—every minute brings us closer
to the good times that are speeding
here.

Now is the time to begin selling

people confidence and happiness

—

to come out of their bad-time storm-

cellars—to loosen up on money—to

spend more freely with local mer-

chants and to enjoy the good shows

at your theatre again. Tell them that

you are preparing programs for bet-

ter pictures for the better times. You
can be sure the pictures will seem
better to them anyway, because

when people are happier they are

less critical and cranky, and enjoy

the pictures ever so much more.

Better pictures for better times

should be your slogan! Get the whole

Chamber of Commerce tied up icith

you on a “stepping-out” campaign

ivhich will bring more money into

your bo.x-office as well as into the cof-

fers of every business house in the

citv.

JOE WEIL

Another For "BE MINE"

“Be Mine Tonight” Opens at the Avalon

“Be Mine Tonight” captured another box-

office record when it played the Avalon

Theatre, Olympia, Washington. On the

opening day it bettered the average

WEEK’S business! The page from the

Daily Olympian reproduced above, gives

you an idea of the campaign engineered

by Al Harris, manager.

RUCH CAPITALIZES ON
BEATTY'S VISIT WITH
CIRCUS IN CAMDEN, N. J.

pOR his "Big Cage" campaign, Larry

Ruch, manager of the Grand Theatre,

Camden, N. J., took advantage of the fact

that Clyde Beatty was in town with the cir-

cus. He arranged for a special tie-in with

the merchants who were staging a big three

day sales event, in which Beatty made a

talk at the City Hall. In writing up the

event the newspapers mentioned the en-

gagement of the picture and used photo-

graphs of Beatty with Ruch.

CHARNINSKY IN AUSTIN
Louie Charninsky, formerly manager of

Pantages Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., is now

in Austin, Texas, guiding the destinies of

the Queen Theatre.

U. OF CINCY GLEE CLUBS ENJOY "BE MINE"

Bringing the Glee Clubs of the University of Cincinnati to performances of “BE
MUSE TOISIGHT” was a feature of the campaign at the Ufa Theatre. Besides

attracting a lot of attention as the clubs paraded to the theatre, the stunt was ac-

corded considerable publicity by the Cincinnati papers.
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PORTLAND CAMPAIGN MAKES "KING OF JAZZ"
BREAK TWO YEAR BOX OFFICE RECORD AT LIBERTY

Special giant “King of Jazz” front display covering the entire xvidlh of the building housing the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.

Note that even the lighting equipment truck is bannered uith a six sheet. See story beloiv for details of Homer Gill’s campaign.

H omer gill, manager of the Liberty

Theatre, Portland, Oregon, and Gordon
Wright, publicity manager, gave his en-

gagement of "THE KING OF JAZZ" so

fine a campaign that the picture has stepped

into the box-office record-breaking class

with "BE MINE TONIGHT." The result of

Gill's exploitation was a first week th.st

topped the previous house record, held for

the last two years, by several hundred dol-

lars, and a second week that promises to

equal the first.

In addition to the flash front, shown
above, which was illuminated at night with

giant floods, Gill used extra large news-

paper space, wide billing and plenty of

radio broadcasts of the music. Local band

tie-up arranged ballyhoo in front of theatre

and on stage in return for announcement.
The feature of his campaign was a preview

for hairdressers, manicurists, barbers and

hotel clerks. Two hundred attended the

showing that was arranged for them ex-

clusively. Gill selected these particular

people because he figured they were the

most talkative people in the world and
would give his showing plenty of advertis-

ing. Results would indicate that they did '

The Invitations were sent by special letter

and telegrams.

Four new members join the ranks of the

success club and are awarded merit certi-

ficates in recognition of exceptional exploi-

tation on Universal pictures. Here they are:

LEO JUSTIN. manager, Mayfair Theatre,

New York City, for his showmanship front

on "The Big Cage."
REED PORTER, manager, Apollo Theatre,

Kansas City, Mo., for fine campaign on

"Be Mine Tonight.”

BOB O'DONNELL, Melba Theatre, Dallas,

Texas, for his outstanding front display

on "Be Mine Tonight.”

FRED SCHWEPPE, manager, Capitol Thea-

tre, Elmira, N. Y., for an all around shov/-

manshlp campaign on "The King of Jazz.”

Congratulations, men! Watch the mail for

your certificates. They are on the way.

J V.

ARE YOU USING THE SPECIAL
CARL LAEMMLE TRAILER ON

BE MINE TONIGHT?"
Be sure to reserve a print of this special Carl Laemmie Talk trailer on "BE
MINE TONIGHT." Make arrangements with your local Universal Exchange
so that you will have it on your screen at least a week in advance of your
playdate. It is FREE to exhibitors playing this picture. Another example of

the service Universal gives you in exploiting the year's great box-office record

maker!

And remember this trailer does NOT take the place of the service trailer

issued by National Screen Service! It is in addition to it ! Run the Carl

Laemmie talk first and follow it with the regular trailer!

^ ^ r

A BALLYHOO TRUCK FROM FAR-OFF MANILA

This is the flash ballyhoo truck which roused interest in “Laughter In Hell” for the

Rialto Theatre. Manila, P. I. Charles L. Brookheim manager, devised it. Note the

cut-out of figure of prisoner emerging from book pages toward cut-out head of girl.





m
"KING of JAZZ' opening Liberty

Theatre, Portland tremendous.
Receipts more than tripled average

Thursday past six months. Homer Gilt

gave picture spectacular campaign

with typical Hollywood premiere.

Opening audience reaction marvel-

ous. Press and public acclaim picture

as greatest of all musicals."

-Al O'Keefe

JOHN BOLES -BING CROSBY- JEANIE LANG -SLIM SUMMERVILLE
— The Rhythm Boys — Jeanette Loff — Brox Sisters — Merna Kennedy —
Charles Irwin—Stanley Smith—Harry Barris—Laura La Plante—The Sisters

G — Nancy Torres—William Kent—Nell O'Day—Russell Markert Dancers

— Presenting PAUL WHITEMAN and his artists. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by John Murray Anderson. Presented by

Carl Laemmle.



FINE ADS THAT FORCED A HOLD-OVER!

u«

OU fTMy hove tc«n ertMr
" minicab . . . yo« will m«
many mart in rti« iMxt f«w
month* . . lUT . .

.
you h«v«

nor soon, nor will you so« any

to spactacu.lar • « . to rich in

musical tolont ... so refresh*

ing in comody clomont as . . .

KING OF JAZZ
7i Srondi AUmc—

JOHNDOIEI^ KI\EEN)
CPiEATEfTi

.1
VOCAL At\TI<T/

1911...T>

MUSICAL
EXTRAYA^ANM

LIDERTY

0»i^ Patron

Tells Another!

TT^*— sM.

/^PORTLAnDWILL SEE
THIf MARVEL OF ALL/
TIME AGAinWAOAin/

THURSMV[tiDEIlfy

hoouriful masicol Him

OTor praducod!

fMTjr •e«M i* fororeu*

Oh »95> MU5ICAJ.
EXTRAVAGANZA

1^ Crwhy * late teba

{oama Loof * imr hurart

Sflm la— iriWi •Steers ~C”

The way fo sell a smash picture is with smash space!

campaign put over by Homer Gill, manager of the

Look at these ads— just a

Liberty Theatre. Specimen
reproduced here.

representative few from the Portland (Ore.) newspaper

of his one-column, two-column and four-column ads are
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Universal's New Deal!

BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT of MICHIGAN
W, T, Butterfieldf President

E. C. Beatty, Vice-President and GenH Mgr.,

(Comprising 85 Theatres in 35 towns)

FRANK H. DURKEE ENTERPRISES
OF MARYLAND
Frank H. Durkee, General Manager,

Covering 16 theatres in Baltimore,

Annapolis and Havre De Grace

GENERAL THEATRES, INC. of
DENVER, COLO.
Harry Huffman, General Manager,

Operating the Alladin, Orpheum, Denver,

Paramount, Rialto and Tabor Theatres

Sign for

UNIVERSAL
Features, News and Short Products for 1933-34

Thanks, Messrs. Butterfield, Beatty, Durkee, Huffman and
associates, for your confidence in Universal Pictures.

We will do our part!
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WATCH YOUR STEP
No. 734 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

If I were in your place this coming year^ I would pay

more attention to my buying than exer before.

I would compare the announcements of the various

companies more studiously and carefully than I ever did

in all my life.

But I would go far beyond that.

I would say to myself:- 'These are queer times. IVe got
to do my buying in such a way that I will be more than
reasonably sure to get what I buy. I must be very certain

that the companies I make contracts with will be here to

deliver the pictures I contract for.”

I would take no chances. I would not leave myself out

on a limb. I would use every safeguard to make dead sure

that I would have^ for my theatre, all the product I needed.

As far as Universal is concerned, it is always safe, sure
and sound. It has weathered storms which would make the

depression look silly by comparison.

And as far as Universal is concerned, the more you study
all of the promises for 1933-34, the better I shall like it.
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rHIS COMING YEAR
Such a study, based on years of experience, will drive

you inevitably to Universal.

Such a study will force you to make up your mind to
use Universal's forthcoming pictures as the backbone of
your new line-up.

A long record of good performance by any company is

your very safest insurance this coming year. A study of

statistics will show you that even on the matter of substi-

tutions—a necessary evil in this business—Universal has the

very finest record of all, because its substitutions are al-

most invariably better than you contracted for.

Universal not only has a remarkably promising line-up
for the coming season, but it will deliver its promises and
even better them.

With the Universal list as a basis or backbone, you
have the strongest possible thing on which to build for
your own future protection.

Play safe. Watch your step. Step out with Universal.



UNIVERSAL! NEW
ZEST

This year’s biggest best-seller novel by CHARLES
G. ISORRISf author of SEED. The story of one
man and the women in his life. Directed by
JOHN M. STAHL.

IMITATION OF LIFE
The. latest novel by FAISISIE HURST;. ^*uthor of
BACK STREET, A sensational best seller. Di-

lecrei/ by M. STAHL.

I GIVE MY LOVE
From the sensational story by VICKI BAUM, au-
thor of ^‘Grand Hotel.” A daring drama of clash-
ing human emotions, with a prize-winning title.

ONLY YESTERDAY
From the novel by Frederick Lewis Allen. A great
woman’s story directed by JOHIS M. STAHL.

•

THE
GOOD RED BRICKS
From the widely read novel by MARY SYISOIS.
A dramatic story of self-sacrifice—of a girl, her
loves and loyalties. (Title to be changed).

•

THE GREAT
ZIEGFELD

By BILLIE BURKE and WILLIAM ANTHONY
McGUIRE. A sensational musical based on the
life of America’s greatest theatrical producer.

THE MAN WHO
RECLAIMED
HIS HEAD

From the Broadway stage success .by- Jean Bart.

A powerful, dramatic story with a highly unique
theme, "

SATURDAY'S
MILLIONS

Universal’s 1932-34 footbtdl picture. From the
Saturday Evening Post story by LUCIAN CARY.
Tremendous exploitation tie-ups to be announced.

•

WHEN
THE TIME COMES
A smash dramatic story from the pen of WILLIAM
ANTHONY McGUIRE, author of ^^Kid From
Spain,” ‘^IVhoopee,” etc.

CLAMOUR
EDNA FERBER’S great Cosmopolitan Magazine
story.

THAT'S GRATITUDE
From the New York Stage success by that brilliant

author and actor, FRANK CRAVEN. A comedy
as only Craven knows how to write them.

•

TWO LEW AYRES
PRODUCTIONS



DEAL FEATURES
RICADOON

From the stage play by CHARLES KISOX ROBIN-
SON. A startling drama with new box-office and
exploitation angles.

THE BILLIONAIRE
By Edwin Balmer. A true movie story if ever there
was one! Man of mystery has power to make
others see the future. A highly dramatic story of
men, women and money!

THE LEFT BANK
From the smash stage play by ELMER RICE, au-
thor of ^‘Street Scene,*’ ^^Counsellor at Law,” etc.

•

ONE GLAMOROUS
NIGHT

From the story, ^‘Bagdad on the Hudson,” by
WARD MOREHOUSE. A dramatic romance with
a terrific kick.

BY CANDLELIGHT
From the stage play by Harry Graham. A spicy
comedy-drama of mixed lovers and clandestine
affairs. Daring situations peppered with laughs.

•

MYRT AND MARGE
A smash box-office attraction built around the
radio favorites of millions upon millions of listen-

ers. From a story by WILLARD MACK.

•

The EXQUISITE THIEF
Story by Charles W. Tyler. A beautiful girl baffles
the police and mystifies her many lovers. Excite-

ment every minute!

OH, PROMISE ME!
SLIM SUMMERVILLE and ZASU PITTS in an ad-

aptation of the Broadway stage play of the same
title, by Howard Lindsay and Bertrand Robinson.

•

NERVOUS LOVERS
SLIM SUMMERVILLE AND ZASU PITTS, that

great box-office team, in an hilarious comedy.

HAPPINESS AHEAD
SLIM SUMMERVILLE and ZASU PITTS in a conv-

edy made from a story by the one and only RING
GARDNER.

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
AND ZASU PITTS

The team that makes your box-office smile, in a
fourth picture, as yet untitled.

DAUGHTERS
OF THE SEA

A fascinating tale of the sea, with fifty of the best-

formed and most beautiful girls in America in
the cast.

Universal will
IE* release thirty-

six features for 1933-34. There
are twenty-five listed here.
Watch UNIVERSAL WEEKLY for

further announcements.

A



NEW DEAL tHORTi
TWO-REEL COMEDIES

26 WARREN DOANE PRODUCTIONS
Real quality comedies starring such box-offi.ce personalities as LOUISE FAZENDA—JAMES GLEASON
—VINCE BARNETT—HENRY ARMETTA—STERLING HOLLOWAY—EDDIE PEABODY and others.

•

13 RADIO PERSONALITIES
Subjects presenting the biggest names in radio—voices known to millions brought to your theatre in

the specialties that make them famous.

13 MENTONE MUSICAL SHORTS
Variety entertainment in its spiciest form. Famous folks from musical comedy, vaudeville, legitimate

stage and radio doing their specialties for YOU.

ONE-REEL SUBJECTS

26 OSWALD THE LUCKY RABBIT
The well-known and justly celebrated cartoon star in the funniest antics of his career!

13 STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
Oddities from all the icorld to amaze and thrill. Backed by John Hix^s drawings in scores of newspapers

13 COOFYTONE NEWSREEL
The newest, brightest and funniest idea on the screen. Screaming burlesques of *‘almosC^ news events.

7 AROUND THE WORLD WITH MARK HELLINCER
Trips to the most interesting and thrilling out-of-the-way spots of the globe with one of the most famous
columnists in America.
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Western Pictures

Stronger Than Ever

A ll indications point to a remark-

able year for western pictures

for the season of 1933-1934. Almost

without exception, the bookings of

Ken Maynard and Tom Mix pictures

in Universal exchanges have aston-

ished the managers. They are being

booked in the localities and houses in

which they have always been popular,

at least ten percent more than nor-

mal, and there is an unaccountable

demand from houses which seldom

play westerns for this type of picture.

What is the reason for this, and

why is Universal the only company

which is in any definite position to

satisfy this demand?

One of the Universal exchange

managers in a territory which has felt

this demand for westerns most avidly

has these explanations:

"Western pictures have suffered

no more than other pictures during

the past depression. The western pic-

ture is really the bone and sinew of

the moving picture business. It was

the first moving picture that really

moved. It is practically the only one

which really moves today. People are

getting back to a point where they

like movies that move. Action, thnll,

suspense and a satisfactory ending

give most people what they go to

the theatre to get. And more than

anything else there are fewer west-

erns today than ever before to sup-

ply even the normal demand."

Universal is not going to be caught

napping in an emergency. It has by

tar the best western pictures on the

market. Here is a list of the Ken May-

nard and Tom Mix Pictures to date:

Maynard Pictures: Mix Pictures:

"The Trail Drive"
‘Terror Trail

Fiddlin Buckaroo "Rustlers' Roundup"

"King of the Arena"

Now

Working

on

"Strawberry

Roan"

"Texas Bad Man"
"Destry Rides

Again"
"Rider of Death

Valley"

"My Pal, the

King"
"The Fourth

Horseman"
"Hidden Gold"
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INDIAN PRINCE SEES ^VISIBLE MAN’^

Prince Looks like a Movie Star

W hile James W hale was directing ^‘The invisible Man,’’ he had
a very distinguished visitor on the set at Universal City. Everyone
accused him of finding a new star as he entertained His Highness,
Prince Jit Singh of Kapurthala. The Prince is at James Whale’s
left. He seems to have what it needs to he a movie star if he were
so inclined.

In the picture, reading left to right, Dudley Digges, Boris Kar-
loff, also a visitor; director James W hale in his shirt sleeves, Mr.
Jurie and Mr. Mehra of the Prince’s entourage, the Prince him-
self, and T. A. Barron, his aide-de-camp.

MASTROLY TO COAST

F
rank MASTROLY, assistant to

the President, left New York City

last Monday on the Century to join

Carl Laemmie in California. He will

return to New York when Mr. Laem-

mie returns early in the fall.

Additions to Universal

Scenario Staff Announced

J
OHN BRIGHT and Karen de Wolf
yesterday were added to the scen-

ario staff at Universal. Bright will

prepare the screen treatment for

Tom Buckingham's original story, "The
Exquisite Thief," while Miss deWolf
will collaborate with Hans Kraly and
F. Hugh Herbert on the picture ad-

aptation of the famous stage suc-

cess, "Candlelight." Robert Wyler
will place the latter story before the

cameras sometime this month.

+ + +
GRAINGER ELECTED

A t a meeting of Universal Pictures

Corporation, held on Monday in

the offices of the company, at 730
Fifth Avenue, James R. Grainger,

general sales manager of Universal

pictures, was elected a director. Mr.

Grainger was also elected a director

of Universal Pictures Co., Inc., at a

meeting held immediately following

the Corporation meeting.
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How Would YOU Draw

Come on, you theatre artists! Show us your stuff.

You may not get any money for your idea, but
you’ll have a lot of fun! However, if Universal can
use your idea or drawing as a keynote for its

campaign, there’s $100 waiting for you! Below
are some of the drawings and illustrations

already suggested.

Suggested by Suggested by Suggested by
FRED KULZ LORNE BRADDOCK KAROLY GROSZ



or Illustrate

U NIVERSAL is up against a tough
proposition in getting the proper

drawing or illustration, for advertising
purposes, of ^'the invisible man/'
Universal’s production department has
solved the problem of how to "show"
an invisible man on the screen — but
the same method won’t work in silent

pen and ink. What would YOU do?

Suggested by Suggested by Suggested by
GENE SCHWALM PAUL WILLIAMS JOSEPH BUTLER





The Greatest

RECOVERY ACT
in the history of the theatre

business is to sign a

UNIVERSAL
CONTRACT



V'A

THEY'VE got what it takes to take—and can they

GIVE! . . . Four wise girls pining in a penthouse
for food, finery and fools with money . . . Do they

get what they go after? . . . Look 'em over. Mister—
we said they've got what it takes to take! . . . and
your crowds will be howling with 'em and at 'em in

Universal's red-hot comedy-drama smash !

With JUNE KNIGHT, NEIL HAMILTON, SALLY O'NEILL
DOROTHY BURGESS, MARY CARLISLE, O s c a r Apfel,
George E. Sfone, Virginia Cherrill. Suggested by a play by William

Hurlburt. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by E. A. Dupont.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.



You'll stop, look and listen at

these four big song hits:

'Yve Got Personality"

'Yd Worship Him Just The Same"

"Three Little Maids"

"Tonight May Never Come Again"
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LATEST NEWS OF PRODUCTION
n

"Only Yesterday," which will be

one of Universal's most pretentious

screenplays on its 1933-34 releasing

schedule is in its eighth week of film-

ing under John M. Stahl's direction.

w
Walter Donaldson to Write
Music for "ONLY YESTERDAY
A MERICA'S most consistent com-

poser of popular song hits, Wal-
ter Donaldson, was engaged yester-

day by Carl Laemmie, Jr. to provide

a musical background for Universal's

forthcoming screen cavalcade of

American life, "Only Yesterday." He
will write both the music and the

lyrics.

Donaldson's tunes have been whist-

led and hummed around the world.

It was Donaldson who wrote "My
Buddy," so popular during the war.

It was Donaldson who wrote "My
Mammy," the number that skyrock-

eted Al Jolson to fame. And it was
Donaldson who made the world fox-

trot conscious with such lilting dance
melodies as "Carolina In the Morn-
ing," "Beside a Babbling Brook,"

"Sam, The Old Accordian Man," "At
Sundown," "My Blue Heaven," "Yes,

Sir, That's My Baby," "'Little White
Lies," "Makin' Whoopee," "Love Me
Or Leave Me," "You're Driving Me
Crazy," "Hiawatha's Lullaby," "My
Mom," and many others.

His task at Universal will be to

write a score which will characterize

musically the sweeping parade and
change in American life which took

place after the Great War and
through the years to the stock mark-

et crash of 1929. Also, he will write

a title number, "Only Yesterday,"

for the picture.

Harold W, Cohen Praises ^^Her First Mate

Buck Jones is just swinging into the biggest serial

vogue that ever hit this country. From the advance
bookings of “Gordon of Ghost City” there is little

doubt that more people will see this serial than ever
saw a serial in the history of moving pictures.

99

U NIVERSAL'S No. I box-office

bets. Slim Summerville and
ZaSu Pitts, have in "Her First

Mate" their most legitimate com-
edy effort thus far. Adapted from
the stage play, "Salt Water," by
Dan Jarrett and John Golden,
which Mr. Golden produced on

Harold W. Cohen, erudite and
experienced critic of the Pitts-

burgh Post - Gazette, evidently
liked ^^Her First Mate.*’ Here is

his review when the Summer-
ville-Pitts laugh jerker played at

the Warner Theatre.

Broadway with considerable success a few seasons ago,
it is an engaging lightweight effort, a work which demon-
strated that Mr. Summerville and Miss Pitts are above
the slapstick they have been given in their previous co-

starring efforts.

Up in Snag Harbor, N. Y., lives John Horner (Mr.

Summerville), his wife (Miss Pitts) and his sister (Una Mer-
kel.) All of the natives think John is the first mate on the

Albany night boat, but he is really the candy butcher who
parades among the dancing couples dispensing cracker-

RUTH HALL PLAYS
MAYNARD LEAD

ITH the selection of Ruth Hall

as Ken Maynard's leading lady

in "Strawberry Roan," the cowboy
star and his film unit left for Kern
River, Calif., this week where the ex-

terior scenes of the Universal western

are to be filmed.

Maynard's entire cast

accompanied him on the

location trip, including

Miss Hall, Harold Good-
win, Frank Yaconelli,

Charles King, William

Desmond, James Marcus,

Jack Rockwell, Bob Walk-
er, and Ben Corbitt. Alan

James is directing the

picture from Nate Gat-
zert's scenario.

+ +
Stahl Cast Grows:
Two More Added
With the addition of

Bert Roach and Vivien

Oakland to the cast of

Universal's "Only Yester-

day," now in its eighth

week before the cameras
under John M. Stahl's di-

rection, the line-up of well

known names in the pic-

ture now totals seventy-

two—the most preten-

tious supporting cast ever

assembled on the Univer-

sal lot.

in Pittsburgh
jack, chewing gum and the like.

John, whose father before him

sailed the seven seas, longs for the

salt water and a boat of his own.

His wife wants him to buy the

ferry and settle down at home.
How John gets his wish and

how Mrs. Horner gets her wish,

too, makes a pleasant little comedy that should further

the current popularity of the two stars.

The dialogue is excellent, indicating that most of the

original lines have been retained, and William Wyler's

direction is entirely satisfactory. Mr. Summerville and
Miss Pitts both do good work and there are first-rate

supporting performances by Miss Merkel, Warren Hymer,
Henry Armetta and George Marion, Sr., particularly Mr.

Hymer, as a four-flushing lifeguard, who can't save even

himself.
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O NE of the choicest

acting plums of the

year fell to Paul Lukas

yesterday when he was

informed by Carl Laem-

mle, Jr. that he has been

chosen to play the leading male role in Universal's soon-

to-be-produced screen version of Siegfried Geyer's noted

stage success, "By Candlelight." The picture play, adapt-

ed and dialogued by Hans Kraly and F. Hugh Herbert,

will go before the cameras under Robert Wyler's direc-

tion within the next two weeks.

Y CANDLELIGHT."
one of the most

successful of modern Con-
tinental comedies, and In

which Gertrude Lawrence

starred in New York and

London, will provide Lukas with his most important screen

assignment since he played the part of the opera singer

In "Strictly Dishonorable." He has just completed the

male lead In Universal's mystery drama, "The Secret of

the Blue Room."

Paul Lukas to Play Lead in

UniversaVs “ CANDLELIGHT ”

HES PROTECTED

Pittsburgli, Pa.
[

July 28th, 1938 I

Mr. A. T. Barnett,
|

Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

1709 Blvd. of Allies,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
|

'll

Bear Mr. Barnett:-

It has been iny pleasure to I

sign for Universal product first
,

this season, as I heartily believe

that the line-up for 1933-34 has
j

all the signs of box-office ma- jl|

terial. ijl

I have signed for Universal i|

because, after considering the I

product of other companies to

be released for the new season,
|

I felt my business should be !i

protected with Universal product

first.
I

With best wishes for a suc-

cessful season, I am.
Sincerely yours,

|

Elmore and Golden Theatre
E. J. Golden,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

|

What the Picture Did
For Me

(From M. P. Herald)

KING OF JAZZ: Paul Whiteman

—Don't be afraid of this because it's

a reissue. It's good enough for any-

one's show shop. It grossed more In

two days than "Cavalcade" did in

three, and I didn't have to mortgage

the north eighty to pay for it. Played

July 15-16. F. S. Crane, Plaza Theatre,

Clyde, Kan. General patronage.

+ + +

OUT ALL NIGHT: ZaSu Pitts. Slim

Summerville—Give us more pictures

like this; appeals to young and old.

Did good business. Running time, 72

minutes. Played July 12-14. Alyce

Cornell, Galewood Theatre, Grand

Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood patron-

age.

Comfortable Feeling

WESTERN UNION
PORT HENRY NY

JULY 19 1933
NATE SAUBER
UNIVERSAL FILM EXGH.
ALBANY NY
AFTER A CAREFUL ANALYSIS
OF THE NEW PRODUCT
OFFERED BY UNIVERSAL I

TOOK GREAT PLEASURE
IN SIGNING THE NEW
CONTRACT THE SPLENDID
COOPERATION AND COUR-
TESY EXTENDED TO ME
THIS LAST YEAR BY
YOURSELF AND YOUR
ASSOCIATES IN THE ALBANY
EXCHANGE HAS MADE THE
PLAYING OF UNIVERSAL
PRODUCT BOTH A PLEASANT
AND PROFITABLE EXPE-
RIENCE IMPROVED BUSINESS
CONDITIONS TOGETHER
WITH YOUR SPLENDID
LINEUP OF NEW PRODUCT
GIVES ME A COMFORTABLE
FEELING OF SECURITY FOR
THE COMING YEAR

ALLEN E SIRRINE
EMPIRE THEATRE

What Pete Harrison Says of ^HER FIRST MATE’’
“Her First Mate” with ZaSu Pitts and

Slim Summerville
(Universal, Aug. 3; running time, 64 min.)

A good comedy: it has plentiful laughs and action.

The laughs are brought about by the way ZaSu and Slim

work at cross-purposes, but each with the same idea in

mind—to own a ship. The situation in which Slim watches
with glee the burning of the ferry boat only to find out

later that ZaSu had bought it for him is very funny; he

goes about breaking up the house. Another funny situa-

tion is the one in which Slim, thinking he was being saluted

by a government ship, sends back a gun salute, only to

have his ship blown up. Una Merkel and Warren Hymer,
as two dumb lovers, help supply some of the laughs.

GENERAL THEATRES OF DENVER BOOK UNIVERSAL

A nother important contract

was recorded by Universal

yesterday when James R. Grainger,

Universal general sales manager, con-

cluded an arrangement with Harry
Hoffman, general manager of the

General Theatres of Denver. By this

arrangement. Universal features.

shorts, and the newsreel will play next

season in the Aladdin, the Orpheum,
the Denver, the Paramount, the Tal-

bot and the Rialto Theatres.



WILLIAM ROWLAND
MONTE BRICE

Production

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

With Leo Carrillo,
Mary Brian, Roger
Pryor, Lillian Miles, \
Herbert Rawlinson, Bobby
Watson, William Frawley,
Alexander Gray, Bernice
Claire, Jack Denny and his Or-
chestra, Frank and Milt Britton ^

^ and Band . . . Story by Monte Brice,
Sig Herzig and Arthur Jarrett . .

.

Screenplay by Sig Herzig . . Dances
staged by Bobby Connolly. . .Music Super-
vision by Jay Gorney, Songs and Lyrics
by Jay Gorney, Herman Hupfeld, A1 Siegel,
Sa^my Fain, E. Y. Harburg . . . Directed by Karl
Freund. Dialogue direction by Monte Brice

Produced under the personal supervision of
Stanley Bergerman

MOONLIGHT



Ill You See What It Does

Hollywood Reporter

—and you’ll soon be seeing
what it does to audiences at

the Rialto, N. Y., and scores of

other big first runs throughout
the country!
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‘‘ ‘Don’t BetOn Love’ Is Delightful”
Says Rose Pelswick in the Evening Journal
n iL DELIGHTFUL lit+le comedy-
i \ drama about a young plum-

ber who has the gambling fever and

his sweetheart who tries to cure him

is 'Don't Bet on Love,' the current

screen entertainment at the Rialto

Theatre.

"This picture, breezy and unpre-

tentious, moves blithely through a se-

ries of exciting and laugh-provoking

scenes, helped along by competent

acting, clever direction, and the

lively background of the race tracks.

"The moral seems to be that you

can't win on the horses. And the

hero's spectacular downfall, following

closely on the heels of his equally

spectacular success, bears out the

adage.
"Lew Ayres, dashing and likeable,

has the leading role in this one, sup-

ported by piquant Ginger Rogers

and a capable cast with the blank-

faced Tom Dugan outstanding in per-

formance."

+ + +

William Boehnel
Says Ayres-Rogers

Comedy Is Swift
The World-Telegram has this to say

of "Don't Bet on Love," now playing

at the Rialto Theatre. "It is a swift

and generally pleasing picture cram-

med with horse racing, double-cross-

ing and love and punching home all

over again the moral that 'you can't

beat the horses.'
"

+ + +

“Will Appear^
Says Post

The Evening Post rates "Don't Bet

on Love" in this manner:

"As an adventure in horse racing,

'Don't Bet on Love' will appeal to fol-

lowers of the turf. There are many
lively scenes at the track and much
of it is predicated on what so often

and so forlornly passes for 'inside

dope.’
"

Advertising Man Likes

Character Introductions

Ralph Cokain of the Indiana
Theatre, Marion, Indiana, Praise<

yetc Universal Introduction
System,

T he Editor of the Weekly has
received a letter from Ralph

Cokain. advertising manager of
the Indiana Theatre of Marion,
Indiana. In this letter, he praises
tlie method which he first saw in

“Don’t Bet on Love” of intro-

ducing the characters. This me-
thod is to superimpose the char-
acter name upon a moving pic-

ture close-up. The old method
was to run a list of the actors
with the names they assumed in

the picture on the title card.

Here is Mr. Cokain’s letter.

“Dear Sir;

“I don’t knoic who to direct

this letter to, but please congrat-
ulate for me, the person who is

responsible for the method <*/

showing the cast of characters in

“DON’T BET ON LOVE.”
“Such a method lets the audi-

ence see the character, his real

name and the part he plays. I

hope you use the same system
on all your new releases.”

For your information, Mr. Co-
kain, this system is working out
so nicely that the production de-

partment at Universal City has
decided to introduce all charac-
ters not only in features but in

serials in that way. They are so

introduced in “Cordon of
Ghost Gty.”

World’s Greatest Thrills

Wisconsin News
In addition to the feature picture

there's a thriller which shows the un-

believable dangers camera men take

to get their pictures. Fire, flood,

crashes. Absolutely real thrills.

Milwaukee Journal
The side feature, "World's Great-

est Thrills," is a breath taking review

of daring and unique news pictures of

war, sports events, storms, hurricanes

and floods, all taken for a public that

must be thrilled.

“Is Gay Picture’^

Says Herald-Trib.
The Herald Tribune says:

"
'Don't

Bet on Love' is a gay little picture

about horse racing and romance, with

wisecracks not too banal, a story fast

moving and colorful, and acting

nicely tempered by the youthful Lew
Ayres and the lively Ginger Rogers."

Hh + +

“Be Mine Tonight’’
Sets Precedents

"Be Mine Tonight" has set another

precedent,—achieved another unex-

pected triumph. After playing at the

Capitol Thearte, Calgary, on its first

run, it has been booked into the Pal-

ace Theatre for a second run, starting

on August 18th. This is considered in

Calgary a remarkable evidence of its

drawing power and entertainment

value, as the Palace Theatre is also a

first-run house, often rated ahead of

the Capitol.

The Calgary Albertan gave "Be

Mine Tonight" an eloquent editorial

in which it spoke of the production

as possessing a charm and a freshness

of technique not often found in Hol-

lywood productions.

# * *

Here is another remarkable record

for "Be Mine Tonight," also another

second run accomplishment. In Port-

land at John Hamrick's Blue Mouse
Theatre, "Be Mine Tonight" has

achieved a second run of seven

weeks, this after two weeks at the

Oriental, where it played a very suc-

cessful first run.

* * *

The Mission Theatre in San Diego

goes merrily along with "Be Mine To-

night." It is now in its twelfth week

there and will play at least until

August 18th. This is a marvelous run

for a city like San Diego, particularly

since San Francisco, Oakland, and

almost every city round about has

played "Be Mine Tonight" for extra

weeks. It played eight weeks at the

United Artists in San Francisco and

six in the Roxy at Oakland.
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‘‘Is Fun,”
says Regina Crewe
in N. Y. American

Breezy Racing Story

At Rialto Theatre

A BREEZY, colorful racing story
'

' romps home an entertainment

winner on the Rialto screen this week,

it isn't as deep as a well, but it's good

fun all the way, from starting post to

judges' stand. And considering the

oodles of paddock pictures that have

gone before, it contains some fresh

and novel twists.

Mr. Ayres is Bill, the plumber, and

before long becomes known as the

"Plunging Plumber," who has par-

layed a lowly five-sopt into a bank

roll of fifty G's. And rates space in

the colyumns of Mr. McIntyre and

Mr. Runyon, besides glorification

among Mr. Ripley's phenomena. But

there are several flies in the oint-

ment. Miss Rogers the gambler's

manicurist fiancee, objects to easy

money and breaks their engagement;

Miss Gray appropriately named

"Goldie" in the picture, tries a Page

One breach of promise shake-down.

And finally, Mr. Ayres strays from

the paths of comparative virtue into

crooked racing practices.

So, as you may guess, it isn't very

long before he's on the outside look-

ing in. And it is then that the happy

ending comes, with our hero return-

ing to the plumbing business and

Miss Rogers.

A slight story, perhaps, but told

with zip and humor, and very nicely

acted, too, by Mr. Ayres and his

thespic associates. Mr. Ayres, indeed,

remains one of the more attractive

of the Hollywood juveniles, and we
could stand lots more of him on local

screens. Handsome Merna Kennedy,

Henry Armetta, Lucille Gleason and
Robert Emmet O'Connor appear
briefly in the line-up.

HENRY MYERS AT UNIVERSAL
LJ ENRY MYERS, author of many
" * well known Broadway stage hits

and successful screenplays, including

"Million Dollar Legs," "Murder by

The Clock," and "Diplomaniacs,"

joined the Universal scenario staff

yesterday with a writing assignment

on "Broadway or Bust," by Edward

Sedgwick and Dale Van Every, and

scheduled to co-star Slim Summer-

ville and Andy Devine. Sedgwick will

direct.

Out in Chicago they give the kind of display to

movies that gets them into the theatre. The above
is a two-color full page smash of Ginger Rogers
illustrating Mae Tinee’s review of “Don^t Bet on
LoveJ*^ Miss Tinee’s review is at the right. It is

written in her breezy and entertaining style. It is

individual to Miss Tinee. She credits Ginger Rogers
with doing a nice job.

Says Girl to

Her Swain: Me
O/Tthe Ponies?

Ar,d Ovf Hero Chooses

in New Movia CaKed

"Ocn’t Sot er. Love."

Utihurn^
J me Ktrcfirxii

PART MOVIK .

7 HOLLYWOOD



SuckA

Other

Universal

Serials

For 1933-34
THE PERILS OF PAULINE

•

RICHARD TALMADCE IN

BURIED TREASURE

•

THE ADVENTURES OF ANN

Suggested by the story by

PETER B. KYNE
With MADGE BELLAMY, Walter Mil-

ler, Tom Rocketts, William Desmond,

Francis Ford, Edmund Cobb, Hugh

Enfield. Directed by Ray Taylor.

12

EP?SODES

THE VANISHING SHADOW



Booked Simultaneously to

THREE New York Circuits!

LOEWS
RKO

SKOURAS-WARNER
—and that ’s

a record!



POSTERS THAT SELL
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Jimmy Butler Chosen for Marvelous Role
in ^‘Only Yesterday’^

By Edward Thomas

Jimmy Butler, uho has never played tn

a picture before. He has been given the

greatest role that any hoy in Hollywood
will have this year.

J
IMMY BUTLER, 12 year old boy
actor, firmly believes that there

actually is a Santa Claus.

For Jimmy, in being selected to

play the part of James Emerson, Jr.,

in John M. Stahl's Universal drama,

"Only Yesterday," has been awarded
the most sought-after juvenile screen

role of the season. One hundred boys

were Interviewed at the studio, and
more than 50 were given screen tests,

but the prize finally went to a young-

ster who had never appeared In a

motion picture, and whose stage ex-

perience covered a period of only a

few weeks.

"The role which Jimmy Is now play-

ing," said Director Stahl last week,

"is a most important one in the pic-

ture, and we expended an unusual

amount of time and effort to find a

boy who would fill our requirements.

Our first recourse, naturally, was to

the ranks of the screen's established

boy actors, and many were given

camera tests, though a number were
automatically eliminated because

they did not resemble John Boles,

father of the boy in the picture. Lat-

er we transferred our attention to the

dramatic schools, and thoroughly

canvassed all such institutions in Hol-

lywood and Los Angeles.

"Still we had not found our boy.

Though several of our candidates

were accomplished actors, they

either were not typically American

in appearance or they impressed one

as young actors rather than as natur-

al, unaffected young boys. And this

last was really our most Important

consideration.

"Finally someone mentioned the

'unknown' youngster who had re-

cently appeared on the stage In Hol-

lywood with Louise Dresser in 'A

Plain Man and His Wife,' and our

search for this boy finally led us to

Jimmy Butler. Though he had never

appeared before a camera and his

short engagement with Miss Dresser

constituted his only stage experience,

he was immediately hailed as the

answer to all our prayers. After his

first camera test at the studio, the

production of 'Only Yesterday' pro-

ceeded on its untroubled way.

"Jimmy is just 'all boy,' totally

without affectation. He greatly re-

sembles John Boles In appearance.

He is entirely devoid of stage fright,

and seems utterly unconscious of the

camera. He learns his 'lines' quickly,

and delivers them with a naturalness

which is refreshing. His attendance

at military school has given him a

soldierly bearing, a condition which

is paralleled In the story. And the

finishing touch Is his boyish, unaffect-

ed chuckle. Altogether, Jimmy is

more than living up to all our expec-

tations, and I expect to see his first

picture establish him as a young
screen actor of unusual ability."

Early in his life young Butler dis-

played histrionic tendencies, and
made his first appearance before

the public in a school play in Pasa-

dena, California, when he was six

(Continued on Page 28 I

A scene, from “Only Yesterday” shoiving Billie Burke, lieginald Denny and littD

Jimmy Butler, uhorn John M . Stahl chose after an intensive search of pictures, agen-

cies and dramatic schools. The role of James Emerson, Jr. is the prize juvenile

role of the year.

THE LUCKIEST BOY
IN HOLLYWOOD



LIONEL ATWILL
PAUL LUKAS
GLORIA STUART
Edward Arnold — Onslow
Stevens — William Janney
— Russell Hopton — Eliza-

beth Patterson — Muriel

Kirkland — James Durkin.

Screenplay by William Hurlburt.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by Kurt Neumann.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.

10 BIG NAMES
In Universal's

Smash Mystery

Drama

!

^SECRE¥ OF ¥HE
BLUE ROOM
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"The Secret

of the

Blue Room''
has been hooked

for early

in August at

the Rialto Theatre

in Mew York City,

following

^'Moonlight and
Pretzels'’

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY Aug. 12. 1933

•

Paul Lukas
and Gloria Stuart,

as they appear in

that splendidly

thrilling picture,

“^The Secret

of the

Blue Room.”

m

UNIVERSAL CRASHES BROADWAY
WITH THREE PICTURES IN ROW!

NIVERSAL'S "New Deal" is not confined alone to

selling pictures. There is a new spirit of activity in

connection with the booking of current pictures.

Three Universal pictures are going on Broadway imme-

diately and three have just recently played there.

"Moonlight and Pretzels" goes into the Rialto Theatre

for an extended run beginning August 18th. This picture

will be followed immediately by "The Secret of the Blue

Room" in the same theatre.

"Her First Mate" goes into the original Roxy Theatre

in the next week or so.

"The Rebel" just completed a successful run at the

Rivoli Theatre; "Don't Bet On Love" ran last week at the

Rialto; "The King of Jazz" played at the Cameo and
"The Lucky Dog" at the New RKO Roxy.

These runs together with the Broadway showing of "The

World's Greatest Thrills" and the booking of 100 met-

ropolitan runs of "Gordon of Ghost City" show Uni-

versal bookings hitting on all cylinders.

+ + +

John Hix Reveals

Amazing; Film Facts

A SENSATIONAL fact in connec-

tion with the motion picture in-

dustry—that if cows didn't eat mus-

tard there would be great difficulty

in manufacturing film — Is revealed

by John Hix, cartoonist, who draws

"Strange As It Seems" and who co-

operates with Universal In preparing

short feature pictures under the same

title.

"Because cattle eat wild mustard

when grazing," he explains, "certain

impurities are found in the gellatin

made from their hides. These impur-

ities are sulphurous, and are neces-

sary to the chain of chemical reac-

tions taking place in the manufac-

Thalhimer Theatres
,

Book Universal

I
MPORTANT contracts are com-
ing into the Universal home

office with startling rapidity these

days. As we go to press, James R.
Grainger, Universal General Sales

Manager, has concluded an ar-

rangement with Sam Bendheimer,
Jr., General Manager of the Mor-
ton G. Thalhimer Theatres of

Richmond, Va. This contract cov-

ers Universal features, shorts,

newsreel and the five serials. Tliis

product will play in the (iapitol,

the Broadway, the Grand and the
Venus Theatres of Richmond.

Jure, exposure and development of

motion picture film."

Hix' discovery is substantiated by

C. Roy Hunter, one of the film in-

dustry's leading engineers, now em-
ployed at Universal City, California.

+ + +

Chicago Likes '^^The RebeV*
"
'The Rebel' is Luis Trenker's hol-

iday, and you remember Mr. Trenker

as the hero of the sensational Euro-

pean film 'The Doomed Battalion' . • .

"The picture teems with heroism

but has no heroics. Despite this In-

credible beauty of the settings and

the swaggering decor of the Napo-

leanic age, its story is told with simple

honesty and the bravura gestures of

the Tyrolean defense emerges as the

desperate courage of an embattled

people . . . one of the most exciting

things I have ever seen on a talking

screen . . . The whole thing Is tremen-

dously vivid" . . .

Claudia Cassidy,

Chicago Journal of Commerce
and La Salle Street Journal



BE MINE
TONIGHT



JUNE KNIGHT
Universal’s New Starlet at the left

in ^‘Ladies Must Love” and at the right three of
the other four wise girls in this unique Universal
musical. They are Mary Carlisle, Dorothy Burgess

and Sally O’Neill.

General Theatres ofDenverBook Universal

A nother important contract

was recorded by Universal this

week when James R. Grainger, Uni-

versal general sales manager, con-

cluded an arrangement with Harry

Hoffman, general manager of the

General Theatres of Denver. By this

arrangement. Universal features,

shorts, and the newsreel will play next

season in the Aladain, the Orpheum,
the Denver, the Paramount, the Tal-

bot and the Rialto Theatres.

The Denver contract, together with

the Thalhimer contract in Richmond,
Virginia, marked the third and fourth

important contracts signed within the

last two weeks tor Universal product.

The first was the Butterfield circuit

of theatres in Michigan. This circuit

comprises eighty-five theatres in

thirty-five different cities. The deal is

the most comprehensive which Uni-

versal has ever had with the Butter-

field circuit and was based not only

on past performances of Universal

pictures in the Butterfield theatres,

but upon the announcement made by
Carl Laemmie soon after he placed

Mr. Grainger in charge of sales that

the Universal production budget

would be increased by two million

dollars.

The second important deal was the

one negotiated with Frank H. Durkee.

Th is deal covers the houses of the

Durkee enterprises of Maryland in the

cities of Baltimore, Annapolis and
Havre de Grace. There are sixteen

theatres in all.

INVISIBILITY STUFF
Universal studios is seeth-

iiif' with invisibility of all

sorts these days as H. G.
Wells’ “The Invisible Man”
occupies the studio produc-
tion spotlight. It is even hav-
ing its effect on the “prop-
erty” department.

This week Director James
\\ hale sent a hurried request
for a bottle of ink and a pen
for a scene in the uncanny
film.

The “prop” came rurming
hack, out of breath.

“He wants to know if you
want invisible ink.”

The Luckiest Boy
in Hollywood
{Continued from Page 24 )

years. Though he did not play the
leading role, young Jimmy literally

ran away with the show, and he re-

peated the feat three years later

when he played the "lead" in a school

play at Laguna Beach, California.

Since then he has studied acrobatic

and tap dancing for a few months,
but that ended his preparation for a

theatrical career until just before the

opening of Miss Dresser's play, when
he took a short course in voice place-

ment from Emma Dunn, well known
character actress.

Jimmy is essentially an outdoor
boy, and the happiest period of his

life was the two years that his family

lived at Laguna Beach, California.

Here he became an expert swimmer
and horseback rider, mainly because
of his fearlessness in mastering the

new accomplishments. Perhaps, in-

deed, that serves to explain his suc-

cess in "Only Yesterday." Margaret
Sullavan, John Boles, Billie Burke, Reg-

inald Denny, George Meeker, Vivien

Oakland and Bert Roach are to him

just nice people—but they don't awe
Jimmy!



A DIGEST OF THE BEST EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

ASK YOURSELF A FEW QUESTIONS
Put Yourself On The Carpet To Keep Yourself Off It !

"Ever have a good iaik with your-

self? Ever pat yourself on the back?

Ever put yourself on the carpet and

ask yourself a lot of questions—may-

be bawl yourself out?

Not a bad idea to do it once in a

while. Sometimes, putting yourself on
the carpet will stop someone else from
putting you there. And you can’t get
sore at yourself for lacing it into you!
The depression (thanks be! it's now

pretty well behind us) forced us to a

better appreciation of the value of

the dollar and stopped us from kick-

ing money around on all kinds of

scatter-brained ideas. Unfortun-

ately, however, it made some show-

men LAZY i No money to spend

—

so there's nothing one can do. That

became the excuse. Men enjoyed

doing nothing because they had an

excuse for it.

Most of us let a lot of things slip.

This is a good time to ask ourselves

some questions and draw our own
conclusions. Here goes:

How long has it been since I used a
special billing campaign?

When did I snipe the town last?

When last did / contact the mer-
chants on a co-op ad page?

What about special kiddie matinees?

What about a new serial send-off?

Is it time to startle the town with a

smash newspaper ad campaign
on a worthy picture?

When did / use my special mailing

list last—when again?

What are possibilities of building

an eye-stopping “front” at little

expense?

Can I put on a stage presentation

in connection with the trailer on
a big picture? When will I?

Do I make blow-ups of good re-

views for my lobby?

Am I using heralds to advantage?
Window cards? Tie-ups?

AM I SHOWING THE PEP, INI-

TIATIVE AND DRIVING POW-
ER THAT A REAL SHOWMAN
SHOULD?

These are only a few random

questions. You can probably ask

many better ones. AND LISTEN

CAREFULLY TO WHAT YOU ANS-
WER !

JOE WEIL

CLEVELAND BEAUTIES TOSS PRETZELS
These eight bath-

ing beauties stop-

ped Cleveland
crowds by tossing

pretzels from the
marquee of the
Palace Theatre
during the run
of “Moonlight &
Pretzels.” The
twisted crackers
were supplied
gratis by a local
dealer and were
enclosed in en-
velopes carrying
an ad for the
picture. Just one
of the stunts in

manager Bert
Henson’s impres-
sive campaign.

WINNING FLASH!
ThE>^^ you A GRAND AND GLORIOUS FEELING

• Ckevaticr in "The Love Parade"
• Marilyn Miller in “Sally^** Eddie

Cantor in '^Nk'hoopee” • ^‘42nd Street*^

and "Geld' Oigseri of 1933"

I' Y / W KTomorrow

Dan Finn, division ad manager for War-
ner Theatres, in Connecticut, dominated
the local ad pages with this three column
X 12" announcement of the “MOON-
LIGHT AND PRETZELS,” engagement

at the Strand Theatre, Hartford.

Three wide-awake managers take their

bows and certificate awards this week for

exceptional exploitation on Universal pic-

tures. They are:

AL KVOOL, manager Alhambra Theatre,

Milwaukee, Wise., for a splendid job in

exploiting "Moonlight and Pretzels."

GUS LAMPE, manager Eckel Theatre, Syr-

acuse, N. Y., for a swell flash front on
"BE MINE TONIGHT."

ABE COHEN. manager Massena Theatre,

Massena, N. Y., for a nice job of selling

"THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT" with an
attractive front.

Congratulations, meni Your certificates

are being mailed at once. Let's have details

and photographs on your campaigns for

other Universal picturesi
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BIG "MOONLIGHT" CAMPAIGN SCORES
HEAVILY FOR STRAND, LOUISVILLE!
Stubblefield Steps

Out With Winner!

I

T is doubHul If ever In the history

of Louisville, Kentucky, were its

citizens treated to so many pretzels

as they were the week before and

the first week of the engagement of

"MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS" at

the Strand Theatre, which opened to

the best business since "Franken-

stein.

Eleven orchestras plugged the song

numbers in hotels and restaurants,

four of them going on the air nightly.

Another radio tie-up landed an-

nouncements on the picture from

WHAS for three days before the

opening and daily during the run.

As the keynote of his campaign,

Flynn Stubblefield, manager, made a

tie-up with the local branch of the

National Biscuit Company whereby
that company supplied him with

thirty thousand pretzels for distribu-

tion in envelopes carrying an ad for

the picture and a credit line for the

bakers. Distribution was secured
through the leading beer dispensers,

from two ballyhoo cars and through
uniformed girls who handed them out
at five of the city's busiest street in-

tersections.

A calliope truck carrying poster

announcements on the picture, and

•

“Moonlight and
Pretzels” song
hits were played

on this calliope

truck as it teas

driven through

the streets o f

Louisville, where

the picture played

the Strand Thea-

tre. The girls dis-

tributed pretzels

at busy corners.

Read full details

of manager Flynn

Stub blef i el d's

campaign on this

page.

Above—This giant pretzel, the young
ladies holding it and hundreds of smaller

edible pretzels formed the basis of a

street ballyhoo which attracted attention

in Louisville streets to “Moonlight and
Pretzels” at the Strand Theatre, and to

the new Auburn Salon car in ivhich all

are riding. Manager Flynn Stubblefield

made the tie-up. Left—one of the many
full window displays arranged in the mu-
sic stores of Louisville. Note the gener-

ous use of hangers and other accessories.

playing the hit numbers from the

production, was driven through the

principal sections of town with two

uniformed girls on the running

boards passing out pretzels.

A tie-up with the local Auburn

automobile dealer put one of the new

Auburn Salon cars on the streets with

banners announcing the picture and

several girls holding aloft a six foot

beaver board pretzel. The girls also

handed out the pretzel envelopes.

The two important local newspapers

photographed this stunt and ran the

picture in their news column.

All local music stores put in spe-

cial full window displays on the sheet

music and records, using stills, lobby

photos and hangers for decorations.

Three hundred window cards. Insert

cards and 22x28's were displayed in

other store windows throughout the

city.

Stubblefield jumped his newspaper

advertising away up and covered the

city with posters.



Selected by the

WORLD'S FAIR
COMMITTEE
as the outstanding
two-reeler of the year—

to run for the duration

of the Fair!



Selling Music and Girls in "Moonlight and Pretzels" Ads

(I.) Three columns x II” from Palace, Cleveland. (2.) Three columns x from Strand, Louisville, Ky. (3.) Double column x 7”

from Alhambra, Milwaultee. (4.) Double column x lYz' from Palace, Cleveland. (5.) Double column x from Apollo, Indianap-

olis. (6.) Single column x kiYi" from Alhambra, Milwaukee. (7.) A single column x lY^*' from the Apollo, Indianapolis. {8.1 Th ree

columns X 4" from Keith’s, Baltimore. (9.) One column x 4” from Alhambra, Milwaukee. (10). This three column x 5" ad is from

Keith's, Boston, Mass.
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Universal’s New Deal!

UNITED AMUSEMENT CORP.
THEATRES, of MONTREAL

George Nicholas, General Manager,

Embracing 18 theatres In Montreal and suburbs;

Lachine and Sherbrooke, Canada, signs for

UNIVERSAL
—Features, News, Serials and Shorts for 1933^34

Thanks, Mr. Nicholas and associates,

for your confidence in Universal Pictures.

We will do our part!
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HE RISKED HIS
No. 737 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

I want you to see this photograph of the man who
risked his life for you.

His name is David Oliver, in time you may forget what
his name is, but I hope that you will not forget that he
risked his life for you.

David Oliver is more than just a Universal Newsreel
cameraman. He is one of an army of Universal Newsreel
cameramen who are risking their lives for you day and night.

While you sleep, while

you play golf, while you

loaf around in the bosom of

your family, men like David

Oliver are taking chances all

over the world to get Uni-

versal Newsreel shots for

you.

They may work for weeks
at a time. They may work for

minutes. They may defy
death, privations, hunger—
anything. They do this just

to get a newsreel ''shot''

which consumes only two
or three minutes on your

screen.
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LIFE FOR YOU!
David Oliver was in the midst of the most desperate

days in Cuba. He lugged his camera through milling mobs^
through flying bullets, through hell and disaster.

He didn't think about the bullets. He didn't worry about

mobs, crazed with excitement.

He was on his job

!

His job was to get newsreel shots that would add to the

glory and the fame and the prestige of the Universal

Newsreel.

He was thrown into jail. He was prodded with bayonets.

He was threatened. He was in real danger. But he stuck to

his job, he risked his very life for you. No newsreel in the

world commands greater respect from you and your clien-

tele than the newsreel which Universal offers you twice

every week.
It is made by men with guts. It is smart, daring, unique,

enterprising, fearless, impartial, honest, exciting, amusing,

thrilling—and always a step ahead of its followers.

David Oliver, I salute you. I respect you. I admire you.

And I make a similar bow of acknowledgment to all the

other David Olivers who make the Universal Newsreel so

incomparable i



Where money^s concerned^

it^s a case of all for one

or a free-for-all!



Cay gold diggers working

their way through life on their

wits — spreading sunshine

where it will bring back the

most furs and limousines ! . .

.

A SMASH comedy-drama
with music, songs, dance num-

bers and a story kick that will

bring in the fans in droves

!

BOX-OFFICE ALL THE WAY!

With JUNE KNIGHT — NEIL HAMILTON—
SALLY O'NEILL— DOROTHY BURGESS —
MARY CARLISLE, Oscar Apfel, George E.

Stone, Virginia Cherrill. Suggested by a play

by William Hurlbut. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by E. A. duPont.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.



in SONG FOR YOU”
Directed by Toy Garnett
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• The title of Wynne Gibson’s

first production for Universal is

“W’anted at Headquarters.” She
will make three productions in

all.

• Chester Morris has started on
his first production for Univer-
sal, entitled “Danjjerous to W o-

nien,” supported by Helen
Twelvetrees, Alice W hite and a

diamond-studded cast.

• A title has just been chosen
for the first Edward Everett Hor-
ton-Edna May Oliver production
which Edward Sed^ick will di-

rect. The title is “The Poor
Rich.”

• “Moonlight and Pretzels,” held
over at the Rialto Theatre after

taking 822,000 on its first week,
top for the house under this

management.

• United Amusement Corpora-
tion Theatres of Montreal, eigh-

teen of them, George Nicholas,
general manager, signed for Uni-
versal features, news, serials and
shorts.

Universal
HHHIiWEEKLY

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitor!

Paul Gulick, Editor

^ Published Weekly by the Motion

Picture Weekly Publishing Co.

730 Rfth Avenue, New York City

Copyrighted 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.

{AU Rifhu Raxarved)

Vol.33. No. 12
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At ‘"Moonlight and Pretzels"" Opening

•

• At the left, June Knight arriving at

the Rialto Theatre for the opening of

“Moonlight and Pretzels,” quizically ad-

mired by the stalwart guardian of the

law as she poses for the cameraman.

•

• To start “Moonlight and Pretzels” off properly at the Rialto Theatre in New York,
Arthur Mayer and his staff gave a sivell preview in honor of the moving picture, stage

and radio personalities in the cast. There was a great turn-out of New York’s amuse-
ment people in the audience. Above, Sig

Herzig and E. Y. Harburg and the ladies

of their party.
•

• James Dunn and Lona Andra in the

lobby of the Rialto at the opening of
“Moonlight and Pretzels.” James Dunn
was loaned by Universal to Rowland and
Brice for their second feature production.

ELMER RICE BRINGS FAMILY TO UMVERSAL CITY

A t Carl Laemmie Jr.'s request and under the escort of William Wyler
who will direct "Counsellor at Law," Elmer Rice came to Universal City

last week. His object was to bring the moving picture version of his famous
Broadway play into accord with all concerned. This he accomplished in a

week's time and is now on his way back to New York. Mr. Rice is the gentle

man at the left. Next

to him is Mrs. Rice and
their two children, Rob-

ert and Margaret. Wil-

liam Wyler flanks the

party at the right. The

Rices were in Mexico

City on a vacation

when William Wyler
flew down there to ex-

tend Carl Laemmie,
Jr.'s invitation to Mr.

Rice to come to U. C.
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• Edmund Loice, who will play

in two pictures for Universal this

coming season. One of them is

^'Bombay Mail,” which Laemmle,
Jr. intends to provide with a tre-

mendous cast. Edmund Lowe, at

present on a personal appear-

ance tour, tcill arrive at Univer-

sal City next week. The second

production is not as yet chosen.

+ H

Lowell Sherman
nOR several months Carl Laemmle,

Jr. and Lowell Sherman have been

discussing a long-term contract. Yes-

terday such a contract was signed.

To Lowell Sherman is given a great

deal of the credit tor the success of

Mae West and Katherine Hepburn in

the movies. His first picture for Uni-

versal will be the Jean Bart play,

"The Man Who Reclaimed His

Head."

In all probability, Claude Rains

will play the role he created in the

New York production. This, however,

will not be definitely decided until

"The Invisible Man," in which he is

now playing the title role, is com-
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Marion Nixon Finally Set

M arion nixon is finally set.

She will arrive in New York on

Labor Day and sail the following day

on the He de France for London and

the Universal picture which will be

the second starring venture of Jan

Kiepura, the great singer of "Be

Mine Tonight." Its title is "A Song

for You." It will be directed in Lon-

don by Tay Garnett.

For several weeks Miss Nixon's

plans have been in a turmoil. Three

weeks ago it was announced that she

would go to London to support Kie-

pura because of the inability of can-

celling Kiepura's Continental singing

engagements and his consequent in-

+
‘‘Only Yesterday ’

’

Cast credits to date—75 I

This is the situation on "Only Yes-

terday," John M. Stahl's Universal

production now in its I Ith week of

filming, with Margaret Sullavan,

John Boles, Billie Burke and Reginald

Denny featured. Huntley Gordon,

Lita Chevret and Leo White were en-

gaged yesterday taking their places

alongside the 70 other players al-

ready enrolled on the cast sheet. In

Goes Universal
pleted and previewed. In addition to

directing this picture Lowell Sherman

will play the heavy in it. The role fits

him like a glove. The screenplay for

"The Man Who Reclaimed His

Head" is now being written by

George O'Neill.

The acquisition of Lowell Sherman

brings the directorial staff of Univer-

sal City to full proportions. It now
Includes John M. Stahl, James Whale,

Harry Pollard, William Wyler, Ed-

ward Sedgwick, Eddie Buzzell, E. A.

Dupont, Victor Schertiinger, Edward

Marin, Karl Freund, Tay Garnett,

Robert Wyler, Alan James, Ray Tay-

lor and Kurt Newmann.

ability to go to Hollywood. Then
there was a desire on the part of

Universal to put Miss Nixon in the

role opposite Onslow Stevens in

"Wanted at Headquarters." Her
sailing on the Majestic was cancelled

and Miss Nixon made preparations

for staying in Hollywood. Then

Wynne Gibson was signed for the

role in "Wanted at Headquarters,"

and Miss Nixon engaged air passage

to keep her original sailing date. Then

came the air crash in New Mexico,

and she changed her plans all over

again. Now, she will arrive on the

Twentieth Century on Labor Day

—

unless something else happens.

Cast Still Growing
addition to Its unprecedented list of

speaking parts, more than 4,000 ex-

tras have taken part in the picture

—

and the end is not yet!

“Oh, Promise Me”

• Slim Summerville is torn be-

tween two charmers in ^‘Oh,

Promise Me.” ZaSu Pitts, his co-

star, on one side, and Adrienne
Dore on the other. ‘^Oh, Promise
Me” is completed at Universal

City and will be ready for release

soon.
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NEWS FROM UNIVERSAL CITY

ELISSA LANDI CAST FOR "BY CANDLELIGHT
ft

W ITH the signing this week of

Elissa Landi to play the leading

feminine role in "By Candlelight,"

Universal has added another of the

most popular reigning stars of pic-

tures to its list for the 1 933-34 sea-

son. Miss Landi's success in "The

Warrior's Husband" was sensational

and placed her among the top-notch

box-office bets. "By Candlelight"

will have Paul Lukas as its star. Lukas

just recently renewed his long-

term contract with Universal and this

production is the first in which he will

appear under the terms of the new
contract. In addition to Lukas and
Miss Landi, several other prominent

players are being secured but no

official announcement can yet be
made of their inclusion in the cast.

Robert Wyler will direct, from a

screenplay by Hans Kraly and F.

Hugh Herbert.

"By Candlelight," a three act play

by Harry Graham, adapted from an

original by Siegfred Geyer, was pro-

duced at the Prince of Wales Theatre,

London, in 1 928. It is a delightfully

audacious Continental comedy, with

a Viennese background, with roles

for the two principals exactly suited

to their own European personalities

and the background in which they

were reared. The role of the Baron

is one very similar to that of the

Count which Lukas portrayed so per-

fectly in "Strictly Dishonorable."

“Kid Gloves’^ Becomes
^^Dangerous To Women

CHESTER MORRIS' first picture

for Universal as a star will be

"Dangerous to Women." This is an

original story by William Anthony
McGuire and will have a cast of more
than ordinary sufficiency. Among the

support are Helen Twelvetrees, Alice

White, John Miljan, Grant Mitchell,

Henry Meeker, George E. Stone,

Frank Albertson, Dorothy Grainger,

Mabel Marden, Walter Miller, Wade
Boteler, Matt McHugh, Harlan Tuck-

99

er, Robert Ellis and Edward Peale.

The story concerns the fortunes of a

young man who briefly turns to prize

fighting as a solution of his problem.

As an opponent for Morris, Universal

chose Maxie Rosenbloom, world's

official light heavyweight champion.

It is Champ. Rosenbloom's first try

at pictures.

Wanted At Headquarters
New Title Of Gibson Film

A rrangements were this week
completed between Carl Laem-

mle, Jr. and Wynne Gibson whereby
M iss Gibson will be featured in three

Universal pictures. The first of these

is to be entitled "Wanted at Head-
quarters," by Gordon Kahn and War-
ren Duff. It will go in production next

Buzzel Rewarded for

^’Oh, Promise .We”

A S a reward for the splendid job

he recently turned out on Uni-

versal's latest feature comedy co-

starring ZaSu Pitts and Slim Summer-
ville, "Oh, Promise Me," Director

Eddie Buzzell has had his contract
extended for one year by Carl Laem-
mle, Jr. in charge of production.
"Oh, Promise Me," is from the Broad-
way play in which Lee Tracy made
such a hit.

week under the direction of Edward
Marin. The cast comprises Onslow
Stevens, Skeets Gallagher, William

Collier, Warren Hymer, Edward aVn
Sloan, John Wray and Harry Woods.
In the studio the picture was pre-

viously referred to as "Special In-

vestigator."

+ +

• Lucille Lund, chosen the most

beautiful and talented co~ed of

1933, is wearing an All-America

bathing suit especially designed

for her. Her first part is that of

a girl reporter in ‘‘Saturday’s

Millions,” just completed by Ed-

ward Sedgwick at Universal City.

It is UniversaPs this year’s con-

tribution to the football season.



June Knight Is A
0 There are two great finds in the films this year. And

Universal has both of them. Margaret Sullavan is one. June

Knight is the other. June Knight makes her debut in “Ladies

Must Love” but Hollywood has it all decided that June Knight

is star material. No more blazing personality or potential draw-

ing card has hit Hollywood in years. And just think, June

Knight was born in the center of Holly-

wood. The films did not know about it

until the late Flo Ziegfeld came out

there and discovered her.



so Headed For Stardom



• Coming on like a house afire

is this zippy June Knight. Just

wait till you see her in ^^Ladies

Must Love.*^

lUNE KNIGHT'S name was Mar-
J garet Valliquietto but she had it

changed legally. Several times it was
reported that men were going to

change her name again legally. They
didn't.

There was the romance with Max
Baer. She claims she did it for the

publicity. She went almost as far as

buying an engagement ring. But she

figured that was going too far.

She's a man's lady. She goes with

a fellow twice and they say she is en-

gaged. "As a matter of fact," de-

clared June, "I have been engaged
only once. That was to Jimmy Dunn

—

and then I didn't get a ring."

She was born in Los Angeles on
Jan. 22, 1913. She is a mixture of

French, English and Jewish. Her
mother goes touring with her. Her
father owns a small confectionery

store in Glendale, Cal.

She was a sickly child. They sent

her to dancing school for her health.

The exercises would develop her. It

did. It also started her in show busi-
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By SIDNEY SKOLSKY.
(Reproduced by Permission Daily !\ews)

ness. She danced in movie theatre

prologues on the Coast.

She became a star line girl for

Larry Ceballas, the dance director.

When he came East to stage the

dances for "Fifty Million Frenchmen"
he took her along. It was her first job

on Broadway. She was 16.

Later she became the dancing

partner of John Holland. He fas-

tened the monicker June Knight to

her. It had been the name of his pre-

vious partner. Ziegfeld had to sign

both of them for "Hot Cha." He
didn't appear in the show but June

says he collected one half the salary

weekly.

An odd job she had was to double

for Greta Garbo in "Mata Hari."

Those dances that you believed Gar-
bo was doing in this spy drama were

really done by June Knight.

She is 5 feet 5 inches tall and
weighs 110 pounds. Her eyes are a

bluish-gray. They also change to

brown and green. Everybody believes

she is a natural blonde. The natural

color of her hair is red.

She dyed her hair blonde. In doing

so she lost her hair. During the run

of "Hot Cha" she wore a wig. She
wore a wig for two and a half years

and some of her boy friends didn't

know it.

She has a dimple in her right cheek.

It used to be in her left cheek. She

claims it moved over.

Although her father owns a con-

fectionery store she doesn't like

candy. She doesn't care much for

sweets. She does like flowers. If

you're courting her don't bring a box

of candy. A diamond ring is much
better.

She is very fond of jewelry. She
likes rings, bracelets and pins. She
has been wearing a wedding ring

since she was four years old. It was
given her by her uncle—nothing se-

rious.

Although a California gal she had
to get somewhere on Broadway be-

fore they gave her a real opportun-

Sidney Skolsky

ity in flickers.

All she had
done was to

double for

Garbo, and
play a bit in

"Madam Sa-

tan." Recently

she finished

"Ladies Must
Love" for Uni-

1

versal.

Now she is

making "Take

a C h a n c e."
|

Then she re-

turns to the

Coast for
more flickers. When you see "Take a

Chance" and you can't understand

what June is saying in a certain scene,

don't blame it on the sound. She has

a new trick. She likes to chew on a

collar button. Sometimes she forgets

to take the button out of her mouth
when facing the camera.

She always puts on her right shoe

and her right stocking first. Just how
she knows which is the right stocking

she didn't explain. She always wears

an anklet on her left ankle.

She is dotted with moles. She has

four. One on her forehead. One on

the left side of her neck. One on the

center of her back. One—well, she

has four moles.

She prefers to wear sport clothes

and her favorite colors are blue and
green.

Of course there have been many
puns and gags about her name. Her
theme song, which orchestras play

when they recognize her as she enters

a night club, is: "Give Me a June

Knight, the Moonlight and You."

She has a difficult time falling

asleep. She doesn't read in bed. She
sleeps in a nightgown. It is of flimsy

material. She believes she looks pret-

ty in bed.

She can throw every bone in her

body out of place. She is double-

(Continued on Page 26)
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KING OF JAZZ: Paul Whiteman, John Boles

—

Uncle Carl and Junior have at last given us some-
thing to brag about. We thought the original ver-
sion about the swellest musical we had ever seen,
but the new one is even better. Quite a number of
our friends thought it better than “42nd Street.” At
any rate here is a real, honest to gosh super special.
Music is grand, dancing superb, settings are marve-
lous and the color and lighting is breath-taking in

its beauty. You may be wise in screening this before
you run. Some of the comedy shetchs are pretty
rank—you may want to cut them. They g:et the
laughs, though. Our only possible objection is that
it is so short. Several especially good numbers might
well have been retained. Here is a real picture and
if you will step on it as it deserves your cashier
will be singing, “Happy Days Are Here Again.”
Running time, 62 minutes. Played June 18-20.—Wm.
Sayre, Delmar Theatre, Morrill. Neb. Rural and
small town patronage.



Radio’s

Riotous
Funsters-

in a frantically funny feature

comedy with drama, romance,
gags, songs, sizzling dance
numbers and everything else

that makes for entertainment!

With Ted Healy, Eddie Foy, Jr., Thomas Jack

son, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ray Hedge
Grace Hayes, Trixie Friganza. Di-

k reeled by A1 Boasberg Produced
by Foy Productions, Ltd. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle. ^



What do they look like?... Are

they as clever on the screen as

they are on the air?...Can they

act?...Can they dance?...These

and dozens of other curiosity-

arousing questions are the Sort

you can ask in your advertising

and answer on your screen.

WHAT A CHANCE FOR
THE SHOWMAN WITH AN
URGE FOR BIG MONEY!

A UMIVERiA
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Reviews That Mean Money
" The Rebel' Is Tremendously Vivid"
says Claudia Cassidy in Chicago Journal of Commerce

I
F the arrival of General Balbo's

* vivid armada made you feel your

life a trifle flat and the budget ad-

mits no wanderings to high places, a

trip to the World Playhouse takes you

soaring over the Tyrolean and Dolo-

mite Alps with a rattling tale of ad-

venture as your guide. Seated in one

of the luxurious armchairs offered by

this little theatre, you skim the

clouds, mount snow-capped peaks

and loose deadly avalanches on in-

vading villains—all without the curse

of the suave voice of the movie travel

talker and with the comforting par-

ticipation of the vivid Luis Trenker

and the calmly beautiful Vilma Banky.

"The Rebel" is the name of the pic-

John Doles and Margaret Sullavan in

a scene from “Only Yesterday,” which
John M, Stahl is just completing at

Universal City.

ture, foreign made with excellent

English dialogue, and its admirable

direction focuses a dramatic camera

on beauty.

The picture teems with heroism but

has no heroics. Despite this incred-

ible beauty of the settings and the

swaggering decor of the Napoleonic

age, its story is told with simple hon-

esty and the bravura gestures of the

Tyrolean defense emerges as the

desperate courage of an embattled

people. Just how Mr. Trenker's hero,

believed dead for a traitor's thirty

pieces of silver, gets to that secret

council of French officers I don't

know, but granting him that dra-

matic license, he gets out with a

thoroughly convincing trick that

would do credit to our most polished

actors. And when he reaches his own
mountains with the secret of the

Napoleonic advance, he turns into a

wildcat with laudable vengeance. The

result is one of the most exciting

things I have ever seen on a talking

screen—down in the valley the rib-

bon road over which the invaders

ride In implacable formation—high in

the mountains the grim defenders,

snipers on crags and in forks of over-

hanging trees, waiting men with

knives to cut ropes that will hurtle

pent-up stones and trees in an ava

lanche of fury on unsuspecting heads.

The whole thing is tremendously

vivid, and it releases that odd psy-

chology by which most of us in-

stinctly line up on the side that

doesn't wear uniforms. Those Napo-

leonic outfits looked better in a ball-

room, anyway.

But there it is, a terrific battle that

turns all the camera tricks to baf-

fling use and makes you doubt the

evidence of your eyes.

+ + +

PETE HARRISON SAYS:
^^MOONLIGHT and PRETZELS”

with Mary Brian, Leo Carrillo and Roger Pryor

E
xcellent musical comedy entertainment. The music is

catchy and the action is fast. Besides the backstage atmo-

sphere and the usual, dancing and singing, there is a feeling of

human interest throughout, which is brought about by the hero's

efforts to make a success of his show. In addition, excellent

comedy situations are provided by Leo Carrillo as a wealthy

gambler who is enamoured of the leading lady. Suspense is

sustained almost to the very last minute because one does

not know whether the show will or will not go on and if It would

go on whether it would make a success.

+ + +
SUBSTITUTION FACTS: This is replacing No. 5014, listed

on the contract as "The Flight Commander" from the play "The

Empty Chair" by James N. Hall and Charles Nordhoff. It is a

story substitution. But Universal deserves credit for not pulling

it off and charging you more money for it, as others are doing

with pictures that occasionally turn out better than the rest.
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New York Times Commends
^^Moonlight and Pretzels”

Melody and Cheer.

B
lessed with a fund of comedy,
several catchy songs, a good cast

and enough of a story to hold all

the ingredients together, "Moon-
light and Pretzels" can be expected

to linger at the Rialto for some
time. It merits inclusion among the

screen's most successful invasions

of the musical comedy field.

Leo Carrillo and Mary Brian head

the cast and perform satisfactorily,

but the honors belong to Lillian

Miles, a comparative newcomer to

the screen and to Roger Pryor,

who is making his picture debut,

although well-known to Broadway
playgoers. Both have good singing

voices of naturalness that is found
too seldom in pictures of this type.

Its story deals with one George
Dwight, a song plugger, who is

stranded in a small town, is res-

cued by a local beauty, Sally, and

eventually wins his way to success

in New York. Then, after a clash

with his producers, he decides to

stage his own show. His chief han-

dicap is lack of money, and to com-
plicate things Sally comes to town.

The money is contributed by Nick,

a gambler (Mr. Carrillo), but he

loses control of the show and, for a

time, it looks as if the young pro-

ducer never will be able to ring up
the curtain. But all ends well.

The complications are not per-

mitted, however, to impede the ac-

tion and there are frequent ex-

cuses for songs and colorful dance
numbers. One of the most effec-

tive is "I've Gotta Get Up and Go
to Work," written by Herman Hup-
field, who wrote "Let's Turn Out
the Lights and Go to Sleep" not so

long ago. Another good number,
sung by Miss Miles is "Are You
Makin' Any Money?" and Mr.

Pryor sings several ballads. F. S. N.

MOUNTAIN MUSIC

Ho, Hey, Hey. Just think of
Louise Fazenda, Victor Potel
and the Warren Doane select-
ed cast in this Hill billy com-
edy. It’s a

UNIVERSAL R^L COMEDY

+ + +

What Variety Says

About "Pretzels

'

In New York
Two other outstanders are

“Voltaire,” between $29,000 and
$30,000 on its first week at the
HollyMood, and the Rialto’s
$22,000 on first week of “Moon-
light and Pretzels.” The U Mu-
sical will hit the top gross the
Rialto has had since it went un-
der the operation of Arthur
Mayer. Engagement well sold
and exploited and three weeks,
possibly a fourth, are expected.

Rialto (2,000; 35-50-64)—
“Moonlight and Pretzels (U)
(2nd week). Begins its second
week today (Tuesday) after
rounding up a swell $22,000
first seven days; best Rialto has
done since Par-Mayer partner-
ship. Three weeks look certain.

Roger Pryor and Mary Brian in a
scene from Pryor’s first moving pic-
ture, “Moonlight and Pretzels.” The
welcome accorded him in this picture
confirmed Universal in its belief that
Roger Pryor was a find. He is now on
his way to Universal City to appear in
the first of two productions which
Stanley Bergerman will make for Uni-
versal. Its title is “A Bad Sister,”
authored by Harry Saubers.

+ + +

Roger Pryor Picked

For His Second
Universal Role

T
oday Roger Pryor and his father

Arthur Pryor will meet for the
first time this summer, even though
the meeting will occupy only twenty
minutes. Young Pryor left New York
early this morning by the United Air
Lines, summoned by Carl Laemmie,
Jr. to Universal City. When Pryor
was discovered as a picture possibil-

ity by Stanley Bergerman, who came
on from the coast to personally su-

pervise "Moonlight and Pretzels," he
chose Roger Pryor for the lead. After
the first few scenes had been shot.

Universal took an option on Pryor's
services. Universal has just taken up
that option and placed Pryor under a
long-term contract. He will arrive in

Cleveland at 12:52 and Arthur Pryor
will be at the Cleveland Air Port to
meet him and spend the twenty min-
utes the air transportation allows for
stop-overs in this city.



N.Y

AMERICAN
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It's a hit! In fact, it's twenty hits

in one! A big name cast, beautiful

girls, tuneful melodies, bright, re-

freshing dance numbers, combined
in a production such as Broadway
used to boast about in its most
dazzling days. High-powered
entertainment all the way "

N.Y
DAILY
NEWS

"Three stars . . . Plenty of appeal-

ing musical numbers lift it from
being just another back-stage
screen musical. Composed by four

of our leading songsmiths, the

tuneful melodies in this musicom-
edy reflect the spirit of the times

in a unique manner."

N.Y
MIRROR

601

"Hit songs, pretty girls, clever

principals, imaginative direction,

this rollicking and diverting musi-

cal film is first-rate entertainment
. . . Spirited, tuneful, clever and
amusing, it is genuine entertain-

ment. You'll enjoy it."



Step OutUTitA

N.Y
TIMES

lOi

N.Y

WORLD
TELEGRAM

"Blessed with a fund of comedy,
several catchy songs, a good cast

and enough story to hold all the
ingredients together, it can be ex-
pected to linger at the Rialto for

some time. It merits inclusion
among the screen's most successful

invasions of the musical comedy
field."

"Sets high film mark . . . Lilting

songs, cleverly staged dance num-
bers, expert performances and a

more than serviceable story—these
are the ingredients from which it

is fashioned, and the result

perfectly swell entertainment."
IS

N.Y

EVENING

JOURNAL

"With the amusing title of 'Moon-
light and Pretzels' to start it off,

the new screen tenant at the Rialto

is a cheerful musical comedy filled

with pleasant tunes, large chor-

uses, any number of dance rout-

ines and a cast that works hard.

What's more, it has an original

idea."
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• Ken Maynard in ‘‘'The Trail Drive.” In this pro-
duction Ken reaches the climax of a career of darinn
and thrill. It is hy far the best If estern turned out
in this country in the last three years. In the illustra-
tion above, he is saving Cecilia Parker from the

cattle thieves.

DON'T MISS OUT ON
"THE TRAIL DRIVE"

HE TRAIL DRIVE" Is coming. Don’t miss it. It is

• Ken Maynard's latest release and it will be some-
thing for all western stars and producers to shoot at for

some time to come. It is the type of western that will bring

back every friend of this type of action and will create
an army of new western fans. Not since "In Old Ken-
tucky" has there been a thrill to equal the jump over the

canyon which Tarzan and Ken Maynard achieve in "The
Trail Drive."

Every exhibitor Is going to get a great kick out of "The
Trail Drive." It has more honest-to-goodness action and
suspense than an entire serial rolled into six reels, and It

has enough cattle to stock a 50,000 acre ranch. Go for

"The Trail Drive." You won't be sorry.

Three Big Circuits Book
Jones Simultaneously
^‘(rordon of Ghost City^’ Starts Out in ISew
y ork as no Serial has ever started before.

F
or the first time In history, three major circuits In New
York have booked the same serial. "Gordon of Ghost

City" has proven that It has the box-office value which
Universal Intended it to have when it signed Buck Jones
as Its lead-off serial personality of the year. The coverage
for "Gordon of Ghost City" around New York for the

Loew's, RKC, Skouras-Warner circuit includes approx-
imately 100 theatres. The first runs in these splendid "A"
situations are just now taking place. In another week. Buck
Jones and "Gordon of Ghost City" will be by-words
throughout the Metrolopitan territory. Four episodes
have already been screened. The serial starts >off like a

world beater and gets better with every episode.

Reports andRevii^
From Motion Picture Herald
OUT ALL NIGHT: Slim Summerville, ZaSii

Pitts. Just u'hat our croud likes, judging by
the way they laughed and turned out both
nights. Spicy, but not smutty or vulgar. Wish
even the so-called specials gave such satisfac-

tion. Running time, 76 minutes. Played July
26-27. G. Carey, Strand Theatre, Paris,

j

Ark. Family patronage.
i

RUSTLERS’ ROUNDUP: Tom Mix. A very

good action picture. Tom is there with the

goods and he certainly pleases the fans on
westerns. Saturday they eat them up. Played i

July 8.—Bert Silver, Silver Family Theatre,

Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
j

McNAMEE NEW'S: Always good. That Mc-
Namee personality makes the difference .

—

W'm. Sayre, Delmar Theatre, Morrill, Neb.
Small town and rural patronage.

ROCKABYE COW-BOY : James Gleason. This

seemed to please very well.—M. F. Bodwell,
Paramount Theatre, W^yoming, ill. Small
town patronage.

GRAND THEATRE COMPANY, Inc.

Belingham, Washington

August 21, 1933
yir. L. J. McGinley
Universal Film Exchanges,
Seattle, Wash.

Dear Mr. McGinley:

It certainly looks like a banner year for

Universal and we are more than happy to

have received an approval of your entire

new season’s block for 1933-34.
Vi'ith the organization and material Mr.

Laemmie has, the season should be a “nat-

ural.” for Universal. We feel that between
Carl Laemmie, Jr. and Jimmie Grainger
that Universal City will boil over with big

hits, because both have demonstrated their

ability in the past.

Allow me to thank you for the many
courtesies shown us hy yourself and your
office this past season, and here’s to Uni-
versal’s banner year.

Yours very truly,

GKAND THEATRES CO., Inc.

Louis L. Wahl
Secretary-Manager
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VS of Current Universal Pictures
^EW HAVEIS—August 14th

PALACE, (Arthur) (3,040; 35-50) ^^HER
FIRST MATE^^ (V). and ^^MOOISLIGHT and
PRETZELS’* (U) with Three X Sisters on
stage. Set for a good $7500. Last week ""Tug-

boat Annie” (MG) and ‘^Great to be Alive”
(Fox) broke summer records. —Variety

SEATTLE—August 14th

ROXY (J-vH) (2,300; 25-35) ^‘HER FIRST
MATE” (U). Well exploited, with Don Smith
and band in pit, brings okay value to this

spot, headed for $4500, fair. Last tveek

Laughing at Life” (Maj) liked.

—Variety

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA—August 14
STATE (Indie TC) (500; 10-15-25) “HER
FIRST MATE” (U). Looks like a second
consecutive click week here, $1500. Last

week “MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS” (U)
took the town like wildfire, exceptional

$1700. —Variety

BALTIMORE—August 14th
KEITH’S (Schanberger) (2400; 25-30-40-
50)—“HER FIRST MATE” (U). Comedy
type okay for the matrons along this tvalk,

and on its matinee draw will hold up without
any trouble to $3500, pleasant. Last week
“MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS” (U) held

up despite iveak word-of-mouth to finish at

happy $4100.
.
—Variety

Two Orchids Bloom
For ^'^Her First Mate”

GRANADA -REX THEATRES
Lewiston, Idaho

Mr. L. J. McGinley, Mgr. Aug. 8th, 1933

Universal Film Exchange
Seattle, Washington

Dear Mac:
Our grand re-opening is beginning to loom as the

biggest thing that has happened in the Snake River coun-
try tor a long time. We are really making a theatre out
of the Granada, and of course we are mighty proud that

a Universal Super Laff Special (HER FIRST MATE) is to

be the opening bill—not to overlook WORLD'S GREAT-
EST THRILLS.
You know, Mac, there is no question but what this Mc-

Namee subject is the GREATEST SHORT REEL ever re-

leased by Universal. EDDIE RIVERS

WESTERN UNION
August 20, 1923

L. J McGIIVLEY Spokane, ash.
UNIVERSAL HEM EXCHANGE
SEATTLE WASH
UNUSUAL BOX OFFICE LINES EVER SINCE
OPENING YESTERDAY PLUS APPLAUSE
AFTER EACH SHOW CONFIRM BEYOND
DOUBT HER FIRST YIATE BEST SUMMER-
VILLE-PITTS SUBJECT YET RELEASED STOP
MANY COMMENTS INDICATE THOSE TWO
STARS HAPPIEST COMBINATION ON SCREEN
TODAY AND SUREFIRE BOX OFFICE FOR ANY
THEATRE ANYWHERE KINDEST REGARDS

FRED FLADER STATE THEATRE

• Here are the three little maids from school in ‘^Ladies

Must Love.” Left to right, Sally O’Neil, Dorothy Burgess
and Mary Carlisle. The other musketeer in this snappy

music comedy is June Knight.
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It's BIC! . . The biggest Western

in years! . . Big enough to pay

big dividends on the biggest

campaign you can put behind it

. . . Big enough to date in for

the fattest days of the week —

and longer for a holdover !

CRAB IT WHILE YOU CAN I



With Cecelia Parker, William

Gould, Frank Rice, Rob Norman,
Fern Emmett. Story and Direction

by Alan James. Produced by Ken
Maynard Productions, Inc. Pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

JTBji OUT
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Re-creating "The Perils of Pauline”

Evalyn Knapp, ivho plays

the coveted role which
Pearl White created in

“Perils of Pauline.” Miss
Knapp was a 1932 Warn-

pas Baby Star.

Robert Allen, who plays
the old Crane Wilbur
role of Robert Ward. The
name under which Rob-
ert Allen entered pictures

was Hugh Enfield.

FIRST SCENE FROM “PERILS OF PAULINE

F
or six months Universal has been

intensively preparing for a great

serial adventure. Carl Laemmie, Jr.

realized that to re-create the world's

most famous serial, "The Perils of

Pauline," would be a great money-

maker for exhibitors. The new gener-

ation of theatre-goers has never seen

this tremendous war horse of a score

of years ago. But there isn't a moth-

er's son or daughter in the United

States who doesn't know the name,

"Perils of Pauline."

There were two tasks which re-

quired the deftest kind of handling.

One was to find a proper successor

to Pearl White in the title role. The

girl had to be an athlete; she had to

be beautiful, and she had to be a

good actress. In addition, she had to

be fearless. That task was accomplish-

ed last week when Universal finally

chose Evalyn Knapp to play the role.

Miss Knapp is a beautiful blonde, a

fearless athlete, an intelligent actress,

and a beauty in her own right. She is

a 1932 Wampas Baby Star, has had

ample experience on the stage, in

vaudeville and in pictures. She will

make an ideal Pauline Hargrave.

As her constant rescuer. Universal

has chosen Robert Allen, who entered

pictures under the name of Hugh En-

field and played with gratifying skill

difficult roles in "Gordon of Ghost
City," "Only Yesterday" and "Sat-

urday's Millions."

The other problem was the story it-

self. This task was entrusted to Ella

O'Neill under the supervision of

Henry MacRae, associate producer.

Mr. MacRae explains the way in

which Universal has changed the story

in this manner:

"In the days of the original 'Perils

of Pauline' each episode ended any-

where, after a wild flurry of action.

The public accepted this in the early

days. There was no complaint when
characters stepped out of their roles,

were not true to type and were not

what we of today would call 'believ-

able.'

"If we attempted to use the same
script today we would be hooted out

of the theatres. So we have built dis-

tinct characters, who never at any
time lack intensity and seriousness.

We have knit the plot in such a way

WE DO OUR PART

that each episode is a satisfying ad-
venture in itself. And we are offering

a different background for each epi-

sode, so that there will be no accusa-

tion of sameness.

"I am particularly happy because
we have secured the services of Miss
Knapp. She is an intelligent, athletic,

educated girl with wide experience

on both stage and screen. In addition,

she is an excellent athlete and looks

as if she would be ready for any
emergency.

"Mechanical improvements mean
that we can make the scenes more
believable as far as action is con-

cerned. In the early days mechanical

devices were crude. How they de-
ceived the public is astounding. To-

day they would break down illusion.

We have fixed all that in the new
version."

+ + +

TINTYPES
(Continued from Page 14 )

jointed and can do the cutest tricks.

Her back is very well developed
from dancing. Although they don't

stand out, she has tremendous mus-

cles under her arms. Her chest ex-

pansion is enormous. She can burst

any dress she is wearing if she cares

to.

She likes tennis, swimming and
horseback riding, but she never in-

dulges. She hasn't time for outdoor

sports.



FROM SOUP TO NUTS!
Good Side Dishes Make The Main Course Seem Better!

There is quite a similarity between

a good dinner and fine exploitation

campaign. When we talk of a good
dinner we think of that famous
phrase "from soup to nuts."

From a dinner to an exploitation

campaign is quite a jump, but the

comparison is still good. Some man-
agers pick one thing as their "main
course" and they call that their "cam-
paign," giving it nothing extra to

make the "meal" more interesting.

It is the simplest thing in the world

to take your full expenditure and drop
it into a newspaper advertising cam-
paign. That makes an easier job for

the manager and the press agent

—

draw up your ads, send out your sto-

ries, and you are through!

But easier jobs are not bringing

the bigger money into the theatres

today. It takes "side dishes" to build

the "main course" into a campaign.

We think newspaper advertis-

ing is great, and a maximum
amount of money should he
spent on it; but we think care-

fully spotted 24 sheet boards on
a big picture are terrifically im-
portant, tool We believe that

ivhen there is an especially at-

tractive window card available

on a picture it should be used to

good advantage and that goes for
streamers and novelties, too. We
think that colorful heralds, care-

fully distributed, add the ^^knock-

oveC’ punch to your newspaper
advertising campaign and help to

swell the importance of the pic-

ture enough to draw much extra

business.

Many chain theatres are going in-

to the hands of independent manag-
ers today. As a rule business picks

up immediately thereafter in these

houses. Why? Because the men who
take them over are real showmen of

the old school with modern ideas.

When they campaign a picture

they hit high, wide and handsome,

from all angles. Their newspaper space

is bigger than before — their bill-

boards scream their message—their

herald distribution starts the house-

wives gabbing—and their flash front

makes everyone KNOW that a big

picture is waiting tor them!

They "banquet" a campaign! From
soup to nuts! JOE WEIL

A REAL BEER TRUCK BALLYHOO FROM ST. PAUL

Jack Gross, monager of the Orpheum
Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., tied up with
a local brewery for this great ballyhoo truck,
for his **Moonlight and Pretzels'* campaign.
The young lady tossed pretzels to the trailing

crowds. Good where it is desirable to play
up the beer angle.

RADIO
BALLYHOO RECORD

FOR

"MOONLIGHT
AND PRETZELS"

This ballyhoo record is an absolute
' necessity to every well rounded
campaign on "Moonlight and Pret-

zels!" It features choruses from the

hit song numbers of the production,

interspersed with running sales talk

on the attraction. You can use it to

sell the picture over the air, in your
lobby and on your street ballyhoos.

Hook it up to your loud speaker sys-

tem out front, contact your local

radio station and get them to play

it—have the announcer cut in with

a few lines about your theatre and
playdates. Use it on your sound truck

ballyhoo! The record runs three min-

utes, 15 seconds on each side, 78

R. P. M. A perfect radio program!
Sold at a bargain so that you can
keep two or three of them busy dur-

ing your campaign. 75c. each at your
local Universal Exchange. Order now!

Nelson's "King of Jazz"
NewspaperTie-upDraws

P S. HELSON, manager of Alger's Cap-
itol Theatre, Morrison, III., used a

novel newspaper contest to stir up interest

in "The King of Jazz" during its run at his

house. The contest announcement offered

a pair of tickets free to readers who, after

seeing the picture could describe the new
scenes that had been added. An opinion

of the picture was also necessary to win one
of the prizes. The stunt drew interest and
helped Helson's campaign considerably.

A teaser ad campaign was started in the
newspapers two weeks in advance of the
opening and the regular ad space was
stepped up. Local and rural telephone sub-

scribers were phoned about the picture and
Helson made a short talk on the picture
to audiences during the week prior to the
opening.
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SHOWMEN FIND REAL INSPIRATION
IN SUMMERVILLE-PITTS FEATURES!

^ARDS

Here's another quartet of showmen whose
work has won them certificates of merit:

GEORGE McKENNA, manager of the Nevs

Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y„ for his

complete campaign on "The King of Jazz."

ITHE INDIANAPOLIS TIITES

Draw Some Funny Faces,

Win Money and Tickets

Slim Summerville Wants

a Comical Mug: So

Does Zasu Pitts.

,H*Tf u epporunl!y for

m of Th# tr^.$a»poils Tirrn^ tnd
.rt uuftu t« turn

tsto coifi Uirairr ttok-

Ar.4 vhat fjn. fta rr^y yM
w. trytr.i your h4nd face

*. •nrf Z*mj fritU.

cemody trim, oprn-

'f teeUr . ; w ApoJo Utrairr in

Hrr r.rtt ir» r*f»r to i«irn

r. .
—--7 7,n^i rnO'n «rr

to r»* furx..« f»cr« Uan

' The tdeo U thU' Giv« SUm Sum
memllc tnd Zmu Pitu new ftcei,

. tht more crcAeoque lh« better

I

Uufhtnc. unUlag. diftonrd. or In

iny other minnrr lh« will provoke

llkafhi. Hbwrver. the dr»wm* mu*t
I be • likenrw of etch u«r to geO'

erii facul feoturex and nulty rec-

oentzed. That ihouid be e««y.

Hurry rvow’ Clip the above out-

line, krtd go to work or, rather

piay The conletum aendlrtc in the

,

fgnr.ie*:, jr*. eai.»al to re<otnl*r

drawing V'*’ awarded kS aerond

pTije W-..S be U. third. t2 Next Un
beat djawuice awarded one

Ipa.r each of AprvUo ihea'ee, tlckeU
I Dnw.nyt rr.iat be fordarded to

The Jnd^r.2 pr,.ia Tlmaa Coeileal
• T/- vae b»f<.rc m>-:?p”ght Sunday

The photograph at the

right shows how Jay Gol-

den, manager of the Palace

Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.,

used the 24 sheet rocking

cut-out for an indoor dis-

play. It attracted a lot of

attention and drew crowds
in off the street.

o

Here's how J. H. Carey, manager of the

scenic department of the Danz Theatres

of Seattle, Washington, adapted press-

book and poster material for a front on
“Out All Night” when that Summerville-
Pitts feature played the Winter Garden.

At the left is a reproduction of the

drawing contest for “Her First Mate” as it

appeared in the Indianapolis Times. Ken
Collins, manager of the Apollo Theatre,

landed it with exploita-

tion service mat available

at all Universal Exchanges.

The contest, which ran

several days, offered cash

and ticket prizes for the

funniest faces submitted.

CLIFF RUST. manager of the Orpheum
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn., for exceptional

exploitation of "Moonlight and Pretzels."

TED SILER, manager of the Dickinson

Theatre, Lawrence, Kans., for a showman-
ship lobby on "Moonlight and Pretzels."

FRANK W. WOOLLEN, for his showman-
ship art work in assisting Jacob Gross,

manager of the Orpheum Theatre, Min-
neapolis.

Congratulations, meni Your certificates,

signed by Carl Laemmie, are being mailed

to you.
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FItES
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BROADWAY WELCOMES "MOONLIGHT
AND PRETZELS" AT BIG OPENING!

ZELX

NOW “MOONLIGHT G PRETZELS" HOW
TEN STARS-B SONG HITS-M SHOW GIRLS

COLLOWING one of the greafesf radio broad-
* casting campaigns ever given a motion picture,

"Moonlight and Pretzels" opened at the Rialto

Theatre, New York City, to crowds that filled every

seat in the house and stood ten deep in the foy-

ers and lobbies—they were even sitting on the

stairs leading to the balconies!

Here you can glimpse the attractive front pre-

?
CAWY€DOIiE»Q

Pri^ETIEllF
tJ RIALTO I

MON

pared by Arthur Mayer and Joe Lee.

Note the air of tuneful gaiety that dom-

inates it. In addition to newspaper cov-

erage, the campaign included a hundred

displays in music store windows, a score

of window displays on Broadway featur-

ing the Roger Pryor Shirt and Tie com-

bination, and several pretzel windows.

one of which is shown at the left. There

was also the big Macy window and
newspaper ads tying picture up with

that department store's Cinema Shop,

and tremendous radio plugging. As this

goes to press the picture is going into

a second big week. On page seven you
will find pictures of some of the notables

who attended the opening.
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SLIM
fUMMERVIllE

AND

ZASU PITTS
[

$2,000 over par
in BOSTON

2 big weeks in

LINCOLN

$6,000 high in

PORTLAND
With UNA MERKEL, Henry Armetta, Berton Churchill, Warren
Hymer, George Marlon, Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from
the play by Daniel Jarrett and John Golden. Directed by

William Wyler. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.



BUSINESS-BOOMING ADS!
ENDS nOAX^ THE GREATEST OF AiL MU»KALSI

tOO&OtCtOUSMlS
in siACLScatiN««4'

'Gmcrivu).
JO SU/«|
« Seng Mittt
Tha-Re-lQKd tr>e«k Those Two Goofy Love Birds

.All at Sea in a Dizzy Love Affair

You'll Cct Sn Eyeful—and on Earful—and a Mouthful

of Loughs When Zosu Opens Upon Slim.*..

EVERY lighthouse WILL WINK 'OR lOY? EVERY
SIREN WILL SCREAM* EVERY MERMAID WILL
WIGGLE AND CICCLE AND BLUSH* EVEN THE SAD

SEA WAVES WILL LAUGH OUT LOUQJ

GET ABOARD FOR THE FUN TRIF OF YOUR LIFE
. . FOSITIVELY THIS RIOTOUS COUFLES FUNNIEST
.FILMI ITS THE FAN 1C SCOOF OF THE YEARI

IMAGINE THIS?
TWO RECORDS BROKEN
THIS WEEK-

THE RECORD-BREAKING RAIN
AND THE RECORO-BREAKINC
ATTENDANCE IN THE RAIN TO
SEE-

MINE
TONIGHT”

UNUSUAL - ENTRANONC
DEUCHTFUL BEYOND DESCRIPTION

ASK YOUR FRIEN£>S-
SVE KNOW THEY'VE SEEN IT

THE THREE X SISTERS

• SING. SISTER. SING”

Sh«w% <Urt ItV-I J—J -4 < B-l

Majestir

MORTON DOWNET.

^ START? •

rOMORRCw

Holdutg Overt

“Moonlight and Pretzels’

(I.) Half page smash in 4 columns x I9J4” from the Broadway, Portland, Oregon. (2.) Double column by 7" from the Stanley,

Philadelphia (3.) Two columns x 8" from the Rialto, New York City. (4.) Double column x 9" from the Palace, Cleveland, O. (5.)

Double column x b" from the Majestic, Shreveport, La. (6.) Return engagement announcement in two columns x 3' from the Ritz,

Albany. N. Y. (7.) Hold-over ad in two columns x 2" from Court Theatre, Wheeling W. Va. (8.) Double column x from the

Byrd, Richmond, Va. (9.) Two column x 8“ from the Stanley, Pittsburgh, Pa.



For release at the height
of the football season -> and
right when the Saturday Evening
Post is running the story!
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at the Roxy,

New York,

beginning

September 1st!

With UNA MERKEL, Henry Armetta,

Berton Churchill, Warren Hymer,

George Marion. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr., from the play by Dan-

iel Jarrett and John Golden. Directed

by William Wyler. Presented by Carl

Laemmie. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.
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"I'D SIGN WITH
No. 738 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

One of the most influential and successful exhibitors
on the American continent, who has recently signed up
for all of Uniyersal's 1933-1934 product— features, shorts

and newsreels— said to us:

''Write your own ticket. Til sign it. You hax6 never

given me the worst of it. You have never tried to take

advantage of me. You have never failed to give me all I

bought and more. Til take a chance with you any time.

And, furthermore, 111 get the best of it/'

So, we wrote his ticket. He signed it. It was a matter of

minutes, not of hours or days or weeks.

What do you think I will do about it?

ril simply break my neck to give him more than he

bought.

When any man on Cod's green earth shows such confi-

dence in my company. I've got to meet him on his own
ground and give him more than his money's worth.

I say he is a smart buyer.
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MY EYES SHUT"
He puts me on my honor. He relies on my past perform-

ances to deliver the goods.

He actually expects to get more than he bargained for^

and he puts me on the spot.

The same holds good for you.

You have an ingrained^ inherent confidence in Univer-
sal. You have no fears or misgivings about Universal. You
will sign a contract with the same blind confidence that
he displayed. And you won't be taking one chance out of

a million f

You are doing Universal no favor when you sign on the
dotted line with your eyes shut. You are putting a burden
on Universal, but you know almighty well you are doing
the smart thing.

Our contracts are pouring in. I am not gloating over this.

I am taking each new contract as an added RESPONSIBIL-

ITY — something Universal has got to live up to.

Universal will meet every such obligation—with pictures

that will make money for you. I promise no more. But I

promise that much.



Yours Fo I

NewspaperThe screen
masters the
impossible
to give you
the thrill

of a
lifetime !

H.G.WELLS

Imagine a man who
finds the means of
making himself in-

visible! . . .The plight

of the girl who loves
himi . . . The panic of
a world which hates
him! The drama of
the man. himself —
human, yet nothing;
nothing—yet a MAN!
Fantastic? . . . YesI
Unbelievable?. . .

COME AND SEEI

With Gloria Stuart, Claude
Rains, William Harrigan, Dudley
Digges, Una O’Connor, Henry
Travers, Forrester Harvey.
Screenplay by R. C. Sherriff.
Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Directed by James Whale.
Presented by Carl Laemmle.

A UNIVERSAL >
PICTURE

You’ll be surprised, amazed, mysti-

fied, stirred to the core by this stort-

ling drama, in which a great author's

most imaginative story has become
the screen’s most realistic thriller! ^

WitK Gloria Stuart, Claude Rains, William Harrigan, Dudley Oigges,

Una O'Connor, Henry Travers, Forrester Harvey. Screenplay by R. C
MarriK. Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by James Whale

Presented by Carl Laemmle. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.



does the screen
"show" on invisible

man... IN ACTION!
S'eat

most'ginativ,

COME AND SEE!

•fitrriB. Prod tr

: uwr.uvi br Cor?

P'cture;

If you can't

"see" him
how will
you know
he’s here,
he's there,
he’s every-
where ? ? ?

— he walks

!

— he talks!

— he fights!

— he loves!

— he KILLS!

VIS
MAI

Universal’s Fantastic Sensation
5luart, Claude Rains, iliam Harrijan, Dudley Diqaes

Una O Elinor, Her>ry Travers, Forrester Harvey. Screenplay by R C'
Sherrill Producer! by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by James Whale

Presented by Carl Laemmie A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

S®9 Whot
I

The p,c„

you .

.

W®- '^EUS’
Sensation

A Great
Campaigri —

Here are just a few samples

of the many newspaper ads

available on Universal's sensa-

tional thriller ! . . They're repro-

duced directly from the pages

of the press book . . . Get YOUR
copy a . a It's full of sure-fire

ideas for theatres of all types

a a a BACK THIS ONE UP WITH
EVERYTHING YOU'VE GOT a a

IT'S WORTHY OF IT

!

' ••tea Into fh« /
"

7* O. WELLS’

THE

With Gloria Stuart^ Claude Rains,

William Harridan, Dudley Oigges,

Una O’Connor. Hcniy Travers,
Forr4„ve.- Sar»ev. Screenplay by
R. C. Sherriir. r'rwduced oy Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by James
Whale. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

Ver>



Universal’s New Deal!

M. A. SHEA CIRCUIT
Embracing theatres in Amsterdam, N. Y.—Manchester, N. H.

Nashua, N. H. — Westfield, Mass. — Bradford, Pa.

— Conneaut, O. — Dover, O- — Fremont, O- —
Cambridge, O.—Marietta, 0.—Newark, O.

— Zanesviile, O. -- s/gns for

UNIVERSAL
—Features, News, Serials and Shorts for 1933-34

Thanks, Mr. Shea and associates, for

your confidence in Universal Pictures.

We will do our part!
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JN^EWS
• John Barrymore signed for
Universal, will play “Counsellor-
at-Law.” Picture starts this week.

• Universal Pictures set in Port-

land, Oregon, with John Ham-
rick and J. J. Parker and in

Seattle, Washington with Ham-
rick and with Jenssen and Von
Herberg.

• Lowell Sherman will act in

“The Man Who Reclaimed His
Head” as well as directing it. He
will play the heavy.

• “Oh, Promise Me,” Summer-
ville-Pitts, changed to “Sue Me.”
This was a Broadway play.

• John Boles signs for a musi-
cal at Universal City, to he writ-

ten and directed by Victor
Schertzinger, now called “Love
Time.”

• June Knight held over a se-

cond week in her personal ap-

pearance at the Paramount, N.Y.

• “Moonlight and Pretzels” held

over a third week at the Rialto,

N. Y. and looks like still more.

A Magazine forMotion Picture Exhibitors
Paut Gulick, Editor

Weekly Publishing Co.
Published Weekly by the Motion Picture

730 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Copyrighted 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.
{AU HightM R€M€rv0d)

Sept. 9, 1933

• Bebe Daniels and Doris Ken-
yon to play the leads with John
Barrymore in “Counsellor-at-
Law.” The production starts to-

day.

• Edmund Lowe flies to the
Coast for “Bombay Mail.”

• “Ladies Must Love” has just
come i|j. It’s a boudoir bandit
wow.

Chester Morris shows the light heavy-
iceight champ, Maxie Rosenbloom how
he is going to roughhouse him in
“Dangerous to Women.” Warren Hy-

mer looks on in amazement.

+ + +

• Roger Pryor signs long-term
contract with Universal. Is flying
to Universal City.

• “Saturday’s Millions,” this
year’s football picture by Lucien
Cary, completed at Universal
City.

• Paul Lukas signs new contract
with Universal. To star in “By
Candelight.”

ROGER PRYOR FLIES

Roger Pryor arrives at Cleveland en-
route to Universal City. He is looking
for his father the famous bandmaster.

John Boles to Sing
in Schertzinger Film

J
OHN BOLES has been signed for

a second Universal picture upon
completion of his role in "Only Yes-
terday." For years John Boles ad-
mirers have wanted him to sing in a

picture. In this picture he will sing.

The production is tentatively titled

Love Time." It is a story by Paul
Gangelin for which the music has
been composed by Victor Schertz-
inger. Schertzinger will also direct
the picture, which will be a B. F.

Zeidman production.

+ + +
^^The Poor Rich^^
For Horton-Oliver

A TITLE has just been chosen
for the first of several produc-

tions by a new starring team at Uni
versal City. This team consists of Ed-
ward Everett Horton and Edna May
Oliver. It Is hoped by Carl Laemmie,
Jr. to reproduce the success of the
Summerville-Pitts combination, the
latest of whose pictures, "Her First

Mate," goes into the Roxy this week.
The story chosen for the first Horton-
Oliver production is "The Poor Rich."
It was written by Dale Van Every and
John Bright. It will be directed by
Edward Sedgwick.
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INDUSTRY STARTLED AT UNIVE

STAR- BUYING SPREE
No Reporter
Monday

Monday being Labor
Day, the next issue of the
Hollywood Reporter you
receive will be that of

Tuesday. September 5.

Universal buying
stars. Great stuff. In-

dustry stands aghast
at Carl Laemmle,
Jr.’s closing for box-

office names like

John Barrymore.
Above tee have been
permitted to reproduce the
story printed by the Hollywood
Reporter when the news of Barrymore’s
signing for the star role in ^"Counsellor at Latv”

Signing of John Barrymore
Ends Name- Buying Week--
Grainger Wants Top-Notchers

Columbia Seeks Land!
Columbta is after Elissa Landi for

the starring role in "Let’s Fall in

*'ve,"th»3 musical production which
^oung is supervising. Miss Lan-

over at Universal on a one*
’n "By Candlel^ht

"

Signing of John Barrymore yesterday by Universal at a reputed

figure of $100,000 for "Counsellor-at-Law” is just another step

in a vigorous name-buying campaign according to those who
know the plans jimmy Grainger has set on the selling end of the
Carl Laemmle organization.

The acquisition of Barrymore cli-

maxed a busy name grabbing week!
for Universal. Elissa Landi and Wynne!
Gibson were earlier contracts while al

deal is hot with Fox for the retention!

of John Boles for more pictures after i

"Only Yesterday."
Big league directorial strength

so on the list of articles the studioj

(Continued on/f*age

on ‘Name’ Spree
(Continued from Page 1

)

"Hitll

committed itself to deliver to Grain-

ger when he took the "U" sales post.

This brought Lowell Sherman to the

fold this week and started a deal

which has Frank Berzage reading

"Zest
"

Numerous players have been under
consideratipn for the "Counsellor at

Law" lead with sc^e such as Onslow
Stevens standing tests with flying col-

ors as far as acting ability but not

measuring up to the exacting name
demands of. the new deal at "U "

^ol. Deal
leaked out in Hollywood. Coming on top of the closing
of Elissa Landi, Lowell Sherman, JVynne Gibson, Edmund
Lotve and the others closed last week, this proved a dramatic thunderbolt to the entire
population of the volatile movie capital. And there arc several more big deals on the fire.

""SUE ME” SEW TITLE
FOR SUMMERYILLE-PITTS

T
his week Universal changed the

title of the play which will be
either the first or second of the Slim

Summerville-ZaSu Pitts productions

released next season. The picture had
been finished in the studio under the

title "Oh, Promise Me." This was also

the title under which this play by
Bertram Robinson and Howard Lind-

say played on Broadway. It then had
Lee Tracy In the cast. After it was
completed and cut, Universal decided
to change the title to "Sue Me"
which will be its releasing title.

Eddie Buzzell directed. In addition

to the stars, the cast Includes Veree

Teasdale, Lucille Gleason, Purnell

Pratt and George Barbler.

EXPLOITATIOS IDEA
FOR ""SUE ME”

A t its first preview in Hollywood,

Joe Blair, reporting for Chick

Lewis' Showman's Round Table, made
some pertinent suggestions as to this

production which he declares has

many clever Incidents, a "different"

story and a box-office team of stars.

Here are his exploitation suggestions:

Exploitation: Cash In on the in-

creasing demand for this popular

comedy team. Tie-up with florists and
lingerie merchants for window dis-

plays. Ballyhoo this one, it will stand
up to all you can give It as a laugh
tonic served up as only the Summer-
ville-Pitts team can do It.

Joe Blair—Hollywood

USIVERSAL SUMMONS
EDMUND LOWE

DREAKING in upon his extremely^ successful personal appearance
tour. Universal summoned Edmund
Lowe this week to Universal City.

Edmund Lowe is going to make two

pictures for Universal this year. The

first one is "Bombay Mail" which Uni-

versal is casting In the big way which

Is extremely popular with theatre

audiences this year. Important an-

nouncements as to the cast will be

made next week. Also arrangements
will then be made for the second
picture which Edmund Lowe Is to be
featured. In spite of booking compli-

cations at Salt Lake City, Lowe ar-

rived in California on Saturday.
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RSAL STAR BUYING CAMPAIGN
John Barrymore to Star in ^^CounsellorAtLaw”

Universal All Set In

Portland and Seattle

J
OHN BARRYMORE will play the

stellar role in "Counsellor at

Law." This production, which has just

been newly fitted out with a movie
adaptation by its author, Elmer Rice,

went into production at Universal

City on September 8th. William

Wyler will direct.

Carl Laemmie, Jr. is anxious that

as many of the original cast as pos-

sible should play in the movie ver-

sion. Tests for the members of the

original cast have been going on in

New York for the last two weeks un-

der the direction of Charles Beahan,
eastern scenario and production

chief. As a result of these tests, four

members of the stage play left New
York on Saturday on the Century.

They are Clara Langsner, Malka
Kornstein, Angela Jacobs, and Elmer

Brown. Other members who are go-

ing in the movie version who played
in the stage version, are T. H. Man-
ning, Marvin Klein and John M.
Qualen.

Of all the players selected for the

role, John Barrymore is the one Carl

Laemmie, Jr. was most anxious to

sign and least confident of signing.

However, the unusual role of George
Simon was so Intriguing to Barrymore,

who had seen the play both in New
York and in Los Angeles a number
of times, that the contractual diffi-

culties standing between Barrymore

and Universal were overcome, where

they had signally failed in the case

of Paul Muni, through no fault's of

Muni's. Elmer Rice was also delight-

ed at the prospect of John Barry-

more playing the role, and left Uni-

versal City last Saturday confident

of a splendid moving picture version

of his play. He arrives in New York

next Wednesday.
As we go to press, Charles Beahan

is sending to the coast J. Hammond
Dailey, Vincent Sherman and Conway
Washburn. Mr. Dailey played the role

of Charles MacFadden, Washburn
that of Arthur Sandler, and Sherman

played in the Chicago company.

Two-a-Dayfor “5. 0.S.Iceberg
Universal yesterday started

an enthusiastic search for a
ttvo-a-day theatre on Broad-
way. Those tvho tvere privil-

eged to see ‘*S.O.S. iceberg^’

when it arrived in this coun-

try, predicted for it a sensa-

tional success as a roadshow

picture. Universal will start

it off with a two-a-day run in

ISew York.

John Boles and Margaret Sitllavan in a scene from
‘'Only Yesterday,” which is just being completed
at Vnivcrsal City for release on October 23rd.

JX RRANGEMENTS were completed this week whereby Uni-

•^versal first runs are definitely assured in Portland, Oregon,

and Seattle, Wash. In Portland, for instance. Universal pic-

tures are equitably divided between J. J. Parker's two theatres

and John Hamrick's two theatres. The Parker theatres are the

Broadway and the United Artists, whereas the Hamrick theatres

are called the Oriental and the Blue Mouse. In Seattle, Univer-

sal product is divided between John Hamrick's Music Box Thea-

tre and the Blue Mouse Theatre, and Jensen and Von Her-

berg's new coast palace, the New Roxy,

William Hurlhut Adapting

P
REPARATION for the filming of Charles G. Norris' popular
best seller, "Zest" got underway at Universal City this week

when William Hurlbut, well known Broadway playwright and
author of screen stories, was assigned by Carl Laemmie, Jr. to

write the treatment and continuity.

Hurlbut is one of the most prolific writers on the Universal

lot. His most recent work was the dialogue for John M. Stahl's

Only Yesterday," and the screenplay for his own story, "La-
dies Must Love," featuring June Knight.

"Zest" will be produced tor Universal's 1933-34 program.
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BIG Football Picture!
— Bigger than ‘‘The Spirit of Notre Dame^^

— Bigger than “The Alt American^^

— Bigger than any other football picture

ever made or planned... Big enough to de-

serve the most extensive and intensive

campaign youVe ever given a picture . . .

and released to you right when this country

will be at its annual fever heat over

FOOTBALL !

With ROBERT YOUNG, LEILA HYAMS, Johnny Mack Brown, Andy Devine Lucille

Lund (The All American Girl), Mary Carlisle, Grant Mitchell and All American Foot-

ball Stars. From the Saturday Evening Post Story by Lucian Cary. Screenplay by

Dale Van Every. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.

Presented by Carl Laemmie.



John Boles Gloria Stuart Margaret Sullavan Slim Summerville

FORECASTING
YOUR FAVORITES

I This four page story in

()
IVIODERNSCREEN

t ‘ is reproduced here by special permission of Ernest Heyn, its
*

^

editor. Modern Screen has a guaranteed circulation of
500,000 copies and is read by a great audience of more than

two million monthly.

I

F it can be said of any producing organization in Hol-

lywood that it is imbued with legend, that studio would

be Universal, with her low Spanish buildings sprawled over

acres and acres of a North Hollywood Valley, her many
"sets" that have stood for years, and the colorful group-

ings of real and motion picture cowboys that habitually

group around her gates and entrances.

But deeper than all external "color," is the spirit of

the two men, father and son, who are not merely the

production hecids of Universal, but actually its life and

its morale.

The Laemmles, benevolent and revered Carl Laemmie
Sr., whose smile is slow and kind, who at one time or an-

other has held the contracted services of three quarters

of the great names of Hollywood, and his son. Junior,

whose eyes are alert, and whose smile is quicker to come
because his is the newer blood of enthusiasm that lives

for the future.

C
ARL LAEMMLE, Jr., born only twenty-five years ago;

born, in fact, on the very day his father started his

first motion picture. Is the youngest executive In the in-

dustry and the only head of a studio who was "born in

the business." When Carl, Sr., handed the entire man-
agement of Universal Studios over to his son when Junior

was twenty-one years old, Hollywood shook it head and
muttered: "It won't be long." Since then, "Junior has

made them admit that a boy of twenty-one CAN oper-

ate a studio and have complete charge of paying out ten

millions a year, if that boy Is BORN to the business.

Newer organizations, with glittering new stars and per-

sonalities, may come and go. Movie trails may be blazed

on foreign fields. But I think It might well be said that

Universal, like Tennyson's famous brook, probably will

go on forever.

Even In the midst of their most ambition film under-

takings, "All Quiet on the Western Front;" all the Boris

Karloff thriller series, the sensationally successful "Back

Street," with John Boles and Irene Dunne, there has been
an atmosphere of siesta and calm pervading the sun-

baked lot with its great, pepper-shade trees. The visitor

feels that even the hectic life of the movies has somehow
become more leisurely and tempered here. The throb of

production Is muffled. One senses that a great deal of

time and thought has gone into the preparation of those

companies on the various sound stages. The constant rush

of speed that is so noticeable on other lots is mysteriously

missing here.

I had not talked long with Junior Laemmie in his com-
fortably appointed office on the studio grounds before the

affable and gently-mannered young man himself supplied

the keynote of this Impression:

H e said, "My father and I enjoy making pictures. Our
producflon schedule Is never so crowded that we are

forced to lose Intimate, personal contact with every pic-

ture being produced on this lot, from the Westerns and
short features, to our 'specials' and feature productions.

We try not to lose sight of the fact that the movies are

a creative art as well as a commercial industry.

"Perhaps a year or so ago I, personally, permitted that

idea to run away with me. Our production output was
tremendously slowed down so that more time and effort

could go into the polishing of certain 'dream pictures,'

such as 'All Quiet on the Western Front' and 'Back

Street.' My idea at the time was that a great story was
the thing.

"Last year we made twenty-six feature length films.

This year there will be thirty-six. The recent two months
shut-down of production at the studio allowed the neces-



Paul Lukas

By

WALTER

RAMSEY

Leila Hyams June Knight Onslow Stevens

Lew Ayres ZaSu Pitts Russ Columbo

.. . Hollywood shook its head when,

at the age of twenty-one, Carl

Laemmie, Jr., was put in complete

charge at Universal. A mere boy

to decide how ten millions a year

should be spent! Now he confides

in you what's in store for his stars

sary ample time to prepare carefully the stories and

scripts of this Increased production. Last year fifty per-

cent of our screen material was original screen plays.

This year a decided majority of our stories are from

established plays and best seller and popular books. In

this category are: 'Only Yesterday,' now in production,

with Margaret Sullavan, John Boles and Billie Burke,

under the direction of John Stahl; Charles Norris' 'Zest,'

Fanny Hurst's 'Imitation of Life,' 'S. O. S. Iceberg,' 'The

Good Red Bricks,' 'The Man Who Reclaimed His Head '

two elaborate musicals, 'Love Time' with John Boles, and
'The Great Ziegfeld,' and many others.

"You can judge by this that we have not changed our

original idea that a great story is the thing, but there Is

one important factor which will be a change. And that
is, Universal is going on a great 'screen personality' hunt.

From now on, our policy will be great stories with great
personalities.

(Continued on Cage 26)

A



old-

fashioned

ideas!

^^They’’ used to say that a re-issue was

the hunk . . . And along came ^^King of

Jazz’’—with a few of the following re-

sults (from Variety): Pulled the Fox

(Phila.) gross over Summer normal by

$500 . . . ^^Took in $1,500 over the

average intake at the Liberty, Portland”

. . . Reissue clicked to $1,400 at Alamo,

Louisville” . . . and son on all over the

country . . . YOU will boost YOUR aver-

age if you PLAY IT ISOW !
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Tarzan A Mind Reader

Says Ken Maynard

Tarzan Favors

Blonde Leading Ladies

Scenes from Ken Maynard’s next picture

^^Straicberry Roan.” This feature has

Ruth Hall as leading lady. But Maynard,
Tarzan and Miss Hall will have to work
like the dickens to produce a greater

thriller than ‘^The Trail Drive.”

Maynard is glad credit was "easy"
when he bought Tarzan some years

ago. The cowboy screen star ac-

quired Tarzan on the installment

plan, paying a little down and the

rest when his cowboy pay check came.
Now the famous Palomino steed is

worth many thousands of dollars, and
it would take many thousands more
to make Maynard part with his loyal

film partner who carries him on his

hair-raising escapes.

Maynard spent hour upon hour

teaching him to react to signals,

words, gestures and whistles, until

today, Maynard confidently claims

Tarzan can read his mind.

go
do
do
by

"Tarzan is entirely unusual

and different from other ed-

ucated horses," says Ken
Maynard, "because he can
perform his stunts when com-
pletely away from anyone.

He is the only horse I have
ever known who can
completely out of sight,

what he is supposed to

and return, unaided
words or signals. That,

claim, is real 'horse sense.'

He is especially partial to

blonde leading ladies, I have
noticed—another striking ev-

idence of his smartness!

Lucille Browne in "King of

the Arena," Gloria Shea in

"The Fiddlin' Buckaroo" and
now Cecelia Parker in "The
Trail Drive," have Tarzan
eating out of their hands.

The phenomenal animal
accounts for some amazing
feats in "The Trail Drive,"

which presents Maynard as

an honest range rider who
undertakes to protect cattle-

men from a dishonest steer

"king." One of the spectacular high-

lights of the picture is said to be a

stampede of 3500 head of Texas long-

horn steers, which Maynard, astride

Tarzan, succeeds in stopping in a

breath-taking chase.

Ken Maynard's current picture Is

"Strawberry Roan," a title which will

immediately call to mind the great-

est wild horse that ever lived. The
Strawberry Roan fights a terrific

battle with Tarzan In the picture. The
cast includes the beautiful Ruth Hall,

as shown above In the pictures with

Maynard and Tarzan. Contrary to

precedent, Ruth is a brunette. It was
directed by Alan James.

T
he smartest animal in the world,

in the opinion of Ken Maynard, is

the horse. The smartest horse in his

opinion. Is Tarzan.

The tall Texas cowboy star whose
latest smashing Universal western is

"The Trail Drive," has had many
mounts in his career in the saddle,
and believes the intelligence dis-

played by man's equine friend sur-

passes that of dogs and elephants,
two other friends of man supposed to

have understanding of unusual de-
gree.

Tarzan, Maynard's palomino mount,
Is "as smart as I am," in the words
of the screen rider.



HERE S HOW TO

With JUNE KNIGHT, NEIL HAMIL-
TON, SALLY O’NEILL, DOROTHY
BURGESS, MARY CARLISLE, Oscar

Apfel, George E. Stone, Virginia

Cherrill. Suggested by a play by

William Hurlburt. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Directed by E. A. du

Pont. Presented by Carl Laemmie.



MAKE MONEY!
look this picture . . . Set it

ri for your fattest playing
ime . . . Get a copy of Uni-
ersal's smash press book
. . Plan and execute a REAL
CAMPAIGN, playing up
he drama, the laughs, the
ongs, the dance numbers,
he gags and everything
Jse youVe got to sell in

his one . . . THAT'S ALL
HERE IS TO IT!



Mary Car-

lisle, beautiful

blonde who made such

a hit in “College Humor,’^

and appears in a splendid role

in “Ladies Must Love,*’ is also a

feature of “Saturday’s Millions.”

In spite of her beauty of face and of

figure, Edward Sedgwick gave Mary

Carlisle a comedy part in this picture.

Read ‘
^Saturday's Millions^

^

In Saturday Evening Post

S
TARTING next week, Lucian Cary's story,

"Saturday's Millions," will begin in the Satur-

day Evening Post. It is divided into three install-

ments over three consecutive weeks. Lucian Cary

is one of the Post's favorite authors and In his own

right has a tremendous reading public. This foot-

ball story will undoubtedly be the big football

story of the year. Post editors say so, as will be

seen in the accompanying advertisement taken

from the current Saturday Evening Post. The first

Installment starts next week and every exhibitor

who runs this picture should tell his audience to

follow the story in the next three issues of the Post.

"Saturday's Millions" was completed at Uni-

versal City two weeks ago. Universal bought the

moving picture rights the moment the Post had

accepted the story and completed the production

in time for early October release. It has a splen-

did cast of football players as well as a splendid

list of principals including Robert Young, Leila

Hyams, Johnny Mack Brown, Andy Devine, Grant

Mitchell, Mary Carlisle, Mary Doran, Paul Porcasi,

Richard Tucker, Herbert Corthell and Lucille Lund,

"The All American Girl."
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Interesting Itemi
^^Myrt and Marge”

Win Popularity Test
YRT AND MARGE" will celebrate their first anniversary

I • on the air with the broadcast of the Wednesday, Novem-
ber 2, episode in their adventures, from 7:00 to 7:15 P.M., E.S.T.,

over the WABC-Columbla network, (10:45 to I 1:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

for stations from Chicago west). An elaborate program of equal

interest to both old and new listeners is planned by Authoress

Myrtle Vail ("Myrt") and Director Bobby Brown.

Despite the fact that neither Myrt nor Marge had been inside

a radio studio until the advent of their program, and that they

were off the air for three months during the summer, the act

has won first places In newspaper popularity contests conducted

in both the east and middle west. Within three months after

their advent in the air-lanes their fan mail was on a par with

that of many of the long-established favorites.

The program is produced In Columbia's Chicago studios.

"Myrt" is Myrtle Vail. "Marge" is her daughter, Donna Damerel.

^Myrt and Marge” Musical Hits
//k^YRT AND MARGE," the Bryan Foy-Universal productionI which marks the screen debut of the popular radio team,

Myrt and Marge, is one of the new type of musicals. It features

three song hits, especially composed for the picture, entitled

"What Is Sweeter (Than the Sweetness of I Love You"), "Isle of

Blues" and "Draggin' My Heels Around." These numbers are in-

troduced by such well-known vaudeville, radio and musical com-

edy stars as Eddie Foy, Jr., Grace Hayes, Trixie Friganza, Ted

Healy and His Stooges, Myrt and Marge themselves, and Col-

Inette and her ballet, all of whom have important roles In the

picture. In addition to these, the cast includes many well-known

stage and screen stars, among them Thomas E. Jackson (of

"Broadway" fame), J. Farrell MacDonald, and Ray Hedge. A1

Boasberg directed.

NEXT WEEK
SATURDAY’S MILLIONS,

by Lucian Cary

The Saturday Evening Post readers know
Mr. Cary's stories of boxing, tennis, hunting

and shooting. This new serial is fine football,

but it is much more, and will hold those who
are not football fans as well as those who are.

THE BAGPIPES OF SPRING,
by Stephen Vincent Benet

The story opens with the arrival of The
M'Qliskie of Glask in his New York pent'

house and carries on through dog fights and

lovers' quarrels to a happy ending, to the tunc

of Black Donal's Lament.

This is the way Satevepost advertises it’s own story

“Saturday’s Millions.”
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About Universal Pictures
FIRST OLIVER HORTON PRODUCTION

WILL BE ^^THE POOR RICW^

A TITLE has been chosen tor the first of three productions by

a new starring team at Universal City. This team consists

of Edward Everett Horton and Edna May Oliver. It is hoped by

Carl Laemmie, Jr. to reproduce the success of the Summerville-

Pitts combination, the latest of whose pictures, "Her First Mate,"

is at the Roxy this week. The story chosen for the first Horton-

Oliver production is "The Poor Rich." It was written by Dale Van

Every and John Bright. It will be directed by Edward Sedgwick

and will go into production as soon as Summerville finishes with

"Tin Pants."

Roger Pryor of Moonlight and Pretzels*^

Arrives in Universal City by Plane

N othing succeeds like success. Because of the acclaim

which has come to Roger Pryor in his first moving picture,

"Moonlight and Pretzels," which has been held over at the Rialto

Theatre, Universal sent him out by airplane on Saturday to Uni-

versal City for Stanley Bergerman's first production. When
Stanley Bergerman, who came east to supervise "Moonlight and

Pretzels," chose Roger Pryor for the principal male lead opposite

Mary Brian, he felt so confident of his success that he induced

Universal to take an option on Pryor's further services in the

movies.

"Moonlight and Pretzels" bore out all of Bergerman's antici-

pation. He was a hit. The option would normally have been

exercised on the first of November, but with the audience re-

action to Pryor, the criticisms from all over the country, and the

interest displayed by other companies. Universal not only ex-

ercised the option immediately, but put Pryor under long-term

contract and is scheduling him for early production at Universal

City.

Pryor stopped briefly in Cleveland to meet his father, Arthur

Pryor, the bandmaster, who is playing with his band in Cleveland

this week and next at the Beer convention.

^^Ladies Must Love^’
Has Four Song Hits

J
UNE KNIGHT, who makes her screen debut in "Ladies Must
Love," has several song numbers, especially written for her

musical talents in the production, and judging from the em-
phatic success with which she put over the hit numbers of the

Broadway musical comedy "Take a Chance," these songs in

"Ladies Must Love" should be among the best-sellers as soon

as the picture plays its first-runs. June not only sings a song, but

she dances it as well, and for Miss Knight to sponsor a number
means it's a sure hit !

In "Ladies Must Love," the musical numbers include "Tonight
May Never Come Again," "Someone to Love," "I'd Worship
Him Just the Same" and "I'm Living with the Bluebirds Again,"
all published by Sherman, Clay and Company. "Ladies Must
Love," featuring, besides Miss Knight, Neil Hamilton, Mary Car-
lisle, Dorothy Burgess and Sally O'Neill, will have its New York
premiere shortly at the Rialto Theatre. It was directed by E. A.
Dupont, the man who made "Variety."

Universal Newsreel Ties Up
With Radio Station for First Time

F
or the first time in its history, the Universal

Newspaper Newsreel has made a double tie-

up with newspaper and radio in the same city,

thereby extending its circulation by several mil-

lion beyond the actual theatre-goers who see the

news on the screen. By its affiliation with the

Philadelphia Inquirer and Radio Station WCAU
of that city, the tremendous newsgathering fa-

cilities of the Graham McNamee-Universal
newsreel are placed before the listeners of the

Radio station each day of the week, except Sun-

days, at 9:45 A. M. and at 5:15 P. M., when the

famous news service of WCAU broadcasts.

Robert Young and Leila Hyams in an inter-

esting scene from ^‘Saturday’s Millions.”

These two carry the romantic interest of
this year’s football picture which was ad-

apted from Lucian Cary’s three-part foot-

ball story in the Saturday Evening Post.

It starts next tveek. Read it.



With Ted Healy, Eddie Foy, Jr., Thomas

Jackson, J. Farrell MacDonald, Ray

dge, Grace Hayes, Trixie

The Big Feature
of Radio Now a
Big Screen Feature!

In most sections of the country
Myrt and Marge are the biggest
drawing team on the air...Now
you can have them on your
screenina great featurecomedy
hailed as one of the most im-
portant pieces of hysterical
nonsense ever screened . .

.

“Curiosity-appeal” alone will

get you crowds; the picture will
send them away laughing and
selling it to their friends.
BOOK IT NOW!



What do
they look
like??

Millions

of radio

fans will

want to

SEE>>
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MORE NEW YORK REVIEW]]
William Boelinel Calls It ^^Funniest of Series”

Reviewer of the World-
Telegrom, says it is gen-

uinely funny.

T he latest of the domestic come-
dies of the ZaSu Pitts-Slim Sum-

merville school is called "Her First

Mate" and is now on view at the

original Roxy. It is less boisterous

than their preceding films—it is given

to chuckles rather than guffaws—but

I am going to tell you that it is gen-

uinely amusing and is, I think, the

funniest of their series.

.Here Slim Summerville is Jack Hor-

ner, who longs to sail the seven seas

but who must content himself with a

job selling peanuts and popcorn on

the Albany night boat. His wife wants

him to buy a ferry boat with their

savings, but he wants a real seago-

ing ship. When, unknown to Jack,

Mary buys the ferry boat. Jack later

mortgages their home and invests

the money in a freighter.

The resulting complications cause

many an amusing moment and indi-

cate that Miss Pitts and Mr. Summer-

ville are rapidly developing into an

important comedy team.

And How They Like ^‘Mooi
WESTERN UNION

AUG 28, 19.33

L. .1. McGINLEY MGR
LMVER8AL FILIVI EXCHANGE
SE ATTLE WASHINGTON

MOONXIGHT PRETZELS
ADVANCED AD>IISSION PRICE
OPENING TODAY RANKS
W ITH FORTY SECOND ST
AND GOLD DIGGERS AS ONE
OF YEARS BIGGEST STOP
AL DIENCE RE ACTION GREAT
W ITH DUSTY SHOES NUMBER
A TREMENDOUS nNALE
PRODUCING SPONTANEOUS
APPLAUSE AT FINISH STOP
UNIVERSAL HAS UNDOUBT-
EDLY CRASHED THROUGH
ANOTHER TIMELY ENTER-
TAINMENT TH AT W ILL BE
ONE OF THE HIGH MONEY
PICTURES OF YEAR STOP
CONSIDER TODAYS BUSINESS
PHENOMENAL IN VIEW OF
TREMENDOUS HANDICAP
OPENING SO FAR AHEAD OF
SEATTLE PORTLAND AND
SPOKANE FIRST RUNS AND
FACT THAT Tl NFS HAVE
.lUST BARELY STARTED
GOING GOOD OVER RADIO
STOP PROTECT US PO.SSIBLE
I lOLIX )VER W EDNESDAY
CONFIRMING BY SPECIAL
DELOERV REGARDS

EDDIE RIVERS
(iRANADA THEATRE
LEWISTON IDAHO

BEST MUSICAL

CENTRAL THEATRES CO.
Ambassador Building

St. Louis, Missouri

Ambassador

Missouri

Grand Central

August 23, 1933

Mr. J. E. Garrison,

Universal Pictures Exchange,

3320 Olive Street,

St. Louis, Mo.

My dear Garrison:

I thought you would be inter-

ested in knowing that our busi-

ness at the Missouri this week

is the biggest we have had dur-

ing the summer season and we

attribute this, for the most part,

to "Moonlight and Pretzels"

which was well liked and praised

highly by our patrons. Some of

them even remarked it was the

best musical picture they had

seen this year.

Kindest regards and best

wishes, I am

Sincerely,

(Signed) Geo. D. Tyson

[WESTERN UNIONI
SAN FRANCISCO CAL

AUG 23
JOE WEIL
UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP
730 FIFTH AVENUE

MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS
OPENED GOLDENGATE TO-
DAY TO TWENTY SEX
HUNDRED DOLLARS STOP
THIS TOPS ANY OPENING WE
HAVE HAD IN PAST YEAR
WITH EXCEPTION OF AIR
MAIL W HICH HAD ARMISTICE
DAY OPENING AND YET
TOPPED MOONLIGHT BY
LESS THAN HUNDRED
DOLLARS STOP AUDIENCE
REACTION GREAT

BEN WESTLAND

WESTERN UNION
WX893I si;—WILDWOOD NJ

MIKE LANDOW
MGR UNIVERSAL PICTURES
PHILADELPHIA PENN

JUST FINISHED PLAYING
MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS
ITS A GREAT PICTURE AND
W E RECOMMEND IT TO ANY
HOUSE LOOKING FOR REAL
ENTERTAINMENT EQUAL OR
BETTER THAN ANY MUSICAL
WE HAVE EVER SEEN

HUNTS THEATRES
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IS LIKE “HER EIRST MATE”
Bland Johansson Says in Mirror

Pitts - Summerville Film
At 7th Are. Roxy
Full of Laughs

ZASU and Slim never had a better

vehicle for their familiar clown-

ing than this "Her First Mate." Brisk,

lively, funny, it tells the story of a

young man obsessed by a yearning

for the sea, of thg little wife who at-

Harvey as Surprised
R. W. Harvey of the Harvey

Amusement Company of Watson-

ville, California got the surprise of

his life last week. He had booked one

picture, and as a substitute had to

play "Moonlight and Pretzels." The

original picture had burned up in the

exchange. "Moonlight and Pretzels"

burned up in the theatre! It gave

Harvey such a tremendous kick in the

two days that it substituted for the

other picture, that he wrote the fol-

lowing letter to Barney Rose, mana-

ger of Universal's San Francisco Ex-

change, from which he had booked it.

Dear Barney:

I have been intending to write you the

past week but until now have been so busy

that I haven't had time.

As you know we played "Moonlight and

Pretiels" here at the Madera Theatre on

Aug. 6-7, without any advance billing what-

soever. Through a ball-up we did not re-

ceive the show booked so we substituted

"Moonlight and Pretzels" the day of Aug.

6th.

Without the benefit of any advance ad-

vertising this picture grossed the highest

for Sunday-Monday in two months. A slide

was run before the feature announcing the

substitution and through a careful check,

we did not have one kick from the patrons.

The show was so good that Monday's busi-

ness was double of the weeks before.

Enclosed find a small article written by

our local critic. This column cannot be

swayed. Like Adeline, I think "Moonlight

tempts to please him by buying a

ferryboat.

Strutting about the village of Snag

Harbor, Slim constantly laments the

disgrace of his profession, first mate

of a Hudson River night boat. In

reality he is the peanuts and crack-

erjack butcher. He refuses ZaSu's

proposition that they buy a ferry-

boat, He wants salt water, a four-

masted schooner on the seven seas.

and Pretzels" is as fine a musical as has

been produced this year. It also spells

money in the box office.

While I am handing out roses, here is

another—we played one of your "World's

Greatest Thrills" reels and it also is a

knockout. Remarkable, is the public's reac-

tion.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) R. W. HARVEY, Mgr.

^MOUNTAIN MUSIC '

Louise Fazenda does
her stuff again in this

W arren Doane comedy
with the elongated Vic-

tor Potel. IPs a

UNIVERSAL rSl COMEDY

Is Rousing Fun ”

ZaSu, however, is persuaded to

buy the ferryboat. Infuriated, Slim

trades their house for his schooner.

The fun which ensues is extravagant.

The tribulations of Slim's sister,

Una Merkel, and her lifeguard, War-

ren Hymer, are a lively and diverting

part of the plot. The picture has a

quality unusual to the Pitts and Sum-

merville type of comedy. That qual-

ity is speed. Something happens

every minute. And those somethings

are unvaryingly funny.

Slim and ZaSu happily are pitted

against such able clowns as Una

Merkel and Warren Hymer in pro-

viding the laughs. Una and Warren

are such perfect foils for each other

the picture suggests a new comedy

team. In "Her First Mate" honors are

even between the two couples.

You'll howl at ZaSu's ruse to pre-

vent Slim's deserting her. You'll be

convulsed by ZaSu and Una on the

Albany Night boat. Hymer's life-

saving prowess will leave you limp.

Whether or not you belong to

the Large Army of Pitts-Summerville

Fans, "Her First Mate" is matchless

rowdy fun. From start to finish, it

keeps you howling.

+ + +

Making 3rd Mentone

O utdoor sequences were fin-

ished Wednesday on "The Big

Benefit," two-reel Mentone variety

production for Universal release. This

subject, the third in a series of thir-

teen, is being constructed for juven-

ile as well as adult appeal. In addi-

tion to a group of talented young-

sters, "The Big Benefit" contains the

following name personalities: Rex

Weber, Rae Samuels, Little Jack

Little, Pope & Louie, Evans & Mayer,

Leon Janney and the Four Mullen

Sisters. Indoor stuff was shot Fri-

day, (Sept. 1st) at West Coast Serv-

ice Studios. Lynn Shores is directing

from a script furnished by Ballard

MacDonald, and Frank Zucker is

chief cameraman.

ight and Pretzels’^



Yes. baby, ifs love-REAL LOVE
that every exhibitor has for a

picture that keeps getting box-
office reports like these in the
trade papers (Motion Picture
Daily): 'Third big week at Rialto.

N. Y. . . $2,500 over weekly av-
erage in Des Moines . . . $1,000
over average in Boston . . . $1,000
over average in Kansas City . . .

$2,500 over average in Denver
. . . $500 over average in Min-
neapolis . . . $500 over average
in St. Paul . . . $700 over aver-
age in Los Angeles''— and so on.

all over the map

!



WILLIAM ROWLAND
-MONTE BRICE

Production presented

by

CARL LAEMMLE

With Leo Carrillo, Mary Brian, Roger Pryor, Herbert

Rawlinson, Lillian Miles, Bobby Watson, William Frawley,

Alexander Gray, Bernice Claire, Jack Denny and his or-

chestra, Frank and Milt Britton and Band . . . Story by

Monte Brice, Sig Herzig and Arthur Jarrett . . . Screen-

play by Sig Herzig . . . Dances staged by Bobby Con-
nolly • . . Music Supervision by Jay Gorney . . . songs and

Lyrics by Jay ,Gorney, Herman Hupfeld, Al Siegel

Sammy Fain, E. Y. Harburg . . . Directed by Karl Freund.

Dialogue direction by Monte Brice.

Supervised by Stanley Bergerman.
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FORE-
CASTING
YOUR
FAVOR-
ITES

From the story in

MODERN
SCREEN
Reprinted hy

Special

Permission

CARL LAEMMLE
President Universal Pictures

(Continued from Page 13)

IKE every other studio in Holly-

^wood, Universal has discovered

that the greatest movie success is

based on the greatest movie person-

alities. We want stars. We are plan-

ning to develop them, borrow them.

We must have them to successfully

carry out our elaborate plans for the

year.

"So anxious are we to discover and
exploit sensational screen personali-

ties, that we are at present conduct-

ing a Junior Stock Company to pro-

vide an apprenticeship for a few
promising youngsters who have per-

sonality and need development.

"In the meantime, I can say with-

out reservation that I think we have

the greatest screen find of the year

in Margaret Sullavan. Practically un-

known to movie audiences, she is

slated for so important a picture to

our schedule as 'Only Yesterday.'

"An entirely different type is June
Knight, recently put under contract

by this studio. June has fire, vivacity

and a keen sense of showmanship.

She was formerly a professional ball-

room dancer and was the last 'beauty'

to be glorified by Ziegfeld. She will

do several musicals for us and light,

sophisticated comedies such as Con-

stance Talmadge made when she was

apearing on the screen. I am expect-

ing a great deal from June.

"Gloria Stuart, who has been with

us for several years, is another girl

who is going to be given every op-

portunity to develop artistically.

When she returns from her present

engagement with Eddie Cantor in

'Roman Scandals ' she will be teamed
with Paul Lukas in 'Giant Plane.'

"Our surprise star of the year will

be Russ Colombo, the radio headlin-

er. Columbo has an extraordinary

voice, plus a great romantic appeal.

"We are recruiting our former star.

Lew Ayres, for two pictures this year,

Leila Hyams has come to us under

contract for several pictures, Onslow
Stevens, who was seen opposite Ma-
rion Davies in 'Peg o' My Heart,' has

. Sept 9, 1933

been engaged foi 'Wanted at Head-
quarters' and 'Imitation of Life.' We
consider Mr. Stevens one of the most
interesting leading men now appear-

ing on the screen.

difficulty with Paul Lukas

will be in keeping him on hand
for the many pictures we want to use

him in. He is so popular in his own
particular field that we have a con-

stant waiting list wanting to borrow
him.

"With the return of musicals, John
Boles is solid gold at the box-office.

Not to sound superstitious about it,

but I am always delighted to sign

Boles to one of our pictures because
the pictures he has done for us have

been sensationally successful. I rate

him as a lucky omen for 'Only Yes-

terday' and 'Love Time.'

"Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts

have proved at the box-office that

they are the most popular comedy
team of the past year and, with

good comedy stories and plenty of

new gags, there can be little lessen-

ing of their laugh appeal to the pub-

lic.

"We will not make as many horror

pictures as last season, but will make
several novelty-imaginative films, one

of which will be 'The Return of Frank-

enstein,' which brings Karloff back in

the role of the monster he made fa-

mous.

"Not in fifteen long years has Hol-

lywood offered greater opportunity

to those who can qualify for movie

stardom, but never has Hollywood

demanded such a demonstration of

personality and inherent talent as it

now must to meet the rigid demands

of the future."

As he finished this, Carl Laemmie,

Jr. turned to his secretary and dic-

tated a notice to press:

"Universal Studio has just made an

appropriation of an additional two

million dollars for its 1933 - 34

schedule."

This startling announcement brings

the budget of Hollywood's youngest

producer to over twelve millions. We
have a hunch that those extra millions

will be carefully used to produce new

starsl Let's watch the results I



^ A DIGEST OF THE BEST
EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

a J i. MBBSam

CTIOff

HELLO, NEW SHOW SEASON!
Labor Day has gone—and with it

the end of vacations! The beginning

of a new show season is here! Schools

are opening—folks are back getting

settled down for the business of liv-

ing at home again!—and going to

the movies! Why not welcome home
those of your townspeople who you

know have been away for the sum-

mer, with a personalized letter that

also tells them of your plans for the

Fall and Winter?

Why not start now to arrange for

special school matinee days?

Why not secure the co-operation

of school authorities by offering some

special prizes for excellent school

work during the term?

How about stepping up your post-

ing, now that there are more people

in town to draw from?

Are you giving proper attention to

pepping up your lobby and front dis-

plays? Making them so darned at-

tractive, people will just have to no-

tice and talk about them?
Why not go over your mailing list,

bring it up to date and put it to

work?

And what's the matter with mak-
ing some personal calls on the neigh-

boring merchants? Win their confi-

dence and co-operation. They can

help you sell pictures and you can

help them sell merchandise!

Hooray! Daylight Saving is almost

over—vacation time is behind us

—

business is showing marked improve-

ment everywhere—and we're getting

set tor a revival of real show busi-

ness. Let's all get busy and be ready

to ride along with the new business

that's headed this way.

HARRY ORMISTON

CARR'S FINE FRONT FOR "MOONLIGHT " IN BUFFALO

John Carr, manager,

and Charles Taylor,

p. a., at Shea’s Hippo-

drome, Buffalo, N. Y.,

are responsible for

this attractive front

display on “Moonlight
and Pretzels.’’ Tteenty-

four and three sheet

cut-outs were used
with special art panels,

a big pretzel display

and the giant cut-out

accessory hanger.

LARGEST PRETZEL!

The World’s largest pretzel, made by the
National Biscuit Company in Buffalo.
N. Y., as a tie-up with “Moonlight and
Pretzels’’ playing at the Hippodrome.
The Three “X” Sisters of the radio are
showing its comparative size for the

newspapers.

LARGEST PRETZEL STUNT
LANDS NICE PUBLICITY IN
"MOONLIGHT 'CAMPAIGN
T HE largest pretzel ever made was baked
* by the Buffalo branch of the National
Biscuit Company in a tie-up engineered by
John Carr and Charles Taylor, of Shea's

Hippodrome, for their "Moonlight and
Pretzels" campaign. In addition to getting

important news breaks, the pretzel was used
as a front display and as a local parade
attraction. A card, tying it up to the pic-

ture, and describing its size and weight with

other interesting statistics, was used with It.

Carr and Taylor placed two hundred and
fifty display cards tying up Leo Carrillo as

a star of the picture and as the feature of

the Chase and Sanborn radio hour. These
were displayed by leading grocers. They ar-

ranged fifty music store displays on the

Victor record and used the Beck Shoe tie-up

and the pretzel give-away stunt described
in the pressbook.

An intensive broadcasting campaign, wide
billing and extra newspaper space com-
pleted the campaign. Albert S. Nathan,
Universal exploiteer, assisted.
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"MOONLIGHT" - "DON’T BET ON LOVE" - "BE MINE"
GIVEN EXPLOITATION BOOSTS BY LEADING SHOWMEN

Dallas is Ginger Rogers’ home toivn, so when Louie Charninsky, note manager of the

Capitol Theatre, booked “Don’t Bet On Love’’ he ivent after that Rogers angle in a

big way as his front shows!

L
OUIS CHARNINSKY, manager of

the Capitol Theatre, Dallas,

aroused a lot of Interest In his en-

gagement of "Be Mine Tonight"

through distribution of a teaser call-

ing card. Most of the card was taken

up with the title of the picture, but

in one corner was a suggestion that

the reader call the theatre phone
number. There was nothing more on

the card. Charninsky says he had
two nice looking young ladies hand
these out on the principal streets of

the town and that for two weeks the

theatre phone was busy with curious

callers. Of course they received a

sales talk on the picture.

Other features of his campaign in-

cluded a street car ballyhoo, equip-

ped with sound, several broadcasts

of the music, a preview for the Gov-
ernor and other distinguished guests,

a phone campaign and special lobby

and front. Forty thousand heralds

were distributed within a twenty mile

radius.

+ + +

NASHVILLE CORNERS
FOR 3 SHEET CUT-OUTS

Dewey MOUSSON, manager of

the Knickerbocker Theatre, Nash-

ville, Tenn., certainly had the town
talking about his engagement of

"Moonlight and Pretzels" with his

three sheet girl cut-outs placed on

downtown corners. To make them
more attractive at night, Mousson
ran strings of colored electric lights

from the theatre to the cut-outs on

nearby corners. He also landed four

giant pretzels in as many windows
through a tie-up with a local bakery.

"MOONLIGHT " SHOT GETS
CHEVROLET PARADE

FOR KEARNEY

O NE of the scenes in "Moonlight and

Pretzels" shows the big Chevrolet elec-

tric sign at Times Square. When Bernard

Kearney, manager of the Rialto Theatre,

Amsterdam, N. Y. saw it he invited the

local Chevrolet dealer to see the picture.

Result was an effective tie-up whereby the

auto dealer arranged for a parade of a fleet

of new cars, a local band, boy scouts and

about twenty-five of the city s best looking

gals to ride in the cars. Three giant pret-

zels. with appropriate copy, were carried

in the line of march, one at the beginning,

one in the center and one at the end. The

band played numbers from the picture and

the care were bannered with tie-up signs.

A very nice stunt, Kearney! Let s hear from

you more often!

NOVEL MARQUEE STUNT

ONE of the features of the "Moon-
light and Pretzels" campaign

staged by Robert M. Paskow, mana-

ger and Robert Deitch, publicity

manager, at the Stanley Theatre,

Jersey City, N. J., was the special

treatment given the lobby and mar-

quee.

Above is a photograph showing a

section of the marquee top and two

of a series of shadow boxes that were

used all around the canopy. The

figures are the life-size cut-outs de-

scribed in the pressbook, and were

very effective against a black back-

ground. Similar shadow boxes and

large panels with cut-out figures and
special lighting effects were used in

the Inner lobby and on the front.

A score of window displays on the

music and other tie-ups, numerous

broadcasts of the hit songs, special

car cards, wide billing and extra

newspaper space were also used in

the campaign.

CHARNINSKY'S "BE MINE" FRONT FOR AUSTIN

Louie Charnin-

sky’s eye - stop-

ping front for

his engagement

of “Be Mine
Tonight” at the

Queen Theatre,

Austin, Texas.

Charninsky is

standing at tho

right.



Book me^ brother book me!
I am the great and only Oswald. Pardon
me for hating myself, but I'm good. The
audiences start to applaud the instant my
name is announced on the main title of

my screen cartoons. Then they laugh. Then
they roar. And when I finish, they keep
on laughing and even interfere with the

picture that follows me. Book me,
brother, book me

!

LUCKYMBWT
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WILSON'S SHOWMANSHIP GIVES
"BE MINE" FINE SEND-OFF AT EDMONTON

picture with display lines selling the

production. Large crowds were drawn

to the furniture store all day for the

two days the stunt was used.

Another of Wilson's campaign

stunts was a flower show in the

theatre lobby with prizes for the best

exhibits. He tied up with the local

broadcasting stations for airing the

"Tell Me Tonight" number and with

the music stores for displays. The girl

and portable phonograph stunt de-

scribed in the pressboolc was also

adapted tor use in his campaign.

This week we present four showmen with

CERTIFICATES OF MERIT tor exceptional

exploitation on Universal pictures. They are:

ARTHUR MAYER and JOE LEE of the Ri-

alto Theatre, New York City, for a splen-

did campaign on ’’Moonlight and Pret-

zels.”

J. H. CAREY of the Danz Theatres, Seattle,

Washington, for his exceptional front on

’’Out All Night.”

KEN COLLINS, manager of the Apollo

Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., for a smart

campaign on ’’Her First Mate.”

W indow sketching has been

popular for drawing crowds,

for many years, but it remained for

W. P. Wilson, manager of the Cap-
itol Theatre, Edmonton, Canada to

give it a somewhat new twist for his

campaign on "Be Mine Tonight."

Wilson arranged with a local fur-

niture store to use one of its large

windows for the stunt. He secured

the services of an attractive young
girl artist and then gave the idea a

couple of days advance announce-
ment.

In addition to sketching anyone
who wanted to bring in their photo-

graph the artist spent several hours

every day giving "charcoal talks"

about "Be Mine Tonight" at the Cap-
itol Theatre. The talks consisted of

sketches of the various players in the

W. P. Wilson’s

attractive front

for “Be Mine
Tonight” at the

Capitol Theatre,

Edmonton. Can.
Note giant ban-

ner and banked
flotvers over
marquee. Girl

in front urns

used for phono-
graph ballyhoo
stunt. Mr. W'il-

.son can be seen

in the back-

ground. Above
at left is photo

of girl artist in

tvindow giving

“charcoal talks”

on the picture.

•
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CLIP OUT THIS COUPON
Good for One FREE ADMISSION to the

TODAY AND TOMORROW
T* See the Opening Chepfer of

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE’S Great Railroad Story—

“THE LOST SPECIAL”
Also Jack Oakie in "From Hell to Heaven”

SHOWMEN FIND IT PAYS AT
B. O. TO BOOST SERIALS

A t the left is a reproduction of a double column by

two inch ad used by the Circle Theatre, Portland,

Cregon, to boost the opening chapter of the serial,

"The Lost Special." Note that the chapter play is given

the most prominent billing. Below is the line up waiting

for the opening of the Hauber Theatre, Jackson, Tenn.,

for the first chapter of the same serial. O. C. Hauber,

manager, gave it a big campaign with the results

shown.



SHOWMANSHIP BRIGHTENS NEWS ADS!

All Amerie^
Applauds.

THIS'LL HAND
you A LAUGH

I

PRICES
ARC GOING

UP-
MAKE WAY FOR THE SEASON S

SMARTEST AND SNAPPIEST
MUSICAL SENSATION . .

.

" r STARTS TODAY I i ^

^KMMi
HURRY! ^ TAKE A

fEEK INTO m
*5-. THE V

tniOAL 1
^ SUITE . . ,

P
HAVE A tV LOOKW TMBOUSH

y THE fORT-
f HOLE AS

THESE
OOOFY

LOVE-EIROS
UUNCH INTO THE
TROUELEP SEAS OF

MATRIMONYI

FIVE $S.OO BROADWAY SHOWS
JAMMED INTO ONE!

Tfce On« «mI Only

BOBBT JONESj
swtHftf Acnovl

MART BRIAN
LEO <ARRILLO
eOCER PRYOR

TVc Crudfkt. Ztppiwt.
TtmcfsHsl Show E*»r

. . \ o« II B*
A««Md T1i*( ProdtK«r«

C*aU Pack S« Many ^.DETROIT'S
i'jrQONtrwitir

\MusiCAL--rtrr-

Wonder* . . . Gajr $ong Hits . .

.

Roaruif Comedy and £ii)uUi(*

Girb into One DaulicK Pictare!

You II Be S»rr> If Yon Go to

Any Other Show Today 1

SWAY
TO THESE
TUNES—O

GORGBOl'S
GIRI5!...*,

STAGE . . . SCREEN
AND RADIO STARS!

SMASHING SONG HITS'

Tantalliinf Taneal Sttinninx Steppers!

Rolltekknc Comedy! Radiant Romance!

STARTS TODAY

^MIACE^AMiUionDoUArtTjT
WoithoiT^nnt
In a Grand and
Clozioua Pichml

V V STARTING TODAY!

*»n*"«*

•HER FIRST MATE*

SUMMERV LLE
ZAtV

PjTTS

“Her"
'"‘'St

2Se
Mate” A

LIBERTY

TONIGHT
THE TOWNS
GREATEST
SHOW VAtDS

MOONIICHT
^•PRETZEIS

PS^TUAINO
* LIONEL ATWILL

Raul LUKAS OlOriaSTUART

I.) A triple column x 12" smash from Gillioz Theatre, Springfield, Mo. (2.) Double column x 9" from Alhambra, Milwaukee. (3.)
Two column x 5^2" from Winter Garden, Seattle, Wash. (4.) Sing'e column x 2 ^/2

"
from Downtown, Detroit. (5.) Single column x

4'A" from Orpheum, Minneapolis. (6.) The Byrd, Richmond, Va. used this double column x 6 ^/2
"

opening ad. (7.) A sirrgle column
X 6" hold over ad from Liberty, Oklahoma City. (8.) Double column x 4" from Palace, Rochester, N. Y. (9.) Two columns x 3"

from Palace. Cleveland, O. (10.) Double column x 10" opening ad from Palace, Rochester, N. Y.

1



Tremendous
Business/

Be Mine’* Coast Hit
Hollywood, Aug. 25.—Universars

“Be Mine Tonight,” which ran for 17

weeks at the Filmarte, is now doing
a tremendous business in six neigh-
borhood houses here.

Starring

JAN KIEPURA
The Screen's Romantic Tenor f

Watch for him soon in

A SONG FOR YOU
Directed by Tay Garnett
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—The picture

with 93

featured

players !

NATIONAL
RELEASE

DATE - - -

OCTOBER 23

JOHN M.
STAHL'S
Great Production for

UNIVERSAL



THE IMPOSSIBLE
COMES TO THE

SCREEN!



n TURNED NEWYO

Gala World Premiere at the

CRITERION, N. Y.
Friday night. Sept. 22nd, at

$1.50 Top!



RK UP5IDEDOWN
!

SMASH TWO-A-DAY
RUN PREDICTED!
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THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS!

No. 740 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Many years ago one of the world's most successful

motion picture theatre owners said to me:

"Laemmie, there is something electric about the real

thing in motion pictures. If you haven't got the real thing,

you can ballyhoo your heads off and not get results.

"But when you have the real thing, it is as though you
had a big electric bell in front of your theatre. It rings and

rings and it says to the people, 'Come in! Come in! Here

is the real thing.'

"

Well, you will have the real thing when you show

"S. O. S. Iceberg."

It will electrify you and your fans.

It will cry out to the world, "Here is the real thing.

Come in. Come in.

It was made among the icebergs of Greenland. True, the
story was written in Hollywood and the cast was selected

in Hollywood, but the actual shooting was done in the
grandest, most breath-taking and most real backgrounds
the world can afford — Greenland itself.
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COMETO THE SCREEN
It was a hazardous undertaking — the most pretentious

expedition Universal has ever sent forth.

I don't mean hazardous in dollars alone^ but hazardous
to life and limb.

It is so authentic^ so damnably stark and real that even

the most hardened skeptic will realize its trueness on sight.

The impossible has come to the screen \

Universal, reaching out to give you something com-

pletely out of the ordinary, has done better than it hoped

and has made a production which will bring honor to you

and to the screen of the world.

Cast out of your mind all the routine of entertainment
and see what Universal has dared to do to help bring back
the millions to the movies.

Outdo yourself in your advertising of ”S. O. S. Iceberg"

as we have outdone the whole history of pictures in

making it!



CARL LAEMMLE
The Man Who Dared to Make the Picture

Nobody Thought Could Be Made.
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Frank Borzage

To Produce
‘‘Show Boar

For Universal

A rrangements have been

completed between Universal

and Frank Borzage whereby Borzage

will make tor Universal release a

screen version of the late Florenz

Ziegfeld's greatest stage triumph,

"Show Boat." The famous musical

romance will be directed by Borzage

with an all-star cast and will go be-

fore the cameras at Universal City

sometime around October 15th as a

Frank Borzage production.

Written by Edna Ferber, originally

produced by the master showman,

Ziegfeld, and musically embellished

by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammer-

stein, 2nd, "Show Boat" ran on Broad-

way for two solid years and another

two years on the road. This last sea-

son it was revived both in New York

and on the road with many of the

original cast and with even greater

success.

It was "Show Boat" that skyrock-

eted Helen Morgan, Jules Bledsoe,

Chas. Winniger, Aunt Jemima and

Norma Terris, to fame. Jerome Kern's

music for "Show Boat," "Ol' Man
River," "Lonesome Road," "Can't

Help Lovin' Dat Man," and Helen

Morgan's ever popular number,

"Bill" will live as long as opera.

The revival of the colorful epic of

the Mississipi Valley of last genera-

tion was Flo Ziegfeld's final contribu-

tion to the theatre, the great produc-

er being stricken during the height of

its run.

"Show Boat" was filmed as a silent

movie, plus a synchronized score, by

Universal in 1929. Now it will be

brought to the screen again, this time

under the deft hand of Frank Borzage,

whose most recent directorial triu-

mphs were "Bad Girl," "Liliom," and

"A Farewell to Arms."

The new "Show Boat" will be pre-

pared for the screen by William An-
thony McGuire, famous stage and
screen playwright, now under con-

tract to Universal.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY

A FEARLESS HEROINE

LEM RIEFENSTAHL

The only actress in the world

who could have played the hero-

ine in “S.O.S. Iceberg” is Leni

Riefenstahl. Her cool courage in

face of danger, her ability to un-

dergo hardship and suffering,

and her natural ability as an Al-

pinist and flyer, made her the

ideal for the role. Carl Laemmle
was fortunate indeed to be able

to detach her for this six months
location trip. “"S.O.S. Iceberg”

without Leni Riefenstahl would
have been unthinkable. Dr. Ar-

nold Fanck undoubtedly would
have refused to produce it with-

out her.
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“S. O. S. Iceberg, ”

Filmed On The Spot,

Opens In New York

E
ight thousand miles for authen-

tic realism—one million dollars for

the real thing—untold risks for a pic-

ture that the movie world said could

not be made! The realization of all

of this came to fruition last night at

the Criterion Theatre in New York
when "S.O.S. Iceberg" was presented

for the first time.

There is no criticism of Hollywood's
synthetic thrills in all this. But Holly-

wood could not make this picture. It

could not be made anywhere except
in Greenland. That is why Carl Laem-
mle took the greatest chance of his

lifetime in sending a company of

thirty-eight on a six-months' location

trip in the most dangerous place to

which a moving picture company was
ever sent. And the result is the big-

gest thrill the screen has ever had.

The premiere was the big, outstand-

ing event of the fall season, the first

big picture to open a two-a-day long-

run engagement, and was accorded
the honors of a society and moving
picture turnout which looked like a

localized N.R.A. parade in front of

the Criterion Theatre. The premiere
was honored by the presence of M.
George Bech, Consul-General of

Denmark, Greenland and Iceland,

Mrs. Bech and a party of guests. The
Consul-General and his friends at-

tended the opening because of the

intense interest the Danish govern-

ment has shown since the filming of

Universal's play of the Arctic.

When Carl Laemmle planned the

picture of the frozen north, it was
first necessary to obtain the express

permission of the Danish government
which heretofore had placed a ban
on expeditions into Greenland follow-

ing the disastrous Nobile venture.

The Danish authorities not only gen-

erously consented but placed at the

disposal of the Universal expedition

the services of Knud Rasmussen, not-

ed explorer and author, as protector

and guide of the filming unit. Through
Rasmussen's friendly contacts with

the natives. Universal was able to se-

cure the participation of the Eskimos

in "S.O.S. Iceberg," and one of the

thrilling sequences in the film is a race

of hundreds of kayaks through the icy

seas.
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The Unparalleled Danger and Dil

* ACKNOWl
To the Directorial Staff who devoi #
/ tender my gratitude.

To the Cameramen who risked th r

nature, might be presented to th 9

To the courageous leaders who gi

glaciers where the slightest misst •

miring appreciation.

And to the Artists who bravely

polar outposts of the world I exU Id

T hinking up moving picture sto-

ries In Hollywood and making

them on the "lot" In Greenland, fif-

teen degrees south of the North Pole,

are two different things. Carl Laem-
mle had the courage and the vision

to send a moving picture expedition

of thirty-eight people three-quarters

of the way around the world to the

Inaccessible glaciers and Icebergs of

Norway to take a picture that every-

one else said could not be made. It

was made. But back of the making Is

a story of hardihood, of endurance,

of ingenuity and courage which is un-

surpassed in the annals of picture

making.

The story, as written by Dr. Arnold

Fanck, whose dramas of difficulty In

Inaccessible places have become tra-

ditional, deals with the rescue of a lost

expedition In the Arctic. Dr. Fanck

lost his expedition in the most inac-

cessible place that would be possible

to find. The next thing was to film it

in all Its stark reality and complete
Isolation from the world. Intensive

planning was the only answer to the

requirement of safety for the expe-

dition. Three months were spent in

mapping out everything which could

be foreseen, in purchasing supplies

for every imaginary need, for Insuring

the safety of life and limb of the

thirty-eight members of the expedi-

tion. The plans were well drawn. One
member of the expedition was lost for

six days, but he was found because

one of the struts of his canoe was
washed up on the shore and brought

to Dr. Fanck by one of the Green-
landers. Two airplanes were lost. This

was anticipated, a sacrifice to the

big sensational scenes of the picture.

Four ribs were broken. That could not

be helped. Five people were almost

burned. Innumerable bruises, cuts and
sprains were encountered, but in all

the danger and difficulty, in all of the

intense effort to provide movie thrills

in Nature's most dangerous workshop,

not a life was lost, and for this Carl

Laemmie gives far more credit, far

more thankfulness than for the unex-

At the top: Lent Riefenstahl sur-

veys the dangerous Greenland
scene. Below: Washing her
hands in a pan of ice: At bot-

tom: The “S. O. S. Iceberg’’^

company debarking its supplies
at Vmanak.
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ficulty ofFilming ‘‘S. O.S. Iceberg^ ^

IDGMENT
>year to the making of this picture

ves in the Arctic so that a new star,

. lie I offer my enthusiastic thanks.

i the expedition past mountainous

\3ant instant death, I give my ad-

incomparable hardships in the

ofound admiration.

Sincerely, CARL LAEMMLE

ampled splendour and thrill of

"S. O. S. Iceberg."

To film "S. O. S. Iceberg" required

the permission of the Danish govern-

ment, who had sealed Greenland

against movie exploitation following

the Nobile disaster. But Denmark
opened up Greenland to Universal’s

expedition. It contributed two Danish

scientists, Dr. Sorge and Dr. Loewe,

both former members of the Wegen-
er expedition, and it appointed Knud
Rasmussen, the noted Polar explorer,

as protector of the expedition. It was
one of these scientists. Dr. Sorge,

who developed one of the most start-

ling scenes in "S. O. S. Iceberg," and
one of the most difficult to film.

On one trip he discovered the

Rinks Glacier, about which consider-

able was known. It is admitted to be

the largest and fastest moving glacier

in the world. While exploring it, he

was lost for six days and discovered

and brought back by Major Ernst

Udet. As a result of Dr. Sorge's ex-

perience, a company went to the

Rinks Glacier to film the birth of an

iceberg. The berg, however, was so

(Continued on Page 23 )

Knud Rasmussen, protector of

the “S. O. S. Iceberg” expedition

to Greenland. Below: Dr. Arnold

Fanck, leader of the expedition,

entertains the Governor of

Greenland. At right: Richard

Angst embarking in a kayak for

a difficult shot.
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HEROIC FIGURE The Compelling Drama of ^

Drama of human emotion, drama of conflict v

ration, endurance, thrilling rescue, love that kr it

sacrifice and heroism, all abound in this story e

bergs and relentless glaciers of G

L'-ni liipfenstahl, beautiful ex-dancer.

Alpinist and actress, as she appear in

“S. O. S. Iceberg.”

M AN-MADE drama has reached

high altitudes in motion pictures.

Human emotion as expressed on the

screen can be deeply compelling. But

nothing can rival Nature as a drama-

tic force. A Universal company chas-

ed all over the United States once to

photograph a tornado. Harry Pollard

went from coast to coast to find an

ice jam for Eliza to cross. Nature

balked them at every turn. Dr. Arnold

Fanck led an expedition to Green-

land to photograph Nature in its

most ferocious and majestic expres-

sion. He came back with "S. O. S.

Iceberg." With a story truly expres-

sive of human love and sacrifice

thrown against such a background,

with cataclysms of Nature filmed in

sound as they actually took place,

Universal's dramatic expedition to

Greenland has reached the highest

point of reality and unusualness of

the screen so tar. It marks an epoch.

It is the pinnacle of screen accom-

plishment.

To the adventurous, the world is

getting smaller every moment. There

are fewer frontiers, there are still

fewer unknown places. Greenland, a

huge continent, supposedly covered

with ice almost a mile deep, is one of

the few remaining lands of mystery.

Some years ago, the ill-fated Weg-
ener expedition was lost there and

its leader never returned. Several of

the party did return, however, and

they formed the technical board of

Universal's "S. O. S. Iceberg" expe-

dition.

Dr. Fanck, who wrote the story,

which Tom Reed put into screen

form, pictured a daring explorer. Dr.

Carl Lawrence, who was fired with the

ambition to find the records or the

body of the lost explorer. Here is

drama. Here is the spirit of high ad-

venture. He leaves his wife, a well

known aviatrix, behind, bravely hop-

ing for his safe return but fully ca-

pable of making a daring flight to

Greenland to rescue him, when ar.

S. O. S. startles the world. The S.O.S.

call comes from an iceberg floating

somewhere off the gigantic Rinks

Glacier on the west coast of Green-

land. Without a moment's hesitation,

she flies to his rescue. More drama.

While the world waits breathless and

the S. O. S. grows fainter and fainter,

the daring woman cracks up in a

spectacular landing. The only hope

is Major Udet, the world's most dar-

ing flyer, the World War ace of aces,

and the man who thrills millions at

air races and exhibitions by daring

stunts which no other aviator in his

right senses would think of do'ng.

He can pick a handkerchief off the

ground with a darting wing in full

flight; skyjoring comes as easy to him

as walking on the sidewalk. For the

sake of Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence, as

well as to save lives, Udet takes off

on a spectacular rescue flight. No
radio spark can guide him. The radio

has died. The survivors are almost too

weak from lack of food to even con-

A MOMENT OF INTENSE SUSPENSE

Hod LaHocfpip and I.eni Hiefenstahl gaze skyward with their hearts in their mouths
as L det circles above them and fails to see them in “S.O.S. Iceberg.”
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>.O.S. Iceberg”
ISature, drama of pri-

no bounds^ idealism,

igainst the jagged ice-

land.

tinue their hopeless signals. One of

them, In an attempt to kill a polar

bear for food, Is torn to pieces and

two hunger-crazed members of the

party die In a struggle to preserve

an Eskimo dog who has been utterly

faithful to his trust.

Winging over the inhospitable and

treacherous glaciers, fjords. Icebergs

and ice floes, Udet eventually sees

the strong man of the party, John

Brand. As a last resort he has plunged

into the icy water, attempting to

swim from the Iceberg to land. Ut-

terly exhausted, on an ice floe, Udet

sees him and gets proper directions

for locating the berg on which Dr.

Lawrence and his wife are perilously

perched. Winging away to the near-

est settlement, Udet secures the help

of Dr. Rasmussen, who sends the na-

tives and their kayaks skimming over

the water to the iceberg. Then, with

rescue almost at hand, the Iceberg

which has held them safely bursts in

DRAMA OF INSANITY

Gibson Gouiund and ITalter Rirnl in the
dramatic passage-at-armx that precedes
Goicland’s insane attempt on his corn-

panion’s life.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY It

FLYER UDET TO THE RESCUE

Major Ernst Udet, icorld famous ace,

looking down from his plane on the sea

of water and icebergs, endeavoring to find

the lost explorers.

two In one of Nature's most gigantic

cataclysms. Truly, there is more

drama packed in "S.O.S. Iceberg"

than you will find In any moving pic-

ture this year,—and It is real. Filmed

on the spot.

THE HUNGER FIGHT

WILL HE MAKE IT?

Will Udet be able to land on this glacier

and rescue the marooned explorers?

Sending Out the S.O.S.

Gowland and Riml struggle on the rim

of an iceberg ninety feet above the ivater.

from which one of them eventually

plunges to his death in the icy Arctic.

Gowland and Sepp Rist frantically shout-

ing their “S. O. S.” into their fast fading
transmitter to arouse the world to their

terrible danger.



E
the rescuing airplane

piloted by a beautiful

girl crash in flames against an iceberg!

E
the crashing masses of

white death — crum-

bling worlds of ice menacing man and

beast alike!

E
the terrific hand-to-

claw battle between a

man and a polar bear—man the loser!

E
a lone woman trapped

on a melting and crum-

bling iceberg with five desperate men

!

E
the airplane piloted by

Major Ernst Udet per-

form unbelievable feats among the ice

crags

!

E
the birth of an iceberg

—a mountain of ice ex-

ploded into the sea — mothered by a

-^gigantic glacier!
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O. S. Iceberg'^ Is Unbell'
This Dramatic Production of Lo

Inaccessible Realm of Power an

ant Position the Scree

A fter all, no creation in this world is as beautiful as

Nature. Even the most terrific, dangerous and gi-

gantic works of Nature have aspects of beauty which only

a marvelous painting could suggest. But while paintings

might suggest the beauty which lies In "S. O. S. Iceberg,

nothing but a motion picture, and one made by a master

hand, could absolutely re-capture for motion picture au-

diences the awe-inspiring beauty and sheer gorgeousness

of Nature, as revealed at the roof of the world. And that

Is what this film contains.

On this page will be found a few of the manifestations

Vista of Greenland scene, as photographed under the protecting

icing of Major Ernst Udet’s “Motte” plane, one of three he

look on the “S. O. S. Iceberg” expedition. This plane was

wrecked in one of Udet’s spectacular stunts.

of Nature in utterly untrammelled display chosen by Dr.

Arnold Fanck as scones against which to throw this pul-

sating drama of love and sacrifice called "S. O. S. Ice-

berg." Dr. Fanck is such an artist with the camera himself

that audiences will sit spellbound before the s'.eer beauty

of these scenes. His cameramen, Richard Angst and Hans

Schneeberger, have stood him in good stead many times

before. Schneeberger was also the photographer of "The

Doomed Battalion," famed throughout tl.e world as one

of the most beautifully photographed dramas ever to

reach the screen.

As Tay Garnett and Dr. Fanck have woven them into

the scene, the giant icebergs, the inevitably crawling gla-

ciers, the swirling snow storms play as dramatic a role in

this suspensefu! drama as do the actors themselves. They

are the menace, terrifying and beautiful, grim and ma-

jestic, lovely and fatal. It would have been impossible for

any writer or any director to have moulded a screen story

which would rival the impassive and grandiose acting of

these Greenland glaciers, sheathed in shining armour and

armed with hidden missies of destruction. Human acting

pales beside such enormous creations of the Master Hand.

The trick Is to

keep the acting

and the spectacle

from conflicting.

The Jaws of Death Iceberg, upon the top of which the marooned explorers sent

out their S.OJi. to a horrified world. Fantastic and mesmeric in its awesome beauty.

The Scepter of Destruction, tallest ice-

berg photographed by the “S.OS. Ice-

berg” expedition. It exploded and turned

over immediately after this picture, al-

most drowning sixteen persons.
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ably Beautiful
d Sacrifice in the W arid s Most

’jesty, Proves Again the Domin-

Ids Among the Arts.

Garnett, with the well known skill of his craft, has given

due scope to the display of these monsters of the deep

for which Carl Laemmie sent a million dollar expedition

three-quarters of the way around the world. Winging with

Major Udet over, around and across these fantastic levia-

thans is a thrill which comes once in a lifetime, a thrill

which Is breath-taking in its beauty and utter madness.

Seeing "S. O. S. Ice-

berg" establishes all over

again the tremendous im-

portance of the film to

modern civilization, knowl-

edge and entertainment.

The masters of the screen

think in terms of move-

ment. "S. O. S. Iceberg,"

has movement of every

description and yet its

greatest thrill Is not one

of movement at all. As a

matter of fact, every-

thing in the film and ev-

erything which has been

filmed this entire year

The Police of the Tyrants of the North, against which Leni
RiefenstahTs airplane crashed and went up in a pyre of flames.

jestically lonely, menac-

ingly beautiful Icebergs

as they pass In solid re-

view before the eyes of

the camera perched In

Udet's venturesome plane.

"S. O. S. Iceberg" Is

compelling drama. It was

the most dangerous and

difficult to film ever at-

tempted, but, withal, it Is

a film of unbelievable

beauty. Nothing like it

was ever attempted be-

fore. Nothing like it will

pales into insignificance

beside the gigantic, ma-

I iking’s Shield, regarded by Dr. Fanck and his photographers
as the most beautiful iceberg they .saw in their six months in

Greenland. It was al o the most treacherous. It turned over
almost on top of them.

be filmed again. It is

unique in pictures.

Knud Rasmussen's fleet of kayaks summoned to the rescue of
the ice-imprisoned explorers by the intrepid Udet.

Famous S.O.S Calls in Hislory
"S. O. S." Three dots, three dashes, three dots.

SAVE OUR SOULS !

To us today, that famous wireless call for help is

more or less taken for granted, yet the story of its

origin and early use furnish one of the most thrilling

chapters in maritime history. But if an ordinary

"S.O.S." gives a spine tingling thrill, what kind of a

thrill would a call from an Iceberg produce? There is

keen drama in the title itself, "S.O.S. Iceberg."

Although the first case of saving from danger at

sea through wireless dates back to 1903 when the

steamer "Kronland" got Into a heavy storm off the

southern coast of Ireland, the "S. O. S." signal came
Into real prominence In 1909 when the English steamer
"Republic" collided with the Italian steamer, "Florida."

Summoned by the desperate "S.O.S." calls of radio

operator Jack Binns of the "Republic," the steamship
"Baltic" came to their rescue and took 781 persons on
board. The siory of l,ow Binns stuck to his apparatus

( Continued on Page 23 )



NOW YOU CAN BOOK THE

PICTURE THEY SAID COULD
NEVER BE MADE

The entire movie company nearly

froze to death in Greenland’s Icy

wastes!. ..The elements did their

worst ! . . . Accidents wreaked
havoc !...Terrific obstacles loomed

everywhere! ... Nature rebelled

against having her most spectac-

ular secrets photographed ! . . .

Fate itself seemed stubbornly

against it - BUT HERE IT IS!
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Dr. Arnold Fanck

9 9 9 The intrepid leader of the “S. O. S. Iceberg”

expedition into Greenland. To his competent hands Carl

Laeminle entrusted the lives and safety of thirty-eight

actors, scientists, technicians and assistants. For six months

among Greenland’s icebergs and glaciers Dr. Fanck per-

formed almost daily miracles of the movies in shooting

scenes never before presented to moving picture audiences.
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Tay Garnett

0 9# The director of “S. O. S. Iceberg;.” A

former screen writer who has achieved outstanding

success during recent years as a director, Garnett's

experience as a writer with screen stories has given

him a basic knowledge of dramatic construction and

enabled him to bring emotion to the screen with a

technique enjoyed by few directors. His quiet me-

thods of obtaining results .were a revelation in this

international cast, but he secured results as director

of “S. O. S. Iceberg” which speak for themselves.
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THE CAST
EXTRAORDINARY

of

'S. O. S. ICEBERG"

Rod La Rocque
The Hero

Dr. Max Holsboer

Leiii Riel’eiistalil

The Heroine

L
ENI RIEFENSTAHL, famous Euro-

pean actress, dancer and motion

picture producer, plays Mrs. Law-

rence. Miss Riefenstahl's reputation

for fearlessness, athletic excellence

and acting versatility is known

throughout the Continent, and much
credit must be given her for her

courage in braving the dangers of

the Arctic to accompany the Dr.

Fanck expedition to Greenland to

make this picture possible.

R
od LaROCQUE, one of the most

popular of American leading

screen stars, who has been residing in

Europe makes his return to the screen

in "S. O. S. Iceberg" in the role of

Dr. Carl Lawrence, opposite Miss

Riefenstahl. Together with Vilma

Banky, his wife, LaRocque has recent-

ly returned to the United States to

re-enter pictures in this country. His

splendid work in "S. O. S. Iceberg"

will pave the way for an enthusiastic

reception by film fans the world over.

G ibson GOWLAND, noted char-

acter actor of the American
screen, although English by birth,

achieved his greatest tame in Holly-

(Continupd on /'age 23)

Walter Riml

Gibson GoMland
The Villain

Sepp Rist

Who They Are

:

Major Ernst LJdet

Ace of Aviation
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Unparalleled Danger

{Continued from l‘(ige 9 )

big that it submerged the company
and isolated them from any human
help except by Udet's airplane, for

sixteen days. Odet fed them, as the

ravens fed Elisha, by dropping par-

cels of food down from his airplane.

He could not land, and no expedition

or boats could reach them. The shot

itself was awe-inspiring. It makes a

thrilling high spot in the picture, but
there is no evidence there of the des-

perate nature of the successful effort

to film it.

No one in the world had ever
worked in the movies with icebergs

and very little was known of their be-

haviour, peculiarities and treacherous
character. One of the greatest men-
aces to navigation, they look peace-
ful and gentle enough, but an iceberg
is liable to turn over at any moment,
to break up in a thousand pieces,

creating waves forty feet high, and
back-lashing tides and eddies. Sud-
den and terrible death lies in their

shadow. With all of the knowledge
of climbing and of ice fastnesses at

his command,—and there is no more
skillful and intrepid Alpinist than Dr.

Fanck,—he was at his wits' end to

film the big scenes demanded of his

scenario of "S.O.S. Iceberg." Hair-

breadth escapes, daring rescues, and
a luck which was more than human,
were the only things that prevented
dire catastrophes almost every day.

The CastExtraordinary of ‘^S.O.S. Iceberg’^
(Continued from Page 22 )

wood by his portrayals in such pic-

tures as "Greed," "Blind Husbands,''

"Mysterious Island," "The Sea Bat"

and "The Doomed Battalion." Gow-
land plays the role of John Dragan,

a wealthy scientist and explorer in

the film. He came all the way from

Hollywood to portray this part and
immediately upon its completion re-

turned to California.

W ALTER RIML, one of Europe's

most widely known comedy
stars, has the role of "Fritz," a young
scientist, eager for adventure, who
absorbs the thrills and breath-taking

dangers of the icy Arctic with keen

delight.

E
rnst UDET, most famous of the

World War aces, plays himself.

He accompanied the expedition with

three of his planes, doing most of his

spectacular flying stunts in the famed
"Motte" plane, which he used in the

War. Since playing in "S. O. S. Ice-

berg," Major Udet has figured prom-
inently in the International Air Races

held in California this July, and re-

cently in Chicago. He is still in Am-
erica.

S
EPP RIST, well known European
leading man, has the important

character role of Dr. Johannes Brand
in the story, the second in command

of the expedition. He is called upon
for a swim that is a classic of daring

and endurance.

D r. max HOLSBOER plays the

part of Dr. Jan Matushek, an-

other scientist who is included in the

personnel of the film expedition. Hols-

boer in real life is European Hockey
champion, an expert skier, as well las

actor and experienced mountain

climber. He was of invaluable assist-

ance to Dr. Fanck in both the prelim-

inary work and actual shooting of the

picture. He plays the role of the

Bear Hunter.

+ + +

Famous S. O. S.

Calls in History
(Continued from Page 15 )

until the last minute is still the classic

of the many radio rescue yarns. Binns

became a national hero like Hobson.

He went into vaudeville, wrote tor

newspapers, spent a season at a

Coney Island concession, got his

statue in the Wax Museum and

wound up as the radio editor of Col-

liers. It was all this publicity and hero

worship, that so tremendously popu-

larized the term "S. O. S." in this

country.

Cartoons on this page were drawn by Udet in Greenland.
This famous aviator is also an artist.



Samples of the Big-Space Ad
A Campaign that is Pulling the

3 COL

The Impossible
Comes To The Screen!

ICEBOUND! BLIZZARD-LASHED!
FACING UNKNOWN TERRORS!
FACING DEATH ITSELF— NOT ONCE, BUT A THOUSAND TIMES—

ALL TO BRING YOU THIS PICTURE!
In lub'Zero weather, for nearly two years, a courageous bond of movie

pioneers lived in the hazardous glacial wastes of Arctic Greenland to

film this awesome spectacle of Nature’s fury and man's gallant bottle

for existence. They never knew when e snow covered crevasse would

swallow them forever. They never knew when o crashing berg would

send them to Kingdom come. Or the fierce white beors of the North*

land would tear them to a thousond pieces.

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

with ROD LA ROCQUE, LENI
RIEFENSTAHL, GIBSON
GOWIAND, ERNST UDET,
WarWt Sfnt kr Of.

famet. MviU kr Otiim
kr Tar Oaraan.

Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.

A UNIVERSAL PICTUREs.o.s
ICEBERG
“T/ie Screen's Supreme Adventure!"

WORLD PREMIERE, FRIDAY NIGHT 8:45
Thereofter Twice Doily 2:45— 8:45 3 Times Sots. & Sundays 3— 6— 8:45

CRITERION m
Theatre, Breodwoy at 44th Street

TRAPPED/’ RAPPED on o ci

bling iceberg in

heart of the Arctic <

five desperate me i

beautiful, cuitu I

woman learned t

savagery still e i

...that hunger, I

and fear were but i

to primitive emo I

CARL LAEMMLE Presents

SOS
ICEBERC

with ROD LA ROQUE, LE>

RIEFENSTAHL, GI6S0
GOWLAND, ERNST UDI
Werfrf'l 0Art-0*r<l An«t '

Slorir br Of ArnofJ fanth Mtitx
Paw! Otil«w by T*y data-

^ Produced by CARL LAEMMLE
4 UNIVERSAL PICTU

WORLD PREMIERE
TOMORROW
FRIDAY NIGHT at 8:30 CRITERION

THEATI
BROADW
at 44th

Thereafter Twice Doily 2:30—8 30 3 Performonces Sots ond Sundoys
3—6 ond 8:45 Motinees 50c, 75t, $1 00 Nighfs 50< T5c, $1 00 SI 50



n the New York Newspapers—
Zrowds to the Criterion Theatre

The Impossible Comes to the Screen!
Because nobody had ever dared try it before!
Now the picture is on the screen— a stagger-
ing succession of terrific thrills pulsing human
drama and awe-inspiring beauty!

CARL LAEMMLE presents

0.$. ICEBERG
with ROD LA ROCQUE, LENI RIEf SNSTAHL,

GIBSON GOWLAND EKNST UDET

Produced by CARL LAEMMLE. Ji

^ A UNi'^ERSAL

4- COL

HPr
'Jo

8:30

TV*

The Impossible Comes To The Screen!
The entire movie compony nearly frore to death In Greenlond’s
icy wastes ! . . . The elements did their worsti . . . Accidents wrecked
havocl... Terrific obstacles loomed everywhere!. ..Nature rebelled
ogainst having her most spectacular secrets photographed!

<

Fote itself seemed stubbornly agoinst it— BUT HERE IT IS I

SEE

SEE THESE AND A SCORE OF OTHER THUNDERING
THRILLS IN THE MOST AMAZING. THE MOSTTHRILLING,
THE MOST EXCITING PICTURE EVER FILMEDI

CARL LAEMMLE Presents

SOS
CEBERG
with ROD LA ROOUE, LENI RIEFENSTAHL,

GIBSON GOWLAND. ERNST UDET
Itory 0,. Arnold fa»tk. My„t by

by for Carntn

reduced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr

CRITERION
World Premiere

FRIDAY NIGHTy 8:45

WORLD PREMIERE

TONIGHT 8:30 CRITERION
THEATRE
BROADWAY
ot 44th Sr.

Thereofter Twice Doily 2:30—8:30. 3 Performances Sots, ond Sundays
3—6 and 8:45. Matinees 50c, 75c, $1.00. Nights 50c, 75c. $1.00, $1.50

S COL
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MAP SHOWING WHERE THE ASTOUNDIN<i‘

A n expedition from Hollywood
to Greenland tor a moving pic-

ture is an undertaking so enormous
that it is difficult to visualize it with-

out a map. Even with the map, which

has been drawn by the well-known

artist, Forest Ages McGinn, there

can be no comprehension of the

dangers, the almost unsurmountable

difficulties and the hardships which

such an expedition entailed.

Dr. Arnold Fanck, in whose fertile

brain the idea of "S.O.S. Iceberg"

originated, first made a trip to Uni-

versal City to consult Carl Laemmle.
At Universal City he secured actors.

technicians, sound apparatus and the

very latest moving picture ideas in

order to make this production, which

was almost as far-flung and as far-

fetched as a Jules Verne adventure

tale.

The lives and safety of forty people,

a treasure of a million dollars and the



iVENTS IN "S. O. S. ICEBERG" TOOK PLACE.

reputation of a great scientist and a

great moving picture company, as

well as many personalities were in-

volved. The Danish government fos-

tered it, and the famous Arctic ex-

plorer, Knud Rasmussen, gave it his

personal attention and sponsorship.

Now study the map carefully, and

see what happened, and where it

happened. The good ship Borodino

with the company, the airplanes, the

cameras, the technical crew and sup-

plies for a six-months' stay in Green-
land, sailed from Copenhagen on

May 20th, 1932. It arrived in Umanalc
three weeks later. Here the expedi-

tion was met by Dr. Rasmussen and

camp was established. Locations were

sought for the high points of the

dramatic story, and the company
started its race against the sun to

complete "S.O.S. Iceberg" before

the short Arctic season would be
over. It succeeded miraculously.



A DIGEST OF THE BEST
EVPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

HOW YOU CAN EXPLOIT

As this is being written, Times

Square is ablaze with sunlight arcs

focusing on the Criterion Theatre

where "S.O.S. ICEBERG" is having

its gala world premiere at $1.50 top.

The crowds are milling around the

theatre fighting to get into the open-

ing performance. Here in the Exploi-

tation Department we are breathing

a little sigh of relief because the

great work of preparation is almost

over!

Preparation on this picture was a

"cinch"—easy, in fact, because of

the fine exploitation possibilities of

"S.O.S. ICEBERG." It has every-

thing a showman wants to work with.

It is really a joy to work on it !

First you have a picture staged in

the Arctic wastes— no fake studio

scenery or props ... no French bou-

doir atmosphere—but real rugged

drama actually staged amongst the

mountainous bergs at the top of the

world—the first motion picture dra-

ma, in fact, ever made in such a lo-

cation. This is real publicity and sales

ammunition for you.

You will sell it first as a motion pic-

ture drama, and after you have done
that to your regular picture fans, you

will jump on its great educational

angles to sell the schools and travel

and adventure lovers to bring a host

of new faces to your theatre—people

who don't ordinarily attend your reg-

ular shows.

The iceberg atmosphere gives you

opportunity to put up very attractive

fronts with aurora borealis lighting

effects, sirens to stimulate North

winds, snow shoes, harpoons, dog

sleds, etc., to add atmosphere.

The title itself "S. O. S. ICEBERG,"

is dynamite for dramatic attention!

You can get fine publicity on famous

S. O. S. calls of history and tie it into

your show—a call that comes right

from the top of the world, thousands

of miles from civilization—a call from

a lost expedition begging the world—"S. O. S.—Save Our Soulsl"

The following pages carry a few

exploitation suggestions on this pic-

ture. Succeeding issues of the Weekly
will bring to you full details of the

New York campaign! Watch for

them.

JOE WEIL
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DRAMATIZE THAT ”S. O. S. ICEBERG" FRONT!

Photograph above, right shows treatment that can be given
your lobby walls with an exhibit of equipment used in

Polar expeditions. Above is suggestion for making box-

office a seat-selling display, by giving it the appearance
of a Greenlander’s home.

mentioned in

the display
at right.

amunosbn m
p'

f0i

LF
TWO CROWD-STOPPING STREET BALLYHOOS!
The sketch above is a suggestion for a truck ballyhoo. A compo-board wrecked plane and a cut-out from the
twenty-four sheet are used. Miniature wireless antenna is mounted on the top of cabin. A circuit breaker be-
tween these posts will give you intermittent flashes resembling the S.O.S. call. The driver can operate this with
a switch on the dashboard. You will find the dog-sled ballyhoo illustrated below very effective. You can borrow
the equipment from local museum or costumer. Use dogs that are similar to eskimo dogs, as shown in the picture.

A Lobby
Board

Your local

newspaper
office or li-

brary files
can supply
you with
headlines of

the e V e n t s
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"S.O.S. ICEBERG" HERALD AND HANGER
These handsome duo-tone rotogra-

vure heralds will make a very val-

uable asset to your campaign. Copy

and illustrations sell the big thrills,

action and drama of the picture. The

back is blank for Imprinting. You can

sell part of this space to one of your

local merchants and defray a large

part of the cost. Get them out every

way possible. Through newsdealers,

house-to-house, through stores and

at the theatre. Order a large supply

well in advance of your opening.

They are priced low.

AT UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGES

PER THOUSAND

$3.50

OPEN SIZE 9/2 " X 14"

Great for

Tie-up distribution

Back Is blank for im-

printing program and ads

TO THE TOP OF THE
WORLD FOR THE SCREEN'S
GREATEST THRILLS.'

The lmpoj5ible GjmesToThe Screen!

Actual Globe Display

The sketch at left gives a

suggestion for an Interesting

display for your lobby or store

window. The centre of the dis-

play is an actual globe with a

toy airplane suspended over

the top. Stills are used to sur-

round it.

Contest Display —
The sketch shows a contest

display that may be used in

your lobby or In a tie-up store

window. The local ice company
will work with you and furnish

the cakes of ice to represent

the S. O. S. of the title. Offer

passes to those who
come nearest to

guessing when the

ice will be
completely

melted.

H A N C C E R

Here is a dramatic hanger in three colors.

Printed on extra ply, die-cut board. Comes
complete with string ready for hanging. Use

them under your marquee and in your lobby.

They are also useful for decorating • tie-up

window displays. At Universal Exchanges.

PRICE 15c EACH
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"S.O.S. ICEBERG' POSTERS PACKED WITH DRAMA!

T
H
R
E
E

A
N
D

S
I

X

s
H
E
E
T
S

POSTERS
Only the six, one three and a one sheet

are illustrated. See first page of this section

for the twenty-four sheet. Order plenty of

the thrill three sheet shown. It’s a great

seat-seller.

Radio Flash Will Arouse Interest!

22-?? SOS

PQ PQ PO PQ

DX DANSK

SOS ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG WE ARE DOOMED ALL RESCUE

ATTE’^PTS HAVE FAILED GIRL FLYER CRASHED PLANE IN FLAVES SOS

ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG NO' FOOD WIRELESS FAILING WE

DOUBT THAT ANYONE CAN FLY THROUGH THIS HELL OF ICE AND SNOVY

SOS ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG SOS ICEBERG

LAROCQUE

Use an enlargement of the radiogram illustrated above for a lobby display.

It will be sure to stop the crowds and start plenty of talk about the picture. You

can also use this as a teaser newspaper ad. With the addition of your theatre name

and playdates at the bottom, it will make a great paster for automobile windshields,

vacant store windows, and for general distribution. A service mat of the entire

radiogram will be available at Universal Exchanges.

CARL LAEMAALE

ROD LA ROCQUE
LENI RIEFENSTAHL.>j
GIBSON GOWIAND I

L
and ernst udet *

morUsjntttsl tiair-dm!aviator..

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

BV da ARNOLD fANCK
MUSIC 6V PAUL DESSAU
DlAECno By TAV OARnETTA
PnoMKCB

^
CARLLAEMMIEJr ^

IE SCREEN /

.EPIC TH5U
V»Ff. IN THE
RAW- iH A ^4
LOST

CARL LAEMM^

r^rr ANFx<=tmrfON
Vnl*- AT Ttw* Of TMC »

OfttfTlNO TO OOON<
AN ICEBERG- <•

FOOD SUPPLY OONE - TH£i
WIRELESS SMASHED
EACH OTHER TO SURVIVESEE A GIRL ONA

RESCUE FLIGHT
CRASH INTO A,
WALL OF ICE /

Ctf z THE BIRTH OF
AN ICEBERO^

MAN FACiHG
KASr IN TEUiFiC
MTTlE FOR LIFE
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SELL "S.O.S. ICEBERG" TO THE SCHOOLS
Be sure to go after the co-opera-

tion of every local school in selling

"S. O. S. ICEBERG!" There are many

angles to work on. At the right is a

letter which you can adapt to local

conditions and send to the head of

each school. It should be followed up

with another letter suggesting the ar-

rangement of theatre parties for the

students and faculty.

SCHOOL CONTESTS
Geographical and historical con-

tests, with Greenland and other Polar

sections as the basis, will attract the

attention of the students and will

gain the co-operation of the schools.

The newspapers can be induced to

work with you on these contests as

circulation stimulators.

SCULPTURE CONTESTS
You can interest art schools and

classes in your engagement of the

picture by offering ticket prizes tor

the best sculpturing done in ice or

soap. Display stills showing the gi-

gantic icebergs and suggest that stu-

dents use these natural phenomena

for their subject. Make a lobby dis-

play of the entries and photograph

them for the newspapers.

(Eriterion ®{|Batre
BROADWAY AT 44th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

September 16th|* 1933

Roaring out of the Arotlo oomos etark, staggering eensatlon -

epeotaoular, towering thrills — as an expedition, lost at the
top of the world, drifts to doom on an ioebergi Pood supply gone -
wireless smashed -- five desperate men fight each other -- for
sunrival and to save a beautiful woman in their midst I

Under the auspdoes of the Danish govemnent and the renowned Polar
explorer, Knud Rasmussen, Universal Pictures sent an expedition
into the most dangerous and desolate wastes of GreenlEuid -- to bring
the "impossible" to the soreent

A daring idea -- it is amazingly realized in the authentic and unusua]
picture, "8-0-S ICEBERG" whloh will be presented twice daily at the
Criterion Theatre, Broadway and 44th Street, beginning Friday,
September £2nd.

"S-O-S ICEBERG" is staged against the actual background of the
famous Rinks Glaoler. The preparations of the explorers are ahowni
the resourcefulness of the members of the party, their use of
Bolentlfio Instruments, and the establishment of a field base are
Just a few of the educational features of the picture.

The expedition is over-taken by spectacular and breath-taking
developments. Perhrps the most amazing sequence is that in whloh
an loeberg is literally "bom". Cameramen faced death to photograph
this impressive natural phenomena. A million tons of loe smash from
300-foot height into Polar seas — an unforgettable thrllll

Kay we suggest that you oall the showing of "B-0-8 ICEBERG" to
the attention of teachers and students? It is an experience they
should not mist.

Sinoarely,

THE KAKAOBUBKT

ADAPT THIS LETTER

CRITERION
THEATRE
B WAY & 44th ST. Beg. SEPT. 22

Staggering

Drama Roar-

out of the Arctic !

A girl on a

rescue flight

crash into flames against

wall of ice!

S
_ _ U D E T — World's greatest daredevil aviator in amaiing

H P flying feats among mammoth icebergs !

THE BIRTH OF
|

STARK DRAMA — EPIC THRILLS — LIFE IN I

AN ICEBERG • THE RAW IN A LOST WORLD '

Q C C An expedition

one —lost at the

top of the world

—

drifting to doom on an

iceberg — food supply

gone — their wireless

smashed—fighting each

other to survivel

DISTRIBUTE

BLOTTERS

Your local printer can fix

you up with a supply of

blotters similar to the one

illustrated at the left. Give

them a wide distribution es-

pecially in the schools. Office

buildings are also a good

place to put them. Banks,

postoffices and other places

with public writing facilities

will be glad to use them.
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With Robert Young, Leila Hyams, Johnny Mack Brown, Andy
Devine, Lucile Lund (The All American Girl), Mary Carlisle, Grant
Mitchell and All American Football Stars. From the Saturday Even-
ing Post Story by Lucian Cary. Screenplay by Dale Van Every. Pro-

duced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
Production arranged by Christy Walsh. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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A Gay and Sparkling Comedy
of Too Many Tangled Affairs!

With

PAUL LUKAS
ELISSA LANDI
NILS ASTHER

Esther Ralston, Meivyn
Douglas, Dorothy Rev-
ier, Frederic Burton,
Lawrence Grant, Lois

January. From the play
by Harry Graham. Di-

rected by James Whale.BY
CANDLELKaHT



Universal's New Deal

!

SAENCER THEATRES, Inc.
Seventeen cities in Louisiana and Mississippi

AFFILIATED THEATRES, Inc.
Nineteen cities in Louisiana and Mississippi

UNITED THEATRES. Inc.
Eighteen suburban theatres in New Orleans

E. M. LOEW CIRCUIT
Operating in Boston, Worcester, Charlestown, Somerville, New Bedford, Arlington,

Roxbury, Watertown and Fitchburg, Mass., Providence, Pawtucket and Olneyville,

R. L, and Portland and Sanford, Me.

ROBB & ROWLEY THEATRES, Inc.
TEXAS • OKLAHOMA • ARKANSAS

Operating Big Springs, Hillsboro, Laredo, Waxahachie, Corpus Christi, Sherman,
Palestine, Dallas, San Angelo, Del Rio, Sweetivater and McKinney, Texas; Durant,

McAlester and Muskogee, Okla.; Little Rock, Arkansas,

YAMINS CIRCUIT
Operating the following theatres in Fall River, Mass. ; Durfee, Empire, Capitol Park

and Strand,

sign for

UNIVERSAL
Features, News, Serials and Short Product for 1933-34

•

Thanks, gentlemen, for your confidence
in Universal Pictures. We will do our part.
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MARGARET
No. 746 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Miss Sullavan, I am old in the picture business.

I date away back to the days when there was no such

thing as a feature-length picture; to the days when folks saw

two reels of picture with a piano and drum accompaniment

for fire cents.

That goes back about 28 years. Miss Sullavan.

In all those years I have developed a great many of the

screen's greatest stars. Perhaps I did not develop them.

But at least I gave them their opportunity to develop

themselves.

Most of them forgot it. Miss Sullavan, and were easily

lured away from me by more money than I could afford to

pay them.

So much for the past.

I do not remember any one of them. Miss Sullavan, who

showed greater promise and greater ability in her first

picture than you show in ''Only Yesterday."

To say that I am proud of you is to put it very, very

weakly.
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SULLAVAN
To say that Universal now has the honor of offering you

as a new star of the first magnitude to the hundreds of

millions of movie lovers in the world is merely to say in

advance what everybody else will say when they see your

work in "Only Yesterday.”

During the past ten years, or possibly more, I have seen

only two pieces of work which equalled yours, and they

were done by Miss Hepburn in "Morning Glory” and Miss

Dunne in "Back Street.”

So I salute you. Miss Sullavan. I congratulate you in

advance for the great notices you will get from the know-

ing movie critics — and I hope you stay with Universal a

long, long time.

I also hope I can always give you as great a director as

John Stahl and as fine a supporting cast as you had in "Only

Yesterday.” Believe me, I shall try, for it is the "Only Yes-

terdays” which assure us of successes of tomorrow in the

motion picture art.





JSELLOR AT LAW
With BEBE

DANIELS
DORIS KENYON,
ONSLOW STEVENS. MELVYN DOUGLAS.
ISABEL JEWEL. THELMA TODD. MAYO
METHOT. Produced by Carl Laemmle. Jr.

Directed by William Wyler. Presented by

Carl Laemmle.

Elmer Rice’s sensationally successful stage play
pictured with all its mightypunch, plus the added

power that only the screen can impart.
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Universal Exchange

Wins High Honor
Will H. Hays Presents Carl Laemmle ivith

Conservation Trophy Won by Cincinnati

Exchange,

A GREAT honor has come to the Universal Exchange sys-

tem and particularly to the Cincinnati exchange. To

Paul Krieger goes the honor of having the highest rating

accorded to any film exchange in the United States, from

the standpoint of fire prevention, cleanliness, neatness and

efficiency.

The annual award of the M.P.P.D.A. Conservation Trophy

was made this year to Carl Laemmle, who accepted from

the hand of Will H. Hays the silver trophy emblematical of

perfection in these tremendously important elements of

branch operation. In making the award, Mr. Hays said:

"In these days of highly specialized fire prevention acti-

vities, any exchange, to be declared the winner of the

M.P.P.D.A. Conservation Trophy must rate 100% plus, and

must maintain that percentage day after day, week after

week, and month after month through the entire year. I con-

gratulate you and I congratulate your exchange and your

exchange manager, Mr. Krieger, and his office manager.

Miss Schomaker, for the extremely high standing which they

maintained throughout the entire year. I place the Trophy in

your hand with the congratulations of the entire exchange

organization of all the companies represented in the

M.P.P.D.A."

Mr. Laemmle responded fittingly and told Mr. Hays how
proud he was that one of the Universal exchanges had won
this Trophy, and sent the cup on to Cincinnati, where it was
presented to Mr. Krieger at the meeting of the Film Board
of Trade.

© W ill H. Hays presents Carl Laemmle icith a trophy
which every distribution company has been trying
for a whole year to win. The scene is in Carl Laem-
mle’s office in the Heckscher Building in ISetc York.
The trophy is the Conservation Trophy tchich is given
each year to the Exchange which has the best record
for neatness, cleanliness and fire prevention. It teas
won this year by the Iniversal Cincinnati office. Mr.

Laemmle immediately sent it on to Paul Krieger.

A M«gazln« forMotionPtctur* Exhibiton
Paul Gulick, ^itor

Pabllihad Waakly by tha Motion Pictura
Waakly PublUhing Co.

730 Rfth Avanoa, Now York City
Copyrightad 1933

Untvarsal Picturas Corp.
(AU Right, R»,mrv«A)
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Newlyweds
S

TILL tingling with the suppressed
news of Lupe Velez's marriage,

Hollywood was thrilled on Saturday
by announcement of the marriage of
Andy Devine, Universal's gravel-

throated comedy star, to Miss Dor-
othy House of Glendale, California.

They were married at Las Vegas as
soon as the last scene of Andy's cur-

rent co-starring picture with Slim

Summerville, "Horse Play," was fin-

ished. Andy met his bride when both
were working on "Saturday's Millions"

at Universal City. It will be a short
honeymoon, because Andy has to re-

turn as soon as Edward Sedgwick
starts production of "The Poor Rich." MR. and MRS. AISDY DEVINE



IT TOOK 20
YEARS TO MAKE
THIS PICTURE!

One of the most interesting and t

a fan magazine. This story, hy Ed
from the New Movie Magazine of

this issue has over 750,000 circa

By Edwin C. Hill
Fsmous Radio Reporter

Cameramen have been photograph-
ing it ever since the year 1914. 1

mean the last twenty years that

have shaken America industrially,

socially, morally, like a rending
earthquake. The World War’s
aftermath of despair and paralysis.

EDWIN c HILL Scared humanity whistling in the

dark to support its courage. ... It is well-nigh impos-
sible to get the throbbing, tumultuous, maniacal
picture in our minds unless it is visualized for us.

yyND that IS what the Univer

sal people have done out in

Uncle Carl Laemmle’s stu-

dios in Hollywood with their col-

orful and thrilling “Only Yester-

day”; a motion picture which is

the March of the Times, accom-

panied by all the wild laughter

and the mad cries, the jazz and

the cocktdils; dark followed by

bursts of light, like watching the

sweeping terror of a savage thun-

derstorm in the night . It took

twenty years to make that amaz-

ing, arresting and thoroughly en-

tertaining picture of a cross-

section of American life

The all-absorbing story of a

group of people who saw the

Devil rise out of Hell while they

played contract and drank cock-

tails and played at love and saw

their fortunes go to ruin.

Moving and thrilling and

breathlessly near to most of us,

“Only Yesterday” stands out as

Universal’s most pretentious pro-

duction since “All Quiet on the

Western Front.” It was built by

the celebrated director, John M.

Stahl, from the book by Frederick

Lewis Allen, one of the best

sellers of recent years.

And in the picture is an all-

star cast of extraordinary propor-

tions and class Margaret Sulla-

van, a young luminary of Holly-

wood whose work was so pleas-

ing to the Universal magnates

CARL LAEMMLE, JR.

CARL LAEMMLE, SR.

that they will star her next in

their “Little Man, What Now?”
Then, too. there are John Boles

and Billie Burke and Reginald

Denny and Edna May Oliver,

and a featured cast of no less

than ninety-three players, whose
names and ability count for some-

thing out where the palm fronds

rustle and the Kliegs cast their

challenging glare. And back of

all the stars and starlets are no

less than four thousand five hun-

dred “extras.”

A multi-starred, super-spectacle

Universal calls it, with some jus-

tice, one thinks, for it is certainly

one of the most effective picture

dramas that has reached the

screen in years, and a faithful,

absorbing record of the last two
decades that have swept over our

United States like a hurricane.

. “Only Yesterday.” ... It

is America and the blinding, diz-

zying rush of the times that you
will see when the lights go dim.

A little of all of us in that surg-

ing parade of life!

f

I

The New Movie Magazvne. December, 193d
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Who Stole This Picture^ Anyway?
mt articles which ever appeared in

Hill, is re-printed by permission

her, out this week. The New Movie

Also in Home, Love and Mystery.

E
very time a great picture comes
out, some critic rises up and de-

clares that some player in it "stole"

the picture. "Only Yesterday" has

not been seen as yet. However, it is

booked at the Radio City Music Hall

and opens there on November 9th.

Roxy was entranced with the picture,

and rushed it into the Music Hall at

the earliest possible moment. It will

open on the same day at the Panta-

ges Theatre in Los Angeles, where a

big $2. opening will be given it with

Hollywood stars, electric lights and all

the radio prestige that goes with

Hollywood's biggest pictures. When
these first-runs get under way, there

will be a million more people trying

to tell the producers who stole "Only
Yesterday."

So far, only a few trade paper re-

viewers and a few syndicate writers

have seen it. They have already start-

ed the theft reports.

The Hollywood Reporter declares

that Margaret Sullavan stole "Only
Yesterday."

Sydney Skolsky in his Hollywood

column of the Daily News says:

“Jot doH'n Margaret Sullavan s

name as a new flicker star. You'll

agree as soon as you see her in

“Only Yesterday.”

Red Kann says: “The cast is good,

but Miss Sullavan is better, much
better. She’ll go places by benefit

of direction and material.”

Variety says: “Margaret Sullavan

towers as a splendid actress in this,

her first picture. She is physically

alluring, works intelligently, has

flair and the quality best described

as grace, with a throaty, appealing
voice.”

And now comes George Shaffer,

whose syndicate article on Hollywood
appears in New York in the Daily

News. He says that Billie Burke stole

the picture and this is how he says it:

So Many Stars, So Much Praise, So Many Predictions

for the Future of Everyone in ‘^Only Yesterday’^ — So
Many Players Are Said to Run Away with the Picture

that It Is Very Bewildering.

Studio Discovers

'^^New Star,’’ Name
Is Billie Burke

By GEORGE SHAFFER

Hollywood, Oct. 29.—While
other studios have been making
“discoveries” of Marie Dressier,

“OiVLY YESTERDAY”
BOOKED AT

Radio City Music Hall, New York

Fox, Atlanta

Keith, Boston

Allen, Cleveland

Albee, Cincinnati

Palace, Dallas

Fox, Detroit

Uptown, Kansas City

Pantages, Los Angeles

Music Box, Portland

Golden Gate, San Francisco

Music Box, Seattle

Mae West, May Robson, Henri-
etta Grossman and Alison Skip-
worth, the Universal Studio has
turned Billie Burke into a “find.”

Miss Burke, after playing a few
previous vehicles, turned in a
preformance that was considered
outstanding at the industry’s

special pre-view of “Only Yes-
terday.”

Miss Burke played the aunt,
past her thirties and mistress of
a New York businessman, whose
hand was sought by a somewhat
younger but highly entertaining
suitor (Reginald Denny).

The delightful bits of business
that Miss Burke introduced at-

tracted so much attention that

the melodramatic story had to be
far better acted than usual by a
fine cast to prevent the bro\.n-
haired star of a former genera-
tion from taking the whole pic
ture and putting it in her pocket.
The truth is that Margaret Sul-
lavan and John Boles in the ro-

mantic leads gave noteworthy
performances also, p<-rhaps with
some credit to the inspiration
afforded by Miss Burke.
There were so many big names

in the cast of this story spanning
its ten years of American life

after the war that the whole level

of performance was something
to be compared with “Grand Ho-
tel,” “Dinner at Eight” and “Cav-
alcade.”

A number of people, including

Margaret Sullavan herself think that

Jimmy Butler, the twelve-year-old

boy who plays the son of John Boles,

steals the picture. Plenty others are

certain that John Boles steals the pic-

ture, because he is better in this than
he has ever been In anything In his

whole life.

Two critics also voted for Reginald

Denny. Mr. Laemmie, who used to

employ Reginald Denny regularly as

one of his most profitable stars has

this to say of Reginald Denny and
his performance: “He is a new Reg-
inald Denny, with a touch as light

ns a feather and an understanding
as deep as a well.”

After all these things, we will leave

it to you, Mr. Exhibitor, who steals

"Only Yesterday."

But we must add: Don’t let any-

body steal it away from you. It is

the biggest property of the year!
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fast life
was what he wanted
—and did he get U!

7. . Night clubs, back-

stage, the tawdry
demi-world of speedy
sporting circles—those

were his playgrounds!

...He could dish it out

—and ho could take it

. . . laughing, fighting,

fooling— Until Fate

flung him in the path

of cheaters in love

. . . and then—? See-

CHESTER MORRIS

KING'S"NIGHT

(Note how all of the

ads are planned to be

adaptable for cutting

and altering to suit

your own particular

ideas of display !

)
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He tould «n»h It out—

and he could take Itl. . .

He laughed at IJfe-and

Life itowled back with a

charge of murder!

•

MVilh ALICEWHITE,
Gcarac B. Stone, Grant Kwehcii,

Storlt M«l<tr,')l(arrcn Hymcr^

Dlrartad by Kurt Neumann, tbo-

due^ by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Story

by William Anthony McGuire,

pjeaented by Car La*",mle.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

HELEN
TWllVETREES
A smashing drama In which

a fighting, laughing, wise-

cracking youth learns that

In a big town you can get

away with almost anything

, , • except MURDER I

•

With ALICE WHITE, Joh"

Georae E. Stone, Grant Mitchell,

Georse Meeher,
Maaie Rotenbloom.

ALICE WHITE, John Miljan,

Gcorst E. Ston«, Grant Mitchell,

Geor9c Meeker, Warren Hymer,

Maxie Rotenbloom.

HELEN

TWELVETREES
Directed by Kurt Neumann. Produced by Cad Laemmle Jr^Story by Wdliam

Anthony McGuire. Presented by Carl Laemmle, A UNIVERSAL PIC
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These Wonderful Rev

Ij s “ONLY YESTERDAY” GOOD.
MARGARET SULLAVAN GREAT.
(From The Hollywood Reporter)

Ladies and gentlemen of this

picture business, meet Margar-

et Sullavan, a new star to the

motion picture business and
one who will go to great heights

if given the right vehicles and
opportunities by Universal.

This astonishingly clever ac-

tress takes Mr. John M. Stahl’s

production of “Only Yester-

day,” wraps it up and carts it

away in her little side pocket

and is now begging for new
and more important roles to

conquer.

Miss Sullavan is a distinctive

personality, much in her own
way as is that other great per-

sonality of these recent days—
Katherine Hepburn. And be-

cause of such distinction and
such ability the ticket buyers of

this motion picture business

are certain to put her down on
their list of “must-see.”

The story tells of the great

love of a girl for a boy, meet-

ing at the start of the war, and
completes itself on the day of

the big Wall Street crash.

The picture has been beauti-

fully directed by John Stahl

and capably acted by an unus-

ual array of talent including

Billie Burke, John Boles, Reg-
inald Denny, Jimmy Butler

and Benita Hume as the prin-

cipals of the story with a list of

supporting players too long to

mention. But it is the Sullavan

girl who cops all honors.

The story suggested by Fred-

erick Lewis Allen’s book,
“Only Yesterday,” was adapt-

ed for the screen by William
Hurlbut, Arthur Richman and
George O’Neill. Merrit Ger-

stad accounted for the photog-

raphy.

Aside from having a better

than average attraction to ex-

ploit, exhibitors will do well to

get behind Miss Sullavan with

sufficient blast to make this

girl’s name known to all their

customers for she will mean
plenty of money to their box
offices in days to come.
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ws Should Be Framed
“DISTINCTLY A MAJOR PICTURE,”
SAYS COAST VARIETY

‘^Only Yesterday ’
’

Distinctly a major picture,

unquestionably headed for a

box office smash and critical

raves, and of a quaRty wliicb

wiU grace any elite theatre in

the land, so studded with uni-

versal appeal and balanced en-

tertainment, wrapped around
a heart sock, that it will hit in

all spots. Romantic elements,

beauty and emotional surge

make it particularly appealing

to women.
Direction by John Stahl, w ho

has considerably topped his

‘Back Street’ of last year, and
half a dozen striking perform-
ances vie for first mention in

summing up the picture’s ex-

cellences. Stahl’s handling is

superb in its inspiration to

players, its fine reticences, its

achievements of powerful,
poignant climaxes.

Margaret Sullavan towers as

a splendid actress in this, her
first picture. She is physically

alluring, works intelligently,

has flair and the quaRty best

described as grace, with a
throaty, appeaRng voice. Pic-

ture puts her over in one, with

transition from the ingenue in

the first tender love episode
with John Boles to the second
worldy-wise encounter with the

lover who has forgotten the

maid, one of the finest things

recently seen on the screen.

John Boles tops all previous
efforts and stands out as an
ideal romantic hero, with fine

shading of his rich part. Billie

Burke also is seen at her best,

investing the role of Miss Sulla-

van’s youngish aunt with su-

perb comedy. Jimmy Butler, a

youngster of perhaps 12, plays

a difficult emotional part with
such vigor and understanding
and heartbreak as to put his

older competitors on their toes

to top him. Reginald Denny, as

the husband of Miss Burke, is

excellent, as is Benita Hume as

John Boles’ wife. Among the
other players there isn’t a false

or sour note.

Photography and mounting
are splendid and dialog and
screen play maintain the high
level of sincerity, filled with the
feeRng of high humor, high
courage and inevitable tragedy
that richly round out the play.
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Every Exhibitor Should Pa

THE INVISIBLE MAN
( Universal

)

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 27.—“The Invisible Man” is a showman’s show.
It is out - of - the - ordinary entertainment and should be an outstanding
money - maker for Universal and exhibitors.

In all departments — mystery, melodrama, freshness of idea, eerie

thrills, suspense, fantastic mental quirks, laughs and sheer physical action—“The Invisible Man” is probably a better production than “Franken-
stein” or “Dracula” and easily may do bigger business at box-offices.

The central story is a situation highly imaginative. A scientist perfects

a method of making himself invisible by chemical injection, but is unable
to discover the formula returning him to visibility. Facing this dilemma,
he goes mad.

Frightful, even dreadful in conception, the film is kept believable and
entertaining all the way. James Whales’ direction creates and holds the

illusion, carrying the excitement to well-timed climaxes. Adapted from a

story by H. G. Wells, the screen play by R. C. Sherriff deserves special

mention for plot, realism and convincing dialogue.

Acting honors go to Claude Rains, whose face is never seen except in

one shot, but who dominates by personality and voice alone. The support-

ing cast, including William Harrigan, Gloria Stuart, Dudley Digges, Una
O’Connor and Henry Travers, is topnotch.

Technical effects, photography and production values are distinctly

original. “The Invisible Man” is gripping entertainment, exploitable and
good for all types of houses.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY’S

HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW

And The Book Is Ready
CONCURRENTLY with the release

^ of "The Invisible Man," Grosset

and Dunlap are Issuing a superb edi-

tion of the famous H. G. Wells clas-

sic which several years ago threw the

world for a couple of loops. This fan-

tastic sensation of literature was put

into screen form by two men whose

sympathy to the original story is

clearly apparent In the screen ver-

sion. They are R. C. Sherriff, author

of "Journey's End," who made the

adaptation and James Whale who

directed It.

No author ever had more capable

or loyal ambassadors at the screen

court than did H. G. Wells and his

great story "The Invisible Man." The

book is amply Illustrated with scenes

from the picture. Read the book and

see the picture or vice-versa. It works

both ways.
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e These Reviews In His Hat

46THE INVISIBLE MAN
In “Invisible Man,” an experi-

mental feature, Carl Laemnile, Jr.,

has produced a class mystery
thriller which is aworthy successor
to “Frankenstein” and “Dracula,”
and one which is certain to give an
important account of itself both
at the box office and in critical

circles. Certainly it has not been
excelled as a piece of absorbing
screen illusion, and may prove to

be a better property than either of
the other two Universal thrillers

mentioned.
For the quality of the picture

all connected with it must share
credit. Considering the problems
involved, both from a technical
and entertainment standpoint, it

is in many respects astonishing.
That Claude Rains could with-

out once revealing his features,

hut with voice and impressive per-

sonality alone, carry the suspense-
ful and haunting pivot character
of the play is a tribute to his

ability.

Direction is notable in keeping
the dreadful suspense elements
mounting surely to a novel and ex-

citing climax, and maintaining
tliroughout a sense of reality in

the handling of people and situa-

tions, despite the difficulties.

Photography of Arthur Edeson
and assisting technicians by which
the illusion of the invisible man,
at once a macabre clown and man-
iacal killer, is maintained, is a re-

markable achievement. Sets and
effects all serve to build up the

sinister mood of the piece, and ed-

iting and cutting also contribute

their share.

Screen play by R. C. Sherrifif,

English playwright, in its adapta-

tion from the Wells tale, and the
carefully pointed, restrained dia-

log, keep the sense of reality in

the picture throughout. And wise-

ly Laemmle supports Rains with
a high class cast, with William
Harrigan, Dudley Digges, Forres-
ter Harvey, Una O’Connor and
Henry Travers turning in excel-

lent parts. Gloria Stuart has a

short part but is satisfactory. Mi-
nor characters, especially the Eng-
lish constables are strong and
valid.

Story is the transition in the
soul of a young scientist. Rains,
as a result of the discovery that by
injecting a certain chemical into
his veins he can become invisible,

although remaining corporeal.
Drug gives him a maniacal lust

for power. He uses it to terrify

and kill while keeping the coun-
tryside in an uproar. In the end he
is tracked in a snow storm and
shot down. Only in death, as the
drug wears off, is Rains complet-
ely visible for a moment.

While strung on dreadful epi-

sode, the piece also provides legit-

imate laughs, with entertainment
elements nicely balanced.

COAST VARIETY
PREVIEW
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Paul Lukas in one of the best scenes
of his latest Universal picture, ‘‘By
Candlelight,” tcith Elissa Landi. ISotice

that the famous Lukas moustache has
been discarded in this picture.

^Indecent Age^’

for Russ Columbo
and June Knight

D iana bourbon, former Pari-

sian newspaper and magazine
writer and author of numerous Ameri-

can short stories with modern roman-
tic backgrounds Is writing a screen

treatment of "The Indecent Age" In

which Russ Columbo, popular radio

Idol and June Knight, versatile musi-

cal comedy star, are to be co-fea-

tured by Universal. Both are busy now
on other productions.

Noah Beery in

^^Madanie Spy’’

T o the already Imposing cast of

"Madame Spy," featuring Fay

Wray and Nils Asther, has been

added the name of Noah Beery.

"Madame Spy" has been In produc-

tion for two weeks at Universal City

under the direction of Karl Freund.

Its cast Includes Edward Arnold, John

Mlljan, Mabel Marden, Vince Barnett,

Oscar Apfel, Douglas Walton, Robert

Ellis, Alden Chase and Rollo Lloyd.
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Latest Production Nev^s
Biggest Opening
in Last Six Months
For ^Hnvisible Man”
L
ou METZGER, general manager
of the Spreckles Theatre In San

Diego, stole a march on the rest of

the country by rushing "The Invisible

Man" Into his theatre last week. He
reports that he opened to the biggest

business the Spreckles Theatre has

enjoyed In six months. After reading

the review on pages 14 and 15, there

will be no reason for wondering why
this Is. "The Invisible Man'" Is one of

the great pictures of this year.

Bessie Barriscale

In ‘‘Beloved”

T
he "Beloved" cast Is trying to

equal the record-breaking cast of

"Only Yesterday." The latest actress

to be added Is Bessie Barriscale. Fif-

teen years ago, when Bennie Zled-

man, the producer of "Beloved" for

Universal, was a publicity man, Bes-

sie Barriscale was one of the greatest

stars In pictures. It Is only out ol

deference to the debt of gratitude

she owed to Zeldman for his publicity

work on her behalf that she consented

to come out of retirement for a small

role In this picture featuring John

Boles and Gloria Stuart. Bessie Bar-

riscale plays the part of a landlady

In a cheap rooming house and unless

you look very sharp, you may not

recognize the beautiful star of yester-

day.

Some of the other well known play-

ers In the cast of "Beloved," In addi-

tion to Boles and Miss Stuart, are

Dorothy Peterson, Albert Conti, Mor-
gan Farley, Ruth Hall, Edmund Breese,

Mickey Rooney, Holmes Herbert,

Richard Carle, Lucille Gleason, Mae
Busch, Lucille La Verne, Oscar Apfel,

Joseph Swickard, James Flavin, Bobbe
Arnst, Jimmy Butler, Fred Kelsey,

King Baggot and Margaret Mann.

Paul Lukas Here
AUL LUKAS arrived In New York

Wednesday by United Airways

from Universal City, where he had

just completed his co-starring role

with Elissa Landi In "By Candlelight."

Lukas Is on his way to his native Bu-

dapest, which he has not seen In six

years. He has been one of the busiest

players In pictures and has well

earned a two months' vacation.

Lukas sails on the He de France on
Saturday. One of the objects of his

trip Is an operation which a specialist

In Budapest Is the only man In the

world can perform. The operation

was necessitated by an old wound
received In the World War, during

which Lukas was a Hungarian war ace.

Lukas Is one of the most enthusiastic

aviators In California. He Is a close

personal friend of one of the world's

most famous flyers, Roscoe Turner.

Arthur Richman
Scripts “The
Good Red Bricks”

A rthur RICHMAN, who co-

authored the screenplay "Only
Yesterday" Is now at work on the

continuity for "The Good Red Bricks"

the Mary Synon novel which Harry
Pollard Is to picturize for Universal.

Margaret Sullavan and Alice White
are slated tor the leading roles In

this tense human drama.

lialph Forbes, as he appears in “Bom-
bay Mail,” in support of Edmund
Loice, in a super cast of principals,
among tvhinn are Shirley Grey, Onslotr
.Stevens, Georges Renavent, lledda
Hopper, Tom Moore, Ferdinand Got-
tschalk, Huntley Gordon, John ll'ray

and Brandon Hurst.
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From Universal City
Dorothy Dix in

Maynard Film

T
he cast of Ken Maynard's current

picture, "Wheels of Destiny," is

completed. Dorothy Dix will be the

leading lady, Philo McCullough the

leading villain, Maynard's white

horse, Tarzan, the principal rescuer.

Among the other members of the

cast are Frank Rice, Jay Wiltsie, Ed

Coxen, Jack Rockwell, William Gould
and Nelson McDowell.

"Wheels of Destiny" is a story of

the gold rush and was written by

Nate Gatzert. It will go into produc-

tion at Universal City this week un-

der the direction of Alan James.

“I Like It That Way’’
Cast Grows Lengthy

F
our names were added yester-

day to the cast of Stanley Ber-

german's picture, "I Like It That

Way," featuring Gloria Stuart and
Roger Pryor. The new players are Lu-

cille Gleason, Gloria Shea, former

Follies girl, Mickey Rooney and Eddie

Gribbon. Sam Sheck was also en-

gaged yesterday to create the dance
numbers from the music by Conrad,

Little Jimmy Butler, who came near to
stealing “‘Only Yesterday,” is cast in
another important role in another
John Boles picture, “Beloved.” Jimmy
Butler is under long term contract to
Lniversal and you will kntnc why when

you see “Only Yesterday.”

Mitchell and Gottler. The title, "I

Like It That Way," is the title of one

of their songs.

Others already cast in "I Like It

That Way," which has been for sev-

eral days in production at Universal

City under the direction of Harry

Lachman, are Marian Marsh, Ray-

mond Hackett and Shirley Grey.

What A Cast I

A DISTINGUISHED company took

part in scenes made one even-

ing this week tor "By Candlelight,"

Universal's sophisticated comedy of

life on the Continent.

Among the extras on the set were

a Russian admiral, an Egyptian prince,

a Hungarian major and the son of

the world's greatest tenor, Enrico Ca-
ruso. An Italian countess was also a

member of the company, though she

discontinued the use of her title many
years ago. The lady was Elissa Landi,

who is co-starred with Paul Lukas in

the picture.

Sons of Immortal

Song Birds Meet First

Time in Pictures

S
ons of two of the world's fore-

most singers met for the first time

unexpectedly on the "Beloved" set

at Universal studios this week, when
Enrico Caruso, Jr. son of the immor-

tal Italian tenor and Ferdinand Schu-

mann-Heink appeared in support of

John Boles and Gloria Stuart In the

final scenes of this new musical ro-

mance.
Staging a scene in which a sym-

phony orchestra, conducted by Ar-

thur Kay, plays a composition, the

life work of the principal character of

the film, played by John Boles, Di-

rector Victor Schertzinger noticed

two young men sitting side by side in

the audience.

"Caruso meet Schumann Heink,"

Schertzinger said introducing the

much surprised young men.

"It certainly is a mighty small

world and Hollywood is the hub,"

said Caruso, "One of my earliest

memories of my father was hearing

19

This doesn’t look right. Lew Ayres is

listening to the heart beats of June
Knight through the microphone set in

use on “Cross Country Cruise” in

which Ayres is starred and in which
Miss Knight is one of the fea-

tured players. If the cameraman had
posed the picture with June Knight
listening to Lew Ayres’ heart beats,

there would seem to be more of an
opportunity of establishing a record.

him sing with your mother at the Met-
ropolitan Opera."
"And I have the same memory,"

replied Schumann Heink.

Caruso, Jr. entered the films about

a year ago and divides his time be-

tween Hollywood where he studies

singing under the tutelage of former

President of Mexico de la Huerta,

and Italy. He Is a Culver graduate.

Schumann Heink has been In films

about seven years but until their

meeting neither boy knew the other

lived in the film city.

^
‘^Cross Country Cruise’’

Gives Them a Ride But
They Don’t Go Anywhere

T en thousand miles In a trans-con-

tinental bus—and never more
than a thousand feet from the home
plate!

This has been the experience of

Lew Ayres, June Knight, Alan Dine-

hart, Alice White and several other

travelers, who have already covered

two thirds of the trip across the con-

tinent without going outside the Uni-

versal studios. All are members of

the cast of "Cross Country Cruise,"

and through the magic of the camera
authentic views of all parts of the

country flash past the open windows,

with the players sitting In the fore-

ground.



rri TT T O picture, which may look a bit screwy to you,

X XXX O show's an unusually black colored man chas-

ing a very black cat through an utterly dark room at midnight.

It*s a mighty baffling and elusive thing to picture, and many
folks said it could never be done.



^ I
^ TT T O is a picture of The Invisible Man himself . ITs

A -I A the best we could do without a movie camera.

But remember. Universal promised that, baffling and exciting

and mysterious and impossible” as The InvisibleMan may be,

your capcwity crowds will be able to “see” him on your screen!
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Summerville and Devine
Embark on Starring Trip

Horse Laughs
in ‘^Horse Play ’

’

R
umors and travellers returning from

Hollywood are all talking about the

great comedy that Universal has under

cover In "Horse Play." The picture Isn't

even finally cut yet, but Edward Sedgwick

has endowed It with so many gags and

horse laughs that all Hollywood Is on the

qui vIve to catch the preview. Previews are

supposed to be secret, but everybody In

the world who wants to go to a preview

can find out very easily. The theatre that

gets the "Horse Play" preview Is liable to

be mobbed. Strange thing, this under-

ground current which smells out successes

even before the cutter Is through putting

the last patch In the final reel.

"Horse Play" brings to the screen a new
team. Slim Summerville and Andy Devine.

Both have made names for themselves In

other pictures. Summerville started his me-
teoric career as Tjaden In "All Quiet on the

Western Front." Andy Devine came to

the front In "The Spirit of Notre Dame."
In "Horse Play," they are supported by a

cast Including Leila Hyams, Una O'Con-
nor, Lucille Lund, May Beatty, David Tor-

rance, Cornelius Keefe, Ferdinand Gott-

schalk and Ethel Griffles.

Dratcing by artist Sam Russel signalizing the teaming up of Slim Sum-
merville and Andy Devine. Their first picture is entitled “Horse Play."’

It teas directed by Edward Sedgwick.

WANTS IT AGAIN

KOSELAND THEATRE
New Glasgow, N. S.

r.anadian Universal Film Co. I.ttl.

.Saint John, N. B.

Dear Sirs:

I>et me say a few words about
‘“KING OF JAZZ.” Our patrons
unanimously claim that it was
not only good but marvelous;
and I believe, at a later date wc
can play it for a return date.

Business has been bad but we
took in with “KING OF JAZZ”
the most that I have taken in
with any picture for a long time
and we had strong opposition in
the Academy, so let me comnli-
ment you t»n “KING OF J.\ZZ”
and if all your j)ictures are that
good, we will have a banner pro-
gram, from Universal this seaso;i.

^ ours with best wishes,

RO.Sf:i.AM) THEATRE CO., Ltd.

N. W. Mason,
Managing l)ire<-t<ir.

Best They Ever Heard

VALLEY THEATRE
A Central States Theatre

Missouri Valley, la.

October 9, 193.3
Mr. Carl Laemmle,
Universal City, Calif.
Dear Mr. Laemmle:

Such good commendations a.s

I received on “MOONLIGHT &
PRETZELS” surely should make
you feel good and all those who
participated in the production.
And when we here at the Valley
theatre hear remarks of the high-
est calibre, they are passed on to
those deserving of them.
One remark in particular that

was received from a number of
patrons: “My, what a beautiful
.song and how splendid was the
rhythm. It was the best we ever
heard.” They referred to “BUT
IS IT LOVE.”

Personally I thought the pic-
ture was one of the finest musi-
cals I ever had the pleasure to
present to my patrons and more
power to you and your organiza-
tion.

Very truly yours,
C. F. LYMAN, Manager

BLACK and GREEN

llNIVERSM.1
NEWSREEL

vr=^
nilliEEl miKlllfi BEPOHIEII

HAIL PRESIDEi'S SPEECH
WASHINGTON, D. C. * In a dramatic messace the Chief Execu-
tive outline* hb new plans to speed the nation’s economic
recovery.

POPE BLESSES WORLD
^ ROME, Italy — Impressive scenes as 80.000 pilgrims see His I

Holiness extend the PontlfkaJ Benediction.

PLANES FjRLTORPEDOESi
SAN DIEGO, Cal. — A remarkable demonstration of exploetve*
being launched from lotv-flying bombers in thrfiling naval war-

SOVIET RECOGNITION NEAR
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R. — Unusual pictures of leading Communiste,
who are negotiating for a resumption of diplomatic relations

between their country and America.

Q Ml) OTHER SENSmiOlULTHfllLSX

One of the neic one-sheet designs for
IIniversal ISetcspaper ISetcsreel. This
one is for ISo. 191. Its ornamental
border on the left is in green, con-

trasting with vivid black.
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Sterling Holloway Begins

“^^Not the Marrying Kind’’

WARREN DOANE placed in

production another one of the

Universal comedies this week. It is

entitled "Not the Marrying Kind"

and stars Sterling Holloway. P. W.
Hackney directed it from a script

written by James W. Horne and B.

Vernon Smith. The cast includes Eddie

Nugent, Marion Shilling, a last year's

Baby Wampas star. May Wallace,

who played the Countess in "Merry

Go Round," Harry Holman, and

Gertrude Sutton. Here's the problem

presented in this two-reeler:

If the man you're waiting to elope

with is locked in jail, and you are in

a hotel room with his best friend, and

your father and mother are unexpec-

tedly found occupying a room oppo-

site—then what does a poor girl do?

+ + +

BLACK and WHITE

Here is another of the three netc de-

signs for Universal tSetcspaper I\eics-

reel. This one is a straight black ink

on white paper product and is very

effective with the new set-up. It is used

for No. 190.

"^^Big Casino” Completed
For Mentone-Universal

Mentone Productions have just

completed "Big Casino," num-

ber five in the series of thirteen mu-

sical and variety featurettes that are

being released by Universal. The

character of "Big Casino" is a satir-

ization of the super-gangster—a com-

posite of "Scar Face," "Little Giant"

and "Thunderbolt." "Big Casino" is

interpreted by Rex Weber, the char-

acter singing star of "Americana"

and Joe Cook's "Hold Your Horses."

The list of specialty entertainers in

"Big Casino" includes: Marguirita Pa-

dula, Patsy Flick, the Donovan Sisters

with Rees & Owen, Tita Guizar, Mar
ney Francis, Charles Lawrence, the

Belmont Sisters and the Chester Hah
Girls. Ballard Me' Jonald wrote and

directed the new Mentone featurette,

and Frank Zuker was chief camera-

man. Milton Schwarzwald was musical

director.

+ + +

Likes ^'^Five and Dime”
JACKSON ENTERPRISES
John A. Jackson, Gen. Mgr.

Colonial
Jackson
Capitol

Lebanon, Pa.
October 24, 193.3’

Universal Film Exchange
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen

:

Recently we booked an Oswald
Cartoon, the title of which was,
“Five and Dime,” and I wish
personally to express my appre-
ciation of this single reel. It had
entertainment value and the
theme song was of the type that

lingers long after the show is

over.
Keep up this high type of pro-

duction and my thought is, that
patrons will look forward to see-

ing Universal cartoons with as
much pleasure as they do to ones
that have a greater piihlicity. I

feel it shares honors with “The
Three Little Pigs” and would
recommend it to any theatre
showing high class pictures.

With best wishes for the com-
ing seasons on all your product,
1 am

Very truly yours,

JOHN A. JACKSON
Jackson Enterprises

ISew Aid For Exhibitors

in Universal Newsreel

I

N order to help exhibitors who book
both issues of the Universal News-

paper Newsreel, a change has been

made in the type of poster used.

These one-sheets were previously

printed all in one color and the cap-

tions and stories were boxed. But still

there was confusion for those who
ran both issues every week.

The new poster reads directly

across, gives a better display, more
readable and more professional.

Furthermore, to differentiate the

issues, these posters appear in rota-

tion in three different colors. For in-

stance, in the illustrations on this

page, the first one No. 191, has a

black and green set-up, while the

second. No. 190, uses black and
white, and No. 189 uses black and
red. The set up is plain and striking

and very readable. The new plan will

be a big help and shows the progres-

siveness of the management of the

Universal Newspaper Newsreel. The

innovation starts this week.

BLACK and RED

RMllW
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.— StrikJn; views of Alcatraz Islaid where
noted desperadoes wIB be confined behind grim prison -vails.

'QUAKE KICKS CITY
MATSUDA. Japan — Appalling views of the havoc wrought by
severe tremors that take many Dves.

SEAPLANESIET RECORD
SAN DIEGO, CaL - Impressive pictures of % Navy air squadron
afTtving at Its base after a 3,000 mile formation flight.

HUGE SEALJLACHES ZOO
PHILADELPHIA. Pa. - The world’s largest sea-elephant arrives
at its nvM home In the Zoological Parle

AND OTHER SENSATtONAL
THRILLS m:K ^

The third of the netc set-ups for the

one sheet of the Universal Newspaper
Newsreel. This is printed in black and
red and shows subjects listed in No.
189. All these designs will be rotated.





DIE LAUGHING!

With Leila Hyams, Ferdinand Gottschalk, May Beatty,

Cornelius Keefe, Lucille Lund, David Torrence, Ethel

GrifRes. Directed by EDWARD SEDGWICK. Screen-

play by H. M. Walker and Dale Van Every. Presented

by Carl Laemmle.

— when you see these two lovelorn

cowboys traveling on a deluxe ocean

liner with their HORSE .. .When you

see them—and the HORSE—mixing

with society and attending the Duch-

ess' fancy dress ball in London . .

.

When you see — Oh, what's the use

of going on ? It's so cockeyed crazy

that you wouldn't believe it all if we
told you ! - BUT WE VE COT IT ON
THE SCREEN TO GIVE YOUR PA-
TRONS THE LAUGH OFA LIFETIME!
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SHE LOVES ME— SHE LOVES ME NOT

ZASV PITTS AJSD SLIM SUMMERVILLE in ‘‘Love, Honor and Oh. Boby,” their new
comedy for Universal Pictures and the attraction which opens at the Rialto on Saturday.—Washington Herald

Washington Calls ^%ove, Honor and Oh, Babyl^’ Great

T
he critics in Washington, D. C.,

raved about "Love, Honor and

Oh, Baby!" the Slim Summerville-Za-

Su Pitts comedy when it opened at

he Rialto Theatre there. This is what
they said:

"Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!" . •

.

is thwacking funny stuff, happy in it*

principals, and evidencing every qual-

ification of popular picture entertain-

ment of its kind."—Mabelle Jennings,

Washington Herald.

E. deS. Melcher in the Evening Star,

says: "Miss Pitts is magnificent • . .

Due to her untiring efforts the film

has a great many long and loud

laughs"

The Washington Times said: "This

Is sprightly and amusing In a farce

way."

The review in the Washington Post,

however, deserves to be quoted word
for word:

When "Slim" Summerville and Za-

Su Pitts were teamed it was some-
thing akin to a stroke of genius, but

when Sam Harris' production, "Oh,
Promise Me," was selected tor their

fourth joint offering it was little short

of Inspirational. In this satirical com-
edy of breach of promise suits, each
of these eccentric comics finds his

most congenial vehicle.

Without the ribaldries of "They

Just Had to Get Married" and "Out
All Night," and sans the not ill-judged

essay at seriousness encountered in

"Her First Mate," "Love, Honor and
Oh Baby!" combines the better qual-

ities of all three into the best farce

the Summerville-Pitts combination has

had.

To see a clean comedy like this is

a relief and a great satisfaction.

When the Rialto ends the run of this

one It will be due to prearranged

bookings, not paucity of patronagel

Framing the feature is the unusual

array of short subjects, including a

new release of the Universal News,

with Graham McNamee.
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With ROBERT YOUNG. LEILA HYAMS.
Johnny Mack Brown, Andy Devine, Lucille Lund, Mary Carlisle,

Grant Mitchell. From the Saturday Evening Post story by

Lucian Cary. Produced by Carl Laemmle. Directed by Edward
Sedgwick. Production arranged by Christy Walsh. Presented

by Carl Laemmle.

ATURD>^
MILLION

It Has That Box-Office

KICK!
nnd it’s proving

IT RIGHT NOW
in many of the

country’s big first

runs !



A DIGEST OF THE BEST
EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

CTion

Here’s One That’s REALLY Different!
“The Invisible Man” Will Astonish With Its Daring,

Newness, and Spine-Tickling Thrills!

The screen has never before seen such novelty as "The Invisible

Man!" Between the pleasurable thrills and chilly excitement it

will give to every audience, you'll hear the patrons wondering out

loud: "How in the world did they do it?", "How could they pos-

sibly photograph that man running around without a head, or feet. BiC CITY CAMPAIGN
or arms?" And tvhen that invisible guy tears off almost ALL
his clothes and goes romping around the room UNSEEABLE
except for his shirt—you’re going to have gasps of surprise,

and little screams of terror mixed uith the happy laughs of

an audience thrilled to satisfaction over something really new

and excitingly fantastic in screen entertainment !

You have a great piece of showmanship property in "THE IN-

VISIBLE MAN." You have in Universal's screen version of H. G.

Carl Laemmie, stopping in Dodge City,

Kansas, between trains, was greeted by Jay

Wooten, who had just opened up "Moon-
light and Pretzels" at the Fox Dodge, for

one of his biggest week's business.

Although Dodge is not a big city, Woo-
ten gave it a smash campaign, with radio

broadcasts, pretzel distribution, big news-

paper space, ballyhoo and a tine front.

Wooten is shown above wearing the five

gallon hat presented to him by his division

manager, Elmer C. Rhoden.

Wells' story something to shout about 1 James Whale, who made

"Frankenstein," directed. No other thriller or mystery picture

ever made is like it. And even though death and destruction stalk

in the path of the mad young scientist who discovers the secret

that makes him invisible, and then cannot turn himself back to nor-

mal again, yes, even though its dramatic sequences send shivers

up and down your spine, "THE INVISIBLE MAN" is not a horror

picture, but the most amusingly serious entertainment you have

ever had the privilege of offering.

“It’s fun to be fooled !” your patrons will chorus, ^^but we
just loved it this time. We never believed we could be so

chilled and thrilled and surprised by a screen character all at

one time! As a novelty it’s grand ! As entertainment, it’s

immense!” Sell it from these angles!
Joe Weil

Pretty girlies to sell a girlie show! Two-
of Dodge City’s fairest plugging

“Moonlight and Pretzels.”
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'Round The Circuit With The Showmen!

CUT-OUTS PLUS LIGHTS
Above is pictured a special trans-

parency cut-out designed by Jack

Alger of the Alger Circuit for their

10 theatres in Illinois. Flasher lights

spotted on stills at right, one at a

time.

BORROWED BEER
TRUCKS gave Jack Hodges

of the Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Florida

a fine tie-up and an inexpensive bal-

lyhoo for "Moonlight and Pretzels."

Kings Brewery has tied up in many

cities on this picture and is helping

boost business on it. Try your local

dealer on this.

H^ERVILLE
ZASUPITTS
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ANOTHER SNAPPY FRONT at the Alhambra Theatre,

Milwaukee. For "Her First Mate" Stanley Meyer used the grotesque figures

of Slim and ZaSu from the posters. Over the box-office he arranged a rock-

ing ferryboat carrying the two goofy sweethearts. Catchlines were spotted

at the bottom of all panels. Backgrounds were of light, bright hue which

added cheery influence to the design.

TALKING OF SWELL
MARQUEES, this great flash

wins congrats for Manager Eddie

Helwig of the Rivoli, Paterson, N. J.

Two of the figures are cut-outs from

the twenty-four sheet. The third is

the work of the house artist. Fine ar-

rangement of the cut-out title and

star credits made as pretty a front

flash as we've seen in a long time!
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12 BIG EPISODES

WITH
*

EVALYN KNAPP
Pat O'Malley, William Desmond,

Robert Allen, James Durkin, John

Davidson. Story by Ella O'Neill.

Directed by Ray Taylor.
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(I) Double column x 8 from New Roxy, Seattle, Wash. (2) Impressive opening day ad In three column x from Roosevelt,

Chicago, III. (3) Strong copy and good layout used in double column x 1" ad from Alhambra, Milwaukee (4) Attractive arrangement

in 2 column x b^/^" ad from Missouri, St. Louis, Mo. (5) Plenty of white space sells this 2 column x lO'/j” ad from the Brown, Louisville.

Ky. (6) Pitt Nite played up in 2 column x 7 ^/2
” from Warner, Pittsburgh, Pa. (7) Three column x 3 ^/2

” from Fox, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Shorts Share

The Show

They might as well

be the best shorts

the market offers—

UNIVERSAL
SHORTS
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JAMES
No. 747 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmle, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

It was impossible to make a picture of 'The Invisible

Man/' Mr. Whale.

It simply could not be done.

It was one of those crazy fictional dreams of H. C. Wells,

Great Britain's outstanding novelist.

How could anyone picturize a man who is invisible?

How could the movie fans be made to see that which

cannot be seen?

The director who could direct it did not exist. The cam-

eraman who could photograph the unseeable had never

breathed.

These are some of the objections to producing the

craziest story ever written.

They were not to be overcome.

So you overcame them, Mr. Whale f

I do not know of any director or any studio which would
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WHALE
have the nerve to tackle such a problem as 'The Invisible

Man'' presented, except you and Universal.

I have never known any director or any company which

had the gall to go into the unknown as you and Universal

have done.

I have never known any better or more daring show-

manship than yours and Universal's.

The world thinks you did a smart thing in "Frankenstein."

But the world has never seen such an impossibility be-

come magnificent screen fare as it will see when it sees

what cleverness has been introduced into the making of

"The Invisible Man." You play with your audience as you

would play with a toy, Mr. Whale, and out comes a picture

which will break the heart and nerve of would-be imitators.

Mr. Exhibitor, the cleverest picture ever made is done.

Step out with Universal and you'll get it!



-pkCvtUaoo

Motion Picture Magazine:

"As a thriller it will live up to its adver-

tising. What more can any picture do?

. . . Moments you will long remember."

Screenplay:

"Lovers of the unusual will thrill over

this one . . . Even more extraordinary

than 'Frankenstein.'"

New Movie Magazine:

"You’ll enjoy this immensely . . .

Thorough entertainment from beginning

to end."

Hollywood Reporter:

''Here’s the answer to a showman’s

prayer ... A legitimate offspring of the

family that produced 'Frankenstein' and

'Dracula/ but a lusty, healthy, willing-to-

laugh youngster who can stand on his

own feet . . . This is a new idea if ever

there was one ... A class mystery thril-

ler certain to give an important account

of itself both at the box-office and in crit-

ical circles . . . Certainly it has never been

excelled as a piece of absorbing screen

illusion ... A remarkable achievement."

CLAUDE RAINS
With GLORIA STUART, William Harrigan,

Dudley Digges, Una O'Connor, Henry Travers,

Forrester Harvey. Screenplay by R. C. Sherriff.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed by
JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

Another big one from

UNIVERSAL
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Motion Picture Daily:

showman’s show! . . . Out of the or-

dinary . . . An outstanding moneymaker

for exhibitors . . . Eerie, fresh and better

production than either ^Frankenstein^ or

'Dracula' . . . Believable, entertaining . .

.

In the bag and in big^
^

Motion Picture Herald:

^^Universal has a showman*s natural . . .

Oldtimers and new idea showmen can

sink their teeth in this one and boost to

skies . . .Terrific novelty. . .A real super

that will jerk patrons into the theatre.^'



With GEORGE BARBIER,
Lucille Gleason, Verree Teas-

dale, Donald Meek. Produced

by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from
the Sam H. Harris play, "Oh,
Promise Me," by Howard
Lindsay and Bertrand Robin-

son. Directed by Eddie

Buzzell. Presented by Carl

Laemmie.

Now registering highly satisfactory

grosses everywhere^ because it’s the

best to date from

SUMMERVILLE
— and —

ZASU PITT
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NEWS and
COMMENT

‘^Back Street’’

Will Run A Year
in Paris Theatre

//Q ACK STREET" threatens to es-

D tablish an all-time, all-nation

record for continuous performance.

This film opened in Paris at the Studio

Caumartin on January 4, 1 933. At the

present moment, therefore, it has

played ten months and four days.

Even during the summer months, it

operated on a small profit, but on

entering the fall season it began

playing to the same kind of houses

and the same kind of money that

characterized it in the Spring, v/hen

it broke a number of attendance and

box-office records.

The picture began first with the

superimposed French titles and that

is the picture which is still running

here. However, in other theatres in

Paris, the French dubbed picture is

also running. The same thing is tak-

ing place in other cities, like Nice,

where the picture ran for five weeks

in one theatre, with superimposed

titles and in the other theatre with

the French dubbed version. At the

present moment, it looks as though

"Back Street" would complete an en-

tire year at the Studio Caumartin in

Paris.

When this theatre is finished with

this picture we recommend "Only
Yesterday." It is even more appro-

priate and surefire for Paris.

ARRIVES AND SAILS

Here is Paul Lukas, arriving by

United Air Lines at ISetcark Air Port

on the first vacation he has had in six

and a half years. On Saturday he

sailed on the lie de France. He tcill

land in London and meet Alexander

Korda tcith whom he was in college in

Budapest. Korda wants him to do a

picture while he is in London, hut both

Universal and Lukas are anxious for

Lukas to have a real vacation without

any work to mar the enjoyment. If

present plans carry, Lukas and Korda

will visit Paris and Budapest together.

IThen Lukas returns it will be to make
“The Golden Fleece,” under the direc-

tion of William Wyler.

Luis Trenker Arrives to

Make New York Scenes

Latest Universal Picture

UlS TRENKER, who will universally

be remembered in "Doomed Bat-

talion," arrived in New York on Mon-
day on the Bremen to make New
York City scenes for his latest Uni-

versal production, "The Prodigal

Son." When Trenker passed through

New York on his way to Universal

City two years ago, he was prodi-

giously impressed with the New York

skyscrapers. In them he saw a fantas-

tic analogy to the towering, precipi-

tous heights of the Dolemite Alps in

his native Tyrol. He couldn't rest un-

til he had written a story which in-

cluded scenes contrasting these two
gigantic elevations, the hand of Na-
ture and the hand of Man. "The Prod-

igal Son" is that picture. Luis Trenker

wrote it himself and will co-direct it

with Werner Klingler, who accompan-
ied him to New York. Andrew Marton
is cutter and interpreter.

There are seven members in the

party brought over to New York by

Trenker, who will work for six or eight

weeks in New York City. In addition

to the German technical crew, Ar-

thur Cosine of New York will assist in

the production. "The Prodigal Son"

will be made in the bi-lingual manner

in German and English. The interiors

will be taken in Berlin and the Euro-

pean exteriors in the Tyrol. A new

German beauty, Maria Endergast, is

leading lady.
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The rniing lovers in "liehtved,’' Mor-
gan Farley, icho divides his time be-
ticeen the stxigc and screen, and Ruth
Hall, who tooli Evalyn Knapp's place

in the cast.

John Boles
Will Sing
in ‘Beloved”

N aturally, with victor Schert-

zinger directing a picture in which

Boles appears, the whole country will

expect John Boles to sing. John Boles

will sing. He will sing two songs by

Victor Schertzinger himself. They are

entitled "Forget" and "My Beloved,"

from which the title of the picture is

taken.

These songs will be on the air and

in music stores at the same time that

"Beloved" is released in the theatres.

"Beloved" is in the cutting room at

Universal City now, and those who
have seen it in part only report an-

other great John Boles picture to

follow up "Only Yesterday.."

The cast of "Beloved" is almost as

Impressive as that of "Only Yester-

day." It Includes in addition to John
Boles and Gloria Stuart, Albert Con-
ti, Dorothy Peterson, Anderson Law-

ler, Edmund Breese, Louise Carter,

Lester Lee, Mickey Rooney, Holmes
Herbert, Richard Carle, Lucille Glea-

son, Mae Busch, Lucille La Verne,

Mary Gorden, Eddie Woods and
Jimmy Butler.
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Completed and In Produ"

“Cross Country Cruise”
Nearing The End Of Its Run

AWEEK or two and "Cross Coun-

try Cruise" will have been com-

pleted by Director Eddie Buzzell.

That's how fast this sixty-mile-an-hour

bus is going! In spite of the fact that

a dastardly murder Is committed in

"Cross Country Cruise," the com-

pany making it is a particularly happy

one and easy to handle. From Lew

Ayres, the star, down to the script

girl's baby, who appeared In one of

the scenes, there has not been a

hitch, puncture or a collision.

With all the talk about transporta-

tion, it seems highly appropriate that

Universal should Immediately bring

out a bus story. Carl Laemmie, Jr.

was delighted with the story turned

In to him by Stanley Rauh and imme-

diately commissioned Elmer Harris

and Mr. Rauh to adapt it.

The story tells of the loves, lies,

hates, ambitions, laughs and tears of

five people in particular as they tra-

verse the nation from coast to coast.

Pacific as the trip appears at first

blush, even murder lifts its ugly head

before the jaunt is ended and love,

of course, in the way it has, finds its

own at the end of the trail.

Directed by Eddie Buzzell, with a

cast Including June Knight, Alice

White, Minna Gombel, Alan Dine-

hart, Eugene Pallette, Robert Mc-

Wade, Henry Armetta, Arthur Vinton

and Hugh Enfield the production i;

said to offer a new slant In screen

fare. It has a universal appeal.

+ + +

The Script Girl’s

Baby in Debut

A ll the script girls in Hollywood's

film studios are beginning to

lug their babies to work with therr?.

It happened like this:

Eddie Buzzell, director, reached a

point In "Cross Country Cruise"

starring Lew Ayres where he needed
a baby. Not tomorrow—not this af-

ternoon—but right now.

"Props," he yelled to a property

man nearby. "Hustle a baby, quick!"

"How about mine, Mr. Buzzell?"

interrupted Jean Raymond, script

girl on the production—and so,

"Sunny" Waterman, babbling, cun-

ning, smiling and 654 months old got

his first screen role.

Screen fans will see "Sunny" blithely

chuckling his way through the story,

apparently a veteran from many days

of standing-by with his mother while

the cameras ground.
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lion at Universal City

^'Madame Spy’ ^ Portrays

Vivid News Of Today
In the last week’s papers a story broke which

might have served as the scenario for *'^Madame

Spy,” so up-to-date and triie-to-life is this story

of a 1933 woman spy.

M aybe you think spying has gone out of fashion. Maybe
you think that there are no spys unless countries are at

war. Nothing was ever further from the truth. Europe Is full of

spies, male and female, but the ones who get the most public-

ity are the "Madame Spies" of the world. In last Monday's New
York Times there was a story headed thus: "Link Woman Spy
with British Case." Strange as It seems, the story, under a

European date line, might readily have been taken as a scenario

for Universal's production of "Madame Spy," now in work at

Universal City under the direction of Karl Freund. This pro-

duction features Fay Wray and Nils Asther, with Edward Ar-

nold, John Mlljan, Vince Barnett, David Torrence, Douglas Wal-

ton, Oscar Apfel, Robert Ellis, Mabel Marden, Alden Chase
and Rollo Lloyd In Important roles. Its action fairly flies between
Vienna, Berlin, Leningrad and other Continental capitals and

put the production department of Universal on a still hunt for

properties which were characteristic and still thoroughly up to

By Cand leilig ht"

Douglas Walton and Fay Wray as they appear in
“Madame Spy,” now in work at Universal City

under the direction of Karl Freund.

date. The result Is one of the most Interesting back-

ground displays of Continental life ever placed on
the screen.

"Madame Spy" also dips back into the World
War for a number of Its scenes. Specially built sets

were made, capturing the gay thoroughfares of

Vienna, the Grand Ball Room fanfares of Rus-

sian court life, and the World War setting of
Unter den Linden. One of the outstanding
highlights In the picture is the Cafe Marabu,
with its Intimate yet elaborately designed at-

mosphere. Another touch of real life is the
hospital train, with Its drab and sordid in-

mates, personifying the cruel and devastating
results of battle.

"By Candlelight’' just completed by James Whale at Universal City
is one of the most dolled up and high class productions ever turned
out at Universal City. It shines in brilliance of cast and the glamour
<tf its lighting. The four players, reading left to right, on these two
pages, are Dorothy Revier, Esther Ralston, Nils Asther, Paul Lukas.

+ + +

In ^^Madame Spy”
I
N the final scenes of "Madame Spy," now

* in production at Universal City, two of Carl
Laemmie, Jr.'s Junior Stock players will make
their film debut. One Is Lenore Kingston and
the other, Neysa Nourse. Miss Kingston is re-

garded as one of the finest comedienes ever
to take a test at Universal City. Neysa Nourse
was unable to graduate with the graduating
class of five, but she wasn't discouraged. She
pitched right In and got herself a job In "Ma-
dame Spy," and gave a splendid account of
herself. Another pupil of the Junior School
who is exceedingly busy is Lois January, who
appeared In "By Candlelight," and whose
time Is aF a premium.
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John Barrymore in a dramatic scene
tcith John Hammond Dailey, tcho plays

McFadden in “Counsellor at Laiv''

Dailey came to Hollytcood direct from
Lakewood players of Skowhegan, Me.

//^OUNSELLOR AT LAW" Is

^ more than one motion picture.

It Is a dozen picture combined. Char-

acters who fit Into widely scattered

backgrounds are deftly placed side

by side. Their problems, each vital

enough to justify a separate film, are

welded together. The result Is a dra-

matic trust.

Within a great lawyer's office this

multiple drama unfolds. Men and wo-

men from every corner of life are rep-

resented. Some are glamorous, others

pitiful, all are compelling. By means

of photographic Ingenuity and clever

dialogue the past of each Is vividly

revealed.

You see the reactions of a woman
who has murdered her husband with

a paper cutter. You sympathize with

a shabby mother whose wounded son

has gone to jail. You laugh at a flashy

actress seeking heart balm. You un-

derstand the new outlook of a re

formed crook. Interwoven with these

stories of buffeted humanity Is the

case of the great lawyer, who, riding

on the crest of the wave, suddenly

finds himself facing disbarment and

the estrangement of his wife. It's one

thrill on top of another. Yet all dove-

tail together.

For two years "Counsellor at Law"
was Broadway's outstanding stage hit.

As a motion picture It achieves even

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY Nov. 1 1, 1933
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^^Counsellor At Law’’

Is A Dramatic Trust
greater scope and power. In adaptinq

his play to the screen. Elmer Rice did

a masterful job. With brilliant strokes

he has lifted each character Into bold

relief. He has made them convincing,

human—so human. In fact, that the

audience Itself will feel Itself swep+
along with the movement of the pic-

ture.

To properly mount this amazing
snapshot of American life. Universal

spared no expense. A huge set, con-

sisting of six rooms In a lawyer's of-

fice, was built In a lavish, modernistic

style, at the cost of eleven thousand

dollars. Architects agree It Is the most

beautiful set ever constructed for a

motion picture.

And the cast for this film—the star-

studded cast—speaks eloquently for

Itself. John Barrymore, Bebe Daniels,

Doris Kenyon, Onslow Stevens, Thel-

ma Todd and others. To this Imposing

list of Hollywood's finest were added
the best Broadway could offer. Ten
ot the stars who created their roles

In "Counsellor at Law" when It made
Its stage debut, were called to Uni-

versal City to duplicate their scintilla-

ting performances. They came, and
each helped record a highlight In mo-
tion picture history.

Much Better Than ‘Back Street’^

POSTAL TELEGRAPH

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

ST LOUIS MO NOV 4 1933

JUST FINISHED LOOKING “ONLY
YESTERDAY” AND HASTEN TO TELL YOU
UNSOLICITED ITS ONE OF GREATEST
PICTURES I’VE EVER SEEN STOP EXCEL-
LENT STORY, SUPERB DIRECTION, FLAW-
LESS ACTING STOP MUCH BETTER THAN
BACK STREET AND I PROPHESY IT’LL BE
ONE OF YEAR’S BOX OFFICE SMASHES
WHEREVER PROPERLY SOLD STOP WE’RE
PLANNING BIG CAMPAIGN ON IT

REGARDS
GEORGE D TYSON

(Man. Dir. Ambassador Theatre)
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ImportantAdditions to the Cast

of Like It That Way’’ Alade

S
IX more players were added to

the cast of "I Like It That Way"
this week.

The new players are Merna Ken-

nedy, Mae Busch, Onslow Stevens,

John Darrow, Virginia Sale and Noel

Madison. Two members of the Carl

Laemmie Junior Stock Company,
Garry Owen and Lois January, are

also being tried out in minor roles.

"I Like It That Way" features Glo-

ria Stuart and Roger Pryor, with Ma-
rian Marsh and Shirley Grey in im-

portant roles. Sam Sheck, Broadway
dance producer, is staging the musi-

cal numbers, which have been writier

by Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler. The

story by Harry Sauber is being di-

rected by Harry Lachman, from a

Slim SutnniervUle in “Horse Play,” in

tchich he and Andy Devine are star-

ring, has one of the funniest disguises
that this lanky comedian ever assumed.
In part of the picture, he is depicted
in chain armor and the chain armor

is a gross misfit.

screenplay by Chandler Sprague and
Joseph Santley. It is Stanley Berger-

man's second production for Univer-

sal. In every way he is striving to make
it far superior to "Moonlight and
Pretzels."

+ + +

‘‘If I Was Rich ”

C ARL LAEMMLE, Jr. announced
this week at Universal City that

Universal would produce as one of

this year's thirty six, W. A. McGuire's

play, "If I Was Rich." No casting

has been made, but the story itself

is regarded as of extreme interest and
Universal was lucky to acquire it. The

play on which is was founded has had
a rather unusual history. It appeared
twice on Broadway under two differ-

ent titles, first in 1927, under its first

title, "A Great Little Guy." Three

years later it also played in New York

under the present title, both times

successfully.

+ + +

Summerville In

A New Disguise

S
UM SUMMERVILLE, that elon-

gated comedian, who popped in-

to intense popularity after "All

Quiet," has teamed up with a new
playing partner and the combination

seems to be good. His work with ZaSu
Pitts will still go on. "Love, Honor
and Ch, Baby!" is the last one of

these completed, although another
one is being made ready at this pres-

ent moment.
"Horse Play" gives both Summer-

ville and Devine an opportunity to

display their very best comedy paces
ufider the direction of one of the best

comedy directors in pictures today,
Eoward Sedgwick. It was formerly
called "Tin Pants." A glance at the

accompanying illustration is a tip-

off to the reason tor that title.
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Brandon Hurst, who plays a remark-
able role in “Bombay Mail.”

Brandon HurstBack
In “Bombay MaiV^

A t last Brandon Hurst has a role

in which to make a proper come-
back in the films. Everyone remem-
bers his remarkable work in "The

Hunchback of Notre Dame." To

Hurst, that was the high spot of his

career. In vain ho has looked for a

character which would give his re-

markable talents proper scope and

his reputation sufficient prestige. He
has found it in the role of Pundit Gar-

nath Chundra, a high-caste Brahmin

in "Bombay Mail." The makeup ot

Chundra required a great deal of

hard and artistic work on the part pf
Hurst and the makeup man, but when
it was securely on this great actor,

authority was stamped on every line-

ament.

"Bombay Mail" deals with the

committing and the solution of two
mystery murders on board the Im-

perial Indian Mail as the swift train

roars from Calcutta to Bombay. Ed-

mund Lowe is impersonating the po-

lice inspector.

Edmund Lowe is starring in "Bom-
bay Mail," the first of his two pictures

for Universal this season.
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A STAR CAN BE MADE
OVERNIGHT”

//kyl OTION picture stars

• • can still be created

overnight."

This Is the assertion of Carl

Laemmie, Jr., head of pro-

duction for Universal Pictures

Corporation, whose company
is about to present to the

public the latest proof of his

contention.

The new star is Margaret

Sullavan, erstwhile favorite

Ingenue of the New York

stage, and the picture is

"Only Yesterday," the John

M. Stahl production which

celebrates its world premiere

at the Pantages theatre in

Hollywood on the evening

of November 9, with lights,

crowds and the leading stars

of the screen colony in at-

tendance.

"To create a star", says

Laemmie, "only three things

are necessary, with the pro-

viso that each of these must

be of unusual excellence: A
good part, a good actress

and a good director. It is

understood, of course, that

the role must be of sufficient

length and 'bigness' to allow

the actress full scope for the

display of her ability.

"When Miss Sullavan came
to Hollywood a few months

ago to start work in 'Only

Yesterday' she had never

before appeared in a motion

picture, but her role afforded

her opportunities such as

have never before been ex-

tended to a young actress In

a new and untried medium, and she has taken advantage
of them with such a display of adaptability that she will

immediately be established in the first flight of stardom.

We await the verdict of the theatre-going public with the

utmost confidence.
"
'Back Street,' 'Strictly Dishonorable' and 'Seed,' the

three previous pictures made for Universal by John M.
Stahl, were all road-show attractions, but we feel that in

'Only Yesterday' he has exceeded all his past efforts."

The selection of Margaret Sullavan for her great star-

ring role came only after

the elimination of many well

known Hollywood actresses

who were considered for the

part. Camera tests proceed-

ed at the studio for many
weeks, but still the ideal girl

for the role had not been

found. Stahl had witnessed

the performance of Miss Sul-

lavan on the stage in New
York in "Dinner at Eight"

and had also seen a test of

her made In New York and

shipped to Hollywood, and

as a final resort she was sent

for. The results, it is said,

have fully proven the correct-

ness of the director's judg-

ment.

The story of "Only Yester-

day" covers a period of 12

years beginning In 1917 and
reaching its conclusion on

October 29, 1929, the day
of the great stock market

crash. In the constantly

changing background are

shown the frenzied celebra-

tion of Armistice Day in New
York; the tumultous welcome
to the American troops as

they parade up Fifth Av-

enue; a Wall Street broker's

office during the tragic mar-

ket crash and many other

scenes of high interest. But

the story follows the tragic

love affair of Miss Sullavan

and John Boles, who plays

the leading male role and is

said to give the greatest per-

formance of his career.

Ninety-three feature play-

ers appear in this remarkable picture, including Billie Burke,

Reginald Denny, Edna May Oliver, BenIta Hume, George

Meeker, June Clyde, Onslow Stevens, Berton Churchill,

Vivien Oakland, Bert Roach, Barry Norton, Natalie Moor-

head and four score others.

The premiere of "Only Yesterday" on November 9th

also marks the reopening of Pantages theatre after sev-

eral months of darkness, and a lavish surrounding pro-

gram is promised.

MARGARET SELLAVAN

SAYS CONFIDENT
CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.
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Beautiful Evalyn Knapp, who re-creates the role of Pauline in Universal’s current
serial, ^^The Perils of Pauline,” which is just being completed at Universal City.

"Perils of Pauline” Called "Great”
F
or nine months exhibitors have

been hearing of Universal's moves
in re-creating "The Perils of Pauline."

The long search for a satisfactory

heroine, the re-writing of the story to

bring it up to modern requirements,

modern technique and modern dra-

matic forcefulness, inspired the coun-

try with the conviction that "Perils of

O NLY the title is reminiscent of

the earlier serial by the same
name. The three first two-reel install-

ments are crammed with action. Two
of them run 21 minutes and the third

20 minutes.

The action goes into the China Sea
during a typhoon, then into Indo-

China and the jungles. The first starts

with a hunt for a disc carrying a form-

ula for a deadly gas in a deserted

Pauline" was going to be Universal's

outstanding serial of the year. A num-

ber of exhibitors so believed and

have held this serial for the highest

spot in their serial campaign for the

year.

Last week the critics were invited

in and this is what they had to say of

"Perils of Pauline."

temple, with an accompaniment of

shellfire and falling aerial bombs. In

the second there is a fight aboard
ship during a typhoon, and in the

third a remarkable scene while a boa
constrictor saves Pauline from one of

the villains.

Evalyn Knapp and Robert Allen are

the leads, with James Durkin, John
Davidson, Sonny Ray and Frank Lack-

teen in supporting roles.

From Motion Picture Herald

(Universal

)

E
xcellent serial.

It may not be a parallel of Pearl

White's "Pauline" of the early days

of the silents, but it is a serial cram-

med with action, and decidedly dif-

ferent in atmosphere and back-

ground. Evalyn Knapp and Robert
Allen carry the leads, supported by
James Durkin, John Davidson, Sonny
Ray and Frank Lackteen. The three

first chapters—two of them running

21 minutes and the third 20—carry

the action from China to a typhoon
at sea, into Indo-China and the

jungles. The opening episode intro-

duces a hunt in a deserted temple for

a disc carrying the formula of a dead-
ly gas, a search conducted under

shellfire and a rain of airplane bombs,
and amid the machinations of David-

son's thugs. Next comes a fight

(Continued on Page 27

)

From Motion Picture Daily
(Universal

)
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paralleled, it's not within the memory
of current generation!"

Says Hollywood Reporter:

"Xing for a Night' strong melodrama
with a big kick ... a situation that
has never been duplicated on stage
or screen ... If this climax has ever been
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Above is a reproduction of the twenty

-

four sheet on this great attraction ... It is

just a sample of the marvelous paper
available . . . Get your copy of the campaign
book with its wealth of exploitation aids,

lobby photos, publicity stories, ad. mats,
etc. PUT THIS OVER TO YOUR PROFIT

!





CLASS
Picture With

SMASH
Attraction Value!

PAUL LUKAS
ELISSA LAND!

NILS ASTHER
IN

C/^Dini9liT
With Esther Ralston, Meivyn Douglas, Dorothy Revier, Frederic

Burton, Lawrence Grant, Lois January. From the Broadway stage

success by Harry Graham. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Directed by JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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“THE INVISIBLE MAN’’

IS A THILLER, BUT, IT

IS NOT A HORROR FILM
(From the Round Table Club of the

Motion Picture Herald

)

Y OU'VE a showmanship natural in

' "The Invisible Man." Brand new
in idea, it's the kind of material that

old-time and new-idea showmen can

sink their teeth in and exploit to the

skies. On top of that, it is super-weird

entertainment.

A thriller to be sure, yet it is not

really a horror picture, even though

the element of awesome eerie terror,

charged with suspense, is stressed to

the last degree. A masterpiece of

trick camera technique, "The Invisible

Man" is dramatic rather than grue-

some, and situations and reactions

precipitate easing comedy contrasts.

The Man has discovered a chemical

compound that makes his body in-

visible. Interrupted in his search for

an antidote, he unwraps the bandages
that cover his head, casts off his

clothes, you hear only his voice and

see the results of his actions as he

plays havoc with the inhabitants of a

little English village. Early reports

treat the news as a hoax, but when
the Man breaks up a police investiga-

tion and kills the Inspector, the nation

is terrorized. Papers and radios flash

news, warnings and instructions.

Invading Dr. Kemp's home, the

Man proposes to take him in as his

partner. Together they will rule the

world. Invisible armies will give them
unlimited power to do anything they

will. While the Man sleeps, Kemp in-

forms Cranley, Flora and the police.

The Man learns of Kemp's action.

Warning Kemp that he will return and
kill him, he becomes invisible, strikes

terror Into the cordon of police and
escapes. Kemp is killed, a train Is

wrecked.

Seeking rest in a country-side barn,

a farmer notices movement in a straw-

pile. Snow begins to fall as the farmer

notifies the police. Knowing they will

be able to see his tracks In the snow,

the authorities throw an Impenetrable

human wall around the barn, set It on

fire. The door opens and footprints

appear. The chief shoots. A human
outline collapses In the snow. Nothing

Is visible. In bed, dying, the Man calls

for Flora. She is with him as ap-

proaching death negates the chemi-

cal effect. Only In the last few se-

conds of the picture are Rain's fea-

tures seen.

‘‘NOT THE

MARRYING KIND*

Sterling Holloivoy and Marion

Schilling

STERLING HOLLOWAY
Starring with

Eddie Nugent, Marion Schilling,

Henry Holman, May Wallace ami

Gertrude Sutton, in the latest

Warren Doane

UNIVERSAL COMEDY

OPENS NOV. 16th

The premiere of “The In-

visible Man,** for which ex-

ceptional results are confident-

ly expected at the box-office,

will take place at the Roxy
Theatre, November 16th.

Preparations for this thriller,

which is the legitimate^ succes-

sor to “Dracula** and “Frank-
enstein,** are occupying the

entire Roxy staff, which is

looking forward to breaking
all box-office records of recent

months.

“STRAWBERRY
ANY AUDIEI

(From the Motioi

N o ordinary western, this, but en-

alnment that should hand any

kind of audience a thrill. A wild horse.

Strawberry Roan, is the center of in-

terest. Around him is built the action.

Humans, of course, contribute the ro-

mantic, dramatic, comedy and fine

musical atmosphere, but the horse is

the one that people will be talking

about.

The story is formula; the hero, the

heroine and the villain—the comedy
relief, wild riding and the expected

man to man battle, they're all there

in typical western fashion, but the

horse atmosphere is gripping. Natur-

ally western fans should eat this show

up. But for any exhibitor, anxious to

provide his patrons with something

really different, "Strawberry Roan"

more than fills the need.

Here's what happens: The horse is

an outlaw, suspected of driving other

animals off the range. Determined to

capture him, the Colonel puts a sport-

ing proposition to Big Jim's determin-

ation by offering his ranch as a prize

to anyone who can break the stallion.

Humans really fade from the picture

then and the horse grabs the spot-

light. There's broncho busting, such

as any rodeo might envy. Action Is as

explosive as untamed nature, and

through it runs the romance, drama
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Kann Says, “Only Yesterday” is

a Whale of a Woman’s Picture

(From the Motion Picture Daily)

OPENS NOV. 9th

This is an important date in

the history of Los Angeles and
ISew York City. ‘‘Only Yester-

day’^ opens in Los Angeles at

the Pantages Theatre, which
has been closed for six months
and Hollywood will again have
a gala opening with all the

lights and frills that go with it.

At Radio City Music Hall in

ISew York, Roxy is tremen-
dously enthusiastic over “Only
Yesterday.” He is tremendous-
ly enthusiastic over Margaret
Sullavan.

AN” WILL HAND
E A THRILL
cture Herald

)

and villainy, made spectacular by a

stampede in which Ken saves Alice.

It's great stuff tor kids, wholesome,

exciting throughout, and it's an un-

usual feature for showmen who have

the courage to play up something

radically different. Stuck up on the

marquee as a "Ken Maynard West-
ern," it will do the business of a west-

ern, but if concerted effort is exerted

to convince your audience that you
have a picture that will thrill them
through and through, it should prove
unusually profitable.—McCarthy, Hollywood.

^^Palsie Walsie”
With Armetta

"PALSIE WALSIE," a Warren
Doane-Universal two-reel comedy,
was completed this week at Universal

City with a cast of players seen gen-

erally only in feature length produc-
tions. In addition to Henry Armetta,
who is the star of the picture, the cast

includes such players as Herbert Cor-
thell, Sally Starr, Mickey Daniels and
Lillian Elliott. The story deals humor-
ously with the problems of an old-

fashioned father trying to be a pal to

his collegiate son. The son is played
by Mickey Daniels of "Our Gang"
fame, now playing grown-up parts.

A DOUBLE-HEADED something to

wave flags over. One, because

it introduces an unknown named Mar-

garet Sullavan, who hadn't seen Hol-

lywood before this Universal came
along, but who won't be able to pry

loose after it. Secondly, because

"Only Yesterday" is a whale of a wo-

man's picture. It'll make the softer

sex weep in sympathy and exhibitors

in joy.

Miss Sullavan is an actress of intel-

ligence and power. Opening on the

day of the Wall Street crash, the film

draws a graphic picture of the finan-

cial debacle at large and its effect

‘TIE FOR TWO”

fames Cleason, Mabel Marden

and Eddie ISugent

JAMES GLEASON
starring

ill his latest Warren Doane pro-

duction with Eddie Nugent, Ma-

bel Marden, Bobby Hutchins,

Janet Stuart, Fern Emmett and

Tiny Sandford. “Pie for Two”
is a

UNIVERSAL COMEDIES

on John Boles, until then successful

stock broker. On the verge of suicide,

a letter marked "Urgent-Personal"

draws his attention. He begins to

read the contents and, as he does,

the flashback tells the story.

The drama concerns him and Miss

Sullavan and gets under way while

Boles is stationed in Virginia prior to

his departure overseas in 1917. The
girl, it appears, has been in love with

him since the time she first met him

at a party years earlier. Moonlight

and romance, as well as the over-

hanging shadow of the war, draw
them together. To the girl it is the

culmination of a dream. To Boles a

passing, but pleasant, incident.

Confronted by impending mother-
hood, Miss Sullavan joins her aunt,

Billie Burke, in New York. There she

has her child. In the interim. Boles

returns from the front, fails to recog-
nize the girl and some time thereafter

marries Benita Hume. The two prin-

cipals never meet until 10 years have
elapsed. At a New Year's party in a

New York hotel. Boles, struggling with

his memory, is irresistibly drawn to

the girl; she, never having ceased to

love him, joins him. Together and in

his apartment, they re-enact the ro-

mance of a decade ago. Early in the

morning she leaves, having refused to

divulge her identity. The situation

here is powerful, unusually strong and
played beautifully by Miss Sullavan.

About a year later, her heart gives

out. By super effort she manages to

pen the story of her heartbreak and
dies. It is this letter which reaches
Boles, averts suicide, influences him
to end the long-since dormant ro-

mance with his wife and sends him to

his son.

The cast—a long one—is very

competent. Boles does what strikes

us as his best work. "But nobody in the

picture approximates Miss Sullavan's

performance for understanding and
emotional depth. She looks like a real

bet, heading for places dependent
upon material and direction. Histrion-

ically, she has the goods—lots of it.—KAISIS
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iMighty Scarce These Days—

Tell 'Em Youve Cot One!

'"'hon you !

uu*

L,iu u

Luciri'. j
I

(The samples shown are just a

few of the many included in the
campaign book — — all sizes,

shapes, etc. Get your copy of the

book and put this one oyer right!)

otsy Cowboys
Society—And

Their Horse ! !

ttdlSE PLAY

Pf«»«ntcd by

C«ri L*«mmlc.

An obfolotely
b«||«vablo place of

grand noniencal .

.

You'll laoph your-

taif iiiiy

tea what happens

to the boys, the

horse and a pretty

girl at the *>««h®**

fancy-dress ball I

V^HhLciU Hy«i"*r

F«rdin«nd Golt-

,ehalW, May
Bcatty,Cornchut

Kecfa,L««VJ*
Lund. Oiractcd by

Edw«rd SadgwieW.

Produced by Can

L e e m m 1 « /
•

Screenplay by

H M. ^alVer and

Dale Ven Every.

A Titled Lady
A Pretty Girl

Two Fool Cow-
boys— and a
HORSE!
—oil mixed up aboord ship/

in swell hotels and In rlt^
society ballrooms in the
most hilarious bit of ex-
citing tomfoolery ever
screened I

•

With LeiU Hyams, Ferdinand GoH-
tchalk. May Beatty, Lucille Lund,
David Torrence. Directed by Edward
Sedgwick. Screenplay by H. M.
Walker and Dale Van Every. Pre-

sented by Carl Lacmmle.

A UNIVERSAL PIOURE.

cV^IUMMFRinLLF
^RNDY D€V1N€ ,n

"HORSEPLAY"

You’i7Tr^r7~ —

—

'1

~ ^ l^velor
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Hi^hli^hts in Universal’6

JOHN
, HIX

-frie of
fUN9V '

C3n^d3.
KTiPe-

; Of 65
X feet...

Trit eLEcTf^iC tet Of
“SouTri AWERlCK OEMERAXe^S

, ^NOuGlA eUfCTRlCiT'/ To RING A
\ oooR&euu....

<ne Australian

"Teo^V 5fAR"-
KoALK"<

CANNOT PI^INK

\NA1ER

/ l6-'y£AR-OU0.
?AUU LAWTOH -

C>5^c»m, ... \
PlMs M Riano wiTA rti'S/vffr,

A n amazing
assortment

of strange and

j n b e I i e V a ble

tacts, ranging in

diversity from
pranks of nature

to human attain-

ment, and from

the Western
world to the
Orient and into

Africa, is contain-

ed in the latest

Strange As It

Seems motion
picture film based

on the famous

newspaper car-

toon of the same

name by John

Hix. The number

is No. 34.

With camera

shots that are as

striking as the

subjects they de-

pict, Jerry Fair-

banks and Manny
Nathan, produc-

ers of the short

at Universal City,

show the life his-

tory of the cul-

ture pearl of Ja-

pan, the original

live teddy bear,

the four-foot fish

that can kill a

horse, an armless

piano artist, a

sling shot William

Tell and seevral other subjects. All are of great interest.

The teddy bear, which is really not a bear at all, is the

Australian koala. This strange animal looks more like a

teddy bear than a real one does, it never drinks water, in

fact it cannot drink water, looks like a white ant when it

is born, but lives to be 20 years old.

Charles Taylor, of Reelfoot Lake, Tennessee, who is an

expert with a slingshot, is shown doing a modern William

Tell on his son. Substituting electric light bulbs for the

traditional apple, Mr. Taylor pops them unerringly from

his son's head.

Moving into Africa the Strange As It Seems camera

records the unexplained performances of religious fan-

atics who walk

apparently u n-

hurt with their

ba re feet over

sharp spikes and
broken glass.

The handiwork

of a man to

whose door the

world has beaten
a path, is shown
In the interesting

sequence on C.H.
Trygg, (correct)

Canadian wood
carver. Mr. Trygg
has received
world wide ac-

claim for his cre-

ations in wood.

The demand for

his work far ex-

ceeds his ability

to supply — in

spite of the fact

that he turns out

an amazing vol-

ume of work.

Natural phen-

omenon in the

Bay of Fundy,

the tide rises 65

feet. Is made to

serve man by
providing a natu-

ral dry dock for

vessels.

The film also

shows the uncan-

n y accomplish-

of 16 -year- old

Paul Layton, Os-

born, Ohio, who although he was born without arms, is

an accomplished pianist, a good rifle shot, and who can

shave himself, thread a needle, sew, and do other things

seemingly Impossible.

Electric eels are shown in one of the high spots of the

film. Experimenters are seen directing the eels amazing

flow of electrical energy through houshold appliances,

making it ring door bells, light electric lights, and do
other strange things.

The film concludes with the life history of Japanese

culture pearls, and shots of the highly specialized work-

men who are employed In this, one of the most unique

professions In the world.

‘‘Strange As It Seems^’ is alivays a good shotv. John Hix

sees to that. He also is a regular contributor to the Univer-

sal W eekly in illustrating the issues as they come out. This

illustration is provided by him for “Strange As It Seems’’

A'o. 34 in his usual interesting and graphic fashion.
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Lynn Overmann and Henry Hull,
two of !\eic York’s most popular
leading stage players, in important
roles in ”Midnight,” the Chester
Erskin drama recently completed.

Sidney Fox, who returns to films in
“Midnight” after a brief retirement,
is shown here in the climax of the
picture with Moffat Johnson, who

plays the District Attorney.

Sidney Fox and O. P. Heggie in a
scene from “Midnight,” the Chester
Erskin production to be released by
Universal. Heggie, expert character
actor, carries off most of the acting

honors.

Universalis Eastern Production
‘‘Midnightii Is Completed

IDNIGHT," filmed from the

Theatre Guild play by Claire

and Paul SIfton, Is completed, Carl

Laemmie, president of Universal, an-

nounced today. It Is a Chester Er-

skin production, made In the East at

the famous old Edison studio.

An Imposing cast of Broadway's

great, headed by O. P. Heggie, the

distinguished English actor, and Sid-

ney Fox, Universal screen star, was

assembled for the filming of this In-

tensely dramatic story of American

life. Henry Hull, Margaret Wycherly,

Lynn Overman, Katherine Wilson,

Richard Whorf, Humphrey Bogart,

Granville Bates, Cora Witherspoon,

Moffat Johnson, Henry O'Neill, and

Helen Flint were also In the cast.

Action In the picture centers

around a middle-class American fam-

ily. By a simple twist of fate, members
of this quiet family are hurled Into a

vortex of overwrought emotions. At
twelve midnight on a particular night

the scale Is weighted with two lives

In the balance. The evaluation of the

guilt of these two lives and the weight

of the guilty one on the other makes

the suspense of the wait until twelve,

midnight, a terrifically gripping pic-

ture.

The play from which the picture Is

made came to he Guild Theatre, New
York, In December, 1930. A fine ar-

ray of stage talent won critical ac-

claim. Included In the cast were Linda

Watkins, Glenn Anders, Frederick

Perry, Harold Vermllyea, Jack LaRue,

Harriet MacGIbbon and Josephine

Hull. The drama was staged by Phillip

Moeller, the Guild's producing di-

rector.

The screen version of "Midnight"
was produced by Chester Erskin In

one of the historic old studios of New
York, the Edison studio. Mr. Erskin is

well known both on the stage and
screen. He staged both "The Crim-
inal Code" and "The Last Mile" and
In addition produced and directed
the play, "Harlem." He Is a former
producing head of the Frohman or-

ganization and staged "Stepdaugh-
ters of War," and "He" for the
Theatre Guild. Besides this experience
In the theatre he was associated with

Director Lewis Milestone during the

filming of the pictures "Rain" and
"Hallelujah I'm a Bum," the latter

starring Al Jolson.

‘^Perits of PautineH Called ‘‘Great
(Continued from Page 15)

aboard ship in a typhoon, a consider-

able letdown from the interest-stir-

ring first chapter. In the third, a no-

table scene achieves suspense under

a tense screen silence while a boa
constrictor saves Pauline from one of

the conspirators, a sequence, worthy

99

of any feature. Miss Knapp scarcely
has the leading part In the action and
Sonny Ray's comedy falls short, but it

at least has the merit of being busy
comedy. The serial has everything
from gunboats to savages' signal

drums.—Two reels.
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A DIGEST OF THE BEST

EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

CTTCT

Get Ready For "HORSEPLAY " WEEK

!

Slim Summerville - Andy Devine Comedy-

Offers Big Opportunity !

Slim Summerville Is separated from ZaSu Pitts! No! No! Not

what you thought 1 It's just for one picture. Slim just sneaked

away with Andy Devine on a hIgh-jInks holiday! They got them-

selves all messed up In a pack of trouble and their troubles make

for plenty of screen enjoyment !

It happens this way: They discover radium on their ranch. They

sell It for a million. Then, taking their horse "Cynthia" along, they

set out for Europe to mix In high society. Can you Imagine these

two cowboys and their horse "busting" Into court and their nifties

with the nobility? Anything goes. Everything does! !t's a wild,

crazy nightmare of fun.

Start this picture off ivith a ^^Horse Play” week. Make it “nut”
week in your city. Exploit the fact that Slim has left ZaSu for just

one picture spree with Andy Devine. Capitalize on the popularity

of Andy Devine, the hoarse-voiced hefty, and don't overlook Leila

Hyams, the heroine, either.

We packed the pressbook with a lot of Inexpensive, practical

exploitation Ideas that will help you sell the laughs In this picture.

We have cartooned the characters In the posters to add to the

laughs. Sell the picture from Its batty angle. Invite the whole town
down for a week of "Horse Play" holiday. It's that crazy, they'll

like It. —Joe Well

Robert Rosenthal's front decorations at the Warner's Strand Theatre, Albany, N. 1’.,

one of the many theatres tchere college pennants, flying in the breeze, herald the
season's big football picture, “SATURDAY'S MILLIONS.”

S.E.P. PARADE POSTER

Stages Big Boys Parade

For "Millions" In L. A.

NE of fhe feafures of the "SATURDAY'S
MILLIONS" campaign staged by the

Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles, was a big

parade of Saturday Evening Post delivery

boys.

The boys were requested to meet on Sat-

urday morning wearing their POST delivery

bags. A drum and bugle corps headed the

parade and each boy carried one of the

window cards illustrated above on his bag.

These cards were also posted on all city

newsstands.

The parade wound up at the Paramount

Theatre where the boys were the guests of

the management at a special showing of the

picture. Name of the manager responsible

for this tie-up is not available at press time

but will be credited in succeeding issue of

the Weekly.
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INVISIBLE MAN" GETS FINE SAN DIEGO SEND-OFF!
Metzger Tests Pressbook Stunts To Prove Practicability

F
or the entire week bfeore the

opening of "INVISIBLE MAN" at

the Spreckles Theatre, San Diego,

Cal., Lew Metzger had the whole

town talking about the picture be-

cause of his talking invisible man
stunt In the lobby. The stunt, which

was the opening gun of a big cam-
paign, followed along the pressbook

suggestion for a two-way microphone.

a throne chair with a giant cut-out

question mark above seat, and a sign

stating that "THE INVISIBLE MAN"
would answer any question put to

nim. Green baby spots were used to

give a weird effect.

The stunt drew thousands Into the

lobby to ask questions and sent them

away to spread the word of the com-

ing of this unique picture.

Metzger also tested successfully

another press book Idea, the trans-

parent mirror stunt which made a

dummy figure become Invisible every

time the flasher light went off.

For the first three days of the run

he used a professional magician as a

ballyhoo out front.

A fourteen foot beaver board

book, playing up the title and the

author, was mounted on a truck and

used for street ballyhoo during the

first few days of the engagement.

Advance and current radio an-

nouncements, book marks, special

book window displays and extra news-

paper space, completed the cam-

paign.

DELIVERY BOYS PLUG
"MILLIONS ' FOR GOLDEN!

Jay Golden, manager of the R.K.

O. Palace Theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

enlisted the aid of Saturday Evening

Post delivery boys in exploiting his

engagement of "SATURDAY'S MIL-

LIONS."
A special mimeographed anounce-

ment Issued to these boys informed

them, that if they would wear an an-

nouncement card on their bags they

would be admitted free to a perform-

ance of the picture. The whole army
of them cooperated. The announce-

card served as the boys admission to

the theatre.

One of the many fine “Moonlight" win-

flows being landed by exhibitors every-

where through the national tie-U[) on
ROGER PRYOR SHIRTS. See pressboolc

for details. The Capitol Theatre, Worce.s-

ter. Mass., /danted this one and cooper-

ated tcilh the store by furnishing free

tickets for purchasers of the shirt.

Giant “home-made" electric signs featur-

ing title and stars made this a very effec-

tive front for “KING OF J.4ZZ" engage-

ment at the Palace Theatre, Rockford, III.

Four new members join the ranks of cer-

tificate winners this week through unusual

showmanship on Universal pictures. They are:

FRED CLEARY, manager Tampa Theatre,

Cleveland, O., for his handsome front on

"LADIES MUST LOVE."

JACK HODGES, manager, Tampa Theatre,

Tampa, Fla., for an attractive front and

big bar tie-up on "MOONLIGHT AND

PRETZELS."

A. G. HAYMAN, manager, and R. D.

WALSH p, a., New Lafayette Theatre.

Buffalo, N. Y„ for a bang-up campaign on

"SATURDAY'S MILLIONS."

Congratulations! Your certificates signed

by Mr. Laemmie, are in the mails. See next

week's issue for more winners!



e'p I S O D E S

1933's

SMASH
SERIAL!

WithEVALYN KNAPP
Pat O'Malley, William Desmond,

Robert Allen, James Durkin, John

Davidson. Story by Ella O'Neill.

Directed by Ray Taylor.

f
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ROAD-SHOW ACCESSORIES FOR ONLY YESTERDAY
^youit never forget

UNIVtPSAL'S SCREtN TUHIMPH

yolill nei'er forget

universal's
SCREEN
TRIUMPH

Leading exhibitors have become so enthusi-

astic over "ONLY YESTERDAY" after having

viewed it, that they have besieged the Universal

Home Office with requests for special material

to handle extended run showings. They are put-

ting "ONLY YESTERDAY" over with road-show

campaigns. Universal has, therefore, issued a

special set of road show posters to meet their

needs.

Above is pictured the special block 24 sheet.

The title is in red with black shadow against a

white ground. At the left is a special I sheet and

at the right the road-show 3 sheet. These posters

are IN ADDITION to the regular pictorial line of

paper available for "ONLY YESTERDAY."
This is the type of picture that should be billed

extensively on all roads leading into the city and

sniped heavily throughout the community as well.

ORDER ACCESSORIES
EARLY FROf\I YOUR
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE

.NliJf U»t-EDNA MAY 0UVQE-6ENITA HUME-EAkliY NOKTON

I

MARCARET SULLAVAN-JOHN BOLmmz aYDE-OKSUW STMUS-iAlTtRCATlEn-MGINAlD DENNY-MARIE PREVOST

Here is a cut-out giant streamer that extends to over 15 feet. Great over lobby doors for advance and current showing. 82.50 each.

MARGARET
SULLAVAN
JOHN tOLES

kanVa 5mtE^ B
g inHN M. STAHL 'Pwductl.

SPECIAL ROAD-
SHOW WIN. CARD

At the left is pictured a

giant-size window card, 22x

28, printed in three colors,

which will steal any window

away from the ordinary size

cards.

Due to its big size it is

excellent for sniping in spe-

cial locations. Be sure to or-

der these large size cards in

addition to the regular win-

dow card pictured at the

right. Price, 10 cents each.

3 COLOR DIE-CUT CARD
THAT GETS ATTENTION
T hey’ re good
Because they’re

Different !

Here is a real

showman's accessory

—a super window

card that sells the

picture like a Broad-

way show. Beautifully

lithographed in full

colors. Does a swell

selling job and is

therefore worthy of

big distribution. Or-

der early from your

Universal Exchange.
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^ Here ’s that ^

welcome change

ofpace that every

theatre needs to

keep its patrons

coming regularly

IT’S

V DIFFERENT! a
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MARGARET SULLAVAN
who arrives at stardom amid the

thunderous plaudits of the critics

in her very first motion picture

"ONLY YESTERDAY"



Another Smash Is On The Waylf

Directed by

Victor

Schertzinger

The Big

Dramatic

Musical

Romance

flCLOVCD
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SCREEN WORLD HAILS NEW STAR

Marfiarel SuUavan, the newest sensation of the screen, as she appears in llniversaVs masterpiece, ‘‘Only Yesterday,'’

^^ERY seldom has Universal been so sure of anything

as it was of Margaret Sullavan. It wasn't nearly as

sure of "All Quiet;" it didn't begin to be as confident of

"Frankenstein." These were tremen-

dous successes. But it was a thousand

percent sold on Margaret Sullavan.

So absolutely confident were all of

the officials in the remarkable person-

ality which she revealed in her first

picture, that half of the emphasis in

the advertising was placed upon this

brilliant discovery and the promise

M iss Sullavan gave of a great future

on the screen. Naturally, this cock-

sureness of the advertising and pub-

licity on Margaret Sullavan was taken

with grains of salt by all the critics. "Only Yesterday,"

however, removed all the doubts and doubled all the

values. As a matter of fact, "Margaret Sullavan has prov-

en to be a grand slam in no trumps, bid and made.
Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, San Fran-

cisco, Milwaukee, Washington, and other cities have seen

"Only Yesterday." There is nothing but praise for the pic-

ture, nothing but enthusiasm for Margaret Sullavan. Every

reviewer notes the appearance of a

new star on the film firmament.

Regina Crewe In the New York

American sums up the situation very

aptly in a personally written story in

last Sunday's American: "UNIVER-

SAL PICTURES HAS A REAL, FIRST-

RATE DISCOVERY ON ITS HANDS,"
she says in the headline, "FIRST FILM

HITS BULL'S EYE," says the subhead.

And then

—

"After fifteen years of watching

the film firmament and seeing its stars

wax and wane in brilliance, one is entitled to be a bit

skeptical when a producer announces a new sensation.

But seeing Is believing, and a glimpse of Margaret Sul-

lavan In "Only Yesterday" is sufficient to confirm the well-

(Continued on Page 27

)

RADIO CITY THEATRES
Rockefeller Center— New York

Nov. 10th, 19:i!i

Mr. J. R. Grainger,
My dear “Jimmy:”
After seeing “Only Yesterday,''

in my humble opinion, the work
of Miss Margaret Sullavan stands
out as a very splendid effort and
I prophesy for this young lady
a brilliant future in Screendom.
We shall do everything we can

to do justice to this picture in
our presentation.

Sincerely yours,
“Roxy”
S. L. Rothafel
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STATION KMT ANNOUNCES L. A.

OPENING OF "ONLY YESTERDAY"

Wr. and Mrs. Letcis E, Stone arrive at
the premiere of '‘Only Yesterday” at
the Pontages Theatre in Los Angeles.

Good evening, Ladies and Gentle-
men.

This is Station K.M.T. broadcasting

by remote control from the lobby of

the Hollywood Pantages Theatre, re-

opening tonight with John M. Stahl's

Universal picture "Only Yesterday."

Folks the stage is set tor a brilliant

event here this evening and we are

going to try to make this broadcast
of what is happening before the cur-

tain rises more interesting than is the

custom.

You can assist us in giving you an
accurate picture of this brilliant dis-

play—if you will close your eyes but
a moment and visualize a score of gi-

gantic studio arc lights playing on
the front of the theatre and sending
mile high beams of white and colored
lights into the sky then gracefully

swaying these beams around until

they form a veritable Aurora Bore-

alis—a rainbow at night.

To night's attraction is "Only Yes-

terday" a story of a Virginia girl who
loved a soldier who went away to war
and returned unable to recognize her,

and the events which followed in the

lives of both of them. Suggested by
Frederic Lewis Allen's best selling

book, "Only Yesterday," William

Hurlbut, Arthur Richman and George
O'Neil have written a screen play

which Mr. Stahl has picturized with

more than his usual finatsa.

Jack Oakie, who universally goes about
Hollywood in a sweater made this con-
cession to the formality of LlniversaVs
gala opening for “Only Yesterday,”

at the Pantages.

Mr. Stahl's every Universal picture

has enjoyed a brilliant premiere at

extra admission prices and tonight

with "Only Yesterday" this truly great

director presents a stirring human
drama that far surpasses "Back

THE RADIO
BROADCAST

The openinfi of “Only Yesterday”
al tlie Fanlages Theatre was in

opposition to Marie Dressler’s birth-

day party, but half of the screen

world and all of Hollywood’s first

nifihters were there. This page con-

tains the radio introduction of Mel
Vi’illianis<»n of Station K. M. T. and
will serve as a model for subsequent

runs, where they have a station

which can be utilized in this way
for a formal opening.

Street" or "Seed" or "Strictly Dis-

honorable" and, by virtue of its fine

production and sincere, forceful di-

rection brings to the screen a girl,

unknown to film fans, but after to-

night a star if there ever was one.

Hollywood's newest newlyweds, Adri-
enne Ames and Bruce Cabot, attend
the opening of “Only Yesterday” at

the Pantages in Los Angeles.

Each year the screen has created a

new outstanding star by virtue of the

distinction, unusual talent and charm-

ing personality. Through the years

they have won world acclaim—Clara

Bow, Greta Garbo, Janet Gaynor,

Helen Hayes, Katherine Hepburn and

with "Only Yesterday" comes Mar-

garet Sullavan, co-featured with John

Boles in this new picture, but whose

right to recognition cannot be denied.

In support of Miss Sullavan and Mr.

Boles are more than 90 celebrated

screen players among them Billie

Burke, who excells her fine perform-

ance in "Dinner at Eight," Reginald

Denny, an astonishing young actor

named Jimmy Butler, Edna May Oliv-

er, Onslow Stevens, June Clyde, Bet-

ty Blythe, Noel Francis, Dorothy

Granger, George Meeker, who has

appeared in three John Stahl pic-

tures, Franklin Pangborn, Barry Nor-

ton, Crauford Kent, Berton Churchill,

Hugh Enfield and really scores of

others.

Carl Laemmie, the veteran Univer-

sal, president says "Only Yesterday"

is the best picture Universal has

turned out since "All Quiet on the

Western Front" and critics agree with

(Continued on Page 21

)
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BRILLIANT GATHERING OF STARS AT
LOS ANGELES "ONLY YESTERDAY" OPENING

Mr. and Mrs. John M. Stahl had to

respond to a multitude of congratula-

tions at opening of ‘‘Only Yesterday.

“

Master of ceremonies Edmund Lowe
greets Russ Colombo, who for the first

time at a moving picture affair, sang

a number, and Sally Blane, whom he

proudly escorted to the opening of

“Only Yesterday."

Famous quartette faces the microphone in the lobby of the Pontages on
“Only Yesterday” opening night—Carl Laemmle, Jr., Carl Laemmle, Mrs.

Stanley Bergerman, Stanley Bergerman. Do they look happy!

Radio announcer Mel If illiamson welcomes Sally Eilers, who brought forty
screen stars to the opening in a cross country bus. With her in the picture are
Arline Judge, Wesley Ruggles, Ben Lyon, and in the middle background,

Reginald Denny.
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LOS ANGELES HAILS
|

"ONLY YESTERDAY” RANKED AMONG
FINEST SCREEN DRAMAS OF YEAR
By Louella O. Parsons
Enormously gratifying for Carl

Laemmle, pioneer film man, to be
able to produce so
screen drama as
“Only Yesterday.”
Enormously grati-
fying to Alexander
Pantages, pioneer
theatre man, to be
able to present a
picture for the re-
opening of Panta-
ges Theatre that is

so typically Amer-
ican and so free
from all the tire-

some old movie
bromides.
“Only Yester-

day,” is a great
picture — not only
because it is a pan-
orama of events
that happen from
the start of the
World W'ar down
to the start of the
depression, but be-
cause of the story
it tells. Dramatic,
perhaps a little

over sentimental,
yet fundamentally true to the idea of

Frederick Lewis Allen’s best seller,

from which it was adapted.
Universal’s optimistic and perhaps

rash boast that “Only Yesterday”
would introduce a new star who
would rank with Hepburn, Garbo, and
Dietrich seems less presumptuous af-

ter seeing Margaret Sullavan on the
screen. Miss Sullavan bears a strong
resemblence to Anita Stewart, yet
there is something more sturdy than
Anita’s fragile, rather ethereal appeal.

I should like to see Miss Sullavan
once again before I rate ber as a
Hepburn. “Only Yesterday” gives her
such a head start toward fame, I

should like to be sure that her splen-
did performance isn’t a part of this
picture, which, to my mind, is one of
the finest dramatic screen plays of
this year. John Stahl has furnished
her with such superb direction. “Onlv
Yesterday” is Stahl’s screen meat and
the sort of play in which he excels
as a director.

Miss Sullavan has been given a cast
that is neither conventional nor or-
dinary. John Boles, the rich New
Yorker who woos the little Virginia
country girl and rides awav, is unus-
uallv good. As for Billie Burke, she
would pass for twenty-eight without
a dissenting vote. Not onlv does she
look beautiful in "Only Yesterday,”

but she plays her best screen role as
the heroine’s aunt and understanding
friend.

Reginald Denny is all he should be.
Benita Hume, who has never been as
.good on the screen as I felt she should
be after seeing her on the stage in
London, is attractive, convincing and
better than usual as the wife of the
fickle broker.
To tell any story of “Only Yester-

day” would be to spoil it for those
who will want to visit Pantages Thea-
tre. I must however, pay my compli-
ments to William Hurlbut for his di-
alogue, and to Arthur Richman and
George O’Neill for their splendid ad-
aptation.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who produced
“Onlj' Yesterday” for his father, can
feel that this picture is on a par with
“All Quiet on the Western Front.”
Each is a credit to the motion picture
industry.

Last night was a gala event, and
“Only Yesterday,” which reopened
the theatre, had an accompanying
program of interest.
Edmund Lowe and Ken Murrav

officiated as ioint masters of cere-
mony. Russ Columbo sang “The Last
Round-up,” California’s most popular
song. June Knight, Florence Des-
mond, Jose, Fernandez, and Carola
A.lena completed this worthy first

night program. Besides the feature,
there was also a newsreel and a car-
toon.

PICTURE BRINGS
NEV/ STAR
By Eleanor Barnes

Hollywood stood on the sidelines
last night and bowed to a newcomer
—Margaret Sullavan—a young actress
with a voice that rivals Ann Harding’s
for warmth; with a charm that comes
from good, journeyman acting, and
with a beauty that looks real.

Miss Sullavan had the good fortune
to make her debut in Universal’s sur-
prisingly fine picture, “Only Yester-
day,” which was the attraction for
opening the Pantages-Hollywood
theatre.

The principals perform so well, the
screen story is so smoothly done and
the direction so exceptional that the
mawkish, gingerbready sentimentality
is nicely obscured.

Here are five reviews from Los

story itself has been eliminate

Louella Parsons’ review from t

view from the Illustrated iVetc
.

Herald and Examiner, Edwin
man Morin fro\

This is a picture women will sob
over.

It is handled with restraint and
delicacy.

It is a nice story, with nice people.

It has a wealth of humor, pathos
and charm.

There are high peaks of drama, but
they are not so contrasty with the
balance of the play that they get mel-
odramatic. There is some question
about the necessity of interjecting
stock war-shots through the sequence
where the woman gives birth to the
child, but the film editor has neatlv
cut the corners of them.

The dialogue by William Hurlbut
is above average, and a minimum of
words make the thing more real.

BURKE-DENNY COMEDY
Considerable fun is furnished by

Billie Burke and Reginald Denny in

the role of lovers, the woman being
somewhat older than the man. How-
ever, they seem to put over their

comedy without force or strain.

L’niversal has advertised this pic-

ture as boasting 90 or thereabout
stars. Truly, when one starts to think
back over the famous persons w’ho
briefly appear, that sounds true
enough, for there is Edna May Oliver,
Benita Hume, June Clyde, Oscar Ap-
fel, Jane Darwell, Tom Conlon, Ber-
ton Churchill, Walter Catlett, Onslow
Stevens, Noel Francis, Natalie Moor-
head, Joyce Compton, Betty Blythe,
Dorothy Grainger, Grady Sutton,
Geneva Mitchell, Dorothy Christy,

Jean Sorel, Robert MeWade, Lucille
Powers, Crauford Kent and others.

FIVE OUTSTANDING
’Tis true there are such names, but

the outstanding persons in the play
are Miss Sullavan, John Boles. Billie

Burke, Reginald Denny and a charm-
ing young boy, Jimmy Butler.

Boles is at his best as the man.

Reginald Denny acquits himself ex-
cellently in the comedy part.

To the youngster, Jimmy Butler,

go some flowery compliments.

Art direction by Charles D. Hall,
editorial supervision by Maurice Pi-

var, photography by Merritt Gerstad
and Gilbert Kurland all are above
average.

soul satisfying a

LOVKI-l-.V O.
r.\RSONS
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MARGARET SULLAVAN
Margaret Sullavan, Newcomer to Films,

I ntroduced in 'Only Yesterday' at Pantages

: eles papers. The telling of the

i!»m each of them. They include
\Kominer, Eleanor Barnes’ re-

iirrison Carroll in the Evening
jllert from the Times, and Rel

\\i Post Record.

Pantages Launches

New Star

Universal Film Fine

By Harrison Carroll

Boldly proclaimed a new star by
Universal’s advance publicity, Margar-
et Sullavan, former Broadway ingen-
ue, last night overcame this psychol-
ogical handicap and sent her first

screen audience away singing her
praises.
This slim, not too beautiful actress

with the voice of a young Ethel Bar-
rymore, accomplished her triumph be-
fore a critical premiere crowd at the
reopened Pantages theatre in Holly-
wood.
She did it—and here she was lucky—in one of the really impressive pic-

tures of the year, John M. Stahl’s
“Only Yesterday.’’
Unmistakably a “woman’s picture,’’

as they call them in the trade, “Only
Yesterday’’ is the the story of a girl’s

undying love for a man, of his care-
less acceptance and of the realization
that came too late.

It is a sad story—prepare to she.l
tears freely—but it is sincerely, af-
fectingly done and has not a single
false note.

By Edwin Schallert
Once in a while comes a personal-

ity to the screen that can be separ-

ated and distinguished from all

others—one that may well be said to

occupy the individual niche. Such per-

sonalities are what the screen lure is

fashioned of, and I believe that Mar-
garet Sullavan is one of them. Perhaps
not an outshining star — that time
alone can determine. But she brings
the new in emotion, youth and sen-

sitiveness, and that is enough for the

nonce.

Miss Sullavan is the new player
from the New York stage, introduced
almost full-fledged in “Only Yester-
day,” the picture which opened with
a very brilliant premiere last night at
Pantages Theatre in Hollywood. Few
actresses have been called on for as
much in a first effort. She is required
to bridge the span of the years, which
is always difficult, to overcome the
traces of mannerisms, and to become
natural in that intimate way which is

demanded on the screen. She suc-
ceeds more than measurably in doing
these things, and the fascination that
she exerted for her audience was sing-
ularly actual.

“Only Yesterday,” has been inter-
estingly fabricated. It is the narrative
of a woman’s hopeless love—evolving
from a war-time romance. Whether
vou believe that it could happen or
not does not cause it to lose power
as an emotional experiment. You are
kept under the spell of the film’s skill-

fully devised poignancy.

There are a throng of people seen
in the picture, most of them taking
part in the opening episode, which by
an ingenious process of suggestion
gives for the first time, I would say,
on the screen some of the deep sig-

nificance of the stock market crash.
Boles carries out his role very con-

sistently. It may well be rated with his

performance in “Seed,” and “Back
Street.” He gives a peculiar authority,
and respectability to gentlemen who
are not especially faithful to matri-
monial vows, proving to be a like-

able figure in this instance despite
what might almost be called an un-
sympathetic character. Personality
rather carries the day in his case, for
the role is not one requiring any sub-
tleties in acting.

Miss Sullavan possesses a voice and
manner that are unusually interesting.

She convinced with a touching study
of devotion. She has an emotional
quality, which may be very strikingly

developed.

The picture reflects the style of its

director. There is no mistaking it. In
fact the formula of the plot reminds
of “Seed” and “Back Street,” though
it is a new variation. Emotional sus-

pense is played on stressfully, and
each detail is meticulously developed
in the action. For some reason, “Only
Yesterday” manages to be singularly

persuasive, and is rich in pathos. The
audience of women will, I believe, be
fascinated by it, and that is a large

audience.

FINE WRITING + + +

"ONLY YESTERDAY " IS

VIVID, BEAUTIFUL FILM

The two important love scenes of
the film—the first when the heroine
is an unsophisticated girl and the se-
cond when she deliberately gives her-
self to the maiKshe knows has forgot-
ten her-—are as fine and delicate a bit
of writing, directing, photographing
and acting as you will see. Both Mar-
garet Sullavan, as the heroine, and
John Boles, as the young officer who
forgot, deserve unqualified praise.
The comedy moments between

Billie Burke, as the girl’s liberal-
minded aunt, and Reginald Denny, as
her youthful admirer and later hus-
band are very amusing.
The scenes between Miss Sullavan

and little Jimmy Butler bring an en-
tirely new angle to the mother and
son relationship. The final moment
when Boles meets and comforts the
boy he never knew about is touching
and true. (Continued on Page 27)

By Reiman Morin
"Onl 3' Yesterday,” a beautiful pic-

ture.

There’s no use trying to compose
elegant sentences about this new Uni-
versal film, which had it’s premiere last

night at Pantages Hollywood theatre.
It all adds up the same way—

a

beautiful picture.
Alexander Pantages made a happy

choice when he selected “Only Yes-
terday'” for the film to re-open his
theatre on Hollywood boulevard. It
is unquestionably one of the four or
five best pictures to come out of Hol-
lywood this year.

It also brought the film debut of
Margaret Sullavan, an astonishing ac-
tress, lately recruited from the New
York stage.

If ever a lady was entitled to the
tip-topmost rung of stardom, it is she.

She has the widest range of ability

of any of the movie actresses. Essen-
tially a “sympathetic” type, she is ca-

pable, at the same time, of handling
comedy and high drama in a manner
completely amazing.
Too much cannot be said about

Margaret Sullavan, who played the
girl. She makes the average Holly-
wood actress look like a wooden
puppet. (Continued on Page 27)
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New York Unanimous For ^^Only

A NEW STAR
ON MUSIC

A new star has risen and is shin-

ing brightly on the Music Hall

screen since yesterday when Margar-

et Sullavan appeared in Universal's

"Only Yesterday." This new young

star is well known to Broadway for

her work in "Chrysalis," "Happy
Landing," "Dinner at Eight" and "If

Love Were All." In her first import-

ant film role she carries most of the

burden of the plot that has been

built against the background of Fred-

erick Lewis Allen's book, which was on

all the best seller lists only yesterday.

Miss Sullavan is a lovely, sensitive

young actress who brings intelligence

and an unusual poise to the screen.

SHINES
HALL SCREEN

The part she plays is that of a

young Southern girl who loves briefly

and passionately a young officer who
goes off to France to take his part in

the war without a backward look to

the girl who waits.

It has been beautifully photo-

graphed, directed by John M. Stahl

with skill and expertly acted by John
Boles in the role of Lieut. Emerson,

Jimmy Butler, as Mary Lane's young

son, Benita Hume, as Emerson's wife,

Billie Burke in her more serious mo-
ments as Mary's Aunt Julia, and Reg-

inald Denny, as Aunt Julia's lover, as

well as by the new young star, Mar-

garet Sullavan.

"ONLY YESTERDAY
Margaret Sullavan, New
Star, Gives Performance

Of Great Beauty
By Bland Johaneson

in Daily Mirror

This beautiful, sensitive love story

is played by one of the finest

casts ever assembled for a single film.

Among the 95 established players

who appear in it you will find a new

star of genuine brilliance. She is Mar-

garet Sullavan, a young woman from

the Broadway stage, who gives a per

forma nee of such lustrous beauty it

will thrill you and of such simple sin-

cerity it will break your heart.

"Only Yesterday" tells a sad story

of a woman's loyalty to a love ideal.

Opening in 1917, it is played against

a variable background of the chang-

ing times until the present.

By Kate Cameron, in Daily News

Vi -k
^1

+ + +

RICHARD WATTS, Jr. TAKES IT ALL
BACK IN THE HERALD TRIBUNE
I

N the new film at the Radio City

Music Hall Miss Margaret Sulla-

van, the most applauded of the

younger stage ingenues, demonstrates

pretty conclusively that this depart-

ment didn't know what it was talking

about when it suggested recently

that she might not turn out to be a

Hollywood smash. As the tragic and

love-lorn heroine of the shrewdly de-

vised sentimental orgy called "Only

Yesterday" she plays with such forth-

right sympathy, wise reticence and

honest feeling that she not only as-

sures the economic success of the

picture, but establishes herself with

some definiteness as one of the cin-

ema people to be watched. For what

it sets out to be—a determinedly

heart-rending tale of unhappy love

—

the new work has been deftly ar-

ranged by skillful adapters who know

a tear when they see one. But it is

Miss Sullavan who adds the proper

dignity to this rather furious appeal

to the audience handkerchiefs and

makes the narrative seem consider-

ably more impressive than otherwise

it would have been.

It seems that Miss Sullavan was

putty in the hands of the handsome
Mr. John Boles, though he never ap-

preciated her. At the beginning of

the picture you will find Mr. Boles as

an unhappy broker who is about to

kill himself on the day of the Great
Crash. Fortunately, instead of picking

up his revolver, he picks up a letter

which Miss Sullavan had written him

just before her death and he is so

inspired that he decides to go on

bravely. In the letter, you see, he

reads of her love for him; how he had
betrayed her, as we say, on the eve
of his departure for France and then,

after the war, hadn't even recognized

her when he saw her. So she raised

her child and became a successful

business woman, while all the time

her heart was breaking. Ten years

later Mr. Boles met her again and

won her all over again, but even then

he didn't remember her. It was only

when he came upon that letter that

he discovered the unknown great love

of her life.

All of this is rather dexterously

managed by its shrewd plot manipu-
lators, but I repeat that it might not

have seemed genuinely moving had it

not been for the real tenderness of

Miss Sullavan's portrayal. The other

roles are well managed, particularly

by Miss Billie Burke as the heroine's

liberal aunt and by John Boles, who is

believable as the heedless lover. But

it is because the new star takes hold

of some potentially embarrassing ma-
terial and makes it seem curiously

real that "Only Yesterday" achieves

its undeniable effectiveness.
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Yesterday^^ and Miss Sullavan

MARGARET SULLAVAN HITS
HIGH NOTE AS FILM STAR

In ‘‘Only Yesterday,” at Music Hall, Presents

Proof of Superlative Talent,

By William Boehnel, World Telegram

HRILLING ROMANCE
A vivid prologue pictures the stock

market crash. Broker John Boles, un-

loved by his wife, ruined by the crash,

is about to kill himself. A letter on

his desk halts him. He reads it and he

learns the story of a woman's love.

Back in 1917, in a dashing uniform,

he had met a little Virginia girl who
had naively confessed her mad wor-

ship of him. He had made love to her

and heedlessly sailed for France.

Her family, mortified by the result

of her misadventure, had sent her to

New York to have her baby, under

the care of a progressive and tolerant

aunt.

A son is born on Armistice Day.

Confident that her Lieutenant was
returning to her, the mother had

sought him out, had suffered the hor-

rible blow of realizing that he hadn't

even recognized and remembered
her.

Proud, she had substituted success

for happiness as her goal. She had

raised the boy alone, as she watched

the flashy life of the father through

society and financial columns.

(Continued on Page 27

)

TILL another picture which comes

under the head of "drop every-

thing and see it at once" attractions

is "Only Yesterday," at the Radio

City Music Hall. A beautifully tender,

sweet and charming little love story,

it features a new star, Margaret Sul-

lavan, who most certainly demon-

strates here that she is one of the

finest actresses the screen has yet

lured away from the Broadway stage.

It is, this "Only Yesterday," a story

of the war and those frantic, hectic,

tragic days when the bottom dropped

out of the market. It begins with Jim

Emerson returning home from his

office a pauper. About to take his

life, he sees a letter on his desk and

+ + +

begins to read it. The contents of the

letter are the story.

No story outline, in any way con-

veys its warming satisfaction, its truth

and its deep, tender charm. Nor does

it give you any idea of what a likable,

believable set of characters is pro-

trayed here and how natural theii

talk is.

Nor could it be better acted. John
Boles is excellent as Jim; Billie Burke

does memorably good work as Mary's

aunt; Reginald Denny makes all of

his small part, and a youngster named
Jimmy Butler is a delight as Mary's

son. As Mary, Miss Sullavan gives a

masterly performance. For her there

can only be unstinted praise. Here

is mine. —W. B.

JOHN S. COHEN, Jr. CALLS MISS SULLAVAN
"OVERNIGHT STARDUST ' IN THE SUN
The dramatic critics had better

stop praising these newcomers

—

if they wish to keep them to have and

to hold. Bless their discerning hearts,

they have praised Margaret Sullavan

straight into talkie stardom. Her ca-

reer begins for the screen with "Only

Yesterday," now at the Music Hall,

The girl has an air and is a re long

drawn out but entirely legitimate sen-

timents of "Only Yesterday" with dig-

nity and a distinguished attitude. She

looks like somebody and, contrary to

'screen custom, she is.

Miss Sullavan's last two perform-

ances on the stage were in "Chrysa-
lis" and "Dinner at Eight." She has

already been hailed properly, some

say overhailed. I regret that I have

never seen her before. It is my loss,

and she is the movies' gain.

Of the newcomers Miss Hepburn
represents the better half of New
England and Miss Sullavan of Virgin-

ia. Both girls have something in com-
mon; they have a bearing, a fresh,

and I must state, aristocratic look. Is

it significant that their appearances

follow one another and is it signifi-

cant that one has achieved unprece-

dented popularity and that the other

may do so? Certainly, Miss Sullavan

is refreshing as a screen type. Are
we, after all these years, developing

a movie aristocracy? Has the Social

Register become a Casting Direc-

tory?

Like Miss Hepburn, Miss Sullavan

is fortunate enough to draw a good
first picture. It is conventional but it

is good. Indeed, for its sentimental

—

even occasionally implausible but al-

ways decorous reaching for the much
grabbed at heart strings—it is quite

excellent. Its plot is old enough but

the way it is done has freshness. And
why shouldn't it have just this latter

quality in its dialogue—which is by
none others than Arthur Richman and
George O'Neill, author of the Guild's

"American Dream?" And it has Miss

Sullavan who, despite her air, her un-

doubted personality, we can only

classify so far as a good actress. Isn't

that enough for the present?

(Continued on Page 27)
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Philadelphia Finally Finds Sonn
"ONLY YESTERDAY "AT BOYD
A BEAUTIFULLY MADE FILM

(Philadelphia Inquirer)

Doubly Remarkable

Performance
I

F you enjoy a good cry you can

have the cry of your life by going

to the Boyd where "Only Yesterday"

opened yesterday. Never in all these

years of moviegoing has this reviewer

heard an audience so audibly suc-

cumb to emotion as at the early

showing of this picture yesterday.

Men wept, women sobbed and a few

seats away from where this reviewer

was sitting one woman developed a

full-fledged case of hysteria.

Stahl a Master
All of which seems to prove that

John M. Stahl, "Only Yesterday's"

director, who last season gave us that

prize - winning tear - jerker, "Back

Street," is still a master of emotional

drama.
Its ability to reduce an audience

to a pulp, however, is not the film's

sole claim for attention, for it intro-

duces Margaret Sullavan, a capable

young player of the Helen Hayes-

Loretta Young type, to the screen,

brings John Boles in his first good
role since "Back Street," gives Billie

Burke opportunity to display her tal-

ents as a comedienne as well as those

of an able emotional actress, and has

a large cast so filled with familiar

faces that it becomes a veritable

who’s who of the screen's featured

players.

Margaret Sullavan, who was

snatched by Universal from the

Broadway cast of "Dinner at Eight"

to play Mary Lane, gives a perform-

ance doubly remarkable for its depth

and appeal when one realizes that it

is her first screen role. Here is no

camera-conscious stage actress, feel

ing her way carefully in an unaccus-

tomed medium, but a young player

finely plastic, responsive to direction

and yet maintaining individuality and

poise.

All Good Performances

John Boles once more shows that

he is an excellent actor given proper

opportunity and sympathetic direc-

tion, and Miss Burke does her best

screen work to date as Mary's sophis-

ticated and likeable aunt. Young Jim-

my Butler, unspoiled and genuinely

boyish, is winning as Jim, Jr. The
scenes of the market crash have been
handled with striking effectiveness by
Mr. Stahl, and the impressive cast in-

cludes Benita Hume, Reginald Denny,

Edna May Oliver, Noel Francis, Jane
Darwell, Oscar Apfel, Robert Mc-
Wade and many, many others.

Only Yesterday
'

Is Featured On
Screen At Boyd

Margaret Sullavan Is Star

in Sentimental Romance

A new star has risen on the bright

firmament of the Universal lot,

who gives promise of outshining and
outmellowing the other luminaries al-

ready established there. In "Only
Yesterday," which swept dramatically

across the Boyd screen yesterday,

Margaret Sullavan, of stage fame,
gives a performance so sensitive in

its delineation, so trenchant in its

beauty, and so tragic in its implica-

tions, that one is moved to the depths

of one's being.

Every year or so Universal digs

down into its money bags and brings

forth a "super" picture, something
quite out of the ordinary in theme.
We can think back to "The Hunch-
back of Notre Dame," "All Quiet,"
"S. O. S. Iceberg," all monumental
in their proportions. This year it is

"Only Yesterday," an adaptation of

Frederick Lewis Allen's brilliant sum-
mary of the last decade. The book,
anything but a novel in form, would
have seemed to defy filmization, but
three Industrious script writers have
incorporated a rather touching love

story with the events of the last ten

years as background, thus making it

safe for the cameras

—

Public Ledger

NEW STAR SH
IN "ONLY
S
O compelling is "Only Yesterday,"

the new film at the Boyd Theatre,

that I found myself forgetting the

clock for the first time in many weeks.

"Only Yesterday" takes its title

from the recently published book of

Frederick Lewis Allen. But only the

title. The book is a resume of events

which occupied our front pages dur-

ing the last two decades. The film

WESTERN UNION

J K GRAINGER NL MIAMI FLA
UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP NOV 14

ONTY YESTERDAY ACCLAIMED BY MIAMI CRITICS
PUBLIC AND MORE I.?MPORTANT BIGGEST BUSINESS
IN EIGHT MONTHS AS ONE OF SCREENS FINEST
ACHIEVTMENTS OF ALL TIME STOP IF THIS IS A
SAMPLE OF WHAT UNIVERSAL WILL DELIVER THIS
YEAR MORE POWER TO YOU

SIDNEY MEYER
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king to Cheer: ‘‘Only Yesterday""
Touching Story

Reveals New Star

At The Boyd

(Phila. Daily News)

Avery tender and touching story

of a great love serves to in-

troduce a new star to Hollywood.

Margaret Sullavan is the star, and

the picture, now current at the Boyd

theatre, is "Only Yesterday." Sincere,

genuinely moving and possessed of a

fine personality, Margaret Sullavan

will undoubtedly go far, and be grate-

ful that so excellent a vehicle was cho-

sen for her picture debut.

A story which might easily have

become bathetic is saved by the

splendid acting of the principals and

by John Stahl's masterly direction.

He knows just how far he can go, and

tells his story with understatement,

rather than emphasis on the pathos

inherent in the tale. Miss Sullavan,

who possesses a particularly charming

personality and voice, as well as great

ability, was remarkable throughout

the picture. John Boles relaxed from

his usual wooden expression to deliver

a good performance. Billie Burke

makes a great deal out of her part

as the broadminded, sympathetic

aunt. Reginald Denny creates a lik-

able characterization. Among the

host of well-known players in "Only

Yesterday" Benita Hume, Edna May
Oliver and Jimmie Butler stand out.

MARGARET SULLAVAN
DISCLOSED AS REAL
FIND IN BOYD FILM

NEWCOMER FROM STAGE SCORES

HIT IN "ONLY YESTERDAY"

By Ollie Wood
in Evening Public Ledger

R
omance and sentiment and a

new star combine to make "Only

Yesterday," the new attraction at the

Boyd, a thoroughly appealing photo-

play.

The first two ingredients are rather

common in the films — even when

they are arbitrarily inserted in a non-

fiction account of the recent past,

such as was Frederick Lewis Allen's

original book—but a new star is

really news.

A Shining Newcomer
The shining newcomer is Margaret

Sullavan, young actress from the le-

gitimate stage, unknown to Philadel-

phia, but who won much acclaim on

Broadway last season in the stage

version of "Dinner at Eight." No
sweet ingenue is Miss Sullavan. She

has beauty and charm and all that

goes with an ingenue, but there is

something deeper, something more

vibrant in her performance.

Like Katharine Hepburn
Complementing her youth is a ma-

turity of poise, of understanding. Like

Katherine Hepburn, the last feminine

acquisition of note from the theatre,

she has a fineness of technical skill

which stamps her as something more
than mere camera material. And with

this skill of playing is a rich voice of

arresting quality, with a timbre which

sometimes uncannily suggests that of

Ethel Barrymore.

Good support is lent by John Boles

as the forgetful one. Billie Burke ap-

pears in a sympathetic role and the

rest of the cast is competent.

IIES BRIGHTLY
' ESTERDAY '

(Philadelphia Record)
tells a warm and glowing love story

that will linger long in our memories.

The historical events have been used

only for a background-:—to mark the

passing of time.

John Stahl, the director who con-

tributed "Back Street" to our picture

library, is responsible for the power
and beauty of this absorbing picture.

But it is the effective characterization

and fine performance offered by the

newcomer Margaret Sullavan that

lifts "Only Yesterday" above the

average.

Of course this a romantic melo-

drama and will have greater appeal

for the feminine members of an audi-

ence than for their escorts. But per-

sonal tastes notwithstanding, few can

deny the arresting beauty of the film.

A laurel to Miss Sullavan for her

beautiful and convincing perform-

ance. We'll hear more about this girl

whose strength and intelligence more

than make up for her lack of standard

screen beauty.

A palm to Billie Burke who gives

a most attractive performance as the

girl's guardian and aunt. And another

to John Boles, the loved one, and to

Jimmy Butler, the attractive boy who
adds color and humor to the film by

his performance.

"Only Yesterday" is a highly sat-

isfactory film. It will please the wo-

men and make them cry a little. But

it should also win enthusiasts among
the men.



—and now *lho Critics
71, y. J)aUy TlefC&t

[ZVz Stars) . . . ''A new star has risen

and is shining brightly on the Music
Hail screen since yesterday, when
Margaret Sullavan appeared in

Universal’s 'Only Yesterday/"

71, y, J)aiCy Wirror:

"This beautiful/ sensitive love story is

played by one of the finest casts ever
assembled for a single film. Among
the 95 established players who ap*
pear in it you will find a new star

of genuine briliiance. She is Margaret
Sullavan, who gives a performance
of such lustrous beauty it will thrill

you and of such simple sincerity it

will break your heart."

71, y, Qmericam
"Margaret Sullavan scores heavily
...'Only Yesterday' possesses quality
in production and has its moments of
affecting beauty . . . The picture is

distinguished by the effective pre-
tending of Margaret Sullavan, the
light charm of Billie Burke and the
presence of John Boles, who does just

a bit better than ever before."

71, y, (^oumaC:

"There were any number of handker-
chiefs in evidence at the Music Hall

yesterday. For 'Only Yesterday' is a
picture to induce sobs from those who
like their movies tearful... Margaret
Sullavan makes her screen debut and
establishes herself as an emotional
actress."

71, y, WoxCd-^eiegtam:

"Still another picture which comes
under the head of 'drop everything
and see it at once' attractions is

'Only Yesterday' ... A beautifully
tender, sweet and charming love
story, it features a new star, who
most certainly demonstrates here
that she is one of the finest actresses

the screen has yet lured away frbm
the stage."

7t, y, (po&t:

"Margaret Sullavan managed ... to
extort loud and anguished sobs from
yesterday’s audience... 'Only Yester-
day' belongs among the superior
Hollywood productions."



Go One Belter/
fl, Sun:

''The dramatic critics had better
stop praising these newcomers—
if they wish to keep them to have
and to hold. Bless their discern-

ing hearts, they have praised
Margaret Sullavan straight into

talkie stardom."

fl, y, HetaCd ^ti^une:

"As the tragic and lovelorn hero-
ine of the shrewdly devised
sentimental orgy called 'Only
Yesterday/ Margaret Sullavan
plays with such forthright sym-
pathy, wise reticence and honest
feeling that she not only assures
the economic success of the picture,

but establishes herself with some
definiteness as one of the cinemc
people to be watched."

y,
"Margaret Sullavan gives a sterl-

ing performance . . .This romantic
drama is imbued with genuinely
affecting sentimentand occasional
interludes of gentle humor."

GREATEST PRODUCTION
FOR UNIVERSAL

MARGARET

SULLAVAN
johnBOLES

Billie Burke, Edna May Oliver, Reginald Denny,

Benita Hume, Onslow Stevens, Jimmie Butler

^
and many others. Produced by Carl

^ Laemmie, Jr. Suggested by the book by

Frederick Lewis Allen. Presented

by Carl Laemmie.
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THE MACNIFICENCI
No. 748 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

In case you have not thought it oyer, let me remind you

that the screen nowadays is giving you gems of acting

which, if done on the stage, would send critics into raptures

of praise.

I ask you to make it a special point to see the work of

Chester Morris and Grant Mitchell in Universars excellent

picture "King For a Night.”

Throughout this unusual effort, but especially in the

two reels, you will see a genuine revelation.

You will witness the magnificence of two rare artists.

You will see two actors enact scenes which will lift you

out of yourself, far above yourself — and leave you with

watering eyes and aching throats.

The story of "King For a Night" is the straightforward

and logical recitation of a human interest affair which

marks a fine forward step in motion pictures.
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OF TWO ARTISTS
it will make you cry. It will turn your theatre into a sea

of tears.

But it will leave a grand feeling which will not be for-

gotten for a long, long time.

If you are afraid of a new twist in your movie entertain-

ment, you had better not run this picture.

But if you are a showman, if you have a desire to lift

your show above the commonplace, if you care to have

your name associated with an outstanding piece of work—
then you will book "King For a Night'' and you will dignify

it with the forceful advertising it deserves.

Two incomparable roles are played before your eyes—

two which will linger in your memory and make you grate-

ful that Universal had the courage to do the different

thing in the way of showmanship.



H00022
Over Avera|e

at the Orpheum, Denver,

reports M. P. Daily
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IRATE
TREASURE^’

STARTS
//p IRATE TREASURE," the third

I Universal serial for the current

year, was placed In production at

Universal City this week. It stars

Richard Talmadge, the well known

stunt star, and features Lucille Lund,

the "All American Girl," chosen in

the recent collegiate contest by Col-

lege Humor Magazine. Her first ap-

pearance was in "Saturday's Mil-

lions." She also had a role with Slim

Summerville and Andy Devine in

"Horse Play," "Pirate Treasure" also

includes in its cast William Desmond,

Pat O'Malley, Walter Miller, Ethan

Laidlaw, Beulah Hutton, Monte Mon-

tague, Jack Leonard and Tom For-

man.

+ « +

‘‘MADAME SPY”
IS COMPLETED

//k MADAME SPY," featuring Fay
• I Wray and Nils Asther, has

been completed at Universal City so

far as camera work is concerned. This

adaptation by William Hurlbut of

the Continental play by Max Kim-

mick has greatly impressed those who
have seen the rushes. Karl Freund,

who is its director, was Ideally suited

to such a Continental subject and he

had a cast which Included in support

of the featured players, Edward Ar-

nold, John Mlljan, Vince Barnett,

David Torrence, Rollo Lloyd, Oscar
Apfel, Robert Ellis, Mabel Marden,
Douglas Walton, Alden Chase and
Noah Beery. "Madame Spy" will be
released on New Year's Day.

+ + +

'^Where^s Elmer’’
In Production

O N Monday, Warren Doane will

start production on "Where's
Elmer?" This comedy, by Benjamin

Paul Sydney, will feature Vince Bar-

nett.

AT IT AGAIN

Roger Pryor starts his second
picture. The ^‘Moonlight and
Pretzels” star will be featured
with Gloria Stuart in “/ Like
It That Way.” Here he is

shown dictating a telegram to

Lois January who is in the

same picture. The telegram is

to his father, Arthur Pryor,
who was elected a City Father

of Asbury Park in last election.

mTERLUDE” IN
PREPARATION

ICHAEL L. SIMMONS has been

engaged by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

to adapt "Interlude" by Octavus Roy

r
A Magaine for Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paid Gidiek, Editor

Published Weekly by the Motion Picture

Weekly Publishing Co.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Copyrighted 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.
(All Rights Reserved)

NOVEMBER 18. 1933

W1 DO OUB Ptjn

Cohen. Simmons is a former New
York publicity man, an A.M.P.A.
president who has successfully

launched a writing career with a

number of successes already to his

credit. "Interlude" is a novelette

which appeared in Everybody's

Magazine.

+ + +

“Tiro Clucks’^ Selected as

Newest Summerville-Pitts

//T WO CLUCKS" previously an-
I nounced as "Chicken Rancho,"

has been selected as the newest star-

ring vehicle for Slim Summerville and
Za Su Pitts. In this picture the Univer-

sal comedians are shown in a rural

setting where their domestic bliss is

frequently upset by ragged knights

of the road and social cast-offs.

William Seiter will direct, from a

story prepared by H. M. Walker,
Dale Van Every, Ebba Havez, and
Clarence Marks. It will be Mr. Seit-

er's first assignment since his return

to Universal City, scene of his many
triumphs during the past ten years.

The only player so far chosen for

the supporting cast is little Mickey
Rooney.

+ + +

Ken Maynard Title

Changed to ^^Gun Justice’^

U NIVERSAL yesterday changed the

title of Its fifth Ken Maynard
western production to "Gun Justice."

It was filmed at Universal City under
the title of "Rider of Justice," with a

cast Including Cecelia Parker, Walter
Miller, Hooper Atchley, Ed Coxen,
Sheldon Lewis, Francis Ford and Jack
Richardson. The story is by Robert
Quigley and it was directed by Alan
James.

+ + +

Another Mentone
//O IG CASINO," a two-reel mu-
D sical novelty, has been com-

pleted by the Mentone Productions.

It features Rex Weber, Margulrlta

Padula, Patsy Flick, the Donovan Sis-

ters with Rees & Owen, Tita Gulzar,

Marney Francis, Charles Lawrence,

the Belmont Sisters and the Chester
Hale Girls. It was written and di-

rected by Ballard Macdonald. Milton

Schwarzwald was the musical director.
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A Great Star
in a

Great Picture
from a

Great Play
by a

Great Author
with a

Great Cast

ONSLOW STEVENS, ISABEL JEWEL. MELVYN
DOUGLAS, THELMA TODD, MAYO METHOT.
Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the sensa-

tional stage success by ELMER RICE. Directed

by William Wyler. Presented by Carl Laemmie.
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MERRY
OLD SOUL
ranks with any "Mother
Goose" idea ever put into

cartoons ! . . . Half of Holly-

wood's biggest stars are

cartooned making Old King

Cole merry—and if you don't

believe this one's a hit, have
it screened for yourself!
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“On/y Yesterday” Finest Picture This Year

POSTAL TELEGR7U»H
PUF BUFFALO NY 13

MR J R GRiiaNGER
UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES INC
730 FIFTH AVE NYC

SAW ONLY YESTERDAY AT RADIO CITY THINK IT IS FINEST PICTURE
RELEASED THIS YEAR AUDIENCE REACTION MARVELOUS HAVING MILLER
PREVIEW THIS PICTURE FOR CRITICS PRIOR TO BUFFALO OPENING FEEL
ASSURED THAT THEY WILL RAVE ABOUT PICTURE CONGRATULATIONS TO
UNIVERSAL FOR MAKING SUCH BOX OFFICE CARRY ON REGARDS

A C HAYMAN LAFAYETTE THEATRE

Broadcast of L. A, ‘‘Only Yesterday” Opening
(Continued from Page 2)

him enthusiastically. Much credit for

the success of "Only Yesterday" is

due, as it was in the case of "All

Quiet" to Carl Laemmie, Jr., general

manager of all Universal production.

So much for this general preface to

this evening's premiere. Vince Barnett,

known as Hollywood's champion in-

sulter, or ribber, and a Universal

comedy star will be master of the

microphone and when it is possible

Miss Lorna Ladd, fashion critic and

movie commentator will give you a

description of the gowns worn by the

many famous beauties who will honor

us at the theatre.

Among the patrons tonight will be

many, many famous stars from all the

studios and we will present them to

you without advertising interruptions

and with something to say that will

give you a more intimate association

with them.

The crowd is rapidly increasing and
the hour for the arrival of the celeb-

rities Is here. May I present at the

microphone at this time

Edmund Lowe, Universal star, acted

as master of ceremonies with Vince

Carnett as master of the rad'o micro-

phone and Russ Columbo singing for

the first time from a Hollywood
theatre stage in compliment to the

theatre's re-opening. Mr. Lowe In-

troduced John Boles, Billie Burke,

Reginald Denny, Jimmy Butler,

George Meeker, Onslow Stevens, Di-

rector Stahl, Carl Laemmie, Univer-

sal Pictures president and Carl

Laemmie, Jr. producer of "Only Yes-

terday." Miss Sullavan was in New
York attending an Eastern premiere.

Among the many other screen celeb-

rities attending were:

John Boles, Jimmy Butler, June
Knight, Betty Blythe, Hugh Enfield,

Ellssa Landl, John M. Stahl, Gloria

Stuart, Ken Maynard, Cecelia Parker,

Robert Montgomery, William An-

thony McGuire, Karloff, Carl Laem-
mie, Harry Lachman, Chester Morris,

Edward Everett Horton, Vince Bar-

nett, Mary Brian, Joe E. Brown, Harry
Rapf, Shirley Grey, Joseph Santley,

Russell Mack, Maria Alba, Lenore

Kingston, Evalyn Knapp, B. F. Zeld-

man, Richard Talmadge, Grant Mit-

chell, David Manners, Tom Ricketts,

Colleen Moore, Jimmy Scott, Bobbe
Arnst, Merna Kennedy, Sally Rand,

James Flavin, Billie Burke, Edna May
Oliver, Russ Columbo, Noel Francis,

Mabel Marden, Edmund Lowe, James
Whale, Lew Ayres, Garry Owen,
Dick Powell, Zoe Atkins, Sidney Fox,

C. Aubrey Smith, Carl Laemmie, Jr.,

Mae Clarke, Roger Pryor, Slim Sum-
merville, Rod LaRocque, William Wy-
ler< Russell Simpson, Ruth Etting,

George Raft, Ivy Sawyer, Lee Tracy,

Edmund Breese, Lucille Lund, Robert

Wyler, Buck Jones, Barbara Kent,

Esther Ralston, Alan Dinehart, Dean
Benton, Lewis S. Stone, Nils Asther,
Patricia Ellis, Frank Albertson, George
Meeker, Onslow Stevens, June Clyde,
Katherine Hepburn, Dorothy Gran-
ger, Walter Catlett, Lllyan Tashman,
Edward Sedgwick, Alice White,
Clark Gable, Ginger Rogers, Patricia

ZIegfeld, Andy Devine, William Hurl-
but, Stanley Bergerman, Sally Eilers,

Marian Mrsh, Henry Armetta, Vilma
Banky, Kurt Neumann, Samuel Gold-
wyn, Bruce Cabot, Adrienne Ames,
Otto Kruger, John Balderstone,

Gene Markey, Jack Oakie, Richard
Arlen, Una O'Connor, Pat O'Malley,
A. W. Wilton, Sue Carol, Claudia
Dell, Ben Fields, Blossom Seeley, Ed-
ward Laemmie, B. B. Kohane, Sidney
Skolsky, Jack LaRue, Harry Cohn,
Isobel Jewell, Sterling Holloway, Vic-

tor Schertzinger, Mickey Rooney,
ZaSu Pitts, Doris Kenyon, Al Rogell,

Norman Taurog, Marian Douglas,
Robert McWade, Mary Carlisle,

Thelma Todd, Peggy Terry, Neysa
Nourse, Mae Busch, Fay Wray, Ma-
rian Schilling, Lois January, Claude
King, Ella Lee Ruby, Ida Lupino,

Jesee L. Lasky, Mozelle Brittone, Ma-
rion Nixon, Walter Woolf, Herbert
Fields, Vicki Baum, Willard Mack,
Arline Judge, Wesley Ruggles, John
Gilbert, Joan Bennett, Grant Mit-

chell.





CLASS
—plus the grandest and spiciest

comedy-drama plot youVe

ever had on your screen. ..plus

a cast of marquee names that

help make this one a double-

barreled certainty for highly

satisfactory business!

ELISSA LANDI

PAUL LUKAS
NILS ASTHER

Esther Ralston, Meivyn Douglas, Doro-

thy Revier, Frederic Burton, Lawrence

Grant, Lois January. From the play by

Harry Graham. Directed by JAMES
WHALE.
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UMIVtBSAL PICTURE

Posters With Plenty :



)f Patron-Pulling Pep!
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A univEnuL wcTuSiJr

With posters like these,

and other aids just as good,

exploiting this one be-
comes a showman's push-
over. Get your copy of the
campaign book and go to

it on this one. A little

extra effort will pay big

dividends!
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“Enthusiasm bolts the

imagination after seeing

‘Strawberry Roan.’ No
commonplace ‘western’

this, but a truly brilliant

piece of master showman-

ship” —Hollywood Reporter
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Screen World
Hails New Star

(Continued from Page 1)

founded suspicion of Universal Pic

tures that the Laemmie organization

has a real, first-rate, bona-fide "dis-

covery" on Its hands. What use Hol-

lywood will make of this newly mined

gold remains to be seen, but on the

strength of her first film it Is obvious

that she may be minted Into much

motion picture box-office gold.

"Miss Sullavan which is the way they

spell It on the Ould Sod, Is a New

Yorker via Norfolk, Virginia, Suh!

That she was born In the land of cot-

ton, to which all mammy-singers yearn

to return in verse and chorus, is evi-

dent by the slight, soothing accents

of the Southland which will cling so

Irresistibly to her accents. But Goth

am, too, has left its stamp in dispel-

ling the traditional southern languor

and Impressing upon the Sullavan

personality that vital, electric quality

associated with the metropolis."

+ + +

Thrilling Romance
(Continued from Page 7)

The profoundly touching end is a

plausible and beautiful one.

The story is such a simple one a less

finished actress than Miss Sullavan

might have made It a maudlin and

conventional one of sordid betrayal.

Her charm lends the role glamour.

Her intelligence gives it force.

John Boles Is perfectly cast as the

thoughtless, handsome, inherently de-

cent man, who causes the suffering.

Bill ie Burke, Reginald Denny, young

Jimmy Butler stand out from a uni-

formly effective supporting cast.

Lavishly staged, attractively cos-

tumed, skillfully directed, "Only Yes-

terday," is an exhiliarating film. It is

a great love story which introduces a

new star of potential greatness. Wo-
men especially will enjoy the picture

and the pleasurable emotional tumult

it induces.

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY

Flying Start

New York.—Crowds were

so great at the opening of Uni-

versal’s “Only Yesterday” here

it was necessary to call out the

police to handle them at 1 :30

Friday afternoon. Picture

opened at the Radio City Mu-
sic Hall.

From Monday’s

Hollywood Reporter

“OnZy Yesterday’’

Beautiful Film
(Continued from Page 5)

Dozens of other players have speak-
ing parts and they are all excellent.

To name a few, Benita Hume, as the
hero’s wife; Edna May Oliver, as a
stage star; Bramwell Fletcher, as the
wife’s lover; Franklin Pangborn, as

an interior decorator, are splendid in

their parts.
Universal has something to be

proud of in “Only Yesterday.’’ And
you motion picture fans a fine ex-
perience in store for you.
Last night’s premiere audience had

praise for the prologue, too. They
saw Russ Columbo do a special num-
ber. After today, the stage act will

not have the crooner, but offers Flo-
rence Desmond, Ken Murray and a

stirring Bolero.

+ + +

Pantages Launches
New Star

(Continued from Page 5

)

Two gentlemen who contributed
mightily to the beauty and power of
“Only Yesterdav’’—John Boles, t'.ie

male lead, and John M. Stahl, the di-

rector.

Boles, heretofore, a stiff, slightly
wooden actor, gives a splendid per
formance in this picture. It is the fin-

est thing he has done, and ranks well
with anything anybody has done.

Stahl’s direction was perfect. He
extracted every possible value from a
story that was not easy to tell. In tlie

hands of a less capable man, the pic-

ture might have lost 50 per cent of
its punch.

=^ 27

Overnight Stardust
(Continued from Page 7)

Its tragedies can be blamed on wac

Miss Sullavan's screen baby, whose-

illegitimate screen father is John
Boles, is born in secrecy in New York

—at the emancipated apartment of

an aunt. Mind you, she comes from

Virginia, where she met Mr. Boles, a

captain from New York, about to go-

to war (the world war, in case you

think all of us are going Southern and
referring to the civil war). It was only

that one night that they met and'

when he returns he doesn't remember.
On and on she suffers in silence, read-

ing the papers about his wedding. It

Is that kind of a picture. And it ends-

with her death—after she has written

him the story of her life from the time
that the baby was born. They meet
once In New York and go home to-

gether, but he still doesn't recognize
her and she, knowing the circum-

stances of his life, doesn't tell.

The film has been given a rea lly

tasteful production. The settings are

minor masterpieces and the general

casting Is perfect. A large, miscella-

neous but fashionable cocktail party
at the beginning of the film in New
York (most of It is flashback) Is staged
and conceived with genuine rightness.

The conversations float up from the

gathering with everything that Is cur-

rent. It is the day of the first Wall
Street crash. That party has its trag-

edies and comedies. Everything Is so

right.

Miss Sullavan, however, gives the

whole thing an attitude and bearing.

It Is no superb technical performance.
She Is merely competent technically,

but fresh and right as to type. In fact.

I'm certain that she has Joined the

ranks of the new film stars. John Boles

Is the man in the case. It Is amazing

the way he has turned into a very ad-

mirable and distinguished leading

man. Benita Hume Is clever and en-

tirely vivid as his faithless wife and

Billie Burke Is more than an asset as

the aunt. Reginald Denny and Bram-

well Fletcher, now playing on the

stage In "Ten Minute Alibi," help

considerably.

But, of course, chief interest is in

Miss Sullavan. Well, Virginia is the

mother of Presidents, as the saying

goes.

Maybe her girls will all be movie
stars?



EVALYN KNAPP
Pat O'Malley, William Desmond,
Robert Allen, James Durkin, John
Davidson. Story by Ella O'Neill.

Directed by Ray Taylor.

12 BIG EPISODES

EXCELLENT SERIAL
—Motion Picture Herald

l>ERIL$ OF
PAVUNE



SHOWMEN PROVEWORTH
ON "ONLY YESTERDAY"
Hold-Over Business Spurs Exhibs to Bigger Campaigns!

"Only Yesterday" has proved the worth of real showmanship! It is less

than a week since release date of the picture, and already hold-over engage-

ments are being announced in many spots. It is good to note that these are

the places where real showmen of the modern school came through with fine

advance campaigns for this superb Universal picture.

The other extreme also should be mentioned. A few exhibitors, running

their theatres as they would a drug store, put this picture on without any hul-

labaloo whatsoever, expecting that their public would know it was a great

picture without having to tell them so. In such cases, the public did find out

it was one of the finest pictures ever to come out of Hollywood, but only after

an ordinary first day's audience told them about it. Then the picture started

to build. The week’s good business was due to its fine qualities and not to

any effort of the negligent manager of the theatre, a man trusted to get every

dollar out of a picture's possibilities.

"Only Yesterday" will do fine business with even ordinary advertising.

In such cases however, it will take your public several days to find out that

you have a super picture and then they will swarm to your house. Why waste

this good time?

DO yOT W AIT FOR THE PUBLIC TO F/.\D OUT. SMASH
OVER YOLR MESSAGE TO THEM WITH YOUR BEST SHOW-
MAySHIP, ly BIG yEW^SPAPER SPACE AyD BIG BILLiyG. THE
THiyG TO DO Oy “0.\L1 YESTERDAY’ IS TO GET THEM ly
THE FIRST DAY. EVERY PERSOy WHO SEES IT THE FIRST
DAY WILL TELL AT LEAST TEY OTHER PEOPLE TO SEE THE
PICTURE. EVERY DOLLAR SPEyT WILL QUADRUPLE ITS
VALUE IF IT HAS EXTRA DOLLARS ALOyC W ITH IT TO SELL
THE IMPORTAyCE OF THIS PICTURE /.\ ARRESTiyG FASHIOy .

Tbis is the type picture on which you can say, "Budget be damned. I

will spend more on this because I will get it back not only in extra business but

in extra prestige for my theatre."

Get set now to put on a big advance campaign for "Only Yesterday."

Make its opening a real entertainment event in your city. Get them coming
the first day and you icill get them coming for hold-over business!

Joe Weil

^^4ig|)5/

Live-wire showmen are Icnocicing out bet-

ter campaigns than ever. The following four

names are added to the rapidly growing

list of CERTIFICATE OF MERIT awards.

LOUIS CHARNINSKY, manager, Capitol

Theatre, Dallas, Tex., for his exceptional

front on "HER FIRST MATE."

STAN MEYER, manager, Alhambra Theatre.

Milwaukee, Wise., for his showmanship

"S. O. S. ICEBERG" front.

ART MILLER, manager, and J. W. McDOU-
GALL, publicity manager. Fox Oakland

Theatre, Oakland, Cal., for a great cam-

paign on "MOONLIGHT and PRETZELS."

Congratulations, men! Watch the mail

for your certificate, personally signed by

Carl Laemmle. Be sure to send in photos and

details of your campaigns on "ONLY YES-

TERDAY" and "INVISIBLE MAN."
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Meyer’s Comedy Letters

Sell Milwaukee Lawyers
S+an Meyer, manager of Fred

Meyer's Alhambra Theatre, Milwau-

kee, Wise., made good use of the

letter to lawyers outlined in the press-

book for "Love, Honor and Oh,
Baby." Through a local printing

company he secured multi-colored

letterheads, at the top of which was
shown a judge sitting on a bench.

When the letterhead was unfolded,

through a novelty cut, the judge's

mouth moved back and forth, giving

a unique attention value to the letter

below. The note was circulated to

all the leading legal lights of the city.

Crashes R. A. Parade

for ‘^'^Ladies Must Love^’

Taking advantage of the crowds

brought out by the local N. R. A.

Parade, Seymour L. Morris, Manager
of the Olympic Theatre, Watertown,
N. Y. placed several dancing girls in

the march to hand out "Ladies Must
Love" teaser cards similar to those

suggested in the pressbook. The stunt

drew considerable attention during

the parade and kept the theatre tel-

ephone busy for several days.

Morris also promoted the house to

house distribution of several thousand

heralds through a tie-up with a local

department store. The herald was

headed: "LADIES MUST LOVE"
BARGAINS LIKE THESE, below which

were listed co-op merchant ads which

paid for entire printing and distribut-

ing costs.

TIES-UP THOVSANDS OF STORES

I "Mep w-ere aJwayv pleasant enou^b eo me, but they
very aeldozn asked me tor dous. I hut didn’t seem to

*dick the way other {iris did"

3 "Visttmj a friend. I ootjced ho» loveiy her skin w»* hnm <be
deaosed tt with Lus Toiler Snap '1 learned ihir beauty care Iro®
Margaret Sullavan the actreae we saw tonight! she ujd

Marfarrt Sullavan tovriy

Umversat star.'says

**0* canrML itast sna <ts/a
Gsae dlllsem care n» «hMt rea>

peeraoce abould rau
Soap cwtamtr acepe

WDontb ae • couki

3 "The next day 1 began to use Lua Toilet
Soap. too. Gradually my skio improved
I noticed I war getting more popular T'

4 "Now when I see Margaret Sullavan
screen 1 Know my skill le sr lovely u hi

Lui ToOet Soap mako u smooth and

9 mil of 10 spreen siani uae this fr»

gram, white aogp Foi ntry type of

skin -dry oily, in-hetween

See “Only Yesterday” at the Albee Theater This Week

The Lever Brothers Company, manufacturers of Lux soap, sensing the tremendous In-

terest in Margaret Sullavan, the new star In "Only Yesterday," have spotted big 5 and 4
column ads in key city newspapers, playing up her testimonial and giving the picture a

splendid boost. Theatre managers have underlined these ads to draw attention to their

play-dates. They have also arranged with the newspapers for reprints of the ads and co-

operated with representatives of the Lever Brothers Company for placement of these re-

prints in grocery store windows throughout the city. They have supplemented the ads with

window cards and stills, tying the display up to their theatres.

The newspaper ad will run only in the bigger cities, but theatre managers can tie-up

with local grocers, using the Sullavan endorsement regardless of whether or not the ads

appear in the papers.

Decker’s Weekly News
Manager Charles Decker, of the Mesa

Theatre, Grand Junction, Colorado, is issu-

ing a splendid four-page, full newspaper-

size weekly. The first issue was devoted
mainly to "Moonlight and Pretzels." In the

second issue Decker made a great flash for

"S-C-S Iceberg," playing up its educational

angles because a School Teachers' Conven-
tion was being held in Grand Junction that

week. Decker has already secured plenty

of co-operative merchant advertising, so

covering most of his printing and distribu-

tion cost and giving his picture programs a

tremendous boost.
^

Sorority Day for

Saturday’s Millions”

William Hollender through the Messrs.

Eddie Solomon and Dave Lipton, of the

Balaban & Katz advertising department,

Chicago, Illinois, staged a sorority day In

connection with "SATURDAY'S MILLICNS,"
showing at the Roosevelt Theatre. Lucille

Lund, the All-American Girl, appearing in

the picture, while at Northwestern Univer-

sity, was a member of the Kappa Alpha

Theta Sorority. Her sorority sisters attended

the theatre In a body on Lucille Lund Day.





Heralding A New Star In A Great Film!
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.JOHN M.STAML’S MASTERFUL UNIVERSAL PICTURE

^Only Ves^erday'

'JOHN BOLES
KILLIE BUriKE REGINALD DENNY

EDNA MAY OltVfn.. JIMMY •UTLCAiMpf OOOIMER POOUIAA PlAVCAC

Pnn/tUd ty
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HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
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->a brilliant world'

premiare audienca

acclaimed in no un-

certain terms a great

new star.

as she skyrocketed

to fame
in John H. Stahl's

mighty masterpiece

ONLY

YESTERDAY
JOHN BOLE/
BILLIE BURKE
EDNA MAY OLIVER
and a call of 90oth*r itart,
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ONLY .

YESTERDAY
A new and amazingly

sensational style of

stage entertainment

made its bow on the

new PANTAGES
WONDER STAGE

tMOUyfroop OlVP MUM ^fUl£.MOi )//>

When "Only Yesterday" was set to re-open the Pantages Theatre, Hollywood, Rodney Pantages picked on the new

star" angle as the most logical to interest the film capital. Above are shown the series of ads he used stressing

this appeal. The advance ads at the left are one column by fives and eight inches. The large ad is three columns by

thirteen and the ad at the extreme right is the same length in one column width.



Camln,(f I

The mile a-minute

mystery drama

staged aboard a

speeding train!

With Shirley Grey, Ralph Forbes,

Hedda Hopper, Onslow Stevens,

Tom Moore, John Wray, Bran-

don Hurst. Directed by Edwin

L Morin.

EDMUND LOWE,.
BOMBAY MAIL
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The Screen's Goofy
Love Birds, goofier

than ever in — of

ALL things! — A
BREACH OF PROM-
ISE SUIT!...Whoops,

my dear — what
fun!

SUMMERVILU
»dZASU PITTS

l0VE.HONOR»iOH,BARY!
You’ve never in your life seen or heard anything as funny

as the courtroom sequence in this picture!

With GEORGE BARRIER, Lucille Gleason, Verrec

Teasdale, Donald Meek. From the Sam H. Harris play,

"Oh, Promise Me," by Howard Lindsay and Bertrand

Robinson. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Directed

by Eddie Buzzell. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTUREI
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THIS IS THE YEAR
No. 750 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

There never was such excitement in the Universal stu-

dios. There never was such a rush in the Universal home
office.

At the studios, every picture is clicking even better

than we hoped for.

Previews, private and otherwise, are proving that all of

our pictures are better than we thought they would be.

In the home office the contracts are pouring in at a rate

that makes all past records look like child's play.

From every section of the land we are receiving con-

tractual evidence of the newer and greater confidence in

Universal's new deal.

The oldest company in the business is the youngest in

spirit.

Everyone in the organization is piped full of pep and

vinegar and wildly impatient to flash our new product

before the world.

Every salesman who has been given inside information
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OF UNIVERSAL!
is eager to go back to you and say, "I told you so. Now
aren't you glad you signed on the dotted line?" They are

simply waiting until the box office records are so convinc-

ing that you will be delighted that you signed up.

The studio staff has worked its head off to poke Uni-

versal's nose ahead of all others in the race for quality

supremacy. (I am not at all sure that the working hours of

the executives at the studio would meet with the approval

of the N. R. A. code.)

And so —

This is the year of Universal

!

And therefore the year of every one of the thousands

of exhibitors who have already signed up for everything

that Universal will produce in 1933-1934.

As I said before. Universal is going to deliver something

better than you bought. We are going to violate every

contract we've made by delivering more than we promised!

And isn't that just too bad

!







Read The Clipping — I

Tells The Whole Story

• • • WONDER WHAT the other stars in Hollywoo
think about . . as they watch Margaret Sullavan, the Uni
versal “find,’’ skyrocketing, to the heights overnight
she did it on the strength of her first work in pix .“Onl
Yesterday” and the newspaper editors all over the cour
try have been besieging her for interviews most star

struggle along for years before they are recognized
Miss Sullavan of the stage took a flier in films and coppe
without a struggle she possesses the histrionic gifts c

a Duse and the personality and charm of a combination Cra\^

ford-Gaynor-Harding-Garbo so how could she miss?

DAILY

MARGARET

SULLAVAN
JOHNBOLES

Billie Burke, Edna May Oliver, Resinald Denny,
Benita Hume, Onslow Stevens, Jimmie Butler

and many others/ Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Suggested by the book by
Frederick Lewis Allen. Presented

. by Carl Laemmie. .

JOHN M. STAHL'
GREATEST PRODUCTION

FOR UNIVERSAL

^MLYYI
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Directed by

JAMES WHALE

Starring

CLAUDE RAINS
With GLORIA STUART, William Harrigan,

Dudley Digges, Una O'Connor, Henry Travers,

Forrester Harvey. Screenplay by R. C. Sherritt.

Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr. Presented by

Carl Laemmie.

Another big one from

UNIVERSAL



The Motion Picture Daily reports: ''With

'Invisible Man' grossing $26,000 for the
first three days at the 7th Ave. Roxy,
Howard S. Cullman anticipates a$40>000
week, which would break the record for

the last three and one half years! . . .

Because business held up tremendously
yesterday (Nov. 20) the Universal pic-

ture is being held for a second week!"

and in Chicago-
!

I "Invisible Man" knocked the Loop for a
I

loop at the Palace. Immediately Balaban
& Katz knocked the long-run policy of

the Roosevelt Theatre for another loop
and booked in "Invisible Man" for a run

at that theatre— after it played the
Palace! It’s that kind of a picture!



"SHOULD BREAK RECORDS
P'y/PQ — says Chic Lewis’
C El'^ TT ^lEV^E Showmen’s Round Table

"A BOX-OFFICE
NATURAL"

^ ""S
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Henigson and Mastroly

Promoted in Studio

P
ROMOTION of Henry Henig-
son, for more than seven years

executive studio manager of Univer-

sal City, to the post of producer and
assistant to the general manager,
was announced last week by Carl

Laemmie, Jr., second vice president

and general manager of all Universal

production.

Mr. Henigson, whose motion pic-

ture experience covers years of stu-

dio management as well as a wide
sales experience in America and in

Europe will assume his new duties at

once concentrating on a series of

feature productions to begin In the

new year.

Succeeding Mr. Henigson as studio

executive manager will be Frank Mas-
troly, who, like his predecessor has

been associated with Universal for a

number of years, serving In the sales

department of the organization be-

fore becoming assistant to Carl
Laemmie, two years ago and begin-

ning his studio activities In 1932.

+ + +
Meiv Film Selected

For Edmund Lowe
MERICAN Scotland Yard,"

has been selected as the se-

cond starring vehicle for Edmund
Lowe. This novel film will visualize

how President Roosevelt's contem-
plated national police might function.

It is a story In advance of the news!

Fresh from his triumph In "Bombay
Mail," suave Edmund Lowe will take

the part of a steely nerved govern-
ment operative in this new picture.

The skillful way In which he battles

with America's great new crime prob-
lem will not only entertain the pub-
lic but forcibly bring to its attention

the black shadow cast by the kidnap-

per-gangster. The story goes Into im-

mediate production in order that it

may be released nationally at the

psychological moment.
Courteney Terret, well known Hol-

lywood playwright. Is responsible for

the screen play of "American Scot-

land Yard." He was assisted by Garet
Fort and Charles Furthman, both ver-

satile screen authors, in adapting the
story. Ed Marin will direct the pic-

ture, which Is Edmund Grainger's se-

cond production for Universal.

LUKAS IN LONDON

Paul Lukas arrived in London by
plane tcith nothing but praise for “The
Invisible Man.” He told newspapermen
it It as the most uncanny film he had
ever seen.

“/ was tremendously impressed by-

James Whale’s direction,” Lukas said.

“The effects are simply unbelievable.”

CABLEGRAM
LONDON

CARL LAEMMLE
NEW YORK
H. G. WELLS CONSIDERS
INVISIBLE MAN FLAWLESS
CARRYING OUT HIS STORY
FAITHFULLY MADE PER-
FECT FILM SENDS CON-
GRATULATIONS TO YOU
AND JUNIOR

DITCHAM

r
A Magaine for Motion Pictura Exhibitors

Paul GuUck. Editor

Published Weekly by the Motion Pictura

, Weekly Publishing Co.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Copyrighted 1933

Universal Pictures Corp.
{AU Rights Reserved)
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Chester Morris Signed

to New Contract

D elighted with his work in "King

for a Night," Universal has

signed Chester Morris to a three year

contract. Under this new agreement
he will probably make three pictures

each year. The first of this new group
Is "Practical Joker," by William An-
thony McGuire. The new contract re-

places the one under which he was
working at present and which was for

only a single year.

+ +

Roger Pryor Set

For ^^Interlude^^

A S soon as he completes his role In

"I Like It That Way," which will

be sometime this week, Roger Pryor

will be starred In "Interlude," Stanley

Bergerman's third production for

Universal.

The story, a novelette by Octavus
Roy Cohen, deals with the high pres-

sure operations of a big business ex-

ploiteer. It Is being adapted by Mi-
chael L. Simmons, noted screen au-

thor, who was recently engaged by
Universal. Simmons, former newspa-
perman and publicist. Is the screen
author of "The Bowery."

+ +

Now ICs ^^Meeting Mazie’"’

U NIVERSAL has changed the title

of "He Couldn't Take It," a

Warren Doane comedy, to "Meeting
Mazle." The cast supporting Sterling

Holloway Includes Eddie Nugent,
Dorothy Ward, Kay Deslys, and Bert

Roach.

+ + +

here’s Elmer?”
He’s In Work

at Universal City

'/yW HERE'S ELMER?" now has a

TT complete cast. This Vince
Barnett-Warren Doane comedy will

go into production at Universal City
tomorrow under the direction of

James W. Horne. The cast includes

Gertrude Short, Dewey Robinson,

Norman Rhodes and Frank Miles.
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"CROSS COUNTRY CRUISE
UNIVERSAL
Rushes Its Bu.

Release On Ja .

Of Competi i

Letc Ayres and June Knight in “Cross Country Cruise” the film that has the
studio in its proudest mood this season.

Ken Maynard Recovers From The Flu
S. O. S. Iceberg" fame. Udet Is anK

en MAYNARD is well again. He
has recovered from the slight at-

tack of the flu which Interrupted pro-

duction on "Wheels of Destiny" and

sent the company back to Universal

City and Ken Maynard to Palm

Springs to recuperate. The film now
looks like an epic In its size and de-

velopment.

During his convalesence Maynard
learned to ride a motorcycle and also

practiced up on an art which was

suggested to him by his friend and

fellowflyer, Major Ernst Udet of

accomplished caricaturist and Ken
Maynard discovered that he could do
a little caricaturing himself. However,
he presented the results to Dorothy
Dix and Philo McCullough, so there

is no evidence unless they want to

bring suit.

Maynard claims that Palm Springs

Is going nudist. Anyhow he tore him-

self away and yesterday resumed the

"Wheels of Destiny" shooting under
the direction of Alan James with the

biggest western cast ever assembled
for a Maynard production.

+ + +

U
NIVERSAL is first again. ThI s time

the studio emerges the winner in

a race to produce a film with the

scene laid on an overland bus. Sever-

al months ago, Carl Laemmie, Jr.,

conceived the Idea for such a picture

and placed screen authors, Elmer

Harris and Stanley Raugh, at work on

the script. As soon as news of this en-

terprise leaked out, two other stu-

dios followed suit, each making prep-

aration for a "bus" picture. The race

was on.

As inaugurator of this forthcoming

cycle of films, Carl Laemmie, Jr.

naturally wished to have his product

on the market first. He speeded pro-

duction plans as much as possible

with the result that " Cross Country

Cruise," the present title of the film,

is now in Universal cutting rooms,

ready for national release on Janu-

ary 1st. This date will enable the film

to go on view far ahead of the sub-

sequent "bus" pictures. It is the first

Variety Says John Barrymore in "Con
E

CEPTIONALLY fine blending of

superb performances, direction

and presentation with John Barry-

more leading an array of attractive

names, makes "Counsellor-at-Law" in

Its screen version a box office natural.

Apoeal should be as strong for men
as for women. Sock, comedy, drama-

tic buildup and theme values of the

stage play have been retained. Ex-

pert cutting and careful dialog selec-

tion, plus directorial finesse of Wil-

FILM PREVIEWS

liam Wyler, keep the piece from go-

ing overboard on talk, which may
have been a temptation.

Barrymore is sure and effective as

the man who climbs from steerage

birth to an ace attorney with a shaky

code of ethics that at the supreme
moment of his career threatens him

with disbarment and failure because

of a soft hearted gesture to keep a

youngster out of the pen.

Bebe Daniels does great as the

secretary who upholds Barrymore in

his gloomy hour—as good as any-

thing she's done. Doris Kenyon is the

snobbish wife who deserts him, play-

ing the part with superficial nicety.

Isabel Jewell, the gabby telephone

operator, is a standout with the far-

clnatlng comedy character she crea-
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CALLED A KNOCKOUT

Letc Ayres and June Knight in “Cross Country Cruise,^’ the transcontinental
bus story that tcill make FIVE I!\ A ROW for Vniversal this year.

Richman Stays At Universal For

-IRST AGAIN
Story To Early

1st, Far Ahead
Dn Bus Films

of Lew Ayres' staring films of the

year and has in its supporting cast

June Knight, Alice White, Alan Dine-

hart and Arthur Vinton. Eddie

Buzzell directed. The story relates

what happened to a party of travel-

ers who left New York by bus en

route to the west coast. Love, murder

and intrigue all figure in the drama's

unfolding.

Producing the first picture of this

sort Is only one instance In Universal's

history of being first. Universal

proved that the movie public likes to

be thrilled and horrified. "Dracula,"

"Frankenstein," and now with the pic-

turlzatlon of H. G. Wells' fantastic

thriller, "The Invisible Man."

And "Cross Country Cruise" will

be a tremendous credit to Universal

studios too. That fact was shown un-

equivocally, when the first cut of the

picture was shown last week. The

film Is said by Carl Laemmie, Jr. to be

a positive knockout.

S
ounds like a long-term contract.

However, so far it is only one

picture. Richman's work with George

O'Neil on "Only Yesterday" was

so thoroughly satisfactory to Univer-

sal that Stahl wanted him on Fannie

Hurst's story, "Imitation of Life,"

which Stahl is to direct next. Carl

Laemmie, Jr. signed him up yesterday

for work on "Imitation of Life." In

the meantime, Richman has com-

+ + +

pleted the adaptation of "The Good
Red Bricks," the Chicago novel by

Mary Synon.

John M. Stahl is already at work on

the preparation of "Imitation of Life"

with the same thoroughness and sure

handed preparedness that has made
all his Universal pictures such huge

successes. No element will be over-

looked to make "Imitation of Life"

outstanding.

ellor At Law” Is "Box-Office Natural”
ted in the stage play. Angole Jacobs,

the stout secretary, is a knockout with

the arrogant comedy walkthroughs,

garnering most of the laughs.

Harry Becker, as the communl^T
who upbraids Barrymore in the most

striking scene of the film, and Marvin
Kline as Weinberg, the plaintive suit-

or of Miss Daniels, contributes a per-

fect piece of playing.

Clara Langsner, as the counsellor's

mother, T. H. Manning as the pollti-

DAILY VARIETY

cal boss. Malka Kornstein, mother of

the communist, John Qualen, as the

beneficiary of Barrymore's disastrous

alibi, and J. Hammond Daily as Char-

lie McFadden all turn in class per-

formances, with the others doing ex-

cellent smaller parts.

Only comparative lack is in the

romantic and sentimental angles

played against Barrymore for the

heart interest, these being somewhat
written down in the screen version.

William Wyler's handling of big

and little scenes is intelligent, smart

and inspired to keep tone and mood
just right, which with the outstand-

ing handling of the camera by Bro-

dlne for movement and dramatic

lighting, combines for top element in

the pic. Art direction also is clean.



CLASS AD MATS FOR
A CLASS PICTURE
Here are a few samples (direct from the

press book) of the classy ad mats avail-

able on this class box-office attraction.

Get your copy of the book and get
behind this picture with everything

you've got!

ELISSA

LAND!
#AUL

LUKAS

He was o fast worker

—

when the lights went out
and the candles glowed I

. . . Pretenders both, each
was glad that the other
was not what deception
had caused them to be*
lievei...lt*s the grandest
romanticaliy scandaious
mixup ever screened I

in a sparkling
comedy of
mixed love
offoirsl

With NILS ASTHER, Either R«|.

iten, Dorothy Rcvicr, Lawrence

Brant.ProducedbyCarl Lacmmle,

Jr., from a stage play by Seigfried

Geyer. Presented by Carl Laem-

mle. A UNIVERSAL PICTURL

Ondlelight

ELISSA LANDI
PAUL LUKAS
Nils Asther

Directed by

JAMES WHALE

OndlelightDorothy Revier, Esther Ralsion,
Lawrence Grant. Suggested by the
play by Seigfried Geyer. Produced
by Carl Laemmie, Jr Directed by
JAMES WHALE Presented by

Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

NILS ASTHER, Esther Ralston, Dorothy
Rcvler, Lawrence Grant. From the stage

play by Seigfried Geyer. Produced by Carl

Laemmie, Jr. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Directed by JAMES WHALE

1‘j/TMwTiryti



The sparkling

comady of a
handsome man
and his too
many affairs I

ELISSA

LANDI
PAUL

LUKA
Nils Atthcr, Esther RiU
sten, Dorothy Revier,
Lovrtnee Gr«nt From
fttge pUy by Selsfricd
Gcycr. Produced by CtA
Leenimle, Jr. Directed
by JAMES WHALE.
Presented by
Cert Leemmle. A
UNIVERSAL
PICTURE

ONDLELKHT

A sparkling comedy-drama of tangled

affairs—in which a butler and a maid and
a gentleman and a lady each think that

they are making love to someone else!

Directed by

JAMES
WHALE

ELISSA PAUL

LANDI * LUKAS

BY
NILS ASTHER, Esther Ralston, Dorothy

Revier, Lawrence Grant. From the stage

play by SeigFried Geyer. Produced by
Carl Laemmie, Jr. Presented by Carl

Laemmle. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

GNDLEUeHT
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Elmer Rice Praises '^‘Counsellor At Law’’

As A Film Job

WESTERN UNION
NOVEMBER 27, 193.3

CARL LAEMMLE JR
UNIVERSAL CITY CALIFORNIA

I HAVE JUST SEEN COUNSELLOR AT LAW
AND WANT TO TELL YOU HOW MUCH
I LIKE IT STOP THE DIRECTION
ACTING PHOTOGRAPHY AND SETTINGS
ARE ALL EXCELLENT AND THE PICTURE
AS A WHOLE HAS FINE MOVEMENT AND
STEADILY MOUNTING INTEREST STOP
I THINK THAT YOU AND YOUR
ASSOCIATES ARE TO BE CONGRATU-
LATED UPON HAVING DONE A FINE JOB
AND I SINCERELY HOPE THAT THE
PICTURE HAS THE CRITICAL RECOG-
NITION AND POPULAR SUCCESS WHICH
IT SO RICHLY DESERVES. KINDEST
REGARDS

ELMER RICE

:al talent of this blonde actress. She seems to be set tor

usicals as long as they last.

Gloria Stuart will visit Chinatown in San Francisco for

couple of days instead of going to China.

Roger Pryor and Gloria Stuart in Stanley Bergerman's

second picture for Universal, “/ Like It That Way. Both
are exceptionally good in the production.

Gloria Stuart in ^‘Glamour 99

VniversaVs Busiest Actress Now A Musical Sensa-
tion after “/ Like It That Way.”

H aving acquitted herself so extraordinarily well in a

singing role in "I Like It That Way," Gloria Stuart

has decided to make another musical. "I Like It That

Way" featured her with Roger Pryor in Stanley Berger-

man's second picture for Universal. The picture was com-

pleted last night. Miss Stuart was a hit in it.

Last week Miss Stuart had promised herself a trip to

Shanghai as a vacation. She cancelled the trip, however,

when B. F. Zeidman asked her to play the lead in a musi-

cal version of Edna Ferber's story, "Glamour," for which

L. G. Blochman is writing the screenplay. No one at Uni-

versal City knew that Miss Stuart had a remarkable singing

voice until she volunteered to sing a song in "The Secret

of the Blue Room." Even that was done so unostentatiously

that most people thought the vpice belonged to someone

else. "I Like It That Way" proved how genuine is the mu-

+ + +

First Time Together

An event which is of some importance to the Hyams

family is taking place in the filming of "The Poor

Rich," co-starring Edward Everett Horton and Edna May

Oliver. In this Universal comedy, which Edward Sedg-

wick is molding, Leila Hyams and her father, John Hyams,

are appearing for the first time on record in pictures. On

the stage they worked together a long time, but this is

the first opportunity they have ever had to play in the

same moving picture. In "The Poor Rich," Miss Hyams

works for her father as an aluminum saleswoman.

John Miljan has replaced Andre Beranger in the big

cast including Andy Devine, Leila Hyams, Thelma Todd,

Grant Mitchell, Una O'Conor and E. E. Clive.
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Milwaukee Keen For ^“^Only Yesterday”
(The Leader)

M any fine things have been said

about "Only Yesterday," Uni-

versal's best foot forward for this sea-

son. Compliments in superlative terms

have been paid its cast of 93, Its di-

rector, John M. Stahl, and its stars,

the reliable John Boles and the new-

comer, Margaret Sullavan.

All that has ben said is true, as

they can vouch who attended the

Milwaukee premiere of "Only Yester-

day" at the special performance held

last night at the Alhambra theatre.

Though the cast is so numerous. Its

impressive names are used more for

glorified crowd scenes than to paint a

panorama. The story of "Only Yester-

day" is essentially that of one young
girl who before she is 30 years old

has twice tasted the same fruit of life

and twice found poison hidden at Its

core.

This story is told with expert dra-

matic economy. Its tragedy is based

on the promise that a man may, in

romance and tenderness, experience

—the most intimate love for a wo-

man, leave Immediately for war, and
two years later speak with her on the

street without knowing her. Whatever
may be said of the probability of

such a thing will be omitted on behalf

of one of the most beautifully handled

of all motion picture productions.

Miss Sullavan is as startling In her

way as Katharine Hepburn was in

hers when first the moving picture

public saw her in celluloid. Indeed

the excellence of the work of this win-

some little Irish girl, with symptoms

of hidden iron to strengthen a per-

formance when needed, can be com-
pared with the splendid performance

of Miss Hepburn in "Morning Glory."

Universal's present find has made an

entry into the star lists of Hollywood

in a part eminently suited to her. Uni-

versal showed the same discretion

when it started Sidney Fox out in

"Strictly Dishonorable." But if prog-

nostications count for anything. Miss

Sullavan Is due to go farther and wear

better than any other young woman
Universal has started to fame In re-

cent years.

John Boles has carried the male

lead in "Back Street" and "Seed,"

the two pictures logically called pre-

decessors of "Only Yesterday." Boles

is one of the few I can think of who
would ascend rather than descend in

three pictures where his requirements

bear as much similarity as they do in

this trio. A certain quality of the

thoroughbred predominates In Boles'

acting and in "Only Yesterday" he

Is at his best.

/V'i7s Asther and Dorothy Reviere in a
scene from coming ‘^By Candlelight.”

Billie Burke plays a fetching and
tender young aunt, Reginald Denny
a delightful candidate for uncles, and
a young man whose name I am not so

sure of, plays the boy without a

father. H. P. C.

+ + +

M ilwaukee is not always given

the chance to weep one day

ahead of New York. But on Thursday

the chance came with the first show-

ing in the country here of "Only Yes-

terday," a panorama tale of some-

what heroic proportions and of not-

ably distinguished style, "Only Yes-

terday" has honest tears, although

gruelling emphasis has been permit-

ted at least two of the scenes. In one,

the highly wrought deathbed scene,

Margaret Sullavan's command places

the performance at once with other

fine things of the theatre.

Margaret Sullavan is an actress.

She has no Hollywood stamp. Her
face is her own. You feel, as with

other actresses who richly deserve

the name, that she has taken the di-

alog, digested it in her mind and has

then given it back to the audience

with an intelligent appreciation of

(The Journal

)

by Nancy Lee

what it means and of Its fitness to the

actualities of life. There is no parrot-

ing of lines here. Miss Sullavan has

dignity and charm. She has no tricks

or mannerisms and she is not the ac-

cepted "pretty" of the film capital.

She is slender and poised. It is un-

necessary to add that "Only Yester-

day" is her first motion picture. She

was taken from the New York stage

cast of "Dinner at Eight" and her

other recent picture plays have been
"Chrysalis," "Paris Bound" and "Bad

Manners." She was born in Norfolk,

Va., in 1911, went to Sullins College

and made her stage debut at the Uni-

versity Theatre in Cape Cod.
The tremendous appeal of "Only

Yesterday" would be decidedly less

without Miss Sullavan, although John
Boles, as the forgetful lover who goes
to war, married, lives through the

stock market crash and when on the

verge of ending his life receives a

letter from the girl of his "Only Yes-

terday," is splendid. Benita Hume Is

the girl who shares his unhappy mar-

riage; Billie Burke is the lovely, casual

and amusing aunt of the yesterday

girl; Reginald Denny is her devoted
slave; Jimmy Butler is the boyish, lov-

able lad, and Edna May Oliver a

stock market victim.

The story has been told differently

and extremely well. As a romance it

is unforgetable because of Miss Sul-

lavan's exquisite performance; as a

backward glance at some of the

things that have happened to us in

manners, morals, and clothes since

(Continued on Page 25)



The popular radio stars

in their first feature
picture—with Ted Healy
and his famous stooges!

. . . A riotous comedy
modeled after this big

team's widely known
broadcasts! . . . Clarence
and all the other char-

acters are in it!

With Eddie Foy, Jr., Thomas Jackson, J. Farrell MacDon-

ald, Ray Hedge, Grace Hayes, Trixie Friganza. Story by

Mrs. Willard Mack. Songs by M. K. Jerome and Joan

Jasmyn. Directed by Al Boasberg. Produced by Foy

Productions, Ltd.
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Picture Made Star

Bright By Brilliant

Boston Talent

By HARLEIGH SCHULTZ
Evening American

BOSTON IS PROUD 0=

AND ENTRANCED WIF

Brilliant New Star Is Margaret Sullavan

In One Of Year's Finer Films,

Featured At B. F. Keith's

By HARLEIGH SCHULTZ
Evening American

NLY YESTERDAY.” now on

the RKO Keith screen, turns

out to be one of the most exquisite

of Hollywood's sound product. Glory

be, here is a picture with something

approaching a soul of its own! So fine

is Its acting that It rises. Alp-like, out

of the flood of musicals and triter

movies, and by its beauties of senti-

ment and its gentleness of humor
touches the heart as few melodramas
have done outside of Helen Hayes'

vehicles and Norma Shearer's "Smilin'

Thru."

Of prime Importance is the fact

that this picture brings to first view

for a movie audience, Margaret Sul-

lavan, sweetly attractive and bril-

liantly capable. In points she Is com-

parable to even Miss Hayes. She

dominates all her scenes and is the

film's best single asset.

Oldtimers are here in abundance.

Billie Burke is splendid as the aunt;

Reginald Denny clicks as the aunt's

wooer. Jimmy Butler as the boy,

gives the movie some of its best

moods. John Boles, as the broker,

does well despite the scenarist's

crimes against his role.

Not often is this department

moved to commend a picture as

wholeheartedly as it does "Only Yes-

terday." It is worth seeing If only for

the loveliness of Miss Sullavan's per-

formance. But more than that. It is a

deeply stirring melodrama.

+ + +

"ONLY YESTERDAY” BEAUTIFUL STORY

AND GRIPPING PICTURE - (POST)

J
UST as last year gave Katharine

Hepburn to Hollywood, so will

1933 be proud of having contribu-

ted Margaret Sullavan to films. This

last is a "find," as her work In her

first picture, "Only Yesterday,"

proves. Boston may take due notice,

with some boasting; for it was here

she gained her acting technique un-

der no less a master than E. E. Clive

who made the Copley a center of

"legit" interest several years ago.

Further, the Hub may a second
time pat itself on the back; for with-

out Boston brains there would have

been no "Only Yesterday." Its au-

thor was born here—Frederick Lewis

Allen, of the Marlborough St. Allens,

Harvard graduate and an eminent

magazine editor. This is his first book
—now fashioned into screen play, to

be given its premiere at RKO B. F.

(Continued an Page 2i>)

J
UST as "Seventh Heaven" made
Janet Gaynor, so "Only Yester-

day," a really beautiful screening,

now at RKO Keith's, will make Mar-

garet Sullavan, a completely charm-

ing young actress from the Nev/ York

footlights. In a way the talkie Is rem-

iniscent of that very fine film, "Back

Street."

Although the stories are not at all

similar, the theme, a woman's love, is

the same. In this case, the woman
loved deeply and tenderly for years

without the man knowing of her love.

You see, he loved and forgot. There

are plenty of emotional scenes

ti.roughout the talkie, especially in

the latter scenes.

The film spells box-office for the

theatres and the produc:jrs and com-
plete entertainment for the picture-

goers, especially the feminine ones.

John Boles Is a very handsome
leading man and Billie Burke gives a

grand performance of the charming

and very moder i Aunt Julie, taking

a bow tor many bright moments. A
thoroughly engaging young actor

makes Mary's son a regular boy. In

fact if he were not so natural we
doubt If the scenes between him and

his mother and later, his father, would

get under the skin so deeply.
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hAARGARET SULLAVAN
I
JX) NLY Y E S T E R DAY

”

MARGARET SULLAVAN IS REAL

New Boston Trained Player Has The

Ability To Make People Believe Her

Boston Globe

U
NIVERSAL Pictures, producers of

"Only Yesterday," the featured

film at Keith's Theatre this week,

think they have a new Katharine Hep-

burn in their Broadway acquisition,

Miss Margaret Sullavan. But after

watching the star's refreshing natural-

ness, her tremendous emotional ap-

peal and her whimsical charm, one

suspects that she is more in the Helen

Hayes class. Miss Sullavan has not the

exotic personality of a Hepburn or a

Garbo, but she has something fa'*

more enduring—the ability to make

people believe in her. She is real !

Perhaps one of her secrets is that

she displays no histrionic fireworks.

She uses, restraint, colored vividly by

her own charm and temperament. In

these days one hesitates to declare

that a new star has been born. There

are too many "one picture" actresses,

who make a sensation in their first

film and fail to repeat in later pro-

ductions.

But when one sees a girl unknown

to pictures like Miss Sullavan come

up against a really clever and ex-

perienced actress like Billie Burke and

still retain all the acting honors, then

no praise seems too strong.

"Only Yesterday" uses some of thj

historical incidents described in the

book by Frederick Lewis Allen, which

has the same name. Otherwise it is a

completely new story. But by the

power of their acting Miss Sullavan,

Miss Burke, John Boles and Reginald

Denny make the picture believeable

and tremendously poignant.

Like Helen Hayes, Miss Sullavan

has the power to cause her admirers

to live right through the situations

she portrays. One can sit back and

watch her, but rather one shares with

all her tragedies and disappointments.

And little Jimmy Butler is one of

the most natural and delightful child-

ren ever seen on the screen. People

who manage to keep from tears dur-

ing Miss Sullavan's death-bed scene

surrender when little Jimmy drops his

head and tells his father, "my Mother

just died."

As for Reginald Denny, he has

never done better work than in "Only

Yesterday," and Billie Burke too, pre-

sents her greatest film performance

to date. Bostonians who are seriously

interested in screen acting will regret

exceedingly if they miss "Only Yes-

terday."

Edna May Oliver, Benita Hume,

Franklin Pangborn, Noel Francis,

Natalie Moorhead, Joyce Compton,

Betty Blythe and a dozen other well-

known actors play supporting roles.

John M. Stahl, who directed, has

evolved a production that will live

long after 1933.

E23

Edicard Everett Horton

in ’‘The Poor Rich”

Miss Sullavan Makes
KeitWs Film Her Oivn
Bv GORDON HILLMAN

Daily Record

yesterday," at Keith's

Is not only an agreeable sen-

timental fable, but It discloses a ris-

ing new actress In the person of Mar-
garet Sullavan.

And Miss Sullavan, being a nev/-

comer to the screen, Is put through

almost as many paces as was Helen

Hayes In "The Sin of Madelon Clau-

det."

She is a young actress, a charming

actress; a player who has the knack

of coloring her lines, of speaking

them directly, and of conveying, with

immense restraint, any emotion the

plot forces her to register. That she

has more skill than most of the young-

er actresses, there is no doubt. There

Is no doubt either, that she will be-

come something of a personality in

the pictures.

Through its first reels, "Only Yes-

terday" really gives her an excellent

chance. In these scenes, which de-

mand that most illusive quality of

charm, she is charming indeed.

(Continued on Page 26)
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UNIVERSAL RELEASES FOR
DY the end of this coming week, Universal will have^ completed its entire program through the month of
March. This is an amazing achievement for the studio.

Under its present management, production has been so
harmonious and so carefully planned, that the schedule
is almost a month in advance of early season plans.

Not only has production been efficient in the matter
of time; it has been noteworthy in the excellence of the
productions turned out. Such pictures as "Only Yester-
day," "The Invisible Man," "Counsellor at Law," "By
Candlelight," "Cross Country Cruise" and "Bombay
Mail" are admitted by trade and newspaper critics and
by studio experts to be of the first water box-office
smashes and critic-proof in their excellence. As we go to
press, there are seven feature productions completed and
two in work in addition to the serial, "Pirate Treasure,"

The famnus Rihher of Hollywood, I'incc Barnett, studying
up on his latest two-reel comedy, “A Trifle Backward.''

MARGARET SVLLAVAIS TO COAST

M argaret SULLAVAN sailed Friday on the St. Ce-
cilie, of the Grace Line, bound for California, via

the Panama Canal. She will arrive in Universal City on
December 2

1 , to begin work on her second motion pic-

ture, "Little Man, What Now?," from the Fallada best-

selling novel.

Miss Sullavan has been in New York for two months,
following her first experience on the screen. She will go
back to California as a star. The first time Miss Sullavan

went to Universal City it was to take a test for "Cniy
Yesterday."

Lew Ayres is scheduled to appear opposite Miss Sul-

lavan in this picture. Adaptation of the story will be done
by Jo Swerling, noted screen author. Frank Borzage, vet-

eran director of hits, will both produce and direct. Pro-

duction will begin in early January.

starring Richard Talmadge. All of these will be completed

by tonight or Monday at the latest.

In the Editorial Room
Cf the pictures which have not as yet been entirely

edited at Universal City, the following are set down in

the probable order of their release: "By Candlelight"

features beautiful Elissa Landi, who is now in New York

City: Paul Lukas, who is in London; Nils Asther, Esther

Ralston, Lawrence Grant, Dorothy Revier and little Lois

January. It was directed by the dependable James Whale
from a play which was a success both on Broadway and
in London. Those who have seen it at the coast put "By

Candlelight" in the same category with "Counsellor at

Law" and "CnIy Yesterday." This is as high an honor as

can be attributed to any picture of this season.

"Bombay Mail" stars Edmund Lowe. It is the first of his

two starring pictures for Universal this year. It was taken

from the novel by L. G. Blochman. This novel will appear

on the book shelves on January I
,
issued by Little, Brown

& Company. It was directed by Edward Marin, and is

the first picture made under the associate producership

of Tom Reed. In the large cast are Shirley Grey, Ralph

Forbes, Cnslow Stevens, Hedda Hopper, Brandon Hurst.

B
eginning January l, activity at Universal City will

again reach a peak with eight films slated for produc-

tion during the month.

As it looks now, the first picture to go into production

in 1934 is "The Love Life of a Crooner," with Russ Co-
lumbo and June Knight. The story, by William Anthony
McGuire,, is being adapted by Herbert Fields with con-

tributions by Scott Pembroke, former Universal director.

George Marion, Jr. will contribute the dialogue. Eddie

Buzzell, who has just finished a splendid job on "Cross

Country Cruise," will direct.

"American Scotland Yard" follows next. This will be the

second Edmund Lowe film of the year. Countenay Ter-

rett wrote the story, with screenplay and continuity by

Garret Fort and Charles Furthman.

The third feature to go before the cameras in January

is "Little Man, What Now?," the Fallada best-selling no-

vel Margaret Sullavan, sensation of "Only Yesterday,"

will have the starring role. Miss Sullavan left Friday on

the St. Cecilie, of the Grace Line, bound for California,

by way of the Panama Canal. She will arrive in Hollywood

on December 21. Jo Swerling, noted screen author, has

been engaged to write the screenplay for "Little Man,
What Now?" It will be both produced and directed

by the veteran, Frank Borzage.

Charles G. Norris' best-seller, "Zest" comes next in

line on the Universal schedule. William Hurlbut is doing

the screenplay, with the treatment by Eugene Walter. No
cast assignments have been made as yet, but Lowell

Sherman will direct.

Stories Ready for jli
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lARCH ALREADY COMPLETED
Studio Says T/iey’re Great

"Madame Spy" stars Fay Wray and Nils Asther. It was

directed from a very successful Continental play by the

Continental director, Karl Freund. Its cast includes Edwin

Arnold, John Miljan, Noah Beery, and a number of prom-

inent players.

"Cross Country Cruise," which has just been com-

pleted, has elicited all kinds of praise from the entire

studio following the first cut and showing of this picture

in long form. Everybody is tremendously enthusiastic over

this first of the Lew Ayres starring pictures for this year.

The big cast includes among others: Lew Ayres, June

Knight, Alice White, Alan Dinehart, Eugene Pallette,

Minna Gombell, Hugh Enfield, Robert McWade. It was

directed by Edward Buzzell. Every effort was expended

to put this picture on the market before the other bus

pictures which are being rushed to completion in other

studios. Universal will win by a number of weeks. The re-

lease will be on or about January I. In all probability

the title, "Cross Country Cruise," will be retained.

Musicals Almost Ready
"Beloved," featuring John Boles and Gloria Stuart, was

uaryProduct
Following "Zest" is another prize

hit from the book stands. This will be

"Imitation of Life," the novel ey

Fannie Hurst, who wrote "Bar.k

Street." Arthur Richman will adapt

the story to the screen. The job of

direction has been placed In the ca-

pable hands of John M. Stahl.

"Interlude," starring Roger Pryor,

will be the sixth to go into production

during January. Octavus Roy Cohen
wrote the story which appeared as a

novelette in Everybody's Magazine.
It will be adapted by Michael Sim-

mons, screen author of "The Bowery."
Stanley Bergerman has charge of

production.

The long-awaited story by Billie

Burke and William Anthony McGuire
will follow "Interlude" at Universal

City. This is "The Great ZIegfeld,"

personal reminiscences of the theatri-

cal genius by Miss Burke, to whom he
was married. This picture will be di-

rected by Lowel Sherman.
"The Golden Fleece," with Paul

Lukas, is the final January production.

This will be Lukas' first picture after

he returns from his holiday abroad.
L. G. Blochman wrote the story. Tom

produced by B. F. Zeidman, under the direction of Victor

Schertzinger. It is a musical romance, gives John Boles the

first opportunity he has had to sing in a long time on the

screen, and Is regarded by everyone in the studio as one

of the most delightful musical productions of the past

few years.

Another musical for which the studios guarantee the

utmost satisfaction is "I Like It That Way," the second

Stanley Bergerman production for Universal of the sea-

son. In It, Roger Pryor and Gloria Stuart are featured

with Marian Marsh, Shirley Grey, Gloria Shea, Lucille

Gleason, and a large cast of performers under the direc-

tion of Harry Lachman. The dances were staged by Max
Shick and the music Is by Gottler, Conrad and Mitchell.

Still in Work at Studio
"Wheels of Destiny," the Ken Maynard picture which

he visualized as the most epic in its scope of any picture

of the year, will be completed next week. It was inter-

rupted by Maynard's illness with the flu. It has a splendid

cast, almost twice as Imposing as most of the Maynard
pictures, and has a song entitled "Wheels of Destiny"

for which great things are predicted on the radio and
phonograph records. In addition to the Maynard pic-

ture, "Two Clucks" and "The Poor

Rich" are also in work and are ex-

pected to be finished either tonight

or early next week. The first is the

Edward Everett Horton-Edna May
Oliver picture, "The Poor Rich," di-

rected by Edward Sedgwick. It has a

splendid cast Including Leila Hyams,
Andy Devine, Grant Mitchell and
others, and Is the first work as asso-

ciate producer of Dale Van Every.

The other is also under the produc-

ing guidance of Van Every. It Is now
entitled "Two Clucks" and co-stars

Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts. Its

cast includes Mickey Rooney, Clar-

ence Hummel Wilson, Hugh Enfield,

Arthur Stone, Ethel Mantell, Maude
Eburne, Gertrude Short and Emmett
Vogan.

Milwaukee Keen on
^'^Only Yesterday’’*

(Contined from Page 19)
the war. It has numerous anachronis-

tic faults. Neither the clothes nor the

songs seem to match the periods un-

der consideration in the film. The
title, "Only Yesterday," was bor-

rowed from Frederick Lewis Allen's

book, but that is about all. The mov-
ing picture however, is very special

just as It is. It belongs on the honor
roll when the year's best films are

judged.

Gertrude Short, icho is currently in
“Two Clucks” was damaged in a com-
edy is receiving treatment at the

Universal City Hospital.

Reed, who also writes, is associate

producer.

Early March will signalize the return

of Boris Karloff to Universal City. H?
will appear in Universal's newest im-

aginative project, "A Trip to Mars."
At the present time, James Whale,
who directed "Frankenstein" and "The
Invisible Man," Is planning to go to

London to confer with R. C. Sherriff,

scenarist, on the matter of screen

play and continuity. Sherriff and
Whale also combined their talents

in the making "The Invisible Man."
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Record for Universal Newsreel

TRANS-LUX MOVIES CORPORATION
247 PARK AVENUE

NEW YORK

Mr. Allyn Butterfield

Universal News

New York, N. Y.

Nov. 25, 1933

My dear Mr. Butterfield;

It may interest you to know that on the week

of November 18th the entire Universal News No. 198

was used in the Broadway show. As you know, we edit

this Broadway show from five different newsreels and I

believe that this sets more or less of a record in using

an entire issue from any one reel.

Yours sincerely,

B. J. RYBAK
TRANS-LUX MOVIES CORP.

Picture Made Star Bright

(Continued from /'og« 22)

Keith's Saturday. It you recall how

excellent was "Back Street" you will

know just what a treat is in store in

this new film.

Miss Sullavan brings that some-

By Brilliant Boston Talent

thing to the screen that audiences

like. She has the looks, but something

tar better, distinctive screen person-

ality and acting technique. So watch

her as our selection tor I933's best

among the newcomers of the year.

Miss Sullavan Makes
Keith’s Film Her Own
(Continued from Page 23)

She can and does play the part of

an unsophisticated and romantic Vir-

ginia girl with a good deal more gen-

uine feeling than is commonly exhib-

ited on stage or screen.



^ A DIGEST OF THE BEST
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Manager Grimes’ irick “INVISIBLE
MAN’’ controlled camphor balls. A lobby
display at the Warner Theatre, Morgan-
town, If . Va., that created plenty of in-

terest in the picture. See story for details.

Grimes’ Invisible Man” Campaign Stirs

Morgantown Crowds to Box-office Action!

K. A. Grimes, manager of the War-
ner Theatre, Morgantown, W. Va.,

introduced "THE INVISIBLE MAN"
to the local citizenry a week before

the opening by sending him around

town driving a new Plymouth coach.

The upper part of the car was cov-

ered with black cambric, a material

which permits vision from inside out

but not from outside in. Banners pro-

claimed that the car was being driven

by "THE INVISIBLE MAN" coming

to the Warner Theatre.

On opening night Grimes corraled

thirty high school boys and an addi-

tional Plymouth car, and staged a

street parade. The boys carried red

fire torches and the cars were ban-

nered with the theatre ad.

For a lobby stunt he used the ani-

mated camphor balls stunt with a

card explaining that "THE INVISIBLE

MAN" was responsible for the action

of the spheres. During, the engage-

ment this stunt was used out front

and really stopped passersby.

Accessory hangers and snipes

played an important part In Grimes'

campaign. He used the hangers for

an extra flash out front, and the snipes

for covering strategic spots around

town. Newspaper ads were started

two weeks In advance.

This car, driven by “THE INVISIBLE
MAN” started manager Grimes’ campaign
at W'arner Theatre, Morgantown, W. Va.

ANNOUNCING TITLE IS NOT ENOUGH
Beal Ads Should Carry Play-up Phrases

There are man'' splendidly set u'> and

nicely appearing ads that lack sales punch.

Nice art and pretty typography go a long

way in pulling interest to your ads;—but if

the copy does not carry the "interrupting

Idea"—the display lines that will turn read-

ers into ticket buyers—all the trouble in

the ad preparation goes tor naught.

When you have one of the top-notch stars

to sell in a farrious story it is well enough

to limit the ad to a picture of the star and

the title of the film. In such a case your

copy is really an announcement rather than

an ad.

Announcements of such nature draw inter-

ested people to your theatre. Star power is

nothing but patron interest and reflects Itself

in your box-office everytime you show a pa:-

ticular star's picture.

Hoiverer, tchen you are introducing

a neic star such as Margaret Sullavan

in a great picture like “Only Y ester-

day” you must not be content to just

mention her name and the picture

title with John Boles’ name added.

You should tell your patrons in your
ads WHY' they should see Miss Sulla-

van in this picture and also S.4Y'

SOMETHING about the extraordinary
success of the new star and the picture
in other runs. You should quote .some

of the super reviews the film has
received.

When you play H. G. Wells’ “Invis-
ible Man” you shoidd use strong,
punchy words to intrigue interest in
this fantastic sensation. TELL YOUR
I’UBLIC enough in the ads to make
them hot-foot it to your ho.x office to
.see this “indescribable— astonishing
screen novelty!

SELL your pictures with red-hoi lines in

real ADVERTISEMENTS. Leave the super-
dignified announcements to the banks.

You're in the picture business and if you
want to do real banking as a result of your
efforts you should sell your shows with real

ADVERTISING !

Joe Well



THRILLS

THRILLS

THRILLS
and more

THRILLS

With EVALYN KNAPP
Robert Allen, William Desmond,

James Durkin, John Davidson.

Story by Ella O'Neill. Directed

by Ray Taylor.

1Z BIG
EPISODES
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ROWE AND FELDMAN EMPLOY MANY FINE SHOWMANSHIP
STUNTS FOR "INVISIBLE MAN" SEND-OFF IN PITTSBURGH

In selling "THE INVISIBLE MAN" to

Pittsburghers Roy Rowe, manager of the

V/arner Theatre, and Joe Feldman, division

publicity manager, concentrated their ef-

forts on the invisibility angle, putting over

several fine showmanship stunts.

Trj start the campaign going and to

arouse curiosity, they used the two column

by five inch newspaper ad illustrated below.

The first part appeared on the theatrical

page and the second part directly behind

it on the reverse side of the page.

The lobby stunt, illustrated at the right,

sent thousands of patrons away to talk about

the coming of "THE INVISIBLE MAN." The

girl, holding her hand above the crystal ball,

causes the fan at right to revolve. This ac-

tion is caused through the use of a "grid

glow" bulb obtainable at any Westinghouse

dealer. The "grid glow" includes the crystal

ball, a box of electric coils and one con-

cealed amplifier tube. Under the crystal bail

is a very sensitive photo-electric cell. When
a hand is placed near the globe, not on it,

an induction is set up that will make a fan

revolve, a bell ring or a door open. The

tie-up copy read; "Whenever you place

your hand near the crystal ball the INVIS-

IBLE MAN will make the fan revolve."

The car with invisible driver, as explained

in the pressbook, was used as a street bally-

hoo.

When the patron put a

hand near the crystal ball

a concealed “grid-gloic”

bulb mde the fun revolve.

The gag, of course, uus

that "THE INVISIBLE
MAN” made the fan go.

Lsed by Roy Howe, man-

ager, and Joe Feldman,

publicity manager, for

the W'arner Theatre, Pitt‘S-

burgh. The .sketches are

local, artists’ conceptions

of "THE INVISIBLE
MAN” submitted in a

contest lor cash and pass

prizes.

CiUMUA ST. AS.1
nsjjjtEr moCim'iXUNA O'uINNt'K.
ClAUOt

“Invisible copy” ad used by Joe Feldman,

Warner’s division publicity manager for

the engagement of "THE INVISIBLE
MAN” at the Warner Theatre, Pittsburgh

Hold this page to the light and you will

see just how the ad appeared on the

theatrical pages of the Pittsburgh papers.

A fish bowl filled with colored water was

placed in the lobby with a sign reading:

"These Brazilian Invisible Fish Were Made
Invisible by the Same Magic Potion tk at

Made 'THE INVISIBLE MAN."' Crowds

hung around the bowl trying to discover the

fish, some contending that they could ac-

tually see them, or a least their motions.

Camphor balls dropped in a bottle of

carbonated water that caused them

bounce up and down, were used as a lobby

display with a sign stating that "THE IN-

VISIBLE MAN" was making them move.

A very small toy boat in a tank of water

was similarly moved, having a small cam-

phor cartridge on the under side. The chem-

ical reaction set up by the camphor and

water caused the boat to mov» forward.

"THE INVISIBLE MAN" answered ques-

tions from a large chair in the lobby as

outlined >n the pressbook.

Art students were Invited to submit their

conceptions of "THE INVISIBLE MAN."
Their efforts were displayed in the lobby.

Extra billing, including two hundred acces-

sory snipes, and double newspaper space

completed the campaign. Albert S. Nathan,

Universal exploiteer, assisted on campaign.

1

11

Welcome three new members of the suc-

cess club! The following managers have

been awarded certificates of merit for ex-

ceptional exploitation on Universal pictures:

SEYMOUR L. MORRIS. manager, Olympic

Theatre, Watertown, N. Y., for his cam-

paign on "Ladies Must Love."

ROBERT ROSENTHAL, manager Warner's

Strand Theatre, Albany. N. Y., for his.

showmanship front on "Saturday's Mil-

lions."

LEW METZGER, Sp'eckles Theatre, San Di-

ego, Cal., for a smash campaign on "The

Invisible Man."

Congratulations, men! Watch the maik

for your certificates! We will look forward

*o hearing from you on other Universal'

pictures.
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ROXY CAMPAIGN HELPS "INVISIBLE MAN" TO NEW RECORD

BUSINESS - THRILLER HELD OVER FOR SECOND BIG WEEK!

Morris Kinzler's telautograph stunt for

“THE IWISIBLE MA!\” engagement at

the original Roxy Theatre, i\ew York.

Three of these machines “wrote” mes-

sages in the lobby through a tie-up with

the manufacturers.

Here is the detailed campaign

report for “U^VISIBLE MAIS”’

prepared by Morris Kinzler, pub-

licity director for the original Roxv
Theatre, !\'ew York City The pic-

ture set a new record for the thea-

tre. in its first week and was held

over for a second, pi oof enough of

the effectivene.is of KinzL'i'.t goo:!

work. The report iollfs-

The Universal pressbook on "THE INVIS-

IBLE MAN" is of great aid to theatre man-

agers. It is crammed full of workable stunts

and using any small proportion of them

should insure Fairly good results.

Among the things that were done at the

Roxy Theatre to sell this picture in advance,

was the use of three telautograph machines

secured at no cost from the Telautograph

Company. These machines were placed in

strategic spots throughout the lobby and

the sending station for the messages were

concealed from the public. The messages

sent were all along the same line,—inform-

ing the public that they were reading un-

canny messages sent by the "Invisible Man,"

such as: "You will hardly believe your own

eyes when you see me next Friday," and

"The Police of the world are looking for me
but you will know why they cannot find me
—next Friday." Naturally, the "next Friday"

was the day of the picture's opening.

A tie-up was made with the Postal Tele-

graph Company whereby ten thousand small

heralds were distributed, one with each tel-

egram delivered in greater New York, for

six days. The delivery of these began Wed-
nesday prior to the opening and continued

until Tuesday after the picture had opened.

A special mailing list of 13300 names, com-

piled from actual Roxy patrons, was used.

A 10 X 12 foot display with a Jlasher

background, was installed directly in the

center of the Roxy's huge rotunda, — its

flashing color attracting much attention.

Special “Invisible” trick mirror with

flasher background in colored lights used

by the original Roxy Theatre.

Another trick lobby display was the use

of a full 40 X 60 mirror, which, when lighted,

revealed the large figure of a man, with

appropriate copy on the picture.

A tie-up was made with Grosset & Dunlap,

distributors of the H. G. Wells' novel, from

which the picture was adapted, to have

displays in twenty of the leading book

stores. Universal's regular accessories fitted

in very well with the campaign, especially

the I I X I4's and the 22 x 28's.

Two weeks before the picture opened, a

special trailer was prepared to use proir to

the regular talking trailer.

All stills and lobby advertising material

was so arranged that the actual features and

figure of the "Invisible Man" were never

once made public.

For the week that the picture opened, the

Roxy augmented its regular lobby front by

using 18 inch high electric channel letters

on "INVISIBLE MAN" as the feature of its

display.

Special electric marquee was also rigged

up on which was placed two foot letters

—

"INVISIBLE MAN," using green bulbs. Both

of these electrical displays were of the

flasher type.

Nothing of the story was revealed, most

of the empiiasis being placed on the name
of H. G. Wells.

A special preview was arranged for the

critics four days in advance of the opening.

Contest Gets Extra Space
For Schwarz On "Yesterday"

Jack Schwarr, manager of the Brown

Theatre, Louisville, Ky., landed considerable

extra newspaper space for his "ONLY YES-
TERDAY" campaign through a contest offer-

ing cash and ticket prizes for 100 word let-

ters on "What I Would Do If Faced With A
Situation Similar to the One which Confronts

Margaret Sullavan in "Only Yesterday."

The other half of “invisible” copy id

used by Roy Rotve, manager, and Joe

Feldman, divLsion publicity manager for

the Warner Theatre, I^ittsburgh. See page

29 for ad as it appeared on theatrical

pages of newspapers.
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SHOWMANSHIP ADS FOR YEAR'S BEST THRILLER

(I.) Hold-over ad playing up critics' raves, double column x 5*/2", Roxy Theatre, New York City. (2.) Single column x 9” from RKO

Hill Street Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal. (3.) Clever type ad in 2 columns x 5" from the Paramount, Youngstown, Ohio. (4). Opening

day ad in 2 columns x 7" from the Roxy, New York City. (5.) Single column x 5" from Palace Theatre, South Bend, Ind. (6.) Double

column X 8" from Capitol, Cincinnati, O.



With HELEN

TWELVETREES
ALICE WHITE, John Miljan, George E. Stone, Grant
Mitchell, George Meeker, Maxie Rosenbloom, Warren
Hymer. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr., from the

story by William Anthony McGuire. Directed by

Kurt Neumann. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

HESTEIX

MORRIS

irS BOX-OFFICE!
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On The Way!

RITZY

Another

Universal

Picture

With An
Unusual Idea

for

Solid

Screen

Entertainment

!

With Patricia Ellis, Frank Knc-

Hugh, Isabel Jewell, Hedda
Hopper, Burton Churchill. From

the play by William Anthony

McGuire. Directed by Edward
Ludwig. Presented by Carl

Laemmle.

rrinq
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How many other

stars consistentty

get applause the

minute their

names are flash-

ed on the screen?
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A TRIBUTE TO
No. 761 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmle, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

From early boyhood I was taught to give credit where
credit is due.

It was drilled into my consciousness that no man in this

world can succeed by himself.

He must depend on others, and he must learn to select

others on whom he can depend. Otherwise he will do a

perfect flop.

Well, over a long period of years I have been selecting

a staff which would produce Universal pictures, advertise

and exploit Universal pictures, and then sell Universal pic-

tures on a basis which would make everybody satisfied.

I ve made some gorgeous mistakes in some of my se-

lections, but I have learned something by each mistake. I

have selected many a smart employee who turned out to
be dishonest, and many an honest employee who turned
out to be dumb. I don't apologize for that.

In the meantime I have gathered about me, through a
process of trial and error, a staff of which I am so proud

that I think I ought to make public acknowledgment to them.
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K GREAT GANG
I am proud of the pictures they make. I am proud of the

way they sell them. I am proud of the way they advertise
and exploit them. I am proud of their common decency^
their desire to build the company on a solid foundation^
their belief that Universal is the very best picture company
in the world.

So, publicly, to every member of the Universal gang,
wherever you are and whatever position you occupy, I say:—
Thanks for all you have done and all you are doing for

Universal. Thanks for knowing that whatever you do that

is good for Universal is good for all of Universal's customers.

And thanks for your share in carrying Universal through
times of storm and stress and enabling this company to
deliver to its customers better pictures than it promised
them when making contracts with them.

I wouldn't trade you for any other organization in the

business because as Ben Bernie says, you never fail to

deliver "the mosta of the besta."



Produced b

Screenplay by Willian

Present

A FRANK BORZACi
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stock 1-sheet

every time
you play

this most
popular
single reel!
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CARL
LAEMMLE'S
TWENTY-
EIGHTH
BUSINESS
BIRTHDAY
T
oday is the 28th anniversary

of the opening of the little

White Front Theatre on Milwaukee

Avenue In Chicago. From this modest

beginning, which absorbed a capital

of some $2500, the Universal Pic-

tures Corporation, the Universal Ex-

changes, the huge network of foreign

offices, derived Its origin. It was In

this little house that Carl Laemmie
staked his entire fortune, his business

Integrity and his twenty-two years of

arduous labor In the United States

for success. He won. This Is a

day worthy of celebration. This

Is a day for every Independent thea-

tre owner, every Independent think-

ing person in the moving picture bus-

iness, and every one who admires a

clean fighter for principles In this

business, to celebrate.

In a notable broadcast over WEAF,
at the request of M. H. Aylesworth,
Carl Laemmie last week gave an In-

teresting account of his fifty years
In America. It was enjoyed by mil-

lions of people.

Notable Tribute

Another broadcast by the Interna-

tional Federation of Catholic Alum-
nae over twelve stations devoted to
endorsed motion pictures, also paid
honor to the President of Universal
Pictures. In part, Mrs. Mary Harden
Looram spoke as follows:

Cur motion picture bureau would
like to recognize two important
events of the coming week, events
that play a large part in motion pic-

ture history. Cn February 14th, we
send heartiest good wishes to Carl
Laemmie, not because It Is Valen-
tine's Day, but because It is the fif-

tieth anniversary of his arrival In this

country as a poor immigrant boy.
Motion pictures have been more up-

ftepet

^eeUf

t^ete i&n*t

nenf and
i^ete nevei

wice ee

right, because he came. Besides Carl

Laemmle's anniversary, an event of

•'e week that deserves special men-
tion is the reopening of the Embassy
News Theatre on Broadway."

New York Times
Tells the Story

The New York Times theatrical

section of last Sunday, Feb. 18th, in

a notable feature story entitled

"Fifty Years Ago," concluded with

{Continued on Page 28)
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GetReadyNow
forMusic Week

‘^Beloved’’ and “JBe Mine

Tonighf’ Will Come in for

Great Play, May 1 - 8

N ational MusIc Week win be

held throughout the country

during the first week of May. In "Be

Mine Tonight" and "Beloved," Uni-

versal believes it has two films par-

ticularly suited for use during that

time.

Universal Is not alone in this view.

The music world feels the same way.

Both "Beloved" and "Be Mine To-

night" have been highly recommend-

ed by the National Chairman of the

Motion Picture Division of the Na-

tional Federation of Music Clubs.

But recommending is only part of it.

The National Chairman Is going to

write every club in the country to

contact its local exhibitor and urge

the showing of "Beloved" during Na-
tional Music Week or shortly before

or thereafter. There are five thou-

sand of these music clubs throughout

the United States, with a membership

of several hundred thousand. They

will be sold In advance on "Beloved"

and will In turn sell other groups or

Individuals.

The attitude of the National Chair-

man on "Beloved" and "Be Mine To-

night" is not surprising. With the

golden voice of Jan Klepura, "Be

Mine Tonight" still remains unique

among musical films and continues to

break records. "Beloved," America's

cavalcade of music, features the ro-

mantic John Boles in a new group of

songs and was directed by the noted

composer, Victor Schertzinger, who
wrote the songs and provided the

picture with an elaborate musical

background. Covering a period of

one hundred years, "Beloved" is pro-

duced on a scale never before at-

tempted.
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LATEST NEWS OF PRODUCTION

.4 i^raphic still from “Clamour,'’ featuring Constance Cummings and Paul Lukas.

Bobby ff atson, director of the chorus, is doing a little directing of Constance in

the foreground.

^^I’LL TELL THE WORLD”
Under Way At Universal City

Lee Tracy Starring Feature Being Made
As Super Newspaper Film

EE TRACY In 'Til Tell the World"

enters its second week of produc-

tion with a large increase in cast. In

addition to Gloria Stuart and Roger

Pryor, who are In the more important

roles, Edward Sedgwick, who is di-

recting, has cast Onslow Stevens,

Hugh Enfield, Alec Francis, Herman

Bing, Ward Bon, Dorothy Grainger,

Edward McWade, Georges LePlant,

Andre Cheron, Leon Waycoff, Wil-

liam Van Brincken, Edwin Mordant

and Arthur Stone.

"I'll Tell the World" Is by Lincoln

Quarberg and Lieut. Commander
Frank Wead, with a script by Dale

Van Every and Ralph Spence. Ed-

ward Sedgwick is directing this

unique motion picture.

+

Easter Ball of
The Easter Ball of the Universal

Club of Universal Pictures Corpora-

tion, will be held on Saturday even-

ing, April 14th, in the Hotel Lismore,

Eugene F. Cox, new president of the

club, announced yesterday. It will be

the first affair under the administra-

tion of the new officers.

Meyer-Davis and his Hotel St. Re-

gis orchestra have been engaged to

play for the ball, which will be pre-

ceded by an informal dinner. Invita-

tions are now being sent out to lead-

ers in the picture industry, and a

'"'^Uncertain Lady” Starts

//| I NCERTAIN LADY" with Ed-^ ward Everett Horton and Gen-
evieve Tobin in the featured roles,

went into production at Universal

City this week, Monday under the

direction of Karl Freund. In addition

to the featured players, it has a cast

including Miss Mary Nash, Herbert

Corthell, George Meeker, James

Durkin, Lloyd Whitlock, Arthur Hoyt,

Dorothy Peterson, Frank Lyman, Paul

Cavanaugh and Renee Gadd.

Renee Gadd is Carl Laemmle, Jr.'s

newest find .She is a beautiful young

English actress who came to this coun-

try in a musical comedy entitled "Be

My Love." Carl Laemmle, Jr. saw

her in that and immediately offered

her an opportunity in pictures in Hol-

lywood. She has already appeared

In a number of British pictures.

"Uncertain Lady" is a play by

Harry Segal scripted by George

O'Neil.

+ + +

Affairs of a Gentleman”

U
NIVERSAL will release the Ed-

win and Edith Ellis play, '"Frail-

ty," under the title, "Affairs of a

Gentleman." Paul Lukas will be star-

red in it and production is slated to

begin on March 5th. Edwin L. Marin

will direct from a script by Cyril

Hume, the noted playwright.

+ +

Universal Club
number of stage and screen stars are

scheduled to attend.

The new officers of the Universal

Club, elected February 1st, are

Eugene F. Cox, president; Charles

Kirby, vice-president, Oscar Binder,

treasurer; and Harriet Ratner, sec-

retary. Charles B. Paine, treasurer of

Universal Pictures is retiring presi-

dent of the club, and Carl Laemmle
Is honorary president. Arrangements

for the Easter Ball are in charge of

Herman Stern.
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)N THE BUSY UNIVERSAL CITY LOT

MargaretSullavan GoesBack to

Play ^%ittle Man, What Now?
ARGARET SULLAVAN arrived

safely in Universal City by air

on Tuesday, thereby avoiding a snow
storm and blizzard which all but par-

alyzed New York City and transcon-

tinental travel as tar west as the Mis-

sissippi. This was a lucky break for

Universal, as Frank Borzage was an-

xious to get his company into re-

hearsal by Tuesday.

Douglass Montgomery had arrived

the previous Thursday, bringing with

him the biggest wolfhound ever seen
in California. Montgomery had given

THE shooting schedule on "Let's
* Be Ritzy" was completed this

week and another story by William
Anthony McGuire has been success

fully transferred to the screen. For
this play, Harry Sauber and Earle

Snell provided the screenplay, which
was directed by Edward Ludwig.
"Let's Be Ritzy" stars Lew Ayres. Its

featured players are Patricia Ellis,

Frank McHugh and Isobel Jewell.

Patricia Ellis is the daughter of Al-

exander Leftwich, famous producer.
It was while she was appearing in the
stage play, "The Royal Family," that
she made her first screen test and
has already appeared in "Convention
City," "Easy to Love." "Three on a

+ +
Seven Players Added

to Cast of ^^GlamouP^

S
EVEN players were this week ad-
ded to the cast of "Glamour,"

the drama now in production at Uni-
versal City with Constance Cum-
mings and Paul Lukas in the featured
roles. They were: Yola d'Avril, Luis

Alberni, Lita Chevret, Louise Beav-
ers, Isabelle Shreidan, Lyman Wil-
liams and Grace Hale. An important
part under William Wyler's direction
is also played by Doris Lloyd.

up the opportunity to star in a Group
Theatre play, realizing that "Little

Man, What Now? was destined to

be a great picture. For Douglass

Montgomery to play in three import-

ant pictures in a row will be an

achievement which is likely to bring

him to the very top in the moving

picture scale. He has successfully

played in "Little Women," "Eight

Girls in a Boat" and "Little Man,
What Now?" Shooting on the pic-

ture will start on Monday.

Match" and "The Narrow Corner."

Isobel Jewell is a discovery of Lu-

cien Hubbard, one of Universal's first

scenario editors, while playing in the

stage play, "Beauty for Sale." Her
appearance in "Counsellor at Law,"
however, has been the greatest boost
she has had on the screen.

Frank McHugh is known in almost
every place where a stock company
ever played, and will be remembered
for his work in "Private Jones" with

Lee Tracy.

The balance of the cast of "Let's

Be Ritzy" Includes Burton Churchill,

Hedda Hopper, Robert McWade,
Lois January, Addison Richards,

Adrian Morris, and Betty Lawford.

+

Theme Song Composed for
Countess of Monte Cristo
LJARRY TOBIAS, well known Broad
’ * way song writer, has written a

special theme song for Universal's

"Countess of Monte Cristo," entitled

"No One Worries, No One Cares."
Tobias Is the author of many out-

standing song successes such as

"Sweet and Lovely," "At Your Com-
mand," "M iss You," "Fascinating
You,

'

"Lou-Anna," and "Lonesome
Old Town."

Douglass Montgomery, known to audien-
ces in Universal pictures as Kent Doug-
las, playing opposite Margaret Sullavan
in “Little Man, What Now?” one of
Universal’s big shots for the spring. 4

Frank Borzage production.

Universal Stars

Return To Coast

U NIVERSAL'S Hollywood-in-New
York has started to re-wind It-

self. On Saturday Margaret Sullavan

took an airplane for Universal City
to begin her role in "Little Man,
What Now?" with Douglass Mont-
gomery, under the direction of Frank
Borzage.

On the 20th Century on Sunday,
James Whale pushed off for Univer-
sal City. Mr. Whale arrived on Fri-

day on the Europa with the R. C.
Sherriff script for "A Trip to Mars,"
which will be put Into production at

Universal City In March. Whale
arrived at Universal City on Thursday.

Carl Laemmie, President of Uni-
versal, arrived at Universal City on
Monday after a month's business trip

to New York. He will celebrate his

28th Anniversary in Hollywood on
February 24th, which is today.

(Continued on Page 24 )

+ + +

‘TeCs Be Ritzy” Is Completed
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HUGE FAN MAG. ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN

PLANNED FOR “LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW?’’

Universal Preparing Full Sched-

ule for May Issues in Re-Entry

into Important Motion Picture

Magazines.

U
NIVERSAL is re-establishing its fan mag-

azine advertising. This was one of the

important decisions which Carl Laemmie

made while he was in New York. For several

years past, Universal has been a heavy ad-

vertised in this field, but with many other

economies required by all companies, it re-

tired from this field a year ago.

Starting with the May issues, which will

be on the newsstands on April I, there will

be an advertisement in nine of the fan mag-

azines on the forthcoming picture. Little

Man, What Now?" The list of magazines in-

cluded in this first month's campaign Ts as

follows:

Jay Emanuel the noted
publisher photographed
in Carl Laemmie's house

in Beverly Hills.

These fan magazines will be out well be-

fore the picture which is slated for release

April 30th or May 7th. It will be the big-

gest release of the Spring months.

First Girl Stooge

P
ATSY KELLY of "The Countess of Monte

Crlsto" company is one of the more re-

cent newcomers to the screen. She was once

one of the cleverest child actresses on the

stage. As an eccentric comedienne and

dancer she excelled. When only I4 years of

age she joined a vaudeville act starring

Frank Fay. Fay was so much impressed with

the little Kelly girl he carried her with his

act for four years as his "stoogO." She was

one of the first girl "stooges" on the stage.

Her comedy antics may be seen in "Coun-

tess of Monte Cristo," the new Universal film

with Fay Wray and Paul Lukas which is just

completed at Universal City.

PHOTOPLAY
SCREENLAND
MOTION PICTURE

SCREEN BOOK
MODERN SCREEN
SILVER SCREEN
MOVIE CLASSIC

SCREEN PLAY

HOLLYWOOD

The advertisement will be repro-

duced in a forthcoming issue of the

Universal Weekly well before the

magazines appear on the newsstands.

Already the book, published in this

country by Simon and Schuster from

a translation by Eric Sutton, has had

a remarkable sale. It is second only to

"All Quiet on the Western Front" as

a best-seller throughout the world

and it still has several years' advan-

tage over "All Quiet." It can still be

first.

A special edition of the book will

be published in connection with the

moving picture by Grosset & Dun-
lap, for which elaborate plans are

now being made.

Phantom Stage for ^^Glamour”

BOOK
UNIVERSALIS
PARADE OF
HITS TODAY!

•

Carl Laemmie
ANNIVERSARY

JUBILEE
I Jan. 6—March 10

THE "phantom" stage at Universal City, the most "his-

* toric" motion picture "set" in filmdom, is being used

again this week for scenes to be incorporated in "Gla-

mour," which features Constance Cummings and Paul

Lukas. This stage was the very first structural steel stage

ever built for motion pictures.

This enormous stage was construct-

/ ed many years ago as the setting for

/
the Lon Chaney picture "Phantom of

I
the Opera," and its entire interior is

occupied by a reproduction of the

Paris Opera House, complete in all

its details. The auditorium, with its

boxes and balconies, seats more than

1200 people, and is so imposing as

a theatre done in ornate fashion that

it is often used by other companies
which require such a setting for a

picture.

"Glamour" is a story of the stage

by Edna Ferber which first appeared
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. It is

being directed by William Wyler.
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FOUR FILMS WHOSE TIMELINES

Paul l.ukas and Fay If’ray in a charming scene from their

latest picture, “The Countess of Monte Cristo.“ This picture
is already completed at I niversal City and tcill he ready

for release next month.

WHY

^^The Voice of the Vatican

A UNIQUE RELEASE

Because this is Lent. It started on

Ash Wednesday, Feb, 1 4th. It lasts

for forty days. There is every reason

why "The Voice of the Vatican" should be shown. If you

show pictures on Sunday, this is a capital short subject to

feature and to show. Undoubtedly there are Catholic so-

cieties which would like +o have special showings given

of this picture for their special benefit, and it is easy to

contact them and assure yourself of a ready-made audi-

ence for this short feature.

Timeliness is the keynote of show-

manship. Whether or not you have

shown a picture before, the minute

it becomes a national topic, tvhile it

is on everyone’s lips, that is the time

to get after it again and make some

‘ALL QUIET
on the Western Front”

WHY Because all the world is talking about

war. Because conditions in Europe

and in Asia, in South America and

in Cuba, are of such belligerent character that a world

conflagration is likely to result at any time now. And be-

cause "All Quiet on the Western Front" is the greatest

antidote to war which has ever been placed on the mo-

tion picture screen, or has ever been held up to mankind

as a human document of what war really is.

When the late Sime Silverman, editor of Variety, re-

viewed "All Quiet on the Western Front," he made the

most profound and far-sighted suggestion which had ever

been made in regard to a moving picture. This is what he

wrote:
"

'All Quiet on the Western Front' cost Universal

$1,200,000. The League of Nations could make no better

investment than to buy the master print, reproduce it in

every language for every nation to be shown every year

until the word War shall have been taken out of the dic-

tionaries."

That is truer today than it was when "All Quiet" was

first released. A number of countries have banned "All

Quiet on the Western Front" because it was so vivid, so

terrific a preachment against war, that they were unwill-

ing to have their armies see it; they were fearful of hav-

ing their patriotic young men get this slant on war. They

dreaded to have the women of their country lose the ad-

miration for a uniform in the thought of what might hap-

pen to father, brother, son and sweetheart, as shown in

"All Quiet on the Western Front."

"All Quiet on the Western Front" has never been

shown in Italy. Mussolini won't have it. This re-issue of the

picture will probably never get into Germany, either,

while Hitler is there. But if "All Quiet on the Western

Front" can keep America from any part in European con-

flicts, then indeed would it deserve not only the Nobel

prize for peace, but to have a pillar erected to it beside

the Washington Monument.
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VILL MAKE MONEY
money for yourself that you never

expected to be able to make. On this

page we call your attention to four

pictures which are the talk of the

time. Flay them while they are hot.

AIRMAIL 99

WHY Because Airmail is the burning topic

of the day. It has been for three

months. During this time, Congress

has been carrying on an investigation. This investigation

has brought out facts which have astounded the country.

Every one who pays taxes is now airmail conscious. Every

country in the world subsidizes the airmail, but the tax

payers have a right to know that the money they pay

goes to the support of aviation. They are getting an eye-

full in Washington of where the money the tax payers

pay for airmail is going.

When Universal made "Airmail," it made it in the

thought that here was a great industry, the latest means

of postal communication, a startling, breath-taking, dan-

ger-daring service to America. Its pilots were stout-heart-

ed. Death sat on the pilot's shoulder as he winged his

course from ocean to ocean. There was no thought at

that time of any scandal in connection with the airmail.

But "Airmail" was a great picture. It got splendid re-

views. It interested millions of people in the lives and
hardships and bravery of the airmail pilots. Scandal or

no scandal, the airmail will go on. Universal’s "Airmail"

will go on, too. It is a picture for all time, a picture of

which every American can justly feel proud. The airmail

is now being carried by army aviators, as it was in the

very beginning. Moving picture exhibitors who did not

show "Airmail" can have this opportunity of showing the

people in their communities what dangers and hardships

these airmail flyers will face.

ALSO
Here is a release which is always
timely, "World's Greatest Thrills,"

which was made as a resume of the
most thrilling physical catastrophies, conflicts, accidents
and holocausts of the year. If you haven't played this as
yet in your theatre, it is still first-run for you. And it is

the fastest featurette you ever ran on your screen.
World s Greatest Thrills," will remain the big official

document of thrilldom until next year rolls around, when
we will take out of the newsreel and gather from other
sources the most daring, most unusual and most spectacu-
lar shots of another year.

FOR EXHIBITORS

4da Inee, one of the featured players in the Universal
serial, ‘‘The Vanishing Shadow,” with Onslow Stevens.
James Durkin, W alter Miller, William Desmond and Sidney

Bracey are also in the cast.

‘‘The Fighting President”

FOR OUR NEWEST HOLIDAY

WHY because we are approaching an un-

official legal holiday which will un-

doubtedly be observed in almost
every city of the United States as a holiday. It is Presi-

dent s Day. Last year was the 1 44th anniversary of the
Inauguration of George Washington. It came on April
30th. It was widely celebrated. This year the day falls on
April 29th. Its celebration will be marked by proclama-
tions by governors and mayors, by special radio pro-
grams, by services and prayers in the churches, by mass
meetings and appropriate theatrical entertainment. Un-
der this latter head comes "The Fighting President," the
five reel motion picture detailing the life and the import-
ant decisions and momentous crisis in the life of Franklin

D. Roosevelt. Prints are in the exchanges now, and those
who speak first will be able to get them for the week in-

cluding this important day.
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^‘Beloved ’ ’ StrikinglyBeautiful
iXEWSREEL No. 225

• Cuba remembers the Maine. Prom-
inent officials of the netr Cuban gov-

ernment under Presideitt Mendieta join

irith the American ambassador and

the naval officers stationed in Havana
in honoring the men tvho died on the

battleship Maine. It teas sunk in 1898
and precipitated the Spanish American

War.

• Here is a gala event tchich has been
going on in Italy in the same ivay that

the Mardi Gras is conducted in Neiv

Orleans, but for a much longer period.

This famous procession immediately
precedes Lent in the little city of Via

Riggio. This is one of the grotesque

floats for tchich this carnival is famous
throughout the tcorld.

• A hard luck expedition started out

on the L vira around ISetc Year's. The
L'vira is a palatial yacht and she had
thirty-six a/lventurous souls aboard
tchen she sailed out of ISetc York har-

Says Mary Gilmore

in Rochester Eve. Journal

and Post Express

John Boles, Gloria Stuart

Team in Haunting
Romance.

S
TIRRINGLY beautiful is "Beloved."

the romantic epic now on the

RKO Palace screen.

Themed to music, this haunting

story teams John Boles and Gloria

Stuart In unchanging devotion against

a shifting background of progressive

eras in American life.

The story of their struggle—his

tor recognition as a composer and

hers for the fulfillment of his dreams

—is flashed with tender detail that

touches three generations In the

Hausmann saga.

From the hero's royal cradle in Vi-

enna. through revolution to Charles-

ton, S. C.. swings the story's start.

Then blossoms the Civil War ro-

mance. which continues to bloom de-

spite devastation of southern homes

and the young composer's unreward-

ed struggle for success.

Teaching youngsters who don't

want to study, playing In a Bowery

saloon, watching his son grow up a

disappointment, the composer reach-

es old age with his symphony still un-

heard. How Joy In his grandson's mu-

sical genius turns to near tragedy

gives the films final episodes an un-

usual dramatic twist.

John Boles' popularity should be

greatly enhanced through his singing

and fine character portrayal in "Be-

loved." Lovely Gloria Stuart here

continues the good work she started

in "Roman Scandals." Lucille Glea-

son. Mae Busch. Louise Carter. Rich-

ard Carle and Lucille La Verne are

+ + +

hour. She did not sail far, however,
before she stranded in Ambrose Chan-
nel, to the amazement of Harbor po-

lice. She teas bound for South America
and bound to get there. With high
tide, she slipped off the bank, but
rounding Cape Hatteras ran into a ter-

rific storm, lost one of her crew over-

board and was damaged so severely

that she limped in ISorftdk, Virginia.

important In the team's splendid

supporting cast. Photography and

direction are excellent. This is a film

everyone will enjoy.

DETROIT FREE PRESS
Review of

“B E L O V E D”

by Ella H. McCormack
SWEET, delicate story of the

* • love and loyalty of two people

extending over nearly a century of

time serves to prove that Gloria Stu-

art and John Boles are something

else as well as charming, good look-

ing young screen players. Both are

given the acid test of acting and
come through with honors.

The picture In a way Is a cavalcade

of American history from 1840 to

1933. The characteristics of the life

and people of each decade are por-

trayed by a competent and long list

of players with Interesting back-

grounds and settings. Mr. Boles does

a fine piece of work, intelligent, sin-

cere and gentle, following up his dis-

tinctive success in "Only Yesterday."

From the

Motion Picture Herald

"MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS"—
Mary Brian. Leo Carillo—A good mu-
sical comedy. Don't pass this one up.

Play it. It Is plenty good.— Verne
Coffman, Lyric Theatre, Moweaqua,
III. Small town patronage.

"ONLY YESTERDAY"—John Boles.

Margaret Sullavan—One of the very

best pictures this year. You can't go
wrong on this one. It Is a 100 per

cent picture.—Verne Coffman, Lyric

Theatre, Moweaqua, III.

"RUSTLER'S ROUNDUP"—Tom Mix
—Our people thought this the best

of the Mix pictures. Comments from
patrons going out: "Can't beat Tom
Mix" and "He's good for many more,

sorry he's leaving." Personally we are

sorry, too. Played Dec. 15-16.—Mrs.

N. Monte Gill, Strand Theatre, Mont-
pelier, Vt. General patronage.
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BOSTONLIKES “POORRICW^
THE POST THE GLOBE

O N the screen this week is a very

human and very entertaining

little film called "The Poor Rich,"

with Edna May Oliver, Edward Ever-

ett Horton, Charles Winninger, Una
O'Connor and Leila Hyams featured,

with Miss Oliver and Mr. Horton

turning out to be grand foils for each

other from the comedy standpoint.

It's all about an average American

family who decide to "put on the

dog" for the benefit of some aristo-

cratic and supposedly wealthy Eng-

lish cousins who are coming to visit.

Mother and son go "ritzy" to the lim-

it, with butlers, maids and whatnot

cluttering up the landscape, and all

playing a part for the benefit of the

visitors.

There's an unexpected climax which

we won't reveal, which uncovers the

"masquerade" and everyone Is really

happy, with Mr. Horton doing a

caveman wooing with Miss Hyams as

the other half of the romance and

Miss Oliver and Mr. Winninger doing

the same In a milder manner. Miss

Hyams, the maid, turns out to be an

antique expert and reveals that there

is a fortune in old things In the house-

hold. The visitors have a confession

to make, too. In that they are not

rich at all. And they they all get to-

gether and turn the old homestead
Into a chicken inn.

E. F. Harkins
in the

DAILY RECORD

T
HERE'S another fun feast In the

I Boston picture, "The Poor Rich,"

which has the familiar plot about the

down-and-outers who hope their dar-

ling boy will marry Into money, with

the other side planning the same
coup for their darling daughter, but
it is always reliable comedy carried

this time to the high spots by Edward
Everett Horton, Edna May Oliver,

Grant Mitchell, Una O'Connor, Andy
Devine, Thelma Todd and several

others.

There Is also a frothy, nonsensical,

utterlv Implausible picture, "The

Poor Rich," which despite Its carica-

tured characters is screamingly fun-

ny. Sad-faced Edna May Oliver and

bewildered Edward Everett Horton

are the "Poor Rich," while Thelma

Todd, Andy Devine, Grant Mitchell

and Leila Hyams add their talents to

the fun-making. In the cast also is

Boston's own E. E. Clive—In the role

of a destitute English nobleman.
The Spottiswoods (Oliver and Hor-

ton) are long on lineage but short on

cash, so they return to the family

manor. In upper New York. The place

is terribly run down, but with the aid

of the deputy sheriff (Grant Mitchell,

who as a boy delivered Ice cream to

Miss Oliver's coming-out party, and

Andy Devine—who has cooked ham-
burgers in every lunchcart this side of

the Mississippi, they repolish and re-

furnish the manor for the entertain-

ment of the supposedly wealthy Eng-

lish Featherstones. Then things hap-

pen; there Is even a "murder" which,

however, turns out to be only a head-
ache. All this adds up to a hilarious

hour of side-splitting humor.

I

EVENING AMERICAN

O N the screen is yet more diver-

sion. The picture is "The Poor
Rich," with quite a mirthful mix-up in

plans of ambitious parents to marry
off their children to fortunes. The
story Is good enough, but in the hands
of Edward Everett Horton and Edna
May Oliver, Grant Mitchell and Una
O'Connor, Andy Devine and Thelma
Todd, it becomes one the laugh hits

of the season.

SILVER SCREEN
Review of

^^MADAME SPY^’

Rating: Corking Good.
Those spies are with us again. Fas-

cinating people and always so darned
good looking. This time Fay Wray
plays a beautiful Russian spy with a

Greta Garbo bob. ... A corking

good spy story.
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• Record Mardi Gras celebration in

New Orleans as the south has its most
joyous season in four years. The mardi
gras parade is passing the St. Charles
Theatre, and what do you think is

playing there? None other than “Cross
Country Cruise.” See it in the electric

light sign.

• This is a shot from the historic

start of the airmail service in this

country. The late President W'ilson is

talking^, to the flyer tvho is the first to

hop off with two packages of airmail,
destined for San Francisco. Strangely
enough, the army is flying the airmail

again after all these years.

• This scene shows one of the Social-
ist apartment houses of which Vienna
was so proud. It stood as a model for
all workers’ dwellings, but now its

sides are bashed in, with cannon shot,
ami its windows are riddled with ma-
chine gun discharges in the deplorable
Civil War tchich has been going on.



FAY WRAY
PAUL LUKAS
PATSY KELLY-PAUL PAGE-CARMEL MYERS
- REGINALD OWEN - JOHN SHEEHAN -
ROBERT McWADE - RICHARD TUCKER.
Story by Walter Fleisch. Directed by Karl Freund.

Presented by Carl Laemmle.

•

A Stanley Bergerman Production.

—another

C L A s ;

COMED’''
ROMANCi



S
HE was only a movie extra girl — oh, so

beautiful . . . and oh, so broke! She was

working on the Monte Cristo set . . . They
fitted her out with furs, clothes, swell car, bags

and baggage . . . She stepped on the gas and drove

right off the set— into the grandest and funniest

adventures you ever heard of. Without a penny

to her name she had become "The Countess of

Monte Cristo” in real life! . . . What happened

thereafter is going to keep your crowds highly

entertained for an hour or more! Book it!



The Singing Hero

Let its long
run records be
your guide!

Starring JAN
KIEPURA
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JAMES WHALE BACK
J
AMES WHALE, the young English director, arrived

on the Europa after a two months' holiday in Lon,

don. He brought with him the completed script of "A
Trip to Mars," by R. C. Sherriff, with whom he conferred

while abroad. Whale will direct "A Trip to Mars" when

it goes into elaborate production at Universal City next

year. Karloff will probably be starred.

One of the features of Whale's stay in his native coun-

try was a dinner tendered by S. F. Ditcham, Universal

London General Manager, to him, H. G. Wells, author

of "The Invisible Man," and to Sherriff, who adapted it

to the screen. At the dinner Wells expressed enthusiasm

over the manner in which his story was filmed and even

suggested that he might himself write an original for the

screen. It is the only one of his own stories that he has

been pleased with on the screen. At that luncheon Wells

drew the cartoon on this page.

Mr. Whale conferred with Carl Laemmie, Jr. in New
York, regarding his next screen assignment and returned

to Universal City on Sunday. He arrived on Washington's

birthday.

As a director at Universal City, Whale has been given

unusual opportunity to display his am.azing versatility.

In "Waterloo Bridge," "Frankenstein," "The Old Dark

House" and "The Invisible Man" he showed a genius for

(Cantiniied on Page 28)

* * *

READ THIS
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HY HOLLYVt OOD CALIF FEB 17 1931

CARL LAE.ALMLE PRESIDENT

l^I\ ERSAL PICTURES CORP 730 5TH AYE NT:\^ YORK NY

I NT\ ERSAL NEW SREEL HAS JUST COMPLETED ITS FIRST W EEKS SHOW LNG IN

GIUAU.MANS CHINESE THEATRE AND I AM HAPPY TO ADMSE YOU THAT THIS REEL

HAS CONFIRMED OUR EXPEC TATIONS AND HAS MET WITH A MOST FAVORABLE

REACTION FROM OUR AUDIENCES STOP FOR THREE YEARS W E HAVE OPERATED
W ITHOUT A NXW SREEL AND IN MY OPINTON UNIVERSAL NT.W SREEL ALONE

MEASURES UP TO THE HIGH STANDARD OF ENTERTAINMENT ESTABLISHED AT

GRAUMANS CHINESE THEATRE IN HOLLYW OOD W HERE AS YOU KNOW OUR POLICY

IS TW O SHOW S DAILY STOP BEST W ISHES SINCERELY

SID GIUAUMAN

TELEGRAM! Mr. Wells's Invisible Man, drawn by Mr.
Wells.



The timeliest

picture you
can book!



Cash in immediately on the tremen-

dous current interest in airmail — on

the thousands of front-page head-

lines! .... Get in touch with your

Universal Exchange TODAY for a

quick run on the picture that gives

the inside dope on ...

.

^^AIRMAIU^^• • • •
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NEWS OF UNIVERSAL FROK
LITERARY DIGEST GIVES AAAA
TO “COUNSELLOR AT LAW”

(Extract from The Literary Digest.

Dcremhcr 23, 1*133.1 .

L
awyers, who are customarily

regarded by the cinema as roman-

tic allies of the racketeers, are con-

templated In a more prosaic manner

in the screen version of Elmer Rice's

play "COUNSELLOR AT LAW"
(AAAA). It probably Is a result of

the arrival of repeal, or at least a

symbol of It, that the films should

pick this particular moment to show

that successful attorneys do not ne-

cessarily have to devote all their time

to melodramatic Imitations of the

legends about William J. Fallon, "the

great mouthpiece." In his study of

the working day of a successful Jew-

ish lawyer, Mr. Rice hasn't refused to

rely on suggestions of melodrama or

hints that his hero was not so terribly

far from being a shyster, but he has

not been chiefly concerned with plot

THE REX THEATRE
JOHN HOJEM, Manager

Lake Preston, S. D.

Jan. 4, 1934

Universal Film Exchange,
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Dear Sir:

Enclosing box office report on
"Moonlight and Pretzels."

Boy, this was a real show and sure

had plenty compliments on same,
but the weather was so cold during
Christmas that business was not what
I had expected on it, but that was
no fault of the show. It should do
big business anywhere. It is one show
that I never had a knock on, which
is more than I can say for lots of

them.
Yours truly,

JOHN HOJEM

manipulations. In the main he has

occupied himself with studying the

atmosphere and incidents of a law

office in a way tending to portray not

the more overwrought episodes but

rather the day-by-day concerns of

his central character's existence.

Since he was dealing with so com-

paratively shoddy a medium as the

drama, he was forced, of course, to

high-light his episodes, and so, in

"Counsellor at Law" there is a plot

framework dealing with the futile ef-

forts of an enemy to disbar the Jew-

ish attorney. More important, how-

ever, Is the mood and characteriza-

tion Involved In what is essentially a

study of character. For one thing, the

author has been careful to dramatize

the racial angle of his theme. The

George Simon of his creation is a

successful Jewish lawyer, always

rather self conscious about his racial

heritage, and it is this Hebraic qual-

ity of his which supplies one of the

distinctive phases of the story.

"Counsellor at Law" is, neverthe-

less, a vigorous and intelligent motion

picture, admirably lively in its stag-

ing, and, on the whole, extremely

faithful to the original stage version.

Of course, a great part of the fidel-

ity is due to the fact that Mr. Rice,

one of the first-rate playwrights of

America, supervised the screen adap-

tation with proper care.

Certainly, the acting is helpful,

even if some of the minor characters

are not as clearly sketched as they

might have been. And Mr. Barry-

more is dramatically effective in his

work, even if he isn't properly Semi-

tic in manner.

^^exe ncvet ^as QeeHf

t^ete idnt nonf and
t^ete ncvet nfUC 6e

—ARGUS
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THE FIELD
From the

Motion Picture Herald

"PRIVATE JONES"—Lee Tracy-
Excellent picture. One of the best

from Universal. Good business to a

well pleased crowd. Step on it; It's

worth advertising. Tracy at his best.

Played Aug. 8-9.—W. J. Carter,

Maxine Theatre, Croswell, Mich.

Small town patronage.

"SECRET OF THE BLUE ROOM"—
Lionel Atwill, Gloria Stuart—Another

mystery drama that keeps your audi-

ence In suspense until the last min-

ute. A good picture for any day of

the week. The kind they talk about

after. Played Nov. 11-12.—W. J.

Carter, Maxine Theatre, Croswell,

Mich. Small town patronage.

LOUIS CHARNINSKY IS NOW A COLONEL

THE DALUAS MORNING NEWS, DALLAS, TEXAS. FRIDAY, FEBF

Silver Loving Cups for Best Drilled Cadets

stuff Fh«te,

Louis CharniriskY, Manager of the Capitol Theatre, Lieutenant Martin S. Ryan, and
A. L. Stone, Jr., Displaying the Silver Loving Cups Which W ere Given as Prizes in

the Dallas Capitol R. O. T. C. Contest.

"BOMBAY MAIL"—Edmund Lowe—
This Is a fine picture of the "who
killed Jones" type. Unusual and

unique settings add to the picture.

Played Jan. 29-30—SammIe Jackson,

Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

Small town patronage.

"BY CANDLELIGHT"— Elissa Landl,

Paul Lukas—A splendid picture. One
that should bring satisfaction to every

one who sees It. The direction is won-

derful. The cast is superfine, but we
did better than average business.

—

W. H. Brenner, Cozy Theatre, Win-
chester, Ind. Small town patronage.

"HER FIRST MATE"—Slim Summer-
ville, ZaSu Pitts—A good Summer-
vllle-Pitts subject that has a better

title than the others. Slim Summer-
ville Is always a hit here. The scene of

Slim destroying his mother-in-law's

dishes Is very funny.—W. F. Dlestel-

meier, Lena Theatre, Lena, III. Small

town patronage.

"THE INVISIBLE MAN"—Claude
Rains, Gloria Stuart—This is a swell

show. Bad weather killed us, but we
still think It is plenty good. Give this

one a boost, and you won't be sorry.

Follow the press book. Played Jan.
26-27.—J. E. Ross, Jr., Strand Thea-
tre, St. George, S. C. Small town
patronage.

B
ecause the CapItol Theatre in

Dallas cooperated so efficiently

and because the R. O. T. C. appre-

ciates the efforts of the manager on

Its behalf, Louis CharnInsky has been
accorded the honorary title of Col-

onel. His sponsorship of the contest

and his unflagging zeal in promoting

It thoroughly earned this distinction.

The contest carried over eight

weeks and is a demonstration to de-

termine the best drilled cadet from
among the 2500 In the seven high

schools of Dallas and Highland Park.

The first prize Is a month's scholar-

ship at Camp Dallas, the largest lov-

ing cup and a gold medal. There were
two other prizes, consisting of a lov-

ing cup and a silver medal, a small

cup and a bronze medal.

The contest began on Friday night

on the stage of the Capitol Theatre.

^‘ONLl YESTERDAY,^’ A SWEET SHOW
ANJUNE THEATRE

PLANKINTON, S. D.

Feb. 12, 1934
Universal Excliaiige,

Sioux Falls, S. D.

Dear Friends:

Enclosed find clieek to cover on “Midnight,” “Palsie
W alsie” and “Goofytone.”

Also want to compliment you and your company on
“Only Yesterday.” A very sweet show, lots of good comments
from patrons and one show out of many that business was
better the second day than first. Also the Mentone Short
and Doane’s Brevities” were real entertainment, just what
people want to see. Hope they make many more as good as
these.

Sincerely,

J. L. ANDERSON
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Universal Stars

Return to Coast

(Continued from Pape 9 )

There Is a lot of Universal's Holly-

wood still left In New York, however,

Carl Laemmie, Jr. left Wednesday
.vlth all his 1934-35 program. Four of

Its stars are also here. Edmund Lowe

in consultation with Carl Laemmie,

Jr.; and making personal appearanc-

es In Philadelphia and on the radio.

Chester Morris, making a picture for

Chester Erskin; ZaSu Pitts, enjoying

her first vacation in years, and a de

layed honeymoon; Claude Rains, wfio

was so invisible in "The Invisible

Man," also in New York, rehearsing

For a stage play and will not re-

port to Universal City until the stu-

dio is ready to produce "The Man
Reclaimed His Head." These stars

are all under two year contract to

Universal.

June Knight has completed her en-

gagement in Miami and returned to

Universal City. Her next picture,

however, is not ready, and she ex-

pects to come to New York within a

week, either to go Into a play or to

put in a few weeks on a personal ap-

pearance tour. Her latest picture for

Universal, "Cross Country Cruise,"

is hitting nicely everywhere.

Two Fastest Talkers

of Stage or Screen in

^Tll Tell the World^^

W ITH "I'll Tell the World," news-

paper press association story

now in production at Universal City,

Fhe entire studio is agog, wondering

what is going to happen when Lee

Tracy and Roger Pryor, playing the

lead roles, start talking fast to each

other. It looks as if there'll be a wild

series of stolen scenes, with both

players fighting for the honors.

The players have been friendly ri-

vals for years on the stage. This is the

first time they've ever worked to-

gether on either stage or screen. Be-

cause of their rapid-fire diction,

Broadway producers always summon-
ed both whenever a part was up for

consideration. One highlight in their

joint careers was when Tracy grabbed
off the top spot in the New York

production of "Front Page" and Prv-

or was shunted to Chicago.

Another big moment came when
Pryor came out on top in "Blessed

Event," making his bow in the orig-

inal vehicle on Broadway. Tracy had

to remain content until he came to

Hollywood and played Pryor's role in

the screenplay for Warner Brothers.

Universalites On Boards
Motion Picture Code Authority An-
nounces the Personnel of the Griev-
ance and Clearance and Zoning Boards.

T
he Code Authority this week an-

nounced the set-up of forty-two

boards in the key cities of the United

States. This official announcement
contains 208 names of men ap-

pointed to act on Grievance Boards

and Clearance and Zoning Boards.

On these two boards, there are

thirteen Universal exchange manag-
ers.

The managers so honored are the

following:

Dave Miller (Clearance and Zoning)

Buffalo.

Paul Krieger (Grievance) Cincinnati

E. S. Olsmith (Clearance and Zoning)

Dallas

Jack Langan (Grievance) Denver

Louis Patz (Grievance) Des Moines
Floyd Brown (Grievance) Indianapolis

William Benjamin (Grievance) Kansas

City

W. E. Sipe (Clearance and Zoning)

Memphis
Morris Joseph (Clearance and Zon-

ing) New Haven
Paul Tessier (Clearance and Zoning)

New Orleans

Jerry Spandau (Grievance) Omaha
Jack Rue (Clearance and Zoning)

L. J. McGInley (Clearance and Zon-

ing) Seattle

+ + +
Lois January Doubl'ng

Appearing in the serial “The Vanish-
ing Shadow” and Making Personal
Appearances at the Pantages icith

“I Like It That rVay.”

L
OIS JANUARY, Universal con-

tract player, is doubling up this

week, appearing at the studio in "The

Vanishing Shadow," a serial, with On-
slow Stevens, Ada Ince and Gloria

Shea, and making personal appear-

ances at the Pantages Theatre, Holly-

wood in connection with "I Like It

That Way," in which she played an

Important role.

Miss January has worked several

times before with Stevens. They are

both graduates of the Pasadena

Community Playhouse. She was

placed under contract because of

her splendid work in the Universal Ju-

nior Stock Company, and since has

appeared in half a dozen pictures,

including "By Candlelight."



A truly great picture

that will get big

money any time you
play it — and was
there ever a better

time for you to get

big money than
NO W ?

JOHN M.
STAHL'S
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Shirley Grey, Onslow Stevens, Lucille Gleason,

Mickey Rooney, Eddie Gribbon, Merna Kennedy.

Story by Harry Sauber. Dances staged by Max
Scheck. Screenplay by Chandler Sprague and Jo-

seph Santley.
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Songs by Conrad, Mitchell and Gottler. Directed

by Harry Lachman. Presented by Carl Laemmle.

A STANLEY BERGERMAN PRODUCTION
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Car/ Laemmle’s 28th Business Birthday
(Continued from Page 7 )

an account of how Carl Laemmle

started his career in motion pictures.

We quote from that portion of the

article:

Seventeen-year-old Carl Laemmle

had no very definite idea as to what

sort of work he would engage in, nor

did he care. He only wanted a start,

and he got it as helper in a drug

store on East Thirty-eighth Street.

The story of his motion-picture ca-

reer is really a five-and-ten-cent idea.

It is also bound up with his convic-

tion that his chances in America

would be very small, indeed, if he

had not started in a business of his

own by the time he was 40.

The Ten Cent Idea

In 1905 Carl Laemmle was man-

ager of a clothing store in Oshkosh.

He resigned this position as of Jan.

I and took his slender savings, less

than $3,000, in Chicago to find the

best investment in a venture similar

to Woolworth's. It was while he was

looking about Chicago that he saw his

first motion-picture theatre. It was

one of three which had already been

established in the Windy City. You

remember the old type of theatre:

The box-office was almost on the side-

walk; people stood in long lines wait-

ing for the theatre to empty and the

little show to be over before they

could pay their 5 or 10 cents and go

in.

How It Started

Carl Laemmle watched this edify-

ing spectacle while four different

shows emptied themselves out of the

house. He went over and talked with

the manager. It was almost too good

a five-and-ten-cent idea to be true.

The manager said he was making

more money than he believed pos-

sible and he only hoped it would last.

So did Carl Laemmle.

By Feb. 24 he had a little 400-seat

house called the White Front, located

on Milwaukee Avenue. Its seats were

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES—
HIT!

AFTER
HIT!

I

I
Play them while

I THEY'RE HOT!
t •

BOOK TODAY!

rented from an undertaker. His en-

tire capital had been expended in

opening this show. Sam Katz was his

piano player. Before the week was

over, however, it was such a huge

success that he immediately began

negotiations for a second house. Two

months later he opened the Family

Theatre on Halsted Street.

Forced Into Growth

The difficulty he now experienced

was in getting proper films for his

two theatres. He soon realized that

he could become an agent for films

as well as an exhibitor. Even if he

paid $100 for the possession of a film

and used it in his two theatres, he

was still ahead of the game, but he

had the further advantage of being

able to rent it to the other theatres

in and around Chicago. By Oct. I he

had incorporated this agency into

what was termed the Laemmle Film

Service, located in the Crilly Build-

ing, and now Laemmle was an ex-

change man.

The same necessity drove him into

the production business. His first pic-

ture was "Hiawatha," a one-reel sub-

ject made in Minneapolis by George
Ranous, with his office staff as cast.

It was released in August of 1909.

Three years later Universal was in-

corporated.

JAMES WHALE BACK
(Continued from Page 19)

the macabre. "Impatient Maiden"
was a typical American filmplay,

while "The Kiss Before the Mirror"

was a straight mystery drama. Most
recently, in "By Candlelight," Whale
became a subtle, suave director, with

a delicious sense of comedy. He can
be sophisticated, too.

Whale is a native of England, be-

ing born in Dudley, Staffs. After an
education in English schools, he be-

came cartoonist on a London peri-

odical, "The Bystander." During the

war he was lieutenant in the famous
Seventh Worcester infantry regiment.

He was captured during a surprise

raid and held in a German prison

camp. There, with his captured fel-

low officers, he began to experiment
with amateur theatricals.

At the close of the war, he returned

to London, became seriously inter-

ested in the stage and made his pro-

fessional debut as an actor in "Abra-
ham Lincoln," produced by the Bir-

mingham Repertory Company. Later

he became a stage director and be-

tween time designed scenery and
costumes. His greatest triumph was
his direction of Sherriff's "Journey's

End." In 1929 he came to America
to picturize the play.

+ + +
Black CaC’ Tests

Tests for the principal roles in Ed-

gar Allan Poe's shiver story, "The

Black Cat," are being conducted at

Universal City this week under the

supervision of Edgar Ulmer, who will

direct. Boris Karloff will be starred

in this picture, with Bela Lugosi in

the next important role. The screen-

play is by Peter Ruric.

+ + +

Pascal to Adapt

E
rnest pascal, author and play-

wright, has been assigned by Uni-

versal to write the screenplay of

"The Human Side," its forthcoming

feature by Christine Ames. Eddie

Buzzell will direct, and the production

goes into work within the next few
weeks.



THE NEWSDEALER AS A SALES HELP

H ere is an exploitation Idea that

Is not being used as widely as

It should be. For a very small expen-

diture advantage can be taken of the

widely scattered stores and stands

that sell the various screen fan maga-
zines. These magazines carry seriali-

zations of various pictures and are

read by just the folks you most want

to reach. By ascertaining what serial-

izations are current on the news

stands and many stores that sell these

magazines very effective tieups can

be made which not only reach the

screen fan readers but also attract

the attention of every person enter-

ing the store or passing the stands.

Your local magazine dealer or dis-

tributor Is the man to contact In an

effort to get a city-wide tie-up. When
you have ascertained what serializa-

tions are current that coincide with

pictures you are about to play have

window streamers or counter cards

made up calling attention to the mag-
azine In question and the serializa-

tion together with your local billing.

In many cases, such as the chain

dime and quarter stores, you can

often arrange a striking full window

with copies of the magazine stills and

cutouts. Wholesale distributors will

banner their trucks.

Just as an example here are se-

rializations already placed by Uni-

versal's publicity department which

you might want to put Into use; Ro-

mantic Movie Stories (a Fawcett

publication); "Let's Be Ritzy"—May
Issue on the stands April 1st; "Be-

loved," April Issue on stands March
1st; "Madame Spy" on stands NOW.

Dell publications; Screen Romanc-

es; "Countess of Monte Cristo" and

"The Crosby Case"—May Issue on

stands April 1st; "Wheels of Destiny"

Sure Fire Screen Stories—April Issue

on stands March 1st; Also In this edi-

tion the last Installment of "Pirate

Treasure" together with a summary
of the whole story.

A. J. SHARICK

Giant advance lobby panel for “BY CANDLELIGHT” in Strand Theatre, Albany,
N. Y. Credit Bob Bosenthal for the good use he made of tiventy-four sheet, compo-

board candles and stills.

A patron of the Granada Theatre, Lewis-
ton, Idaho, who saw “COUNSELLOR-
AT-LAW ” the opening day, ivrote a letter

of recommendation that teas used in the

succeeding days ads.

Plugging Music Angle
Aids Golden's Campaign
P LAYING up the music angle in "BE-
* LOVED," gave Jay Golden, manager
R. K. O. Palace Theatre support of Roches-

ter's influential people. This was accom-
plished by arranging a preview of the pic-

ture on the Saturday morning before the

opening. Four hundred people, representa-

tives of the Eastman School of Music, Pub-
lic School Music Teachers, The Rochester
University Glee Club, Chadwick Choral So-
ciety, Civic Chorus, Civic Orchestra, Ger-
man Singing Society, attended the special

performance, and were entirely enthused.

Numerous publicity breaks resulted and
much word-of-mouth advertising was ob-

tained in addition to many letters of en-

dorsement. The music teachers were so

pleased with the picture that they recom-
mended it to their pupils.

Music stores and radio stations gave their

fullest co-operation in the plugging of the

song hit from the picture. Attractive dis-

plays were arranged in the store windows
and plugs for the song and picture were
given by the radio, hotel, restaurant and
theatre bands.

An attractive ten feet by sixteen feet,

shadow-box display erected ten days in ad-

vance of the opening was visible to every-
one entering or leaving the theatre.

Publicity in forty surrounding town news-
papers helped draw crowds from these ter-

ritories.
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Gregg Sells "Counsellor"
To Cleveland's Lawyers
A L GREGS, Advertising M anager, in his

’ ' Palace Theatre campaign tor "COUN-
SELLOR AT LAW" centered the advertising

on Cleveland's lawyers, realizing that they

in turn would tell clients about the picture.

Two thousand letters, as explained in the

pressbook were mailed to the attorneys,

and a private screening was arranged for

representatives of the Cleveland Bar As-

sociation. Newspapermen also attended, en-

abling the theatre to get early reviews.

Another effective medium used was the

Daily Legal News, a paper that reaches

every lawyer, court attache and judge in

Northern Ohio. This paper in two different

issues ran a two column publicity cut and

a front page notice to lawyers, telling them
not to miss "Counsellor at Law."

The Cleveland News gave space daily for

a crazy law contest. The object of the con-

test, was to explain the city's crazy laws

that are now in effect. Winners were an-

nounced in advance and during the show-

ing, creating considerable talk.

The ghetto" angle made advertising in

Jewish papers appropriate. A series of extra

size ads were effectively used.

A large size pastel of Barrymore was dis-

played prominently in the lobby, one month
in advance of the opening. Reference to

picture created a good advance plug.

G6od reviews and good publicity space

in all papers assisted the theatre's campaign.

Hemtrd cards posted throughout Hunt-
ington, brought many calls to the Palace
Theatre with information about the
whereabouts of “The Iniisible Man.”

Liberal and intelligent use of posters and stills helped make up this attractive front

at Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y. Credit Gus Lampe, manager.

HUNTINGTON AROUSED BY SMASH
"INVISIBLE ' CAMPAIGN AT PALACE

R
ealizing that invlslbill+y offered

many means of exploitation, John

A. Goodno, manager. Palace Theatre

went ahead and gave Huntington a

campaign they will long remember.

The chief of Police was engaged for

a radio broadcast on HUNTING-
TON'S INVISIBLE MEN OF CRIME.

Many unusual cases of crime were

dug up from the records. The sub-

ject made interesting material and

received good response.

Thousands of reward cards, as il-

lustrated on this page were posted

around town. Fifty thousand dollars

reward was offered for information

leading to the arrest of the "INVIS-

IBLE MAN." The telephone number

given was the theatre's and the P.D.

was an intentional error for P. T.

(Palace Theatre). Many calls were re-

ceived from people who thought

they were calling the Police Depart-

ment. They were answered that "THE
INVISIBLE MAN" was coming to the

Palace Theatre, soon.

The special feature of this outstand-

ing campaign, though, was the novel

arrangement of the trailer presenta-

tion. In addition to the regular Na-

tional Screen trailer, a special sound

effect trailer was used. The special

trailer, the first to be used was flash-

ed on the screen, the same time that

an outline figure of the "INVISIBLE

MAN," obtained through the use of

a neon tube appeared. The trailer

was prepared from pressbook catch-

lines and gave credit to the company
that prepared he unusual display.

On the opening day, the figure,

which stood ten feet high, was placed

on the marquee, creating an eye-

catching display there.

Extra newspaper ad space, in-

creased posting and good reviews

helped put the picture over.

TODAY....;

IMPOSSIBLE

ACHIEVED
nimM iM rr cmutt tm - omum

tMVMMUMtt far urn

INVISIBLE HANI

Smash three

column X

newspaper a d

from the Palace

Theatre, Wheel-

ing, W. Va. that

centered every-

one's attention

on the coming

of the “Invisible

Man.”

•



"Very beautiful and dif-

ferent.WILL GETADDED
BUSINESS/' says Exhibit-

or Ned Pedigo, De Luxe
Theatre, Garber, Okla.,

in Motion Picture Herald.

ICEBERG
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Come To Life on
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SATURDW
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GLORIA STUARTMYRT\
MARCE
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EDWARD EVERETT HORTON

EDNA MAY OLIVER

AND AN ALL-COMEDIAN CAST includ-

ing: Thelma Todd, Leila Hyams, Andy De-

vine, Grant Mitchell, John Miljan, Una

O'Connor. Produced by Carl Laemmie, Jr.

Screenplay by Ebba Havez and Dale Van

Every. Presented by Carl Laemmie.

Directed by EDNA/ARD SEDGWICK

POOR. R.ICH
I'rint^d in I . S. \

.
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coming... and o o-o-o-o-o-h!...v\hat a comedy romance!

FhANK. MORGAN
in Llniversars pmdiirlion of Formic

Molnar's masliTpiecc of enlcrlain-

iiuMil . . . DircrkMl by William Wyler.

Herbert

MARSHALL
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Margaret Sullavan Flies To The Altar

T
he news of the week

as far as moving pic-

tures are concerned is the

marriage of Margaret Sul-

lavan and William Wyler,

who was directing her in

"The Good Fairy." Any
elopement is news in Hol-

lywood, and when Mar-

garet Sullavan, whose in-

sistence on her own inde-

pendence of action at all

costs, eloped, it made the

front pages of every daily

newspaper in the world.

This, in spite of the fact

that Miss Sullavan, in ac-

cordance with her invari-

able custom, endeavored
to keep the wedding a se-

cret until after the picture

had been finished.

Like a good trouper,

she worked on Saturday
night until I 1.30 and then

she and Mr. Wyler eloped
to that Gretna Green
of the West, Yuma, where they were married by Justice

E. A. Freeman. As soon as "The Good Fairy" is complet-
ed, the newlyweds will come to New York, arriving here
about December 20th for the Christmas holidays.

Universal Weekly congratulates the happy couple.

Buffalo Times Sponsors Newsreel
I AST week another im-

portant link was forg-

Here is a press agent’s darh of a photograph. A picture of
Margaret Siillaran in bridal costume, and ffilliarn It’yler,

the director to tcbom she teas married on Saturday, posing
for a publicity photograph at Universal City several iceeks
before the elopement. In the photograph are Herbert Mar-
shall. her letiding man in ’'The Good ~pairy.” and Catl

Laemmle. President of I'niversal Pictures.

ed in the chain of nev/s-

paper sponsorship which

girdles the United States

with Universal Newsreel

dominance. Its issues of

November 22nd and 23rd

carried huge advertise-

ments and news stories

announcing the sponsor-

ship of the Universal

Newsreel in the Buffalo

territory by the Times.

These advertisements were

headlined with this slogan:

"The Buffalo Times Cov-
ers the World News in

Its Columns—and on the

jScreen."

The advertisement also

specified the theatres in

Buffalo and neighboring

towns in which the Uni-

versal Newsreel is a fea-

ture of the program.

There are twenty-five first

run and subsequent runs in the territory which will be

influenced by this Newsreel lie-up and will be publicized

all the time in its columns. There are now a hundred and

twenty-six papers in the nation wide tie-up with Universal

Newspaper Newsreel.

Daily News Writes Editorial

About JANE WYATT, Actress
Jane WYATT was the subject of
^ an editorial in the Daily News of

Tuesday because of the fact that

she, like Samuel Insull, had been
dropped from the Social Register.

Mr. Insull has been acquitted legally,

officially and popularly of the charges
which were brought against him. Jane
Wyatt has been convicted of being
a success. Because she has become a

star of the stage and screen and a

successful one, is the only reason
that the Daily News editorial can as-

sign for dropping her from the Social

Register. The same thing was true of
Whitney Bourne, an actress and the
step-daughter of Harvey D. Gibson.
We quote from the editorial;

"Since her aristocratic father's

death in 1931, Miss Wyatt has made

the stage her career, as against the

little Junior League playlets and sim-

(Continued on Page 28)
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'"'^Imitation of Life’’

Smash Roxy Hit

T he big news from Universal this

week is the expected, but astound-

ing success of "Imitation of Life" at

the box-office. The Roxy Theatre is-

sued a statement on Monday an-

nouncing the breaking of a five-year

attendance record by the crowds

which flocked to the Roxy Theatre

on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. On
all of these days the police and fire

departments ordered, and justifiably

so, the theatre to stop selling tickets

for more than an hour.

A telegram attesting this remark-

able feat, accomplished against the

toughest kind of competition, will be

found on page 19. It was sent to J.R.

Grainger by Howard S. Cullman.

"Imitation of Life" is knocking

them dead everywhere it is opening,

and the critical praise in most cities

is on a par with the crowds that jam
(Continued on Page 28)
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COAST SCOUT5
"CRAB THI

No. 798 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

The electric news has spread throughout the trade
that 'Imitation of Life” is not only big, but so much bigger

than anyone anticipated that it is sensational.

The Hollywood scouts who keep track of what is going
on in the studios in order to give advance information to

the big theatre circuits have been trying to scoop each
other in getting the word to their bookers:

"This picture is big in every way."

Big in star value. Big in direction. Big in settings. Big

in author value. And almighty big in story!

John Stahl directed it and as I hinted to you before, it

tops his whole career as a director.

Claudette Colbert and Warren William head the cast.

And in this same cast you are going to discover a brand

new screen light in Baby Jane.
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TELL CIRCUITS
i, IT'S BIG!"

Fannie Hurst poured a world of humanness into her
story and, in my opinion, wrote the greatest book of her
career. It is big in its utter simplicity.

There are many good pictures on the market this seas-

on but not many really BIC ones.

This is one of the very few BIG results of excellent work

in any studio.

The story itself has such popular appeal that it would
be good with almost any cast— but with the cast which we
have used, it is lifted to the heights.

Warn your patrons not to miss it. Tell them they will

be hearing it discussed for a long time to come.

Ifs a dramatic treat — a slice of life — and BIC I



Take it from Mr.

Howard S. Cullman:

"ON OPENING DAY

IT ROLLED UP THE

LARGEST GROSS OF

ANY FIRST-RUN

PICTURE IN SEVERAL

YEARS AT THE ROXY

THEATRE (N. Y.) "

!

CARL LAEMMLE
presents

in FANNIE HURST’S

WARREN WILLIAM
Ned Sparks, Henry Armetta, Baby Jane, Alan Hale

A JOHN M. STAHL Production





ONLY UN I VERSAL



OULD HAVE MADE IT!

"Funny, Colossal,

Exciting?

Brother, That's
Only the Half of It!"

Says Carl Laemmie
of this Lowell Sher-

man Production.

4
^^
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‘T^hotoplay ILikes ’8m ^
and they’re all Universal

MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM— Universal.— In

the role of a former liquor haron trying to go straight,

Edward Arnold is superb. Phillips Holme^^nd Mary
Carlisle do nice work, too. {Oct.)

* *

AFFAIRS OF A GENTLEMAN—Universal. Clev-

erlv handled murder mystery film, with Paul Lukas

as the author who makes women in his life characters

in his stories. Good cast includes Dorothy Burgess,

Sara Haden. (Julv)
* * *

LITTLE MAN, WHAT NOW? — Universal.

—

Touching and very real is this story of a young
couple’s struggle with life. Margaret Sullavan is su-

perb, and Douglass Montgomery’s role fits liim like

a glove. (Aug.)
* * *

ROCKY RHODES—Universal.— Good fare for

estern devotees, with fist fights and lots of fast rid-

ing by Buck Jones. (Nov.)
*

GLAMOUR—Universal.—The well-directed Edna
Ferber story will have great appeal. Constance Cum-
mings, chorine who became a star, Paul Lukas, her
composer husband, and Phillip Reed, her leading

man, all add to the films merit. (June)

EMBARRASSING MOMENTS—Universal.—In the
role of a practical joker, Chester Morris does an ex-

cellent acting job, and there’s never a dull moment.
Marian Nixon, Walter Woolf. (Aug.)

* * *

ROMANCE IN THE RAIN— Universal. — An
amusing fantastic semi-musical with Roger Pryor,
\ ictor ^loore and Heather Angel, handsomely mount-
ed and uproariously fumiy. (Oct.)

* * *

THERE’S ALWAYS TOMORROW—Universal.—
Frank Morgan turns in top-notch job as taken-for-
granted father. Binnie Barnes, Lois Wilson. (Nov.)

* * *

HUMAN SIDE, THE—Universal.—Accurately tit-

led—a family story that is entertaining from start
to finish. Adolphe Menjou, Doris Kenyon, Reginald
Owen. ( Nov.

)

PEL J ELL THE WORLD—Universal.—Lots of ac-
tion as rejiorters Lee J’racy and Roger Pryor hop
about the globe trying to heat each other to tlie big
story of the hour, (iloria Stuart lovely. (June)

* *

Vi AKE UP AND DREAM—Universal.—A field
day for June Knight, Roger Pryor and Henry Armet-
ta, flespite the late Russ (jolumbo’s unsurj)as8ed vo-
calizing. (Nov.)

‘^he 'T’review ‘T’arade ^

of Universal Pictures

CLAUDE RAINS

. . . dominates drama
of the dealers in death . . .

A man who put a price on his own head
and bartered bis love in the bargain!

A man who saw all

shed, anguish, carnage, WAR-
own red hand!

that he hated—blood-
—as the doing of his

J V i V\ A man who turned at last and vindicated
himself with terrible vengeance—reclaimed his hon-
or, his heart, and his head, with a single desperate
stroke

!

CLAUDE RAINS dom-
inates this drama of the dealers in

JOAN BENNETT death who enslave those who serve

them best — gutting their minds and shattering their

lives

!

Such is the story of the

•MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS
HEAD” and the voice of the “In-

visible Man” is the now victorious

victim of a crime with passion!

f VN Jean Bart’s Theatre Guild play comes to

the screen, more sensational than it was on the stage,

touching a theme as timely as tomorrow’s front page!

Producers of the extraordinary in enter-
tainment, Universal proudly presents another cycle-
starter in “THE MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS
HEAD!”

Jacthall
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JOAN BENNETT, Feminine Appeal

MAN WHO
of the

RECLAIMED HIS HEAD
iDAN BENNETT has It. We
Jdo not mean the kind of

"it" which Elinor Glyn made
famous as a phrase to de-

scribe sex appeal. We mean
something the same but a

little bit different. We mean
feminine appeal, the fragil-

ity and delicacy fhat makes
strong men swell out their

chests and their biceps and feel very manly and protec-

tive. Feminine appeal makes them think of cradles and

their slippers by the fire and home made pie and they are

soon caught In wedlock. That Is the kind of "it" which

Joan Bennett has. That is why she was chosen by Universal

for the feminine lead in "The Man V/ho Reclaimed His

Head," opposite Claude Rains.

This feminine appeal can be very misleading. Sometimes
it covers a very determined character. This is the case with

Joan Bennett. She is just a little slip of a girl very blonde
with large eyes of the melting type. She looks like a high

school girl and in fact she is not much beyond that age.
But in addition to being one of the most capable troupers

in Hollywood she is one of the most competent house-
wives In the movie colony. She plans her own menus and
budgets her grocery bill. She will not spend a dime over
that set amount. Although she makes a spanking big sal-

ary and her husband Gene Markey is a highly paid scen-
arist, she recently found that a second maid was super-
fluous for their small household. She has established a

trust fund. Markey gets plen-

ty of home made pies and

can always find his slippers

by the fireside. During their

recent trip abroad. Markey

said In an interview that she

made a trans atlantic phone

call almost every night to in-

quire about her little daugh-

ter Adrienne.

Thougli only twenty-three. Miss Bennett has been In

pictures since 1929. She broke in as a star. She was play-

ing on the stage in "Jarnegan" with her father Richard

Bennett when Hollywood scouts signed her to act oppo-

site Ronald Colman In "Bulldog Drummond." Following

that came her first Universal role In "Mississippi Gamb-
ler." Then came leads for Warners and Fox. Her latest

screen appearance was In "The Pursuit of Happiness."

Miss Bennett Is quite alive to the feminine appeal she

exerts. Her clothes are chosen with that end In view.

She will not wear a gown unless the sleeves are tight.

These she claims emphasize daintiness. Full sleeves are for

tall women. She never wears cheek rouge off set. Every

day her hair must receive a hundred brush strokes.

In "The Man Who Reclaimed His Head" she plays

Adele, the lovely young blonde, who marries Paul Verin.

the character play by Rains a brilliant young French

journalist whose ideas are stolen by the editor of his pa-

per. This editor is impersonated by Lionel Atwill. Dumont
also steals the love of Adele from Paul.

“T/ie Man fT7io Reclaimed His Head” is the

second picture in which beautiful Joan Ben-
nett has played for Universal. The first one
was ^‘"The Mississippi Gambler.” In ^^The Man
W ho Reclaimed His Head,” Joan Bennett ex-

erts to the full that subtle influence which is

variously called sex appeal, feminine appeal,
or feminine personality.





HENRY HULL
JANE WYATT
Broadway's most acclaimed
stage stars — now the
screen's newest sensations!

PHILLIPS HOLMES
FLORENCE REED
ALAN HALE AND
VALERIE HOBSON



T he theatre inspired Margaret Sullavan with a

desire to amount to something on her own in-

itiative. The theatre induced her to run away from

home twice to go on the stage. It was the theatre

that made Margaret Sullavan a world wide figure

of joy and interest to millions of people.

In "The Good Fairy," in which Margaret Sullavan

is starred with Herbert Marshall, the character that

she plays, Lu, was inspired by looking at romantic

and heroic motion pictures to become "The Good
Fairy." You see, Lu is a theatre usherette. Her out-

look on life is very much circumscribed, but the

screen opens to her a world of opportunity to do
good deeds. While the flicker romance is on the

screen, a tremendous determination to help others

grows in Lu's heart, until she is inspired to do the

most amazing, most unconventional and most dan-

gerous things, ail for the good of other people, and
all without any selfish Interest or thought of the po-
sition in which she might be placed.

Margaret Sullavan in

the role she plays in

‘‘The O o o d Fairy/'
tvhich because of her
marriage last week, is

also so appropriate in

real life.

This coy idea was coined by Ferenc

Molnar, famous European author.

It was played on the stage with great

success by Helen Hayes. It is being

brought to the screen by Margaret

Sullavan under the direction of Wil-

liam Wyler, to whom she has also en-

trusted her future happiness.

William Wyler has given to these

theatre sequences a gorgeous pro-

duction. Most of them were taken in

the Carthay Circle Theatre, in which

Margaret Suliavan's flrsf picture,

"Only Yesterday," had its world fa-

mous premiere. The scenes could

/ery well have been taken in the day

time, because the theatre is closed.

Nevertheless, a corps of trained ush-

erettes had to be assembled and a

number of these usherettes were em-

ployed in other theatres during the-

atre hours. Under these conditions,

Margaret Sullavan very willingly con-

sented to make the scenes which are

shown in these two pages after the-

atre hours. For that reason, work in

the theatre started at eleven o'clock

and finished at five A. M.

The psychology of "The Good
Fairy" is the same psychology that

Margaret Sullavan has always exhib-

ited, anyway. No deserving person

has ever applied to her without

awakening a warm response.

"The Good Fairy" contains a cast

of superlative actors. Herbert Mar-

U/H-€R./ in



An unusual shot made
in the lobby of the

Carthay Circle Theatre

for “The Good hairy''

with Margaret Sullavan

playing all the parts.

shall plays Dr. Max, for whom she

plans many of her desperate good
deeds. Frank Morgan plays Konrad.

Reginald Owen, Alan Hale, Hugh
O'Connell, Beulah Bondi, June Clay-

vorth, Al Bridges, George Davis, Ce-
.ar Romero, Matt McHugh, Frank

Moran, Dick Winslow, Anne Darling.

Theatre ushers line up
in the lobby of the Car-
thay Circle for “The

Good FairY.“

Reginald Owen and
Margaret Sullavan in
“The Good Fairy.’'

The stars of “The Good
Fairy,” Margaret Sulla-
lan, Herbert Marshall.
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Universal City Merry-

Henry Hull back in Universal City af-

ter his triumph in “Great Expecta-
tions,” finds himself a Kentucky Col-

onel. Hull teas born in Louisville, Ken-
tucky, and it is no iconder that Gover-
nor Ruby Laffoon conferred this hon-
or upon such a distinguished native

son. Henry teas also named after Marse
Henry W atterson of the Louisville

Courier-Journal.

A La Fol lette
Tries the Movies

A mong those who have applied

for parts in "The Great Zieg-

feld," which William A. McGuire is

preparing to make at Universal City,

was Marion La Follette. Miss La Fol-

lette has just arrived at Universal

City to determine for herself if she

can crash the gates to screendom or

whether she will take up a political

career. Her father, Warren E. La-

Follette, who recently retired from

eighteen years in the aviation sec-

tion of the Department of Commerce,
is anxious for her to go into politics

as are her cousins, U. S. Senator,

Robert M. La Follette and Governor

William La Follette of Wisconsin. She

will if the movies don't want her. In-

cidentally, on December I, Miss La

Follette comes into her share of a

vast French estate bequeathed by

her mother, who was a descendant

of Marie Antoinette. "The Great

Ziegfeld" stars William Powell. Fanny

Brice and Harriet Hoctor are already

signed and important announce-

ments about its cast will be forth-

coming this week.

% All (California teas excited about the last election. Universal City was no ex-
ception. Itenry Armetta placed an unusual bet. The bet was a spaghetti din-
ner, and here the busiest actor in Hollywood is shown entertaining his guests
at a really and truly Italian repast made in the good old Italian way.

At the right, Henry is shoten welcoming Carl Laemmle, tvhile June Clayworth
and .Stanley Rergerman supervise from the doorway.

In the pluttograph above, reading from left to right, the f(dlowing person-
ages tcill be discovered : Standing, Alexander Pantages, proprietor of Pantages
Theatre, where so many Universal pictures are slunvn; Frank Mastroly, executive
studio manager

;
Maria (Cambarelli, the ballet dancer, Dan Kelley, Eoli Galli,

I nitersaPs new Italian singing star, and sister of Miss Gambarelli, Henry Hull,
June (.layworth, Mrs. Henry Armetta, Henry Armetta's daughter, and the re-

doubtable Henry himself. Henry Armetta has just been thrust into the cast of
another picture, “I've Heen Around '' with Chester Morris and Rochelle Hud-
son. Henry's acting is as good as his spaghetti, and both are in high demand.

Dec. I, 1934

Go-Round

Here’s Marion La Follette, who has

deserted politics to carve out a career

for herself in the movies. All the La-

Follettes are fighters and this young
lady looks as if she had the qualities

it takes to become a success in moving
pictures. She is up for a role in “The

Great Ziegfeld.”
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The Actor Who Reclaimed His Head!

Full of Timeliness

C
LAUDE RAINS has one of the finest heads on the

screen; a broad high forehead topped with a great

unruly shock of dark hair, magnetic eyes and a firm,

expressive mouth. It is the head of a great actor which

he is. But when Rains broke into the movies, he didn't

have any head at all as far as the screen was concern-

ed. His first role was in the Universal production of

H. G. Wells' "The Invisible Man." Rains in the title

part was sometimes partly visible but his head was

never seen.

Now he is back at Universal City in another dramatic

thriller, "The Man Who Reclaimed His Head." This

time his head will be with him just as it appears in the

picture at the right. He plays the role of a brilliant

French Journalist who exacts a terrible price for the

treachery practiced upon him by his wife and another

man. Joan Bennett plays the wife and Lionel Atwill

business in bringing them to book.

Rains has been acting since he was ten years old.

His first stage part like his first screen role was an in-

visible one. He was an offstage noise at the Haymarket

Theatre in his native London. When he grew up he

played for the famous Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree.

Later he starred in Australia. He fought through the

whole four years of the World War in the British

Army. After the Armistice he came to New York to

star for the Theatre Guild and then left for Hollywood
to do "The Invisible Man." His next for Universal will

be "The Mystery of Edwin Drood."

Claude Rains, whose magnetic eyes and forceful face had no
chance to register in “The Invisible Man,” but which will he
seen with full force in “The Man Who Reclaimed His Head.”

A scene from “The Man Who Reclaimed His Head,” with

Wallace Ford, Joan Bennett and Lionel Atwill.

«T HE MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD" is as

I timely as a calendar. A pitiless exposure of the

armament racket it comes at the exact moment when
the world is scrutinizing the plots of the munitions mak-

ers to set peaceful nations at each others' throats

.

The picture will be shown just when Congress is pre-

paring to assemble for the purpose of making a com-
plete investigation of the profits of these merchants of

death and show Sir John Simon and the other func-

tionaries of the League at Geneva that America means
business in bringing them to book.

The hero of "The Man Who Reclaimed His Head"
played by Claude Rains is a clever French journalist

with leanings toward international amity. He finds his

ideas distorted by his editor at the behest of the arm-
ament makers. Drafted to fight in the World War, his

wife's love stolen by the editor, he returns to take re-

venge. The picture is from a Longacre Theatre play by
Jean Bart and was directed by Edward Ludwig.



WHEN YOU TELL THEM...
that the star of "The Invisible Man" is SEEN in this

dramatic powerhouse — that means the utmost in

thrills! . . .

BUT DON'T FORGET TO TELL
THEM . . , that It is MORE than a picture of thrills

—that its glorious story affects all human life and all

human love!

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

Claude Rains • Jaan Bennett
("The Invisible Man") in

Ue man uih

RECLaime^ H e a
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE WITH

lianel Rtuiill • Baby Jane
HENRY O'NEILL

HENRY ARMETTA • LLOYD HUGHES
BESSIE BARRISCALE • CAROL COOMBE
Directed by EDWARD LUDWIG. From the play by Jean Bart

Produced by CARL LAEMMLE, Jr.
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WHEN AN EXHIBITOR

"SEES RED" ON HIS

BOOKS . . . IT'S HIGH
TIME HE BOOKED THIS

AND OTHER UNIVERSAL
WESTERN WHOPPERS!

1
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'IMITATION OF LIFE”

Breaks Five Year Record
TELEGRAM

NHI lOO-BZ NEWYORK NY NOV 26 I047A

JAMES R GRAINGER UNIVERSAL PICTURES —

MY CONGRATULATIONS TO UNIVERSAL ON IMITATION OF LIFE STOP IT IS THE

BIGGEST BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION ROXY THEATRE HAS HAD IN ALMOST FIVE

YEARS STOP IN ITS FIRST THREE DAYS THIS EXTRAORDINARY PICTURE BROKE ALL

ATTENDANCE RECORDS AND ON SUNDAY AT OUR PEAK HOUR BETW'EEN SEVEN

AND EIGHT OCLOCK POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENT QUITE PROPERLY FORCED
US TO STOP SELLING TICKETS FOR ONE FULL HOUR BECAUSE OF EXTRA CAPACITY
CROWDS INSIDE STOP IF YOU CONTINUE TO PRODUCE PICTURES OF THIS

QUALITY AND MASS APPEAL WE WILL NEED A FIFTEEN THOUSAND SEAT HOUSE
INSTEAD OF A SIXTY TWO HUNDRED SEAT HOUSE

HOWARD S CULLMAN

From Variety
^^Imitation of Life’^

Shooting Roxy to

Big $45,000

O NE of the best theatre holidays

of the year, Thanksgiving, comes

around this week, and most New York

theatres are fortunate enough to

have attractions that should mean
something at the holiday scales.

Current smash is "Imitation of

Life" at the Roxy. With Thursday (29)

to help, house has a chance to hit a

terrific $45,000 this week. On Sunday

(25) the Fire Department made the

theatre stop selling tickets between
7 and 8 P. M. Picture holds over.

Roxy (6,200; 25-35-55)
—

"Imitation

of Life" (U) and stage show. Opened
very strong and $45,000, with holi-

day, will be best house has had in a

long time. Stays a second and maybe
a third week. "Evensong" (GB-Fox)
last week turned out pretty good
$26,100.

From Hollywood Reporter

U HAS GREAT PICTURE
IN "IMITATION OF LIFE"

^O simply poignant, so beautifully told, so honestly acted, and so magnifi-

cently directed, this picture tears your heart out and gives you one of the

loveliest hours you can spend In a theatre. To give the commercially interested

the right answer right away . . . it's one hundred per cent box-office and John

Stahl chalks up another terrific winner for himself. Universal and every exhibitor

fortunate enough to book it.

Taken from Fannie Hurst's tribute to the trials and tribulations of the

negro race, William Hurlbut in his screen translation and John Stahl in his

direction bring forth a quietly dramatic and tragic story of motherhood that

presents a new version of the theme and an intelligent one.
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"The Man Who Reclaimed

His Head*’ Is Coming

NEWSREEL No. 305

PRESIDENT VISITS OWN FARM
ON THANKSGIVING DAY TRIP

WARM SPRINGS, GA.—The Chief Exec-

utive inspects cattle and agricultural ma-
chinery on his Southern estate during a brief

holiday.

FOOTBALL SEASON NEARS END
NEW YORK CITY.—The Notre Dame Ram-
blers upset the Army in a hotly-contested

game.—At Madison, Wis., Minnesota clinch-

es the "Big Ten" title with a victory over
Wisconsin.—At Berkeley, Cal., Stamford de-
feats California.

NIPPON WATCHES WAR DAMES
MAYEBASHI, JAPAN.—The Mikado and
high officials of the realm attend a stirring

review of sections of the Imperial Army in

a test of the Empire's land forces.

INSULL'S FETE 'VINDICATION'
CHICAGO, ILL.—The former utilities mag-
nate, with his family, celebrates the acquit-
tal.

SEAS POUND STRANDED BOAT
Panama city, FLA.—Forty-five men face
death in a night of terror on a $750,000
Government dredge, beached by a storm
during harbor improvement works.

HIGH LIGHTS IN THE NEWS
TENAFLY, N. J.—Capturing ten prisoners,

the police seize complete counterfeiting
equipment, including plates for $5, $10 and
$20 bills.

BANGOR, ME.—A "Queen of Spuds" is

chosen to celebrate a record potato crop.

MARIETTA, O.—Two old drillers whom no-

body would hire strike o'l in the backyard
of the county poor farm where they took
refuge.

OMAHA, NEB.—A terrific blast wrecks an
11,000.000 bushel grain elevator, killing one
man and injuring many others.

SHANGHAI, CHINA.—Sailors of the Unit-

ed States Asiatic Fleet commemorate Navy
Day on board with an unusual acrobatic
show.

NEW YORK CITY.—Bootblacks in the fi-

nancial section greet better times with high
hats and full dress suits.

NUTLEY, N. J.—Champion cyclists harden
their muscles by strenuous training In prep-
aration for the coming Six-Day Bike Race.
SODA SPRINGS, CAL—The first heavy
snow of the year blankets the Sierra Nevada.

J
ULIUS ROSENWALD
said success In life was

80% luck and 20% abil-

ity. If that Is so, almost

the whole 80% rode with

Noah Beery, Jr. when he

deliberately ran his mo-
torcycle Into this building

and dived head first

through the window for

the big spectacular thrill

of Episode No. I I In the

Universal serial, "Tallspin

Tommy." Es'ery episode

of this serial, which was

filmed from Hal Forrest's famous

cartoon strip ends with a tremendous

bang, and this bang ending Is the

banglest of them all. It banged Noah
Beery, Jr. right smack Into a long

term contract with Universal.

ISoah Beery, Jr.

and Maurice Murphy
H.S characters in the serial,

“Tailspin Tommy,” now current.

Noah Beery, Jr. started his movie

career with Universal Pictures several

years ago when he played In another

serial called "Heroes of the West"
with Onslow Stevens and Jacqueline

Wells. He was good In that serial, but

Universal is sure that Noah
Beery, Jr., is going somewhere.
In the illustration, you see him
going through a windoM' oflf a
motor cycle. Nevertheless, that

is what earned for him a long
term contract and star billing in

his next picture.

+ + +

Big Time Papers Go For

T
he possibilities of worthwhile ex-

ploitation on serials made from

popular cartoons have been definitely

tested In the cast of "Tallspin Tom-
my"—and with amazing results.

The Baltimore Sun tie-up was the

first when "Tallspin Tommy" went In-

to the Keith theatre In that city for

a splendid downtown first run. The

tie-up made the first run possible,

"TOMMY "

created fine grosses for the theatre

each time It was shown, paved the

way for more first runs for serials and

SOLD ADDITIONAL RUNS In Balti-

more and surrounding territory. Ed

Helber set this one.

Then came Chicago with Its fine

tie-up with the Chicago Dally Times,

arranged by Henry Herbel. This deal

(Continued on Page 28)
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inTAIL/Pin TOmiTIY
Jr. A LonJTerm Contract

A real airplane
serial for kids is

“Tailspin Tommy"’ icith

Maurice Murphy and ISoah
Beery, Jr. and pretty Beany Farr.

when It was over, no one had given

the ingenuous looking young man
more than a passing thought, and for

a time Noah Beery, Jr., passed out

of the Universal picture.

When Louis Friedlander was cast-

ing for "Tailspin Tommy," he needed

a happy-go-lucky kid not too hand-

some of face, whose honesty was ap-

parent In every lineament of his face

and movementof his

body to ploy Skeet-

er. He didn't have

far to look. Noah
Beery, Jr. filled all

of these require-

ments and more

than fulfilled Louis

Friedlander's expec-

tations. As the se-

rial unwound In the

movie houses, the

rather stupid but

humorously honest

Skeeter advanced

to equal importance

with Tailspin Tommy
himself and when
the episode of the

motor cycle was

reached, there was

no longer a chance that Noah Beery,

Jr. would fade out of another Uni-

versal picture without a long term

contract.

Here Is the situation In the film

which brought about this crackerjack

film ending.

Skeeter had followed Tommy to

Hollywood with Betty. Both were tre-

mendously interested in Tommy's

screen career. They hung about the

(Continued on Page 28)

* * *

"JOLLY LITTLE ELVES" Booked Solid

NEWSREEL No. 304

GEN. BUTLER WARNS OF "PLOT"

TO SEIZE U. S. GOVERNMENT
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA.—Smedley But-

ler explodes a bombshell with his statement

that certain interests asked him to head an

army of 500,000 men in a "Fascist” march

on Washington.

VIVID RITES MARK JUBILEE

CHICAGO, ILL.—The nation's churchmen

gather for impressive ceremonies honoring

George Cardinal Mundelein on his silver

anniversary.

COLLEGE STUDENTS WALK OUT
NEW YORK CITY.—Undergraduates at the

College of the City of New York stage a

strike.

CARS CRASH IN WEIRD MEET
MEMPHIS, TENN.—Daredevil drivers race

their automobiles into a head-on collision

at forty miles an hour.

"JEEM" RETAINS MAT CROWN
NEW YORK CITY.—Swan dives into the

customers laps feature a "groan and grunt’'

session at Madison Square Garden in which

Jim Londos out-lasts Everett Marshall.

HIGH LIGHTS IN THE NEWS
MEXICO, D. F.—Trained athletes join in a

monster demonstration of gymnastics at ex-

ercises commemorating the Mexican Revo-

lution.

WONALANCET, N. H.—Malemute pups
get their first lessons in sleigh-pulling for

Arctic expeditions after an early snowfall.

Over Lowe Met. Circuit For 160 Days
// IDLLY LITTLE ELVES" hops right

^Into the LOEW METROPOLI
TAN CIRCUIT in New York for full

time in the SIXTY THEATRES giving

this COLORED CARTUNE CLASSIC
160 days of De Luxe playing time.

Leo Abrams of big U engineered.

"ELVES" Is a top-notcher. It's a big

time leaderl This Classic is being

routed over the big time majors like

a headline veteran. Theatres report

audience applause for this subject

every time its shown. And that's a

record for any short.

Just another reminder that Uni-

versal shorts have what it takes to

make the grade. They are built for

entertainment and tailored with show-

manship.

SALINAS, CAL.—Japanese Buddhists per-

form ancient rites marking the thirty-fifth

year since missions were established in

North America.

PARIS, FRANCE.—Thousands of ex-service-

men march in a stirring parade with banners

announcing their condemnation of war.

GENESEO, N. Y.—Children and grown-ups

file before officials to have their fingerprints

taken.

CORVALLIS, ORE.—State College students

light up a bonfire 72 ft. high.

EDDYSTONE, PA.—The largest foreign

shipment of locomotives since 1929 loaded
for the Chilean Railways.
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Chicago and Boston Both Praise

"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
(From the Boston Traveler)

Great Expectations - Great Realization

Challenged to produce right pictures, movieland ans-

wers convincingly with Charles Dickens's "Great Expecta-

tions," which opens at Keith's Memorial Theatre next

Thursday evening.

"Dickens?" say you. "Will the public like it?"

Will the public like it? Will the public be charmed by

the liveliness of it all, and the exquisite artistry that deftly

mixes action and day-dreams, beauty and felon-ships, ro-

mance and blighted love! And all in excellent taste, for

all its thrill.

No mincing, primping dolls, the girls. No, indeed. Love-

ly is the heroine, with a loveliness you have seen in girls you

know. Manly the hero, without a parade.

A picture, indeed, and more than a picture. A long for-

ward stride of a great art; the cinema showing what can

be done.

No press-agent plug this; but news welcomed by the

public, that will be glad to have been told of it.

(Chicago Tribune

)

DICKENS STORY
IS POIGNANTLY
RETOLD IN FILMS

By Mae Tinee

OOD MORNING!

Universal could be excused for

getting a swelled head over "Great

Expectations." Because it's GOOD!
No sinecure to adapt a Dickens

story, with its plethora of characters,

and plots within plots! There are

enough of the latter in this photoplay

to make at least three pictures. But

the adapters have captured and skill-

fully interwoven the pith of them all

without making "Great Expectations"

either unwieldly or too long.

The action starls with Little Pip in

the graveyard among the resting

places of his departed family. A
lonely little boy, telling those who

had loved him about the things he

has to endure from the vitriolic elder

sister with whom he makes his home . .

Descends upon him the fearsome

figure of Magwitch, escaped from a

convict ship and ravenous with hun-

ger.

The terrified Pip is dispatched to

beg, borrow, or steal food, under

threats of direct disaster if he fails in

his mission—or tells whom he has en-

countered in the cemetery. Pip

neither fails, nor tells . . .

The tears he sheds when he sees

Magwitch finally captured and drag-

ged away to serve the rest of his

time—af'er a most hideous fight with

another escaped prisoner against

whom he cherishes a deep personal

hatred, for reasons the picture shall

reveal—are magic drops that in-

fluence his entire future . . .

Pip, the boy is played by that

highly strung little fellow who did

such marvelous work in "No Greater

Glory," and is so wistfully appealing

as Jimmy Wiggs in "Mrs. Wiggs of

the Cabbage Patch." Here he gives

another outstanding characterization.

Phillips Holmes takes care of the

character, later, with skill and sym-

pathy.

Magwitch is unforgettably por-

trayed by Henry Hull. And Florence

Reed plays the difficult part of the

strange Miss Havisham, who for many

years has never looked upon the sun-

shine, with art and comprehension.

Stage training DOES tell, doesn't it!

Jane Wyatt is charming and aris-

tocratic as Este!!a, grown. A uniquely

interesting depiction of little Estella

is provided by Anne Howard.



Clever

CROOKS

!

Ruthless

MURDERERS!

Dauntless

DETECTIVES!

Innocent

YOUNG LOVERS!

2&CHATEAU
Claire Dodd * Clarke Williams « Alice White * Osgood
Perkins • Jack La Rue * William Faversham * George E.

Stone * Ferdinand Cottschalk and DeWitt Jennings

Directed by Richard Thorpe

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE . Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
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Big Time Yaudeyille
Stars! . . . Big Time
Radio Stars! . . . At
prices you can afford

to pay

!

FROM
COCKTAIL

DESSERT

Let Universa

serve your spic

iest programs!

Exhibitors couldn't

believe their own
ticket machines at

first - but it's a fact

. . . This short has

drawn ten times its

cost in business!

STRANGER^FICTION
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When that hole in your

program needs a real

life-saver — quicks Mr.

Showman, shout for

OSWALD!

FROM
SOUP
TO
NUTS . .

.

Universal has

everyth!

n

g

to please
everybody!

Novel, fascinating,
adventurous!...With
a personality your
patrons know well,

and a voice they
can't resist!

with louiell THomns
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"THE MAN
WHO RECLAIMED

HIS HEAD"
IS

COMING!

28:

NOTHING LIKE IT

BEFORE OR SINCE!

THE MASTER MUSICAL
OF ALL TALKING
PICTURE HISTORY...
BOOK IT -THEN
RE-BOOR IT!

TAILSPIN TOMMY’’

_

(Continued from Cage 23)

set until the director gave them parts,

set so much that finally the director

gave them both parts—Skeets that

of Curier—who rode hell bent on a

motor cycle with messages from

headquarters in the war area. Having

a message for Tommy he is riding

through a village when he sees Tom-
my standing in a cottage room with

Betty, who plays the part of his

sweetheart. Without a minutes hes-

itation he dives off his motor cycle

head long through the window,

scrambles to his feet and gives Tom-
my a snappy salute.

+ + +

Jane Wyatt Editorial

(Continued from Page 1

)

ilar amateur performances custom-

ary with debs and sub-debs. In other

words, she has gone in for worthwhile

work, the objects being money and

a real stage career. So the veiled

prophets who run the Social Register

dropped Miss Wyatt, as soon as she

achieved stardom on the stage, from

their alleged list of Those Who Mat-

ter.

"As we see it, Insull and the Social

Register are in the same picture—

a

picture of an age that is fading. Un-

til the war, the Social Registerites

did matter in New York City and

elsewhere. They held onto a sort of

phosphorescent glow of superiority

until 1929. Since then, it has been

less and less a symbol of achievement

or worth to be listed in the Social

Register."

GRAM MITCHELL
COMPLETES CAST

W ITH the signing of Grant Mit-

chell for the important role of

"Austin," casting has been complet-

ed for "Straight from the Heart" at

Universal.

Mary Astor, Roger Pryor and Baby

Jane are featured in the film and

Scott R. Beal is directing. Other

members of the cast include Carol

Coombe, star of the English stage

version of "Maedchen in Uniform;"

Andy Devine, who replaces Warren
Hymer, Robert McWade, Henry Ar-

metta, Willard Robertson, Clara

Blandick, Douglas Fowley, Doris

Lloyd, Hilda Vaughn and Louise

Carter.

Mitchell's last appearance at Uni-

versal was with Binnie Barnes in "One
Exciting Adventure."

+ + +

Papers Go For Mommy”
(Continued from Page 22)

helped to set immediately many ad-

ditional runs giving the theatres a

chance to cash in on the great pub-

licity break. Here again the tie-up

not only got a great break for "Tom-
my," but built up in the minds of

theatre managers the real import-

ance of good serials.

+ + +

‘^‘Imitation of Life,”

Smash Roxy Hit
(Continued from Page 1

the theatres. This Fannie Hurst pic-

ture bids fair to be a candidate both

for box office supremacy for the year

and has already been mentioned as

the most promising candidate for the

award of the Academy of Arts and

Sciences and the Photoplay medal.



to be closed ticice!

That’s news in any man’s town; but on

Broadway, New York, today, that’s simply

sensational and you’ll have to accept that

word for what it is—sensational!

The Roxy Theatre is smacking records

of five year standing with ^^I\IiTATION OF
life:’

Universal has given you a picture which is

the talk of the show world! ^ hen you grab

it for a run—that’s good business! When you

get it, key your campaign to smack records as

the Roxy is doing! That’s showmanship! And
the pictures on this page prove it

!

JOE WEIL

The Pictures Tell the Sloryl

CROWDS! CROWDS! CROWDS!
A line five deep in the street stretching far

down the block! Ten abreast in the rotunda

waiting to get into the theatre! Orchestra and

balconies packed to the last seat with crou ds

jamming the passageways and overcroicding

into the aisles and on the stairways, until the

firemen: called a halt and the box-office had
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EXPECTATIONS CHICAGO CAMPAIGN

Two of the giant advance lobby displays selling the char-
acters with life-sized cut-outs set against atmospheric
backgrounds. The figures blown up from photos and col-

ored were set away ftom the background.

ERE are pictured highlights of the Ohicago campaign for the run

of "Great Expectations" at the RKO Palace Theatre. Other items

in the campaign included:

Co-operation of school board in plugging picture through high

school principals and english teachers.

Five weeks advance showing of regular and special trailers.

The distribution of 26,000 roto heralds.

Posting of 25 twenty-four sheets.

A pick up by local schools of the NBC chain broadcast of "Great

Expectations" playlet on opening day.

Several window displays in book and department stores featuring

the popular priced edition of the book and the Palace engagement
of the picture.

Frank Smi th, manager and John Joseph, publicity manager for

RKO in Chicago, put over the campaign. Duke Hickey, Universal ex-

ploitation representative, assisted.

Helen Richmond modeling modern
adaptations of gouns worn in the pw-
ture, featured this display tie-up in

Mandel Brothers department store.

The advance and current ballyhoo truck tcilh giant book and poster cut-outs. Used
on Chicago streets tuo days in advance of opening and first three days of engage-
ment. The other side of the truck also played up the book but it was flanked 6v

different cut-out heads.

Tulance and marrpiee

display used on front

of the I’abice, Chicago,

for "Great expecta-

tions” campaign.



Twelve Episodes of

Adventurous Romance,
Pack-Jammed With
Furious Excitement!

STARRING

JOHN MACK BROWN
with

Joyce Compton, Raymond
Hatton, Walter Miller,

Harry Wood, Fred MacKaye

•

Produced by MILTON GATZERT

Directed by LOUIS FRIEDLANDER

Announcing Universal’s

” RUSTLERS
OF RED DOC"



SMART SHOWMANSHIP IN THESE ADS!

DOORS
OPEN

TOMORROW

4:30
SHARP

MATINEE
PRICES
UNTIL
6 P.M.

CHARLES^ftfe

J/ICKENS

JANE WYATT

SEE THE PICTURE AT THE STRAND . . WRITE
US YOUR OPINION OP THE PICTURE AND YOUR
OPINION OP THE ACTING OP HENRY HULL

CONTEST OPENS simultaneously WITH THE
WORLD PREMIERE WEDNESDAY. NOV. MfL

NOTICt !

The Strand uill be closed WEDNESDAY
until 4;50 P. M. to prepare for the
Gala Premiere at 5 O'clock. ^

Cfmdcct/

NOT SINCE THE
I

BRILLIANT DAYS
1, OF LON CHANEY

. MOT sma JUt CAYS OT A
rut BRUUANTUNfOKCT-^
TABLt CHAHer. MAS THE

I. SCMHH PRESENTto SO
L' UNE A CHARAaiRnAVCN
'4 AS THAT m\/TN BY THE
A I OREAT

No . . , not since his memorable

portrayal as THE HUNCHBACK
OF NOTRE DAME ... has the

screen gis’en such a fine

characterization as given
by HENRY HULL as the

“Fugitive Magwitch” ... in

“GREAT EXPECTATIONS’’

IQUlSVtUE'S OWN GREATSTAR
M HIS ROLE OF •MAOWnCH'
IN THE PICTURE OF THE HOUR

^ _ IMMORTAL CLASSIC
ONE Of THE

WORLDS GREATEST
^ sTomes HOW oh Tm

fajTRANDTOMORROW
(TNUnSDAV)
MIGHT

LOUISVILLE

KY.
3 COL X 9"

WEtMTIONr
with the Stage Star of “Tobacco Roid”

HENRY HULLHARTFORD
CONN.

,

3 COL X 17

as the "FUGITIVE MAGWITCH"
FLORENCE REED PHILLIPS HOLMES

at "Mitt Havitham" at "PlP"

JANE WYATT GEO. BREAKSTONE
at “Ettella" at "Youoq P!d“

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION
Great Expectations

C«m*i from Ht# vivid pa<3et of 'a great
boot to tK/obb<oq tf# on tht tcr«e*it

$100 CASH PRIZES
HENRY HULL 1$IP«I2E$25. 2nd PRIZE J15. 3rd PRIZE $10.

10 PRIZES OF $5.00 EACH
AO Nt roU of Maqwiteb. tba

movia treat of the year.

PHIlllPS HOLMES JANE WYATT
CEOROII IRtAKtrONE PlOUMa RltO

WASHINGTON
D.C

,

2 COL X 7^4
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HE . . . thought he knew
alB kinds of women!
SHE ... thought she knew
aU kinds of men

!

UNTIL . . . they learned

a lot from each other!

CHESTER MORRIS
in Universal's Love Revelation

WITH

ROCHELLE HUDSON * ISABEL
JEWELL * RALPH MORGAN

GENE LOCKHART

Vt KEEN

Directed by PHILIP CAHN
A B. F. ZEIDMAN Production
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Starring CLAUDE RAINS and DOUGLASS
MONTGOMERY . . . With Heather Angel David Manners

Francis L. Sullivan Valerie Hobson . . . Presented by Carl Laemmie . .

.

Directed by Stuart Walker . . . Edmund Grainger Associate Producer

SECOND UNIVERSAL SMASH HIT TO GO
INTO THE WORLD'S LARGEST THEATRE
IN A MONTH!. ..BOOKED INTO RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL FOR MARCH 14th!
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No. 807 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

YOU made no mistake
v/hen you contracted for the
Universal output!

In fact, you showed rare judgment!

Nothing tickles any man more than
to find that he did a wise thing — made
a wise decision. kXk So, just listen to

the grand ch orus of praise for

Universal pictures, kky And, take it

from me, you will read even more
fervid stories about the pictures soon
to come.
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PRAISE
Here's sweet music for the man

who was fore-sighted enough to

tie up with Universal:

Back to the good
old money days!

WESTERN UNION
NL LOS ANGELES CALIF FEB 12

J R GRAINGER GENERAL MANAGER DISTRIBUTION
UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP ROCKEFELLER CENTRE

TONIGHT HOLLYWOOD PREMIER GOOD FAIRY TRULY
BRILLIANT AFFAIR STOP WITH HOLLYWOODS FULL
ROSTRUM OF WHO'S WHO IN THE PICTURE INDUSTRY
STARS PRODUCERS DIRECTORS PRESS AND EXHIBITORS
IN AHENDANCE WITH THE BOULEVARD ROPED OFF AND
HUNDREDS STANDING IN LINE ON CURB AND BOXES
THIS UNQUESTIONABLY MOST GLAMOROUS OPENING
SINCE OLD DAYS CARTHAY CIRCLE CHINESE PREMIERS
STOP PICTURE DREW TERRIFIC SPONTANEOUS LAUGHS
AND RECEIVED SINCERE OVATION AT FADEOUT STOP
THEATRE FILLED CAPACITY AND PEOPLE TURNED AWAY
PANTAGES HIGHLY PLEASED

and
W J HEINEMAN
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SWEET PRAISE Continued

Listen to the Grand Chorus

"THE GOOD FAIRY"
‘Charming Comedy,”—Regina Crewe, /V. Y. American.

vvv heartily recommended”— Kate Cameron,“Delicious come’dy
iV. y. Daily I\ews.

“Be^Ttching, Smart, spicy comedy”—Bland Johaneson, iV. 1 . Daily Mirror.

V V V
“Refreshingly human • . . bubble-light comedy . , a gay variation on
a theme that never grows old”—Eileen Creelman, IS. Y. Sun.

“Nutty as a Fruitcake”—Andre Sennwald, IS. Y. Times.

VVV
“Margaret Sullavan scores another smash don’t let an>-thing keep
you from seeing her latest picture, ‘The Good Fairy’ ”—^lae Tinee, Chicago
Tribune.

“A real treat

Chicago American.

vvv
there’s a laugh or a tear in every line”—Rob Reel,

“Merriment is rife in ‘The Good Fairy, ”

—

JCorld-Telegram, New York.
“Crackerjack comedj' romance”

—

Film Curb.

“Delightful, Full of Charm and Humor . . . You have nothing to worry

V VV .

about in this one. . , With a cast of top-notch names, a job of comedy
writing that stacks up with the best, direction that maintains a fast and fu-

rious tempo, ‘Good Fairy’ is grand entertainment.^*—Hollywood Reporter.

VVV
“Delighiful whimsicality Tbe entertainment is well-nigh perfect,

the dialogue exquisitely silly, the farcical acting the utmost in lunatic fun-
making.”

—

Cue.

Vvv“Here is a picture that should appeal to all classes of audiences It

has that whimsical appeal that goes to make up real entertainment. Backed
up by a marvelous and powerful cast, Sullavan gives her usual fine per-

formance . . . Chalk it up as one of Universal’s best bets this season.”

—

Showmen*s Trade Review.

“A whimsical delight”—Clark Rodenbach, Chicago Daily News.

VVV
“Liked this one lots . And so will you. Sparkling, amusing and
mirthful . . . there’s not a dull or tiresome moment in the entire film.”

—

Doris Arden, Chicago Daily News.

“‘Molnar should heartily approve; can recommend ‘The Good Fairy’ as ex-

ceptionally well played.”—Louella Parsons, Los Angeles Examiner.

“Probably one of the maddest comedies to come to the screen but simul-

V V Vtaneously one of the most delightful . . , Tliis is splendid entertain-
ment.”—Edwin Shallert, Los Angeles Times.
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THE GOOD FAIRY
ff

“Don’t let anything deter you from seeing this fine film ‘The Good
Fairy’ will make you laugh and keep you laughing, will stir moisture in your
eyes and give you the lift that comes from idyllic romance. I recommend it

as one of your musts.”—W. E. Oliver, Los Angeles Evening Herald and
Express.

IMITATION OF LIFE
n

“The finest picture to come out of Universal since the memorable ‘All Quiet

vv Von the Western Front.’ * , The most profoundly emotional film you
are likely to see in the next ten years.”

—

LIBERTY, which gave it 4 ****

Stars.

“Heart-twisting film”

—

Chicago Daily News.

“One of the best screen plays yet.”

—

Bob Wagner’s Script.

“Touches every emotion”

—

Portland News-Telegram.

“Excellent entertainment”—Fete Harrison, Harrison’s Reports.

“One of the very best pictures that will be produced this year or any year.”
K. C. Preston, Lyric Theatre, Salem, Mo.

“Holds new record in Akron after a hold-over of a week at the Strand it has
already been hooked for repeat.’*

—

Film Daily.

“You certainly have a rare gem in ‘Imitation of Life‘ and it is just that kind

VV V
of picture that can be heralded to the skies ... If all the pictures would
come to within 50% of this one, we would have our old customers coming
back again in droves.”—W. M. Robb, Grand Theatre, Port Washington,
Wash.

“Played to an extended run at the Lafayette Theatre and ran day and date

VV Vwith our Roosevelt Theatre, in the same vicinity, for a full week ,A
The Roosevelt Theatre broke all records and the Lafayette which recently
inaugurated a picture policy, played to the most people since the new ven-

vvv
ture . Praise is no name for the many nice terms made to us by our
patrons and it does me good to write this information in to you.”—Lewis
Mitnick, Mgr., Lafayette and Lincoln Theatres, New York, N. Y.

(WIRE) :
“ ‘Imitation of Life’ not only doing a tremendous business . . .

, V vvbut never heard such marvelous comments • . Really, I feel happy to
be amongst the favored exhibitors who bought your product this year

V V V
- . . More power to you and your firm.—Mickey Printz, Cleveland, O.

5,978,328 Persons in the United States alone
have paid to see "IMITATION OF LIFE" to
date.— »and—
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SWEET PRAISE * Continued

Second Chorus
THE MAN WHO RECLAIMED
HIS HEAD”

“Something to cheer”—iV. Y. Daily News.

“The most chilling hit of cinema horror
suspense”—/V. Y. Times.

“Brilliant portrayal . . . impressive fiction

tainment”—Regina Crewe, A’. Y. American.

rich in excitement and

tense exciting enter-

“As fine and important a picture as has ever been made, Avith a perform-
ance by Claude Rains that has seldom been touched on the screen”

—

Photo-
play Magazine.

“Exceedingly fine entertainment • -A.\ interesting all the way and must
be placed in the hit class without a doubt.”

—

Film Curb.

“
. . . Film triumph . . . Those who have maintained that Hollywood cannot

produce an item of artistic and moral integrity have to eat their words after

VVV
they see ‘The Man Who Reclaimed His Head’ . .. This picture, the

title role of which is played by the incomparable Claude Rains, is a clear

and magnificent step in the development of moving pictures . . . The char-

acter is drawn with admirable strength of purpose and every outline is clear,

every stroke means something important. Rains puts fire and passioned
vigor into his portrayal.”

—

Philadelphia Daily News.

vVV“
. . . Strong meat . „ - a film of vigor and singular beauty.”

—

Liberty.

“Decidedly forceful, gripping and well-acted.”—Washington Post, Nelson
B. Bell.

VVV
“A memorable milestone in screen history - - - It’s a story fraught with
interest and yet tense throughout.”

—

Washington Times.

VVV“An unforgettable experience . Claude Rains contributes the finest

single performance of the current cinema season in ‘The Man Who Re-
claimed His Head.’ ”—Don Craig, Washington Daily News.

VVV“Rains superb . his impressive acting fires the film with fine enter-

tainment”—Mason Peters, Jr., Washington Herald.

"TRANSIENT LADY"
“Entertaining picture . . . Henry Hull uses his ‘Tobacco Road’ dialect to

good advantage, gives a fine performance as the mountebank statesman.
Gene Raymond . . . does a nice job. F’rances Drake handles the love and
s. a. interest well . . . Direction is fast, keeps the picture moving.”—Variety
(Daily Variety.)
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and ENCORE
"THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD

"

“Outstandingly fine . . . First Class Audience Entertainment”

—

Variety.

“Exciting murder mystery”

—

Motion Picture Daily.

“You will like the story and its telling, likewise its array of Hollywood per-

sonalities”—W. E. Oliver, Los Angeles Evening Herald and Express.

“Gripping drama in screen form”—Muriel Babcock, Los Angeles Examiner

“Exciting mystery XXX First-rate thrill and chill film.”

—

Indianapolis'^

Star.

“ ‘Drood’ Opens Big . . . Universal’s ‘The Mystery of Edwin Drood’ opened
cold at the Pantages Tuesday night, grossing to within $100. of ‘Imitation

of Life.’ ”

—

Hollywood Reporter.

“A masterpiece! Will please all types of audiences XXX ® credit

to the motion picture industry . . . Should repeat the success now greeting
‘David Copperfield’ ... go to town with this picture; it will stand by you.”—Showmen’s Trade Review.

"GREAT EXPECTATIONS"
“Captured the true spirit of Charles Dickens”—Walter D. Hickman, In-

dianapolis Times.

“Exciting . . . Beautifully directed . . . grand entertainment.”—Vanity Fair.

"THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW "

“Told with such quiet charm, such subtle simplicity. It has the breath of
life, the skillful blending of comedy and pathos at which life, itself, is ex-
pert.”

—

Movie Classic.

"NIGHT LIFE OF THE GODS"
“Excellent translation of Thorne Smith’s zaney novel” — Chicago Herald
and Examiner.

“Hilarious film”

—

Daily Times, Chicago.

"NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN

"

“A meaty movie . . . spine-CHILLING”—Irene Thirer, New York Post.

“Unusually intriguing . . . excellent acting . . . Mr. Bickford is tops”

—

N. Y. American.
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Siveet Gross Despite Flood

A berdeen, and in fact, almost

one-tenth of the State of Wash-
ington, was flooded during the run

of "Imitation of Life" at Warner
Brother's Theatre in Aberdeen. The

theatre made preparation for a big

crowd and a long run because Clau-

dette Colbert is a favorite there and

every Fannie Hurst picture has been

a clean-up. Then came the flood.

The street in front of the theatre

was a foot deep in running water for

the entire run. In spite of this fact,

the manager reported to L. J. Mc-
Ginley, Universal exchange manager
in Seattle, a sweet gross. Naturally,

a lot of people were kept away from
the theatre, but the automobile

traffic was as heavy as usual. The the-

atre adopted an unusual method of

getting its patrons into the theatre

across the flooded street. It hired

two husky young men to act in the

capacity of arm ferry boys.

If the photograph above is any
indication, both the boys and the

lady passengers seemed to enjoy it.

Universal Buys Storm

Over the Andes’’ as

Starring Vehicle for

Chester Morris

^HESTER MORRIS'S trip to New^ York was cancelled yesterday. He
had been promised a vacation and

an opportunity to make several radio

broadcasts. The production of "Prin-

cess O'Hara," in which he is featured

with Jean Parker, was rushed to com-
pletion by David Burton and Morris

was all packed up to leave today.

Yesterday, however. Universal pur-

chased the much-discussed "Storm
Over the Andes" by Elliott Gibbons
and LaClade Christy, as a starring

vehicle for Morris.

The story is in such shape that it

can go almost immediately into pro-

duction. For that reason, Chester
Morris's trip was cancelled.

5,978,328 >

PAID TO SEE

"IMITATION
OF LIFE"

UP TO FEB. 16!

—Carl Laemmie

* 509,040 more since

the preceding week!

Unique spectacle of huirum ferry to see "Imitation of Life” at Warner Bros.
Theatre, Aberdeen, Wash.

^he Preview Tarade of

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

PRINCESS O’HARA

. . . the driver’s seat of a hansom
cab her throne . . .

yVv,yV ' Here is a Damon Runyon
yarn about a “Princess” who is not a
blueblood, but a red-head who looks
regal on the driver’s seat of a hansom
cab. (That’s how she earns her moniker
as well as her sinkers and java.)

( MKSTKK 'MOKKI'S

O’Hara is

this damsel’s name
and she is the big mo-
ment in Vic Toledo’s
life. He tries to help
her budge the wolf off

the welcome mat and
there’s where the plot
gets thick.

‘'X One day, one of Vic’s fancy
race track plugs shows up between the

shafts of the buggy belonging to the

“Princess.” This is okey with the boss,

and dokey with the customers, and
double-check with the “Princess,” but
what a rumpus when Vic is suspected of

kidnapping the nag to “fix” the race!

Well, it’s a wow of a mix-up,

but all winds up hunky-dory, because Vic
is a fast-thinker, the gal is a good-looker,

and the horse is a quick-stepper!

V </ V'. Be there for the big box-of-
fice pay-off when “PRINCESS O’HARA”
goes to the post!

mx Two aces like Chester Mor-
ris and Jean Parker and three jokers, like

Henry Armetta, Leon Errol and Vince
Barnett mean a full house for sure!

Jacthall



DASHIELL HAMMETT^ author
of 'The Thin Man/' explodes
his latest box office sensation

!

EDMUND
LOWE

n

11

11

With JEAN DIXON + Esther
Ralston + Victor Varconi
Matt McHugh + Verna Hillie

Joiyce Compton +MaryWallace
Directed by ALAN CROSLAND
E, M. Asher Associate Producer
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HOT PRODUCTION NEWS fror

Universal Buys ' Delay

in The Sun " for Binnie

Barnes and Frank

Lawton

U
NIVERSAL has snatched atiother best seller by

quick work and quick decision. The best seller is

"Delay In the Sun" by Anthony Thorne which is the

Evening Standard's book-of-the-month for January. It

is the story of an odd assortment of people who are

stranded in a sleepy Spanish town during a bus strike.

One of Universal's officials In London read an enthu-

siastic prereview of "Delay in the Sun" and sent the

book to Hollywood that same day.

Action was taken immediately. Universal sent a copy

of the book to R. C. Sherriff for an adaptation and at

the same time Lynn Riggs in Universal City began

writing a treatment of it in Hollywood. Both treat-

ments will be prefaced on the assumption that Binnie

Barnes and Frank Lawton are to be co-starred In "De-

lay in the Sun."

Miss Barnes will sail for Hollywood next week and

Universal yesterday took up Frank Lawton's option on

a five year contract. Mr. Anthony Thorne is on the way
to Hollywood to work on the picture when it is ad-

apted.

''Bride of Frankenstein^^

Rushed to Completion

I
AMES WHALE is bending every energy

toward completing "The Bride of Frank-

enstein" on Thursday of this week. He has

two objects in view. He doesn't want it to

run over the Washington's Birthday holi-

day, and he wants to put In that extra time

preparing for his production of "Show
Boat." Though we go to press early this

week, we have every anticipation that

James Whale will complete his picture by
Thursday.

At the last minute, a number of players

were added to his unusually brilliant and
extensive cast In support of Karloff and his

associates. These players include Anne Dar-

ling, D'Arcy Corrigan, Jack Curtis, Rollo

Lloyd, Gunnis Davis, Tempe Piggott and
Walter Brennan. There are also four of the

bluest-blooded Russian wolf-hounds in the

world, which will be used In one of the final

scenes.

Colin Clive, who played “Frankenstein" in the original, and in “The
Ilride of Frankenstein," and Valerie Hobson, icho plays Elizabeth, per-

forming that symbolic rite of all Englishmen, four o'clock tea.
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UNIVERSAL
TWO MILLIO^ DOLLARS

WORTH OF FAKE GEMS
FOR ^ DIAMO^D J/M’’

T
wo million dollars worth of jewelry, all fake,

is being made for Universal Pictures Corpor-

ation. It will be used in connection with "Dia-

mond Jim" which Al Santell will direct. That

splendiferous individual used jewelry like a

twenty-four sheet advertisement. Some of the

elaborate settings are being made by a Los An-

geles goldsmith and some are being made under

the personal direction of Parker Morell, author

of the novel from which this picture is taken.

Parker Morell is a New York jeweler himself. The

jewelry will be worn by Edward Arnold in the

role of Diamond Jim Brady and is being rushed

to meet an early producing schedule in the hands

of Edmund Grainger.

Jean Parker (in the center) with the other floor show members of
the cafe, receiving instructions from Georgie Hale.

MORE NAMES FOR “MR. DYNAMITK^

'^^Princess O’Hara^^ Finished;

Chester Morris Cast for Another

T he cast of "Mr. Dynamite" grew this week, its first

week in production at Universal City, under the di-

rection of Alan Crosland. In addition to Edmund Lowe,

the star, and Jean Dixon, Verna Hillie, Esther Ralston,

Victor Varconi, Matt McHugh and the others already

announced, Mr. Crosland has added a number of names.

G. Pat Collins now has the role of Rod, substituting for

another player. Cthers are Mary Wallace, Joyce Comp-
ton, Marina Passerowa, Greta Meyer, Bradley Page,

Jameson Thomas, Robert Gleckler, James Burtis and
Minor Watson.

"Mr. Dynamite" is by Dashiell (Thin Man) Hammett,
and the adaptation is by Harry Clork and Doris Malloy.

RCDUCTICN work on "Princess C'Hara" was com-
pleted Monday at Universal City. The director, Da-

vid Burton, has informed Jean Parker and Chester Mor-

ris that there will be no retakes and that the large com-
pany he has required to make this Damon Runyon pic-

ture has been dismissed. Both stars were on their way to

other engagements. Chester Morris expected to leave

for New York on Tuesday to remain here several weeks.

He had in prospect a radio personal appearance and a

long-delayed vacation, but Universal at the last moment
held him for early production of "Storm Cver the Andes."

"Princess C'Hara" originated In Collier's as a short

story. Leonard Spieglegass, however, who is the asso-

siate producer of "Princess C'Hara" made
extensive additions to the screenplay which

is by Harry Clork and Doris Malloy. Its

cast includes Chester Morris, Jean Parker,

Leon Errol, Vince Barnett, Henry Armetta,
Ralph Remley, Dorothy Gray, Anne How-
ard, Jimmy Fay, Verna Hillie, Clifford

Jones, Clara Blandick, Pepi Sinoff, Tom
Dugan. Verna Hillie is the newest member
of Universal's younger stock company and
"Princess C'Hara" is the first opportunity
she has had to play in a real part. So well

did she acquit herself in this role that she

was immediately cast in a leading part in

"Mr. Dynamite."

"Princess C'Hara" has a splendid cast

of comedians, including Leon Errol of the
rubber legs, Vince Barnett, of the rubber
lips, Henry Armetta of the rubber hips and
Tom Dugan whose name in the picture is

appropriately deadpan.
There is also a handsome young leading

man named Clifford Jones who is making
his first appearance as a villain.

Poor old Goldberg’ Henry Armetta, who plays Spidoni, and Jean Parker,
who plays the Princess, in a humorous and pathetic scene from the best

Damon Runyon picture yet, “Princess O’Hara.”
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in Los Angeles

The Good Fairy”

Edtcard Arnold, Claudette Colbert,

looking like “Diamond” Jim. style top of the show.

Sally Eilers
all in ermine and smiles.

Captain Roscoe Fawcett,
big fan magazine editor.

Little Bessie Love Jesse Lasky
as cute as ever, attended tvith his mother.

E. G. Robinson Here is Vince Barnett Vina Delmar
and his wife attended “Mrs. Frankenstein-monster” and behind him had a gorgeous time.

Elsa Lanchester Miss Valerie Hobson
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SUPREME COURT BACKS F.D.R.

BY VOIDING CLAUSE ON GOLD
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The highest Trib-

unal declares New Deal financial measures

constitutional, upholding the right of Con-

gress to regulate the currency and streng-

thening the President's position.

FETE 'REMEMBERS THE MAINE'
HAVANA, CUBA.— Stirring ceremonies

draw hundreds of Cubans and Americans

to services commemorating the thirty-sev-

enth anniversary of the sinking of the Bat-

tleship Maine.

IRISH PRIMATE VISITS U. S.

NEW YORK CITY.—Cardinal MacRory,

head of the Church in Ireland, on his way

to Rome to report on the Eucharistic Con-

gress in Australia.

FRENCH AND BRITONS AGREE
LONDON, ENGLAND.—Diplomats engage
in momentous discussions, reaching an ac-

cord to promote the security of their re-

spective nations.

DOWN TO THE SEA IN TANKS
VENICE, CALIF.—Old hot-water boilers

make first-class diving-helmets. With fait

bathers at the pumps, boys salvage "treas

ure" from the ocean floor.

YOUTHS DRILL FOR IL DUCE
ROME, ITALY.—Boys of seventeen form

the latest military unit in Mussolini's drive

to put entire population under arms.

BRUNO TAKEN TO DEATH CELL
TO AWAIT DAY OF EXECUTION
TRENTON, N. J.—Hauptmann is removed
to the State Penitentiary under heavy guard.

BLUEBIRD CAR SET FOR TEST
DAYTONA BEACH, FLA.—Sir Malcolm
Campbell puts the finishing touches to his

powerful racer in a trial spin.

NEW HOUDINI MOCKS CHAINS
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Jack Houdini
cousin of the great magician, frees himself

in 58 seconds from forty feet of chain and
twenty-five padlocks while standing at the

bottom of a swimming-pool.

CRASH WRECKS RACING AUTO
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Losing a wheel
while going at tremendous speed, a racer

comes to grief during a thrilling contest on
the Legion Ascot Speedway.

FIRE SWEEPS VESSEL AT SEA
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.—Flames gut the

freighter Bretwalda. The blazing hulk is

brought into port by fire-fighting tugs.

Newest Serial Star Starts

The first still of “Call of the Savage,” which presents that amazingly interesting

young actor, Noah Beery, Jr. Others in the picture are Dorothy Short, who was
originally picked out as a member of the Ziegfeld chorus in “The Great Zieg-

feld,” and Harry Woods. The fourth members is a nine-year-old chimpanzee
who answers to the name of Coy.

NOAH BEERY, Jr., NEWEST

DAREDEVIL OF THE MOVIES
y OUNG Noah Beery, Jr., is prov-

ing himself one of the most reck-

less dare-devils that has ever come

into pictures. In the new adventure

serial, "The Call of the Savage,"

which Universal is filming, Beery bat-

tles a lion, a tiger, a crocodile, an

elephant, a boa constrictor, besides

a score or more rough and tumble

fights with men. A double was pro-

vided tor Beery, but he was so in-

sulted when he learned this that Di-

rector Louis Friedlander apologized

and the double sat on the sidelines

and watched young Beery climb the

back of a full grown lion which did

not take to the idea very well.

"The Call of the Savage" is one of

the most exciting serials ever screen-

ed on the Universal lot where hun-

dreds of thrilling serials have been

turned out in past years. Beery and

petite Dorothy Short have the leads.

The story is by Otis Adelbert Kline.

It was a magazine serial and is now

in book form.

The story is laid in the jungles of

Africa where a medical foundation

has an experimental station. At the

opening Beery is just a small boy. In

the second reel we find him about

eighteen years old. He is a wild boy

living in the jungle, with only a

Chimpanzee for company. From

there on the picture is nothing but

one breath taking adventure after

another.

Dorothy Short was signed up for

a role in "The Great Ziegfeld," but

Milton Gatzert, who was producing

"Call of the Savage," snatched her

for the jungle girl role. The cast in-

cludes such names as Harry Woods,
Walter Miller, Frederic MacKaye,

Bryant Washburn, Viva Tattersall,

Russ Powell, Grace Cunard, Frank

Glendon, William Desmond, J. P.

McGowan, Charles Murphy and

Gwendolyn Logan. Louis Friedlander

is directing.
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They're "Doin' the Town

"

A still from the Mentone Production. “Doin’ the Toiin.” The Mcntonettes
tcatching Billy Taylor and Grade Worth do the rhumba.

MENTONES EARN PRAISE

M entone is coming along with

a lot of good pictures, their re-

cent release schedule being as fol-

lows:

Jan. 1 6th
—

"Revue a la Carte'

Jan. 30th
—

"Doin' the Town"
Feb. 13th

—
"Meet the Professor"

The current picture, "Doin' the

Town," received the following praise

from Motion Picture Herald:

Doin’ the Town
(Lniversal)

Tuneful

A conglomeration of tune rendi-

tions, as Billy Taylor and Grade
Worth start out to "do the town,"
although Miss Worth has more ap-
petite than enthusiasm. The pair visit,

hear and see Rachel Carlez, French
songstress; Adia Kuznetzoff and his

group of Russian Instrumentalists and
vocalists, the Rhythm Racketeers,
colored and extremely noisy band;
the Holman Sisters, clever piano per-

formers. Then the couple render a

song and dance number of their own,

while Grade Is still hungry. In gen-

eral It Is an entertaining melange.

—

Running time, 18 minutes.

The cast. In addition to Grade
Worth and Billy Taylor, Includes Ra-

chel Carlez, AdIa Kuznetzoff, Rhythm
Racketeers, the Holman Sisters and
the 12 Mentonettes.

Hill Billys
(Lniversal

)

Entertaining

An entertaining Cswald cartoon

number, telling the yarn of the hill-

billy feud between the rabbit family

and the hound family, complicated
by the romance of Cswald the rab-

bit and a daughter of the hounds.

Everything Is finally cleared, a recon-

clllailon Is effected, until a practical

joke starts the guns to firing again,

but the young couple do not care.

There Is amusement In the subject.

—

Motion Picture Herald

GUILTY!
DEATH FOR
HAUPTMANN
FLEMINSTON, N.J.—Bruno Richard Haupt-

mann stands convicted of America's most

notorious crime as the jury, divided be-

tween grimness and tears, brings in its mo-

mentous verdict. Huge throngs crowd about

Hunterdon County courthouse for eleven

chill hours awaiting the word that sends the

German carpenter to the electric chair for

the murder of the Lindbergh baby.

U. S. S. MACCN LCST AT SEA

OFF PT. SUR, CALIF.—The Navy's great

dirigible is torn to pieces by a mysterious

blest, plunging into the Pacific ten miles

off shore. Two members of the crew perish

but heroic rescue efforts bring eighty-one

survivors to land where they describe their

harrowing experiences in gripping newsreel

interviews.

BATHERS BESTRIDE "BRONCS"

VENICE, CALIF.—Mechanical horsies buck

and rear but bathing beauties keep their

seats, showing lots more curves than fear

while scorning frantic "hippie" feats.

BOBSLED QUARTET SETS MARK
LAKE PLACID, N. Y.—Four-man teams

whisk down the icy side of Mt. Van Hoeven-

berg with bullet-like speed, lowering pre-

vious records in try-outs for the Olympic

Games.
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Carl Laemmle presents a
Universal Picture from
Octavus Roy Cohen’s

Liberty Magazine story
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GENE RAYMOND
HENRY HULL
FRANCES DRAICE

JuncCIayworth, Helen Lowell
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Directed by Edward Buzzell
A Julius Bemheim Production
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Carl Laemmle presents}

a Universal Picture froni^

Octavus Roy Cohen’s

Liberty Magazine story

STRONG DRAMA WITH A TENDER

romance

!
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GENE RAYMOND
henry hull

^FRANCES DRAKE
June Clayworth, Helen ^well

IlDouglas Fowley, Clark Williams
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by

I Edward
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I
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I product*®*'

Directed by Edward Buzzell

\ Julius Bernheim Production

Carl Laemmle presents a
Universal Picture from
Octavus Roy Cohen's

Liberty Magazine story with

GENE RAYMOND
HENRY HULL
FRANCES DRAKE

June Clayworth. Helen Lowell
Douglas Fowley.
Clark Williams

Directed by Edward Buzzell
A Julius Bernheim Production

GENE RAYMONr
HENRY HULL
FRANCES DRAK^
• UnivFVa) Pl't'ire
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GRIPPING . . .

as a Liberty Magazine
serial by Octavus Roy
Cohen !

now as a Universal
screen production!
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Carl Laemmle presents a
Universal Picture from
Octavus Roy Cohen’s
Liberty Magazine story

with GENE RAYMOND
HENRY HULL
FRANCES DRAKE

June CLayworth, Helen Lowell

Directed by Edward Buazcll
A Julius Bcrnheim Production
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MARTIN THEATRES
USED UNIVERSAL
100% EVER SINCE

THERE WAS A
UNIVERSAL

A. E. Adams, general
manager of Martin The-
atres, whose photograph
is reproduced below in

army uniform, writes an
interesting letter congrat-

ulating Carl Laemmle on
his Anniversary Jubilee
on behalf of himself and
Mr. Martin, whose pho-
tograph appears at the
top of the page. This let-

ter is addressed collec-

tively to John Ezell, C.T.
Jordan and J. M. Young
as representatives of Mr.
Laemmle’s and the Uni-
versal Atlanta Exchange.

Home OFncc
COLUMtUS. Ga

Toeattkes

eoLUMous
0AINBRIOGE
AMcmcus
FITZGERALD
TIFTON
DOUGLAS
DUBLIN
MILLEOOCVILLC
B'BB CITt
MONTEZUMA
VALDOSTA

R E MARTIN. Owner A. E. ADAMS. GEN'L MOR.

COLUMBUS. GA.

ALABAMA;

DOTHAN
OPELIKA

• PHENIX CITY
SVLACAUOA
TALLADEGA
ROANOKE
LAFAYETTE

Jan. 8, 1935

Universal Film Exchange,

193 Walton Street,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Gentlemen:

—

I am pleased to state to you, that Martin Theatres have used Universal Product 100%
ever since there has been a Universal. We have always found their shorts and serials

to be equal to the best and their feature pictures exceptionally good, and in many in-

stances ranking with or above the best.

Incidentally, we have as little difficulty in our relations with Universal as any pro-

ducers in the business, and I ascribe this as much to the fair method of doing business

on the part of Universal, as our own desire to not only be fair but to build for the ben-

efit of the industry as a whole.

Trusting that the year 1935 will be Universal's banner year, and that we may inherit

a small measure of such prosperity.

Yours very truly,

MARTIN THEATRES

Gen'l Mgr.
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TWO LETTERS THAT CROWD ON THE
|

HEELS OF FRANK NOWAK FOR PRIORITY

THE CRESCENT THEATRE
Manning & Wink, Inc.

DALTON. GA.

January 15+h, 1935

Universal Weekly
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Gulick:

My partner Mr. Manning and myself are very proud
to state we have been a consistent user of Universal

product since 1911 and have never missed a year with-

out Universal pictures. Have also used the Universal

Newsreel ever since its inception. This record we be-

lieve places us close to Mr. Nowak's record, your com-
pany seems to be so proud of, and justly so.

Our first contract was made with Consolidated Film

and Supply Co. of Atlanta, Ga. At that time we were
operating one theatre in Marietta, Ga. Soon there-

after we branched into Dalton. Ga. then Calhoun, Ga.
Athens, Tenn, Etowah, Tenn., our last town being Car-
tersville, Ga.

We regret to say Mr. Manning or myself have never
met Mr. Laemmle personally but feel as though we
have known him intimately ever since the time we be-
gan showing his pictures. Being veterans in this busi-

ness we realize the fight Mr. Laemmle waged against

the Patents companies, making it possible for we in-

dependent exhibitors to continue in business.

We owe our thanks of gratitude to Mr. Laemmle for

the great fight he waged, in addition to the high qual-

ity of features and shorts, distributed consistently ever
since we started in 1911.

We do not claim that all Universal pictures are
knockouts, but the average is so high, we again express
our pride in having signed up for the 1934-35 season
plus 2 issues of your great newsreel each week.

In conclusion it is our pleasure to say Universal Pic-

tures has never failed to make a reasonable profit for

our 6 town circuit, in addition to building up our bus-

iness from year to year.

Very truly yours,

J. C. H. WINK
Manning & Wink, Inc.

THE MELBA THEATRE
CLEVELAND, OKLAHOMA

January 28, 1935

Universal Film Exchange, Inc.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

My dear Mr. Payne:

Please extend to Mr. Laemmle my congratulations

on his 29th anniversary, in film business. While I have

never had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Laemmle, I feel

that I have known him over a long period of time. I

regret that I cannot give you the exact date of my
first Universal Contract but it was in 191 I. At that

time, the curtain was slowly falling on that gigantic

production, "JACK (Mr. Laemmle)? THE GIANT
KILLER OR WHO LICKED THE GENERAL FILM CO.
"That was before the press agents discovered "Colos-

sal." In tact, I believe it was before the press agents

discovered the film industry. The name of my first

theatre was I. M. P. which should recall memories to

Mr. Laemmle.

I have been in the show business continuously since

that time, except for a short time out during the late

struggle to save the world for the Democrats. And
by the way, it looks as though we might have to play

a return engagement to save the world from the

Democrats.

During these many years of continual business re-

lationship with Mr. Laemmle, the contact has always

been pleasant and profitable. It gives me pleasure to

wish him many more years of continued prosperity and

happiness.

Sincerely yours,

A. R. BENDER
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3INC TO SMILE AGAIN!

Carl Laemmle presents
A Universal Picture with

GERTRUDE MICHAEL
HEATHER ANGEL
LYLE TALBOT

HUGH O'CONNELL
Directed by Alan Crosland

Edmund Grainger
Associate Producer



IDEAS THAT ARE

Hold your breath!— the Bride

of Frankenstein is coming!?!

S
hivers and shakes! Gurgles and shrieks!

Frankenstein!

Not so manj’ years ago we had a confab with a

chain advertising head. “Keep that monster face out

of the ads,” he ordered. “Cut it out of die trailer.

Wipe it off the theatre front. It’ll drive away busi-

ness!” “But pul-eeze. Mister,” we pleaded, “that face

will pull. That face wiU stop them in dieir tracks

and send them scooting into the theatre.” “Nonsense,”

he bristled. “Let us try just once,” we begged. “All

right, just once” he compromised.

Once teas enough. “Frankenstein” is now show

history, Smacko, socko, loco went the house re-

cords from border to border and coast to coast.

The monster made the nation’s hair stand on end.

It was a face that made a fortune for the picture

business!

And here’s mighty grand news for showmen

—

the

face that, made a fortune is going to make another

fortune for you. The monster is coming back! And
he’s calling for a bride! And he GETS his bride!

A new Frankenstein wave of hysteria will engulf the

land. Faces will pale and knees will wobble and

hearts will stop beating when the mighty Karloff

sweeps on your screen and says, “Come on folks, meet

the bride!”

They’re only shooting “Frankenstein” now; but

ISOW is the moment for you to start advertising

for that SECOISD fortune! NOTE is the time to

let the gossip columnists know that they searched

far and witle for a woman who tcoidd DARE to

play the role of the bride of the monster.

Tease “The Bride of Frankenstein” in your lobby,

in your newspapers and even on your screen with ad-

vance production notes. The millions who made box-

office history for “Frankenstein” arei

eagerly waiting to meet the bride!

^ • -I . .f It

XV/ HEN members of the Eighth Illin-

” ois Regiment glimpsed the ILLIN-

OIS GUARDSMAN, the regimental pa-

per, the cover was imprinted with selling

copy for “Imitation of Life.” A1 Blasko,

manager. Metropolitan Theatre, Chicago

landed the tie-up as part of his big hold-

over campaign for the picture. During

the run Fredi Washington, of the cast

made personal appearances. A hook-up

carried parts of her interview wdlh the

manager at each performance to the

street, five thousand autographed Fredi

Washington photographs were distribut-

ed. Mo\ies were made of tbe gala open-

ing and were shown on the screen the

latter part of the run. Thirty thousand

heralds were distributed two weeks in

advance. Imprinted napkins were used in

restaurants. Twenty-five thousand im-

printed bags were distributed by stores.

Twenty-five hundred stickers were pasted

on taxi cab and store windows. Congrat-

ulations, Blasko, for a fine campaign!

* * *

^iqHT LIFE

•TfU OODI
Wonwiiltal S«n«8tto»»!

One of the series of teaser ads used by
the Roxy Theatre, New York City for
'‘Night Life of the Gods.” Watch the

Showmanship Section of the Weekly for
details of the big campaign.

Frank Smith and John Joseph, mana-
ger and publicity manager. Palace The-
atre, Chicago, realize the importance of

early reviews on a big picture. They
held a preview of “The Good Fairy” for

the press four days in advance. Result,

smash reviews on opening day.

Bob Page, manager of the Strand The-
atre, Altoona, Pa., sniped the snow piles

for his campaign on “Straight From the

Heart,” the Baby Jane picture. He used
1 1 X 22 inch cards with a large heart
on which wa.s imprinted the star, title,

theatre and dates. He sniped the main
-treet?i in town as well as roads leading
into the city. Page also tied-up with the
local department store for Baby Jane
dre.ss display using local kiddies as mo-
del*.. Stunt was used at store and later

at theatre. (
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ANOTHER SALES ANCLE FOR "GOOD FAIRY"

riie
T he ad at the right illustrates an addi-

tional angle develo ped for "THE GOOD
FAIRY."

Use the title as a teaser to evoke extra

interest by placing a question mark after

it with an explanatory box reading:

—

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED—when this beau-

tiful blonde minx "trims" a millionaire to

snare a "future" for an unknown sweet-

hearti You can change this line to read

"and snares a husband from the phone
booki"

That puts extra zip into the sales power
of the title and adds to the drawing power
of this smash Margaret Sullavan hit!

Last week's issue of the Universal Weekly
carried a special publicity story to tie in

with this stunt. This should be planted in

all newspapers. Critics should be urged to

cover this point In advance.
"THE GOOD FAIRY" is a red blooded,

fast moving comedy in which a girl, unwise

to the ways of the world, gets mixed up
with three worldly men and innocently

tricks one of them into spending part of his

millions on setting her unknown sweetheart

up in business. That's why the title gag
fits!

Sell it for the fine comedy hit that it Is

and don't forget to use the swell review

lines the picture has received.

BABY JANE GETS SMASH
SEND-OFF IN HARTFORD

P
OR "Straight From the Heart," playing

at the Strand Theatre, Hartford, Conn.,

Manager James McCarthy concentrated on

plugging the tiny star. Baby Jane. He cap-

italized on the numerous national tie-ups

arranged for her and landed a few special

local ones.

The city's best department store devoted

window and counter space to the Baby Jane

doll. In both spots, enlargements, stills, and

cards, provided by the doll manufacturer

tied-up the display to the Strand Theatre

engagement of the picture.

The baby fashions offered another na-

tional tie-up that clicked for McCarthy,

resulting In a flashy window display and

newspaper ads.

Local tie-ups, such as candy, flowers,

laundry, bakery, beauty shop and photo-

graphic supplies also proved effective, thru

the use of the many excellent accessories

available. The candy angle made it pos-

sible to tie-up with Liggett's who plugged

the star and picture in their Valentine's

Day advertising. The laundry tie-up ad ran

on opening day and measured a full quar-

ter page.

McCarthy put in a lot of work on his

front and lobby, getting effective displays

by combining poster cut-outs and special

art work. "Baby" spots were used to add

extra flash. Albert Nathan, Universal ex-

ploiteer assisted.

V|[ mm

j

•

i - is

Counter space devoted to displaying the Baby Jane dolls by G. Fox, Hartford’s larg-
est department store in their tie-up campaign with the Strand Theatre showing of

“Straight from the Heart”

MANY MORE BEAUTIES
ENTER "GOOD FAIRY"
USHERETTE CONTEST
D IGHT up to the last minute deadline

managers have been sending the ed-

itor photographs of their

most attractive usherettes,

as candidates in the con-

test for the costume worn

by Margaret Sullavan in

"The Good Fairy." Here,
from top to bottom and
from right to left across

are Elsie Morrison, Colis-

eum Theatre, Seattle,

Wash.; Kathryn Anderson,
Strand Theatre, Livingston,

Mont.; Bobby Knight, Armo
Theatre, South Bend, Ind.;

Helen Leontine Stephen-
son, Elco Theatre, Elkhart,

Ind.; Vivienne Ryan, State

Theatre, Grants Pass, Ore.;
Judith Miller, Riviera The-
atre, Astoria, Ore.; Phylis

Hunt, Prophet Theatre,
Prophetstown, III.

Who will carry off the
coveted prize? Who is the
prettiest usherette? The
[udges are working out that
problem now and next
week we will present the
winner. Watch for her!

She may be YOUR usher-

ette!

Our apologies to La
Vaughn Tuey, American
Theatre, Madrid, Neb.
Through a printer's error
her last name was omitted
from fhe caption of her
photo in last week's issue

of the Weekly.
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WHh
DOUBLAS MONTGOMERY
HeaOier Aagel, David Maaaars

OUUDE (iBvitible Mai) RAINS

From H>e Norot by CHARLES
^.^mCKENS. Director by
vy^ikTEWART WALKER ,

ITARTI TOMORROW » II A, M.

HIS BRAIN LIVES-but
HIS SOUL IS DEAD!
Only One Women Guessed
His Horrible Secret!

The producers of "Droculo,**

"Frankenstein" ond "The In*

visible Mon" bring you on*
other great thriller! ! *

ClAUDI KAINS - OOUCIASS MONTCOMCMY

HAUPTMA^oftd U» rdOICINCTW

Hollywood's Most Brilliant t Premiere
in many months - ^Tomorrow

8:i5 P.M. 190X1093

SULLAVAn
ITIARSHALL

Licmmir

^THE MAN WHO
neclalmed
HIS HEAD

ix/w/

GOOD
F A I R_y

UNIVERSAL frank MORGAN
' • C T U . f REGINALD OWEN -^ALAN HALE

tV JiAfVx

'

.
« Juesdat! Jiight Only

HARRIET HOCrqR
Dauseuse_

.

* ORCHESTRA of40 Pieces

CLAUDE RAINS

WALLACE BIERT
• h» **T>i* MIf Kty Bonaym

UNITED ARTISTS

You No«or Hoard Nor
Sow So Srroogo o S*oryl

FMALSHCNTMOS ms UATINEE

00MYST DR

THESE STRRS
Ullbb RTTERD

(I.) Double column x 8" from Music Box, Seattle, Wash. (2.) Moneyhun's clever adaptation of pressboolt ad by two columns 9%"
from Circle. Indianapolis Ind. (3.) Double column x 9 I/

2
” from Branford, Newark, N. J. (4.) Single column x I*/*” from Orpheum, San

Francisco, Calif. (5.) One column x 2 V4
" from United Artists, San Francisco, Calif. (6.) Single column x l%" from Majestic, Colum-

bus. Ohio. (7.) Three column x 3" from Pantages, Los Angeles, Calif.
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I ISIVERSAL PICTURES CORP.
ROCJvEFELLER CENTER

NEW YORK cm

TSe '

LUCKY RABBI

"TWO LITTLE LAMBS
LUCKY

I
LITTLE

DEVIL
THAT

I LUCKY
LITTLE

RABBIT!

HE GETS

BETTER

I
AND
BETTER

WITH
EACH
RELEASE!

HIS FUN
IS YOURS
CASH IN

ON IT!

Printed in U. S. A.
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HANG DIAMONC
No. 824 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

The most scintiUating picture of many a season is about

to be dumped into your lap.

It will smash your box office records if you treat it even

half-way right — because it is so different from the yearly

run of movies that it sets a new pace,

I mean^ of course, "Diamond Jim/'

It is a picture without a yillian.

There is not a gangster in a carload of "Diamond Jims/'

It is not a "society drama." It is not a slapstick comedy.

It does not fit any description you have ever given to

any previous motion picture.

It is in a class by itself — new, different, refreshing, full

of laughs, and yet a tear-jerker! It will be copied!

It is the straight-forwardly told story of the life of one
of America's most unusual characters. It deals with his life

and with his love.

Both his life and his love are treated frankly, daringly,

honestly — and entertainingly.

Edward Arnold plays the title role — "Diamond Jim" to
you.
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> ON YOUR WIFE!
With him are Jean Arthur, Binnie Barnes, Cesar Romero,

Eric Blore, Hugh O'Connell, George Sidney, Otis Harlan,

Henry Kolker, Robert McWade, Fred Kelsey and many
others — but with all of the finest respect in the world to

these real artists — I offer you a brilliant story which will

make all of the actors and actresses a niche in the hall of

screen fame. And I congratulate Edmund Grainger, the

producer, and Edward Sutherland, the director, for doing

an amazingly fine job.

Never were more money-making possibilities packed

within the limits of any one single motion picture.

Never did any picture lend itself so naturally and so

delightfully to fine and practical exploitation and adver-

tising.

Here you have your glorious chance to get away from

routine and offer something gorgeously new and honest

and good and entertaining.

''Diamond Jim" plastered his person with diamonds.

You can make diamonds of profits if you handle this

sensational picture just about half-way right!

Now, read this again!





UniversaVs gigantic drama of the Gran Chaco Wars!
Starring JACK HOLT + MONA BARRIE + ANTONIO MORENO
Gene Lockhart + Grant Withers + Barry Norton + George Lewis

Directed by Christy Cabanne .... Maurice Pivar, Assoc. Prod.
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Carl Laemiiile Emphatically

Denies Sale of Universal

R
umors which Carl Laemmle al-

layed in the most emphatic terms

during the convention of sales man-
agers in Chicago, about the sale of

Universal, cropped up again last week
through the peculiar notoriety-seeking

methods of Hollywood. In a statement

issued last week, Carl Laemmle just

* Carl Laemmle. President

of L'niversal Pictures

as emphatically denied the rumor of

the sale of Universal again.

For the past six months first one

rumor and then another has been
abroad that eager to retire from ac-

tive business, the man who defeated

the patents companies which monop-
olized the industry in its early days

and then built up the largest dis-

tributing and studio organization in

the world, was about to sell his con-

trolling interests. Consistently, Mr.

Laemmle denied such reports but

Hollywood gossips still nodded their

heads.

As July, a month of film mergers,

closed Laemmle was approached with

an offer of tempting millions but re-

jected them with a definite and em-
phatic, "Nol"

"After giving 30 years of struggle

and vitality to the building of a world

wide organization that has given hap-

piness and enlightenment to millions

of people, I have greater pride in

continuing to direct this organization

than in the mere possession of a big
bank-roll, stated the film pioneer.

(Continued on Pane 27)

* * *
Dickinson Circuit

Of Kansas Buys
Universal Pictures

I R. GRAINGER, general manager
of distribution for Universal, an-

nounces that the Dickinson Circuit
has closed a deal that puts the
Universal product Into thirty of the
most important towns in Kansas. This
Irnportant Midwest circuit fell in line
with all the other contractees so far
in signing an earlier deal than last
year, which is significant of confi-
dence in the future of the film busi-
ness. The Dickinson deal was closed
by E. T. Gomersall and William Ben-
jamin, manager of the Kansas City
branch of Universal.

+ + +
Deal With Tri-State

kyl R. GRAINGER at the same timeI announced another mid-western
booking deal which shows the en-

(Continued on Page 27)

+ + +

“DIAMOND JIM”
WORLD PREMIERE
//^\IAMOND JIM," Universal's

lead-off production for the new
1935-36 season will have it's World

(Continued on Page 27)
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EDWARD ARNOLD
as

“Diamond Jim”

. . . Brady is back on Broadway

!

. . .

.
mXX Yes, “Diamond Jim” Brady

is back on Broadway, the bright-lit bou-
levard he loved.

3^^. His old haunts hail him
again . . . the gas-jets flare higher . . .

the chefs at Delmonico’s scramble and
scurry.

VvyV
The famous Transportation

set of sparkers gleam again on the same
generous expanse of shirt-front and girl’s

eyes grow big as hlue-plates.

He’s back!
The band strikes up
a ballad and Lillian

Russell sings only to

him. He’s hack. With
broad - shouldered
young John L. Sulli-

can to guard his gems!

‘MX “DIAMOND JIM” on the

screen might have stepped from his own
tintype. It’s the same high-stepping, pleas-

ure-loving, money-making man-about-town
that New York knew—or thought it

knew.

\ Behind the front, hark of the
glittering gems, a man’s heart hungered
and this love drama is revealed by the
film.

Edward Arnold who takes the title

role, Binnie Barnes as the most famous
star of a generation. Osar Romero, Jean
Arthur, George Siilney and the others
live their parts as players will when their

souls are stirred by a story.

“DIAMOND JIM” is just one—the first

one—of the new season’s pieture product
from Universal. Jacthaix
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[it happened at universal city!

Jnnt‘ ll rail, irho has just returned to I nirersal City to

appear in "Stranj’ers at the Feast" hr Iteatrice Fiihitz.

The title oj ZaSu Pitts next picture fttr L niversaC after
the screamingly funny. "She Gets Her Man." is "Alone To-
gether." There is something symbolical of that title in the

above picture.

Gloria Stuart with her vivacious little daughter, Sylvia
Vaughn, who with husband Arthur Sheekman, are in Hawaii
for a vacation before the glamorous Gloria resumes her

picture career ivith Universal.

Yes, it was as hot in Universal City as it was in I\ew York
while they were making ‘"King Solomon of Broadway."
Here are the principals : Edmund Lowe, Dorothy Page,
Loui.se Henry and Pinky Tomlin on the set, while this night
club picture teas being shot by director Alan Crosland.

Julius Bernheim is the associate producer.



TO START THEM LAUCHIN4

*EM
HAVl
i IT!
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ZASU riTTS Ho«fe O'CONNELL

,r»u'Vni«
HUOH

O’CONNEtt

YOU*LL CRY LAUGHING !

A. counts

m**taetn pVtTSOrt

HUGH

L>u8

sHiLQJ
'^>yc\v

He\cn

tct«4

Ct! La^mJe prg»eM>

ZASU PITTS • Hugh O'CONNELL
in UniverMP* Comedy Hit

HELEN TWELVETREES
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD]

SHE
GETS
HER

I

<
SHE
LETS

she goes to de-

yjh^^ posit $2, and
gangsters try to

hold up her
bank, Zasu turns

tiger-woman
—by accident!

Carl Laemmle Presents

/ ZASU PITTS
HUGH O^CONNELL
in UnlversaTs Laughing Sensation

SHE GETS

with Helen Twelvcrrees, Lucien Littlefield

Eddie Brophy, Ward Bond, Virginia Grey
Directed by William Nigh

You’ve NEVER
j' laughed liTce

THIS
before!

Carl Laemmle p:

HUGH
ro*CONNELL
inJUniv^TMrs Laugh Riot

^ SHE
^GETS
AHEJl

HIHR
untJ)

HELEN TWELVETREES
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
Directed by William Nigh

IC



• • • TO GET THEM COMING!
^CKEAM - MATES

^ Panic Of^PW^H^-^jaughter in 3
'•Jotous tc3.W W

La™mlePre»„,^

PITTS
’CONNElt
-’uehing

Hugh

•ien
Litrie/ieJd

V^ginia Grey

IS ZASU PITTS A
TIGER WOMAN-’T
You'll laugh youTsel/

hoarse lohen you s« hei^^

as a comedy G-Woman/

1

Hf)

Laenunle presents

ZASU PITTS
Hugh O’CONNELL
in Untv^rsjPg Conhedy Hit

SHE GETS
HER HIRR
HEtEN TWELVETREES
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
Directed Ijj Wiliam Nigh

Xmarks the

where the biggest

laughs of the year

tahe place!

VTHE

Carl Laemrale r^ent<

ZASU PITTS
HUGH O'CONNELL

in Universal’s Laugh Riot

Iwith. Helen Twelvetrees, Lucien LictleHeld

Directed by William Nigh

ATRE
imjirint

A Mady Merry Measure of Nonsense!
Carl Laemmle presents

ZASU PITTS
HUGH

O'CONNELL
in Univer«al‘» Laueh Riot

SHE GETS

HER niRR
HELEN TWELVETREES
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD

Cirl Laemmie presents

ZASU PITTS
Hugh O’CONNELL
n Universars Comedy Hit

SHE GETS
HER HIRR
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Louise Henry, who plays the role of Kiki. and the masked
dancer, ir/io is none other than that sirtgin' fool. Pinky Tomlin

GORGEOUS SETTINGS

ONE of the large$+ dance hall

"sets" ever constructed

was used in the making of Uni-

versal's thrilling and tuneful pro-

duction, "King Solomon of

Broadway." The set designed to

represent "King Solomon's Pal-

ace" a New York night club,

was more than 300 ft. long, I 50

feet wide and had the novel dis-

tinction of being two stories

high. Much of the action of the

picture took place on the set,

which was located on the "Phan-

tom of the Opera" stage, best

known of all motion picture

stages. It was the first all steel

set built for the movies.

Another feature of the set

was that it not only contained

an entrance tor the public, tick-

et booths, dance floor, more
than fifty tables, special bar and

an orchestra pit where twenty

musicians played, but living

quarters on the second floor,

ostensibly occupied by Lowe,

playing the role of the daring

"King Solomon," Broadway's

head man, and Edward Pawley,

cast as the owner of the dance
emporium and a notorious gun-

man. More than 200 extras were
required to "man" the set.

In addition to the cafe, a Long
Island mansion, a roadhouse,

and Broadway itself form the

backgrounds for the fast-moving

tale of love and danger along

the "Great White Way."
Directed by Alan Crosland,

Produced by Julius Bernheim.

CD/AUND LOWE
L'""King ;olo^

T
his is all that Pinky Tomlin does

in "King Solomon of Broadway."

He plays Pinky Tomlin, which is

swell.

He dances a rhumba so well with

Louise Henry that he wins a prize for

his work.

He is credited with the music and
lyrics of "That's What You Think."

He organized and trained the

twenty-piece orchestra which appears
in the production.

Dorothy
Page.
radio
singer.
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Pinky Tomlin
and

Phyllis
Brooks

^ In addition to the popular and versatile Edmund Lowe,

who is the star of "King Solomon of Broadway," this semi-

musical offering has a splendid list of attractions to recom-

mend it for entertainment. It has music of the most colorful

and popular quality, numbers by Pinky Tomlin, Con Conrad
and Herb Magidson, and a rhumba by David Klotzkin.

"Moanin' in the Moonlight," which is published by Witmark,
is certain to be a hit number on the radio, and in the sheet

music field. Then it has two singers of national reputation

to interpret the songs, Pinky Tomlin, who is likely within the

year to be the most eagerly sought after player in Holly-

wood, and Dorothy Page, former NBC star. It has a beauty

of setting and photography to make it outstanding.

Edmund Lowe, ivlio plays the role <»/ King
Sfdomon, proprietor of Sidomon's Palace.

EDMUND LOW'E

T he record of having been starred or

co-starred in more than fifty productions

during the past ten years is the unusual

record held by Edmund Lowe, star of Uni-

versal's colorful and lilting tunefilm, "King

Solomon of Broadway," with Dorothy Page,

Pinky Tomlin and Louise Henry in support-

ing roles.

Born in San Jose, California, Lowe start-

ed his career as a

professor at Santa

Clara University,

from which he grad

uated after starring

in football and base-

ball.

isOnlyONE $HE&A
DM OF Broadway

'

lionise Henry and
Edmund Loire
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PAPERS PRAISE M
New York American on July 21st carried t f

read below, while Louella D.

circulation in the movie u

}

Another

Lovely Marta Eggerlh, popular
actress, famous beauty, talented

singer, wonderful dancer, en-

trancing personality.

Calling," opposite her fiance,

Jan Kiepura. Forst has also

been signed by Universal and
will, in all probability, direct

one of the later Eggerth star-

ring vehicles, but her first

California production, "Song
of Joy," by E. P. McEwen,

A nother new and glam-

orous foreign personality

is coming to the American
screen. Her name is Marta Eg-

gerth, and though she has but

recently quitted her 'teens, sTie

has enjoyed success on the Con-
tinent both as a film star of un-

usual emotional powers and as a

concert and opera artiste with a

superb mezzo-contralto voice.

Miss Eggerth will reach New
York early in August en route

for her first visit to Hollywood,

where she will make at least two

pictures for Universal's 1935-36

program. Though Hungarian by

birth, she speaks and sings in

five languages and has been

making pictures in German,
French, Italian and English.

She has already been seen in

America in "Unfinished Sym-

phony," a Gaumont-British pro-

duction, with lovely Franz Schu-

bert melodies, directed by Willy

Forst, and in "My Heart Is
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^RTA EGGERTH TO SKIES
Isplay article on new star which you will

s syndicated, through the biggest

the article at the right.

ropean Star
o Invade Our Studios

will have an American director, an
American background and 1 00 per

cent American supporting cast.

To Sin§i Two Arias

in ISew Picture

The story will furnish an opportunity
for the mercurial native of Budapest
to sing two operatic arias as well as

three or four lighter numbers now
being written for her by Ferde Grofe
and others.

In celebration of the 1 00th anni-

versary of the death of Vincenze Bel-

lini, the great Italian composer of

"Norma" and "La Sonnameula,"
Marta Eggerth's latest film, "Casta
Diva," founded on Bellini's life, is now
being shown simultaneously in the
principal cities of Italy, Great Britain

and France. The English version is ex-

pected to be released in this country
by Gaumont-British, through Fox, at
just about the time she arrives in the
States.

Added to her other accomplish-
ments, the gifted Marta Eggerth
dances with the grace of a trained
ballerina. Her early training was for
the ballet. At the age of 9 she played
the Doll in Offenbach's "Tales of
Hoffman at the Budapest Opera
House and subsequently remained
there as a student-artist for six years.
It was during this period of hard work
and study she discovered that her
voice was as nimble as her feet and
she was given a wide range of roles
that proved excellent training in light

comedy as well as emotional drama
for her later screen career.

Went to England
to Act in 1932
At the pigtail age of 15, she was

graduated from the opera school and
became a full-fledged comedienne on
the light opera stage, earning for her-

self the sobriquet of "the little prima
donna" throughout the Continent.

In 1932. she went to England to ap-
pear opposite Owen Nares in her first

talkie, "Where is This Lady?" At that

time, she spoke German and French
but not a word of English. She learned

her lines parrot-wise and the shrewd-
est observers did not guess that the

actress was playing a part in more

'

than one sense. When she next vis-

ited London to make "My Heart is

Calling," her English had become so

fluent, several managers plied her*

with offers for the British legitimate
*

stage.
j

In appearance, Marta Eggerth is

petite, blonde and blue-eyed with a
|

This particular set up was
reprinted from the Pitts-

burgh Post-Gazette, but it|

was carried in all the other
HearSt papers and the huge

\

syndicate that takes Miss
Parsons column- ^

sprightliness and gaiety of manner 1

that have made her one of the out-
standing personalities in the social life

*

of Europe quite apart from her pop-
ularity in the professional world. '

EUROPEAN STAR

GETS AS FIRST

“SONG OF jor

Universal Picks Yarn
With American

Locale.

By Louella O. Parsons
Motion Pictur# Editor, Universal Service.

Copyright, 1935, by Universal Service, Inc.

LOS ANGELES, July 31.—Sur-

prising that Marta Eggerth, Hun-

garian songbird and actress who

had such a vogue abroad, should

prefer to make her debut here in

an American story. She speaks

English fluently and without much

trace of an accent, so Universal

agrees with' her that the quickest

way to win a place with the Amer-

ican movie-going public is to ap-

pear in a story with an American

locale.

Her arrival here and her ro-

mance vyith Jan Kiepura have been

so much talked about that it seems

months ago that we first announced
th'at she was coming to Universal.

She will get here late in August to

be starred in a typically American
play, “Song of Joy,” by Frank
Dougherty and Helen Thompson.
Hans Kraly is doing the screen

play.
• • •

Charles Rogers denies in eight

langifages, each one with a gesture,

that he has any intention of buy-
i n g Universal.

He says he is

well set at Par-
amount and
gives as hes

reason for stay-

ing on the fact

that he has
many produc-
tions lined up.

‘H o n 0 r s Are
Even,” by Roi
Cooper McGrne,
was today hand-

Carole Lombard, ed to Sylvia
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June Martel Gets Her Chance

ISeautiful Jutip Marlcl. Shp has all it takas tn maka a screen star but the breaks.
Aoir she has those too. She is in IJniversaVs football picture opposite Charles

Farrell.

H ere is a picture of a pretty girl

who is stepping Into Janet Gay-
nor's shoes. Her name is June Martel.

She is leading lady for Charles Far-

rell, who with Janet Gaynor formed
one of the great box-office teams of

screen history. Farrell and Miss Mar-
tel carry the romance In "Off-Side,”

Universal's picture about what hap-

pens when college football and col-

lege radicalism meet in a head-on
collision.

"Off-Side" is now being filmed at

Universal City, and the famous Los

Angeles Coliseum, scene of many big

football contests and the Olympic
Games of 1932. Farrell is enthusiastic

about the work of his new screen

sweetheart. So Is Hamilton MacFad-
den who is directing "Off-Side," and
who often watched Farrell and Janet
Gaynor work together when he was a

director for Fox.

Although she plays a college co-ed

Latest Ingenue Discovery

of Universal will make her

first appearance at Univer-

sal City as Lead Opposite

Chas. Farrell in ‘‘Off-Side”

in 'Off-Side," Miss Martel never went
to college. She knew she wanted to

be an actress when she was still in

Lakeview High School, Chicago, and

wasted no time about achieving her

ambition. She won an audition at the

Chez Pierre night club in the Windy
City, sang and danced there, went
into vaudeville and then reached

Broadway with the Paramount Publix

theatre roadshows. She sang and gave

impressions of celebrities one entire

summer at the Ritz Carlton Hotels in

Atlantic City and Philadelphia.

Her work in the Broadway stage

play "The Perfumed Lady" won her

screen tests but she refused to sign

for pictures, until persuaded by War-
ner's following her role in "Hide and

Seek" at the Westport, N. Y. sum-

mer theatre. She also acted In the

Broadway drama, "Kill That Story."

Four studios bid for her services

after her movie debut in "Going
Highbrow," Universal winning out and

putting her into the lead in "Off-

Side." Her most recent appearance

is in "Front Page Woman." She was

born In Chicago on November 19th,

1909 and went to school in that city.

She Is five feet one and a half inches

tall, weighs 104 pounds, has brown

eyes and auburn hair, loves to ride,

play the piano, and fish, plays golf

and reads books, preferably plays.

In "Off-Side" she has the part of a

girl who works in a restaurant to earn

her way through college. She keeps

Farrell, the football hero true to the

team and helps him fight off the rad-

icals. Andy Devine, J. Farrell Mc-
Donald, Ann Sheridan and Eddie Nu-

gent have strong roles In this film

which boasts a squad of All-American

gridiron stars headed by Jim Thorpe,

Nick Lukats, Jim Purvis and Moon
Mullins.



THE WHISPERING CAMPAIGN

HAS BECOME A SHOUT!



AND HERE ARE
THEY'RE ALl

FIRST OF THE BIG ONES
EDWARD ARNOLD

in

DIAMOND JIM^^
With JEAN ARTHUR • BINNIE BARNES

Directed by Edward Sutherland

An Edmund Grainger Production

JACK OAKIE
in

FAST AND FURIOUS^^
From the auto-racing romance by Paul

Sidney... Directed by Edward Laemmie

•

"WILD NIGHT" ("Hangover Murders")

RELEASED SEPTEMBER 2nd

TWO
MARGARET SULLAVAN

PRODUCTIONS

With

EDW. ARNOLD* CONSTANCE CUMMINGS • SALLY EILE

Robert Armstrong — Robert Young — Reginald Denny

From the novel by Adam Hobhouse . . . Directed by

James Whale ... A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production

•

Universal's great star at her greatest!

•

CAROLE LOMBARD
in

SPINSTER DINNER^^

CHARLES FARRELL
in OFF-SIDE^^

Stanley Meyer’s sensational football story

With JUNE MARTEL...Directed by Hamilton Macfadden

Faith Baldwin’s Cosmopolitan Magazine

Sensation . . . Directed by Walter Lang

•
BINNIE BARNES

in

HER EXCELLENCY,
THE GOVERNOR^^

From the famous Liberty Magazine

success... Directed by Stuart Walker

•

EDMUND LOWE
in

KING SOLOMON
OF BROADWAY^^

With Dorothy Page and Pinky Tomlin

Directed by Alan Crosland ... A
Julius Bernheim Production

•
KARLOFF and LUGOSI

in

THE INVISIBLE RAY'
Howard Higgin’s and Douglas Hodges’ weird story

MAY ROBSON
in

' THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN "

With Frankie Darro, Charlotte Henry, Henry Armetta

Directed by Edward Ludwig

JACK HOLT
in

"STORM OVER THE ANDES

"

With MONA BARRIE and ANTONIO MORENO
Directed by Christy Cabanne

EDMUND LOWE
in

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION

"

E. Phillips Oppenheim’s best-seller

Directed by Lloyd Corrigan

MARTA EGGERTH
Universal’s New Singing Venus

in a merry American musical romance

"SONG OF JOY"



THE PICTURES
SHOUTING ABOUT:

CHARLES BICKFORD
in

EAST OF JAVA^
Gouverneur Morris’ famous story

Directed by George Melford

•

ZASU PITTS-HUGH O’CONNELL
The Nation’s Newest Scream-Mates

in

ALONE TOGETHER'^
Directed by Kurt Neumann

•

The Great KARLOFF
in

BLUEBEARD^^
Screenplay by Bayard Veiller, author of

"Within the Law" and "The Trial of Mary Dugan"

•

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
in

' HIS NIGHT OUT'
Henry Irving Dodge’s famous comedy

•

JANE WYATT
in

"STRANGERS AT THE FEAST"
From the best-seller by Beatrice Lubitz

Screenplay by Gladys Unger

•

VICTOR HUGO’S immortal masterpiece

"HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME"

•

NOAH BEERY, Jr.and JEAN ROGERS
in "STORMY"

Cherry Wilson’s story of wild horses and wilder men!
Directed by Louis Friedlander

"DRACULA’S DAUGHTER"
By John L. Balderston...A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production

"GIANT PLANE"
By James Warner Bellah ... Directed by Ernst L. Frank

"AGENT 44"
The first story of the Government’s woman- hunters!

Gaston Leroux’s classic drama of all time

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA"
•

JACK HOLT in

"RIVERBOAT GAMBLER"
Based on the famous stories by Bret Harte

Screenplay by Gouverneur Morris and Gerald Geraghty

•
TROUBLE IN B FLAT"

A brand new kind of comedy with music by

James Edward Grant, author of "Whipsaw"

•
JACK HOLT in

"TALL TIMBER"
The drama of the last wilderness!

"YELLOWSTONE"
Arthur Phillips’ stirring story

of America’s natural wonder

•
"THE FLYING SQUADRON"

A romance of aerial daring!

SIX BUCK JONES FEATURES
The greatest Western star of all

in his biggest money-makers!

JACK HOLTin
"DESTROYER"

Samuel Johnson’s gripping

story of a submarine pirate



AMD DON'T FORGET
WHAT WE PROMISED
ABOUT WINDING UP
THE CURRENT SEASOM

IN A BLAZE or GLORY
WITH
IRENE DUNNE

in John M. Stahl’s production of

'MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
With ROBERT TAYLOR, Charles Butterworth, Betty Furness

[Now in Production]

MARGARET SULLAVAN
FRANCIS LEDERER

in "NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
From Ursula Parrott's newest novel!

•

WILLIAM POWELL
in "MY MAN GODFREY"

From the Liberty Magazine serial by Eric Hatch

"SUTTER’S GOLD"
...From the epic novel by Blaise Cendrars

•

IRENE DUNNE
in "SHOW BOAT"

Edna Ferber’s Immortal Classic! . . . Music by Jerome Kern

A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production . . . Directed by James Whale
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Straight From the Studio
Daily Reports on the Rushes

r;: by the Man Who Sees Them First Date: August..

Title
"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION "

Pt oducer - - - - £ , M. Asher
Director - - - JohK M. Stahl
Star ------ Irene Dunne
Star ----- Robert Taylor

Featured- Chaa, Butterworth,
Betty Furnees and Sara Kaden.
Story(novel) Lloyd C .DOOBlaa
Screen-play and Dialogue bjf-

Geo. O'Neil, Sarah Y, Mason

and - - - - Victor Heerman.

Sets Designed by -- Dan Fall

Unit publicity- Edw'd Thomas

First Camera — John Mescall
Second Camera- Allyn C. Jones

Film Editor - Milton Carru^h

Research- Cecil Reynolds MD,
Technical Advisor- the Same.

Ass't Dir. - Jos. tfcDonough

Ass't Dir. - - Charles Gould
Script Clerk - - - l&ry Frey
Starting Date, July 12, 19.^5

Schedule -- 9 weeks (approx)

CAST
Helen ----- Ifene Dunne
Bobbie - - - - Robert. Taylor
Nancy ------ Sara Kaden
Tommy — Charles Butterworth
Jo.\^e - - - - Betty Furness
Perry ----- Arthur Hoyt
Dr. Ramsey - - Gilbert Emery

DAILY ITEI®

Scenes made July 29
Location - Studio
Days spent - 15
Scenes finished - 19.

Day*s footage - 5430
Total footage -61345
Photo results -

perfect

.

The scenes in this lot are mostly in the hospital* Irene

Dunne comes out of a private room with the nurse and is about to

leave when another nurse rtins up with the alarming news that Mr* Tay-

lor has disappeared from his bed and room. All three women go in

Taylor’s room. Ke is caught hiding by the nurse. V/hatever was on

his mind is all forgotten the moment Taylor sees Miss Dunne. She is

the lady of the stalled automobile who gave him the slip and got away

in an old flivver of a passing stranger.

Miss Dunne_i9 a superb creature. She is feminine perfec-
nirrn

:lon in all her scones. She photographs perfectly and her charming
i .1 •»

1
riiiiiinifi ,

...n *rmiiii.fi»w<iiii»wiiinii»’

personality is a most wonderful thing to behold. V/hat a swell world

it would could be as beautiful and lovable as

Irene Dunne^ and i^ _^er^inan could be as ^nd3_qme__and wholesome as

Robert Taylor,
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kd lirophy, I\o. 1 Public Enemy, practices archery on ZaSu’s
Joan of Arc poster.

M aking ZaSu Pltts a -female crime bus-fer, a

tiger woman, a Carrie Nation, was a lovely

idea. It germinated in the brains of Aben Kandel

and Dave Diamond as a take-off on the Government
agent pictures. Then they added Hugh O'Conell in

the role of a demon press agent who saw in the

accidental foiling of a bank robbery by a waitress

in Arkansas, a chance to make himself a bank roll

and acquire a meal ticket.

William Nigh collected all of the tough looking

mugs that Hollywood affords to fill the ranks of the

Public Enemies for ZaSu to work on and there you

have the formula for the season's most outstanding

Lticien

Littlefield,

small-time
streetheart.

comedy hit. ZaSu and her hands were never funnier than they
are in this portrayal of a terrified woman telling the mothers
of America how to bust up the crime wave, motivated as she

was by the desire to pay off the $98. mortgage on the beanery
of her country sweetheart. Helen Twelvetrees and Lucien Little-

field provide the sentimental interest for ZaSu Pitts and Hugh

Accidental Heroine,

ZaSu Pitts and Her Million
dollar hands.

in Smash Comedy, “

Teaming of ZaSu Pitts and
Which Will Afford Millions of

Take-Off on the Government A
Is the High Comei

1

i

f

e

V
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comes Tiger Woman
E GETS HER MAN”
h O’Connell An Ispiration
ghs in This Screamingly Funny
Pictures. ^^She Gets Her Man”
oot of the Season.

Hugh O'Connell as the demon
press agent.

The Public Lneniy's icooing is more than ZaSu can bear.

and better crime as she has inspired the mothers of

America against it. Held up by two pug-uglles, ZaSu
can only repeat In trembling tones the speech which

Hugh O’Connell has taught her for the lecture plat-

form. It has the reverse English on these hardened

criminals, and strange as It may seem, they all throw

their guns on the table in front of the terrified hero-

ine and demand that she lead them away to jail.

It sounds goofy, but the whole picture Is beauti-

fully goofy from start to finish.

"She Gets Her Man" is a lovely comedy.
With "Lady Tubbs" and "She Gets Her Man" to

make them laugh, the exhibitors should be happy.

O'Connell, while the thug roles are beautifully exemplified by
those lovely specimens, Ed Brophy, Warren Hymer, Ward Bond
and Richard Alexander and a baker's dozen of thuggy extras

picked up from local ringsides and boxing gymnasiums.
The high spot In "She Gets Her Man" is the attempt of the

ace bad man to have ZaSu Pitts Inspire his gangsters to bigger
Helen

Tivelvetrees
plays

herself.





ALICE

BRADY

DOUGLASS

MONTGOMERY-^

ANITA

LOUISE

-

JUNE

CLAYWORTH

^

ALAN

MOWBRAY

MILDRED

HARRIS

-

HEDDA

HOPPER

^

PHYLLIS

BROOKS

From

the

novel

by

Homer

Croy

Directed

by

Alan

Crosland

L.

L.

Ostrow

Associate

Producer
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CASTS OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES wi

WILD NIGHT"
"Hangover Murders"

fty

Adam Hothouse

EDWAHD ARNOLD
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
SALLY EILERS
Robert Armstrong;

Robert Young
Reginald Denny
Ed Brophy

Jack LaRne
Gregory Ratoflf

Louise Henry

George Meeker

Arthur Treacher

Monroe Owsley

Gustav Von Seyffertitz

Rafaela Ottiano

Director, James Whols

SHE GETS
HER MAN"
ZASU PITTS
HUGH O’CONNELL
Helen Twelvetrees

Lucien Littlefield

Ed Brophy

barren Hynier

Bert (rordon

^ ard Bond
Richinond Alexander

Director, William Nigh

"DIAMOND JIM"
^>y

Parker Morell

EDWARD ARNOLD
JEAN ARTHUR
BINNIE BARNES
Cesar Romero
Eric Blore
Hugh O’Connell
George Sydney
Robert McWade
Tully Marshall

Director, Edward Sutherland

"STORM OVER
THE ANDES"

JACK HOLT
Antonio Moreno
Mona Barrie

Gene Lockhart

Grant Withers

Juanita Garfias

Barry Norton
George Lewis

Anita ("amargo

Director, Christy Cabanne

"STORMY"
NOAH BEERY, Jr.

JEAN ROGERS
J. Farrell MacDonald
Fred Kohler
Raymond Hatton

Waller Miller

James Bnrtis

Arizona Wranglers

Rex, King of Wild Horses

Director, Eouis Friedtauder
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:h mean money at box -office!
I

"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

by

Lloyd C. Douglass
IRENE DUNNE
ROBERT TAYLOR
CHAS. BUTTERWORTH
Betty Furness
Sara Haden
Gilbert Emery
Inez Courtney
Henry Armetta
Arthur Hoyt

Director^ John M, Stahl

"THREE KIDS
AND A QUEEN"

MAY ROBSON
Frankie Darro
Henry Armetta
Charlotte Henry
Vt illiam Benedict
Billy Bnrrnd

Director, EdWard Ludwlg

"OFF-SIDE"
CHARLES FARRELL
June Martel
Eddie Nugent
Ann Sheridan
Andy Devine
.1. Farrell MacDonald
Cdenn Boles
Phyllis Fraser
Herman Bing
Jim Thorpe
Nick Lukats

Director, Hamilton Maefadden

" KING SOLOMON
OF BROADWAY"

by

Albert J, Cohen and

Robert T. Shannon

EDMUND LOWE
Pinky Tomlin
Dorothy Page

Louise Henry
Edward Pawley

Charles Grapewiii

Bradley Page

Arthur Vinton

Clyde Dilson

Phyllis Brooks

Director, Alan Crosland

"ALONE TOGETHER"
by

Mann Page

ZASU PITTS
HUGH O’CONNELL
Walter Catlett

Inez Courtney

William Pawley

Tom Duggan
Mae Busch

Irene Franklin

Phil Tead

James Burke

Buster Phelps

Director, Kurt Neumann



Winner,
Cl Hetv SiniaC CAampien!

BUCK .

JONES
I

in Universal’s Biggest

Western Chapter Drama!

"THE ROARING
WEST " J

£phode» ^
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The Roll of Honor
The Following Exhibitors in the Calgary, Alberta, territory

have used Universat Pictures Consecutively

:

Since they have been in business

EXHIBITOR THEATRE TOWN
C. S. Bailey Bailey Theatre Camrose, Alta.

W. Cole Cole's Theatre Bellevue, Alta.

Michel Theatre Michel, B. C.
L. Brewerton Capitol Theatre Raymond, Alta.

L. Johnston Orpheum Theatre Kimberley, B. C.
Orpheum Theatre Fernie, B. C.

M. C. Healy Lyric Theatre Swift Current, Sask.

Eagle Theatre, Swift Current, Sask.

Beatty & Johnston Crescent Theatre Red Deer, Alta.

Opera House Stettler, Alta.

K. M. Leach Strand Theatre Calgary, Alta.

Variety Theatre Calgary, Alta.

A. Entwisle Strand Theatre Edmonton, Alta.

Empress Theatre Edmonton, Alta.

Princess Theatre Edmonton, Alta.

Dreamland Theatre Edmonton, Alta.

A. W. Shackleford Capitol Theatre Lethbridge, Alta.

Roxy Theatre

For Ten Years

Lethbridge, Alta.

F. Chrlstou Lux Theatre Banff, Alberta

R. Robson Opera House Vulcan, Alberta

J. Dezeeuw Napier Theatre

For Five Years

Drumheller, Alta.

W. H. B. Sharp Sharp's Itinerant Circuit Film Exchange Bldg., Calgary, A
L. A. Goodridge Gem Theatre Edmonton, Alta.

F. Donald Capitol Theatre Grand Prairie, Alta.

Chas. Coombes Empress Theatre Lloydminster, Sask.

L. A. Maher Monarch Theatre Medicine Hat, Alta.

W. J. Redmond Grand Theatre Maple Creek, Sask.

B. R. Headley Empress Theatre Ponoka, Alta.

R. J. Grant Audlen Theatre Wetaskiwin, Alta.

T. C. Milnes Rex Theatre

For Three Years

Claresholm, Alta.

G. W. Peacock Isis Theatre Calgary, Alta.

F. W. Falkner Cadomin Theatre Cadomin, Alta.

Wm. Ramsay Opera House Canmore, Alta.

D. Miller Rex Theatre Taber, Alta.

F. Shepherd Majestic Theatre BIggar, Sask.

M. Milo Star Theatre East Coulee, Alta.

C. M. Hoar Rex Theatre Kindersley, Sask.

Auditorium Theatre Unity, Sask.

Crescent Theatre Calgary, Alta.

Hdqrs. Crescent Theatre Calgary, Alta.

J. Heinz Alexandra Theatre Sylvan Lake, Alta.

Dr. J. H. W. Moore Avalon Theatre Lacombe, Alta.

C. H. Martin Marnel Theatre Wilkie, Sask.

J. A. WILSON. Mgr.
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"DIAMOND JIM" OPENS NEW SEASON
IN WORLD PREMIERE AT ROXY

(Continued from Page 8 )

Premiere at the Roxy Theatre on Fri-

day, August 23rd.

A block of one hundred seats in

the mezzanine will be reserved for a

specially invited list of those men and

women who knew James Buchanan

Brady personally, including a number
of well known railroad men, theatrical

people, restarateurs, jewelers, his

tailor, now deep in the 80's; his flor-

ists, his physicians, and even his er-

rand boys. Another block of 500 seats

will be occupied by an invited list of

distinguished personalities in the

worlds of society, literature and art.

In addition to Edward Arnold who
first attains stardom in this film, the

cast includes Jean Arthur, Binnie

Barnes, Cesar Romero, Eric Blore,

Hugh O'Connell, George Sidney,

Bill Demarest, Robert McWade, Bill

Hoolahahn, Henry Kolker, Tully Mar-
shall, Albert Conti, Armand Kaliz and
others.

The story adapted by Preston Stur-

ges, Harry Clork and Doris Malloy

from Parker Morell's "Life and Times

+ + +

CmfI Laemrnle Denies

Sale of Universal
(Continued from Page 8)

"In these days of money conscious-

ness a cash offer of millions is an un-

deniable temptation but Universal has

been my heart as well as my hand
all these years and is not for sale.

I have been active in this business

longer than any of my competitors

and I admit being sentimental about
it. I am confident that our 30th year
will climax a memorable advancement
and I see no possible reason for sur-

rendering to time or money when the

future looks brightest."

At the present time Universal City
studios are busier than at any time
in five years, 10 companies being at

work with scenarios tor eight more
productions ready for early filming

end with four of the biggest attrac-

tions in the organization's history set

for release to the public between
August and November.

of James Buchanan Brady," is an Ed-

mund Grainger Production, directed

by Edward Sutherland.

But all of the world premiere glory-

is not destined for the Roxy. Every

city in the United States, to open its

fall season, is anxious to have a world

premiere of "Diamond Jim." it is the

only big picture for fall which has

made a definite and lasting impres-

+ +

Early Exhibitor Deals

Demonstrate Confidence

(Continued from Page 8)

couraging way in which exhibitors are

signing for product this year. The deal

was signed by Louis Patz, manager of

Universal's Des Moines Exchange, with

the Tri-State Circuit. The deal covers

the thirteen major towns in Nebraska

and Iowa and Includes Des Moines,

Cedar Rapids, Rock Island, Omaha,

Davenport, Moline and Sioux City.

+ + +
3 Deals Close

88 Texas Towns

T
exas is voting the Uni-

versal ticket straight this

year. And voting early too.

It's a vote of confidence in

Universal product and Uni-

versal progress. On top of

the 31 Henry Hall theatres

n this state that signed for

Universal product last week
57 more towns stepped into

rhe box-office parade this

veek. These towns were in-

:luded in the deals closed

vith R. J. O'Donnell for the

Interstate-Texas Consolidat-

ed Theatres and with Harold

Robb and Edward Rowley for

the Robb-Rowley Circuit.

The Interstate deal was for

32 situations in Texas and the

Robb-Rowley Circuit for 25

situation m Texas and 3 in

Oklahoma. These deals were
closed by Edward Olsmlth.

slon on the box-office consciousness

of exhibitors. Lou Metzger, of the

Spreckles Theatre of San Diego, is

making tremendous preparations of

his own world premier on the same
date. San Francisco, Chicago, Boston,

Philadelphia and other cities are all

in keen competition for August 23, or

August 24 dates on "Diamond Jim."

It's a rage.

+

Who Is Pinky Tomlin?
I
F there is anyone in the moving pic-

ture business or music publishing

who does not know Pinky Tomlin by
now, it is just too bad. He is, every

day, becoming, more and more, a

celebrated figure. When "King Sol-

omon of Broadway" reaches the

screen, he is bound to register the

unique personality which has made
him such a hot favorite in Hollywood.
Below is a reproduction of a syndi-

cated article by O. O. McIntyre,

which came to the attention of some
twelve million people who read his

column.

NEW YORK
Day by Day
—By 0 . 0 . McIntyre—^

Many lyricists believe tbe gan-
gling hill-billy. Pinky Tomlin, is

destined to surpass even the ac-
knowledged master. Irving Ber-
lin, in the art of attaining the
lilting lyric. Berlin’s fitting of the
phrase, “Full of originality’’ to a
bar of music is often classed as
top by those who know. A line
that sings itself! Tomlin’s keen
ear for rhythm and fitting words
to music is strikingly revealed in
“The object of my affection can
change my complexion . . Not
.so grand just to read but oddly
lilting in a song.



UNSOLICITED!
This telegram came out of a
clear sky, and believe me the

skies are clear for Universal!

CLASS OF

This
Telegram
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regards=
3EM BERINSTEIN...

Ben Berinstein, one of America’s best-known

independent exhibitors, operating indepen-

dent theatres in the Los Angeles territory.
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N all its thirty years of

money making history,

Universal has never had a

picture which has had so

many repeat bookings as

"Imitation of Life." When
"Back Street' kept re-play-

ing theatres time after

time and year after year,

Universal felt that in "Back Street," it had the champion

repeat booker of all time. "Imitation of Life" has already

exceeded the remarkable record established by "Back

Street' and "Imitation of Life" has still plenty of repeats

in its system to establish new records of re-booking sales.

Right now, it is

Chicago which is be-

ing overwhelmed by a

veritable flood of re-

bookings. The Chica-

go office is hard put

to it to supply prints.

It has twenty repeat

bookings listed for

this week alone, and
these twenty are

merely the latest
surge of a steady re-

booking movement
which may put Chi-

cago in a position to

challenge the Big U's

great repeat booking

record on "Imitation

of Life." It's a honey.

Here are the twenty theatres, most of which

Chicago itself, playing "Imitation of Life" during the first

Chicago Is Overwhelmed
by Repeat Booking Flood

“Imitation of Life”
and Plum, Streator, Illinois;

veeks of August:—Drexel,

ndependence, Gaelic,
Rose, Rosette, Avenue,

Dearborn, Convent. Lake-

side, Acadia, Famous, La-

Salle (Madison St.), La-

Salle (Division St.), Revue,

Alba, Banner, Haymarket,
Apollo, all of Chicago,

and Academy, Waukegan,
linois.

are in

As we go to press, Detroit also reports three splendid

repeat bookings for "Imitation of Life" for immediate

showing, including the Gem Theatre of Saginaw.

Consolidated of
Hmvaii Books

U Pictures

J
R. GRAINGER,
general manager

of distribution, has

concluded a contract

for Universal product
with The Consolidat-

ed Amusement Com-
pany of Hawaii. The
deal was signed per-

sonally by Mr. Grain-

ger with Fred Wil-
liams and E. Z. Parker

of the Consolidated

n the Universal Home
Office. The Consoli-

dated chain covers
the entire territory of Hawaii and the entire list of pic-

tures is sold for the whole chain.

FINEST NEWSREELWE HAVE EVER SHOWN

Mr. J. J. Spandau, Mgr.
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.

1524 Davenport Street

Omaha, Nebraska

HOME THEATRE
Blair, Nebraska
July 30, 1935

Dear Mr. Spandau:

We have used every newsreel made by the different companies. We finally bought

Universal Newsreel and I am very glad to tell you that this is the finest newsreel we

have had the pleasure of showing our people in the Home Theatre at Blair.

If you keep up the quality of this reel in the future as it has been since we started to

play it, you will have a Universal Newsreel customer for life.

Kindest regards.

Sincerely,

CNR: SU (Signed) C. N. ROBINSON
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W lial, ISo Plumber?

O H m’gosh! What's this? “Lady
Tubbs ballyhooed in a bath tub!

And a movie camera trained right on her,

too! Howard Ralston, manager of the

Ritz Theatre, San Bernardino, Calif., used
this roving truck stunt in his campaign
for “LADY TUBBS.” Had town all agog!

He Rolled the Eves!

W HK.\ the flashing, fiery eyes of Kar
lof) and lAigosi glare down on pass-

ing pedestrians, they've just got to stop,

look and—head for the box-office! H. J.

Arnold, manager of the. Indiana Theatre,
Terre Haute, Ind., proved it uith this

martiuee top-piece-— a cut-out of the

tuenty-four sheet. The eyes were made
to roll back and forth and were ef/uipped

with fbisher lights behind green transpar-

encies to add terror to their titillation

!

‘‘ZIP” FOR YOUR CAMPAIGNS

!

Advance Exploitation Tips for

Managers Who Like to Plan Ahead

‘‘KING SOLOMON
OF BROADWAY’’

Advance reports predict songs
in this picture will set the

whole country singing and
whistling! All Hollywood
already humniing “Moanin’

in the Moonlight.” Tie in your radio plugs. Edmund Lowe
gets swell role. Supported by Dorothy Page, radio star,

Louise Henry and the song-writing-singing sensation Pinky
Tondin. Very unusual story of White Way. Smart, crispy

dialogue. Studio outdoing itself in its settings for glamorous
night club scenes. Spending wad of coin to give you an
eyeful as well as an earful! Reports on Rushes say: “ex-

eellent all the way.”
* * *

“STORM OVER
THE ANDES”

First big flying yarn to come roaring
out of South America—thrilling melo-
drama laid in locale of Chaco green hell

where Paraguay and Bolivia have been
scrapping it out for last few years. Jack
Holt, in great “action” role, as dare-

devil soldier of fortune aviator bumping
into plenty love scraps when not diving his plane into dog fights high over the Andes.
Supported by Mona Barrie and Antonio Moreno. Exploitable; (1) as an air thriller

(2) as South American adventure (3) as romantic drama!

* * *

‘OFF-SIDE Universal’s reputation for making
outstanding football pictures (ALL

AMERICAN, SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME), your insur-

ance that this will he another gridiron classic. Story more
dominant. Charles Farrell tops cast. Picture being readied
for opening of football season—so set it down now for

student tie-ups, high school nights, team invitations, rallies,

etc. Great way to cement your school friemlships and good
will early in the new movie season.

^ ‘‘^STORMY” Powerful outdoor thriller filmed

against breath-taking Arizona settings.

Terrific scenes when over one thousand wild horses break
loose in mad stampede. Heart-punch drama, too, great in

its simplicity and humanness. Story of a young fellow who
risks everything for a young colt he hahied and raised to a

magnificent horse (“Rex” himself). Opposite Noah Beery,

Jr., plays <‘x-society deh, Jean Parker, and fine outdoor cast,

plus the famous original Arizona Wranglers singing their

popular ditties. This is big news for the radio fans. Spread
it to them! Also tip off all the local “better pictures” eom-

mittees. Here's a “hig-hrother” yarn for them to rave about! JOE ft EIL
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Wuxtree! Showmen! It’s a field day for you!!
r

//qHE gets her MAN"—and

you get an outstanding oppor-

tunity to strut your stuff and pull

gags to your heart's content! This

picture Icids the pants off all the gang-

ster movies. It's just one grand bur-

lesque on mobster catching vrith

timorous ZaSu as the chief crime

crusher. These pages give you an

idea of the many stunts outlined in

the pressbook. Get your copy!

V. J

KID THEMOBSTERS

GANGSTER
MASS MEETING!

'fl
ZASU PITTS
THI TKEP WOAAAN

WIU TEU NEB SECRETS ON NOW

SHE GETS
HER MAN'
STRAND
t.i. «ATS«U$Ti€CNECKE6ilTT)CMrE

Left: Special

teaser "shock-

er" card — Use

plenty in ad-

vance of regu-

lar window card

to start whole

town talking.

Universal ex-

changes have

them at 7c. a

piece, $5.00 per

thousand.

Use for bal-

lyhoo, as shown,

with "g a n g-

sters" and pret-

ty "gun molls."

In lobby corner

with spotlight,

arrange a dis-

play of checked

"gats."

These stunts

can be icnrk-

ed into “small

budget’ cam-

paigns!

GANGSTERf:
Check Ifour gats

here hefore ifov see

'she GETS HERMAN

"GEE” MEN—ATTENTION!
PUBLIC ENEMIES #6, 9,15-LOOK!
MEN WITHOUT NAMES SCATTER!

MOBSTERS BEWARE

!

THE TIGER WOMAN
IS LOOSE/

SHE IS

2ASU PITTS

WHAT SHE GOES AFTER
SHE GETS AND

SHE OETS
HERMAN!"

Animated Display
Easily made.

Study illustra-

tion. ZaSu
Pitts' head, in

foreground,
and sign in

backgroun d

are stationary.

Head of
gangster and
man with
hands up

swing on pivots, actuated by two rotating

fans, and springs to snap them back in

place. Copy burlesques gangster movies

and accentuates comedy appeal of ZaSu

Pitts as crime buster. Use blinker lights be

hind Pitts' eyes.

Organize "Tiger Women”
NE of picture's gags suggests the fa-

miliar club stunt, with comedy twist.

ZaSu organizes "Tiger Women" clubs to

crush crime. Do likewise. Secure services of

young society debutante not averse to pub-

licity. Have her organize group of "Tiger

Women" girls to protect city from crime

marauders. Have the girls apply for weapon

permits and offer their services to timid

persons. Issue membership cards.

ANIMATED EYES
^sSu Pitts' head on the posters can be

^tricked up to get extra attention through

the use of dimmer lights behind the eyes

or even flasher lights. Spot several heads

using different colored lights in each.

CATCH LINES
Gee Men attentioni Public enemies num-

bers 6, 7 and 8 beware! Men without names

scatter! The tiger woman is loose and

—

SHE GETS HER MAN!

* * *

Mutiny among the mobsters — a dame kid-

napped from the kidnappers! $30,000 re-

ward offered—and the amazing Amazon fly-

ing the coop! The biggest story of the year!

And the most rioutous comedy!

* a *

A ring on her finger—a price on her head

—

but only romance in her heart!

*

A great, grand, goofy comedy team is born!

Meet the new scream-mates!

* *

One flutter of her hands—and the mobsters

turned pale!
* * *

She's terrific! Women rallying 'round her

—politicians toeing the mark—mobsters

scattering as she blazes her way across the

land! Make way for the "tiger woman!"

TEASER STAMPS

A N anti-crime stamp, 2 x 2 2̂

"
made up

to buriesque other propaganda stamps

now in use. Use as teaser gag to plant title.

Ask merchants to paste on packages, out-

going mail, etc. Stick them up all over town.

An Inexpensive way to spread title like

wildfire. $1.60 per thousand at Universal

Exchanges.
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Give Them Plenty To Look At and Peppy Lines To Sell Them!

ZASU PITT5 AS THE TIGER WOMAN
HILARIOUS CANC5TERETTE COMEDY HIT!
SHE GETS HER MAN HUGH 0 CONNELL

OAMOtTCM.'

(MtHA |B|

fHt Gsri1
HCKiuNrn

TEASE THE PUBLIC NOTICE COLUMNS
Burlesque gangster picture ads in news-

paper "public notice" columns with these

teasers.

WARNING! Mobsters clear out! Pineapple

guys, safe-crackers, snatch men, gat carriers,

gun molls—the tiger woman is on your

trail—SHE GETS HER MAN! Watch this

space!
*

G-MEN AHENTION! Public heroes 6, 7

and 9 beware! Men without names scatter!

ZaSu Pitts is coming to town and SHE GETS

HER MAN!
« * *

$30,000 REWARD offered to the mobster

who can find the Tiger Woman! For infor-

mation see ZaSu Pitts in SHE GETS HER
MAN at the Strand!

•

HELP STAMP OUT CRIME! You and YOU
can do your port! For information see ZaSu

Pitts as SHE GETS HER MAN at the Strand

Theatre! Tape you ribs for safety!

GANG'S BID
I
N picture, gangsters stage big get-

’ together and invite the "tiger wo-

man" to talk. As gag, use invitation

throw-aways shown at the right. Use
also on 3 sheet lobby card for ad-

vance teaser.

This stunt will promote plenty of

talk around town—the more cards

distributed—the more talk! You can

make a cut from the sketch.

tjou are cordially invited to a

SHE GETS HERMAN
THEATRE PARTY

^ bt/fheFLASH BOOOMJHachine- Gun Gan^

m honor of- <

THE TIGER WOMAN
'

ZASU PITTS
CET TOUR MAH

AHOBRINC^

NEAT TUESDAY
at the

STRAND THEATRE
YOUO /
BETTER /
COME .

CO-OPAD PAGE
GOOD title for co-op page. Sketch

suggests type of tie-up lines to put

it over. You get page rate and smaller

ads pay for your space.

Or you can suggest the idea to the

ad manager and he will put it over for

you. Go after this one—it has great

possibilities and small costi

U ERE are suggestions tor flash front. Make
* * it sing with sales lines. You will find

plenty on page 3 I

.

Put blinker lights behind eyes of Pitts

and O'Connell to make them wink at each

other. Paint bomb-bursts, above the doors,

on scrim so flasher lights will make them

look like real explosions. Usual display of

guns captured from criminals, as used on

other gangster pictures (borrow from Police)

will pep up the interior display and bring

laughs when surrounded by pictures of ZaSu

Pitts and catchlines about the "tiger

woman."

HANDS IN LOBBY BOX
Glorify Pitts Trademark

/^LORIFY ZaSu Pitts' famous hands and

play up their box-office asset, with sha-

dow box stunt illustrated. The sketch gives

an excellent idea of how it is worked. Star's

head can be cut-out of poster. Set it against

dark background and illuminate it from the

front so that light will also fall on hands.

A live girl is concealed in lower part of box

with hands through holes in shelf. She waves

them about in Pitts style and every once in

a while grabs a small pearl-handled unload-

ed blank cartridge pistol and flourishes it.

The hand
animatio n

will catch

all eyes.
Copy will

sell them.

ADMIT NEWLYWEDS

D
uring your showing, watch the vital

statistics column of local paper and

send invitations to all the new brides, to see

"SHE GETS HER MAN" as your guest.

On a special easel out front, bill the fact

that these people will attend. Give the

newspapers a story on the stunt.



BINNIE BARNES
Voted for by millions of fans for the starring

role in the famous Liberty Magazine success,

"HER EXCELLENCY, THE GOVERNOR."
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WITH AN EYE ON THE WORLD
AND A "KNOWS" FOR NEWS!

2

J

Universal Newsreel knows

where, when and how
it will happen!

Printed in U. S. A.





START A NEW BANK
ACCOUNT! . . . THE

MELODIOUS
MELODRAMA
IS ON THE WAY!

lOWE^
KINCWI0MON
OF BRQAIWrAY
A NEW UNIVERSAL SENSATION WITH
DOROTHY PACE + PINKY TOMLIN + Ed Pawley
Louise Henry . . . Directed by ALAN CROSLAND

Produced by Julius Bernheim

I
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The Roll of Honor

The Following Exhibitors in the Denver territory have used
Universal Pictures Consecutively:

SINCE STARTING BUSINESS
(All ten years or more)

EXHIBITOR

Ray Bartlett

Ben Anderson
Ed Schulte

M. C. Korrell

C. G. Dlllar

F. L. Nordhaus
W. C. Benner

B. B. Grove
R. A. Pruess

B. H. Snyder

Ross Peters

Gertrude Robeson
Fred Lee

M. C. Kellog

E. Weiselman
Jas. Clyne
W. H. Ostenberg
E. W. Ward
Mrs. M. J. McGuire
J. R. Foss

tt. A. Kessey

Fred Flannagan

H. E. Huffman
Thos. Sullivan

Paul Hoppen

S. Kelloff

D. D. Purcell

H. C. Drury

G. L. Blakeslee

Mr. Lee Mote
Burns Ellison

THEATRE
Majestic

Trail

Rialto

Rialto

Vida

Princess

Eads

Grove
Gem
Unique
White
Mines
Victory

Homestake
Auditorium

Clyne

Egyptian

Silco

Gem
Gem
Isis

Vona
Paramount
Gothic
Plaza and Palace

Five years

Colorado
Muse W
Roxy
Grand
Acne
Federal

LOCATION
Artesia, N. M.
Bridgeport, Nebr.

Casper, Wyo.
Cheyenne Wells, Colo.

Cripple Creek, Colo.

Doming, N. M.
Eads, Colo.

Gering, Nebr.

Golden, Colo.

Gunnison, Colo.

Hayes Center. Nebr.

Idaho Springs, Colo.

Lamar, Colo.

Lead, S. D.

Limon, Colo.

Pueblo, Colo.

Scottsbiuff, Nebr.

Silver City, N. M.
Silverton, Colo.

Socorro, N. M.
Victor, Colo.

Vona, Colo.

Denver, Colo.

Englewood, Colo.

Denver, Colo.

Aguilar, Colo.

Cortez, Colo.

Hemingford, Nebr.

Lander, Wyo.
Riverton, Wyo.
Denver, Colo.

(Continued on Page 27

)



QUESTION:
{jJhodL diiL UmuA, io ihsL

Tyian, in, ihsL Tyioonwhsm. ihsu^

msd, labLl

Conjunction of Moon
And Venus Tomorrow

A conjunction of the moon
and Venus, an event which

occurs thirteen times during the

year, will take place tomorrow
at 8:41 p. m., daylight saving

time. At the time of the con-

junction, when the two bodies

are on the same meridian, the

moon will be one minute and

forty seconds, or three lunar

diameters, south of Venus. The
event is awaited with interest

by local astronomers, according

to Dr. Clyde Fisher, curator of

astronomy at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, because

Venus reaches its greatest bril-

liancy during 1935 on the same
night.

Dr. Fisher said that the an-

nual Perseid meteor shower,

which lasts three days, would

reach its greatest intensity on

the night of Monday, August 12.



ShsL Ajaid, ‘Wilt jpiL hsiWc thsL onsL

about lAniosMoiX, ‘Wiamomtjim?

QtdL, qot sudbM^ sxPdbitoJi, down, on,

sia/dh, goifu}^ nuJtA, with, joi^an/t

waiiini}^fo)Lij^Ssipt2jfuL mIsoasl!"
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A PRETTY C
No. 825 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Universal made some attractive promises to you in sell-

ing you its 1934-1935 list of pictures.

On the strength of these promises you bought Univer-

sal's entire output.

We have not delivered as speedily as we thought we
would, but —

We are going to live up to our promises.

Late? Yes, but still we will deliver.

In trying to make the pictures we promised to you, we
encountered difficulties in the matter of casting.

On one picture after another we ran up against star

trouble.

On one picture after another we were delayed months
and months and months. This delay added tremendously
to our costs, but it will not add one penny to yours.

We are going to perform [ust as we promised, even

though some of our pictures may even lap over into the

new season. We are going to deliver them to you on the

basis on which we sold them to you — and you are going

to make a lot of money on your whole year's contract.

We shall deliver the superb Margaret Sullavan in "Next
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OOD CODE!
Time We Love/' based on Ursula Parrott's novel "Next Time
We Live/' We changed one word in the title (we changed

live to love) because we did not want the story to sound

like something happening in heaven. E.H. Griffith will direct.

We shall deliver Irene Dunne in Edna Ferber's "Show-

boah" with the glorious Jerome Kern music — and under

the direction of James Whale.

We shall deliver William Powell in "My Man Godfrey."

This is a temporary title — but William Powell is not tem-
porary.

We shall deliver "Sutter's Gold/' the envy of every pro-

ducing company in the world.

We shall deliver "Magnificent Obsession/' starring Irene

Dunne, directed by John M. Stahl.

We promised these to you — and we intend to deliver

them to you. While we will be late on delivery, it just

happens that our very lateness will be a Godsend to you.

Now, thousands of you are signing up with Universal

for 1935-36. This time we do not believe we will be late

on delivery, but whether we are late or early — we shall

deliver what you buy!

It's a pretty good code, isn't it?



Carl Laemmie Presents

ZASU PITTS
HUGH O'CONNELL

Universal's Laughing Sensation

with

HELEN TWELVETREES
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
Eddie Brophy—Ward Bond—Virginia Grey

Directed by William Nigh

Produced by David Diamond



READ FOR YOURSELF:

"Certainly the most gen-

uinely funny picture Zasu

Pitts has appeared in. It

reaches gorgeously high

spots of burlesque . . . Give

it a break because there's

something in it for practical-

ly every type of audience .

"

—Hollywood Reporter

"Cued to the crowd . . .

Gets laughs by the sheer

impact of its nonsense . . .

It has a virility which ap-

peals to the mob . . . Miss

Pitts gives her excellent

standard performance/'

—Daily Variety
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NEW UNIVERSAL HERO

Hnndsame John King, actor, singer, spttrts figure, and the forthcoming hero
of L niversal's production of ‘‘‘'Yellowstone." He almost had the male lead in

‘'Magnificent Obsession'^ in his grasp.

A Magazine for

Motion fictura Exhibiton

Paul Gulick, Editor

Publlthad Weakly by

the Motion Picture Weekly

Publishing Co.

Rockefeller Canter, N. Y. City

Universal Pictures Corp.

Copyrighted 1935

(All Rights Reserved)

AI;G. 17,

IVol. .17 .No. Ii

John Kin^ to Star

in ellowstone*’’

J
OHN KING, In whom Universal has

a tremendous amount of confi-

dence, will make his film debut as a

featured player in "Yellowstone."

This production is by Houston Branch,

and its screen story by Arthur Phil-

lips and Cy Bartlett. No director has

as yet been chosen, although Jerry

Sackheim, who will produce it, is plan-

ning a very elaborate production with

many of its scenes taken in the fa-

mous Yellowstone National Park.

That beautiful, popular and very

busy little lady, Jean Rogers, will play

the role opposite John King. It will be

Miss Rogers' third role. First she

played in "Stormy" with Noah Beery,

(Continued on Page 2ft)
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Eddie Lowe
He’s The King!

He rould have been a pro-

fessional baseball player. He could have
played professional football. He was a

college professor. Now he’s a king—“King
Solomon of Broadway.” Monarch of the

midnight sons.

This erudite, athletic and
royal fellow is known to you as Edmund
Lowe. He’s known to his friends as Eddie
and as a swell dresser and grand story

teller. He is known
exhil)itors as a great

a satisfying actor.

to motion picture

drawing card and

‘ )0(XK When
Eddie graduated
from Santa Clara
University with the

degrees of Doctor
of Baseball and
Master of Football,

the college made
him a professor

—

the youngest in the

West. But Prof.

Lowe wanted to

act, so Universal
got a break. He
still wears his

Freshman cap to

make up in—kinil

of a superstition.

Rememlrer him in “Mr. Dyn-
amite':'” Okeh, you will want to see him
in “King Solomon of Broadway.” They
say it’s swell—and so is Eddie as the

King. There’s a Sheba and a harem anil

a swell chorus and Dorotliy Page and
Pinky Tondin. What more could you
want'? —PETER PEPPER
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Universal City Snap Shots
Noted Visitors at Carl Laemmle’s Studios

Jean Rogers, tchose picture appears on the cover of this
tceeh s W eekly, gets her second role at Universal City. She is
featured irith Clark W illiams, shoicn tcith her above, and
with ISoah Beery, Jr., in “Tailspin Tommy in the Great
Air Mystery,” a sequal to the original “Tailspin Tommy”
by Hal Forrest, Miss Rogers has just completed a featured
role in “Stormy.”

Left to right:—M. Jacques Theiry, French playwright, Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal, Baroness de Rothschild,
Baron Phillippe de Rothschild, son of the Baron Henri de
Rothschild, and one of the world's richest men; and Paul
Kohner, Universal associate producer.

Pinky Tomlin can't take it! Louise Henry, beautiful fea-
tured player in “King Solomon of Broadway,” demonstrates
that the saxophone can have a terrifying influence even on
a saxophone player.



PACKED WITH DRAMA...!|

ON THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST TIME!

The drama o( the desperate

four-year unfllct in the Gran

Chore, the "green hell" of

South Ameriro—where men

hove lived a thousond lives

ond died o thousand deaths

for 0 single hour of o we-

men's level

JRCK
j

CAItl lAfMMlE presents A UNIVERSAl PICTURE with

MONA BARRIE • ANTONIO MORENO
GENE LOCKHART * GRANT WtTHERS
BARRY NORTON • GEORGE LEWtS

Always thty answtrtrf th«

(halUngt, wlwthtr it was to

mochiM-fon oo onomy act to

dfstmcrion, or stool a rivol

lovtr’t woman I

Abov* thorn a sky bvnhng with fire

and destriiPctionf.. .Below, the "green
hell" of South America's Gran Chacol
. . Beyond, the one woman they
both loved — and could not reach!

STORm
omm
KMIS

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Mues

WSTORm
^ omm
HHBiS



•IOWMANSHIP...BOX OFFICE

^nSSimsmTHE ^
"GREEN HELL"
RUNS RED WITH
THE BLOOD OF

ITS MOST DES-

PERATE CONFLIG!

iCARl lAEIMMU presents

STOHm
OyiRM

lUlVltiSt

ON THE SCREEN FOR THE FIRST TIME!

(Atl lAEMMlE rtESENTS
A UNIVEISAl riCIUlE WITH

MONA BARRIE

ANTONIO MORENO
LIFE'S DEADLIEST TERRORS
ndW Ami i>to ttwoti, dor- -g-TTr-
iigtlMaloli^blfladboluDodl

LOVE’S SWEETEST ^ /
DANGERS

. irrm Hmv bo<k f* eartfc.

- ^ wjhig the* to Bv« oinI b«

^®PPT I*' V«t o«otfc«^! ^
,

TW droao of dtsperoto

feor-jrnr <mRk1 to tb« Gran

dM<e, tbt "grtoB IwD" of

Sooth Affleri(o— whero bm
hevt Dved o Hmnaad rives

eod M a themood dootln

for 0 single boor of o ore-

MI'S level

CARE lAEMMlE presents A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

JftC/C

(All UEMMIE priMiis A UNIVEISAl hCEUIE with

MONA BARRIE * ANTONIO MORENO
GENE lOCKHAST • GRANT WITHERS
BARRY NORTOlN • GEORGE LEWIS

\
5roMm nnats

tMBiS
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i.arttntn hy Freda Marshal

E
dward Sutherland, who
directed ’’DIAMOND JIM." Uni-

versal’s lead-off production of the

1935-36 season, remembers the late

James Buchanan Brady as a figure

about Broadway when Sutherland was
still in his early teens. Twenty years

ago at Jack’s famous eatery of the

’’Gay Nineties,’’ the muchly bejewel-

led super salesman of railroad equip-

ment crossed to young Edward’s table

and asked if he were not Al Suther-

land’s boy, adding that the son’s re-

semblance to his father was so striking

he would recognize him anywhere.

The elder Sutherland was a theatrical

producer, married to Blanche Ring,

sister of Frances Ring, wife of the

UNIVERSAL WEEKLY =Auo. 17, 1935

Edward Sutherland's Din
Is Superb Because H<

Cartoon by Freda Marshal

Free to You

movie star, Thomas Meighan. The

millionaire play-boy and railroad mag-
nate knew all of the theatrical celeb-

rities of his day and never failed to

have two aisle seats in the first row

reserved for every Broadway opening.

Edward Sutherland inherited his

histrionic ability along with the twink-

ling blue eyes and Irish wit of his an-

cestors. Though he was born in Lon-

don, his parents moved to California

when he was very young and by the

time Eddie had reached his 20’s, he

was making $500. per week as leading

man for Bebe Daniels.

Wanted to Direct

"But I couldn’t see myself making

grimaces all the rest of my life," says

Sutherland. I wanted to be a director.

One day I walked across the street

to Charlie Chaplin's studio and told

him I was tired of being a tailor's

dummy.

"And what do you want me to do

about it?" Charlie inquired.

"I am counting on you as an old

friend," I said, "to show me how to

direct."

Chaplin did a little rapid calcula-

tion and figured out that if I was

really serious he might afford to pay
me $50. per week. I said good-bye to

the other $450. and took the job. For

three years I stayed on the Chaplin

lot working on such pictures as "A
Woman of Paris"—and "The

,
Gold

Rush." I learned a lot but the come-
dian never gave me a chance to get

a swell-head. He knew exactly how
to keep me in my place. Although I

might be permitted to stand under

the camera and shout ’Cut!’, when
necessary, if visitors were present,

Charlie would make a point of shout-

ing
—

’Hey Eddie, my makeup.’ De-

spite all I owe him. there were times

when I could have cheerfully cl-.oked

him."

This past year Sutherland has turned

out Bing Crosby’s "Mississippi" for

Paramount and Edward Arnold’s

"Diamond Jim" for Universal. The
latter is his pet picture to-date be-

cause he finds life far more thrilling

than any fiction and is especially keen

Universal commissioned Miss *

caricaturist and exponent of r >

icatures for ^^Diamond JimJ*^
'

able style. Miss Marshal has be i

and has evolved a unique styU

duced in a special manner for i

warded to any exhibitor who i

connection with his showing i

about directing historical screen bi-

ographies of real personalities.

"The world at large is apt to think

of Diamond Jim Brady as a good fel-

low, King of Gourmands and Gour-

"DIAMOND
CONGRATULATIONS Ek

HONEY EXHIBITORS E I

TAINMENT PLENTY AN -

SHOULD START UNIVE

'

FUL YEAR

T. E. MORTENSI .
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:tion of "DIAMOND JIM"
Knew "Diamond Jim"

I (a Marshal the noted artist,

i'.rnity in art, to draw three car'

j[ were to be in her own inimit-

\udying in Paris and Vienna
i'lese pictures have been repro-

Mipaper use and will be for-

tes them for use in his paper in
' diamond Jim,*’

capped by lack of education and his

ponderous poundage, he determined

to make himself an outstanding figure

in the business and pleasure worlds by
attracting attention to himself not

merely through his collection of fab-

ulous gems, but by his extraordinary

generosity and lavish entertainment.

He was the first of the high pressure

salesmen. His expense accounts ran

into hundreds of thousands of dollars,

but for every $10. he spent he made
a hundred. That was his theory and his

genius. He believed in showiness as a

means of putting over gigantic bus-

iness deals.

Appeals to Youth
"His originality, his foresight in

financial affairs—he practically rev-

olutionized the railroad industry by

selling the first steel undertruck in this

country—and his own amiable char-

acteristics made him one of the most

unique and glamorous Broadway fig-

ures of the 19th century. Any portrait

of the man is a portrait of his whole

era, and for that reason the picture

should be as interesting to the young-

er generation to whom the days of

America's great prosperity are only

heresay, as to the older men and wo-

men who recall Brady as typical of

his time.

mets and a lavish show-off and spend-

thrift," says Sutherland, "but back of

his blatant vulgarism was real psychol-

ogy. Almost from boyhood, he knew
what he was driving after. Handi-

A HONEY
fOND JIM SURELY IS A

i:;d it as great enter-

ri. OF AUDIENCE APPEAL

ON HIGHLY SUCCESS-

•REATER AMUSEMENTS

"Of course in telescoping 50 years

into one hour and a half of film en-

tertainment, the director has to take

a few liberties. "Diamond Jim's" life

was colorful enough to make a dozen

films, but we ha\e chosen the high-

lights of most dramatic interest and

such incidents as most clearly reflect

the character of the man. Edward Ar-

nold, gives a remarkable interpreta-

tion of the many sided "Diamond
Jim." He does not side-step the

crude vulgarities of the ex-saloon

keeper's son but at the same time he

brings out his fine qualities and big

heart."

The story of "Diamond Jim" has

been adapted by Preston Sturgess,

Doris Malloy and Harry Clork, from

Parker Morell's "Life and Times of

James Buchanan Brady." Months of

research work preceded the making

13

Cartoon by Freda Marshal

of the film in order to have faithful

reproductions of the furniture—cus-

toms—and accessories of the period.

Many of Brady's parties are laid in

the celebrated restaurants of New
York's golden age such as Delmonico's

—Jack's—Harry Hill's, and the Hoff-

man House. The story deals with Jim's

friendship of 40 years with the beau-

tiful ballad singer, Nellie Leonard,

who later became world famous as

Lillian Russell, (Enacted by Binnie

Barnes), and tells too, of his one real

love for the equally beautiful Jane

Matthews, played by Jean Arthur.

Others in the cast are Cesar Romero,

Eric Blore, Hugh O'Connell, George
Sidney, Bill Demarest, Robert Mc-
Wade, Bill Hoolahahn, Henry Kolker,

Tully Marshall, Albert Conti, Armand
Kaliz and others. It is an Edmund
Grainger production.



Jean Rogers, Unit
and Noah Beery,

\oah Beery, Jr., icho
appears in the title

role in “Stormy

TAMPEDE
Heralded as the most beau-

tiful and most unusual pic-

ture of the year, "Stormy,"

spectacular drama of the great

outdoors, has been completed

at Universal City by Louis

Friedlander under the expert

supervision of Henry McRae.
Noah Beery, Jr., Jean Rogers, Raymond Hatton, Fred

Kohler, J. Farrell MacDonald, James Burtis, Rex, his seven-

weeks-old colt, and the original Arizona Wranglers, a

septette of frontiersmen well known to radio fans, are

featured in the film, which is the picturizatlon of the pop-

ular novel by Cherry Wilson.

Filmed In its entirety in the Painted Desert, Oak Creek

Canyon and other Indescribably beautiful Arizona loca-

tions, "Stormy" rela+es the story of a wild horse, a home-

less wanderer who loves horses better than life itself, and

a group of homely folk whose lives are curiously affected

by the wild horse. A sensational climax is afforded when a

herd of more than 5,000 wild horses stampede during

a primitive conflict.

OF FIVE THOUSAh'
Unusual preparations were made to provide "Stormy"

with the stampede feature which will set this production
aside as the greatest of its kind ever made In the United
States. Every year there is a round up of wild horses in

Arizona and Nevada. Many of the horses are selected for

,use on the ranches. Others are driven away to the stock-

^^STORMY’’ INTRODUCES BEAUTY

U NIVERSAL recently signed Jean Rogers, a young
Massachusetts beauty, on a long time contract. Her

tests immediately rated her a featured role In "Stormy"
in which she plays opposite Noah Beery, Jr. Her work, as

shown in the rushes, was so outstanding that other direct-

ors Immediately requisitioned her services. She stepped
out of "Stormy" into "Tailspin Tommy in the Great Air

Mystery," In which she again appears with Noah Beery,

Jr., and with Clark Williams under the direction of Ray
Taylor. As soon as she completes the serial, she will be

cast opposite Universal's new baritone sensation, John
King, in "Yellowstone," much of which will be filmed in

the Yellowstone National Park. Jean Rogers is the girl

on the cover.



Rex, most famoi
horse in picture

feature of “Stormy.

I newest beauty,
1 - featured in

) WILD HORSES CLIAMXES "STORMY"
yards, where their hides and hoofs bring $5. apiece.

Henry McRae conceived the idea of asking the authori-

ties to advance the date of the annual round-up in order

that he could provide a tremendous thrill tor this unusual

production. Scores of Indians and horse wranglers spent

many weeks in rounding up the various herds and detach-

NOAH BEERY, Jr. IIS GREATEST ROLE

N oah beery, Jr., made his first big hit as Skeeter in

"Tailspin Tommy." He was a natural selection for

the title role in "Stormy." Noah Beery, Jr., has two pas-

sions in life, horses, and the great western plain, and its

characters, cowboys, Indians and pioneers. He is an au-

thority on paintings of the West, and devoted two days

of his trip to New York to discover the collection of paint-

ings of the West of Charles Russell, noted cowboy artist.

He is also interested in aviation, and is looking forward

to the day when his noted father will permit him to own
and fly a plane. Upon the completion of "Stormy," Noah
Beery, Jr., resumed his part of Skeeter in the sequel to

"Tailspin Tommy," now in production at Universal City.

ments of wild horses. The entire floating population of

horses of the Southwest was assembled for the first time

for a picture. The location was determined by several

considerations.

Blue Canyon in the Painted Desert was the site selected,

in the first place, it is one of the most beautiful, pictur-

esque, rugged and inaccessible spots on the American

continent. It is usually bathed in a temperature of from

100 to 120 degrees. Work in such heat, although it is

dry heat, is difficult, but the results photographically are

worth all the effort and all of the discomfort. Another

consideration was the fact that Rex, famous movie horse

and known to movie audiences as King of the Wild Hors-

es, makes his home on the ranch of his master, Lee Doyle,

near the town of Flagstaff. The Blue Canyon, therefore,

was the spot chosen for the spectacular stampede scenes.

Blue Canyon is the bed of an ancient river, hollowed

out three hundred feet deep in the vermillion rock for-

mation of the Painted Desert. An entire mile of this un-

usual formation is shown in the illustration at the top of

this page, which is one of the most remarkable still pic-

tures ever made for moving picture purposes.
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Here is a combination photograph of the cast of “.4 Great their right is Sugar Cane, the 12-year-old radio star. Be
Idea'’ the Mentone musical which will start off the short low her, John Guy Sampsel and Louise Leonard, The
product season of this popular release. At the left, look- Spanish senorita is Consuela Gonzales, and at the extreme
ing into the picture, are Marcy Brothers and Beatrice. To right of the picture are the famous Eton Boys.

Mentone Starts

M entone, which win contribute

13 two-reel musical releases to

the Universal program this year,

starts off Its season on September

28th with a grand number entitled "A
Great Idea." The script Itself was

written by John Guy Sampsel, who Is

a prolific writer as well as an actor.

He Is a combination of Ed Wynn and

Walter Catlett In appearance and

has written a tremendous number of

vaudeville acts and radio sketches.

In "A Great Idea" he contributed a

breezy comedy characterization, a

glib and forceful talent salesman who

overcomes a reluctant motion picture

producer and sells him a novelty en-

Season With “A

Highly Recommended
“Stranger Than Fiction No. 13”

From Motion Picture Daily Aug. 5
The latest of this series present-

ing oddities in the world is equally
as interesting as any made pre-
viously and the comments of James
Wallington are enlightening. The
reel contains shots of a ferryboat
for schoolchildren, a lion getting a
blood transfusion, a trick boat, a
girl ball player, wood handercliiefs,
an egg-breaking machine and a zoo
managed by a woman. Highly re-

commended.

tertainment Idea. The picture was

directed by Milton Schwarzwald.

In the cast which carries out this

GREAT IDEA”
novel Idea are found such prominent

vaudeville and radio personalities as

the four Eton Boys, known from coast

to coast and featured over number-

less coast to coast radio hook-ups.

Then there Is the trio of Marcy Bro-

thers and Beatrice, acrobatic dancers

who have just completed a record-

breaking 74-weeks' tour of vaudeville

and motion picture stage perform-

ances. Little Sugar Cane. 12-year-

old product, and one of radio's most

popular singing stars. Is In the cast,

together with Consuelo Gonzales, the

Spanish dancer, and Louise Leonard,

who acts as the foil for John Guy

Sampsel's comedy.





FIRST OF THE BIG ONES
EDWARD ARNOLD

in

' DIAMOND JIM'
With JEAN ARTHUR • BINNIE BARNES

Directed by Edward Sutherland

An Edmund Grainger Production

RELEASED SEPTEMBER 2nd

TWO
MARGARET SULLAVAN PRODUCTIONS

Universal’s great star at her greatest!

CAROLE LOMBARD
in 'SPINSTER DINNER'

Faith Baldwin’s Cosmopolitan Magazine
Sensation . . . Directed by Walter Lang

•

BINNIE BARNES

"HER EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR"
From the famous Liberty Magazine
success . . . Directed by Stuart Walker

•

EDMUND LOWE

"KING SOLOMON OF BROADWAY"
With Dorothy Page and Pinky Tomlin . . . Directed by

Alan Crosland ... A Julius Bernheim Production

•

KARLOFF and LUGOSI
in'THE INVISIBLE RAY"

Howard Higgin’s and Douglas Hodges’ weird story

JACK OAKIE
in FAST AND FURIOUS"
From the auto-racing romance by Paul

Sidney Directed by Edward Laemmie
•

'HANGOVER MURDERS"
with

EDWARD ARNOLD - CONSTANCE CUMMINGS - SALLY Ell

ROBERT YOUNG - Robert Armstrong - Reginald Denny

From the novel by Adam Hobhouse . . . Directed by

James Whale ... A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production

•

CHARLES FARRELL
in 'FIGHTING YOUTH"

Stanley Meyer’s sensational football stor<

With JUNE MARTEL.. Directed by Hamilton Macfaddei

•

MAY ROBSON

"THREE KIDS AND A QUEEN"
With Frankie Darro, Charlotte Henry and

Henry Armetta... Directed by Edward Ludwig

•

JACK HOLT
in

"STORM OVER THE ANDES"
With MONA BARRIE and ANTONIO MORENO

Directed by Christy Cabanne
•

EDMUND LOWE
in

"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
E. Phillips Oppenheim’s best-seller. . Directed by Lloyd Coi c

•

MARTA EGGERTH
Universal’s New Singing Venus

in a merry American musical romance

"SONG OF JOY"
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CHARLES BICKFORD
in

"EAST OF JAVA"
Gouverneur Morris' famous story . . Directed by George Melford

ZASU PITTS -HUGH O’CONNELL
The Nation’s Newest Scream - Mates

in

"ALONE TOGETHER"
Directed by Kurt Neumann

•

The Great KARLOFF
in

"BLUEBEARD"
Screenplay by Bayard Veiller, author of

"Within the Law" and "The Trial of Mary Dugan"

•

EDWARD EVEREH HORTON
in

"HIS NIGHT OUT"
Henry Irving Dodge's famous comedy

•

JANE WYATT
in

"STRANGERS AT THE FEAST"
From the best-seller by Beatrice Lubitz

Screenplay by Gladys Unger

•

VICTOTR HUGO’S immortal masterpiece

"HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME"
•

NOAH BEERY, Jr. and JEAN ROGERS
in "STORMY"

Cherry Wilson's story of wild horses and wilder men!
Directed by Louis Friedlander

jUSW.

•"ooeiUT mu mrnis

"DRACULA’S DAUGHTER"
By John L. Balderston ... A Carl Laemmie Jr. Production

"GIANT PLANE"
By James Warner Bellah . . . Directed by Ernst L. Frank

•

"AGENT 44"
The first story of the Government's woman-hunters!

•

Gaston Leroux's classic drama of all time

"PHANTOM OF THE OPERA"
•

JACK HOLT in

"RIVERBOAT GAMBLER"
Based on the famous stories by Bret Harte

Screenplay by Gouverneur Morris and Gerald Geraghty
•

"TROUBLE IN B FLAT"
A brand new kind of comedy with music by

James Edward Grant, author of "Whipsaw"
•

JACK HOLT in

"TALL TIMBER"
The drama of the last wilderness!

•

"YELLOWSTONE"
Arthur Phillips' stirring story of America's natural wonder

•

"THE FLYING SQUADRON"
A romance of aerial daring!

•

SIX BUCK JONES FEATURES
The greatest Western star of all in his biggest money-mokersi

•

JACK HOLT in

"DESTROYER"
Samuel Johnson's gripping story of a submarine pirate

ritOUBlE JT VOI/B rNEATIIF.<;
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IRENE DUNNE
in John M. Stahl's production of

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"
With ROBERT TAYLOR, Charles Butterworth, Betty Furness

From the best-seller by Lloyd C. Douglas

(Now in Production)

•

MARGARET SULLAYAN
FRANCIS LEDERER

in " NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
From Ursula Parrott's newest novel!

Directed by E. H. Griffith

•

WILLIAM POWELL
in "MY MAN GODFREY"

From the Liberty Magazine serial by Eric Hatch

"SUTTER'S GOLD"
From the epic novel by Blaise Cendrars

IRENE DUNNE
in "SHOW BOAT

"

Edna Ferber's Immortal Classic! . . . Music by Jerome Kern

A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production . . . Directed by James Whale
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ANYTHING OKEYED
by YOUNG AMERICA
IS GOOD ENOUGH
FOR ANYBODY!

‘'Lady Tubbs'’ tries to learn to ride in one lesson.

Alice Brady Hits New
Heights In Laughter

•

“Lady Tubbs^’—Grand Farcial Story of
Rise from Cook to Lady of Title;

Alan Moivbray Excellent

•
By lone R. Lowrence,

Motion Picture Editor

A SUPERMASTERPIECE

KEITHS THEATRE
BALTIMORE. MD.

AUGUST 9

J R GRAINGER
NEW YORK CITY

MANY THANKS FOR THE GREAT TREAT

YOU AFFORDED ME IN THE SCREENING OF
DIAMOND JIM IN YOUR HOME OFFICE

PROJECTION ROOM STOP IN MY OPINION

THIS IS UNIVERSAL'S CONTRIBUTION TO
THE TRULY GREAT PICTURES OF ALL TIME

STOP EDWARD ARNOLD PORTRAYAL OF
DIAMOND JIM HAS ESTABLISHED A NEW
PERSONALITY THAT HAS NO PARALLEL

STOP THE ENTIRE PICTURE IS A SUPER-

MASTERPIECE UNIQUE AND POWERFUL IN

STORY COMBINED WITH A GREAT
SMOOTHNESS IN DIRECTION STOP

DIAMOND JIM IS DEFINITELY BOXOFFICE
OF ONE HUNDRED PERCENT GENERAL
APPEAL AHRACTION WHICH WILL EXCITE

AND STIR THE ENTIRE COUNTRY STOP IF

THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT UNIVERSAL

IS GOING TO GIVE ITS ACCOUNTS DURING
THIRTY FIVE AND SIX THE EXHIBITORS

PLAYING U PRODUCT CAN JUSTIFY PLAN
AND ANTICIPATE PLENTY OF EXTENDED
PLAYING TIME STOP AM LOOKING
FORWARD TO BIG BUSINESS WITH THIS

BIG AHRACTION IN SEPTEMBER BEST

PERSONAL REGARDS

FRED C SCHANBERGER JR

KEITH THEATRE BALTIMORE

iL COOK in a railroad construction camp, who is left a

' ' lot of money suddenly decides to make herself into

a member of the English nobility, is bound to run into a

lot of funny situations—take Alice Brady as the cook and

you'll find you have a hilarious farce
—

"Lady Tubbs"

—

(Universal). Her methods are hardly "according to Hoyle"

but they are effective and you can trust Alice Brady to

keep you in stitches of laughter for a good hour.

"Lady Tubbs" rollicks along very gaily, easily rating a

position among the best comedies of the season. Of
course, the mere appearance of Alice Brady is enough to

send some of her more violent fans into immediate hys-

terics but even indifferent movie-goers will find her enor-

mously funny in this picture.

A reprint of a part of the review of

^^Lady Tubbs^’ in ^^Young America^’

the spriteliest and most interesting of

the Weeklies being published for the

Youth of America,
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A UNIVERSAL PICTURE WITH

ALICE BRADY -DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY-^ AN ITA LOUISE
JUNE CLAYWORTH - ALAN MOWBRAY

MILDRED HARRIS - HEDDA HOPPER - PHYLLIS BROOKS
From the novel by Homer Croy Directed by Alan Crosland L L. Ostrow Associate Producer



This may cost us our job —

but we couldn't resist taking this paragraph out of

James R. Grainger's confidential report to all his branches.
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"Tailspin Tommy”
Sequel Starts

Title of This Year’s Serial

is “Tailspiii Tommy in the

Great Air Mystery.” Fea-

tures Clark Williams, Noah
Beery, Jr. and Jean Rogers

Author Becomes a Technical Advisor

R
ay TAYLOR has s+ar+ed produc-

tion of "Tailspin Tommy in the

Great Mystery," the sequel to Hal
Forrest's newspaper strip serial of

last season, "Tailspin Tommy." The
production is being made by Henry
McRae from a screenplay by Ray
Cannon, Robert Hershon, Basil Dick-

ey, Ella O'Neill and George Plymp-

ton. Its principals are Clark Williams,

who plays Tailspin Tommy, Noah
Beery, Jr., who plays Skeeter, and
Jean Rogers who plays Betty Lou
Barnes. These characters are all in the

original serial and are known to thou-

sands through the newspaper strip.

In addition, the cast includes Bryant

Universal City mike records the finish of “Storm Over the Andes” under the

direction of Christy Cabanne. Directly under the mike, Antonio Moreno is re-

united to his siren tcife, Mona Barrie, while Jack Holt, in the flying togs looks

over the photographic situation.

Washburn, Mathew Betr, Pablo Al-

varez, Delphine Stanley, Herbert Hey-

wood, Paul Ellis, Pat O'Brien and

Charles Browne.

The story is laid In a mythical is-

land, presumably In the Pacific, and

off the coast of South America, as

many of the characters and much
of the atmosphere Is South Amerlcan-

Spanish. Much of the serial will be

filmed in the air, because the mystery

itself has a phantom air pilot called

The Eagle. He has a plane which Is

cleverly camouflaged to look exactly

like a gigantic bird. Just back of the

propeller have been painted a pair of

huge eyes with fiercely predatory pu-

pils and the entire fusileage and

wings have been painted to resemble

feathers.

Henry McRae Is the producer and

the author. Hal Forrest is advisor.

the Orient, he celebrated his birth-

day, had his aviator’s license renewed

and viewed the production start of

"Tailspin Tommy In the Great Air

Mystery." He declares it to be the

most eventful month of his life.

Forrest is Intensely Interested In av-

iation and believes that by using It

extensively in his drawings he can in-

crease the Interest of young Ameri-

can In this field In which America
should lead and start new Interest

and new uses. Though he dresses and

looks a good aviator he refuses to act

In the picture. He has been a big as-

sistance, however, to Ray Taylor in an

advisory capacity.

Hal Forrest, creator of “Tailspin
Tommy,” and now acting as technical
advisor at Universal City on “Tailspin
Tommy in the Great Air Mystery,”

H al FORREST, creator of "Tail-

spin Tommy," Is putting in some
busy days now. He Is acting as tech-

nical advisor on the filming of "Tail-

spin Tommy in the Great Air Mys-
tery," the new bwelve chapter serial

which Universal is filming, in addition

to drawing a daily adventure of the

cartoon "Tommy" which appears in

500 United States and foreign news-

papers. He has a studio in Holly-

wood though he lives in Forest Hills,

Long Island.

During July, Forrest returned from

an airplane trip to Mexico where he

went to gather new material tor the

strip; his mother-in-law returned from

Final "Storm Over The Andes” Scene

Author Advisor
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Universal Contracts Pour In

As September — October
Releases Are Announced

T he order of Universal releases for

September and October, just is-

sued, discloses two months of the most

interesting and positive box-office

subjects Universal ever released in a

two months' period.

"Diamond Jim" starts the season

off officially released on September

2nd, though there is already a mad
scramble to book

this picture prior

to Its actual re-

lease date. "Dia-

mond Jim" has

had so much pub-

licity, so many re-

viewers have seen

it, so many exhib-

itors have com-

mented on it,

that every show-

man In the United

States realizes it

Is In the bag.

Turn to page 17

and read the tel-

egram that Fred

C. Shanbergeri
Jr. of Keith's Bal-

timore, sent to

J. R. Grainger as

soon as he had
seen it.

On September 9th, Universal will

release Its first Jack Holt subject,

"Storm Over the Andes." It Is the

first picture to come out of the Chaco
war in South America and was writ-

ten by two men who know their sub-

ject and was produced with such fi-

delity that It could be shown to the

armies of Paraguay and Bolivia as an
actual occurence in this war. Jack
Holt has the support of Antonio
Moreno, Mona Barrie, Gene Lockhart,

George Lewis, Barry Norton, Juanita

Garfias and a full complement of air

flyers In a production which was made
by Christy Cabanne.
On the same date. Universal will

release the first of this coming sea-

son's Buck Jones pictures, entitled

"The Throwback." It is a typical Buck
Jones Western, with hard riding.

splendid riders and with Muriel Evans,

the best looking leading woman any

Western ever had.

On September 16th, comes Edward
Lowe in "King Solomon of Broadway"
with Dorothy Page, Pinky Tomlin, Ed-

ward Pawley and Louise Henry. The
story is that of a nightclub proprietor

who becomes involved with a gang-
ster and the love

affairs of a soci-

ety girl and one
of his own enter-

tainers. It was di-

rected by Alan
Crosland.

September 23rd

sees Universal's

annual football

picture, "Fighting

Touth," starring

Charles Farrell. It

is a typical col-

lege youth story

(vlth a cast includ-

i n g Universal’s

new beauty, June

Martel, Anne So-

thern, Andy De-

vine, J. Farrell

McDonald, Eddie

Nugent and the

greatest football

players Universal could assemble in

California. It was directed by Ham-
ilton McFadden.

"Stormy" Is the release for Sep-

tember 30th and brings to the screen

Noah Beery, Jr. and another new Uni-

versal leading woman In Jean Rogers.

"Stormy" was made on Arizona's

Painted Desert by Louis Friedlander,

with a cast including Rex, the Wild
Horse, J. Farrell McDonald, Walter
Miller, Fred Kohler and the Arizona
Wranglers and is climaxed by a stam-
pede of thousands of wild horses

through the picturesque Blue Canyon.
October starts out with the release

on the 7th, of "Alone Together," the

second of the ZaSu Pitts-HughO'Con-
nell starring pictures and a fitting

followup to their smashing hit, "She
Gets Her Man."

Aug. 17. 1935

FOR 20 YEARS
HIGHEST THEATRE
IN AMERICA
HAS BOOKED
UNIVERSAL

Mrs. Mary McGuire, oivner of The Gem
Theatre, Silverton, Colo., a Universal

customer for 20 years.

T he highest theatre In America is

running Universal Pictures and has

run them for twenty years. Mrs. Mary
F. McGuire runs this up-in-the-air

theatre and she has just signed her

21st Universal contract for the Gem
Theatre.

The Gem Theatre is located in Sil-

verton, Colorado. It Is a small moun-
tain town high up In Colorado's Rocky
Mountains and caters to miners all

the year round, and trans-continental

passers-by during the summer months.

There Isn't much winter trans-contln-

ental traffic over the roads In Silver-

ton since the Doner party trekked be-

low her mountains and arrived in a

famished condition at Fort Sutter in

1849. Gotter know your history to

figure that out.

Part of the year Silverton is abso-

lutely Isolated from the rest of the

world. It is located so high In the

mountains and the snow gets so deep
there in the winter, that at times the

town Is absolutely cut off from all

outside communication, except the

radio. Mails during the winter arrive

only spasmodically.

YOU SUGGEST,
1 WILL PAY!

Exhibitors, Projectionists:

You watch pictures every

day and you know audience

reactions. Why not capital-

ize it hy sending in any good

ideas you may have for im-

proving Universal pictures?

For each acceptable idea I

will pay $50.

CARL LAEMMLE
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New Technique In "ALONE TOGETHER"
Pitts-O'Connell Production Just Finished

S
ELDOM has a comedy run so

smoothly or the rushes so pleased

Universal ofFIcials as those of "Alone

Together," This second ZaSu Pitts-

Hugh O'Connell comedy will be com-
pleted today or Monday by Kurt

Neumann almost a week ahead of its

schedule. "Alone Together’’ is a story

by Mann Page of the romance of a

tinsmith and a candy puller whose

half holiday brings them both to Co-
ney Island, which is Venice.

in support of ZaSu Pitts and Hugh
O'Connell are some of the best fun

makers in Hollywood: Walter Catlett,

who has just completed "Tale of Two
Cities" and Inez Courtney, who has

just finished a splendid role in "Dizzy

Dames." Others are William Pawley,

James Dugan, Mae Busch, James
Burke, Irene Franklin, Buster Phelps,

Monte Montague. Phil Tead and Earl

Hodgkins, the radio star. There is also

a group of comely comediennes who
are well known in two-reel comedies.
They are Dorothy Granger, Lois Jan-

Help ZaSu

Y ou exhibitors have literally

hundreds of ZaSu Pitts pic-

tures. You have seen literally thou-
sands of her stills. You can help
her. Miss Pitts is starting a photo-
graphic album of her various pro-
ductions. She wants stills of herself
when she was starting in pictures
twenty years ago. If you have any in
your possession, she will deeply ap-
preciate it if you will send them to

the publicity office at Universal
City, California.

uary, Julie Kingdon, Connie Bergren,

Gertrude Short, Carol Tevis and Phyl-

lis Crane.

Substitution of music for dialog as

well as to create a definite mood was
used by David Diamond, Universal as-

sociate producer, in the treatment of

"Alone Together." Universal had a

special musical score written by Franz

Waxman, which was directed by Bak-

aleinikoff, noted orchestra leader. It

runs entirely through the production.

Instead of definite speecTies, the mu-
sic interprets the moods for the au-

diences.

Waxman, first gained attention

with his remarkable score for "The
Bride of Frankenstein," and later gave
the musical atmosphere to "Diamond
Jim." starring Edward Arnold. So
effective were his compositions that

he was signed for the Pitts-O'Con-

nell production.

"Motion pictures are still battling

against the handicap of too much
dialog, Carl Laemmie declares,

"There are other mediums of expres-

sion, notably of pantomime, which al-

most passed out of the picture with

the 'talkies' and music. We are music-

minded in 'Alone Together,' tor we
are trying the experiment of using

music instead of dialog as well as to

create moods in each individual

scene. Pathos, love, romance, happi-

ness, sorrow, and suffering may be
transmitted through music.

The Denver Roll of Honor
(Continued from Page 1

)

Three years
EXHIBITOR THEATRE LOCATION
Everette Cole Rialto Alamosa, Colo.

Glenn Miller Rialto Brighton, Colo.

Geo. Corich Mission Clayton, N. M.

John Anderson Cover Ft. Morgan, Colo.

Mrs. Lee Mote Lyric Powell, Wyo.

E. C. Trleb Capitan Roswell, N. M.

Arthur Campbell Legion Saratoga, Wyo.

C. W. Hermes Hermes Springfield, Colo.

Floyd Beutler Montaner Taos, N. M.

Tom Kerby Elk Worland, Wyo.

Joe Dekker Granada Denver, Colo.

Jack Lanagan, Managej

All accounts using our product for 10 years

have used it since they have been in business.
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First Stillfrom ^‘Hangover Murders’'

# This is the first still from ’‘'Hangover Murders.’^ It shows the ornate living room of the Long Island

family where the first murder teas committed, ivhile the members of the week-end party were in a state

to remember very little of what happened. Here they are,—Robert Young, Constance Cummings, Reg-

inald Denny and Louise Henry, trying to recall how on earth Vic Huling could have been murdered.

Even the butler’s morning-after ministrations are ignored.

John King To Star

In “Yellowstone”

(Continued from Page it)

Jr., then in 'Taiispin Tommy in the

Great Air Mystery,' 'and when she

finishes that, she will go into "Yellow-

stone."

John King is the radio baritone

Universal acquired in hot competition

with several other companies and

whom it has been grooming for pic-

ture purposes for four months. He

was born in Cincinnati, and when Ben

Bernie came there in 1934, he heard

John King sing and signed him to go

on tour with his radio band. He has

done much to develop the baritone's

fine stage presence and it was he who

advised him to go into pictures. King

is six feet, two and a half inches tall,

weights 180, has blue eyes and me-

dium brown curly hair. He has a rich

baritone voice, a wide repertoire in

opera, expert training in diction, and

a natural grace and rhythm of motion

which have been induced by horse-

manship, tennis playing, baseball and

ice hockey.

Full advantage will be taken of

King's voice in the production. Spe-

cial songs are being written and will

be interpolated in "Yellowstone" in

a novel and interesting way to make

both music and the natural settings

of the Park a factor in the production.

VmVERSAL CHOOSES
^FIGHTING YOUTH”

U NIVERSAL yesterday decided up-

on the ideal title for its Charles

Farrell starring picture "Off-Side."

It will be called "Fighting Youth."

Although the football season, even in

California, is still a month away. Uni-

versal has officially opened it tor this

production.

"Fighting Youth" is a story sug-

gested by Stanley Meyer, himself a

former football star, and put into

screen form by Henry Johnson, Flor-

abel Muir and Hamilton McFadden,

who is directing it. Charles Farrell

will play the star part, with Universal's

new heroine, June Martel, Andy De-

vine, J. Farrell McDonald, Anne Sher-

idan, and Eddie Nugent in important

roles.

(Continued on Page 29)
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^^Three Kids and A Queen’’ Starts

• (wraphic and nniiisinf: scene from ‘‘'"Three Kids and a Queen,’^ ivith May Rohson on the bed in the
hideau'ay. I^eft to rifiht: (diarlotte Henry, Hilly Hiirrud, Henry Armetta, Billy Benedict, Frankie Darro.

Lawrence Grant Cast In “Three Kids andA Queen”

A NUMBER of players were yester-

day added to the cast of "Three

Kids and a Queen," starring May
Robson at Universal City. The new
players are Laurence Grant, who has

the top featured spot; Ferdinand

Gottschalk, George Irving, Leah
Winslow and John Hale.

"Three Kids and a Queen" is a

story by Chester Beecroft and Harry
Poppe, which went into production at

Universal City last week under the di-

rection of Edward Ludwig. Its cast in-

cludes Frankie Darro, Charlotte Hen-
ry, Henry Armetta, Herman Bing. Bill

Benedict and Billy Barrud.

Seven ^etv Flayers for

^^Magnificent Obsession^^
OEVERAL players were added yes-

^ terday to the cast of "Magnificent

Obsession," which John Stahl is di-

recting at Universal City with Irene

Dunne, Robert Taylor and Charles

Butterworth. Production was virtually

at a standstill until Betty Furness re-

covered from an attack of tonsilitis.

Yesterday production was resumed on

the "Normandie" set. The new players

are Cora Sue Collins, Crauford Kent,

Grady Sutton, Maidel Turner, Beryl

Mercer, Mickey Daniels and Sidney

Bracey.

“G/ory f/o/e” Purchased
To Star Jack Holt

CARL LAEMMLE has purchased an

unpublished novel by Theodore
Reeves entitled "Glory Hole.’’ It will

be used as a starring vehicle for Jack

Holt. It is the story of a sea rover

and Mr. Laemmie is planning to make
it one of the most elaborate and ad-

venturous of the Jack Holt stories.

Holt has just completed his first pic-

ture for Universal, entitled "Storm

Over the Andes," in which he was
supported by Antonio Moreno.

UNIVERSAL CHOOSES
FIGHTING YOUTW^

(Continued from Page 28)

The football contingent summoned
by director McFadden to Universal

City and the Los Angeles Coliseum,

scene of some of the country's big-

gest games, includes Jim Thorpe,

greatest football player of all time.

Paul Schwegler, Nick Lukats, Dale

Van Sickle, "Moon" Mullins, Frank

Baker, Howard Christie, Jim Purvis,

George McNeish. Art Dittberner. and
David Davis. Jeff Cravath. freshman
coach at U. S. C., plays the role of a

coach in the picture. He also worked
out the plays used in the picture.

Monday the cast will return to Uni-

versal City for studio scenes where
Alden Chase, Murray Kinnell, Charles
Wilson, Phyllis Fraser and David
Worth will join the cast.



A Million Windows For ^^Diamond Jim** -

The Tie-Up Boys Are Working Overtime!

fdWARD arholdKUWAKW „,ytRSAl

DIAMOND JIM'
COULDNT HAVe
BOUGHTA FINIft :

CIGAR THAN...

GARCIA GRANDE
Ford swell smoke fry GARCIA GRANDE
For an enjoy^kle movie be sure to see

ROXY THEATRE • NOW PLAYING

Every Place Cigars Are Sold

WAll Help Sell “Diamond Jini’^

T he manufacturers of Garcia Grande
cigars are supplying their distributors

with copies of the above window paster

to use when "Diamond Jim" comes to

your town. The cigar distributor will be

advised of your dates as far in advance

as possible and at the same time will re-

ceive posters already imprinted with your

theatre name and playdates. His supply

will be sufficient to cover all retail out-

lets in your territory for Garcia Grande
cigars. He will handle the distribution.

Check the distributor to make sure there

is no slip up, and arrange to supply

stills and other accessories for adding to

the attractiveness of the displays. If you

cannot locate a distributor of Garcia

Grande Cigars communicate direct with

Jerome Klorfein, Garcia Grande Cigars,

141 Fifth Ave., New York City

he looked like millions! And it looks

as if a million windows are going to herald

the coming of “DIAMOND JIM” in its key-

city premieres within the next few weeks.

The tie-up boys have been toiling over-

time to pave the exploitation path for thea-

tres playing this splendiferous picture. On

this and the next page you can glimpse a

few of the co-op arrangements that have

been made to help you shout the merits of

the new season’s first big box-office baby!

As key city runs of “DIAMOND JIM are

reported to the Home Office, the various

co-operating companies will be notified. It

will then be a simple detail for the theatre

manager to make local arrangements to in-

sure the tie-ups.

‘i-i 12

Additional to the tie-ups briefly com-

mented upon here, the giant pressbook de-

tails other local possibilities and many flash

stunts to sell the amazing picture of the

flashiest figure that ever dazzled the '^Tiite

Way.
“D//fJfO/VD JIM" f* already the talk

of the motion picture tcorld. Wires of

praise are pouring in to the Universal

Home Office from hundreds of e.xhibitors

Kho have been made happy by seeing

it. Newspapers have been heralding its

coming for the last three months. Fhe

stage is set for your premiere.

Everything possible has been and is being

done to help make your job of selling it to

your public an easy one. Here’s a grand

chance for you to show your showmanship!
JOU WEIL

99

Movie Mirror Tie-up

Plugs “Diamond Jim

B
elow is a window card being used

nationally by Movie Mirror Maga-

zine to push their distribution of BInnie

Barnes portraits in tie-up with "Diamond

Jim." Another big factor of the tie-up

is the cooperation offered by Liberty

Magazine (the same organization that

publishes and distributes Movie Mirror).

Exhibitors who play Diamond Jim

should contact the local distributor of

Liberty. In return for printing on Roto-

gravure heralds a notice of the appear-

ance of the Diamond Jim story in the

Movie Mirror, the distributor will assist

in the distribution of the heralds. Where

possible the Liberty Magazine boy dis-

tributors should be given passes to see

'Diamand Jim" in return for helping with

the herald distribution.

THIS BEAUTIFUL PORTRAIT OF
BINNIE BARNES

WITH EACH COPY OF

movie mirror
WATCH FOR

Ucvuiiful

aHAE
RARNES

in the raU' of

LILLIAN
RUSSELL
dn ih*' glfimonnis

UNIVERSAL
PICTURE

ol an ocibng

iDULMidililD >yiM
^

' AT YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE
UAO AlOUT THIS AND OTHER NEW PICTURES^.

movie mirror
ON SALE HERE _
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"DIAMOND JIM" HITS NEW HIGH IN NATIONAL PLUGS!

The Life and Times of

MSinia 1, ]mi\]fi)Y
By Parker Morrll

His ringf and stick pin* Taa.de

the UjiiTS of Broadway blink .

He paid *19^50 for a gold-
plated bicycle for Lillian Russell

r cightecn-coiujc dtcnefi

of chocolates*

Book Stores Push

A Flash In Every W. U. Office!

T
he jumbo tele-

gram shown at

the right will be dis-

played in every

Western Union Tele-

graph office in your

city when you play

''Diamond Jim." Set
your supply from the

Universal Exchange,

imprint them with

your theatre name
and pley dates and

give them to the

city manager of the

Western Union offi-

ces. He will see that

they are posted. In

some cases you may
be able to get the

office manager to

place stills and other

material in window.

1 L

CXASS OP SEKVlCt

H»jt is t. WESTERN BTC KS

mrii »» de-

?sn^cbai»«cr
di£U«d by » suitable

ab<iv«V pn<^
ing the jiidTtM.

tviow tdepiMw •»Aa«w taaws «.4st* U»s*of iwapt •viWMwUjn to «J>

HtT - cx:it >TuLt ;

\
i-f

TO)>A.¥ ‘A'SSnsSi'K CKKJN A.'vO;

aAUVVAY KXrftKSS VSrfcSK .KMZKICA'H

tVTW RtTORr YKT-'-gAIC

S,« ^^DIAMQHD JIM"

ROXY NOW

SAS56 60 27TSA. 0S7 YOHS Ti f;2 Si-O ?

7C MC'VI'a -

usias W2S?£il« t^kl05 ’^0 iiSAp;5

oy OK'iVBKSAi-S '-s"'

S:aM0«D .TU67 A6 ]>IA5J0S£ -J2T>s) ^JTJ.OS

XS C-A? UlKl?T:i2 TG'Ft.AS3 3I5J C3 iT ' tHALS

6roy »L.Er DXAacsi) gik ds ?aE- -iiLiAir

Blfssyx-L vfCHK laUTLiyAS 5Ayfi ovzzs.

M:.S 15 23 Is’§?SC7A-7UX.AR OrkCARIOUS O? D..AMCTfl>

vTTM J'.A'it 210? i'2 GI.CJU22 12 TEXU QTuWi)

ao7ic» ?irri;?L£. •

'
'

.

Zr^WAB-D ABSOtX AS BX AiifOBX .1 It BKAB'*

'3A2 .S.B7H3H. AS JAJtB MATTKE'^2

BXBUIifi 3AB31.3 AS LlttiAS B'JSSXiT.
"

CSSAiUiC-512^0 2EICBLC-H2 ' 020HG£ ?-Ar>5i

c flkihm'.A
Wb^'iERN Cff'ERrVrES IHE TUJXiRAPH IN OV«{ PL»'C25 fl

Special $1 Edition!

D OOK stores all over the country will be
supplied with display material for push-

ing the sale of She new popular priced edi-

tion of the Parker Morell novel from which

"Diamond Jim" was made. You can add
considerably to the attractiveness of the

displays by supplying the dealers with stills,

lobby photos, cut-outs, streamers and other

accessories. Get the dealer to distribute

heralds imprinted with an ad for the book.

Supply him with book marks similar to the

one shown in the pressbook. Donate a couple
of copies of the book to the library in re-

turn for an extra plug. Offer copies as prizes

in one or more of the contests suggested in

the pressbook. It you cannot locate a dealer

communicate direct with Garden City Pub-

lishing Company, 244 Madison Ave., New
York City. Atention of Mr. Miller.

Display For Royal

Typewriter Dealers

T
he local type-

writer dealer
will be notified of

your playdates and
supplied with card

similar to the one
shown. Contact
him early to insure

the best possible

tie-up. You can

offer stills and
other accessories

to build up a hand-

some display with

this card as the

central feature.

8tWi£ Usr>cn« St*» lun «*

ROYAL PORTABLE

EDWARD ARNOIO

DIAMOND JIM

ROXY THEATRE • AUG. ?3rd

THE ROYAL PORTASLE
»< It*

.

1" M> :t •«

‘‘Diamond Jim’s” Favorite Candy In

City-Wide Tie-Up For Roxy, N.Y. Run

STARTING- AU0.25

PAGE I SHAW
THE CANDY Of EXCEUENCf

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO

“DIAMOND JIM'
WORLD (9iCUB{ 0< T»e <itkV NlNtTtU

"And Still The Favorite of
Those Who Appreciate
The Finest
GtVI HUt >AGfi Atm SRAW
FO* tSST tM CANDY

fAf£ H(fi to 5Ct

"DIAMOND JIM"
cot TH« t65r a* ftiTffttAtNMCKf

Sketch of display card ichich tvill be used
by Page and Shatv dealers in New York

See Your Local Dealer

of Page & Shaw Sweets
T HE metropolitan distributors of

* Page & Shaw candies are prepar-

ing the display card shown at the

left for dealers to use when the pic-

ture plays at the Roxy Theatre. Con-
tact the distributor of this candy foi

your city and arrange with him for

similar cooperation. Supply stills, lob-

by photos and other accessories tor

dressing up the displays. Special stills

tor this tie-up are available in the

regular set which you can procure at

Universal Exchanges.

^^Sunkist’’ Steps Out
With Colorful Poster

C ALIFORNIA Fruit Growers Association

of Los Angeles, Calif., have prepared

the colorful poster shown below for tie-up

with "Diamond Jim." Think what this meansi
Every store that sells "Sunkist" oranges will

flash your announcement of the picture,

the Association will be notified of your

dates and local distributors supplied with

pasters. Check with the distributor so as not

to lose out on this important item.

Whelan and United Stores
The Whelan drug stores and the United

Cigar Stores with fountain service, are co-

operating with the Roxy Theatre in promot-
ing "Diamond Jim" and "Sunkist" orange
juice. Counter cards will be used. Contact
stores in your city for similar co-operafion.

Only a Few of the Many National Tie-Ups—See Press Book!
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Charninsky Goes Chinese! VellyFine Front!

Louis Charninsky builds a little bit of Chinatown at the Capitol for Dallas to look at.

"Diamond Jim" Is In The Air!
They Talk About Him Everywhere I

Dallas Sees Its Impressario

In Another New Role

I OUIS CHARNINSKY, crack showman at^ the Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex., knew
he had a hot one in "Chinatown Squad"
and played it up as such. He used the line

”G Men of Chinatown" to follow up on the
curren* popularity of this type of drama.
Photo at left illustrates how flash atmospher-
ic front was built up inexpensively. Lanterns,

parasols, bamboo and other Chinese items

were used profusely. Catchline on string of

giant lanterns over front reads: "Behind The
"Frisco Fog Lurks Treachery and Death."
All house attaches were dressed in Chinese
costumes. Similarly costumed men were used
tor advance and current street ballyhoo. You
win the plate of chop suey, Charninsky!

Velly fine workee!

Packivood Uses the

Invisible Gag for

^‘^Bride^* Campaign
^ORVAL E. PACKWOOD, manager of

the Grand-Florissant Theatre, St. Louis,

Mo., distributed sevral thousand invisible

message throwaways playing up the monster

speaks angle for his campaign on the

"BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN."" Selling copy

tor the picture was printed in invisible ink.

HOV6Y'S
Witth Btston'i (Idisl stori bacomt Its ntwasi!

While We Spend

. . . you Save!
.Di«m«od Jim bradf thrtw hit money
srmnid like water . . . but it wai the

ftxtp (Hat ^uriod the boot io Jim’a

btckytrd who «n)oycd Jin’a money
«ko«tI We're throwiaf a lot of money
arotiod tbaae daya, (oa

TOO Bore <Han eaawgli ^ f—kt you
comfemhie io the K«w HoroT'et
But thle eumnaet (YCKJ tMxtf off'tlso

boeie > r. fuceuiror Mriota that mate
a dafly tru> td Ho^a arortfcwliH(t

C. F. HOVEY CO. EitAhlitl.cl 1S33

W HEN advertising writers, columnists,

radio commentators and others seek-

ing the daily attention of the public, start

referring to a certain character you may
be sure; that name is becoming a household

word. And that"s just what's happening
with "Diamond Jim." The newspaper ad re-

produced at the left is an indication of how
"Diamond Jim" is being used to attract

attention. Since the Univrsal picture was

first announced the most glamorous char-

acter the country has ever known has been

attracting wide spread attention. As the

release date of the picture approaches this

interest is becoming more and more pro-

which became readable when paper was dip-

ped in water. Invisible writing gags always

stir up plenty curiosity and Packwood tells

us this one went over big for him. If you

want to use the stunt write to Arthur D.

Jenkins, The Mascoutah Herald, Mascoutah,

Illinois, for prices on the throwaways.

nounced. The ad, inserted in Boston papers

by Hovey's department store, was not sug-

gested or solicited by any theatre. Show it

to your local store. Maybe they'll use the

idea and tie it up to your run.

Sold With Zippy Catch Lines

Display lines “sold” this front. Attractive posters and cut-outs caught the eye. It's

the Castle Theatre in Bloomington. III., one of the Great Slates theatres where
“Chinatown Squad” did fine business.
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how the crowds flocked

to "The Spirit of Notre

Dame" . . . how the

dough rolled in with

"All-American". . . how

records smashed with

"Saturday's Millions"?

. . . Universal always

made the money-

making football hits!

watch for the

UNIVERSAL football

picture of them all!

I

j
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The Roll of Honor

The Following Exhibitors in the Detroit territory have used
Universal Pictures Consecutively:

NAME THEATRE TOWN
NO. OF YEARS
USED UNIVERSAL

R. P. Leahy Washington Bay City FOUR
w. Bernstsid Lafayette Bay City TEN

Tivoli Bay City TEN
Woodside Bay City TEN

D. Kocz Columbia Flint SEVEN
A. Eiseman Richards Flint TEN
H. Hobolth DeLuxe Imlay City TEN
Wm. A. Cassidy Frolic Midland TEN
H. Caliier Empress Belding FOUR
C. Beechler Rialto Charlotte FIVE

P. C. Schram Orpheum & New Kalamazoo FIFTEEN

Seo. Murphy Iris Muskegon FIFTEEN

P. Schlossman Michigan Muskegon FIFTEEN

State Muskegon FIFTEEN

Regent Muskegon FIFTEEN
E. C. Jarvis Garden & Orpheum Lansing FIFTEEN
H. C. Cochrane Plaza Lansing FIFTEEN
Henry SadlowskI Crane Detroit SEVEN
Henry S. Koppin Garden Detroit TEN

Ben & Lou Cohen
Highland Park

Grand Victory Detroit

TEN
SEVEN

Norwood Detroit SEVEN
Hollywood Detroit SEVEN

J. B. Mitchell Rex Detroit TEN
Mrs. Ida Klatt Regent & Rosedale Detroit FOUR
E. Kirchner Family Detroit TEN
Tom Lancaster Grande & Lancaster Detroit EIGHTEEN
George Sampson Dawn Detroit TEN
A. Bzovi Ecorse Detroit TEN
D. Robbins Echo Detroit TEN
M. Karo Monroe Detroit SIX
Wm. Schuttenhelm Globe Detroit THREE
E. Beck Hippodrome Detroit FOUR
J. Stocker Myrtle Detroit TEN
E. Blasdell Lyric Detroit NINE
Mrs. E. Hilke Perrien Detroit FIVE
Romulus AIbu Priscilla Detroit EIGHT
W. Kimmel West End Detroit SEVEN
Michael Victor Astor Detroit thirteen
Wade E. Allen Arcade Detroit SIX
J. M. Leasia Castle Detroit SEVENTEEN
Paul Krauss Pastime Detroit SEVENTEEN
Samuel Ackerman East Side Detroit SEVENTEEN

(Ctmtinued on Fnge 22)
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YO
No. 826 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmle, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

The pictures you bought from us last season — the pic-

tures which probably influenced you to sign up for the
whole Universal line-up — the pictures which you knew
darned well would make money for you — are going to be

delivered to you.

Tve told you that before. Tm going to tell you some-

thing more on the same subject:

They will cost far more than we thought they would —

They will be far better than we dreamed they would —

But the extra cost will come out of Universal's pocket,

while the extra quality will be poured into your pocket.

That's as it should be. Ordinarily it is nothing to brag
about — but it occurs so infrequently in the picture indus-
try that I think you will enjoy realizing that you made a

swell buy when you bought the whole Universal line-up

for the season of 1934-1935.

I have told you before that these pictures are late on
delivery. We could not help it. Rather than make them
poorly and quickly, we decided to deliver them late — and

make better pictures than you thought you would get.
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WIN!
John Stahl is making a far better production of "Mag-

nificent Obsession'' than he thought he could. In this you
will get Irene Dunne with Robert Taylor, Charles Butter-
worth and Betty Furness. You win!

Ursula Parrott's best novel (Next Time We Live) on
which we have changed the title to "Next Time We Love,"
has turned out to be far better screen fare than we hoped
for. In this you will get Margaret Sullavan and Francis

Lederer and E. H. Griffith as director. You win!

The same is true of the William Powell picture "My
Man Godfrey" which we promised to deliver earlier to you
but which will come late. Carl Laemmie, Jr. will produce it.

You win!

In making "Sutter's Cold" we found we had tackled a
much bigger subject than we realized. So we are going to
make it bigger than we promised— and you get it on your
contract at contract rates. You win!

You will also get Edna Ferber's immortal "Show Boat"
with Irene Dunne, directed by James Whale and music by
Jerome Kern — a Carl Laemmie, Jr. production. You win!

Somehow, you win every time you hook up 100 percent

with Universal. Some of you have been winning that way

ever since you were mere pups!



YOU'LL NEED A
It's Melodram

It's Melody^P
It's Box Offic€l*

It's Everythin I

Murder to Mu »

Beautiful Gir

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE WITH
DOROTHY PAGE • PINKY TOMLIN

Edward Pawley Louise Henry
Directed by ALAN CROSLAND



CCER CASH BOX FOR THIS!

Produced by Julius Bernheim
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Uncle Carl Comes Through

I

F "DIAMOND JIM" is a sample of what Universal will offer for the

new season, then "Uncle Carl" and his Universal outfit will not be
taking a back seat for anyone.

It's a different kind of picture, with Edward Arnold, as the suave

"Diamond Jim Brady," who rode to fortune in sale of railroad equip-

ment. His is a remarkable performance throughout, and the finish, which

finds the food-loving Jim courting death by ordering food denied him

by his doctor, is a novel and effective climax, the outcome of which the

audience may decide for itself.

His Brady is a colorful and dashing man-about-town, lucky in busi-

ness, but just as unlucky at love. The success Universal has made with

this picture probably opens up new vistas for the screen in dramatizing

careers of the nation's business leaders. A fine cast supports Arnold to

make this a really swell show.

The box reproduced above is from the front page of “Greater Amusements,”

the regional trade paper published in Minneapolis. The editorial reproduced be-

lotc is also from “Greater Amusements,” and mirrors the opinion of most of

the trade papers and most of the exhibitors in this moving picture business.

+ + +

Editorially
Speaking

I

T'S about time some one
called a halt on the efforts of

scandal mongers to dispose of

Carl Laemmie, lock, stock and

barrel. There have been so many
rumors concerning the com-
pany's future which have gotten

into print to make the story al-

most a journalistic, scandal by
our trade press. We were guil-

ty, too, in falling for the report,

once, and have since apoligized

to Mr. Laemmie for an error,

sincere, though it was.

Carl Laemmie, busy turning

out pictures which merit the

envy of any producer in the bus-

iness, should not be harrassed

by an avalanche of rumors, con-

cerning the company he spent

30 years in building. "Uncle
Carl" has a patience or he cer-

tainly should track these rumors

to their source.

SKOLSKY
-AND -

SULLAVAN
Sidney Skol.sky,4in his famous col-

umn, "Hollywood," in the New York
Daily News, made this declaration in

last Wednesday morning's paper:

“Edward Arnold gives another truly
fine performance in “Diamond Jim.”

Ed Sullivan in his justly famous
"BROADWAY" column in the New
York Daily News has this pertinent

remark:
“EDWARD ARISOLD may win the
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DIRECT
FROM

THE STUDIO
Unexpurgated reports on
the rushes at the studio
from the man who sees
them FIRST.

^^HANGOVER MURDERS”
If this picture looks as good on its

finishing day as it does at the start,

we might as well get ready for the
grand ballyhoo. Everything seems so
well under control. The photography
is a delight. It is full of fine big lum-
inous shadows and has a spooky air

about it that matches perfectly with
the mysterious woman, so powerfully
played by Rafaela Ottiano.

^^STORMY”
The more spectacular scenes in this

picture have already been described.
These closing interior shots are merely
links in the story chain that is mostly
out of doors. The picture is about all

shot. What few scenes that remain to
come will be pick-up shots here and
there. When it's all put together it

ought to be a magnificent thing.

There are not so many de luxe west-
erns these days. Therefore this one
stands a fine chance of mopping up.

^‘KII\G SOLOMON
OF BROADW AY”

The same high grade production
value is over it all, as it has been from
the beginning. Everything looking

fine. Picture can be touted strong in

advance without hesitation.

“77/E THROW BACK”
Some of the best night photog-

raphy ever made Is in this picture.

It is dark and really looks like night,

and yet the action loses nothing by it.

The girl is a marvelous rider. She
used to be a jockey at the Tia Juana
track In the women's races.

Academy reward for his performance
in the title ride of “Diamond Jim”
Ready ... he must top Victor Me-
Eaglen's make-believing in “The In-
former,” and Frederic March’s grand
performance in “Les Miserables.” . . .
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Universal Captures Pinky Tomlin

Fire character sketch of Pinky Tomlin as he appears in “KIISG SOLOMON OF BROADW AY,'' Pinky Tomlin is the actor
in whom Hollyicood is interested right now, more than in any other screen player. He is the "tops." Universal has just

signed him under a long term contract.

INKY TOMLIN rattled

into Hollywood last

September In an old Ford,

a battered hat. and an

amazing belief in himself.

That belief and the ability

to back it up has earned

Pinky a long term contract

with Universal.

In spite of the fact that

he had studied in college to be a lawyer, he was sure

that he was an entertainer Instead. His family was dead
set against this, and there was nothing in his appearance

to indicate the God-given rhythm of movement and of

melody that lay behind the

horn-rimmed glasses and

the prematurely bald fore-

head. So he came to Holly-

wood on his own, a la

Coxey's Army.
But Pinky Tomlin got his

chance as all geniuses do,

sooner or later, and Pinky

knew exactly what to do
with his chance. In one

night. In the swanky Bilt-

more Hotel Bowl, the larg-

est night club in Hollywood,

he panicked a cold and

skeptical audience into riot-

ous enthusiasm.

The next day, the un-

familiar name of Pinky Tom-
lin was on every tongue, his

songs in everybody's ears.

He became a Hollywood
sensation overnight, and
now he Is pointed for an

even greater national sen-

sation, both as a writer of

songs and as an actor. The
man who could musically

motivate such a phrase as,

"The Object of My Affec-

tions Can Change My
Complexion," is a boon to

the music business. The awk-

ward grace of the Pinky

Tomlin hands, gestures and

figure have boosted him to the top in the movies. His

homely down-to-earth way of interpreting songs gets him

$5000 per on the stage. He is a triple threat man.

Universal signed him to support Edmund Lowe in "King

Solomon of Broadway."

Before the last scenes of the

picture were made, he had

been signed to a long term

contract. He will be one of

the biggest stars of the

screen this winter.

In "King Solomon of

Broadway," Edmund Lowe
is supported not only by

Pinky Tomlin, but by Dor-

othy Page, Ed Pawley, and
Lewis Henry. Dorothy Page

just arrived in New York on

the completion of the pic-

ture. She is tremendously

enthused about Tomlin and

his remarkable ability to

write songs at a moment's
notice. Miss Page will sing

his song, "That's What You
Think," and her own song,

"Moaning In the Moon-
light, on Whiteman's hour

Thursday night, Aug. 29th.

The Sensation of the Current Motion

Picture Year and the Envy of the

Music World Casts Lot with Universal

As He Finishes “King Solomon of

Broadway.”

PINKY TOMLIN
Hollyivood’s Wonder Boy from
Radio Stars Magazine for July

I

N a remarkable article about Pinky Tomlin, Holly-

wood's "Wonder Boy," just signed to a long term
contract by Universal, Erma Taylor describes the

triumph of Pinky Tomlin In his first appearance In

Hollywood. Read this excerpt. You will enjoy it.

"The Biltmore Bowl is the largest night club In

Los Angeles, In fact, it is the largest west of Chi-
cago. It is the swanky place to go and dance to

Jimmy Grier's music," says Miss Taylor.

"Until last Cctober, nothing tremendous ever
happened there. In Cctober, Pinky Tomlin hit town
and started things humming.
'We were lucky enough to be at the ringside

when it happened—at the Bowl, I mean. Jimmy

(Continued on Page 28)
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Stormy” Completed, Exceptional Feature

A S our studio expert on "rushes" observes, an excep-

tional Western is a rarity. "Stormy," the western

about a runaway boy, a wild horse and a girl who is just

as untamed is that rare ani-

mal, the exceptional western.

"Stormy" was just com-
pleted this week at Universal.

It was made entirely on loca-

tion. Even its interiors were

made in cabins and ranch

houses on the rim ot the Blue

Canyon, fifty miles from

Flagstaff. Everything about

it is unusual, everything

about it is exciting, every-

thing about it is dramatic.

Weeks of preparation pre-

ceded the selection ot the lo-

cation and the collecting ot

the enormous herd of horses which have formed the dar-

ing background against which the whole drama of this

Cherry Wilson novel was filmed.

There was a scene in which

a real rattlesnake is permit-

ted to approach the suppos-

edly injured J. Parrel Mac-
Donald, within two feet of

his defenseless head. It took

quite a lot of searching to

find rattlesnakes who could

withstand the weather, as

the thermometer frequently

reached 130 before they got

a real, acclimated snake.

This story appeared in the

New York Evening Journal,

and in more than a hundred
other newspapers.

Sun Kills Movie Snakes
Brought to Location for ^‘Stormy^^

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 17.—Here's something for the

Arizona Chamber of Commerce to cheer about; On
location there, the director of the Universal production,

"Stormy," sent a load of Indians out into the desert to

collect rattle snakes for a snake dance. After hours

of wandering and probing, the Indians returned empty
handed. Either the snakes had just gone back to Ire-

land or there weren't any.

So-o-o-, they sent a scout quickly to the Museum at

Flagstaff, where they loaned him two rattlers for the

occasion, but the moment they were placed in the sun-

shine they swooned and died.

I ntfrfstin^

Ciimpnsite

picture <*/

same i,/ the

cast af

"Slarmy,"

maile on the

Painted

Desert.

Looking

over the log,

J. Farrell

McDonald,
lean Rogers,

Raymond
Hatton, and

James
Burtis,

Relate,

the Arizona

Wranglers.
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A WARTIME airport,

plete with hangars and ad-

ministration offices, was con-

structed by Universal Pictures

Corporation at Triunfo, Califor-

nia, for outdoor scenes of the

screenplay "Storm Over the

Andes," starring Jack Holt. The production deals with

the activities of air forces in the Paraguay-Bolivian

War. Rumor says it is a great hit.

The airport and buildings, costing $50,000 to con-

struct, were headquarters for 1 4 modern fighting

planes, including six observation bombers, the latter

having a speed of more than 200 miles an hour. The

ships were flown by former World War and commer-

cial fliers who have from 3,000 to 7,000 hours of flying

to their credit.

The activity of the picture centered at Triunfo for

more than ten days, with the cast and 40 technicians at

work. Several ’dog" fights were staged, in addition to

the strafing of the airport by machine gunners, the

bombing of two specially constructed ammunition de-

pots and the loading and unloading of the giant

bombers. It makes a great show.

Behind the filming of "Storm Over the Andes," i:

the story of the actual experiences of one of the au

thors. Eliot Gibbons, world traveller and newspaper

writer credited with penning the tale in collaboratior

with Laclede Christy, actually was at the front in the

South American war which forms a background of the

STORM
OVER THE

ANDES"
THRILLS!

Jack Holt shown as the

American Aviator in this

Chaco war picture.
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A tense scene nth
Holt and Mona
Barrie waiting for
George Lewis, the
operator, to re-

ceive the answer
to their message

of peril.

production as a guest of a general. He also flew

over the desolate country where the fighting oc-

curred, and from these experiences came the tale.

He sought out Christy and asked him to col-

laborate. Later the story was given a final touch-

ing up by Al De Mond, veteran screen writer.

Lieutenant Commander Frank Wead, once a fa-

mous Navy flier and since an Injury one of the

best known of Hollywood writers, and an author-

The war in the air

over the Andes

Antonio
Moreno

and Mona
Barrie in

“Stttrm Over
the Andes”

ity on Naval productions, as

well as Eve Green, who
heightened the love interest.

Gibbons, formerly associ-

ated with leading magazines
and newspapers was educat-

ed in public and private

schools there. He came to

Hollywood during the silent

days and was at one time an
assistant director. He Is a

brother of Cedric Gibbons,
art director at Metro-Gold-
wyn-Maver studios, who is

the husband of Dolores Del

Rio. Gibbons' chief interest

is the study of the Latin

American people.

Lieutenant Commander
Wead has been credited

with work on practically

every Naval picture and
many aviation pictures dur-

ing the past seven years.

Among those who worked
on location were Jack Holt,

Antonio Moreno, Mona Bar-

rie, Gene Lockhart, Grant
Withers, and many others.

< comrades,
i ne Lockhart,
! Flores, Grant
i hers, Mona

ie and Tony
I eno await the

crisis.
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•

Betty Furness and Charles

Buttericorth coming doicn

the gangplank of the

icorld's gratest steamship,

the iSormandie, ichich,

strangely enough is dock-

ing at Lnicersal City.

•
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One of the most elaborate

settings ever made for a

picture—the whole facade
of the huge steamer Nor-
mandie. And it is only one
of the huge sets made for

“Magnificent Obsession."

•

“MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION” WILL BE
JOHN STAHL’S GREATEST PRODUCTION
T

he showing of a motion picture directed by John M.
Stahl is always an eagerly awaited event in the screen

world. In the past this master director has filmed a long

succession of such outstanding film plays as "Imitation
of Life," "Back Street," and "Only Yesterday," all of

which have been placed by critics and public alike in the

front rank among screen successes.

Stahl's latest picture for Universal is "Magnificent Ob-
session," now in production at Universal City with Irene

Dunne, Robert Taylor and Charles Butterworth in the

featured roles. This absorbingly dramatic screenplay rep-

resents the finest work of Stahl's brilliant career, and gives

to the charming Miss Dunne a role such as seldom comes
to an actress. It will make star history and will make stars

of several actors.

The story deals with a romance which develops between

Miss Dunne and Robert Taylor, the man she has always

considered responsible for the death of her husband, after

blindness overtakes her and she is unable to see the fea-

tures of the attentive friend who comes into her life. The

climax of the story furnishes situations of the most pow-

erful drama.
"Magnificent Obsession" seems at this writing destined

to be the strongest contender for the annual award, as

the best picture of the year. It represents the talking

screen at its very best. Mr. Stahl feels that the story itself

has the best picture material that ever came to his hand.

He will personally see to it that it holds the audience en-

thralled in its grip. The book went through 36 editions

and is now to be brought out as a movie edition concur-

rently with the release of the picture.

“EAST OF JAVA” STARTS PRODUCTION
HARLES BICKFORD started pro-

duction of Gouverneur Morris'

story, "East of Java," at Universal

City this week. The production is un-

der the direction of George Melford,

and the screen play has been written

by James Ashmore Creelman, author

of several plays and brother of Eileen

Creelman, critic of the N. Y. Sun. In

the first scenes, the cast summoned

includes Elizabeth Young, Leslie Fen-

ton, Siegfried Rienemann, Ivan Simp-

son and Clarence Muse.

It was the intention to use Clark

Williams in an important role, but his

work in "Tailspin Tommy in the Great
Air Mystery," will prevent his appear-
ing in "East of Java." The balance of

the cast will be announced next week.

The Gouverneur Morris novel starts

off with the wreck of a Chinese steam-

er on the reefs guarding Tiger Is-

land. The main cargo of the steamer

is a consignment of wild beasts, and

an assortment of passengers almost as

wild. It is with their several passions,

dangers and love affairs that "East of

Java," deals.
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GRIFFITH to Direct SULLAVAN
and Francis Lederer in

Ursula Parrot’s Novel

^^Next Time We Love.’’

C
ARL LAEMMLE has signed E. H.

GrifRth to direct Margaret Sul-

lavan and Francis Lederer in "Next

Time We Love." Production on this

Ursula Parrott story will start on Aug.

26th. giving Margaret Sullavan only

four days' vacation between the com-

pletion of her picture, "So Red The

Rose," and the start of "Next Time

We Love." Paul Kohner, associate

producer will have the production in

charge. Griffith becomes Margaret

Sullavan's fifth director, the others

being John M. Stahl, Frank Borzage,

William Wyler and King Vidor—

a

quintette few stars can boast. Mr.

Griffith directed Ann Harding in

"Holiday" which picture made her

famous, and In "Animal Kingdom"

with Leslie Howard. He also directed

Joan Crawford In "No More Ladies."

The title of Ursula Parrott's story

has gone through quite a series of

changes. It appeared first in McCall's

Magazine under the title of "Say

Goodbye Again." Longmans-Green
brought the novel out under the title

of "Next We Time We Live," which

Universal has just changed to "Next

Time We Love." The book was pub-

lished on March 1 5th.

Edward H. Griffith was born at

Lynchburg, Virginia, on August 23,

1 894. His education, after the ele-

mentary years, was received princi-

pally in England and In Munich. In

Ihe latter city he studied art.

On his return to America Griffith

allied himself with newspaper work,

and for seven years devoted himself to reporting, editorial

work, magazine and feature writing. He was associated

with the Chicago Journal, Cleveland Leader and New
York Times during his newspaper career. Two plays writ-

ten during this time, "Three in One," and "Daughters of

Joy" were also produced.
In 1915 he made his first connection with pictures In

the dual capacity of actor and writer for the Edison Com-
pany. Then he was promoted to scenario editor. Soon he

the ace director icho tcill produce “ISext Time W'e hove''

progressed to the direction of two-reelers and then to

features. Later he directed at various times tor Associ-

ated Exhibitors, First National, Pathe, Paramount, Vita-

graph, Columbia and De Mille productions.

For three years Griffith was associated with Pathe

where he directed a number of notable pictures during

that time. Several Rod La Rocque starring pictures were

made under his direction just prior to the advent of talk-

ing pictures. (Continued on Page 23)



NEW YORK'S SOCIAL
SEASON OPENS

Admit Two

th the swankiest

box office event

in years!

W^orlcl Premiere

//DIAMOND JIM"
Stcirn/'.s EDWARD ARNOLD

wit/, JEAN ARTHLIR BINNIE BARNES

A L1NI\'ERSAL PICTLIRE

ROXy THEATRE
7tli Avenue at 50th Street, New York City

Erid&y hvenins, Aususl ±3nJ

at Nine O’clock
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box OFFICE

Carl Laemmie presents CHARLES FARRELL in

Jniyersal's newest football sensati onl . . . . With
JUNE MARTEL + Andy Devine + J. Farrell MacDonald +

’hyllis Fraser + Eddie Nugent + Glen Boles + Ann Sheridan + Alden Chase +

^Hurray Kinnell + Jeff Cravath + Jim Thorpe . . . Story by Stanley Meyer . .

.

Directed by Hamilton Macfadden . . . Produced by Ansel Friedberger.





IRENE DUNNE
in John M. Stahl's production of

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION

"

With ROBERT TAYLOR, Charles Butterworth, Betty Furness

From the best-seller by Lloyd C. Douglas

(Now in Production)

+

MARGARET SULLAVAN
FRANCIS LEDERER

in "NEXT TIME WE LOVE
From Ursula Parrott's newest novel!

Directed by E. H. Griffith

+

WILLIAM POWELL
in "MY MAN GODFREY

A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production

From the Liberty Magazine serial by Eric Hatch

+
" SUTTER'S GOLD

"

From the epic novel by Blaise Cendrars

+
IRENE DUNNE

in "SHOW BOAT'
Edna Ferber's Immortal Classic! . . . Music by Jerome Kern

A Carl Laemmie, Jr. Production . . . Directed by James Whale
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Complete Satisfaction for 17 Years

MASON THEATRE
"Clean Entertainment — Popular Prices"

123 W. MAPLE STREET. MASON, MICH.

July 25. 1935
Universal Film Exchanges,

Detroit, Mich.

Dear Mr. Gottlieb:-

Baclc in 1919 when I was embarking In the motion picture game, the first sales-

man who called on me was a Universal man. He sold me a 100 per cent contract;

all the old Bluebird features, Harry Carey Westerns, Helen Holmes railroad stories,

Lyons and Moran comedies, Eddie Polo In "The Lure of the Circus," etc., and as time

went on this proved a very satisfactory deal.

I have used Universal every year since then, and today, in signing my seven-

teenth consecutive contract with Uncle Carl Laemmie, I feel assured of the same satis-

faction for myself and my patrons which we have enjoyed in the many seasons past.

Very truly yours,

ROY W. ADAMS

ROLL OF HONOR
(Cnntinut'd from Page 1)

NO. OF YEARS
NAME THEATRE TOWN USED UNIVERSAL
Moe Teltel Warfield Detroit FIFTEEN
Fred DeLodder Del the Detroit TWENTY-THREE

Flamingo Detroit TWENTY-THREE
Aloma Detroit TWENTY-THREE
Your Detroit TWENTY-THREE
East End Detroit TWENTY-THREE

J. C. Ritter Rialto Detroit NINETEEN
Rivola Detroit NINETEEN
Boulevard Detroit NINETEEN

Frank Wetsman Avalon Detroit FIFTEEN

LInwood Detroit FIFTEEN

LaSalle Detroit FIFTEEN
John Tatu Casino Detroit FOUR
John CoveleskI Catherine Detroit FOURTEEN

Willis Detroit FOURTEEN
W. Schram Bijou Detroit TEN
Roy W. Adams Mason Mason, Mich. SEVENTEEN
Oscar Varneau Wealthy Grand Rapids SEVEN
H. T. Reynolds Family Grand Rapids SEVEN
Steve Springett Family Jackson TWELVE
Allen Johnson Our Grand Rapids SEVEN
R. C. Taylor Rialto & Southlawn Grand Rapids FIVE
Wm. Schulte Clay Detroit TWELVE
Bert C. Silver Family Greenville TEN
Col. W. S. Butterfield BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT Detroit (Office) TWENTY

Signed M. M. GOTTLIEB, Mgr.
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SEATTLE SHOWMEN CHEER 'DIAMOND JIM”
O N July 30th, the entire trade in

the Seattle territory was invited

to view "Diamond Jim" at the Egyp-

tian Theatre in Seattle. Nothing

could have proven a more convincing

promise of a new season of successes

than the picture chosen. "Diamond

Jim" was received with unanimous

enthusiasm and the anticipation of

tremendous profit at the box office.

There were several theatre owners

from other territories there as well.

Kurt Laemmie, who operates a the-

atre in Lowell, Indiana was in Seattle

on his vacation and attended the pre-

miere. "Diamond Jim" is in a class

by itself," said Mr. Laemmie. "I am
anxious to run it as soon as I can in

the Ritz Theatre."

Following the picture, a photograph

was taken by the Advertiser's Photo

Service of Seattle, which is reproduc-

ed on this page. Insofar as possible

the following will identify prominent

persons in this photograph.

Extreme left holding sign—Mr. L.A.

Samuelson, Ass't manager and book-

er, Universal, Seattle branch.

To left of center Diamond Jim ban-

ner—Mr. Frank Newman, president

of Fox-Evergreen State Theatres.

Centre holding Diamond Jim sign

—Mr. Ray Ackles, Salesman for Uni-

versal, Seattle branch.

Directly behind Mr. Ackles—Mr.

W. J. Heineman, Universal Western
District manager.

Behind Mr. Heinemen—Mr. S. C.

Craddock, Manager for Universal's

Portland branch.

To right of Mr. Heineman—Mr.

Kurt Laemmie; Mr. Al Rosenberg: Mr.

Joe Koehler, owner of the Roxy The-

atre, Twin Falls, Idaha; the writer;

Fred Mercy Junior of the Mercy Cir-

cuit with theatres in Yakima, Walla
Walla, Toppenish, Kennewick, Pasco

and Sunnyside (Wash.); Mr. Logan

Wahl, Grand Theatre, Bellingham;

Mr. Al Bloom, Salesman for Univer-

sal's Seattle branch.

Exhibitors further back in the pic-

ture: Mr. Eddie Rivers, publicity di-

rector for the John Hamrick Theatres,

Seattle; Mr. Ted Kemper, represen-

tative of the U. S. Army Motion Pic-

ture Service, Pacific Coast District,

headquarters in Seattle, Wash.

Life” Re-Booked 180 Times"Imitation of
//I MITATION OF LIFE" is out to establish a record. It

* can't help it.

Exhibitors realize that once seen, "Imitation of Life"

can be shown again and again. Audiences demand it. They
write letters to exhibitors and speak to them as they pass

out, and say, "I can see that picture again. Won't you
bring it back? Be sure to tell me when it is coming. I want
all my friends to see it."

In one Exchange alone. Big U, of New York, "Imitation

of Life" had 180 bookings, which are repeat bookings, and

in addition to that, seven of the theatres which have re-

booked it, have re-booked it for the third time. In last

week's Weekly on Page 22, there was a letter from Wil-

liam Rosenblum of the Cameo Theatre of New Rochelle

which every exhibitor in the United States should read.

In’ this letter, Mr. Rosenblum states that he will undoubt-

edly bring the picture back to the Cameo for the fourth

time.

E. H. GRIFFITH to Direct "NEXT TIME WE LOVE”
(C.nntinitt'd from 15)

Then came the advent of audible

drama. With no advance fanfare

Griffith directed "Paris Bound," for

Pathe, regarded all over as one of the

first really fine talking pictures and
one of the best yet made. Immediate-
ly afterwards he scored another suc-

cess in "Rich People," starring Con-
stance Bennett, and "Holiday," star-

ring Ann Harding.

In additon to his success as a di-

rector, Griffith is regarded as an ex-

pert in color photography. He has

been experimenting in this art for sev-

eral years and made the first all-color

feature filmed on an interior stage.

This was at the Metro studio in New
York, and done under the auspices of

Technicolor.

An enthusiastic yachter and swim-

mer, Griffith and his wife, the former

America Chedister of stage tame,

live most of the year around at La-

guna Beach.

Griffith was elected to the mem-

bership in the Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences. He also

belongs to the Masquers in Holly-

wood and the Lambs Club in New
York.



''Certainly the most genuinely funny picture

Zasu Pitts has appeared in. It reaches gor-

geously high spots of burlesque . . . Give it a

break because there’s something in it for prac-

tically every type of audience."

- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"Cued to the crowd . . . Gets laughs by the

sheer impact of its nonsense ... It has a virility

which appeals to the mob . . . Miss Pitts gives

her excellent standard performance."
- DAILY VARIETY

"A topical, pleasing, laugh show"!
~ MOTION PICTURE DAILY

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE . . . Presented by CARL LAEMMLE



ZASu Pins

HUGH 0 CONNELL
and her marvelously
funny supporting cast in UNIVERSAL’S

With HELEN TWELYETREES + LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD
EDDIE BROPHY + Ward Bond + Bert Cordon . . . Pro-

duced by DAVID DIAMOND . . Directed by WILLIAM NIGH.
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OUR BOX OFFICE FOR

For "Stormy'' has the biggest
and wildest horse stampede
ever filmed — and thunders
with action and romance!
Cast:NOAH BEERY. Jr. + JEAN
ROGERS + J. Farrell MacDon-
ald + Fred Kohler + Raymond
Hatton + Walter Miller + Rex.
King of Wild Horses + The
Original Arizona Wranglers
. . . Directed by Louis Friedlander . .

.

Produced by Henry MacRae.
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Pinky Tomlin— Wonder Boy!
(Continued from Page 8)

maintains a staff of about a dozen entertainers^ and he

put them all through their paces before he had nerve

enough to push his new recruit on the floor. The new-

comer shambled to the microphone. His cheeks were a

ruddy pink. His then,

reddish blond hair

looked pink, and wisps

of it fell limply over

his high forehead to

dangle before his

specs. His one and

only grey sack suit

was baggy, and Jim-

my, in his immaculate

dinner jacket, looked

a trifle embarrassed,

as though he hadn't

quite expected this.

The orchestra boys

openly grinned. The

The spotlight focussed

on him, and his blue

eyes peered out
through those rimless

glasses at the tier after tier of tittering sophisticates; he

shifted his balance from one foot to another, looking for

all he world like an absent-minded psychology professor

who had wandered into the wrong laboratory, and, in

looking for an escape, was feeling like a mouse in a maze.

The orchestra tooted off on the introduction of a new

song, and the professor slapped his long, slender fingers

rhythmically, making a courageaus stagger at noncha-

lance. As the orchestra modulated into the vamp, he lifted

his arms farther and farther from his sides, until finally

they were swinging with the rhythm like the animated

limbs of a scarecrow flapping in the breeze.

"Wh-what the—Is it?" yipped the Mrs. of Baron Long,

owner of the Biltmore, the U. S. Grant and Augua Cali-

ante hostelries. Her
stage whisper consti-

tuted neither elegant

nor eloquent lan-

guage^ but it express-

ed the sentiments of

the amused multitude.

"Never saw it before

in my life^ but leave

It to Jimmy. It's either

a gag or a sensation,"

the baron barked

back.

"It" opened his

mouth and started:

"Oh, the object of my
affection has changed
my whole complexion

from white to rosy

red ..." and I’m

telling you, the combined force of Biltmoi>3 waiters

could have dropped the combined conglomeration of

the china, cutlery and trays of the Biltmore service on

to the floor, and not a soul would have noticed the

crash . . . their attention was completely absorbed by
Pinky Tomlin.

"And ever since that night, two echoes have rever-

berated around and around the world, until now they're

a din in our ears and a frenzy in our hearts . . . "The
object of my affection" and "What the is it, about
that guy?"

ARE YOU RUNNING REPEAT CASTS?
A YEAR or so ago. in response to

suggestions made by Saturday

Evening Post column readers, Carl

Laemmie Instituted the practice of

projecting the cast of characters at

the end of the each feature picture

as well as the beginning. This prac-

tice met with instaneaneous approval.

People became Interested in the

characters in this picture, and were

justly curious to know who played

these characters. This innovation gave

them the opportunity to satisfy this

curiosity. It also served to create a

new interest in new players, and in

players, who, in these pictures, played

relatively unimportant parts, but

played them well.

Casts are run at the end of every

Universal feature, immediately after

"The End" sign.

RALPH MYERSON
DROPS DEAD

Universal's salesman in New
Orleans, Ralph Myerson, drop-

ped dead Tuesday from an aeute

heart attack. Mr. Myerson's

home was in Jacksonville, Ha.
He had been with Universal for

four years. He was forty-five

years old, and leaves a widow.

The sympathy of the entire

Universal organization goes out

to his widow.

It has now come to the attention of

Mr. Laemmie that In some instances,

operators are cutting off this inter-

esting audience feature of the pic-

ture. After all, the Innovation was

started to satisfy the people who at-

tend the theatre. It means nothing

whatever to Universal. Neverthless.

Mr. Laemmie would be very glad to

get the reactions of any exhibitors

who have thoughts on this subject.

The columns of the Universal Week-

ly are open to such a discussion,

which was started solely at the re-

quest of thousands of fans. They

want It as evidenced by the thousands

of letters Carl Laemmie has received.

What about it?



A DIGEST OF THE BEST

EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

CTIOff

Special Copy to Emphasize Woman
Appeal in Your Campaign. Use
in Ads, Lobby Display and Publicity

Copy and for Imprinting on Heralds.

HE LOVED THE LADIES! He
tossed fortunes to the ravishing

beauties who fought for his favor!
\

The amazing picture of the fascin-

ating man whose riotous, reckless,

spectacular life became the talk of
the world!

* * «

He’s here, girls! The prince of lovers

. . . with the ladies he loved! New
York’s most fabulous, most fascinating

man! King of spenders! He lives riot-

ously and WOOS recklessly!

* « *

They called him the Man of Affairs—
but were they mostly love affairs?

* * * I

He made millions—and shared ‘

them with New York’s most
beautiful g;irls!

* * «

New York’s gayest blade—-surrounded

by the White W'ay’s most beautiful

women . . . spectacular spender, fabu-

lous figure. Prince of Lovers!

» * *

The spectacular personality whose
love flamed with an intensity even
more brilliant than his diamonds!

* *
j

No price too high for a woman’s
love—and he spent millions!

\

# « *

What strange power was his that drew
ravishing beauties to him?

^ *

He knew how to lire! He knew how
to love!

li;

Blazing with riotous life and reck-
less love!

‘^you can talk out loud—
and step out proud —with

V
dazzliag ^‘Td^iamond Jim!

The paint is flying, floors being scrubbed, panels polished, carpets re-

placed, marquee sparkled up . . . the new movie season is about to open!

1 here’s excitement in the air . . . the boys in the booth are jubilant, ushers

pepping up, doormen beaming ... a big picture is coming to start the season

off with a BANG!

The bosses are in conference with the ad men, the newspaper gals and lads

are making the typewriters hum, the house artists are working with that “in-

spired” zeal . . . because the picture’s a REAL special! . . . Invitations are in

the mail . . . the city’s elite, social leaders, civic toppers, people who are news,

celebrities . . . are set to come!
l^^:::a?-iMmAUCWORt[rPIIE«|EREZ>—

V'Xp l0^t::=iPcscREeirs«cHiT.-DiAMaNOjiM>-

The electricians are placing the giant arcs in the street . . . the searchlights

will play back and forth across the front as the crowds arrive . . . newspaper

cameras will click on famous faces . . . the radio will catch the hustle and

bustle and excitement of the thing. . . that something that only show business

can offer . . . that priceless sensation, unmatched, unparalleled . . . OPENING
NIGHT ... of a New and Greater Movie Season . . . with the prize picture

of the year . . . “DIAMOND JIM” . . . “DIAMOND JIM” . . . heralded

from coast to coast by the mightiest barrage of national publicity and tie-ups

the business has known.

Get aboard the band wagon! Start your new season right ... in a blaze of

glory with a glittering film . . “DIAMOND JIM.” Join the parade of “A”

theatres that are making its openings GALA events with all the showmanship

trappings and trimmings to excite their cities into new frenzies of ticket buying.

Y ou can talk out loud and step out proud with dazzling “DIAMOND JIM!”

JOE WEIL
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HERE ARE ADVANCE EXPLOITATION TIPS FOR
"STORM OVER THE ANDES" WITH JACK HOLT!

FIRST GREAT AIR DRAMA°^ s CHACO GREEN HELL!.
JACK HOLT'n "STORM OVER THE ANDES !

THRILL EPICXMONA BARRIE ANTONIO MORENO

Airplane Smash On Alarquee

DISPLAY LINES
I
NTO the Chaco green hell to save the

• husband of the v<omen he loved—into a

hail of enemy bullets to wips out memories

of the pasti

Soldiers of fortune winging their way to

new adventures, new wars and new loves!

He believed in two things—himself—and

his plane! He worshipped only at one shrine

—Woman!

Gran Chaco—land of the green death,

of impenetrable jungles filled with swamps,

terrifying, creeping things and beasts of

prey . . . where aviators, forced down never

came backi Gran Chaco—where eight thou-

sand died of thirst alone. Into this hell, he

alone, dared dive his plane to save his com-

P
LAY up Jack Holt this time as an aviator facing

dangers in the Chaco Jungle and high in the sky

over the Andes. Arrange with local airport to loan you
parts of a broken plane and set it up rigidly over

your marquee to look as if it had nose-dived onto it.

At night spot-light the broken plane with red and
yellow revolving lights. Put hidden fan behind tissue

paper streamers in the cock-pit so that when the light

hits it while the streamers are blowing, it will look as

if it is in flames. Under your marquee hang model
airplanes. Set Chaco war relics about your front and
around the poster displays. Don't overlook the Chaco
"green hell' jungle atmosphere. Spot live catchlines

everywhere!

manderl
it ir it

Out of the rolling clouds—out of the im-

penetrable gloom—out from the jungle —
roared an enemy plane—manned by heroes

who faced bullets from their own side

—

withering machine gun fire of their own

buddies ignorant of their daring escapade!

Newspaper Clubs

Army Flying Display
\V/ AR in the sky over the Andes is no different

from sky war-fare any other place. Anti-aircraft

guns, air machine guns, telescopic sights, aerial bombs,

propellers, parts of wings, etc. set around in your

lobby will lend fine selling force to your displays.

k i ANY newspapers are now running Junior
•”* Aviation Clubs. It is possible to create

tremendous interest in this circle by honor-

ing membership cards of these Clubs with

special admission rates. Such special matinee

can be arranged in honor of the Club itself,

with a parade, provided the paper boosts

the picture.

Chaco Museum Display

k A AKE arrangements with your local mu-

seum to loan and assist you in setting

up a Chaco display in your lobby. Take pre-

caution to have articles loaned well guarded

from theft. Museum can loan you costumes,

war implements, photos of the Chaco and

many other interesting items. Credit should

be given to the museum on all cards and

on the screen in advance of the showing of

the picture.

Further attention can be drawn to a fuller

display of Chaco relics at the museum.

Schools in particular should be advised

of the coming of the display.

Model Airplane Contest

See Pressbook for

Other Stunts on
“Storm Over the Andes”

INCE the major part of the picture is shot at an airport or in the sky, it gives you

w chance to play for all the boys interested in

air-minded. Stage a model building

contest, make one of the requisites

that the boys use the insignia of the

Paraguayan and Bolivian air services

on their models. Offer tickets and

small prizes for the best submitted.

Exhibit them in your lobby with cards

tying the idea to the picture.

aviation as well as grown-ups who are

ENTER YOUR MODEL PLANE ith

TORN ovERTHEANDES
CONTEST FOR THE— DAILY NEWS —

JACK HOLT FLYING CUP
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SELL "STORM OVER THE ANDES"
AS TERRIFIC DRAMA OF LOVE AND
WAR IN THE CHACO GREEN HELL!

This
ff heel

Rerolres
Bringing
Into View
Planes
and
Cards

T
his animated shadow box suggestion is

easy and inexpensive to construct and

operate. Your sign painter can prepare the

four cut-out planes and small signs with ap-

propriate catch lines. Mount these on a

slowly revolving wheel geared to a slowly

rotating motor. The planes move in the sha-

dow box fixed up to represent the Andes

mountains in background and the Chaco
jungles in foreground. Flasher lights in the

back will add lightning effect to the sky.

SHADOW-BOX

Aviation Nights
Invite members of all flying clubs in your

vicinity and arrange for locally prominent

flyers to make short addresses before the

picture goes on.

Invite Fighting Pilots

Announce that all ex-war pilots will be

guests during your showing of "STORM
OVER THE ANDES" at the special request

of Jack Holt.

Model Planes
Numerous airplane model parts are

available locally at a small price. Local

dealers can be promoted to make a display

in the lobby in return for having young
master craftsmen building planes at the dis-

play in front of a background of "STORM
OVER THE ANDES" posters. Good to at-

tract interest in your lobby and empty store

windows.

Senorita Ballyhoo

T
hose theatres

wishing to em-

phasize the romance

angle can use a

young, pretty girl

dressed in Spanish

Mantilla as a street

ballyhoo. Let her

walk the street, with

a sign reading: Ro-

mance and the For-

tunes of War for the

Soldiers of Fortune!

See "STORM OVER
THE ANDES" Thrill-

ing Flying Melo-

drama with Jack Holt

and Mona Barrie.

Airplane Crack-Up For Truck Ballyhoo
W OU can get a very realistic and attention-getting truck ballyhoo out on the street by

' borrowing a smashed airplane from your local airport. Arrange it on the truck as if it just

completed a nose-

dive. Throw spot

lights on the crack-

up at night. If you

can't borrow the

plane, get your
house artist to cut-

out the 24 - sheet

poster and arrange

on truck as shown

above.

/ ^

For Your Tie-Ins

With the Schools!

S
INCE Jack Holt is a particular favor-

ite of the action fans and younger

generation, an effort should be made

to tie-up schools. This can be done

through the picture's geographical in-

terest (Chaco) and historical Interest

( Paraguay-Bolivian war).

Teachers of geography can be asked to

run essay compositions on the Chaco

and its geographical interest—vegetation

—habit of the natives—customs, etc.

Teachers of current history can base

their essay contest on the recent Boliv-

ian-Paraguayan war. Here are some typ-

ical questions combining both angles.

(a) Where is the Chaco?

(b) Why did Bolivia and Paraguay

dispute ownership of the Chaco?

(c) How far is the Chaco from New

York (or your city)?

(d) How would you travel there?

(e) What kind of war-fare was being

carried on there?

COLORING CONTEST

H ere is a newspaper drawing and

coloring contest of a Jack Holt head

that is bound to have its value reflected

in business on "Storm Over the Andes"

and succeeding Jack Holt pictures. If you

do not succeed in planting it in the

newspaper, ask local merchants to use it

on back of their dodgers in return for

which you can give space on your her-

alds. Ask for 2 col. Exploitation Mat SA I.



QUEEN

COMING! . . .With a cast

for all ages . . .To melt
every human heart!
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TREMENDOUS!

CARL LAEMMLE PRESENTS A UNIVERSAL TRIUMPH STARRING
EDWARD ARNOLD • CONSTANCE CUMMINGS • SALLY EILERS

AND ROBERT YOUNG in

JAMES WHALE'S GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT!
with ROBERT ARMSTRONG • LOUISE HENRY • GREGORY RATOFF

REGINALD DENNY
STORT BT JU>BM HOBHODSE, SCREENPLAY BY DORIS MALLOY, HARRY CLORK AND DAN TOTHEROTM

A CARL LAEMMLE, JR. Production
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The Roll of Honor
The following exhibitors in the Albany^ N. Y. territory have

used Universal Pictures continuously:

TOWN
FIFTEEN YEARS

THEATRE EXHIBITCR
Schenectady Mt, Pleasant M. Silverman

Schenectady RIvolI S. Silverman

Troy Bijou Chas. Wilson
Troy Rose A. Bothner

Albany

TWELVE YEARS
Colonial J. Berinstein

Albany Eagle A. Stone

Albany Paramount H. Heilman

Albany Royal H. Heilman

Hudson

ELEVEN YEARS
Star Messrs, Henry

Ticonderoga

Park

Playhouse

Playhouse

Frieder and Grossman
Messrs. Frieder & Grossman

Glens Falls

TEN YEARS
State F. W. Mausert

Schenectady Lincoln A. Feltman

Greenwich

NINE YEARS
Swan F. W. Mausert, 2nd

Hudson Falls

EIGHT YEARS
Strand J. A. Fitzgerald

Schenectady American John Gardner

Schenectady Colony John Gardner

Schenectady Cameo S. Dwore
Schenectady Palace S. Dwore
Waterford Casino VIetor Bunz

Windham Firemens Hall H. Newland

Mt. McGregor
SIX YEARS
Metropolitan San. Miss Brayton

Red Hook Lyceum B. N. Griffing

Voorheesville loot Hall Robert Secor

Pawling

FIVE YEARS
Albermac A. McKenna

Saugertles Crpheum Geo. Thornton

Watervllet Family Harry Stafford

Bolton Landing Rex Alex Taylor

Glasco Ferraro Frank Ferraro

Altamont

FOUR YEARS
Masonic 1. H. Scrafford

Amenia Amenia Lewis Bucken

Chestertown Chester W. H. Wertine
Keesville Photoplays Pete Gordon
Port Henry Empire A. E. SIrrIne

Saratoga Palace D, J. Harrington

P. T. DAMN, Mgr.
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A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

: CHARLES
(Crashing Through With The C b.

With JUNE MARTEL, Andy Devine, J. Farrell MacDonald,
A Fred S. Meyer Production * Ansel Friedberger, Associate Producer



i^sented by CARL LAEMMLE

FARRELL
i est Performance of His Career !)

Eddie Nugent/Ann Sheridan and AII*>Anierican Football Stars
Original story by Stanley Meyer • Directed by Hamilton Macfadden



Carl Laemmie presents THE NEW
CHARLES FARRELL
IN HIS MOST POWERFUL ROLE I

With JUNE MARTEL + Andy Derine
J. Farrell MacDonald + Eddie Nugent + Ann
Sheridan and the greatest collection of All-

America Football stars in Universal's biggest
gridiron drama. Directed by Hamilton Macfadden.
A Fred S. Meyer Production. Ansel Friedberger,

Associate Producer.





"BEST FOOTBALL PICTURE Yi

UniversaTs Gridiron Giant! . .

J. Farrell MacDonald + Eddie Nut
Football Stars ... a Fred S. Meye P'

Directed by Hamilton Macfadden. Origir

Assoc tf



r MADE! A CLEAN-UP!"

RELL
yili Amaze You!) in

^ ^ith June Martel + Andy Devine
r + Ann Sheridan & All-American

I

c uction proudly presented by Carl Laemmle.

t y by Stanley Meyer. Ansel Friedberger,

oducer.



MAKING WESTERN!
No. 830 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

No motion picture serial is worth a tinker's dam unless it depicts life,

action, danger, excitement, thrills and (pardon me) guts.

You should never use any serial which does not use these basic ingred-
ients — because no serial is worth a rap to you unless it appeals to the
basic emotions — love, fear, hatred, suspense, and finally, gratification.

Universal has always made the best serials in the world. It is still

making them.

Good serials are harder to produce than good features. Their success

is based entirely on the art of elementary showmanship.



iERIALS IS AN ART
I call your attention to an "action still photograph” from Universal's

Buck Jones serial called "The Roaring West/' shown below.

If this were an oil painting, it would hang in the best gallery in the
world — and would not be appreciated.

But it is one of thousands of "shots” from the best serial of the year—
"The Roaring West” — in which Buck Jones does his stuff as he has never
done it before.

Making western serials is an art. Making money out of them is a

cinch if they are Universal Westerns!



"Diamond Jim/

Thunders Along

T
hree interesting "Diamond Jim"
Items this week, first, a letter from

Judson T. Brady, showing that the

only relative who has spoken up. Is

very much pleased with the charac-

terization that Edward Arnold gave
to "Diamond Jim."

San Francisco

August 27, 1935

My dear Mr. Laemmie:

Mr. Edward Arnold gives a beautiful

performance in "Diamond Jim" which I

enjoyed seeing Sunday here in San Fran-

cisco. Let me congratulate you upon

the production of such a careful por-

trayal of one of the gay ninety period's

most lovable characters.

Diamond Jim was a first cousin of my

father and while I have never seen him,

I have so often heard my family discuss

him. I believe he visited my grandparents

once while we were living in Maramar

oneic, New York.

I was particularly delighted with the

picture since I felt rather personally in-

volved in it. I believe my father was

named for the famous Jim, and it seemed

a bit strange to hear the words "Jim

Brady " spoken on the screen,

I thought you might like to know how

much I enjoyed Mr. Arnold's portrayal

of someone in whom I felt I have a per-

sona! interest.

Cordially yours,

JUDSON T. BRADY

2200 Pacific Avenue

Thin letter tan be useil by

any exhibitor. Permission

has been given by Mr. Brady

to Mr. I.aemmle.

Second
THE second "Diamond

* Jim" Brady Item Is the

serialization of a Life of

Diamond Jim In the R.K.O.

Newsette. This Interesting

publication, which Is dis-

tributed In the R.K.O, Met-

lllllVERSJU

n E KL y

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitors

Paul Gulif.h, Editor
Published Vi^eekly by

the Motion Picture Weekly

Publishing Co.

Rockefeller Center, N. Y. City

Universal Pictures Corp.

Copyrighted 1935

(All Rights Reserved)

SEPT. 21, 1935
:
Vol. 37 Nc.

ropolltan theatres, has a circulation

of between 400,000 and 450,000 a

week. The story of "Diamond Jim"

Is the first serial story this magazine

ever ran about a moving picture,

"The Life Story of Diamond Jim" will

run In four Issues of the Newsette. It

started In the Issue of September
14th, and will close just as "Diamond
Jim" Is beginning Its run In the R.K.O.

houses. It will undoubtedly start off

In the Albee the week of October
5th. Miss Blanche Livingston, editor

of the R.K.O. Newsette, has given

permission to have "The Life Story of

Diamond Jim, the Man Who Made
the Gay Nineties Gay," used by any

exhibitor who will write In and ask

her for a copy. Miss Livingston's ad-

dress Is the R.K.O. Building, Rocke-

feller Center, New York.

The third happened

—

In Syracuse

CHESTER BAHN, dramatic and mo-
tion picture editor of the Syracuse

Herald, discovered that Ernest W.
Drake, connected with the musical

program of the Syracuse Board of

Education, was formerly a musical di-

rector for Lillian Russell. His profes-

(Continued on Page 22)
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The Affair

of Susan

"

This is the netv title of the

ZaSu Pitts-Hugh O^Connell

Coney Island Production,

u

IT'S TERRIFIC!

NIVERSAL has selected as the

final title for Its second ZaSu

PItts-Hugh O'Connell picture, "The

Affair of Susan." This story, by Mann

Page with a screen treatment by Ar-

thur Cesar, was directed by Kurt

Neumann. It was completed at Uni-

versal City several weeks ago and has

just had enthusiastic trade previews.

The cast In support of ZaSu Pitts

and Hugh O'Connell Includes Walter

Catlett, Thomas Dugan, Inez Court-

ney, Mae Busch, William Pawley,

Irene Franklin, Monte Montague, Phil

Tead, Dorothy Granger, Lois Janu-

ary, Julie KIngdon, Gertrude Short,

Carol Tevis, Phyllis Crane.

Famous Playerse Canadian

Buys Universal Pictures

J
R. GRAINGER, general manager

• of distribution for Universal, re-

turned to his office from Montreal

Monday with one of the most im-

portant contracts Universal has signed

this year. The contract calls for the

playing of Universal features and

shorts In the entire Famous

Players Canadian Circuit.

This circuit contains 187

theatres located In 80 cit-

ies, from coast to coast.

N. L. Nathanson, president

of Famous Players Canadi-

an Corporation, and man-

aging director of Canadian

Paramount Corporation,

signed the contract with

Mr. Grainger, Clair Hague

acting for Canadian Uni-

versal Pictures, Ltd.



ORDER THE COPE

<1

IRENE DUNNE
in John M. Stahl's production of

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSIONn

With ROBERT TAYLOR. CHARLES BUTTERWORTH and BETTY FURNESS
From the best seller by Lloyd C. Douglas . . . (Now in production)

MARGARET SULLAVAN and FRANCIS LEDERER
in "NEXT TIME WE LIVE"

From Ursula Parrott's newest novel! . . . Directed by E. H. Griffith

WILLIAM POWELL in "MY MAN GODFREY
A CARL LAEMMLE, Jr. Production

From the Liberty Magazine serial by Eric Hatch

SUTTER'S GOLD

"

From the epic novel by Blaise Cendrars . . . An Edmund Grainger Production

Directed by James Cruie

IRENE DUNNE in
Edna Ferber's Immortal Classic!

A Carl Laemmle, Jr. Production

SHOW BOAT’
. Music by Jerome Kern

Directed by James Whale

You'll need them fro handle

frhe mobs when you play

Uniyersal's Current- Hifrs!



T
he newspapers have gone
for Marta Eggerth in a

big way. It looks as if this

latest Continental sensation

would be an even bigger sen-

sation in America. Variety

went out of its way to review

the radio interview which

Radie Harris conducted with

Marta Eggerth over Station

WHN, and this is what they

said:

MARTA EGGERTH
With Radie Harris

Singing, Talk

30 mins.

COMMERCIAL
WHN, New York

For Marta Eggerth, recent-

ly arrived from Europe to do
filmusicals for Universal, the

appearance on the 'MGM
Movie Club' last Friday ev-

ening (8) served as her intro-

duction to American radio.

Topping off an Interview

that had Radie Harris

plying the usual line of

chitchat questioning,

with an operatic aria,

me Hungarian actress reveal-

ed a coloratura soprano

which lends itself perfectly

lo the home loudspeaker.

In both the chatter and the

warbling episodes Miss Eg-

gerth indicated an ease and
general comportment that

comes with much experience

before the mike. —Odec

Chicago Chimes In
After every paper which

runs interviews in New York

had interviewed Marta Eg-

gerth, John Leroy Johnston

conducted her to Chicago.

Here, in the Stevens Hotel,

Miss Eggerth gave a party to

the press and received pic-

ture and feature publicity

galore. This is what Louise

Peering of the Chicago Her-

alds-Examiner said about her:

Marta Eggerth
On Way to Films

Marta Eggerth, blond little

Hungarian opera and film

star, en route to Hollywood

Malta Eggerth, beautiful
Hungarian star, as photo-
graphed by Irving Chidnoff
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to make her first Am-
erican picture for Uni-

versal arrived in Chi-

cago yesterday morn-

ing and will leave today

for the coast. Denying

reports that she recent-

ly was married to Jan

Kiepura, Polish tenor,

Miss Eggerth neverthe-

less was excited as a

kid over the fact that

when she arrived at the

Stevens Hotel there

was a telephone call

from New York waiting

for her. And the call

was from Kiepura.

In the Bargain
You may recall that

when Kiepura recently

was offered an Ameri-

can film contract at

Paramount he stated

firmly that he would not

accept It unless Miss

Eggerth, with whom he

had co-starred In sev-

eral European pictures,

also was brought to

Hollywood for an Am-
erican screen debut.

Then Universal sign-

ed the little songstress

to star in a musical film

to be titled "Song of

Joy," so it looks as if

the much-publicized ro-

mance between the two sing-

ers will continue in Holly-

wood.
Miss Eggerth, who now is

only 21, was hailed as the

"wonder child of Budapest"

Late this year she will re-

turn t Berlin to sing in five

operas — then back to Uni-

versal City to resume her

American screen career.
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A group from ‘‘Three Kids and a Queen,’’ u'hich has just been completed at Universal City,

starring May Hobson. Left to right: May Robson, Henry Armetta, Charlotte Henry and the
three kids, Frankie Darro, W'illiam Benedict and Billy Burrud.

"Diamond Jim" Comes Thundering Along

^^niAMoyir’ is high (grosser in st. lovis
ST. LOUIS, SEPT. 16.

—
"Diamond Jim" was the big gross-

er of the week. It took $ I 3,500 at the Fox and $ 1 0,500 at

the Ambassador, over normal by $500 and $1,500.

(M. P. Daily)

Here are a few headlines from Mo-
tion Picture Daily and weekly Variety.

^^DIAMOND JIM” BIG
INDIANAPOUS DRAW

INDIANAPOLIS, SEPT. 16.—"Dia-
mond Jim" made a big impression at

the Circle in spite of the fact that

competition was formidable. The

$4,500 gross left par behind by

$1,500. (M.P. Daily)

^‘JIM” STRONG IN 2nd WEEK
Broadway (Parker, Portland, Ore.)

(2,000; 25-40) "Diamond Jim" (U)

(2nd week) Running up a big score,

around $4,500. First week answered
to big exploitation and hit a great

$8,200. (Variety)

IT'S UNFORGETTABLE!

Victor Heerman and Sarah T. Mason, co-adapters of Lloyd

C. Douglas’ best seller, “Magnificent Obsi'ssion.’’ 7 hese

tcriters received the Academy atcard for their adaptation

of “Little Women,” and here is the statuette, to prove it.

In Syracuse
(Continued from Page 12)

sional name was Whitney Bennington.

The Sunday Herald contains a long

and Interesting interview with Pro-

fessor Drake, which will stimulate in-

terest in "Diamond Jim" in which

Lillian Russell plays a big role, when
it comes to Keith's Theatre on Sep-

tember 27th.

VIM” $3,700, LINCOLN

LINCOLN, SEPT. 17.—"Diamond

Jim" is asking and getting the best

money on the drag this week, Stuart

(LTC) (1,900; 1-25-40)—"Diamond

Jim" (U). Heading tor happy $3,700,

good enough.

(Variety)
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OUTDOOR DRAMA ON THE

MOST MASSIVE SCALE EVER
ATTEMPTED BY UNIVERSAL!

With NOAH BEERY, Jr. + JEAN ROGERS + J. Farrell MacDonah

Fred Kohler + Raymond Hatton + Walter Miller + Rex, King of Wih

Horses + The Original Arizona Wranglers Presented by Cai

Laemmle. Directed by Louis Friedlander. Produced by Henry MacRac
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THE INVISIBLE RAY" STARTS

Janifs U Imh‘. nito of the ace tlireetors of moving pictures, going over with
F.dnard Artndd, another ace, a scene f<tr “Remember Last Night?” the current

Carl Laemmie, Jr. production.

O N Wednesday of this v/eek, Lam-

bert Hillyer placed "The Invis-

ible Ray" in production at Universal

City. This first of Universal's thrill

pictures for 1935-36 co-stars Karloff

and Bela Lugosi, both expert and ex-

perienced in this type of picture. The

cast selected so far includes Frances

Drake as leading lady, Violet Kemble

Cooper, Frank Lawton, Beulah Bondi

and Walter Langsford.

Lambert Hillyer is one of the best

known directors of thrill productions

in the business, going back as he does

even to several of the latest of Bill

Hart's westerns. Universal has Hillyer

on a long-term contract.

"The Invisible Ray" is a story by

Howard Higgin and Douglass Hodg-
es. Both are writers of mystery stories

par excellence. "The Invisible Ray"

is the story of a human bomb—a man
whose body is charged with annihil-

ating radio rays, powerful enough to

wipe out the population of whole cit-

ies. Rukh is a Belgian scientist who
finds a large meteorite made of radio-

active ore in Rhodesia, South Africa.

His body becomes surcharged with

the deadly rays, that must kill him or

anyone who touches him. His friend.

Dr. Morceaux, gives him a temporary
antidote. His wife, Diane, loves Ed-

ward Drake, an Englishman, with the

expedition. Rukh, in jealous fury, plots

revenge. He will kill the lovers and all

the members of his expedition. How
he nearly accomplishes his mad plan

carries the thrills to the last scene of

terrific suspense.

WHALE SATISFIED
HEN James Whale is satisfied

with a picture, it's a cinch that

it is a winner. In spite of the fact that

he had only one Englishman in the

cast of "Remember Last Night?"

James Whale is confident that this

Carl Laemmie, Jr. production will be

the most successful of all his pictures

and everyone has been a success at

the box office.

TWO For STURGES
P

RESTON STURGES, who made
such an outstanding performance

of his adaptation of "Diamond Jim,"

has been given two pictures to put in

continuity and dialogue form for Uni-

versal. The first is "Next Time We
Live" by Ursula Parrott, with Mar-
garet Sullavan and Francis Lederer

and the other is "Spinster Dinner," by
Faith Baldwin with Carol Lombard.

IT'S MARVELOUS!

$50 REWARD
FOR GOOD IDEAS!

Whether you're an exhibitor or a pro-

jectionist—you can earn $50.00 with

every good idea for the improvement
of Universal pictures which I accept.

You see pictures every day and you

know what audiences think. Why not

send in your suggestion?

CARL LAEMMLE
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OUT! CLEVER MUSICAL
VITTY DIALOGUE, COOP
EXCELLENT CAST NAMES!"

— Showmen’s Trade Review

> Laemmlepresents Universal’s

i el ofMelodious Melodrama . .

.

DMUND LOWE
lOTHY PACE + PINKY TOMLIN * ED PAWLEY +

NRY * Charles Crapewin + Arthur Vinton + Bradley
ii Dilson . . . Directed by Alan Crosland . . . Produced

by Julius Bernheim.



ACTION - PLENTY ! . . . THRILLS - GALORE

!

MUSIC - GRAND ! . . . ROMANCE - DIVINE

!



Carl Laemmie presents

EDMUND LOWE
KING SOLOMON of BROADWAY

With DOROTHY PACE + PINKY TOMLIN + ED PAWLEY + LOUISE HENRY
Charles Crapewin + Arthur Vinton + Bradley Page -i- Clyde Dilson . . . Directed

by Alan Crosland . . . Produced by Julius Bernheim.
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Starting two weeks ahead of showing,

Andy Roy talked to his Strand Theatre

audiences at each performance, via his

screen loud speakers, giving DIAMOND
JIM his personal endorsement. Because

so rarely done, had swell effect!
* *

At Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa. I Sil-

verman gathered the many reviews, col-

umnists lines and syndicated publicity

stories mailed to him on DIAMOND
JIM, and set them up on lobby panels

which drew crowds of readers all through

the day. «

Managing Director H. W. Scherer ad-

vertised a "Thank You" to Mayor Mc-

Closkey of Johnstown, Pa. for seeing DIA-

MOND JIM three times at the Cambria

Theatre and raving about it each time.

Endorsements

of Mayor, city

officials and

prominent
people were

obtained b y

means of pri-

vate preview.

THANK YOU, MAYOR
McCLOSKEY

'0»*«»*ewd Jim" TK»«* T*m»»

0»tr Thrt of

tt<« Moa. Kio*»vs. fC<^

U«*. S#*«»*<*«*» l»*€ tocoma Tolk of

rt.« Wo>)4

f s —T*4*t Tomorrow W.M
t« Tovr Lott C><oo<« >o S«« ••

Ofo-
H W SCHftI*

Com^io Tko«*«r

. .
.
football , .

.

. .
.
fighting . .

.

. . . fast time!
^^E'VE been so crowded for

space lately, shouting about
the dazzling doings of "Diamond
Jim," we couldn't tell you all we
wanted to about three tip-top pic-

tures which are tearing thru the

printing machines right this min-

ute, and soon will be flickering on

your screen!

FOOTBAL^ Universal has the record for big football hits. "Spirit of Notre

Dame," "Saturday's Millions" and "All American." Now comes one to top 'em
all
—"FIGHTING YOUTH." It's a honey for exploitation—ready at the hot-

spot moment! Swell for tie-ups with schools, football rallies, pennant-decor-

ated fronts, etc. A new plot twist which makes it a showmanship plus picture!

FIGHTING: An ace of an action picture with romance among air-devil

soldiers of fortune fighting it out in the green hell of the Chaco, "Storm Over

the Andes." Two rivals in love

with the same girl . . . ready to

break each other's neck one min-

ute . . . yet ready to face dealh

for each other the next! A grand

love story with dandy evploltallon

angles. Get the pressbooki
^

FAST TIME: And fast-steppers of

Broadway's dawn patrol. The big

radio stations from coast to coast are giving daily plugs to the tantalizing

tunes from "KING SOLOMON OF BROADWAY." It has rhythm ... it has

girls ... it has gangsters ... it has millionaires. It has Eddie Lowe and those

radio favorites Dorothy Page and Pinky Tomlin, too. And It has a score of

stunts to help put It over.

Football, fighting and fast time

—plenty of variety here for your

Showmanship attack. And power-

fully pleasing pictures to make

your work worth while!

JOE WEIL
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Sell "FIGHTING YOUTH "With Peppy Football Atmosphere

r

Rouse The Town With Football Rallies!

The minute you book this picture, get to work on the following stunts. Tie-up with

leading schools. It's a swell way to build prestige, goodwill and business!

FOOTBALL ELEVEN ON PARADE—By inviting local school teams to see the picture as

your guests you can get them to parade to the theatre in uniforms. Flash the school colors

in your lobby.

LETTERS TO SCHOOLS—Send out a letter to all school coaches and athletic directors

explaining that their pupils should see this picture because of the great lesson it teaches

in team and college spirit. Ask them to organize school parties. Local athletes of promin-

ence should also be invited to this showing.

SCHOOL NIGHTS—As a mark of honor to the local high school and college teams, des-

ignate certain nights for each school. Invite the coach and team as guests of honor.

Have school glee club lead audience in review of school songs and cheers. Make it a

real football rally in your theatre. Decorate lobby in proper school colors for each

gathering.

CATCH LINES
Use them in programs, lobby

cards, for spot radio announce-
ments, and general display.

* *

TOUCHDOWN! And 50,000 people

go wild! FUMBLE! And the cheeis

turn to jeers! See what happens when

an All-America star bucks against an

insidious new football menace!
* if if

Pretty co-eds and championship

games! Campus life and collego lovef

Youthl Romance! Glamour! Excite-

mentl Flags flyingl Bands playing!

Crowds cheering! And the star player

going into the game to face disgrace!
* * *

Secret service men on the campus!

A whole school plunged Into panic

by mysterious fumbles on the football

field! An All America star in dis-

grace! A new, mysterious force work-

ing its insidious evils into a demoral-

ized team! See this startling classic of

gridiron pictures and tingle with thrills

in one of the year's most exciting

climaxes!
if if if

Universal's thrilling successor to "Spir-

it of Notre Dame" and "All Ameri-
can!" More startling—more spectac-

ular—and with the most exciting cli-

max of them all!

V J

Exploitation At Local Games
SCORE CARDS—Go after the local football fans during games by

distributing score cards, schedules and Identification tags for the

season's games. Carry your announcement in the most prominent

spot of these.

SCORE BOARD PAST-

ERS— The sketch pre-

sents a paster that

should land on all prom-

inently located windows.

Stores will provide at-

tendant to post scores.

TACK CARDS—Print up a quantity of tack cards similar to the

ones used by local teams to announce their games and post around

town.

IMITATION BIG GAME TICKETS—Use imitations of big college

game tickets for throwaways, with wording announcing the game in

the picture. You can

order a supply with your

theatre imprint, direct

from: Simplex Ticket &

Printing Co., 34-44 Hu-

bert St., New York City.

^IfTOOTBALL
STRAND THEATRE STADIUM

• ADAMS %^s. state:

*• f
* FooreAiL ^

:FrELD°roxi

:
$50.00

1

^
Crutut Football Romance of the Vear *

tSAT. to SUN. NOV. 19-25 bis'.! 2:30P.M.I AOAMS Vi- STflT£

|bOX SEATpwn
1

Sc® CHARLES FARRELL i,

FIGHTING YOUTH
STRAND THEATRE NOw!

FOOTBAI_U TODAY

HOME TEAM

VttfTING TEAM

-]

Sell It From The Woman Angle Too!
Play up the girl angle in your exploitation to make your patrons

feel that a football picture is not strictly a man's picture. Here are

a few suggestions for playing up the woman angle:

PICK PRETTIEST CO-ED—Pick the prettiest girl in your community.
This can be worked as a combination beauty and popularity con-

test. Hold the finals on your stage.

ORGANIZE GIRL'S FOOT-
BALL TEAM—This stunt can

be easiest worked in connec-

tion with a girl's athletic club

or society. Start propaganda

in the local pape' to the effect

girls participate in almost

every sport except football.

Then get this club to organize

the team and invite them to a

showing of "Fighting Youth."

A "gag" stunt for publicity

only.

REAL-LIFE FOOTBALL RO-
MANCES—Dig into your local

newspaper tiles for articles

about the real-life romances
of locally and nationally fa-

mous football players. They will

make an Intresting lobby frame.

Dress up the easel with stills

of the players in uniform.
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Music Is Tops In "King Solomon"! Plug It!

/ \

display lines
FAST STEPPERS OF THE DAWN

PATROL—debutantes and dance hall

dolls—millionaires and murderers—
mad-cap maids and gambling men

—

in the dizzy, exciting, thrilling, tune-

ful Broadway Parade!

* * it

He was a one woman man—but he
had six hundred ticklish troubles

—

KING SOLOMON OF BROADWAYl
* « «

Was he wise—or was it women?
Why did they call him KING SOLO-
MON OF BROADWAY?

* * «

Manhattan's masters of merriment
and music bring you the magic irre-

sistible melody and mad-cap romance
in KING SOLOMON OF BROAD-
WAYl

* it *

Hear the sparkling new, thrilling,

tuneful, tantalizing hit songs: "Flower

ir, Your Lapel," "La Caba’nna,"

"Moaning in the Moonlight," "That's

What You Think."

* * *

He risked his neck to save an

heiress—he staked his future on the

flip of a card—he gambled life for

lovel

V. ^

A BARRAGE of real song hits in this picture!

Already being heavily broadcast on the big

radio chains. All top rank programs are using the

numbers. Be sure to cash in on the popularity of

these numbers tying them up to your local run of

the picture.

CO-OPERATE WITH LOCAL BANDS—See that

leaders of the best orchestras in town use the

songs and mention your playdate.

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS—Use some of the pho-

nograph records to start and finish five minute spot

announcements over local radio stations. Use

catchlines to tell about the picture.

•
"That's What You

Think" is published

by Irving Berlin, Inc.,

799 Seventh Avenue,

New York.

"Moaning in the

Moonlight," "Flower

In My Lapel," and

'La Cabanna" are

published by T. B.

Harms, 1619 Broad-

way, N. Y. City.

Recordings of

"That's What You
Think" have been
made by V 1 c t o,r

Brunswick, Columbia,
Perfect and Decca.

LAPEL

KING SOLOMON
SPEAKS IN LOBBY
H ere is a grand set up to attract atten-

tion. Borrow a wax man mannequin and
set it up on a throne as shown. Put a loose

handkerchief gag around his mouth to hide

the closed mouth.
Have your local radio man hook up a

microphone behind the mouth band— to a

concealed anno'incer, who can see in front

of the display. Pick a ready wit who is quick
with snappy comeback. He must be careful

not to offend

anyone. He
must attract

attention to the

display by call-

ing people,
mentioning
their way of

dressing, etc.

The fact that

the announcer
can't be seen

and words seem
to emanate
from the man-
nequin will at-

tract plenty of

attention.

This Rhumba Contest Will Help

You Capture The Whole Town

O NE of the big scenes in "King Solomon of Broadway" is a rhumba contest in which

a masked dancer wins the contest with a society heiress. This is your cue for tying

up a rhumba dancing contest in various ways with your picture.

LESSONS IN LOBBY
If you have a large lobby, engage a good

local dancer to give tree rhumba lessons therein

for a full week prior to the opening of the pic-

ture. The man can be masked and wear a dom-

ino just as he is shown in the stills from the

picture. Anyone wanting to learn the steps of

the rhumba can get coaching from this young

man. Keeps lobby crowded and helps business.

In case the public does not respond too quickly

tie-up with local dancing school for constant

succession of lessons. Dancing school should

gladly furnish instructor gratis for advertising

it gets. Stunt is good for newspaper stories as

well as plenty word of mouth advertising.

Exploit Dorothy Page and Pinky Tomlin
Here are two radio stars that are coming to you after clicking sen-

sationally on the air. Exploit them big. Run Pinky Tomlin and Dor-

othy Page impersonation contests.



READY FOR RECORDS!

QUEEK
Universal's Smashing Heart-Wallop!
With Frankie Darro, Charlotte Henry^ William Benedict, Billy

Burrud and Henry Armetta .... Story by Chester Beecroft

and Harry Poppe .... Produced by Ben Verschleiser . . . .

Directed by Edward Ludwig . . . Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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SULLAVAN
try

URSULA PARROTT’S

NEXT TIME
WE LOVE"





Gentlemen, meet URSULA
PARROTT via the only photo-

graph of her in existence! She

wrote such phenomenal best-

sellers as "Ex-Wife," "Strangers

May Kiss'" and "Breadwinner " . . .

And now Universal brings you the

most vital and the most famous of

all her sensational stories!
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UNIVERSAL PROMISEE;
No. 847 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

Although Universal is months and months late in deliv-

ering some of the best pictures it sold last Fall, not one

single exhibitor so far has held it against us!

Regardless of the fact that up to date we have not
delivered all that we sold, they are all signing up for 1935-
1936 even faster than they did a year ago.

Th is very day we have signed up more exhibitors for

our whole product than we had ever signed up before at

the same date.

This is true in spite of the fact that we have still not
carried out last year's promises in full.

It probably never has happened to any other producing

company.

Universal has proof of your good will. Perhaps we have
not always earned it on performance, but for some reason
you seem to know that we have tried , in good faith to give
you more than you paid for.

This means confidence. And confidence means good
will. And good will comes from nothing on earth but sat-

isfactory performance in past years.

Thanks for this most remarkable exhibition of confid-

ence.

We don't carry your good will on our books at a value
of fifty million dollars. In our statement we list cameras.
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sound equipment, unused film, plant and equipment of

various kinds — but the real truth of it is that your belief

is worth more to us than anything weVe got.

The fact that you believe in Universal puts me on a spot.

It means that Tve got to be as decent as you are and meet

you more than half way.

I shall! I intend to make sure that Universal delivers

more to you than you expected — whether late or not.

rd rather deliver a great picture late than a rotten picture

on time.

That is exactly what we are doing.

You all know the story on '"Magnificent Obsession.'' It

is sweeping the country like wild-fire. It is breaking re-

cords and making money for exhibitors hand over fist. It

is being held over almost everywhere it is playing. You
took that picture in a big way because you had faith in

Universal. We delivered. Now I am giving you Margaret
Sullavan in ""Next Time We Love" by Ursula Parrott. The
booking records show that you are taking that picture also
on the confidence you have in Universal. I assure you it

will not be misplaced. Margaret Sullavan, great as she is,

is a new Margaret Sullavan in this picture, and ""Next Time
We Love" I predict will be another splendid box office

winner for you.

Thanks again for your confidence in Universal.
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100 First Runs for "NEXT TIME WE LOVE
T

he simultaneous booking of "Next

Time We Love," following its tri-

angular world premiere in New York,

Chicago and Washington, promises

to equal the tremendous simultaneous

booking of "Magnificent Obsession."

Already there are 100 bookings in

the key cities and dates in subordin-

ate runs are coming in every day now.

The first showing of Margaret Sul-

lavan's picture, "Next Time We
Love," will take place in three cities

at the same time. W. G. Van Schmus,

who was in Universal City when "Next

Time We Love" was half completed,

booked it on the strength of the part

he had seen, into the Music Hall on

January 30th, and that booking is

being sedulously prepared for by the

exploitation staff of the theatre,

which has already had the honor of

presenting Margaret Sullavan in

three of her four pictures.

At the same time, "Next Time We
Love" will open at the Palace Theatre

in Chicago, where "Magnificent Ob-
session" played such a memorable
engagement. It also opens on Janu-

ary 30th in Keith's Theatre in Wash-
ington, where "Magnificent Obses-
sion" was held for a third week.

It's next opening is at the Hippo-
drome in Cleveland, on February I.

In Los Angeles, the picture will fol-

low the same course as "Mangificent

Obsession," playing da yand date at

the Hill Street and the Pantages,

where "Magnificent Obsession" is

still running to tremendous business.

The holding over of "Magnificent
Obsession" has thrown the dating at

the Lafayette in Buffalo back a week
and it will not open there until Feb-
ruary 13th. The same thing happened
at the Paramount in Atlanta, where

$1,000.00
IN CASH PRIZES!

For the best campaign on

any Universal Picture dur-

ing Carl Laemmle’s 30th

Anniversary Celebration

!

For details see your

Universal Exchange.

Back Home Again

w
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the picture will open on the same
day.

The Circle Theatre in Indianapolis

is also thrown back one week on ac-

count of the holding over of "Magni-
ficent Obsession."

In Baltimore, "Next Time We
Love," opens on February 6th at

Keith's in Providence at the Albee,

in Boston at the Memorial, in Kansas

City at the Tower, in Salt Lake City

(Continued on Page 23

)

WiUiam Koenig
ILLIAM KOENIG, for the last

ten years studio manager of
Warner Brothers, was appointed gen-
eral studio manager of Universal City
last week by Carl Laemmle. He as-

sumed his duties on Monday, super-
seding Fred S. Meyer, who will be giv-
en another executive studio position.
Mr. Koenig has had a unique expe-
rience in motion picture business. He
started as an usher in a theatre in Mil-
waukee, and eventually became its

treasurer, stage director, and manager.
He eventually represented a circuit of
theatres and then became exchange
manager, after which he went to Uni-
versal City. His rise here was rapid
and he eventually became studio
manager.

Universal is happy to welcome Koe-
nig back to the fold.

Hold-Overs Feature

^^Magnificent Obsession’^

in Opening Weeks

A LOOK at the last two weeks of

Variety and every day of Mo-
tion Picture Daily confirms the im-

pression that "Magnificent Obses-
sion" is the season's box-office giant.

It is bowling over records in every

part of the country and it is being

held over so consistently that it

promises to be the biggest grosser

of the year.

A number of theatres are already

holding "Magnificent Obsession" for

the third week. Third weeks are being

marked up in the double run in Los

Angeles at the Pantages and the Hill

Street Theatres. In Buffalo the Laf-

ayette Theatre is holding it for the

third week, and Variety says "con-

tines to pack 'em in after two weeks

of capacity business."

In Detroit, after two big weeks at

the Fox, the picture was brought back

to the Adams, and Variety says: "is

endangering the house record—ex-

cellent."

In Baltimore, Variety says: "Second

week talk of the town. Splendid

$6,000 after socko $9,000 on first

lap. Will go third." In Washington,

the picture enjoyed a second tremen-

dous week and will probably go a

third. In Philadelphia, the Boyd was

building rapidly and is being held

over a second week.

In Portland, Oregon, "Captain

Blood" had just broken the record of

the house with $8,000 for ten days,

whereas "Magnificent Obsession" in

one week had already taken in

$10,000 in a week.

Hold-overs are also recorded at

the Albee in Brooklyn, the Bradford

(Continued on Page 23)
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BACK -OF -THE -SGENES
While Universal Was Photographing

“NEXT TIME WE LOVE ”

# • When “JSext Time We Love” teas only half

completed at Universal City, W. G. Van Schmus,
the managing director of the Music Hall, Netv
York, came to Hollywood with his stage director,

Leon Leonidoff. He not only met Margaret Sulla-

van, as this illustration shows, but he asked Ed-
ward H. Griffith, director of “/Vexf Time We
Love,” to put the film together for him as far as

it had gone and permit him to see it. The result

was that “iVexf Time We Love” was booked into

the Music Hall for the week of January 30th at

least two months before that date rolled around.

# # Margaret Sullavan has a trick of crowding
herself into strange places {luring the filming of
one of her pictures. Here she is, sitting in the
doorway of the sound room listening with her lead-

ing man, James Stewart, to the sound going round
and round and coming out here.

•

% % At the right, below, Edward H. Griffith, the
director, has joined Margaret Sullavan in this fa-

vorite retreat of hers and they discuss with James
Stewart the next scene to he taken.

•

• • Both Margaret Sullavan and her director
were born in Virginia. Nevertheless, they are easy
victims to the Continental tea habit which is one of
producer Paul KohnePs innovations on the set.

In the shot below, the trio is drinking to the suc-
cess of '‘'Next Time We Love” in tea cups.
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TIM!NEXT
Itelon', nil interesting ex-
pression <»/ Margaret Sal-
laran's inany-sided person-
ality. a scene from "!\ext

Time ff e Love."

Margaret
Snllaran

and
James Stennrt

Margaret
Snllaran

and
Ray Milland

Another ini A
lavan expre iit^,

her leading oi^

“ISext nm

//^EXT TIME WE LOVE" is a

^remarkable combination of the

actual experiences of two women, it

started out to be the life story of only

one, its author, Ursula Parrott. Miss

Parrott, who wrote such stories as

"Ex-Wife" and "Strangers May Kiss,"

married a newspaper man. Miss Par-

rott envisioned a career on the stage,

and had every reason to believe from

her Initial success that acting would

be her life work. Their careers clash-

ed and It was only the most drastic

of moves that saved them both.

The story of "Next Time We Love"

Is the story of two careers which

clashed and endangered the happi-

ness of two people who should have

been ideally happy. One was a news-

paper man, the other an actress. The

story works itself out in a way that

the true story should have taken but

didn't.

Into "Next Time We Love," there-

The binding link ichich ties this love story togethei

Margaret Sullatan and James Stewart in a

dramatic scene from “I\ext 7 ime We Tore.'
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WE LOVE"

Margaret Sul-

I scene with
es Stewart, in

Lore:’

In the cut below
Still another personality
shows in the face of this

remarkable actress,

Margaret Sullaran

Margaret
Sulluvan

and
James Stewart

A scene in

Margaret
Sullavan’s

studio home.

fore Ursula Parrott has poured more

of her actual experience, more of her

heart and soul than in any of her

other stories. It is true to life.

But "Next Time We Love" is al-

most as much a life story for Margar-

et Sullavan, its star, although there

was no thought of such a thing when

Ursula Parrott wrote the story. It just

happens that Margaret Sullavan's life

story in many particulars, has fol-

lowed the pattern of Cicely Tyler.

The clashing of temperaments was

almost as violent in Margaret's own

life story and resulted in more dras-

tic separation than the separation

of Cicely and Chris in the picture.

No wonder Hollywood is bubbling

over with the idea that "Next Time

We Love" is the real thing in love

stories! Everyone who has seen it

from Carl Laemmie, W. G. Van
Schmus, J. R. Grainger and the film

cutters, rate "Next Time We Love"

as the best love story of the year.

A scene from ”I\e.xt Time Ife Lore.”

“ISext Time Lore’’ required an actress of infinite

variety of e.xpression, as this and other pictures shoto.
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Ursula Parrott Approves Change
In "Next Time We Love " Title

Ursula Parrott, author of *‘ISext Time
W e Love,” one of the most personable
of all the authors, i'et this is the only
portrait that Longmans-Green, her

publishers, have.

The changing of an "i" to an "o"

and its amazing change of mean-
ing in the title of her book is okeh

with Ursula Parrott. So far from
sticking up her pretty nose at the

change and crying to high heaven,

"That's just like the movies," Miss

Parrott quietly approved Universal's

acute change.

She believes that the cinema mag-
nate who signs a fat check for an

author's work and then risks some
hundreds of thousands of dollars in

converting that story into a film, be-

sides the subsequent expenses of

selling and publicizing it, has a right

to add or subtract in finding what
she terms its "common denominator
of audience appeal."

Besides being the author of nine

successful books and innumerable

short stories, Miss Parrott has made
several trips to Hollywood to work on

scenario treatments, both of her own
stories and of the books of other

writers. "Like most authors," she says,

"who sell the screen rights of their

brain children, I suffered agonies the

first time liberties were taken with my
characters or plot situations. But af-

ter I learned the technique of trans-

ferring a story from one metier to

another, while working adaptations

at various studios in the film colony,

I realized that the men who make
pictures have put as much sincere

effort and study into them, as the

creators of stories put into the writ-

ing of their books. I am not one who
pooh-poohs the poor producer. I find

the average studio executive, instead

of an ogre who bites the hand that

feeds him, a level-headed business

man who has something to sell and

makes a comprehensive study of his

market. My Hollywood experience

has taught me that generally he knows

fairly definitely what he is about,

—

and why,—and though I've had my
share of heated arguments in fight-

ing for my convictions, I've come
around to understanding the reasons

for certain changes in boiling down
a story of 100,000 words, or more,

to an hour and a half of visual enter-

tainment which necessarily must be

told in rapid action.

"When Universal altered the orig-

inal name of my book, "Next Time

We Live," to "Next Time We Love,"

frankly, I was quite distressed. The

word love has been dragged into so

many titles as a box-office lure. Then

Carl Laemmie proceeded to explain

to me why he held out for the 'o' in

place of the 'i'. He maintained that

the film audiences, on the whole, do
not react favorably to pictures which

deals with flights of fancy into spir-

itual realms or the hereafter. In this

stark age of realism, he insisted,

people are chiefly concerned with

what happens here and now and they

like their screen fare to reflect sit-

uations, emotions and aspirations, if

not necessarily within their own ex-

periences, at least within their own
understanding.

"As my book is not a tale of rein-

carnation but deals with contempor-

ary life, Mr. Laemmie feared the

former title might mislead audiences

into expecting—or suspecting—some-

thing quite apart from a domestic

drama set in the 20the century, so I

withdrew my objections. When I

(Continued on Page 23)

Margaret Sullatan and the splendid young actor, Ronnie Cosbey. who plays
her son in “Next Time IVe Love.“
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Margaret Sullavan
Comes Into Her Own

T
here is a sureness of touch, a versatility of tech-

nique, and a simplicity of method in the acting of

Margaret Sullavan in "Next Time We Love" that

proves beyond a doubt that this brilliant actress

has come Into her own. She has arrived.

"Next Time We Love" is only her fiffh picture. All of

the others were, to a certain extent, experimental, and

it is a matter of record that none of them has reached

the exacting standard which Margaret Sullavan has

set for herself. Miss Sullavan has always been afraid

to see her own pictures. She has had most amazing

doubts, the most cruel criticisms and the most

topsy-turvy notions about them imaginable.

When "Only Yesterday" went Into the Music

Hall, she sent her negro maid to look at the

picture before she would go and see it.

She said to her, "If you like it, I know

I won't. If you think it is terrible, I will

go and see it." The maid was so enthu-

siastic, that it was weeks before Miss

Sullavan would see her own picture,

and then she wouldn't go to the

Music Hall to see it.

Those who have followed

Miss Sullavan's career have

noted an increasing

breadth of power in

all but one of her

pictures, and In certain sequences of this all her beauty and

allure diverted aftention from Its short-comings. But in

The new Margaret Siil-

lavan in her latest Uni-

versal picture, “Next

Time We Love,” by

Ursula Parrott, an op-

portunity of which the

talented Margaret takes

full advantage.

"Next Time We Love," the

real actress, Margaret Sulla-

van, has been given an op-

portunity such as few roles

offer to any actress and Miss

Sullavan's experience and In-

creased versatility have given

to the role of Cicely a per-

fection and an artistry and a beauty of face and
form that reveal for the first time the full extent of the

dramatic powers of this remarkable actress, Margaret
Sullavan.

Heretofore Margaret Sullavan has been the most
talked of women in Hollywood because of her Inde-

pendence of Hollywood life and star worship. Now
she will be the most talked

of actress because of her

triumph In "Next Time We
Love."

This production opens at

the New York Music Hall on

January 30th and will be in

first run theatres throughout

the country during the next

two weeks.

One of the extraordin-
ary settings in “Next
Time We Love” against
which the movies’ great-
est love story is being
thrown under the guid-
ing hand of Edward H.
Griffith, the director.
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F you can imagine a day into which

would be compressed all the sea-

sons of the year, then you are cap-

able of imagining Margaret Sullavan.

For she is as varied as the seasons,

and changes far more swiftly. She is

the one star of Hollyw'ood whom no-

body knows, for the Margaret of one

hour is not the Margaret of another

hour.

In all the study of the question,

"What makes an actress great?" per-

haps not enough attention has been

given to the inner nature of the act-

ress herself. Certainly only a woman
of varied and flexible temperament
could portray the range of moods re-

quired by Margaret Sullavan's role

of Cicely Tyler in "Next Time We
Love," in which James Stewart, Ray

Milland and Grant Mitchell are fea-

tured.

"It isn't necessary that any girl

wanting to be an actress should study

variety of moods,"

said Miss Sullavan

when the picture

was in the making.

"Every girl is so a

creature of mood
would be amazed could he see into

the heart of even the calmest-appear-

ing girl. Therefore a girl needs only

to be herself in order to have emo-

tional resources of depth and variety.

"But people seem to object when
a star is herself. People actually seem
to think that my own naturalness is

some form of unnaturalness. By what
twisted reasoning they arrive at that

conclusion, I don't know. But orre

think I do know—and that is I refuse

to mold myself into whatever Holly-

wood thinks I ought to be. If people

like me, I hope it is for my natural-

ness. And natural I will continue to

be, even though it shocks people.'

Not Hard to Handle
COWARD H. GRIFFITH rises to

^ take issue with the rumors that

have sifted out of Hollywood pro-

nouncing Margaret Sullavan "diffi-

cult," "untamed," "willful" and "up-

stage." He maintains he has never

been affiliated with any film luminary

who gave herself more cheerfully and
whole-heartedly to her work.

Margaret SuUavart, star of “I\ext Time
We hove,'' the fifth production in the
meteoric career of this unpredictable

screen personality.

A NEW MARGARET SULLAVAl
that any man DAY MILLAND . one of Mar-

* garet Sullavan's leading men in

"Next Time We Love," is remarkable

for many reasons and in many direc-

tions.

In the first place, he is the "other

man" in the picture, but a less vil-

lainous and snake-in-the-grass char-

acter has never been drawn on the

screen than his Tommy Abbott, In the

second place, he is coming into a

certain amount of notoriety at the

present time because of the fact that

he was a member of the late King

George's personal bodyguard.

In addition to being a splendid

actor, he is a professional marksman

with rifle and revolver. He was a sail-

or, a tap dancer, a champion boxer,

and a fencer. There is a strange story

in Hollywood that the role which

made him famous on the English

screen before he was brought to

America was obtained at the point

of a pistol. At any rate, he handles

the role of Tommy Abbott with an

aplomb and discretion that tremen-

dously pleased director Edward H.

Griffith and Miss Sullavan, fully bear-

ing out the promise of his former pic-

tures, "The Glass Key," "Four Hours

to KnII," "The Gilded Lily" and "Alias

Mary Dow."
Hay Milland, one of the leading men in "Me.xl lime If e hove," with its heroine

and star, Margaret Sullavan.



The latest picture of Margaret Sulla-

t an, ta/cen just upon the completion of
her picture, “Me.xt Time We Lore'’ hy

L rsula Parrott.

AND TWO
JAMES STEWART who plays
^ opposite Margaret Sullavan in

Universal's "Next Time We Love,"

was born in Indiana and in Pennsyl-

vania. This "Believe It Or Not" is ex-

plained by the fact that he was born

in the town of Indiana, Pa. It hap-

pened on a May 20th, and eight

years later Stewart was producing

and directing plays—utilizing the

family basement and the children of

Indiana.

So Stewart had plenty of experi-

ence by the time he directed a class

play at Princeton. Strangely enough,

he saw Margaret Sullavan play in

Princeton. From college he went to

the Falmouth Stock Company, on

Cape Cod. Margaret also played on

Cape Cod. H is first New York break

came in "Goodbye Again," This was
the original name of "Next Time We
Love." To Boston he went as stage

manager for "Camille," with Jane
Cowl.

There followed appearances In

numerous stage hits—finally leading
to his first screen appearance. In

Murder Man." Next came "Rose-

Carl Laemmie 30th Anniversary

F
rom thrllU to tears, from laughter

to tragedy, from girlish delight

to mature sophistication passes Mar-

garet Sullavan in "Next Time We
Love," under the direction of Ed-

ward H. Griffith. Only a girl of Miss

Sullavan's emotional capacity could

have brought to life the Cicely Tyler

created by Ursula Parrott's novel. She

Is seen first as a schoolgirl whose es-

capade leads to a sudden marriage.

She turns toward the stage in order

to suppliement the small salary her

husband earns as a reporter. Compli-

cations arise when success comes and

her earning capacity far exceeds

that of her husband.

The characterization of the actress

is colorful and one of the great

screen performances of all time. It is

a success comparatively easy for

Margaret Sullavan to achieve, for she

needed only to be herself. The real

achievement lies in the star's ability

LEADING
Marie." Tested for "Next Time We
Love," he has fully demonstrated his

genius. He has fully justified the

faith of Universal executives and of

Miss Sullavan and Edward H. Griffith,

his director In "Next Time We Love."

to be herself in spite of all the forces

which tend to lead a popular actress

Into artificiality.

Producer Paul Kohner has given

Miss Sullavan a worthy supporting

cast—In James Stewart, Ray Milland,

Anne Demetrlo, Robert McWade,
Grant Mitchell, Florence Roberts,

Christian Rub and Ronnie Cosbey,

among others.

ISeic Leading Man
Lives With Ex-Hubby

O NE of th emost pralsworthy char-

acteristics of Margaret Sulla-

van, one of the most generous per-

sons In Hollywood, Is her desire to

help anyone with whom she has come
In contact. She doesn't always get

credit tor It, but she doesn't care

about that. Two summers ago she

invited her ex-husband, Henry Fonda,

to play opposite her In "Coquette"
at the Mt. KIsco stock company and

now she Is going to

play opposite him

in a film.

Now she is doing

the same thing for

another promising young man. This

young man is James Stewart, her

leading man In "Next Time We Love,"

who lives in an apartment in Holly-

wood with Margaret Sullavan's ex-

husband, who recommended him.

James Steuart, the other leading man of “Ae.vf Time IT e Love,” in a scene
icith its star, Margaret Sullavan.
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They celebrated

their parting!

. . . Only to discover that

they could not leave

each other—ever! . . . It*s

a powerful love story,

one you'll cherish and
store in the secret cor-

Tiers ofyour heart!

Carl Laemmle preienU

margoret

t RStXA PARROTTS
Carl LaemmJr pr^tenls

nap9«rel
Carl Laemmle presents

margaret

I* krr gwini mumps
tRSLLA PARROTTS

URSULA PARROTT’S great story

HIE LOVE
-JAMES STEWART
RAY MI LLAND
GRANT MITCHELL

M. Ca#*A

A Vmwtnai rKiurr

mniHEiyE love
...aJAMES STEWART
RAY MILLAND
Grant Mitchell • Robert McWade
Ronald Cosbey • Anna de Metrio

Directed by Edward B. Criffuh

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE



OAHL LAEMMLE PRESENTS

MARGARET
S U L L AVA N
in Her Greatest Triumph

URSULA PARROTT'S
Most Eanious Best-Seller

NEXT TIME
WE LOVE

with

I AMES STEWART
RAY MILLAND
GRANT MITCHELL
ROBERT McWADE • ANNA
DE METRIO • RONALD GOSREY

Produced by

PAUL K 0 H N E R
Directed by

EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
A UNIVERSAL I* I CT II RE





ORDER THE BEST LOCATIOII



S NOW! THEY' RE WORTH IT!

m
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ADD TO THESE THE MOST
PHENOMENAL RECORD OF
HOLDOVERS AND EXTENDED
RUNS EVER CHALKED UP
BY A SINGLE PICTURE!

AND KEEP YOUR EYE ON
MARGARET SULLAVAN
IN URSULA PARROTT’S
"NEXT TIME WE LOVE"!
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A composite of stills from Margaret Siillavan’s production, ‘^!\ext Time ff e Love,” shotcing her two leading men, James
Stewart and Ray Milland, and a lovely inset picture of Margaret and little Ronnie Cosbey, who is her son in the picture.

How Universal Newsreel Tip

Tipped up Addis Ababa

‘"^Tailspin Tommy"*"* Thrills

Groivn Lps in Ashland

LITHIA THEATRE
ASHLAND, ORE.

Jan. 3, 1936

Universal, Portland, O.

Dear Croddock:

Here's some good news. Your

serial TAILSPIN TOMMY, which

we just started in Ashland opened

fine; kids all talking about it and

adults are taking to it also.

This is the first time that 1 have

seen adults get any interest in a

serial. My usual experience wit

them has been groans when they

flashed on screen. Photography,

acting and recording better than

any serial I have ever seen to date.

Wish to start TAILSPIN TOMMY
n Week January 25."

LEE B. RYAN

Lithia Theatre

Ashland, Ore.

I

N the Weekly of December? I,

there appeared a story about the

panic which overtook Addis Ababa
when the telegram of Charles Ford

to his cameraman, Howard Winner,

was read in the capital of Ethiopia.

It seemed that they imagined the ed-

itor of the Newsreel had advance in-

formation of an Italian strafing of

the capital. Now comes a letter from

Winner himself, telling Mr. Ford just

exactly what happened when his tel-

egram reached there. It is amusing, to

say the least and shows what effects

rumors have in every corner of the

world. Here is the letter:

Add is Ababa, Ethiopia

December 14, 1935

Dear Mr. Ford:

Just a line to give you a brief idea

of what a commotion your recent

cablegram caused. Perhaps you read

about it in the papers.

Well, I took the telegram, and a

couple of people saw it and read the

part about ADDIS ABABA NEXT
SUGGEST YOU PICK OUT SHEL-

TER NOW and failed to read the

PRESUME. Without my knowing it

they went to the government officials

and governor and told them that a

newsreel cameraman had received a

telegram stating that Addis Ababa
would be bombed. The next morning

at 6 AM I was awakened by a loud

banging on my door and my inter-

preter yelling "Geta, Geta." (which

means Master, Master.) I opened the

door and he excitedly told me that

everybody was leaving town that the

Italian planes were coming. Naturally,

I got dressed, threw the cameras into

the car and drove into the town.

Well, what a sight. Taxis were run-

ning here and there charging $30.

to take people to the surrounding

hills, natives were moving their be-

longings out of their homes, all the

police were on duty, natives were

loading old rifles, white people

rushing to the mountains, the Egyp-

tian consul left town in his pyjamas,

the Empress and Crown Prince fled

from the palace, the schools sent

pupils away in trucks, the chief of

the radio station ordered that all the

equipment weighing 60,000 pounds

be removed from the radio station,

machine guns were mounted around

the palace, and newspapermen who
were accustomed to getting up at

(Continued on Page 23)
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A Book Like This for

"Next TimeWe Love

"

E
very newspaper office is talking about the "Mag-
nificent Obsession" booklet. It created such a

splendid impression where it was received, that the

Exploitation Department of Universal has decided to

issue the same information material on "Next Time

We Love."

The "Magnificent Obsession" booklet is illustrated

in the cut at the left. It had a beautiful cover and its

pages were arranged in the same way that the catal-

ogues of cover papers are made, each page extend-

ing out beyond the preceding page.

The form of the "Next Time We Love" brochure

will be slightly different and the book will differ con-

siderably in size and shape, but it will contain the same
information about the stars, the director, the author,

the principal players and the facts that every reviewer

will want to have at his finger tips about Margaret

Sullavan's greatest picture to date. If the Editor of

your paper doesn't receive one, let us know immediate-

ly and we will forward it to him.

30th Anniversary

Here is the fancy little booklet which was sent to motion

picture editors in connection tvith ^^Magnificent Obsession^^

and which many of them have characterized as the most

splendid piece of publicity ever to come into their hands.

"MAGNIFICENT" HELD OVER EVERYWHERE
(Continued from Page 6)

in Newark, the Alvin in Pittsburgh,

the Fifth Avenue in Seattle, of which

Variety says: "Almost 10,000 certain

—terrific." The Tower in Kansas City,

where it broke the record the first

week; in Minneapolis, the big run at

the Orpheum extended for a Loop

run in the smaller World Theatre and

according to Variety "is likely to

reach dandy $4,000, biggest biz in

months." Half that is regarded as

pretty good. According to Variety,

it pulled a "tremendous" 15,000 at

the Orpheum.
The story is the same in almost

every situation with hold-overs, ex-

tended runs and re-bookings. Already

the picture has been re-booked for

later runs in four different spots.

100 First Runs for "NEXT TIME WE LOVE"
(Continued from Page 6)

at the Orpheum, in St. Louis at the

Fox, San Francisco at the Orpheum,

in Richmond, Virginia, at the Capi-

fol and State simultaneously; in Port-

land, Maine, at the Strand; in Pitts-

burgh at the Fulton, in Rochester at

the Century, in Akron at the Palace,

in Albany at the Strand, Detroit at

the Fox, Louisville at the Strand,

Memphis at the Palace, New Orleans

at the Saenger, Philadelphia at the

Boyd, Birmingham at the Alabama,

Hartford, Conn., at the Majestic;

Waterbury, Conn., at the State;

Little Rock at the Capitol.

In Newark, the picture will play at

the Bradford immediately after the

Music Hall engagement is over.

During the week of February 14th

there is another flock of bookings,

bringing the total well over 100.

How Universal JSewsreel Man Scared Ethiopians

(Continued from Page 22)
10 AM were around at 6 AM. After

a few hours and things subsided a

bit, I began to have my troubles.

Everybody wanted to know where I

got the telegram. The officials want-

ed to arrest me but they couldn't

prove that it was my fault. Now I am
known and pointed out as the 'man
who got the telegram.'

Things are plenty dead around

here and I doubt very much if they

will ever bomb this place.

Give my regards to everyone.

Very truly yours,

Howard Winner

Ursula Parrott Agrees
(Continued from Page 10)

write a novel, I have in mind the

reading public; I never give a thought

to whether or not the story will be

suitable for films. If it does happen

to be considered good screen ma-

terial, I want it to be a success, so

why not cooperate with the producer,

especially one who has put 30 years

of his life into giving the public what

it likes. The story, itself. I'm assured,

has been altered very little."
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CAROLE LOMBARD
In Faith Baldwin’s Cosmopolitan Magazine Story

"LOVE BEFORE BREAKFAST"
With PRESTON FOSTER, Janet Beecher, Cesar Romero, Betty Lawford, E. E. Clive,

John King, Bert Roach, Fat Flaherty, Joyce Compton, Diana Gibson, Nan Gray, David

Worth, Forrester Harvey, Richard Carle, George Andre Beranger, Douglas Blockley, Earl

Eby, Jay Belasco, Priscilla Lawson, Robert McKenzie, Adamae Vaughan, Nick de Ruiz, Retl

Christie, IVIarion Wolfe. Directed by Walter Lang. Screenplay by Herbert Fields, author of

“Fifty Million Frenchmen.” An Edmund Grainger Production. A Universal Picture pre-

sented by Carl Laemmle.

V T

EDWARD ARNOLD*
in "SUTTER’S COLD

"

From the epic novel by Blaise Cendrars

With LEE TRACY, BINNIE BARNES, Katherine Alexander, Harry Carey, Montagu
Love, Addison Richards, C. Henry Gordon, John Miljan, Mitchell Lewis, William Gould, Jim
Thorpe, Olaf Hytten, Russ Powell, Henry Cording, Walter Long, Gaston Glass, Robert War-
wick, Billy Gilbert, Bryant Washburn, Morgan Wallace, William Janney. Adaptation by
Gene Fowler. Directed by James Criize. An Edmund Grainger Production. Presented by
Carl Laemmle.

*By arrangement with B. P. Schulberg

v

IRENE DUNNE in "SHOW BOAT"
(Version of 1936)

Edna Ferber’s Immortal Classic

With ALLAN JONES, pall robeson, Charles winninger,
HELEN MORGAN, HELEN WESTLEY, queenie smith, sammy white, Don-
ald Cook, Francis X. Mahoney, Hattie McDaniel, IMarilyn Knowlden, Arthur Hohl, Charles
Middleton, J. Farrell MacDonald, Charles Wilson, Mary Stewart, Harry Barras, Clarence
Muse . . . New music and lyrics by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II ... A Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Production. Directed by JAMES WHALE. Presented by Carl Laemmle.





Plus Spencer Charters Doris Lloyd George Cleveland
George Meeker Charles Coleman Charles Judels Mike
Morita Tom Dugan Frank Austin Torben Meyer Alene
Carroll. Produced by David Diamond . . . Directed by William

Nigh. A Universal Picture Presented by Carl Laemmle.
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A DIGEST OF THE BEST
EXPLOITATION IDEAS OF THE WEEK

BENDHEIM'S BILLBOARD BARRAGE! NEIDES'
NEW DOCTOR SERVICE!

ISew Angles from Richmond
and San FranciscoOTiplimiii

DIRECTION FANC
SAN FRANCISCO

fiittrkill 6111

Dear Doctort

11a are aocloaing a special Call Card for jrour

convenience. When attending perforoonces at the Orpheum

Tr.eatre, if you eipect to be called, sioply shoe this card

to the usherette seating you. A notation *111 be i&ade of

your seat location and saoe *111 be recorded In the Theatre

office where the number of your card is on file. Incoming

cells *111 be quickly and efficiently transferred to you,

and of course, there Is no charge for this service.

He would like, at this time, to call your attention

to a picture that *e feel sure every member of the medical

profession *111 want to see. He speak of "Uagnlfleant

Obsession", starring Irene Dunne and Robert Taylor, which

opens a limited engagement at the Orpheum, starting Thursday,

January 9th.

You have already heard of the sensational book *hloh

has sold over 300,000 copies and in «hieh a doctor running a

great hospital sacrifices his life for a wastrel. This notable

novel has now become the most discussed ploture of the year.

Doctors and others «ho help humanity *111 be especially inter-

ested la seeing this magnificent screen play not only because

It sheds light on the ideals of the medical profession, but

also because it Is great, thrlllingly dramatic entertainment.

Sincerely,

ORPHKCV TB

Hal. D. Neldes, yanaging Director.

A ll theatres running "MAGNIFICENT OBSES-
SION" are availing themselves of the Doctor tie-

up angle outlined in the pressbook by writing special

letters to the doctors drawing attention to the fact

that the motivating force of the story is a doctor who
sacrifices his life to help others.

It remained tor Hal Niedes, Managing Director of

the Orpheum Theatre, San Francisco, to put th's idea

to special use, and at the same time evolve a new
doctor service courtesy at his theatre. Along with the

letter concerning "MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION," Mr.

Neldes included a special numbered call card for the

doctor receiving the letter. On arriving at the theatre

the doctor shows his numbered card to the usher seat-

ing him. His name is registered with the number of

the card, together with notation of his seat location.

It the doctor is called at the theatre, it is a simple

matter to advise him without undue disturbance.

Left'. Hal I\eides’ letter to San Francisco doctors on
^'Magnificent Obsession” and special "call” service
tchich he inaugurated with this picture. Superimposed
on letter is the special service card.

Below: Worth four twenty-four sheets to bill this pic-
ture! That's what Sam Bendheim, Jr., of the State and
Capitol Theatres, Richmond, Va., thinks of "Magnificent
Obsession.” The giant billing teas posted ten days in
advance and held during the run.
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LIBERTY " TRUCK FLEET HELPS SELL "OBSESSION"

Here's how the Buffalo distributor of "Liberty" cooperated with George McKenna, manager, and Dick Walsh, p. a., at
Hayman’s Mew Lafayette Theatre, in their "Magnificent Obsession” campaign. In addition to the bannered trucks, 500

"Liberty" carriers distributed 40,000 accessory roto heralds.

KINZLER CAPITALIZES ON FREAK
PUBLICITY FOR "RAY" AT ROXY

HEN "THE INVISIBLE RAY," Universal's new Karloff mystery thriller,

played at the New York Roxy Theatre, a tie-in was made with the

great amount of newspaper publicity released at the Scientists' Conven-
tion concerning invisible rays that would bring death and destruction in

the next war, blast cities, and, on the other hand, also prove a boon to

civilization in other ways. These newspaper headlines were clipped and
mounted on lobby boards where they attracted considerable attention tied

up with stills from the Universal picture.

In the newspaper advertising, Morris Kinzier stressed the many intrigu-

ing scientific angles of the picture by using small dramatic illustrations

with punchy "see" lines underneath each.

A tie-up was made with Movie Action Magazine which featured the

story in its current issue. 2,000 cards were printed drawing attention to

the story in the magazine and its run at the Roxy. These were planted at

news stands throughout the metropolitan area.

As a lobby stunt, the Magic-Lite Company loaned the Roxy one of its

amazing invisible ray tables with a set of mysterious glassware that lights

up without any apparent electrical connection. A sign advised patrons

that the glassware was lighted by the invisible ray. They were told to lift

the articles and replace them. As they lifted them away from the table

they would become dark. As they moved them closer to the table to set

them down, the wierd light glowed from the glassware causing much ex-

citement and plenty of word-of-mouth advertising.

Universal, always pre-eminent in the field of mystery thrillers, has issued

a very comprehensive pressbook on "THE INVISIBLE RAY" outlining

many tried and proved stunts and numerous new ones.

The pictorial twenty-ftnir sheet as used

fttr display atop the marquee of the Fox
Theatre, St. Louis, ^io. Harry Greenman,
manager and Lucille Byrne, publicity

manager, arranged special lighting for

the pttster to bring out its unusual color

effects. Sote crowd lined up for opening.



"OBSESSION" INSPIRES THE AD MEN!
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Due to the great reduction in size, the reproductions oT these ads make them appear less handsome than they actually are. v.-ithout how-
ever obscuring the excellent layouts and copy. (I) Three column x 10" from Orpheum, San Francisco (2) Four column x 4" from
Alvin, Pittsburgh (3) Two column x 5" from Pantages and Hills'reet, Los Angeles (4) Two column x 4” teaser ad from Denver
Theatre, Denver (5) Three column x 9'/2" •from A'bee. Cincinnat* (6) Double column x II" from Uptown. Toronto, Ont.
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HURTLING, ROARING ONTO YOUR SCREEN

AT LAST!..THE SERIAL BACKED UP AT BOX

OFFICES WITH THE MIGHT OF NEWS-

PAPERS’ AND RADIO'S GREATEST MIUIONSI

I >

With

BUSTER CRABBE
JEAN ROGERS • PRISCILLA

LAWSON • CHARLES MIDDLETON

Based on Alex Raymond’s phenom-

enal King Features newspaper strip...

Directed by FREDERICK STEPHANl
Produced by Henry MacRae



13 Chapters ofthe most

fantastic, strange-

world dramas ever

conceived. The hero

of the heavens and all

his enemies ALIVE,

and all their amazing

adventures REAL!
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NOW THE CREATES!
No. 851 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

I go on record right here and now in declaring that
''Flash Cordon" is the greatest moving picture serial ever

made. I ought to know. I have seen more serials and made
more serials than anybody in this business.

Furthermore^ I like serials. I have been making them
and liking them for twenty-three years, but I like "Flash

Cordon" better than any serial we have ever made and

better than any serial I have ever seen.

"Flash Cordon" will start a new era in serials. We knew
we had a great subject when we bought "Flash Cordon"
from King Features. It had already done a great deal to
convince newspapers that color was a practical, interesting

and profitable expenditure because "Flash Cordon" was
one of the very first full page color adventure strips.

I instructed Henry MacRae to put everything he had
into "Flash Cordon." He has done it.

We engaged Frederick Stephani, an artist, an author
and a director, rolled into one, to direct it with the assis-

tance of the veteran Ray Taylor. We constructed the most
novel settings, backgrounds, scientific instruments, air-

planes, rocket ships and gyroscopes. The boys, young boys

and old boys, will go mad about them, and so will the girls.
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SERIAL EVER MADE!
The technicians hare made the supposed planet of

Mongo extraordinarily real and terrifically thrilling. No
Jules Verne story ever moved me more than the episodes

I have seen of "Flash Cordon"

Then we set out to capture the greatest cast that a

serial ever had. Buster Crabbe is ideal for "Flash Cordon."

Everybody says so, including the artist, Alex Raymond,
who created the "Flash Cordon" character.

Jean Rogers was never more lovely, and she is fast

earning the reputation of being the accepted and crowned
serial queen. Priscilla Lawson, Charles Middleton, are all

expertly cast for the spectacular and gripping roles they
play.

All this makes for an extraordinary serial. But the best
of all is that "Flash Cordon" has the same air-tight contin-
uity that any feature picture would have. No improbable,
haphazard /hop-skip-and-jump" method of telling this

story.

It is a serial, a detective yarn, an adventure feature, and

a bang-up entertainment rolled up into thirteen weeks of

mounting profits for exhibitors.

Whether you've ever run a serial in your life or not,

here's one you've got to run.



LET'S CO TO PRESS! TLASHI«
HE CONQUERS

WORLDS!
HE DESTROYS

PLANETS!

2000 YEARS
FROM NOW!

Flosh Gordon is on the $<reen!

Son of science! Hero of the

heovens ! Master of mechoni-

cal marvels ! Here he is in 13

new, mind-startling odven-

tures into the universe 1

Soe the phenomenal
Flash Gordon come to

life on the screen and
leap centuries ahead
of time Into fantastic

planetary worlds 1

FLASH GORDON
COMES TO

LIFE!
The serial sensation oi

the century starts on

(DATE)

BUSTER
CR ABBE

BUSTER CRABBE

Flash
CORDON

WORLDS/
JUN ROGERS os Dole ArtUn, QrarWs

MiddletoA 03 Emperor Ming, PrisdHo

low30o 05 loro, Frank Shannon os

Dr. Zorkov, John Lisbon os Vuhon...

From Alex Roymond's Famovs News*

poper Strip, Syndkoted by King Fea-

tores. A Universol Pietore. Directed

by Frederick Stephanie.

Join Flash Gordon on oil hie

astounding adventures to

new planetsi See his amaz«
Ing battles with the fantos«

tic people he conquersi

Universeri '

Seriot Sensotien

THE FIRST GREAT
SERIAL SPECTACLEl

Flash ji

CORDON
HERE IT COMES
Stoll m (e«n)

13

IMAGINATKIN-'

STAGCEMNC

ETOODOI /
A Unhrmol

{•rial Stnsation

BUSTER

BUSTER
CRABBE// ifss X K A D b •

Flash
GORDON

An ad
for every
type of

Campaign
JIAN ROGERS os Dele Arden,

From

Alex ReymemTs Fetnevs News*

poper Strip, Syndketed by King

Feetwret. A Unlversel Pictere.Feeewvi. A eiversel Fktere.

Flash
CORDON



CORDON! FLASH CORDON!

fj,

f:
i.

'

r

r
E.

/lA$H
CORDON

WM
IfAN OiU ArdtR.

CkaH«s Al<ldl«t«a a* Caparar

•Map, PrtMSa lowtoa aa Ura,

frtak Sbaaaaa ai Or. Zariwv,

'

iatai UAaa as VaHaa . . • fraa

Alai Ufmmd't hmom Naara-

papar Strip, SyaAcoM bp Kkp
iaalarat. A UaiaarMi Fktara.

OHclad bp Fradarid Staphaala.

10

GET READY!
Tin s«rid wnsotioa «f

starts on

Yoa'vt lEAD

GordoalillH is

pa^sl . . .You’vt

WAIO Hasli Gordoa

M th« radio I . .

.

NOW...

SEE Flosb Gordon

in hb most astound*

ing odvonturor

ON THE SCREENI

BUSTER CRABBE

/Iash
COREKtN

THE MOST AMAZING AD-
VENTURES IN THE MOST
ASTOUNDING SERIAL I

Ffasb Cardaa riwadtn late Bfa an tha ffratn,

raaqearLitp atw warids, dastrayln9 daath-daol*

lap plonati ia ifca ntott foitattk apUodai avar

taacahrad end AlaiadI

busteFcrabbe

13 CHAPTERS OF
STRANGE WORLD
ADVENTURESII

BUSTER CRABBE

Fu$h
,CORDON

A Univtnol Strial Sansotion
with

JEAN lOGERS os Dolt Ardao, Qiarias Wddlaton os Em«

paror Ming, PrisdUo lowson os luro, Froidc Shannon os

Dr. Zoritov, Joim Lisboa os Vutton...From A(ax Roymond’s

famous Nawq>opor Strip, Syndkotad by King Faoturas.

A Univarsol PUtura. DIraatad by Fradarick Staphonla.

FLASH GORDON THUNDERS
INTO LIFE ON THE SCREEN!
With oil his dragon battles, with oil his

sensational rocket vashes, with all his

world-conguering morvels, his scientific ond

mechanical wonders I Now you can live

oil his omazing odventures for yourseK in

this astounding seriol I

A slug for each
episode, in one or

two column sizes!



NEVER A
SERIAL
LIKE
THIS!

WFLASH
CORDON
ON THE
SCREEN!
The kind of serial

everybody will

pay money to
see. Parents as
well as the kids!

It'll be the big
money-maker of

1936. Watch!



TO EXHIBITORS
EVERYWHERE:

Dear Friends:

I have been making serials for years, but take it from

me, I have never tackled anything so completely fascin-

ating as FLASH GORDON, starring the inimitable Buster
1

Crabbe. You have my word for it that it con-

tains more different kinds of blood-stirring thrills,

more variety of background, more convincing

acting, and more plausibility of story, than any serial

I have ever produced.

I have studied kids. I think I

know what they want, and they

are going to find it in FLASH

GORDON. The older folks are

going to like it too, because with

all its weird, fantastic scenes and
and effects, it is made to seem real.

Sincerely,

HENRY MacRAE.
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rla?n l^oclcefs^v foS'creer

T he stills on these tuo
pages will give readers

of the Universal Weekly
some idea of how extraordin-

ary this entire serial of
**Flash Cordon** is going to

be. The top one is from the

court of King T/iun, ruler of
the shark men^ and the bot-

tom one is the temple of
prineipal deity of the imag-
inary planet of Hongo with
the High Priest marrying
Dcde to the cruel emperor
Ming. ^

F
lash Gordon has risen to the third plane of I

eventful existence. First he made his way from Al

Raymond's mind and brush Into the newspaper str

read by millions of people. Then he rocketed up to t

mysterious planet of Mongo. Now he has hurtled I

adventure-blazoned orbit to motion pictu

screens of the entire country.

"Flash Gordon has been given the pr

portions of a living person In

Universal chapterplay of the sar

name, the character being pc

trayed by Buster Crabbe. All t

breath-taking Incidents of FlasI

stirring career have been enacti

before the camera and will so

be shown In more theatres th

ever showed a serial before.

According to advance Inforrr

tion from Hollywood, the sequel

es retain the vivid highlights of i

original narrative. The rocket si

makes Its dangerous trip to I

strange world of Mongo. Flash a

his friends combat Ming, vi
Buster Crabbe as Flash and

Priscilla Lawson as dura.

Poor Dale it d^humanlood
for the forced wedding

cereniony.

Theodore Lorch
as the High Priest

Jean Rogers
ns Dale Arden

Charles Middh
as Emperor

King Kola and his shark men tcelrome Flash. At th
right hand corner of the opposite page is Busts

Crabbe as Flash.
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*uke York, Jr. Priscilla Lau'son Frank Shannon
as King Kala as the Princess .iura ns Or. Zarkov

lingloriously

lls himself "Emperor

the Universe." Aura car-

's out her jealous plans against

ale Arden. Both girls are very beautiful.

Dr. Zarkov invents all his miraculous

ys and machines, including the appar-

us that makes Flash invisible. All the

lenders and marvels of Ming's awe

.piring palace have been reproduced,

iltan's City in the sky looms up in shin-

g magnificence, declares the Holly-

jod studio bulletin service to exhibitors.

King Thun battles against Flash, who

nquers his air armade. Kala's Shark

en hold Flash captive in the under-

jter kingdom, where he subdues the

ctosac. Strange beasts like the Gocko
e defeated in struggles with Flash.

Ray guns spew forth streams of des-

jction. Rocket ships hurl devastating

>mbs on gyro ships. The submarine

/drocycle explores undersea depths,

erything that takes place can be

viewed
through the
spa ceograph.
How the cameramen
performed all t h e i

magic remains a secret of

the studios.

The miracles of the heavens and

the sea have been photographe

for the motion picture. To bring tl

things to pass. Universal engaged most

expert cameramen, astronomers and expert

illusionists.

Prince Rarin, Dick Alexander
shous Flash and Aura the

Sky City.
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Organize FlashCordonAdrentureClubtoStepUpCampaign
T HE c'ub Idea is a very profitable campaign factor when playing serials,

* When the club is kept alive it maintains interest in the picture for the

entire length of the run and is helpful in many ways in stepping up the

campaign. It gets your message over right Into the homes, builds good will

and enlists the cooperation of the best citizens.

Call an organization meeting a week or two before you open with the

first chapter. Give out membership cards and announce any special plans

you have worked out such as parade, contests, etc. Rouse the youngsters'

enthusiasm and you will have them working for you during the thirteen weeks

of the picture's run.

A big parade staged on the opening day will go a long way to build

up interest and start talk about "FLASH GORDON." Offer autographed

photos of Buster Crabbe, or other souvenirs, to the first two or three hundred

in line. Offer prizes for the most imaginative costume, patterned after those

worn by the characters in the picture or cartoon. Arrange to have several

marchers carry banners, signs tacked on sticks, poster cut-outs, etc., to sell

the picture and the club. Promote a local boys band to provide music for

the parade.

!FLA5H GORDON^
MOVIE CLUB U
ll)i$ certifies Hmi~ \

li AM AOVtMtURIS (M GOOD STANOIHC AMO fK SUCH IS tMTmfo TO Att pRivCeoes amd
geflEFlTS TH»IOP •

• •SrRAHO THEATRECLUB MEETS FRIDAYS*

]ll2|3[4lSl6l7!8l9lloiUl32lB'

b/keDAlLYNEWS
lAMBmeysArumvArms

THEATRE
BeCIMIHa NEXT WEEK !

Suggest Newspaper Sponsor Club
you may find that the local newspaper running the FLASH GORDON cartoon, has a FLASH GORDON
'
CLUB already organized. If so work with it closely, suggesting stunts, contests, etc. explained on the

following pages. Offer prizes for new members and arrange a special

night for them to see the opening chapter. If the newspaper does
not have a club try to sell them on the idea of sponsoring one in

connection with the motion picture and the cartoon, as a good
circulation stimulator.

The members can be of assistance to you in selling the picture

by distributing heralds, spreading talk about it and getting new
members. Offer a prize for the best herald distribution job and
for the most new members. Make the youngsters realiz,e they are an
important factor in the club and they will work hard at making it

a success.

CIANT CONC
FOR FRONT
THE giant gong shown in

' the sketch can be made

from a large piece of sheet

metal or tin suspended

from marquee or lobby

ceiling by ropes. Man, cos-

tumed similar to warriors

In picture, strikes it with

heavily padded stick at

frequent intervals. Poster

cut-out head can be mount-

ed on gong. Title and other

copy is painted on.

A large hoop over which

Is stretched a piece of

sheepskin or other hide,

(like a drum) will also

serve the purpose.

UNDER WATER STILL DISPLAY
A n ordinary home aquarium, oblong in shape, will serve the

purpose for this display of stills in water. Mount the cut-out

stills (No. 126—Ep. 4; No. 116—Ep. 3; No. 119—Ep. 3.) on pieces

of glass or on celophane. This material can also be used to suspend

the stills in the water as it will not be

noticeable and will add to the strange

effect. Color the water with a green or

bluish dye and illuminate the tank from *

behind with green and yellow flicker

lights. See sketch for other details and

copy.

CiPE
CROSS SExrtON

VlfW
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DISPLAY OF QUEER GADGETS
T HROUGHOUT FLASH GORDON new and amazing mechanical and electrical gadgets,
' ships, weapons, and other objects are introduced. Many of these can be easily and

inexpensively reproduced for an in-

teresting advance lobby display. They
will also make excellent material for

an illustrated newspaper article of

the "popular science" type. See
sketch for arrangement of models
and copy. The local physics teacher

can help you arrange a series of

weird gadgets with sparking devices,

whirring noises and strange colored

lights. Coils, tubes and giant spark

jumpers should be included. The more
grotesque they are the better as the

display should be representative of

the highly developed electrical world
found by Flash Gordon on the mys-
tery planet, Mongo.

ROCKET SHIP SHADOW BOX
U SE compo board for the face of

this display. Cut out the centre

in the shape indicated, and cover

with muslin scrim, varnished. The

rocket ship is cut-out of caf-dboard

and mounted on the scrim. In the

back Is a shaded yellow light to illum-

inate cabins and tail of rocket ship.

Surrounding planets effect is obtained

by a moving band perforated with

various size circles, around a blue

light. As the light comes through

these perforations it will be thrown

on the varnished muslin in large sizes

where it Is at a distance and small

sizes where it is close. Use copy in-

dicated.

GORDOM
n$ ROCICFTSHIP /

CHAPTERS a^dvemtor'^

News Flashes in Lobby

y OUR local radio man can assist you in

rigging up this "advanced radio receiv-

ing station" in your lobby. Disguise a con-

ventional loud speaker so as to make ap-

pear fantastic, or of greatly advanced de-

sign. Set up several "prop" dials and other

radio gadgets, bulbs, lavender lights, flashes,

etc., to add to the realism and interest. The

"messages" can be sent from a "mike" lo-

cated in the office or other concealed spot.

Assign a house attache to "operate" the

dials at frequent intervals. Another man at

the "mike" comes in with catchline "news

flashes" ostensibly from Flash Gordon on

the mythical planet, "Mongo. ' In order to

make it appear more genuine get static

interference in the messages every once in

a while. Use background and copy as shown

in the sketch.

Find Local Flash Cordon
I
NASMUCH as Buster Crabbe, who plays

' the title role of FLASH GORDON, is a

marvel of physical perfection, it should

prove an interesting newspaper tie-up to

find the local boy who most closely resem-

bles the character. The newspaper can re-

ceive and publish photographs of the en-

trants and then provide a voting coupon for

readers to use in seiecrlng the winner. He
could be fet-

ed around
town at din-

ners, dances,

sports events,

etc. Use the

measurements
shown and
a c hievements

of Buster
Crabbe as a

guide to help

voter to se-

lect the win-

ner. The stunt

should be
started well
in advance
and the win-

ner presented

on your stage

opening night.

ROCKETSHIP MODEL
BUILDING CONTEST
T lE-UP with newspaper and local schools
* or hobby clubs for a model building

contest featuring the FLASH GORDON
rocket ship. Offer prizes for the best con-

structed model, the most practical and the

one most closely resembling Flash Gordon’s.

Models can be made of wood, metal or

other media as the contestant chooses, and
can be of any size. Entries should be photo-

g aphed for the newspaper and then put on

exhibit in your lobby. If there is a local

store selling model making material tie-up

with them for a window display and coop-
e ative newspaper ads.

STREET STENCIL
^ UT the stencil shown below in heavy
^ oiled paper. Paint on fences, curbings
and other spots near theatre. If permission

is obtainable stencil right in middle of side-

walks.

9¥/M
lj=LASHGORDON
FRIDAYS

Coloring Contest

P LANT this contest with the paper as a

special bid for the interest of the young-

sters. Offer prizes for the best coloring job

done on the still shown in the oulline draw-

ing herewith. This drawing is available in

two column mat form at your Universal

Bra.ich. Ask for Exploitation Service Mat

No. FG-I.
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Magic Mirror Stunt
T HE magic mirror is made by using two
• glasses, one with plain (unprotected)
silver or gold backing, and the other as a
protection. This will make the glass reflect

UAL TMCISVBtB£LOtV^
st£miATis»u*eMmti
IM A SniAMOeWOALD
ofAOft/invK^natus!

except when a

light is flashed

behind it at which

time it will be

transparent.
Mount poster
cut-outs behind

the glass. When
anyone throws
the switch it

will flash the
light and make

the cut-outs vis-

ible. Sketch ex-

plains other de-

tails.

^ CATCH LINES
^

Roar through space aboard the rocket
ship with "FLASH GORDON" and his

pals! Shoot through the stratosphere at

bullet's speed! Land on the mystery
planet Mongol

* * *

Greatest chapter play scoop in mo-
lion picture history!

* * *

SEE: The death fight between shark
and octopus! The city in the sky! The
hydrocycle submarine! The undersea
Empire! Strange shark men!

Your favorite cartoon hero comes to
life in the first mighty chapter play I

spectaclel

Nothing like it ever before attempted
on the screen! Breath-taking! Awe-in-
spiring. The greatest movie sensation of
the century! I

V y

Street Ballyhoo
V HE ballyhoo shown in the sketch is right
• out of the picture. Local tinsmith will

pi uiy

helmet for the fun of it and an opportun-
ity to exercise his ingenuity. The frame work
is covered with colored celophane. Coils,

tubes, and any other queer looking looking
gadgets should be attached as shown in the
sketch. Local
costumer can
provide the

balance of out-

fit at small cost.

Use signs as

shown.

THIS IS NOT TELEVISION BUT ACTUAL

SCENES ON THE MYSTERY PUNET'MOIIOO'

MILLIONS OF MILES AWAY— REACHED
ONLY BY ROCKET SHIP !

Stills Shown Through Illuminated Water

S
TILLS, mounted on a transparent drum rotating directly behind

a bowl of clear water, provide an eye-catching display for your

lobby or store window. The bowl, an ordinary fish bowl will do, is

set against the centre hole cut-out of the face of the display. In

the centre of the drum which sets BEHIND the bowl, is a large

light. Directly above the bowl is a colored flicker light, while below

it is a heat light lamp surrounded by a vary colored drum which

is rotated by the heat of the lamp throwing colored light into the

water. Use copy as indicated. The effect of showing stills through

illuminated agitated water is quite startling and especially appro-

priate for this picture. It will appeal to most grown-ups as well

as youngsters.

MODEL KITE CONTEST Prizes For Best Letters on What Happens Next!

O FFER prizes for the best kite models
patterned after the FLASH GORDON

rocket ship. The sketch

shows the finished kite and
the construction outline.

The frame for the kite can
be made of narrow bam-
boo or ash.

or cloth can
be used for

the covering.

Narrow strips

of cloth pro-

vide the

Color
should
sarefully

sid ered
award i

prizes. A mat
of drawings,

for newspaper
or throwaway

p rintin g , is

available a t

U n i vie r s a I

Branches. Ask
for Exploita-

tion Service

Mat No. FG-2

I

N every chapter of FLASH GORDON there is a striking climax in which the hero gets

himself into a situation from which it seems he will not possibly be able to extricate

himself. Tie-up with the newspaper on this angle for a letter contest offering prizes for the

best letters explaining how the writer thinks FLASH GORDON will manage to get out of

his precarious situation. The letters which come closest to the actual action which follows

in the next chapter should be awarded the prizes. There is so much fantastic action in this

serial such a contest will prove of unusual interest, giving, as it does, a wide field for the

youngsters' imaginations. It will also act as a booster to get them into the first chapter.

"Flash Gordon" novelty guns and toys make good contest prizes. The newspaper can pub-

lish the winners and you can mount them around production stills in your lobby, but not

until after you have run that chapter. Doing this will interest other youngsters in similar

contests on succeeding chapters.

ANIMATED ROCKET SHIP IN LOBBY
M AKE a compo-board

cut-out of rocket ship

as shown in sketch. Hang

from lobby ceiling by wires

that carry current to vac-

uum blower. Mount a small

smoke pot behind the ex-

haust pipes to add to the

effectiveness of the stunt.
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The INDUSTRY

CARL L4EMMLE

O N February 24th, two days after

Washington's Birthday, Carl

Laemmie celebrates his thirtieth an-

niversary in the motion picture busi-

ness, The historic occasion will be ob-

served with fitting rites at Universal

City where the veteran showman will

be honored by the industry he helped

to found. On the huge "Phantom of

the Opera" set, a special reel from

"Sutter's Gold" will be shown and

two hundred of the studio's execu-

tives, stars, directors and employees,

past and present, will attend a lunch-

eon, the high spot of the day's fes-

tivities, They will enter through a re-

production of the lobby of the White
Front Theatre, Mr. Laemmle's first

picture house which he opened in

Chicago on February 24th, 1906.

From this start, made appropriately

two days after the birthday of the

father of our national independence,

Carl Laemmie went on to become
the greatest independent in the film

industry. Back in 1909 and 1912 he

won independent producers the right

to exist by fighting a veritable war of

independence in which his camera-

men had to be hired as much for their

skill with their fists as for lens artistry.

Hiding his cameras in iceboxes,

shooting exterior scenes from express

wagons, crouching all night in Fort

Lee cellars with R. H. Cochrane his

partner, then as now, to conceal their

precious equipment from the Film

Trust gangsters, Laemmie lived more

Laemmie 30th Anniversary 15

will CELEBRATE
CARL LAEMMLE'S
30th ANNIVER-
SARY on MONDAY
at UNIVERSAL CITY
like a serial hero in those pioneer

picture days than like the benign ex-

ecutive now known as Uncle Carl. He
carried the fight to Cuba and the

U. S. Supreme Court, where his vic-

tory in the famous Latham Loop case

made possible the development of

the films to the giant industry of to-

day by breaking monoply forever.

Twenty-four years after those stir-

ring times finds him still very much
in the movie picture, the perennial

flower in his lapel and films like "Next
Time We Love," "Love Before Break-

(Continued on Rage 28)

Internationalists

to Universal City

T
hree of Universal's European
production staff arrived on the He

de France this week and will continue

to Universal City. It is Mr. Laem-
mle's thought that having the expe-

rience of international pictures, the

technique of foreign taste and tem-
po, they will be able to interject into

pictures that quality of international-

ism which will bring to sound pictures

again the universal appeal that the

(Continued on Page 28)

How People

Will Talk
This is a warning: people will talk!

And how they'll talk!

But the more they talk, the more

other people will flock to your the-

atre to see if it's true.

And it is true!

The funniest scene in "Love Before

Breakfast" (or any comedy ever pro-

duced) is the one in which Preston

Foster fights for the love of the be-

witching Carole Lombard—and Ca-

role emerges with a shiner!

Not just a black eye, but, as the

boys say, "a beaut' of a lamp." It

glistens, it sparkles, it illuminates the

ravishing features of the alluring

Miss Lombard, And it proves to your

patrons what a grand comedienne

she is—easily as funny as she is beau-

tiful, and that's a lot.

Not since Jimmy Cagney first

plopped a grapefruit into a dame's

"kisser" has there been such a talked-

about scene as this new and genuine-

ly tunny one in "Love Before Break-

fast." They'll laugh, they'll howl and

they'll talk. We repeat: How they'll

talk!

II II IV US m
If I; nay
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For it's not a malicious shiner, mind

you. It's delivered by Mr. Foster to

prove that he loves the fractious Miss

Lombard, who thinks she hates him.

It's the first time that such a persuad-

er has been tried in pictures, and in

such a way. Needless to say, it's con-

vincing.

That's why Universal feels perfectly

justified in calling "Love Before

Breakfast" the picture with a punch.

And as far as the box office is con-

cerned, it's a bigger sock in the eye

than Miss Lombard's!



THE GREATEST EPIC OF I

Starring EDWARD ARNOLD* with LEE TRACY 4

ADDISON RICHARDS, Harry Carey, John Miljan, Mitchell Lewis, Bryant Washburn, o

Nan Gray. Based on novels by Blaise Cendrars and Bruno Frank. Screenplay by » c

Presented y



INNIE BARNES * KATHARINE ALEXANDER, MONTAGU LOVE,

e Warwick, Gaston Glass, Russell Hopton, Frank Reicher, William Janney, Sidney Bracy

t kland and Walter Woods. An Edmund Grainger Production. Directed by James Cruze.

-I ‘I Laemmle.

HEM ALL -UNIVERSAL'S

*(By arrangement with B. P. Schulberg)
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UNIVERSAL ANNOUNCES THE SL^

Carl Laemmle presents Edna Ferber's immortal classic (Version of 1936), Starring

IRENE DUNNE with ALLAN JONES and Charles Winninger



EME TRIUMPH OF FILM HISTORY!

Also in the feature cast. PAUL ROBESON. HELEN MORGAN. HELEN WESTLEY,
QUEENIE SK.ITH, SAMMY WHITE, Doneld Cook, Francis X. Mahoney, Hattie McDaniel, Marilyn Knowlden,
J. Farreil MacDonald, Clarence Muse. PRODUCED BY CARL LAEMMLE, Jr. Screenplay and lyrics by Oscar
Hammerstein II. Music and new songs by Jerome Kern. Directed by JAMES WHALE.
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MOVIES SET A NEW COLOR VOGUE
Sutter's Gold, a Rich, Radiant, Gleaming

Golden Yellow, Created by Margaret

Hayden Rorke of Textile Color

Card Association

k^ORE and more feminine eyes are turning toward

Hollywood for guidance in matters of fashions. And
now out of the west has come another star to guide the

perplexed followers of vogue along the path of fashion.

And this time it is color. It is the first of the season's

authoritative edicts for Spring colors. Yesterday, Mar-

garet Hayden Rorke, who created it, sent out the pro-

nouncement of the Textile Color Card Association of the

United States, to its thousands of agencies throughout

the world, announcing the new color, Sutter's Gold. It is

a rich, glamorous hue, recalling the colorful days of the

discoverey of gold in California, and was inspired by that

amazing adventurer, John A. Sutter, whose life history

is now being filmed in California by James Cruze. Edward

Arnold plays the role of Sutter, and with him are Binnie

Barnes, Lee Tracy and a cast of over one hundred name

parts and 5,000 extras.

Through the manifold avenues translating fashion ideas

into garments, the new color will rapidly manipulate itself

into gowns, stockings, hats, shoes, gloves, handbags, par-

asols, handkerchiefs, interior decorations, and even the

upholstery of automobiles. Samples of the color, swatches

as they are known to the trade, are already in the hands

of manufacturers, dyers, spinners and weavers, all laud-

ably vying with each other to be the first to bring the new

color to life and milady's assistance. Binnie Barnes, one

of the stars of the picture, he.s placed an order in New
York for a complete outfit and hopes to be the first lady

in the land to exhibit the new Sutter's Gold color in her

attire.

The first demonstration of the effect of the screen on

color was a color known as Phantom Red, also created by

Madame Rorke and established as a standard fashion col-

or by the Textile Color Card Association of New York,

of which Mme Rorke is Secretary and Managing Director.

Phantom Red for the first time in history opened up de-

partment store windows to the exploitation of a motion

picture, and resulted in a tremendous amount of adver-

tising lineage in the newspapers and translated itself into

twenty-two accessories for milady's toilette.

Margaret Hayden Rorke occupies a place in feminine

fashions which is as arbitrary and all-powerful as that of

all the dictators of Europe and much more potent than

Margaret Hayden Rorke, dictator of colors for women’s

costumes, and secretary and managing director of the Tex-

tile Color Card Association of the V. S., Inc., creator of the

color, Sutter’s Gold.

its crowned heads. She is America's uncrowned queen of

color. It is she who tells, often a whole year in advance,

just what colors American women will wear. Furthermore,

she disseminates this knowledge to manufacturers far

enough ahead so that they will be able to coordinate all

the accessories to women's apparel in the creation of

harmonious costume effects.

"V/HAT PRICE PAROLE"

R
evealing some of the 'rackets' of the American

parole system and how criminals too frequently play

on the sympathies of influential reform and social workers

Carl Laemmie of Universal plans the early release of a

sensational dramatic filmplay "What Price Parole? soon

entering production.

Written after more than six months of research and

study of hundreds of parole records by Robert Dillon and

Sally Unterberger "What Price Parole?" has been written

tor the screen by Kubec Glasmon. Glasmon is well known

for his powerful dramatic stories, his most recent "Show

Them No Mercy." Other of his well known screenplays

are "Public Enemy" and "The Crowd Roars."



IT STEALS THE SHOW!
On the screens, in the news sections, in the roto sections — it

runs off with the honors every time! It's that startling, shocking

UNIVERSAL'S 2-REEL WONDER!





Carl Laemmle presents

ill Faith Baldwin’s

“LHE BEFIIItE

EEEUFUT ’’

Featuring PEESTON FOSTEE with Cesar Eom-
ero, Janet Beecher, Bert Eoach, Joyce Compton,
Eichard Carle, Forrester Harvey, Betty Lawford,

John King, Adamae Vaughan, Priscilla Lawson,
Nick de Euiz,Earl Eby, Eed Christie, Nan Gray,

David Worth, Marion Wolfe. From the Cosmo-
politan Magazine story, ‘‘Spinster Dinner.” An
Edmund Grainger Production. A Universal Pic-

ture directed by Walter Lang.
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We Love' is anothei

gem in the already studded crown o1

Universal."

—Jimmy Starr, Los Angeles Herald Expres:

"Heart-warming, human and under-

standably emotional ... a generally

superior attraction."

—Red Kann, Motion Picture Daily

"A natural for women, fully as strong

in this respect as U’s current heavy

grosser, 'Magnificent Obsession.'

"

—Arthur Ungar, Daily Variety



''Ranks high among the finer

examples of cinematic entertain-

ment." — Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

"
' Next Time We Love' has been made

into a beautiful, thoughtful film . . .

expertly acted, sympathetically

directed."

— Carol Frink, Chicago Herald and Examiner

ABOUT UNIVERSAL’S

SUCCESSOR TO

"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

"A grand picture for women to cry

over and generally enjoy themselves

. . . Miss Sullavan has never looked

so lovely nor acted with more sure-

ness . . . provides sighs,

romance and tears."

— Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun
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Gloria Holden, !\eic York Theatre Guild Player, ti'ho has
the title role in “Dracula's Daughter,'” in the first scene
from this eerie production, tchich is heralded as the vam-

pire picture to end all vampire pictures.

"DRACULA'S DAUGHTER"
GOES INTO PRODUCTION

^^r\RACULA'S DAUGHTER," sequel to the famous
L/ "Dracula" by Bram Stoker, got under way at

Universal City this week, with a number of players

added to the cast, with two important roles still un-

filled. Otto Kruger and Marguerite Churchill have the

romantic leads, Gloria Holden, New York Theatre

Guild stage player, has the title role, Edward Van
Sloan has his original role of the Professor, Lambert
Hillyer is directing from a story by Garrett Fort, and

Irving Pichel is Sandor.

The new players are Gilbert Emery, Halliwell Hob-
bes, Hedda Hopper, Claude Allister, Gordon Hart,

Billy Bevan and Nan Grey. Incidentally, Universal has

lifted Nan Grey's option, being distinctly pleased with

the work of this nineteen-year-old Dallas player who
has been on probation at Universal City for the last

six months. She has been in a number of pictures, the

most important of which was "Sutter's Gold," in which

she played the role of Sutter's daughter, Ann Eliza.

"Dracula's Daughter" carries on the weird legend of

vampirism established by Count Dracula. This human
fiend has finally ben brought to eternal rest by the

driving of a stake through his heart, but in this sequel

his daughter has inherited the curse and roams the

land in the darkness using all the arts of her beauty

and allure to satisfy her horrible blood lust. In her re-

lentless quest, she encounters a handsome young noble-

man, played by Otto Kruger, who becomes strangely

fascinated by her wiles, and then follows one of the

strangest love stories ever thought of.

•

The INDUSTRY will CELEBRATE
(Continued from Page 15)

fast," "Sutter's Gold" and "Shov/

Boat" in circulation or soon to be
released.

The personal history of Carl Laem-
mle reads like a history of the movies.

His list of "firsts" would warm a col-

lector's heart. He experimented with

the first talking and the first color

pictures in America twenty years be-

fore they were finally perfected; was
the first to use the star system; made
the first film to be shown on Broad-

way, the first to be roadshowed, the

first long feature and the first to be
reviewed by New York drama critics.

The first screen work of such stars as

Lon Chaney, Janet Gaynor, Fay
Wray, Margaret Sullavan and others

too numerous to mention, was done
on his contract lists.

By 1915 the company was estab-

lished at Universal City, California.

Like the British Empire, the sun

never sets on Carl Laemmle's posses-

sions. Although one of the world's

most indefatigable globe trotters

with sixteen transatlantic voyages to

his credit he has not visited all the

far flung outposts of his cinema do-

main. For instance he has never seen

his South American or Oriental of-

fices. A simple man of simple tastes,

he enjoys life at his California estate,

Dias Dorades among his children and

grandchildren. He likes a sociable

game of cards. But most of all he

loves to make movies. The years have

not lessened that desire.

At the threshold of his thirty-first

year in the industry, Carl Laemmie,

if he chose could still truthfully use

the slogan he employed on his first

advertisement, "I am the moving pic-

ture man."

Our best to you—Carl Laemmie.

Internationalists

to Universal City

(Continued from Page 15)

silent pictures once had. N. L. Man-
heim, export manager, made a special

trip to Europe to arrange Universal's

foreign affairs to permit detaching

these three personalities and sending

them to Universal City.

The three personalities are Joe
Pasternack, trained at Universal City,

and in charge of production at Vien-

na and Budapest for the last four

years. He is the producer of all of

the Francesca Gaal pictures, all ex-

tremely popular in Europe. The sec-

ond is Herman Kosterlitz, the direct-

or of the Francesca Gaal pictures,

and an author of wide experience as

well. The third is Gregor Rabinovitch,

who produced "Be Mine to Night."

Rabinovitch is the greatest figure to-

day in the European film world.



OSWALD'S FIRST

POSTER

!

Proof that he's

now one of

the Biggest

Cartoons

!

P.S. Oswald's

Latest Panic

is "ALASKA

SWEEPSTAKES!
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Dallas Roll of Honor
The following exhibitors in the Dallas Territory

have used Universal Pictures continuouslyfor
24 Years

EXHIBITOR THEATRE TOWN
A. W. Lilly Colonial

22 Years
Greenville, Texas

Mrs. E. J. Callahan Auditorium Crockett, Texas

H. S. Cole American

20 Years
Bonham, Texas

W. C. Dorbandt Dixie Athens, Texas

Mrs. R. T. Hooks Select

18 Years
Mineola, Texas

C. H. Cox Crystal

16 Years
Gilmer, Texas

Harold Werner Queen

15 Years
Trinity, Texas

Interstate Circuit, Inc. Majestic Bldg. Dallas, Texas

Robb & Rowley Theatres 312 S. Harwood Dallas, Texas

Mr. T. M. Dunn Grand Mineral Wells, Tex.

Texas Consolidated Theatres Majestic Bldg. Dallas, Tex.

Mrs. M. McSpadden Grand Electra, Texas

Mr. Lance Davis Majestic Rotan, Texas

Mr. Roy Howell Howell Coleman, Texas

Mr. L. C. Todball Texan R. Worth, Texas

Mexican Amusement Co. Colon El Paso, Texas

Mrs. H. H. Covington Star Teague, Texas

Leeman Marshall Lyric Terrell, Texas

Theo. Miller Palace Mt. Vernon, Texas

R. S. Pryor Skinny's Austin, Texas

J. R. Preddy Texas Austin, Texas

Mr. Rubin Frels Uptown Victoria, Texas

Will Horwitz Texan Houston, Texas

Robert Wygant Heights Houston, Texas

Johnnie Miller Miller's Navasota, Texas

A. Martini Martini Galveston, Texas

J. G. Long Franklin

13 Years

Bay City, Texas

Henry Sparks Grand

10 Years
Cooper, Texas

Oscar Korn O. K. Theatres, Inc. Dallas, Tex.

Mr. M. Larmour National Graham, Tex.

Mr. C. Richardson Princess OIney, Tex.

Mr. Henry Reeve Mission Menard, Tex.

Mr. L. Rickter Gayety R. Worth, Tex.

John M. Sayeg Estate Plaza Ennis, Tex.

Suburban Theatres, Inc. Highland San Antonio, Tex.

Paul Garza Obrero San Antonio, Tex.

R. N. Smith Mission Menard, Tex.

D. L. Young Dittman Brownsville, Tex.

C. D. Edwards Crescent Sour Lake, Tex.

L. B. Brown Regal Gatesville, Tex.

ED. OLSMITH, Mgr.



RAIN OF BOMBS KILLS AND
MAIMS RED CROSS WORKERS
(Photographed by Howard Winner, Ace Universal Newsreel Cameraman)

GRRHn
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DOLO, ETHIOPIA—Exclusive, authentic pictures graphically show the

flaming terror hurled against a Red Cross field unit near Nugelli by Italian

airmen. Bombs and machine-gun fire

kill and cripple Swedish doctors and

their Ethiopian assistants. Scores of

wounded soldiers die as the raiders

ignore Red Cross flags. These scenes

are among the most amazing ever

made by a newsreel cameraman.

as the tolhing reporter ~ -
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RAY KNIGHT
AND ALL HIS
-CUCKOOS-
ARE ON THE
SCREEN IN
UNIVERSAL'S
NEW MENTONE!

These are the Ray Knight radio nuts

your patrons will flock in to see in

"SIGNING

OFF
RAY ("Cuckoo") KNIGHT • LOIS

RAVEL • MABEL PEARL'S CHAN-
SONEERS *ZEB CARVER TROUPE
THREE B R O D E L L SISTERS

JOSEPH WILTON • HARRY ACK-
ERMAN • MARSHALL GRANT.

mcnrone
MUSICALS

Printed la U. S. A.



BINNIE BARNES

SUTTER'S GOLD

MAR.7I936



Ladees and Gents!

.4 u n oiinc ing My
Brand New Wow:

"SLUMBER-
LAND

EXPRESS'!
NOTE: BOOK YOUR
EASTER OSWALDS

NOW!
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Washington, D. C. Roll of Honor

The following exhibitors in the Washington, D. C. Territory

have used Universal Pictures continuously for
10 Years

EXHIBITOR THEATRE CITY
Circle Amuse, o. Circle Washington, D. C.

W. P. Herbst, Pres.

Notes Circuit Criterion, Empress Washington, D. C.

Crescent Amuse. Corp. Dunbar Washington, D. C.

W. L. Marshall, Genl. Mgr.

Falrlawn Amuse. Co. Fairlawn Washington, D. C.

U. Hollingsworth

Lichtman Circuit Lincoln, Republic Washington, D. C.
Northeast Amuse. Co. Princess Washington, D. C.
C. H. Olive, Genl. Mgr.

E. Lawrence Phillips Stanton Washington, D. C.
Takoma Theatre Corp. Takoma Washington, D. C.

J. Wm. Cleveland

Rome Circuit Apollo, Broadway, Capitol, Baltimore, Md.
Goldfield, Rialto

J. C. Cremen—Wm. George, Agt. Carey Baltimore, Md.
Eureka Amuse. Co. Columbia, Eureka Baltimore, Md.

E. B. McCurdy, Genl. Mgr.
Calver Theatre Co.—J. Goldstein Dunbar Baltimore, Md.
Herbert Zimmerman Echo Baltimore, Md.
Sam Saltz Howard Baltimore, Md.
E. M. Flaks Lincoln No. 1, Roosevelt Baltimore, Md.
Durkee Circuit Linwood Baltimore, Md.
Suburban Amuse. & Cev. Co. Pimlico Baltimore, Md.

L. Garman
Grace M. Fisher Capitol Cumberland, Md.
Milford Th. Corp.—J. E. Lewis New Elkton, Md.
Palace Th. Co.—F. H. Spates Palace Frostburg, Md.
Chester Lee Marada St. Michael's Md.
Floyd LInInger Star Westernport, Md.
V. Hot Springs Co.—E. S. Cleek Homestead Hot Springs, Va.

M. Barney Idle Hour Petersburg, Va.
Sexton Dalton Dalton Pulaski, Va.
Post Athletic Officer Marine Barracks Quantico, Va.
Franklin Th. Co.—S. E. Day Franklin Rocky Mt., Va.

5 Years
Bernhelmer Circuit Jesse, Jewel, Alamo, Strand, Washington, D. C.

Sylvan, Mid City
Lichtman Circuit Booker T, Broadway, Mott, Rosalia Washington, D. C.
E. Lawrence Phillips Academy Washington, D. C.
Harry Green Carolina Washington, D. C.
J. Rydzewski Aldine • Baltimore, Md.
Durkee Circuit Arcade, Avon, Belnord, Boulevard, Baltimore, Md.

Edgewood, Forest Park, Fulton,

Grand, Patterson, Red Wing,
State, Waverly

Paradise Amuse Co. Aurora Baltimore, Md.
Rome Circuit Astor Baltimore, Md.

(Continued on Page 32)
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MILLIONS HAVE W
No. 853 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

How are movie cartoons made?

Are they really hard to produce?

Is it true that thousands upon thousands of drawings

have to be made by skilled artists to make an animated

moyie cartoon?

How many artists are needed in fashioning a moyie

cartoon?

How long does it take them to make just a single reeler?

How are pen and ink drawings made to talk?

How on earth can the lip moyements of a drawn character

be synchronized with the words coming from the lips?

How are the funny sounds injected into moyie cartoons?

Millions of moyie fans haye asked these questions.

They haye tried to guess the answer

They are generally miles away from the right answer.
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Carl Laemmie 30th Anniversary ^ = 3

ANTED TO KNOW
So, Uniyersal has told the whole story from the inside

in one of the most intensely interesting one-reel pictures

ever made.

With the cooperation of Walter Lantz who creates the
famous Oswald cartoons, Charles E. Ford has told the whole
story in one reel.

My only disappointment is that he did not take two,
three, four or five reels . . . because the story is so absorb-
ing, so unbelievable.

Lowell Thomas does the explaining in his usual
authoratitive way.

If I were running a theatre I would advertise this one-

reel picture because it is packed with human interest and

because it answers the millions of questions asked by

millions of people.

Ask the Universal exchange for this amazing one-reel
picture. It is Number 18 of the series of one-reelers
known as ''Going Places with Lowell Thomas.''

Your inborn showmanship will assert itself the minute

you see it . . . and you will give it an advertising campaign

worthy of an outstanding attraction.
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"FLASH GORDON” IN L. A. FIRST RUN
//CLASH GORDON."

i the greatest serial

ever made in the entire

history of moving pictures,

is going to establish a

record in Los Angeles

right off the bat. It is go-

ing into a first run house,

which hasn't happened to

a serial in years and years

and years. The Pantages

Theatre in Hollywood has

booked this super serial to

star! early this month.

This is what the Holly-

wood Reporter has to say

in reporting this news

item:

"GORDON" SERIAL

BOOKED INTO

PANTAGES 1st RUN
A Hollywood first run

theatre for the first time

in recent years has booked a serial. Universal has set

"Flash Gordon" into the Pantages starting in March.

The serial gets a pre-release opening today at 62 theatres

In Warners' Metropolitan Circuit. Counting on the

popularity of the cartoon strip. Universal splurged

over $200,000 on the 13-

episode picture's budget.

It stars Buster Crabbe.
This week the New York

reviewers saw the first

three episodes and in a

very short time the Uni-

versal Weekly will have

the verdict of these re-

viewers. This verdict can-

not be recorded in the

next issue, because the

next issue will be devoted
almost entirely to "Sut-

ter's Gold." The reviews

on "Flash Gordon" will

therefore go over until

the next issue, dated

March 21, 1936. Everyone
who has seen "Flash Gor-
don" thus far, has been
tremendously enthusiastic

about it. The King Fea-

tures staff in their preview
gave it the highest of ratings and enthusiastically sent

stories and stills to all of the papers which are running the
serial, and there are almost one hundred of them.

The press sheet has just come off the press, and it is

the most elaborate press sheet which Universal has de-
(Continued on Page 24)

Carl Laemmle, Jr., producer of the 19.36 version of “Shoic

Boat,” talking it over with Allan Jones in the make-up of

Ravenal during the final scenes now being shot at Universal

City under the direction of James W hale.

Early Return Run

For "OBSESSION"

STRONG THEATRE
BURLINGTON, VERMONT

February 14, 1936

Mr. W. P. Kelly.

Universal Film Exch., Inc.

Boston, Massachusetts.

Dear Mr. Kelly:

I want to congratulate Universal

for giving the public such a superb

production as "MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION." I am looking for-

ward with pleasure, to our early

return engagement.

Very truly yours,

STRONG THEATRE

E. R. Hutchinson,

Manager

NEXT WEEK
The next issue of the Universal

Weekly dated March 14, 1936,
will be devoted to one of the most
powerful productions that Universal
ever made, “Sutter’s Gold.” Elab-
orate preparations are being made
to make this issue a worthy fore-
taste of a great money-making pro-
duction about which you have heard
for the last five years. Be on the
lookout for the

Sutter's Gold Issue

A Magazine for

Motion Picture Exhibitort

Paul Gulick, Editor

Published Weekly by

the Motion Picture Weekly

Publishing Co.

Rockefeller Center, N. Y. City

Universal Pictures Corp.

Copyrighted I93S

(All Rights Reserved)
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HORSE SLEEPS ON
MASTER'S BED
A real live horse that eats and

sleeps in his master's home at

Los Angeles, Calif., is to be seen in

the current issue of the (Paper)

—

Universal Newsreel which has Graham
McNamee, noted radio announcer,

as Its Talking Reporter.

Tuffie is a draft horse, although

cut on a miniature pattern. He eats

his oats from a plate set on the fam-

ily's groaning board and sleeps in a

regular bed. His master tucks him in

and kisses the equine pet "Nighty-

night."

Important news events to be seen

in the current reel include the wide-

spread havoc caused by ice gorges

and floods in communities stretching

from Napoleon, O., through Dun-

cannon, Pennsylvania, to Maryland

and West Virginia; King Edward VIII

tumultuously greeted by his subjects

as he inspects British Industries ex-

hibits on his first public appearance

at London, England.
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GRAB IT NOW AND
ADVERTISE IT BIG!

A sensational short! Nothing like

it ever on the screen before!

Millions have asked for it! Mil-

lions will come to see it! Tell

them You've got it! Cash in on

its tremendous novelty!

Motion
,

people dno rim • ^akes </<

wjin
^ ^ takpp nn’ J^nipP ri ^ereen

^yi>'EKSA,
industry! ^ ^Sain scores nSo ’PHQpjn on the



BROADWAY'S POPULAR
PETITORS FOR UNIVEIi

AND NO WONDER IT (

6th-AFTER RATING RAVE
I

"LOMBARD, FOSTER A GRAND TEAM

PARADE OF HILARIOUS SCENES ... ON

THE SCREEN HAS RECORDED ... ALL GRA I

MENTS ... A RAPID FIRE SCREEN COMEDY". .

i

"STACKS UP AS THE KIND OF ATTRACT)

KIND OF SHOW THAT'S ALL FUN, THERI '

Featuring PRESTON FOSTER
Roach, Joyce Compton, Richard Carle, &

Priscilla Lawson . . . From FAITH BALD'T
by Walter Lang ... An EC i



\YHOUSE OUTBIDS COM-
Al'S COMEDY SMASH!
lENS THERE ON MARCH
REVIEWS SUCH AS THESE:
I

i
DELIGHTFUL ROWDY ROMANCER ... A

OF THE MOST BOMBASTIC COURTSHIPS

1 FUN AND THERE ARE NO DULL MO-

—Shoivmens Trade Review.

I

l FOR ANY KIND OF AUDIENCE ... THE

^iVER BEING A SERIOUS MOMENT IN IT". . .

—Motion Picture Herald.

jth Cesar Romero, Janet Beecher, Bert

E ster Harvey, Betty Lawford, John King,
•i
• - - --

^5 Novel "Spinster Dinner". . . Directed
ID GRAINGER production.



/•Jren thv most ravishina anil fashinnahlr costumes of the show
hoot period are turned into mirth and merriment in the James

Whale 1936 version of “Show Boat.”

-UNIVERSAL weekly: :March 7. 1936

ITS THE FUNIi
TAKEN WITH THE GLAMOUR anci

SHOW BOAT” Thi

A scene from that devastating melo-
drama. “The Drunkard's Bride,” in which
the Simon Legree villain. Sammy White,
outwits the desperate hut determined

heroine, Irene Dunne.

The bathing girl of
the show boat era

might have knocked
the boys for a loop, j
but they look pretty

lumpy to the eyes of
1936.
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' LITTLE THINGS
MELODY and THE DRAMA THAT MAKE

Greatest of all Pictures

Frances Mahoney teas specially im-
ported hy Universal to play the role he
originated on the stage in ISeie York,

that of Rubber Face.

Sammy W hite and (Jueenie Smith are both
great A'fic York stage troupers and they go
the limit in the roles of Frank and Ellie in

Universal’s “Shoic Boat.”

all the rage in vaude-
rille at one time and
they contribute another
chapter in the funny
little things of ”Shoiv

Boat.”
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THAT'S

WHY

YOU'LL

NEVER

FORGET

EVEN

MORE

SENSATIONAL

SUCCES





FOR EXHIBITORS. FOLLOWING MAGNI-

FICENT obsession; a womans
PICTURE, NEXT TIME WE LOVE' IS ALSO

FOR THE FEMMES, WITH HANKIES CER-

TAIN TO BE USED ... IT IS A PICTURE

THAT WILL DO BETTER THAN GOOD

AT THE BOX OFFICE.'

—The National Exhibitor

RTth WA RAM ES ST a yw
Grant Mitchel. Di

ward H. Griffith

rectedHandM
ProEdby

from U P rrottrsu a a

best storyngse
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"Sutter's Gold " Creator Visits Universal City
read in San Francisco, sent him following fresh clues

back in Switzerland. Here in a tavern in Soleur, he un-

earthed the now famous portrait of Sutter by Bluckner,

forgotten for 50 years.

Bluckner came from South America especially to

paint General Sutter, then rich and world renowned.
Before the last brush strokes had been laid on, the

Gold Rush had ruined Sutter and he was unable to

pay for the picture. Bluckner, disgusted, took the por-

(Continued on Page 32)

DRACULA'S DAUGHTER
MEETS HER "DAD”

Kdicard Arnold, tfho brings to life on the screen the character

of General John A. Sutter, meets lilaise Cendrars (right) who
fictionized him in his novel, ^‘’Sutter's Gold.”

B
laise cendrars, distinguished French poet, novel-

ist and journalist is making his first visit to Los An-

geles in 25 years; and of course to that dear Hollywood.

In his quaint but facile English, the picturesque one-armed

World War veteran extols that dear Hollywood with con-

tagious Gallic elan . . . she is poetry, humor, pageantry

and drama . . . she is a capricious, fascinating young

beauty whose madness is her charm. Cendrars is the

men who wrote "Sutter's Gold," which Universal will

release this month with Edward Arnold in the title

role and BInnie Barnes and Lee Tracy featured. He 's

delighted that his hero is to have at least a celluloid

memorial and that he had the good luck to see the

picture being made. He came to Hollywood to inter-

view certain screen stars. It was just chance that his

visit coincided with the eleven weeks during which di-

rector Ja.mes Cruze filmed his famous book, which has

sold over 1,000,000 copies in France alone and been

translated into 21 different languages.

The life of the author has been as colorful as his

hero’s. When he was eight years old he first read

about Sutter in an old French almanac. The story of

this pioneer who became America's first multi million-

aire only to die in poverty, when gold, found on his

property brought in the Forty Niners to seize his land,

excited the boy so much that he read all he could find

on the subject; data from English, French, German and

Swiss newspapers.

On his twenty-first birthday he decided to write

Sutter's life, took all his savings out of the bank, sailed

for America and did 8 months' research here from

coast to coast. Sutter's age-yellowed original diary.

D ELA LUGOSI has been blushingly attempting to

^ explain the whole thing away.

Five years ago the Hungarian actor appeared as the

terrible Count Dracula in the Universal vampire thrill-

er, "Dracula," and now Gloria Holden is at work in

the title role of its sequel, "Draculas Daughter." At
the Carl Laemmie Luncheon the actress was seated

with Gloria Stuart and David Diamond when Lugosi

happened along. Miss holden introduced him with

twinkling eyes to the group, adding, "This is my fath-

er." The joking remark was overheard by others at the

luncheon, and soon a score of necks were straining In

their owners' efforts to get a better look at Bela Lu-

gosi's hitherto unknown daughter.

For once in his life, Lugosi was completely routed and
finally fled in precipitate haste. "This is the first time"

he said, "that anyone acquired a vampire daughter by

way of the screen!"

This week's additions to the cast of "Dracula's Daugh-

ter" include Hedda Hopper, Claude Allister, Christian

Rub, Douglas Wood, Gordon Hart and Fred Walton.

A merry party at the l.aemmle 30th Anniversary Luncheon

includes, left to right, Gloria Stuart, Gloria H<dden and Bela

l.iigosi, or, to give them their screen titles, Dracula and his

daughter and David Diamond.
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The first actor

that Carl Laein-

Ttile ever hired.

Senator Fran-

cis T. Murphy,
o f vaudeville

tcho played in

“The James
Boys in Mis-

souri.” Above,

Maurice Fleck-

les.

This happy table included
Jimmy Starr, neicspaper
columnist, Jerry Horirin,

author, Priscilla Laicson,

one of the featured players

of “Flash Gordon,” and
Louis Sobol of the iVeir York
Evening Journal and its

syndicate, icho is the only
one tcho seems to be at all

atcare of the fact that he is

being photographed. He has
only been in Hollyicood a

short time.

Two hundred and

fifty well known
screen stars, pro-

ducers, directors

and personal
friends paid trib-

ute to Carl Laem-

mle on the occa-

sion of his thir-

tieth anniversary

of moving picture

work and accom-

plishment. The
years seem to

have dealt very

kindly with the

boss of L'niversal.

ecHoes
fROm TH6

Lflemmie
LuncHeon

Shaindel Kalisch. newcomer to the screen, di-

versifies the table where King Baggot. famous
star of silent days. May Robson, star of both
eras, and Bill Johnston, pioneer trade papei

publisher, enjoy the luncheon.

At his right hand

sits Rupert
Hughes, the toast-

master of the oc-

casion.

Howard S. Cullman, Trustee, the Roxy The-
atres Corporation, looking over Universal
pictures in production, teas a guest at the

luncheon, with his wife and the smiling pro-

ducer of “Sutter's Gold” and “Love Before
Breakfast,” Edmund Grainger.
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"OBSESSION" TWICE
AVERAGE IN DALLAS

2ND ENGAGEMENT
Dellas— Magnilicent Obsession " remained

true to form in taking a double average in

its second iveek at the Rialto, holding over

from the Majestic. This picture is now in

its third week, going strong, with a print for

a possible fotirth week having been provid-

ed for

Hlalto— MuKnlfl€*enl
held for 2rd week

( Univ) :

"'a'-ners Hi.
' ''^c

Ob.



BOXOFFICE :: February 8, 1936.

AVERAGE
I S 100%

"Obsession” Denver
Record-Breaker at 310%

Denver—"Magnificent Obsession" took the

town by storm and broke all existing records,

with the exception of one day, for the time

Huffman has had the Denver. Breaking all

records for a midweek opening, the film kept

on breaking records for every day but Sat-

urday, when it failed by a slim sum. Stand-

outs were the rule every day, with them ex-

tending to the sidewalks at times, and on
the opening night the overflow packed the

Paramount, across the street, and helped
boost the gross of other downtown houses.

Aladdin— (Col).. 75
Broadway— (20th-Fox),
following- week at Denver 150

Denham— (Para) 225
Denver

—

Magrnificent Obsession (Univ) ;

moved to Aladdin for 2nd wk 310
Orpheum— (RKO) 85
Paramount— (Col). 100
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The Flashy Gadgets of "Flash Gordon"'
Boys and Girls. Men and \\ omen, \^’lio

are Hypnotized by Gadgets, and Par-

ticularly by Gadgets W liieli It W ill

Take Humanity a ('.ouple of Hundred
^ ears to Invent, Are (Joing to Bevel in

the Intri^uinp; Machinery and Ad-

\anced Ideas of “Flash Gordon.”

T
he vivid

imagina-

tion of the

creator o f

"Flash Gor-

don" gave

the story a

background

of fantastic

settings
which rival-

I e d the
splendor of

royal pala-

ces. Placed

n those
settings
were scien-

tific gadg-
ets that
held forth

prophecy of

inventions

to be de-

veloped in the next century. Prow-

ling about the caverns beneath the

palaces, lurking in eery passages

around the buildings, in ominous pits

and chambers below the bottom of

the sea, were strange animals that

threatened the life of Flash Gordon.
Animals that might have crawled the

earth ten thousand years ago.

When Universal made the chapter-

play, 'Flash Gordon," the magnificent

settings, the gadgets of the future

and the formidable beasts of the

past were filmed as necessary fea-

tures of the hero's adventures.

Audiences will see the impressive

palace of Ming the Merciless emper-
or of Mongo who called himself

"Ruler of the Universe." They will

see its marble halls, sweeping grand
stairways, tall columns, regal furni-

ture, tapestries, carvings.

They will behold the glory of the

City of the Sky, the mystery of Kala's

underwater kingdom. They will mar-
vel at the laboratory where Dr. Zar-

kov performs his scientific wizardry.

The telesconic part af the space
ograph, trhich reveals happen-

ings in distant places.

Among the interesting gadgets

are the rocket ship in which Flash

Gordon flies from the earth to Mon-
go; the Gyroships flown by King

Thun when he attacks Ming; the

Spaceograph that reveals all hap-

penings in distant places; the Hydro-
cycle, which can travel under water

and fly in the air.

The machine that makes Flash Gor-

don invisible, while the cameras re-

cord the change so that the audience

sees it, provides a topic for conver-

sation wherever the picture is shown.

There is also the "Dehumanizer,"

supposed to perform magic within

the human brain. There are atom fur-

naces and ray guns; electro-magnetic

apparatus and radio-active gadgets.

All these marvels are matched by the

strange beasts that cast their sha-

dows across Flash Gordon's path.

The weirdest animal of all is an

eleven foot tall Gocko. He has a

body like an alligator; a dragon's tail

with a hatchet like ridge on the end
of it. He has the head of a horse,

This is one of the
potrer/ul ray ma-
chines trhich holds
lip the city of the

Hatch Men.

A machine invented by
the Professor for ren-

dering a person invis-

ible to the naked eye.

And Flash Gordon try-

ing it out.

with mule ears and a crocodile mouth
full of tusks. He has a tongue like

a pliable sword blade. That's the gen-

eral idea of Mr, Gocko, and may
you never meet him face to face on

a dark night.

Another menace to Flash Gordon's

health and happiness is the Octosac,

an underwater creature with tenta-

cles that crush and mangle. There

are giant reptiles that look like the

great
gra ndfath-

ers of the

giant dino-

saurs. Dra-

g o n s and

fierce Tig-

rons, zebra

striped
bears —
threatening,

awe inspir-

ing, fantas-

tic — the
picture i

s

alive with
them. And
Flash Gor-

don needs

more than

flit and a

spray gun to overcome their ponder-

ous strength.

Audiences that like imaginative

stories, palaces of splendor, gadgets

that perform marvels and scarybeasts

—above all, heroic adventure—will

follow the chapterplay, "Flash Gor-

don," even more intently than the

children followed the spellbinding

Pied Piper of Hamlin.

Business end of space-
ograph being operated
by Professor Zarkov for
the benefit of Dale Ar-
den and Flash Gordon
on the planet of Mongo.

First Run in L. A.

For 'Flash Gordon"
(Continued from Page H)

voted to a serial in a long time. There

are four pages devoted to publicity

alone. One of these pages is a full

page mat in tabloid newspaper size

which can be given to any tabloid

paper in your city, or used in any

Sunday magazine, or it could be used

as a herald. The mat can be ordered

direct from your exchange. This will

give the serial the importance and

the character which should make it a

very big seller in your theatre.
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"Sentimental,

Seductive"

Says LIBERTY
in Beverly HilTs Review of

"NEXT TIME
WE LOVE”

iil^EXT TIME WE LOVE" is completely and unashamedly

I ^ romantic. It is simply the story of two young people

in love. And so finely wrought is this suavely sentimental tale,

so nicely balanced are its values, and so surely it is played that

it becomes quite likely the best thing of its uncommon sort the

talkies have yet offered.

Grave but never solemn, Melville Baker's adaptation of Ur-

sula Parrott's novel. Say Goodbye Again, moves smoothly and

with a wealth of poignancy. Directed with a quietly effective

skill by E. H. Griffith, the story opens with the hasty marriage

of a young couple—Margaret Sullavan and James Stewart.

Miss Sullavan plays an actress on what is called the brink of a

career; and Mr. Stewart, who seems definitely pointed toward

a well deserved stardom, is a traveling newspaper correspond-

ent. Neither feels that it would be fair to ask the other to for-

sake his calling. So they go their ways, and in doing so lose

each other.

It is a great credit to all concerned with this decidedly ar-

ticulate film that its simple story, told without frills, attains the

emotional height it certainly does. "Next Time We Love"

would be distinctive if only for its handling of the newspaper-

man, a type that the movies have consistently garbled. But

even though James Stewart steals the picture from its star and

Ray Milland, who heads the capable supporting cast, this is no

one-role picture. It is, rather, a handsomely proportioned mer-

ger of good writing and sympathetic playing. And it comes as

a somehow gay and sad offering to delight and move the in-

telligent moviegoer.

SCRIPTING KELLAND STORY

W ITH Clarence Budington Kelland's novel, "Roxana," mak-
ing such a splendid impression on book reviewers and

meeting with such favorable sales. Universal has decided to

put it immediately into work at Universal City. It has com-
misloned Ben Markson, who has just completed a script version

of Edward Everett Horton's next picture for Universal, to pre-

pare a screen treatment of "Roxana." In the event this is sat-

isfactory, it is quite likely that "Roxana" will precede "It's A
Small World" into production.

Anniversary — —25

FAITH BALOWUS

Author of “Love Before Breakfast ” tchich goes
into the Roxy on March 13, and for tchich a great
deal of satisfaction to theatre managers is anticipat-

ed. Very seldom has a more satisfactory comedy-
drama been evolved for the screen than this Edmund
Grainger production of Faith Baldtcin’s story tchich

ran in Cosmopolitan under the title of “Spinster
Dinner,” and tchich teas delightfully directed by
ff alter Lang.

“Spinster Dinner” teas purchased before certain in-

hibitions took hold of the industry. For that and
other reasons, a number of re-arrangements had to

be made in Faith Baldtcin’s story. Hotcever, the auth-
or of “Office Wife” and “District ISurse” has never
quarrelled tcith moving picture producers tcho have
transposed her tcritten material into screen form.
Miss Baldwin has been in Hollywood herself and
knows the difference between the novelist’s technique
and the screen writer’s technique.

CAREFUL PROJECTION
Many exhibitors and exchanges have re-

ceived complaints from their projectionists

about the destructive practice by some booth-
men of scratching, punching holes and other-
wise mutilating film for change-over cues. This
is not necessary. Prints are already marked with
standard change-over cues.

Aside from the cost of replacing the damag-
ed film, this practice delays delivery of reels

and works great hardships on other projection-
ists.

All we can do is appeal to your sense of fair-

ness. Please be as considerate of the other fel-

low as we are of you.

Universal Pictures Corp.
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STORM OVER THE ANDES: Jack Holt, Mona

Barrie—This is a real good action melodrama with
considerable comedy. Jack Holt looks and acts as
vigorously and active and pleasing as in any of his
successful pictures. He looks good for many more
pictures if given the right material. I would sum
this up as one of his best. Business a fair average
for zero weather.—J. E. Stocker, Myrtle Theatre,
Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
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BuckJones Finishes ^^For The Service ”

A bit of action for the Buck Jones picture “For the Service,” shotcing Buck
Jones mounted on Silver, Frank McGlynn, Sr. and Ben Corbett.

^^Magnificent Obsession”
Now Making Repeat Records

E
veryone thought that "Back

Street" and "Imitation of Lite"

were going to hold all worlds records

between them for repeat bookings.

As a matter of fact, both of these

pictures are still being brought back

to theatres which they have played In

the past. However, it looks now as

though "Magnificent Obsession"

would eclipse the records of both of

them taken together for repeat show-

ings. Unusual Instances have already

been cited of repeat bookings at

Akron, Ohio, Toledo, Ohio, Kansas

City, Missouri and many other cities

where the picture has been brought

back frequently to greater business

than was experienced on its first

showing.

While this repeat booking expe-

rience Is taking place all over the

United States, let us look for a mo-
ment at a letter to the Weekly from

William Benjamin, manager of the

Kansas City branch, showing how
"Magnificent Obsession" is taking

Two Seven-Week Runs
C OUR-week runs of pictures are
* about as exceptional as the mo-
dern talking moving picture can pos-

sibly compile. But it remains for

"Magnificent Obsession" to establish

two records which are believed to be
unique in the modern movie era.

This extraordinary picture completes

seven weeks at the World Theatre in

Minneapolis, where it played to very

nearly capacity in spite of the worst

kind of weather and the hottest kind

of competition. And still going.

In New Orleans, the picture is

still playing its first run, even though

the Mardi Gras, great as it was, is a

thing of the past.

hold of the Kansas City territory.

Here Is his letter:

"Our first booking In this territory .

on ’MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION’
was on January 26th, four week ago,

and to date, we have already receiv-

ed (10) repeat run bookings, all of

(Continued on Page 32)

Premier Western Star Will

Start Soon on His Own
Story, ‘‘Banished,” and
Then Will Make Univer-

sal’s Lead-Off Serial, “The
Phantom Rider,” in Fif-

teen Episodes, to Start the

Serial Year Right.

A ll the world knows that Buck

Jones Is the biggest western bet

In moving pictures today. The records

prove It, the box office proves it, and
his pictures prove It. His recent con-

tract for six new westerns for next

season is not only the result of all of

this popularity and preeminence, but

an earnest that exhibitors will have

the best westerns next year that they

ever had. The new contract calls for

more production, more time and more
brains than ever went into a series of

western pictures before.

Buck Jones has just finished his

current production entitled "For the

Service" by Isidore Bernstein. In It,

he is supported by a cast which in-

cludes Fred Kohler, Beth Marion,

Clifford Jones, Edward Keene, Frank

McGlynn, Sr., Ben Corbett and Chief

Thunder-Bird. The story Is founded
on the life of a well known Texas

Ranger, who in this instance is called

upon to cover up the shortcomings

of the captain’s son in order that the

captain himself and the troop should

never know the pitiable complex
which made young Murphy utterly

unsuited to a hero’s role. The task re-

quired heroic treatment on the part

of Buck Jones, and that is exactly

what he gave it.

The direction of "For the Service"

was entrusted to Buck Jones himself

and he has turned out an admirable

picture in "For the Service."

"Banished," Buck Jones’ own story,

will go into production next week at

Universal City, and is now being cast.

Upon its completion, Jones will turn

his attention to Universal’s lead-off

serial, "Phantom Rider."

Henry MacRae, as usual, will pro-

duce the four serials for next season.

(Continued on Page 32)



Carl Laeninile’s “Straight From The

Shoulder Talk” on “Magnificent Ob-

session” proved very useful to F. J.

Calahan, Manager, Magnet Theatre,

Claremont, N. Hamp. when he played

the picture. He had it set up in letter

form and used it as a mailing piece

and for hand to hand distribution

around town.
* • *

Louis Charninsky, Managing Di-

rector, Capitol Theatre, Dallas,

added some flashy animation to his

“Stormy” front tchen he made up

the tricky cut-out horse display

shown below. By means of a small

motor it teas made to buck. Horse

action stills were arranged around

Pekin's "Radium X" Brick Layer

Novel Syracuse Street Ballyhoo

W ORKING along the line suggested in the pressbook, Robert Pekins, Manager,

Strand Theatre, Syracuse, attracted plenty of attention to his "Invisible Ray" show-

ing. He dressed one of his ushers to resemble Karloff, and had him move "Radium X"
bricks from corner to corner. The bricks, twice the size of the building brick, were made

of heavy compo-
board, covered with

luminus paint. The

man carried a

large pair of tongs

to transport the

radium bricks and

every time he did

did so he had large

crowds follow him.

Every so often his

route led to the

theatre. The bricks

were lettered, so

that when they

were placed in line

they read; "Invis-

ible Ray” Now at

Strand.

the bucking broncho.

« « *

The Palace Theatre, Lorain. Ohio
was flooded with entries in its “Ad-

ventures of Frank MerriwelV’ essay

contest, lehen Manager Louis Lamm
tied-up with a local book store to do-

nate twenty original Merriivell books
as prizes. The store carried a three

week advance display of the books
and the local newspaper cooperated
by running daily announcements.

V y

MechanicalMan Bally

Startles Michigan City

ROWNUPS and youngsters, were plentifully

excited when Art Wartha, Manager, Lake

Theatre got his "Invisible Ray" mechanical man

ballyhoo working on the streets of Michigan

City, Ind. The robot shell was constructed of

card board, covered with silver paper which

gave it the "luminous man" effect. By means

of a concealed microphone and speaker, the

man inside was able to greet pedestrians with

an "electrical voice." He used low, gutteral

tones and, as Wartha says, "Nearly scared

them out of their wits." During the day the

bally worked street corners, department stores

and in the evening met patrons as they en-

tered the theatre. After a day or two, the

youngsters got used to the bally and followed

it around the streets, creating lot of hulla-baloo.
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SAENGER THEATRES, N. O., SELLAND RE-SEIL

I

N fhis smash ad cam-

paign for the Saen-

ger Theatres, energetic

Robert Blair, ace dis-

trict manager, strove

not only to have every

New Orleans man, wo-

man and child see

"Magnificent O b s e s-

sion" once, but to bring

them back a second

and third time. His

worthy ambition has

been gratified. The pic-

ture is now in the sev-

enth week and still go-

ing strong, thanks to

his fine work. Notice

the unusual amount of

novel thought and at-

tention given to the

ads, and how the va-

rious types of readers

were appealed to. When

the picture was in the

fifth week, the New

Orleans States saluted

the history making pic-

ture with an editorial

comparing its run with

that of "Birth of a Na-

tion," and lauding its

theme. The "90,000

people" ad, was in-

tended to attract atten-

tion to the repeat trade.

Ads Carry

Praise Of
Local

Notables
Because of previous

dates, the picture mov-

ed from the Tudor to

continue it first run at

the Globe. Blair blasted

with another novel ad
|

campaign. This time he
|

got the comments of

local celebrities in all

walks of life, and used

them as endorsements

in a series of ads that

the city is still talking

about. These were
people who had seen

tbe people—the rre«t (eoeni evenfe «bo
pfttro&lxe the popular-price motion picture

bousee—Uidr macnlficent obecsilMi tor tbe

true. Ibe beeutltul ud the food.

NEVER REPEAT!

I
NEW ORLE.\NS ST.\TES|

Making Picture Histori^

New Oriels!

MilIf
H' month/

‘Magnificent Obsession'

Now ta tta Jirtb flret to tbe Seenfer
ead at prceeet tn tbe tbeeter,

'Wafnl.'Veet Obeteeloo* bee set

New OHeene. True. *'Blrtb et « Neboo** ta

Ittt rea 19 weeks la tbe Tuiaae theater at.

road show prtcea. but tble le aot a fair cota*

partsea. Tbe tbeeae. tbe buntiac patriotism

«t those dajre aad tbe fact tK«r this was tbe

Orel et tbe fteat dramatic rpeclaclee of tbe

ctneiaa built tbe feuadaUcna for that trw
meadous run. Great pictures are more tbe
rule tbaa tbe cxeepUoa aew; and It takes a
superttUve appeal to win more tbaa tbe rou-

tine eefBcemeoL When tbe shewing la pr^
kxiped week after week, oae la tempted to

bcUere la mlraelea

The Passing Show
Bf W. F. BALL

Ihoae looktaf for a poefUoa always far

0OOPEOPIE
r HAVE SEEN IT!

11,000 PEOPLE
HAVE SEEN IT
MORE THAN ONCE

100's OF PEOPLE
HAVE SEEN IT SEV-

ERAL TIMES

•nd Thii It No DREAM
Tomorrow Sf»rh tho

"MAGNIFICENT
OBSESSION"

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION
l«ENE DUNNE—«OEE«T TAYLOH

o'tDlRENE DUNNE
and ROBERT TAYLOR

r

... AT THE CLUB
AROUND THE TABLE
, DURING LUNCHEON

.

, . WHILE SHOPPING .

.

. . ON THE STREET . .

.

... IN THE HOME

RECOROBRJUUNG

WEEK/
IRENE DUNNE
ROBERT TAYLOR

All Ntw Orleans Is Talking
About the Picture of Pictures

“MAGNIFICENT
O BSESSION”

e Ouene end Rebf. Tsyfer

EEEI]
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PBSESSION"WITH GRANDAD CAMPAIGN!

NOW

Jicrcfat^i/

IBWIN
roCHB.

AtMrtle

SErOXD
BECORO
MONTBI

.
Jocltiq

DQORS
OPEN

9:30 A. M.
MARDI

GRAS DAY

IRENE
DUNNE
C*-«tarT«4

ROBERT
TAYLOR

Mrs. Warren

Coons,

“I have seen this

picture three

times and 1

would enjoy see*

ing it again ! Nev-

er before has a

picture so affect*

ed me . . . Iea>ing

me strangely hap*

py and complete-

ly entranced.”

HflGNinCENT

OBSESSION
NOV/

IRENE DUNNE
robert'taylor

grrrn

p
Commodore Ernest

Lee Jahneke, 0
ROBERT
TAYLOR

with“One cannot lose faith

in human nature after

seeing this picture. It

should serve as an in*

spiratioD « . . to young
men in particular .

and it should be seen

by everyone.”

IRENE
OUNNE IRENE DUNNE

ROBERT TAYTOR
. . . NOW . . . .

SECOND
RECORD
MONTH!

'HflGNIFICENT

OBSESSION'
'MflGNiriCENT OBSESSION-

A
NOW

with

IREN-E DUNNE
ROBERT TAYLORLB-

MISS PEGGY
BRENCHLEY
states:

“I have seen
*M a i f ic ent
Obsession’
twice and
intend see-
ing it again.
It’s really a

difierent
p i o t u r e •

**

EMILA C ERWIN.

states: “I can but
express unqualified
praise of the most
excellent and dis-

tinctive picture
LVuN-ersal has given
ns in ‘Magnificent
Obaession.' ”

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSIONMAGNIFICENT OBSESSION HflGNIFICENT

OBSESSION

With

IRENE DUNNE
ROBERT TAYLOR hqnchi

. . NOW . . .

MOVED TO THE

A
. . NOW

Itie picture once, twice or three times, and were proud to vote it,

without any qualifications, the best picture they had seen in a

long time. Their personal angle had a sincere and honest touch that

went a long way toward selling and reselling the picture. As we go

to press, Blair is running his seventh week ad and is polishing up

figures eight, nine and ten. Congrats for the fine campaign, Blair!
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Buck Jones Finishes

"For The Service"
(Continued from Page 28)

The first of these, "The Phantom

Rider," which will be in fifteen epi-

sodes, is now being put in continuity

form by Ella O'Neill, George Plymp-

ton and Basil Dickey, "Phantom Rid-

er" will be the fourth serial Universal

has made with Buck Jones and every

season which has started off with a

Buck Jones serial has been a profit-

able serial season for Universal and

for exhibitors. "Phantom Rider" will

have every element which it is pos-

sible to put In a serial. That is guar-

anteed by Henry MacRae, who has

made sixty-one serials in his career

as the serial king of all time.

‘'^Magnificent Obsession’^

Making Repeat Records
(Continued from Page 28)

which are in the same theatres where

the picture originally played.

"This is \extremely unusual, inas-

much as the towns involved are all

key situations where they have class

A, B and C theatre. As a rule, when
a picture is played repeat, it is played

in either the B or C house."

The same story is taking place

abroad. It is still playing at the Lord

Byron Theatre in Paris. It is still play-

ing its first run in Buenos Aires, and
here is a quotation from Ed Sullavan's

column, Broadway, in the Daily News.
Sullivan is sojourning in Havana,

Cuba:
"At the moment, the picture doing

the biggest business here is 'Magnifi-

cent Obsession,' described on the

posters as 'Sublime Obsession.' It has

played at the Encanto Theatre—the

theatre of enchantment—for a solid

week and is still turning them away.
Hollywood is the common denomin-
ator."

'Sutter's Gold"
Creator Visits

Universal City
(Continued from Page 20)

trait back to Switzerland, where It

remained neglected, until Cendrars
found it.

When the author arrived in Holly-

wood a few months ago, he present-

ed photographic copies of this pic-

ture to Carl Laemmie, James Cruze
and Edward Arnold, who designed

his facial makeup for the General

upon it.

Washington, D. C. Roll of Honor
(Continued from Page 1)

5 Years
THEATRE CITY
Avalon Baltimore, Md.
DeLuxe Baltimore, Md.
Keith's Garden Baltimore, Md.
Irvington Baltimore, Md.
Lafayette Baltimore, Md,
McHenry, Pacy's Garden Baltimore, Md.

EXHIBITOR
Assoc. Th. Corp.—L. C. Garmen
Edw. W. & Merbt Zimmerman
J. L. Schanberger—Md. Th. Corp.

J. Levine

J. C. Cremen
Walter Pacy

Oscar Boccuti Nemo Baltimore, Md. M. K. Murphy Appalachia Appalachia, Va.

Gaertner Circuit Ritz, Vilma Baltimore, Md. Mrs. D. H. Covington Ashland Ashland, Va.

Edw. A. Mathews Schanze Baltimore, Md, L. A. Flowers Rex Berkley, Va.

Julius Levin York Baltimore, Md. R. F. Plan Lyric Blacksburg, Va.

J. Hollingsworth Capitol Capitol Heights, Md. E. L. Shank Star Buchanan, Va.

Grace M. Fisher Embassy Cumberland, Md, Hunter Perry Paramount Charlottesville, Va.

Thos. W. Lloyd Lloyd Cumberland, Md. H. W. Robertson Collins Covington, Va.

Lou Gaertner Strand Dundalk, Md. Danville Enterprises, Inc. Capitol Danville, Va.

Benj. H. Evans San Toy Lonanconing, Md. Lichtman Cirduit Langley Hampton, Va.

B. 1. Gonder Maryland Oakland, Md. Hunter Perry Paramount Lynchburg, Va.

W. H. Reed Ingomar Alexandria, Va, Hunter Perry Paramount Newport News, Va.

Lichtman Circuit Booker T, Norfolk, Va, Lichtman Circuit Lee Phoebus, Va.

Manhattan
1 Lichtman Circuit Capitol Portsmouth, Va.

Regal Guy Flannery Star Richlands, Va.

E. J, Reese Park Norfolk, Va. P. L. Lean Schoolfield Schoolfield, Va.

Geo. Loeffert
(^W. D. Cole Essex Tappahannock, Va.

L. J. Rese Grand South Norfolk, Va. Patterson & Loth Cavalier Waynesboro, Va.

Geo. Loeffer
E. HEIBER, Manager

$1,000.00 IN CASH!
Prizes for the best campaign
on any Universal Picture
during Carl Laemmle's30th
Anniversary Celebration

!

For details see your
Universal
Exchange.



BEST NEWSREEL GETS NEW ADS!

Here is how the New York World-

Telegram keeps plugging its affiliated

newsreel to several hundred thousand

readers every day. New ads to alter-

nate with the old. Are you getting the

most out of your newsreel? If not play

the newsreel with the nationwide news-

paper tie-ups!
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O V E R WHI
No. 854 Straight-from-the-Shoulder Talk by Carl

Laemmie, President of the Universal

Pictures Corporation

The next picture from Unirersal which will pick you up

and sweep you on to profit and new prestige is ''Sutter's

Cold.”

It is impossible to describe, because its very bigness

dwarfs anything I can say about it.

But it is unlike previous big pictures because it is not

heavily handled.

You will bless the great direction of James Cruze, for he
has directed this picture with finer skill, clinging closely to

Blaise Cendrars' novel but carrying the story along as only
a master can do.

Edward Arnold is starred. We secured him for "Sutter's

Cold” through arrangement with B. P. Schulberg. He is the
same forceful, breezy, powerful actor who made "Diamond
Jim” one of the never - to - beforgotten characters of the
screen.

With him are Lee Tracy, Binnie Barnes, Katharine
Alexander, Montagu Love, John Miljan, Addison Richards
and literally thousands of others.
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E L M i N C !

It is an Edmund Grainger production—and this is the
same Edmund Grainger who produced ''Diamond Jim'' and
"Love Before Breakfast." (See foot-note.)

I believe "Sutter's Gold" will start a new picture cycie^

just as "The Covered Wagon" did many years ago. It will

give the fans a change of diet and a mighty welcome one.

It is based on one of the most sensational events in the
history of the world—the discovery of gold in the far west,

the rush of the thousands driven mad by the thought of

gold, and its effects on one of the most unique men that
ever lived, John Sutter.

It is a man's picture, a woman's picture and a child's

picture and I predict that it will leave a lasting impression

on the mind of everyone who sees it.

(NOTE:—Edmund Grainger simply has to make fine pictures

because his own father, who is Jimmy Grainger
to you, sells them. Thus, neither of them can
have an alibi.)
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EDWARD ARNOLD
as “Sutter,” mighty

founder of an Empire
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KATHARINE ALEXANDER
in the role of the courageous

Mrs. Sutter.
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JAMES CRUZE
master director of filmdom’s

greatest epics!



Carl Laemmle Presents

SUTTERS GOLD
Starring

EDWARD ARNOLD
With

LEE TRACY * BINNIE BARNES

KATHARINE ALEXANDER MONTAGU
LOVE ADDISON RICHARDS

Based on Blaise Ceiidrars’ novel.

By arrangement with Bruno Frank.

Screenplay hy Jack Kirkland,

Walter Woods, George O’Neil.

Directed hy JAMES CRUZE.

An EDMUND GRAINGER Production

A Universal Picture

nrrfingement with R. P . Schutherg
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

General John A. Sutter EDWARD ARNOLD

Peter Perkin LEE TRACV

Countess Elizabeth BINNIE BARNES

Mrs. Sutter KATHARINE ALEXANDER

Capt. Kettleson MONTAGU LOVE

Janies Marshall ADDISON RICHARDS

Kit Carson Harry Carev

Gen Alvarado Juhii Miljan

Lars Harry Cording

Sutter, Jr. William Jamiey

Miss Sutter Nail Gray

General Rotscheff Robert Warwick

General Fremont Morgan Wallace

Alvarado' s son Allen Vincent
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The Site Where Gold Was Discovered
SV^OAY. MARCH 1. 4

A full page in rotogravure tchich ap-
peared in the March 1 issue of the
Syracuse Herald. This iccs the first to-
togravure smash in the “Sutter's Gold’'

campaign. The Publicity Department
of Universal has these and a dozen
other photographs suitable for roto-
gravure. Write in for them.

C
onstruction crews at Univer-

sal studios required more than

two weeks to build a replica of the

famous Sutter’s Mill of early Califor-

nia—but it was destroyed In 20

minutes.

A reproduction of the noted struc-

ture, with its great mill race and ad-

joining barn, was erected as the set-

ting for scenes in "Sutter's Gold."

The top center picture of the Syra-

cuse Herald full page cut on this

page illustrates this mill. Here was

filmed the actual discovery of gold

by James Marshall in 1848, resulting

In the lawless California gold rush of

the following year, and various other

incidents in this historic spot.

The final scenes made in this set-

ting had 75 miners, in the unrestrain-

ed period following the discovery,

dismantling the mill for the purpose

of securing wood for their sluice-box-

es, climaxing their destruction by at-

taching a rope to the top of the

building and pulling it crashing to the

ground. Helpless to halt the vandal-

ism, Sutter sat on his horse and vainly

ordered the marauders off his prop-

erty.

Five cameras were trained on the

structure at the time of the crash,

to make sure that a satisfactory rec-

ord of the scene should be obtained,

but Director James Cruze added a

touch of comedy to the proceedings

when the building lay in ruins. "Hold

everything!" he called. "We'll have

to do that over again!" — but he

grinned before anyone had a chance

to faint.

"Sutter's Gold" was produced by

Edmund Grainger.
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Sutter Gotd’’ Packs Many Thrills

I

T has been a long time since the motion picture

screen has presented a film with such magnificent

outdoor sweep as is presented in "Sutter's Gold." It

is a picture which will thrill not only on account of iis

spacious background and its lavish production, but also

through its intensely dramatic presentation of histor-

ical facts.

Edward Arnold is starred in the role of General

John A. Sutter, pioneer colonizer of the great West,

and presents a characterization which will take its place

alongside his recent "Diamond Jim as an outstand-

ing screen portrait of a strong but "human ' man. Ar-

nold, a consummate actor, dominates the story through-

out its length. Lee Tracy demonstrates his versatility

in a role which is entirely different from his usual fast-

talking reporter, and Binnie Barnes is altogether pleas-

ing as the woman who enters Sutter's life while he is

building his California "empire," in spite of the fact

that he has a wife in his native Switzerland. This part

is enacted with rare feeling by Katharine Alexander.

The cast is endless, but others who stand out in their

roles are Montagu Love, John Miljan, Harry Carey,

Robert Warwick and Mitchell Lewis.

The story of 'Sutter's Gold" takes Sutter from

Switzerland to America, to Fort Vancouver in Oregon,

to the Sandwich Islands and finally to California,

where he establishes his historic colony of New Hel-

vetia. The varying fortunes of the settlement finally

bring it to the fateful day when James Marshall dis-

covers gold on the property, cluminating in the great

California gold rush of 1849. This lawless period brings

tragedy and virtual rum to the dauntless Sutter, in

rushing scenes which end in desolation and despair.

"Sutter's Gold" has been produced on a magnifi-

cent scale, and thousands of actors have been em-

ployed in its filming. It was directed by James Cruze,

master of outdoor spectacle, as was evidenced many

years ago by such well-remembered screenplays a»

"The Covered Wagon," and takes its place as the

greatest picture of its type since the advent of the

talkies.

ABOVE THE CROWD By
Sto«k:ic Alien

In i634 he
ARRIVED IN CALirORNIA
WITH HIS VOUNG BRIDE-
PENNILESS. Five VEARS
LATER HE WAS OWNER OF AN
IMMENSE TRASK OF LAND. By 1849 HE WAS THE .

RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD,'
^ThEN cold was O/SeOVEREO ON

HIS LAND AND ITWASOVERUN 0V
'SQUATTERS'*, he TRIED FORCE AT FIRST
TO GET THEM OUT BUT THEY WERE TOO

MANY FOR HIM~ HE
TOOK IT TO COURT.

VWe tven own-
ftO rut €i 7Y Of.

f FkAH»6So

Tnthe greatest law
SUIT IN HISTORV HE WAS ,|

I. La’AWARDED ^600,000,000.
3UT HE WAS NEVER ABLE TO
eoLLECT agent/ Sutter died—, A PAUPER WITH A DEED IN H(S\\

-Tiff POSKET TO THE RICHEST \

LANDS ON EARTH/

Cartoon by Stookie Allen in the March 2 issue of the Neu>
York Daily Mirror. This cartoon can be reproduced by special
permission of the artist only. Stookie Allen is one of the clev-

erest and best-known of the cartoonists in New York City.
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From "DIAMOND JIM" to GEN. "GCj

This is Ldtcard Arnold's greatest im-

personation. It is the make-up he de-

vised /or the character of General

John A. Sutter, the determined Siciss

who came to California in 1839 and

who, at the height of his career, owned
one-sixth of the State of California

and was undoubtedly the richest man
of his day. The discovery of gidd on
his property ruined him.

F
rom "Diamond Jim" Brady, mil-

lionaire, gourmand of Gay Nine-

Kes to "Gold Coast" General John
Sutter, tragic empire builder of the

Roaring Forties, seems a long jump
in time and character but it is just

a stride to Edward Arnold. Playing

historical personages decades apart
and widely different in nature is no
particular trick according to the jo-

/ial star who has just completed "Sut-

ter's Gold" for Universal. All one has

to do is hew to the real man behind

the false whiskers and let the history

books fall where they may.
Arnold astonished interviewers on

the "Sutter's Gold" set by saying that

he does little or no research for his

famous historical roles, has no make-
up secrets, bothers only slightly with

the history of the film's setting and
makes no attempt to reproduce the

speech of the period. He ventured to

say that he could play 40 historical

roles in as many consecutive pictures

without undue strain and stated that

the whole secret of his art lay in nine

words he learned as a boy of fifteen

with the Ben Greet Players. These

words are Shakespeare's "One touch
of nature makes the whole world

akin."

"Audiences are interested in hu-

man beings with feelings like their

own," said Arnold, "and history

comes second. When I prepare a his-

torical role, I forget the man's public

life altogether at first and hunt for

the human keynote, greed, weakness,

cunning or whatever it may be. When
you find that, you can begin your

acting interpretation and it is surpris-

ing how parallel the basic lives of

your characters will run. At first glance

"Diamond Jim" and Sutter look

worlds apart till you find the touch

of nature that relates them; their

tragic personal lives. From that point
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I> COAST" SUTTER"
I found they had a lot in common. Their lives even over-

lapped. For instance in 1848 v/hen Sutter was ruined, the

Secretary of State who had charge of California Terri-

tory was James Buchanan for whom Brady was named

when Buchanan ran for President in 1856, the year of

Jim's birth. You know Brady's full name was james Bu-

chanan Brady."

Arnold leaves historical accuracy to the studio research

department. He follows the script because he claims an

actor must play the author's idea of a part, not his own.

He never questions a prop or costume. He first memor-

izes the entire script. Then he builds up a complete life

for his man:—what he would eat, and how, the books he

might read, how he would carry his money, shake hands,

lift a pen or smoke:—all valuable "business" to be worked

into the part. He reads the character's letters whenever

he can, claiming they reveal human nature most unguard-

edly.

He got the key tor his Sutter characterization from the

last faded page of the general's original pen-written

diary in which Sutter showed deep insight into his own

tragedy. Arnold used pictures of Sutter for character

study, propping them before him on his desk as he read

the script and matching the appearance of the man
against the dialogue for naturalness and characterization.

When shooting began he insisted on nightly confer-

ences on group acting with Binnie Barnes, Lee Tracy,

Montagu Love, Director James Cruze and the chief sup-

porting players.

He wears more makeup than usual in "Sutter's Gold"
because of the nature of the story. The Universal script

takes Sutter from his arrival as a penniless Swiss immigrant,

his hey-day as a California land baron, the discovery of

gold on his property, which ruined him to his final scene

as an 82 year old petitioner at Washington.

The certificate given to John Sutter in 1869 by the Society

of California Pioneers at a banquet in San Francisco at a

time tchen California felt that it ought in some way to rec-

ognize the worth of the man who did more than any other

individual to create and develop California as a State of
the Union. The original is still in the possession of his

descendents. There are a number of authentic mementoes
in this country of the famous General.. This is only one

of those which will be described fully in the elaborate

“Sutter's Gold" press book.

San Francisco in 1850 Shown in "Sutter's Gold

"

F
ive hundred extra players took

part In the San Francisco scenes

of "Sutter's Gold," the Universal

saga of early California starring Ed-

ward Arnold as John Sutter. The

scenes took place in a great setting

representing a part of the business

section of San Francisco In the year

1850, after the gold rush of '49 had

brought hordes of lawless men to the

city. Many historical landmarks were

reproduced in the setting, including

the Parker House hotel, the office of

Alta California, leading newspaper of

the day, and the headquarters of the

Wells Fargo Express. An ancient

stage coach dashed Into town, and

the hitching racks were lined with a

nondescript assortment of buggies

and wagons, some drawn by horses

and others by mules.

Edward Arnold and William Janney

played the leading roles In these

scenes, which depicted the Incidents

of a civic holiday declared for the

purpose of awarding to Sutter a com-

mission as a U. S. army general.
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SUTTER'S RELATIVES, DESCENDANTS

^ UTTER has many relations and descendants scattered all over the

country. Advertise to locate people in your city who are descendants

from his family or relatives. Such persons will make good local newspaper

copy and can be invited to your opening as honor guests.

ROUSE THE TOWN WITH

GALA ’49ER PREMIERE!

DD sparkle and flash to your opening by staging a

bang up Sutter's Gold Rush premiere with all the spirit

of the pioneer California days. Plug it as a colorful and

novel occasion, with local emrchants joining in for "then

and now" window displays, decorations on their stores, street

banners, lights and any other festive adjuncts. Arrange with

local broadcasting station to put the event on the air with

"mike" appearances of noted persons attending. Dress up

your front with special decorations and flood with light.

Have one or more movie cameras on hand to take pictures

that can be shown during the run.

Ask cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce to arrange

a city wide celebration of progress and comparison since

the days of '49 and Sutter's Gold discovery, with emphasis

on people or companies whose families or establishments

date back to those days.

Invite members of local California Clubs, California

Pioneers and descendants of "forty-niners," officials of his-

torical societies, youth organizations and the city. Invite

winners of "Gold Rush" dance and other contests. Have

one or more of the ballyhoos on hand. Offer prizes for the

most unique '49er costumes worn to the opening.

Step up your campaign with larger newspaper space, more

billing and greater effort on your stunts, contests, etc. Re-

member a Hollywood type opening starts word of mouth

advertising the first day and so boosts your business for the

rest of the run.

A good way to punch over this premiere with a resound

ing bang is to have a strong local organization sponsor it.

Sell them the entire house, let them boost the prices and

resell the tickets retaining whatever there is over your reg-

ular admission, for their particular charity.
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FRONT SELLS ROMANCE, ADVENTURE OF '49 COLD RUSH!

' SUTTER'S CULD" THE THUNDERINC ORAMAl
F COLD RUSH DAYS! ..EDWARD AKNDLD f

! LEE TRACY-BINNIE BARNES ‘»o CAST DF THBliSANDS!!

HE SLIEPTHE GOVERNMENT
FOR $60aOOO!,COO-WONTl«
CASE, SUTOtfO PENNILESS /

Q E sure to give the woman or romance angle prominent
^ spots in your front and lobby displays. Use an abundance
of special romance catch lines. Get over the gold rush angle
with "bags of gold," stones painted yellow, picks and shov-

els, and other gold mining equipment.

Be sure to include a display of the old newspapers, ads,

etc. explained on page 29.'

15 MINUTE RADIO SCRIPT
^IME allowed for local announcements at

beginning and end. Make arrangements

with broadcasting station or one of its

program sponsors for the time and contact

dramatic society or school for cast and

staging. Send request for script, together

with name of station, time and other infor-

mation, to the Exploitation Department, Uni-

versal Pictures, Rockefeller Centre, New
York City. Sufficient copies for cast and di-

rector will be sent you at once.

BOY SCOUTS, AND OTHER
YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS
^ONTACT Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,
^ Y.M.C.A., and other youth organizations

for cooperation in arousing interest in the

picture. Its historical background will ap-

peal to them as well as the adventure and
romance of pioneer and gold mining days,

fry to get the different organizations to at-

fend special matinee performances In bodies

and designate the day "BOY SCOUT DAY"
or "GIRL SCOUT DAY." Arrange to have

leaders discuss the picture at troop meet-

ings.

CONTACT THE LOCAL
HISTORICAL SOCIETIES
pOR the purpose of satisfactory dramatiza-

tion it was necessary to take certain lib-

erties with the historical accuracy of "SUT-
TER'S GOLD." The picture however, main-

tains the spirit of gold-rush days and is,

therefore, of interest to historical societies.

Contact any in your city and arrange for

cooperation in selling the picture. Invite

officers to attend a preview and request

their comments with permission to use. Sug-
gest that members arrange theatre parties.

4.
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UNLIMITED SCHOOL TIE-UP

"'Action Map’’ For Lobby-
Have your artist make up a large one

out of compo board following above de-

sign and set it up in your lobby. Place

stills across the top and run ribbons from
them to spots indicated on map. Also place

flicker buttons at the action spots. Use copy
suggested.

D ECAUSE of its historical background and
geographical interest, you should be

able to secure the cooperation of the local

schools and arrange for:

Distribution of the newspaper herald and
blotters.

Posting of notices and old newspaoer re-

productions on bulletin boards.

Theatre parties for students.

Preview for history, geography, English

teachers.

Prizes for historical, geographical essays

and compositions.

A debates on the merits of Sutter’s court

actions.

Contest for Model Building Fatis
Arrange with teachers of manual training

classes to offer students prizes for the best

models of Sutter's Fort, the schooner in

which he reached California from the Sand-
wich Islands, and of a covered wagon of

the period. Supply stills for use as guides

to contestants. Display the models entered

in your lobby or a prominently located

store window.

POSSIBILITIES

Youngsters Coloring Contest
Plant this drawing with local newspaper

as a coloring contest to intrigue the young-
sters' interest. Offer prizes of free matinee
tickets to the ten or fifteen best coloring

jobs. Two column Exploitation Service Mat
No. SG-2, of the drawing, is available at

Universal Branches.

'SUTTER'S COLD" NEW COLOR
TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR CAMPAIGN
THROUGH arrangements with the Textile

' Color Card Association the outstand-

ing new color for Spring and Summer has

been named "Sutter's Gold" in honor of

the picture. Manufacturers of gowns, stock-

ings, hats, shoes, gloves, handbags, parasols,

handkerchiefs. Interior decorations and even auto-

mobile upholstery, have been advised of new color

and will use in their latest merchandise. Tie-up

with local merchants for window displays and cooperative news-

paper ads. Use color in front and lobby decorations. Arrange
with chamber of commerce for special stunts, displays and ex-

hibits, featuring articles of the color.

Start Sutter Case Controversy
CUTTER'S attempts to regain his extensive

California land holdings through the

state and national courts is, perhaps, the

most famous legal battle in the history of

this country. It involved $600,000,000 and
27,000 persons. Capitalize on this by stir-

ring up wide-spread discussion of the case,

among lawyers, law students, school debat-

ing clubs. Address a letter to all local law-

yers outlining the case and asking them
how they would have handled it. Arrange
with the newspaper and broadcasting sta-

tion to have an inquiring reporter cover

the court house and ask various lawyers sev-

eral questions regarding t he case. (See

pressbook for complete letter and set of

questions for inquiring reporter).

Lse Branch
Box - Offices

A branch-

box office
plugs the pic-

ture and adds
prestige to
your cam-
paign. Set

one up in your

lobby for ad-

vance sale for

premiere. Lat-

er mount it

on wheels and
move to dif-

ferent spots

around town.

OTHER NATIONAL TIE-UPS
"SUnER'S GOLD" CRAVATS for dis-

plays in men's wear stores. For local dealers

address The McCurrach Organization, 41

1

Fifth Ave., New York City.

"SUHER'S GOLD" NOVELTY BELTS for

women. Department and specialty shops will

push this Item In newspaper ads and window
displays. Dealers names can be procured
from Shaffer Belts, Inc., 8 West 30th St.,

New Yoik City.

"SUnER’S GOLD" NARCISSUS a new
color flower grown and named In honor of

the picture at the International Flower Show
in Grand Central Palace, New York City, by

Muller-Sealey. Florists everywhere will want

to duplicate this beautiful color and pro-

mote the plants.
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CONTRAST DAYS OF '49 WITH TODAY IN CAMPAIGN

!

|

TAIK ABOUT HIGH PRICES/
I LOOK WHAT THE 49 E«S WHO [

soucHT5UTnR^DDLD'«»'

'49 Price
List Lobby

Board
The board

pictured a t

left, provides
eye attracting

'obby stunt
for use prior

f o showing.

Make it up
of compo
board, fol-

low design

shown.

Get Your Set oj

Reproductions
Authentic repro-

ductions of newspa-

pers, ads and other

material from the

days of '49, with

pages from Sutter's

diary, are priceless

aids for your cam-
paign. Use them for

lobby displays, store

windows, school, lib-

rary bulletin boards.

Set: $2.00 from
Exploitation Dept.

OTHER 49 ANCLE STUNTS

Board Plays up
Wealth Angle

P
UNCH over
the fabulous

wealth of Sutter

with the lobby

board illustrated

at left. It plugs

the star and also

sells the theme
of picture. Make
one out of compo
board using sug-

gested copy.

THEN and NOW' DISPLAYS
^ ELL local merchants on the idea of ar-

ranging "then and now" window displays

and newspaper ads, tying in with your en-

gagement of the picture. A dress shop can

compare an 1849 model with one of its

latest creations. A hat store, a men's wear

store, can do the same. Restaurants, drug

stores, hotels, hardware stores, transporta-

tion companies, insurance companies and

banks should all find this an appealing angle.

Among the ads in the set of reproduc-

tions explained above is one from 1849 of

the Goodyear Company, announcing articles

necessary to the mining of gold. Contact

your local Goodyear dealer for a display

built around a blow-up of this ad.

With the angle explained above and the

color tie-up explained on page 28, you have

unusual opportunity to put over a co-op ad

page for your campaign. Enlist the support

of the business houses listed above, those

stores featuring articles of "Sutter's Gold"
color and the other tie-ups.

SPOT COLD CLAIM STAKES
Use the claim stake

rrrt——_ shown for advance
jCLAI^n S stunt. Make of com-

po board and
stick in va-

rious places

around town,

and on road-

sides of im-

portant high-

ways.

GLEE CLUB '49 SUTTER SONG CONTEST
—Stage competition between local school

glee clubs and singing organizations for the

best renditions of '49er songs, such as "Oh!
Susannah," "Clemintina," etc. You can offer

a special prize for the best parody on these

songs.

GOLD MINING EQUIPMENT—Dig up as

much old gold mining equipment, picks,

shovels, pans, bags, etc., as you can find

around town. Paint several pieces of coal or

rock with gold paint and place the whole
collection in front of a background of

"Sutter's Gold" atmosphere.

'49er BEARD CONTEST—Make a bet with

a club, or several men, in your city that no

one of them can grow a '49er beard before

"Sutter's Gold" opens at your theatre. Con-
tact barber shop and arrange to have it

offer a month's free shaves to the man who
grows the longest beard in a stipulated time.

Send newspaper stories on these stunts and
take pictures for follow up.

'49 RELICS DISPLAY—Offer a free pass to

see "Sutter's Gold" for every relic of the

49er BALLYHOOS
Sketches shown are self explanatory. Any

or all of these may be arranged at small

cost.

days of '49 loaned for a lobby or window
exhibit. Such items as newspapers, property

deeds, land grants, costumes, jewelry, min-

ing tools, photographs, etc., will make an

attention-getting set-up for your lobby and
store windows.

'49 COSTUMES FOR USHERETTES—For ex-

tra atmosphere have your usherettes dressed

in the colorful mining costume of the gold

rush days. Let the girls carry toy buckets

and picks and shovels.
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Sutter A Life Member

TD commemorate the thirtieth an-

niversary of John A. Sutter's ar-

rival in California in 1839, and his

establishment of the colony of New
Helvetia, the Society of California

Pioneers presented him with a scroll

recalling the event. They chose the

Christmas Eve of 1869 to make the

gift. There was one other gift that

the General never received—repay-

ment of the vast fortune he lost when
his lands were unlawfully wrested

from him in the gold rush of '49. That

colorful era is told in the Universal

drama, "Sutter's Gold," starring Ed-

ward Arnold and directed by James
Cruze. A cut showing this scroll will

be found on page 19 of this issue.

Grainger On Coast

J
R. GRAINGER, general manager
of distribution for Universal, ar-

rived at Universal City on Saturday

for his annual conference with Carl

Laemmie on the product line-up for

next season.

Universal already has a great ma-
jority of the novels and plays tor this

line-up purchased and some of them
even in script form. It will have its

announcement ready for the trade

early in May.

Buck Jones Starts

Oivn Picture ^^Banished^’

This week Buck Jones began one
of his whirlwind hell-for-leather

westerns. The vehicle chosen for this

one is entitled "Banished" and it was
written by Buck Jones himself. It was
placed in production on Monday at

Universal City under the direction of

Ray Taylor. There are three interest-

ing people as principal support. One
is Dorothy Revier, beautiful leading

lady who is just as much at home in

a western saddle and backskin riding

suit as she is in ballroom pictures and
an evening gown.

Another is little Billy Burrud, who
made such at hit in "3 Kids and a

Queen" that Universal signed him on
a long time contract. "Banished" is

little Billy's first western picture, and
he is enjoying it as much as would
any of the seventeen million small

boys in the United States who might

511”®5D’

JAN.6“-APRIL4^^

regard it as the climax of their ca-

reer to play in a picture with Buck

Jones.

The third is Harry Worth, a new
heavy for Universal. Around Holly-

wood Harry Worth has the reputa-

tion of looking handsomer than Fred-

eric March and acting wickeder than

Fred Kohler. And that is tops for vil-

lains.

The balance of the cast includes

Charles LaMoyne, James Mack, Burr

Carruth and Frances Gregg.

^‘"Magnificent Obsession^’

Enters ISinth Week
In Minneapolis f Minn.

W ITH the eighth week recording

the greatest attendance of its

remarkable run at the World Theatre

in Minneapolis, the management fully

expects "Magnificent Obsession" to

last through Easter and to hang up

11 IllVl'IlSil I,
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an all-time record not only for Min-

neapolis but for moving pictures and

the talkie era. Some remarkable runs

have marked the life of "Magnificent

Obsession." It has broken theatre re-

cords, repeat records, hold-over re-

cords, attendance records, and satis-

faction records almost everywhere it

has played.

It has just completed an eight

weeks' run in New Orleans.

In staid old Springfield, Mass., a

remarkable thing has taken place.

"Magnificent Obsession" played first

run at the Palace Theatre and could

have stayed there indefinitely except

for prior bookings. Now it is being

brought back by popular demand to

the Bijou Theatre for its second run,

but the Bijou is strictly a first run

house operating in opposition to Pub-

lix, Warners, and Loew's in this sit-

uation. This is the first time in the

history of the house that it has played

any picture second run.

^‘"Dracula^s Daughter^’

Finished This Week

UpvRACULA'S DAUGHTER" was

brought to a shuddering con-

clusion at Universal City as this week

closed. From the reports of the stu-

dio critic and those who watched its

progress, it is destined to be one of

the most cumulatively thrilling pic-

tures in the thrill cycle, of which Uni-

versal is such a past master.

In Gloria Holden, Universal found

an actress who is the female counter-

part of Bela Lugosi’s gooseflesh per-

sonality as a vampire. Only Gloria

does it with a ring, instead of the

laying on of hands.

A swell cast backs up the featured

players, Otto Kruger, Gloria Holden,

Marguerite Churchill, Irving Pichei

and Edward Van Sloan. This cast in-

cludes Hedda Hopper, Gilbert Em-

ery, Nan Grey, Claude Allister, E. E.

Clive, Halliwell Hobbs, Billy Bevan,

Gordon Hart, Douglas Wood, Joseph

E. Tozer, Lili Malyon, George Kirby

and Fred Walton. Lambert Hillyer

directed the picture from a story

and screenplay by Garrett Fort. The

production was in charge of E. M.

Ascher, who produced "Magnificent

Obsession."
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ROLL OF HONOR
The War Department Theatres operated by the U. S. Army
under the direction of theAdjutant General, of which the fol-

lowing is a complete list have used Universal Pictures

continuously for 15 Years.

New York Branch
Fort Adams Newport, R. 1. Fort McKinley Portland, Maine

Fort Ethan Allen Vermont Fort Niagara Youngstown, N. Y.

Carlisle Barracks Carlisle, Pa. Pine Camp Great Bend, N. Y.

Fort Devens Ayer, Mass. (Summer Training)

Camp Dix Wrightstown, N. J. Plattsburg Barracks Plattsburg, N. Y.

(Summer Training) Fort Slocum New York

Fort Dupont Delaware City, Del. Fort Totten New York

Fort Hancock New Jersey Fort Wadsworth Rosebank, Staten Is., N. Y.

Madison Barracks Sackets Harbor, N. Y. U. S. Military Academy West Point, N. Y.

Mitchel Field Hempstead, L. 1., N. Y. Fort Williams Portland, Maine
Fort Monmouth Oceanport, N. J. Fort H. G. Wright Fisher's Island, N. Y.

Potomac Branch
Fort Belvoir Virginia Fort McPherson Atlanta, Georgia

Fort Benning Georgia Fort George G. Meade Maryland
Fort Bragg North Carolina Fort Monroe Virginia

Holabird Q. M. DepotBaltimore, Md. Fort Moultrie Moultrieville, S. C.

Fort Howard Maryland Fort Myer Virginia

Fort Hoyle Maryland Nansemond Ordnance DepotPorrsmouth, Va.

Langley Field Hampton, Va. Fort Oglethorpe Georgia
Maxwell Field Montgomery, Ala. Fort Screven Georgia
Fort McClellan Anniston, Ala. Fort Washington Maryland

St. Louis Branch
Fort Crook Nebraska Fort Meade S. Dakota
Camp Custer Michigan (Summer TrainirigjFort Riley Kansas
Fort Des Moines Iowa Fort Robinson Nebraska
Fort Benjamin Harrisorindiana Savanna Proving Grounds Savanna, III.

Jefferson Barracks Missouri Scott Field Belleville, III.

Fort Knox Kentucky Selfridge Field Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Fort Lincoln Bismarck, N. Dakota Fort Sheridan Illinois

Fort Logan Colorado Fort Snelling Minnesota
CampMcCoy Wisconsin (Summer TrainingjFort Francis E. Warren Wyoming

Dallas Branch
Barksdale Field Shreveport, La. Fort Huachuca Arizona
Fort Bliss Texas Kelly Field Texas
Brooks Field San Antonio, Texas Randolph Field Texas
Fort Clark Brackettville, Texas Fort Reno El Reno, Okla.
Fort Crockett Galveston, Texas Fort Ringgold Riogrande, Texas
Fort Sam Houston Texas Fort Sill Oklahoma

Seattle Branch
Chilkoot Barracks Haines, Alaska Presidio of Monterey California
Fort Douglas Salt Lake City, Utah Fort Stevens Oregon
Fort Lewis Washington Fort Worden Port Townsend, Wash.
March Field Riverside, California Moffett Field California
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Never in the history of scoops has a newsreel

received so much publicity and praise—and
never has a newsreel and its daring camera-

men deserved them more than UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL!—the foremost newsreel.
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^'SUTTER’S GOLD^' BEATS

"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION"

FIRST FOUR DAYS AT

ORPHEUM THEATRE,
SAN FRANCISCO!...
AND LEADS EVERY-
THING IN DENVER
AT THE DENVER
THEATRE f says Variety!
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Universal Pictures National Championship Basket Ball Team

I
«

'<3Skl''JE8S4, ^

James !\eedles* roach: (.arl Shy^ Don Piper, trank l^ubin^ LLtyd Goldstein, Carl hnotvles^ Duane Swanson^ Art Mollner^
Sum Haider^ Carl IMarias^ trainer. Jack Pierce, manager.

CHARLES R. ROGERS TAKES CHARGE
OF PRODUCTION AT UNIVERSAL CITY
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive

Vice President of Universal Pic-

tures and in charge of all production

at Universal City, in his first public

statement, announced that Universal

would complete its present schedule

of releases ahead of time and would

intensify its production activity dur-

ing April and May. This activity is

for the purpose of getting a number

of 1936-37 features through their

production stage before the selling

season opens.

Mr. Rogers also announced that

Universal would make thirty-six fea-

ture pictures next year, not including

the eight westerns which Buck Jones

is to make for Universal.

A complete^ inventory of the studio

properties having been completed,

all physical equipment is being imme-

diately augmented or completely

overhauled to assure the most effi-

cient service to picture makers.

The art department, publicity de-

partment, reading department and

music department have been aug-

mented as well as the studio police

force.

Within the next six months a spa-

cious new administration building

housing writers, readers, casting offi-

ces and other creative quarters will

be built and general improvement in

studio quarters will be made as ex-

pansion of department demands.
During the past two weeks I I new

CONVENTION MARCH 25

The story conferences at Univer-
sal City are completed. The lineup
for Universal’s thirty-six pictures
for next season is virtually com-
plete. In view of this situation,

James R. Grainger, general man-
ager of distribution for Universal,
last week announced that the an-
nual convention of sales managers
of Universal Pictures will be held
in New York City on May 25th. In
addition to the sales managers, a
number of the officials of the com-
pany in California, including
Charles K. Rogers, in charge of
production, and William Koenig,
general manager of Universal City,
will attend.

11 IllVtUSIl I,

f I V
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writers have been added to the scen-

ario staff presided over by Jerry

Sackheim, and four directors, namely,

Ralph Murphy, Walter Lang, Edward
Buzzell and Arthur Lubin have been
added to the directorial staff by Mr.

Rogers. A more definite division of

studio operations responsibility has

been made. William Koenig is gener-

al studio manager. Rufus LeMaire

serves as executive assistant to Mr.

Rogers, concentrating on the devel-

opment of the studio stock company
and story ideas. Fred S. Meyer be-

comes executive assistant to Mr. Koe-

nig and William Fender assumes the

newly created position of superin-

tendent of studio operations. Dan

Kelly continues as casting director as

do Edward Muhl as legal department

head and Martin Murphy as produc-

tion manager. Edward Brymer con-

tinues as wardrobe designer.

James P. Normanly, for years Chief

of Staff for Dr. A. H. Gianini, has

been appointed Comptroller of Uni-

versal City studios.

Heading the list of new Universal

pictures, the first to be produced un-

der the new regime is "My Man God-
frey" which co-stars William Powell

and Carole Lombard with Alice Brady

heading a large supporting cast.

Gregory LaCava is directing from

(Continued on Page 27)
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UNIVERSAL PICTURES TEAM
WINS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
A STUNNING

victory was

scored in Madi-

son Square Gar-

den last Sunday

night by the Uni-

versal Pictures

Basketball Team
from Universal

City studios. In

the sectional try-

outs this team of

studio employees

had been beaten

by the McPherson

Oilers in a game
in which they un-

fortunately I e t

down after a

commanding lead

in the first half.

Nevertheless, as

the runners-up in

the western tour-

nament, they
were entitled to

another shot at

the try-outs for

the Olympic
crown and came
to New York to

enter the tourna-

ment which was
fo determine the

team which the

United States
would send to

Berlin to represent it in the Olympic Games in July.

This Is the first time in the history of these games
that basketball has been included among the sports for

which Olympic honors are given. A great deal of pub-
licity had been accorded the tournament on this account.

Famous basketball coaches and mentors from all over the

United States were present at the opening of the tourna-

ment. Dr. Nasmith, who invented the game forty-five

years ago, made an address over the radio at the open-
ing of the try-outs just before the Universal Team faced
their first opponents, Arkansas University. Dr. Meanwell,
who made a series of basketball pictures at Universal City
several years ago, was also introduced, as was Jim
Needles, the coach of Universal Pictures Team.

After defeating the Wilmerding Y.M.C.A., which
had scored a record for basket shot in their own game,
the Universal Pictures Team met the favored McPherson
Oilers. All the sports writers gave the Oilers the edge in

the tournament. The record of victories which it had

scored during the

year, together

with their defeat

of an all star col-

lege team in the

Garden a few

weeks ago, amply
justified the

sports writers'

confidence. The

victory of the
Universal Pictures

Team, therefore,

on Sunday night,

was all the more
overwhelming
and dramatic. It

created headline

news in every
paper in the

United States for

the Universal Pic-

tures Team, and

earned for seven

members of the

team the right to

go to Berlin in

July to represent

the United
States, with the

Oilers and one

man from Arkan-

sas forming the

alternates.

I n describing

the victory, Mi-

chael J. Foster

Basket Ball editor in his story in the Evening Journal, said:

"Big, fast and strong, the Oilers had run their opposi-

tion ragged to win the National A.A.U court crown out in

Denver a fortnight ago. But when they stacked up against

the Universal Pictures quintet at the Garden last night In

the final round of the Olympic tryouts their speed failed

them, and Universal won a thrilling battle by a 44-43

score.

"Despite the closeness of the score, the triumph of the

Hollywood team was well earned. The Californians drop-

ped an I I -point decision to Kansas giants In the final

round of the A. A. U. championship, but that because

they had let a big, first-half lead melt away in the face

of the Oilers' fierce charge.

Guard Closely
"This time they stuck closer to the "Unbeatables," made

the Kansans take most of their shots off balance, cut them
down to their own size with the tenacity of their guarding

(Continued on Page 27)

The team tchich the I nited States selected to represent it in the first basketball

contest ever held in connection tcith the Olympic Games. Top row: Carl Shy;

Frank Lubin, the remarkable center who is regarded correctly as ^'Frankenstein'’

by all the teams he meets; Carl Knowles, whose work this year has earned him
the rank of All America; Art Mollner, whose name is spelled differently by

every Mew ^ ork newspaper. Bottom rote: Don Piper, Lloyd Goldstein, Duane
Swanson and Sam Balter.
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Famous Beauty for Buck Jones' Lea*

'uck Jfirn‘s firaics the prize beauty of the season for his leading; lady in “The
Phantom Rider.” This is beautiful Marla Shelton.

i4THE most beautiful typical Amer-
I ican girl" will play the lead op-

posite Buck Jones in "The Phantom
Rider," the first of Universal's 1936-

37 serials. Marla Shelton was given

this description by Rolf Armstrong,

famous pastel artist, for whom she

posed at one time. And yet this

"typical American girl" Is of Scotch,

French, and Cherokee Indian blood,

but is a native American, having

been born at Muskogee, Oklahoma.

Perhaps it takes this interesting blend-

ing of nationalities and strains to pro-

duce in this melting pot land a typ-

ical beauty.

"The Phantom Rider," while it will

be a test of physical fitness as well

as acting ability, will be a grand in-

troduction for Marla Shelton. Any
Buck Jones serial is a good introduc-

tion to any new player. "Phantom

Rider" is going to be the best Buck

Jones serial ever made. Henry Mac-
Rae, who produced "Flash Gordon,"

is promising a knock-out in "Phantom

Rider." Its cast already includes, be-

side Marla Shelton, Diana Gibson,

another Universal beauty, and Eddie

Gribbon. The company is already

hard at work on location under the

direction of Ray Taylor.

Marla Shelton, it seems to us

would be a beauty in any country,

with her peaches and cream complex-

ion, natural auburn hair, large dark

brown eyes, her one hundred and
twenty pounds of slenderness poised

for five feet and six Inches upon
gracefully narrow feet. She wears

clothes beautifully and shows excel-

lent taste in the selection and com-
bination of colors and materials

which she wears in her personal ward-

robe. Miss Shelton's training as as-

sistant to Max Factor, internationally

famous Hollywood cosmetic manu-
facturer, Is in some measure respon-

sible tor her correct choosing of color

combinations, but most of her taste

in this direction is Inherent. But we
are getting ahead of our story when
we mention Marla's connection with

Max Factor, for that was the real

start of her Hollywood career. It was
her work there which inevitably lead

to her motion picture acquaintance-

ships and contacts.

When we re-trace Marla's career

to her birth, we must drop that name
entirely and start with Alberta Mc-
Killop, daughter of Arthur A. and
Myrtle Shelton Terry McKilltop. She
was born in Muskogee on October
12th, 1914, one of two daughters.

Her father was a real estate broker

and in his rather extensive travels,

took his family with him, with the con-

sequence that our heroine was edu-

cated and brought up in the states

of Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Lou-

isiana, Arizona, Washington and Cali-

fornia. She graduated from Sam
Houston High School at Houston,

Texas, the youngest graduate in the

school's history, and then attended

California State Normal School at

San Diego, the youngest student reg-

istered In the liberal arts courses. At
the age of twelve she passed the gov-

ernment examinations as a licensed

professional radio operator, and dur-

ing the 1927 Florida hurricane, ren-

dered valuable service at short wave
station 4 F. N. near Miami, sending

out distress signals.

After her father's death in 1933,

Miss McKillop came to Los Angeles

and sought work. She found it with

Max Factor. She advanced many
Ideas which were later used in the

building of his modernistic four story

salon, of which she was placed in

charge of the street cosmetics de-

partment. In February of this year,

she was sent to Paramount on busi-

((.ontinued on Page 29)
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"Phantom Rider"
April's Greatest Laugh

T
he Universal Newsreel has the laugh of the month in

its current issue now playing all Broadway first-run

houses and appearing in its first-runs throughout the

country. It is being held over. The laugh occurs at the end
of the reel, when John Q. Dohp, telling how he lost the

Irish Hospitals sweepstakes, in an exclusive newsreel in-

terview, is to be seen and heard in No. 445 of the Uni-

versal Newsreel which has Graham McNamee, noted

radio announcer, as its Talking Reporter.

John hopefully bought a ticket. He treasured it up
against the day the drawing should be made. It mighf

mean a fortune for him. But John's ticket didn't draw a

horse. It's a sad, sad story.

What Winchell Says

In Wednesday morning's Daily Mirror, Walter Win-

chell, in his column, says: "The wow of the week in that

newsreel episode at the Trans-Lux is a Sweepstake guy

who didn't win . . . The audience rocks from laugh spasms

. . . The comic is a plant—one of the newsreel hocus-

focusers ... In Brief—instead of being behind the cam-

eras he ought to be in front of them!"

Universal Newsreel Cameraman
Returns From Ethiopia

H oward winner, Universal's Newsreel cameraman
and the only newsreel correspondent who actually

reached the front on the Ethiopian side, arrived yester-

day in New York from his four months' job in Ethiopia.

He returned because there is nothing more of the war to

photograph. With the dispersal of Haile Selassie's main
armies and the reversion of operations to the guerilla

type of warfare. Winner felt that he had photographed
everything which would be important for moving picture

audiences to see of Ethiopia. It is his opinion that unless

the Italians by intensive bombing, kill Haile Selassie, Ethi-

opia cannot be conquered. There are three ravines be-

tween the northern armies and Addis Ababa, each of

which is larger than the Grand Canyon itself, and the

approaches from the south are even more difficult.

While in Ethiopia, a wire which Charles Ford, editor

of the Universal Newsreel, sent to him, was misrepresent-

ed by the censors of Addis Ababa as a warning of an air

raid. In a few hours the entire city had fled. Naturally,

Winner expected that, though he was entirely innocent
of this unintentional practical joke, he would be blamed.
To his surprise, the city officials summoned him and act-

ually thanked him for a practice rehearsal for air bomb-
ing which was put to actual use only the day before yes-

terday.

He Didn't Win Sv/eepstakes

John Q. Dohp of Greenpoint, the man who didn’t win the
sweepstakes, but who is giving theatre audiences the great-

est laughing jag in the last two months. Theatres are hold-
ing over this Number 445 Universal Newsreel. Attention is

called to the letter on this page from Irving Lesser of the
Roxy Theatre, which is a sample of the tremendous en-
thusiasm which Mr. Dohp has excited merely by failing to

cash in on his sweepstakes ticket. It was also held over at

the Music Hall.

Laughs Are Terrific

ROXY THEATRE CORPORATION
133 WEST 30th STREET

NEW YORK
April 6, 1936

Mr. Charles E. Ford,

Universal News,

Universal Pictures Corp.,

1250 Sixth Avenue, New York City.

Dear Mr. Ford:

I thought that you would like to know that in

your last issue of the News, the sweepstakes winner

and the sweepstakes losers are creating a mild sen-

sation at the Roxy. The laughs in both events are

terrific and carry a sustained laugh after going off

the screen for at least a minute. We have shifted

them to close the newsreel and are most grateful

for your having included this in our regular release.

We are holding it over to the close of this

week's show.

Cordially and sincerely,

(Signed) IRVING LESSER
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I),"l MUST SEE IT" FEELING!

OTTO KAUCER
CLORIA HOLDEN

auniversalwctube

A sensational story about

a woman—and for women

as well as men! And will

the women talk about it!

And will the men wonder!
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The Capt*iin in an omusing
scene wiifc Flora Finch.

L
ife is just one show boat after

another, for Charles Winnin-

ger. The distinguished, snow-haired

character actor first drifted Into

show business on a real show boat

at the age of fifteen, later sailing

into fame and fortune as the gen-

ial Cap'n Andy of the stage pro-

duction of "Show Boat and the

equally beloved Cap'n Henry of

the Maxwell House Coffee radio

program, "Show Boat Hour. Now,

he is again playing Andy Hawks

in Universal's 1936 musical ver-

sion of Edna Ferber's colorful and

romantic story of a floating theat-

rical troupe in the I890's starring

Irene Dunne.

So much for Charley Winninger

and what he owes to "Show Boat."

But It might almost as truthfully

be said that "Show Boat ' has a

side to the question, and that it

owes just as much to Charley Win-

ninger.

Certainly It was unthinkable that

a movie of "Show Boat" could be

made without Charles Winninger

In the role of Captain Andy. All

his life he has been Captain Andy
Hawks, no matter whether he Is

playing another part, knocking

over eighty at golf, performing on

the radio, or just telling stories to

his thousands of friends in and out

of the business.

When Carl Laemmie, Jr. first

took up the question of his cast,

the first person he wanted to get

was Charley Winninger. Charley

Winninger was just as anxious to

play Captain Andy as Junior was

to have him, and eventually the

radio engagement difficulty Ironed

HERE'S THE SHOV
program and a number on a cello

taller than himself. He was ambitious

to perform some tricks and sleight-

of-hand stunts for the audiences' edi-

fication, as well, but abandoned the

Idea after getting himself locked up

for two hours in a magic box while

striving to solve its mysteries. The

young magician of the company who

rescued the enterprising lad was af-

terwards to become celebrated

throughout the globe as Harry

Houdinl.

In time, young Winninger outgrew

Charles R inntnger as the
genial Captain Andy of the

Here the Captain is ut his

best, clad in his regimentals,

introducing his company.

itself out so that the

one big natural part

for "Show Boat" was

satisfactorily account-

ed for.

Charles likes to re-

call the old Medicine

Show days when, with

his parents, four bro-

thers and a sister, he

toured Michigan and

his native state, Wis-

consin in "The Winnin-

ger Family Novelties"

tent performances. At
five, he was billed as

a Boy Wonder Soprano

and Trap Drummer. At
seven, he added a few

violin selections to the

Edna Ferber Must Have
Had Charles Vi iimiuger

in Mind W hen She Cre-

ated the Character of

Captain Andy Hawks in

“Show Boat.”

Charles fFinninger
as Andy and

Helen R estley oi Parthy,
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BOATS CAPTAIN

Perennial
Captain .4ndy,—

Charles ff inninger.

Left: Captain Hatrks, retired, visits

granddaughter Kim (Sunnie O'Dea)
her dressing room.

we had five out-

lawed league players

on our team, and the

local boys lost so heav-

ily and so consistently,

that the boxoffice suf-

fered a relapse. We
couldn't eat trophies so

accepted an offer with

the old Emma Bunting

Stock Players of San

Antonio, Texas, and ap-

peared there In featur-

ed comedy roles for

more than two years.

Somehow, I was re-

peatedly being cast as

a Dutchman and I

guess it was my trained

Heine accent that

won me my first big

break In New York as

the German come-

dian in 'The Yankee

Girl.'
"

It was during this

lengthly engagement

that Charles Wlnnln-

ger wooed and wed

Blanche Ring who
starred in the title

role.

In 1 927, following his highly suc-

cessful characterizations in "The

Music Master," "Friendly Enem-

ies," "The Passing Show," "No,

Nanette," and Innumerable other

Broadway dramatic and musical

productions, as well as many vau-

deville engagements, the erstwhile

barge and barn trouper frizzled up

his silver sideburns, slipped into a

nautical uniform and captained

"Show Boat" for a sensational

New York run of seventeen months,

without a break. A revival of the

play in 1 929 again brought him to

the wheel of the "Cotton Blossom"

In Manhattan, and then came na-

tion-wide road tours. Winninger

(Continued on Page 25)

his canvas confines and went to Keokuk,

Iowa, to join Captain James Adams'

troupe aboard the original "Cotton

Blossom" which has reecntly been re-

produced in all its picturesque glory for

Carl Laemmie, Jr.'s production of "Show

Boat."

"Plying the Mississippi during the

summer seasons, was perfect," says the

actor, "but when the howling winds and

storms of winter set in, I lost my affec-

tion for 'ole man River' and decided to

strut the boards on land again. I earned

my expenses back to the family tent by

-If right: Captain Andy
before the drop^

One of the most atiiusing
scenes in **Shoic Booty** and
it doesn*t need a caption.

selling hundreds of little

blue bottles of a blood pur-

ifier, all along the way.

"My dad had organized a

ball team to play plocal tal-

ent as an additional attrac-

tion of the 'Winninger Fam-

ily Novelties Company.' But



MAY 4th IS THE NAl
WHAT STARS! WHAT STARS!
IRENE DUNNE ol UniveiS4Ts

'*)4a9mtic«i\t Obay« ton** Umel

ALLAN JONES oi 'Nighl .i ^
th« Op«r«" Un«l

CHARLES WINN1NGER+,
olndioC'Capt. H«nnr"|andsikgeiunel Jll

PAUL ROBESON of u«ge »rvd

concorl fftiatl

HELEN MORGAN of Bro.dw.Y

musical comedy and nighi club fame!

HELEN WESTLEY of Theatre

Guild and screen fame! _

ITS NAME in hornet
ITS SONGS on overy Up I

ITS STOBY In ov«ry heiril

THEY PLAY COMEDY!
THEY LIVE TRAGEDY!
Edna Ferbex’s immortal characters really,

truly and gloriously come to life on the

screen at last! You'll love every one

of them. J5a ^

AND dotenr ol others — because this

is the greatest music-drama the world

has ever knowni

CARL LAEMMLE presents

EDNA FERBER'S

CARL LAEMMLE presents

EDNA FERBER'S

{ VERSION OF 1 9 3 6 )

Screenplay and lyrics

by Oscar Hammerslein. IL

New songs and all your

old favontes by lerome Kem.

Directed by lAMES WHALE
A CARL LAEMMLE Jr. Production

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

m SONGS

(VERSION OF 1936)

irene"dunne
ALLAN lONES
Charles WINNINGER
PAUL ROBESON, HELEN
MORGAN, HELEN WESTLEY
Ou*ftni* Smith, Sammy WhN* Donald Cook
Scroonploy and lynea by Oaeoi Hammoroloui. 11

Now tonal and all your old lovoniot by lira—
Kirn Diriciid by lAMCS WHAiX A CARL
LACMMir Ir Production

ON WITH UNIVERSAl
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LOMBARD
in Faith Baldwin’s

ICVEBffORE
BREAKFAST

featuring

PRESTON FOSTER
CESAR ROMERO

JANET BEECHER
An ^MUND GRAINGER Production Directed by WALTER LANG

m ITH UNIVERSAL
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Anatol Litwak To Direct "Ph
He's Tops In His Line

Photo by Talbot

I/, (r. Taxker, prpsident of the Society of Motion Picture
Hngineers, tcho becomes sound engineer for Universal.

This insures the best sound in the business.

F
ollowing "My Man Godfrey," the producilon

effort of the new Universal studio executives will be
expended upon "The Phantom of the Opera." This pro-

duction is regarded as one of the greatest cards in the

Universal line-up, and Charles R. Rogers intends to give

every possible advantage which the new and increased

resources of Universal afford to the production of "Phan-

tom of the Opera. "Yesterday he announced that Anatol

Litwak, famous director of "Be Mine Tonight," would di-

rect "Phantom of the Opera."

Litwak is a discovery and protege of Gregor Rabino-

witch, the foremost production personality in Europe,

who is now under contract to Universal. Many of his mu-

sical pictures have scored unique records for attendance,

as well as excellence in moving picture and musical crit-

ical circles.

At the same time, it was announced that W. P. Lips-

comb had been engaged to write the screenplay tor

"Phantom of the Opera." It was Mr. Lipscomb who wrote

the screenplay for "Les Miserables," "Under Two Flags,"

"Tale of Two Cities," "Cardinal Richelieu," and many
other big hits.

"Phantom of the Opera" will require a tremendous pro-

duction, and that is exactly what Universal is going to

give it.

"Phantom of the Opera" is in the same category with

"Show Boat" as a picture combining rare musical enter-

tainment with the highest degree of drama, spectacular

sets, unusual costuming and lavish production opportun-

ities, It is founded on a novel by Gaston Leroux which

had a tremendous sale not only in the United States but

throughout the world.

When Universal made it before, sound had not come
into the picture, but even in that form, it was one of the

greatest pictures Universal or any other company ever

made. Lon Chaney with a remarkable make-up and an

inspired performance, gained a reputation in "Phantom of

+ + +

Tasker Becomes Universal Sound Engineer

U NIVERSAL, in line with the ideals

of its new ownership, yesterday

completed negotiations with the most
important sound engineer in moving
pictures. As soon as he can leave his

present duties, Homer Tasker, Presi-

dent of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers, and one of the greatest,

if not the greatest, sound engineers

in the field today, will become the

head of the sound department at

Universal Studios.

Homer Tasker was born in Califor-

nia, graduated from Williamette Uni-

versity and was given his Master's

Degree at the University of Califor-

nia in 1922. His frst work was with

the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph

Company. In 1927, when the Vita-

phone burst upon the horizon and

changed the entire character of mov-

ing pictures, Mr. Tasker joined the

Vitaphone. In 1930, he was trans-

ferred to the United Research Cor-

poration, where he has been ever

since.

A year ago Mr. Tasker was elected

president of the Society of Motion

Picture Engineers, the greatest honor

which can be conferred upon a mov-

ing picture engineer. He is now in

his second year as president. His

work and his personality command

the highest respect of every sound

engineer in motion pictures. His ac-

quisition is regarded as a great for-

ward step for the new Universal stu-

dio set-up, and an insurance of the

best possible sound in Universal

pictures.
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:itom of the Opera"
the Opera" second only to his Quasi-

modo in "The Hunchback." Universal

in its production was forced to build a

five-story steel constructed stage in

which to erect the Paris Opera, and

this stage is still in daily use at Uni-

versal City. It was the first stage con-

structed of steel in the world.

A considerable part of the opera,

"Faust," is sung during the perform-

ance, and Universal is wondering to-

day who will play the important dra-

matic as well as the important, mus-

ical roles.

Universal Scenario Staff Increased

To Meet Big Production Rush

A dding thirteen writers to the

scenario staff In less than a

week Universal studios are now pre-

paring more stories for early screen-

ing than at any time In four years.

The Impetus of the new force at

Universal City is amazing.

William Koenig, general studio

manager, states that at least ten more

writers will be added to Jerry Sack-

heim's scenario staff within the next

fortnight and the fifteen pictures

yet to be made for the current re-

leasing schedule will be completed

while other writers are getting the

first of next season's thirty-six fea-

tures in script form. Having gotten

off to a good start since the control

of Universal passed Into new hands,

the studios intend to keep well ahead
of schedule in the future, Koenig says.

The most recent additions to the

Universal scenario staff are A. E.

Thomas, who is adapting "Love In-

surance;" Leonard Praskins, adapting

Clarence Budington Kelland's "Rox-

ana" as the next Margaret Sullavan

vehicle; Humphrey Pearson writing a

new treatment of "Time Out of

Mind," the Rachel Field story; Lynn

Starling adapting Norman Kransna's

untitled comedy drama which Ed-

ward Buzzell will direct; Isobel Dawn
and Boyce de Gaw who are prepar-

ing the screenplay for Grace Nor-

ton's "Reno in the Fall;" Vera Cas-

pary who is at work on an original

story for the 1936-37 program and

Adele Buffington who Is collaborating

with Kubec Glasmon on "Night Life."

Lillian Barker, celebrated newspaper
feature writer, has arrived from Call-

ander, Ontario to write the screen-

play for the Dionne family story entit-

led "Where Are My Children?" and
Hary Clork has returned to Universal

(after being loaned to M.G.M.) to

work with Henry Johnson on the

screenplay for "Everybody Sings"

which will star Victor McLaglen un-

der Ralph Murphy's direction.

Morrie Ryskind and Eric Hatch are

completing the screenplay for the

Powell-Lombard co-s+arring vehicle

"My Man Godfrey" which Gregory
LaCava will direct; Doris Malloy and

Samuel Hoffenstein are finishing the

screenplay for the Joel McCrea-Joan
Bennett story tentatively called "It's

a Small World;" Herbert Fields Is

finishing the first script on "Kitchen

Privileges;" Charles Grayson is com-
pleting "Crash Donovan," now in

work; Horace McCoy is completing

revisions on "Paroled" also in work;

Charles Belden, Ben Markson, Robert
Dillon, Sally Unterberger and Don
Ryan are working on originals and
Ella O'Neil, Basil Dicky, George
Plympton and Henry MacRae are

preparing the screenplay for the se-

rial "Jungle Jim."

Walter Lang Signs For
Other Universal Pictures

S
O pleased is Universal with the re-

ception which "Love Before Break-

fast" received throughout the coun-

try that it has insured itself other

pictures by its director. Walter Lang
departed on a vacation in Japan im-

mediately after he had finished "Love
Before Breakfast." Universal's cable-

gram caught up with him here just

as this picture was finishing a splen-

did two-weeks' engagement at the

Roxy. Yesterday the studio received

his reply. Lang will return to Universal

City in May and will have the choice

of the leading productions now being

scheduled for next season.

Faioli!ii!
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"SHOW BOAT' Has The Busiest Extra

Sarah Schirartz, ichn has been in every
I'nirersal picture as an extra for nine-
teen years. ^'Shotc Boat" is the latest

picture in tchich she appeared. You
tcon'i see her. She is the scream tchich
apparently comes from the throat of
Irene Dunne in the old-fashioned mel-
odrama. played on the shotc boat. She
also is the blood-curdling scream in

"Dracula’s Daughter."

C CREEN "doubles,” as everyone
^ knows, are employed from time
to time on all movie lots, but it re-

mained for Universal Pictures to be
the first and only studio to engage
"scream" extras.

Although her name has never dec-
orated a theatre marquee or lured

a single patron to the box office.

Miss Sarah Schwartz has been earning

her Iiving in the film industry for nine-

teen years and has taken part in

every Universal production turned

out during that period. Without ever
having a screen test, she won a con-

test by a simple act of heroism.

Back in 1917 a fire broke out in

one of Universal City cutting rooms.

The men of the crew fled their posts

in panic. Miss Schwartz, happening
to be on the lot in search of extra

work, heard there were some precious

reels of celluloid drama housed in

the blazing cubicle. She cooly went
in and rescued them and was severe-

ly burned. Instead of decorating her

with a medal for valor, Mr. Laemmie
with his characteristic practical sense

promised she would always have a job

as long as he had a studio. That vow
has been kept.

At first Sarah was given all sorts

of acting chores:—extra duty, bits,

atmospheric roles, dialect parts, and

character oddments. Sometimes she

only supplied a hand or a foot for a

closeup scene. Whether or not a pic-

ture needed her type, directors were

instructed to find something for her

to do in each production.

Gradually, it was discovered that

Sarah was best at screaming. This is

no mean talent at a studio which spe-

cializes in horror and mystery films.

Miss Schwartz's six cylinder yells, rang-

ing from straight spine - chilling

shrieks to weird ululatlons with trem-

olo stops have rung around the world

in "The Phantom of the Opera,"
"Murders in the Rue Morgue," "Drac-

ula," "Frankenstein," "The Bride of

Frankenstein" and "The Invisible

Ray." She has

doubled in

screams for elev-

en famous stars

and some twenty-

odd other play-

ers. Every time

she hollers for

her salary she

gets It.

When "Show
Boat" in its 1936

version comes to

the Music Hail,

early next month,

Sarah will be
heard pinch-
shrieking for

Irene Dunne,
starring as Mag-
nolia and for

Queenie Smith in

the role of Ellle.

One of the im-

portant sequenc-

es In Edna Fer-

ber's celebrated

story calls for a

presentation b y
Cap'n Andy's
Cotton Blossom

troupe of an old-

fashioned melo-

drama of the eat-

the-scenery vari-

ety, entitled,
"The P a r s o n's

Bride." This bur-

lesque show within a show Is plenti-

fully punctuated with opportunities

for the talented lady of the lusty

lungs to wail her wildest. She was sup-

posed to do a bit of yelling for Helen

Westley, as well, but the deep-voiced

Theatre Guild actress, true to her

characterization of the irate Parthy,

put up a considerable holler on her

own account.

Another forthcoming May release

in which Miss Schwartz reverses the

rule for well-behaved children, by

being heard but not seen, is "Dracu-

la's Daughter." This shudder-shocker

featuring Gloria Holden as a weird

Hungarian Countess, who Is both an

alluring vamp and a blood-thirsty

vampire, permits Sarah many neat

variation of an old scream theme.

ANOTHER FAMOUS EXTRA

Barney Baruch's nephew spurned an offer to start in his

father's brokerage firm in It all Street. He icanted to start

without assistance from the family name, and he got a job

as an extra in pictures. Here he is shown tcith Carole Litm-

bard, in tchose picture, '"Love Before Breakfast," he
played a bit part. His name is Marion ft olfe. He is twenty-

four years old. He insists on beginning at the bottom and
expects to win his way to fame and fortune, in the movies.
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James Whale To Direct ^^Roxana’’

with Margaret Su t lava n

J
AMES WHALE, who has just fin-

ished directing "Show Boat" at Uni-

versal City, has been assigned to the

next Margaret Sullavan picture.

Three months ago Universal bought

Clarence Budington Kelland's Sat-

urday Evening Post-Harper Brothers

novel "Roxana." Leonard Praskins

has been commissioned to adapt it

to the screen. Edmund Grainger, who
produced "Sutter's Gold" will make

+

Two More First Runs

For ^‘"Flash Gordon”
rOR the first time in history, the

• State Lake Theatre in Chicago

has booked a serial. That serial, of

course, is "Flash Gordon," and it

starts at the State Lake on this very

day, April I Ith. No serial before this

time has ever rated as many first-run

bookings as "Flash Gordon."

Another honor which has come to

"Flash Gordon" is its booking in the

Paramount Theatre of Los Angeles.

It is the first time that any serial has

ever played a down-town, first-run in

Los Angeles, or has ever played such

an important house as the Paramount.

+ + +

Two Additions to

“My Man Godfrey”

W ITH production of "My Man
Godfrey" almost ready to be-

gin, Carl Laemmie, Jr., announced
two additions to the cast. These ad-

ditions are Eugene Pallette and Gail

Patrick. William Powell and Carole
Lombard are being starred in "My
Man Godfrey" and Alice Brady is

being featured. "My Man Godfrey"
is the novel by Eric Hatch and ap-
peared serially in Liberty Magazine
under the title "Irene the Stubborn
Girl." It will be directed by Gregory
LaCava from a screenplay by Morrie
Ryskind. It will go into production
at Universal City the latter part of

this week, or Monday of next week.

the production when it gets started.

In view of the fact that Margaret
Sullavan had the misfortune to break

her arm and because that arm will be

in a sling and prevent her acting for

some little time, the production of

"Roxana" will not get under way for

at least a month. In the meantime,

James Whale is cutting the 300,000

feet of "Show Boat" down to exhi-

bition length.

+ +

Two of the Six Best

I

N Sunday's New York Daily News,

Kate Cameron, its well known crit-

ic, listed the six best pictures for the

month of March. Among the six she

lists two Universal pictures. One is

"Sutter's Gold," which played the

Music Hall, and the other "Love Be-

fore Breakfast," which played the

Roxy.

+ + +

Played '^‘^Show BoaT^

For 1235th Time
(Continiif'd from Page 15)

states that counting his stage, radio

and screen appearance, he has now

played in "Show Boat" 1235 times.

When the latest adaptation of Ed-

na Ferber's perennially popular novel

has its world premiere in New York,

early in May, Irene Dunne as Mag-

nolia Hawks, and Allen Jones as Rav-

enal will be heard in three new songs

especially written for them by Jerry

Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II,

—

besides their original musical num-

bers. James Whale devoted nearly

four months to the direction of this

mammoth production which in addi-

tion to its long list of principals in-

cludes a negro chorus of 200 voices,

50 dancing girls and an army of ex-

tras. The period and modern cos-

tumes were designed by Miss Zink-

eisen of London, creator of the

Court of St, James costumes for

Great Britain's recent Silver Jubilee.
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Magnificent Obsession' Actually Works
AGNIFICENT OBSESSION,"

•1 after breaking records al-

most everywhere it has played, re-

cently completed a ten weeks run in

Minneapolis, establishing itself as the

box-office marvel of that city.

Variety, which runs weekly an im-

partial box-office resume of the re-

sults of theatre showings throughout

the country, had this to say of "Mag-

nificent Obsession's" run in Minne-

apolis:

“ ‘Ohsesh’ W inds Up Big W inner

After 10 W'eeks in Minneapolis
"
'Magnificent Obsession' finally

ended a 10 weeks' loop run, estab-

lishing itself as one of the season's

box office marvels. After a very big

$14,000 seven days at the Orpheum,

which was unable to hold it over be-

cause of a booking jam, it moved

over to the 350-seat World where it

remained for an additional nine weeks

at an advanced 55c. top. It copped

approximately $23,500 at the World,

netting the house a beautiful profit.

Total loop gross of nearly $38,000

puts the FIm in the front money row

here. Its biggest World week was its

sixth, $3,200, and it never fell under

$2,000. During much of the run there

were 10 to 30 below zero tempera-

tures and three or more blizzards."

Last week "Magnificent Obses-

sion" also closed its unprecedented

run in New Orleans. Robert Blair of

the Saenger Theatre Corporation,

who handled the run in New Orleans,

sends in to the Universal Weekly
the following remarkable experience

as detailed in the New Orleans Times-

Picayune:

‘‘Magnificent Obsession’*

"A woman confided to a group of

friends at a bridge table recently that

she was in desperate circumstances.

She had a note for $300 due at the

bank and she had not one cent with

which to pay it. She seemed terribly

upset over it. When she called the

next day at the bank to inform the

officials that she was unable to pay

the note, the banker said, 'Why, Mrs.

,
your note has been paid'.

To prove it to her he showed her the

cancelled note on which had been

written a line, 'I have seen the 'Mag-

nificent Obsession.' Her benefactor,

like the doctor in the book and the

movie, 'The Magnificent Obsession,'

Smashed Records

REGENT THEATRE
NE\N CASTLE, PA.

February 27, 1936

Universal Pictures Corp.,
1709 Blvd. of the Allies,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gentlemen

;

Your picture “Magnificent Ob-
session” smashed my box-office
records to smithereens. Nothing
but standing room only—for six

days, and people are glad to

gain admission for standing
room.

To satisfy my patrons I must
hold “Magnificent Obsession”
tliree (3) additional days, to

accommodate my patrons. Guide
yourselves accordingly.

Congratulations to you and
your Great Box Office Attraction.

Very truly yours,

SPEER MAROUSIS

never revealed his or her identity.

"Mrs. Hugh Dooley heard of this

occurrence through a friend of the

woman and came home and told it to

her family. The next day she came in

to find a new chair in her living room.
Some member of her family or a

friend had heard her express a need
for such a chair and, true to the

'Magnificent Obsession' idea, had

sent it to her without ever revealing

his or her identity."

And so this magnificent idea which

was embodied in a magnificent novel

by Lloyd C. Douglas actually works

just as it did on the characters in

the book.

Universal Purchases

“Sfey Fever” and
“.4 Gal Called Chip”

NIVERSAL yesterday purchased

two stories for next season's Uni-

versal line-up. The first was "Sky Fe-

ver" by George Sayre. It is the story

of a romantic pilot and the difficul-

ties that he has In running a small

flying field against big company com-
petition. The other story is "A Gal
Called Chip" by Roy and Marjorie

Chanslor. It is the story of a co-ed

who left college when her father died.

Her inheritance was a newspaper and
her principal job was to convince the

young managing editor that she was
qualified to write on her own news-

paper.

Sutter Descendants See ‘‘Sutter’s Gold” at Music Hall

Among the most interested spectators of the premiere of ‘'Sutter’s Gold” at

the Music Hall were a number of the descendants of General Sutter, Like him,
the ISew York family of Sutters are builders. The gentleman on the left of the
picture is John A, Sutter IV, and next to him is his brother, Alphonse and the
wife of the latter. On the other side of the picture is Victor Alphonse Sutter of

the fifth generation with his wife and the wife of John A. Sutter V.
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DID BEST BUSINESS

IN YEAR BY REPEAT

ON “IMITATION OF

LIFE”

Eldon’s Ozark

Theatre

Eldon, Mo.

March 12, 1936

Mr. Wm. Benjamin,

Universal Film Exchange,

Kansas City, Mo.

Dear Benny:

I brought back “Imitation

of Life” last week for one

day, and I thought you

might be interested in

knowing that I did the

biggest Friday’s business I

have done in a year. I was

a little dubious as to what

it would do on a repeat en-

gagement, after so long a

lime, and I am writing you

this letter with the thought

that you can do a lot of my
friend exhibitors a favor,

by getting them to run a re-

peat on it. I could tell you

what a marvelous picture

“Magnificent Obsession” is,

but I realize there is very

little I could say that you

haven’t already heard. How-
ever, I can say that it was a

life-saver to me, as it really

came along when I needed

customers at the Box Office,

and it certainly brought

them.

Yours truly,

TOM EDWARDS

Production Rushing

At Universal City

(Continued from Page 8)

the screenplay by Morrle Ryskind and
Eric Hatch, the author. Second on
the list is "It's a Small World" which

will co-star Joan Bennett and Joel

McCrea and feature Elisha Cook, Jr.

brought from Broadway for this new
screen vehicle. Alfred R. Green is

directing this Lewis R. Foster story

for which Samuel Hoffenstein and
Doris Malloy have prepared the

screenplay.

Beginning his third year as Univer-

sal star (and incidentally completing

his third year as the screen's highest

rated Western star) Buck Jones is

starting in "The Phantom Rider"

which has been given an extra two
episodes at the request of theatre-

men who find the demand of audi-

ences for Jones thrillers exceeds the

supply. Marla Shelton and Diana Gib-

son, two Universal newcomers, assume

the feminine leads. Ray Taylor is di-

recting.

Now entering their second week
of production are "Paroled," a dra-

matic presentation of the weaknesses

in our American parole system, and
"Crash Donovan," starring Jack Holt

and devoting its rapid reels to a mel-

odramatic story of the state motor-

cycle patrol.

Slated for production before May
15 are "Everybody Sings," a lively

comedy-drama with music, to be di-

rected by Ralph Murphy, and starring

Victor McLaglen; "Reno in the Fall,"

a Grace Norton story of trial divorce

with humorous results; "Roxana," by

Clarence Budington Kelland and an

untitled original story by Norman
Krasna, which Edward Buzzell will

direct.

Four serials are to be made tor

1936-37 release, the first of these,

"The Phantom Rider," starring Buck

Jones now being in its early stages of

filming. "Ace Drummond," adapted
from the popular cartoon strip will

follow immediately after the Jones

chapter-play is finished. The other

two are "Secret Agent X9" and
"Jungle Jim." Henry MacRae and

Barney Sarecky will alternate on serial

productions in the future.
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BUCK JONES
A GRAND GUY

IS
Says

Billy

Burrud

O NE of the proudest youngsters

in Hollywood is I I year old

Billy Burrud, who provides the com-

edy relief in Buck Jones' newest pic-

ture, "Banished," which is scheduled

for release on May 20th.

Billy told a reporter, "I'd been

dreaming of having such an adven

ture, but I never thought I'd be lucky

enough for it to come true. Why, 1

wouldn't trade places with any boy

in the world."

There is hardly a youngster any-

where who would not gladly trade

places with Billy, and throw in all his

marbles, tops and baseball to boot.

"Making that picture with Buck

was a wonderful experience," said

Billy. "The only trouble was that the

filming could not go on forever. Buck

gave me a fine horse to ride and

took me into all sorts of thrilling

places on location.

"He's a pretty swell hombre, this

Buck Jones. I'm mighty glad he pick-

ed me out when he started casting

'Banished.'

"After the day's filming was over.

Buck would show me plenty of cow-

boy stuff. He taught me how to

throw a rope; how to stick in the

saddle, no matter how fast a horse

galloped; how to pick something off

the ground. I had to use a pointed

stick to do that, because I wasn't big

enough to reach it otherwise. But

Buck Jones and Billy Burrud in a

dramatic scene from ‘'Banished.^'

Buck just scooped up a handkerchief

as if it were in his own pocket.

"Buck showed me how to read

trails, too. That's pretty deep stuff,"

Billy said, serious as a judge. "Lots of

city detectives couldn't read a trail

that was brand new. Buck learned all

that stuff when he was with the cav-

alry and soldiered at a western post.

"But there was one thrill he gave

me that I'll always remember. I'd

been begging him to let me fire his

six gun and he'd always turned me
down.

"On the last day, after all the film-

ing was over, he took me to a spot

that was protected by a deep sand

bank. He put up a tin can and show-

ed me how to aim the gun while it

was empty. The trigger was as smooth

as silk when he drew back the ham-

mer to lighten the pull.

"When Buck felt that I had the

hang of it, he slipped one shell into

the gun. He'd been telling me how
to be careful right along. I held that

old six gun in both hands and squeez-

ed the trigger. Bam!

(Continued on Bane 29)

Billy Burrud's amhition was /o play in a icestern with Buck Jones. He realizes

it in this picture, ^'Banished,” in which he provides strong comedy relief to

Buck's virility.
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Universal Signs McLaglen
For ^^Everybody Sings’’

U NIVERSAL has signed Victor

McLaglen, winner of the Acad-

emy Award this year for his perform-

ance in "The Informer," to star in

"Everybody Sings." This story, by Ed-

ward Grant, will be placed in produc-

tion at Universal City the latter part

of April under the direction of Ralph

Murphy, who directed "Collegiate,"

"70,000 Witnesses" and a number of

other pictures. Charles R. Rogers,

new production executive of Univer-

sal City, has just placed Murphy un-

der long term contract.

+ + +

Famous Beauty

for Buck Jones
(Continued from Page 10)

ness in Mr. Factor's absence, and her

extreme beauty was noted as she

went about the details of her work

on the set. She was urged to have a

screen test made. Later this was
shown to William Koenig, general

manager of Universal Studios, who
gave her a long-term contract.

At the same time, a more euphon-
ious sounding name was necessary for

the budding starlet, and while Marla
was definitely decided upon as the

first name, various other names, such

as Haydn, Heath, and finally Shelton

were used. Finally, Shelton won, and
as Marla Shelton the screen "deb"
played her first rale with Edward
Everett Horton in the forthcoming
laugh riot, "Unconscious." Her rushes

disclosed such splendid personality

and acting ability, that she was im-

mediately cast opposite Buck Jones
in 'The Phantom Rider" and is busily

at work on that serial now at Univer-

sal City. Watch Marla Shelton. She's
on the way up!

+

4. E. Thomas Scripts

^^Love Insurance”

A E. THOMAS was yesterday com-
missioned by Universal to adapt

Earl Derr BIggers' story, "Love In-

surance" for screen use. Universal

plans to make a musical of it.

Universal Pictures Team

Wins Nat’ I Championship
(Continued from Page 9)

and outsmarted them. Universal's tri-

umph was a vindication for basketball

as it Is played in New York, for the

Coast victors employed a slow-break-

ing offensive which stressed cutting

and close-in shooting.

"Universal's was strictly a team vic-

tory. Carl Shy and Carl Knowles tied

for scoring honors with twelve points

apiece, but Frank "Frankenstein" Lu-

bln, husky center, was right behind

them with eleven, and Duane Swan-

son, Art Mollner and Sam Balter, the

other coast performers did yeoman

work in California's cause all evening."

In both of the tournaments played,

Universal has had the best defensive

record of any of the teams, and its

coach, Jim Needles, says the reason

for It is that every man on the team

has at one time or another played in

the guard position.

The personnel of Universal Pictures

Team Is as follows: Frank Lubin, who
frequently Is made up by Jack Pierce,

who is the manager and sponsor of

the Team, as "Frankenstein," is the

incomparable center; Carl Shy, Du-

ane Swanson and Sam Balter, guards;

Carl Knowles, All America selection;

Art Mollner and Lloyd Goldstein,

forwards. Don Piper is the alternate

center.

+ + +

Buck Jones Is

A Grand Guy
(Continued from Page 28)

"The kick was more than I expected,

but I held on. That tin can was
drilled full of daylight. I don't think

I would have hit it in a million years,

if it hadn't been for Buck's coaching.

He's a grand guy."

Buck Jones wrote the original story

for "Banished" and Frances Guihan
did the screen play. Besides Billy,

the cast includes Dorothy Revier and

Harry Worth. Ray Taylor directed the

picture.



24-SHEET LAFAYETTE LOBBY EYE-CATCHER
rvICK WALSH and

^George MacKenna,

the crack showmanship

crew at the New Laf-

ayette Theatre, Buffalo

put to excellent use

their large available

lobby space with this

attractive 24-sheet cut-

out and still display as

an advance for "Sut-

ter's Gold." Title was

filtered. 8 x lO's were

individually framed.

Musselman's "Cold" Contest Lands in Two Papers

I

T'S something for a showman to cheer about when he lands a free space-get-

ting contest in one of the local newspapers, but when he steps out and lands

the same contest in two papers, at the same time, it's one for the book! That's

what J. J. Musselman did for his "Sutter's Gold" campaign at the Rialto The-

atre, Louisville, placing this novel and effective contest in both the Courier-

Journal and The Times.

Careful research of the files of the Journal revealed an advertisement, pub-

lished in the March 5th, 1849 issue, advertising for adventurers to accompany a

party leaving for the gold fields. This ad was reprinted in the announcement, with

the contest rules, which required the writing of an ad for a similar modern discov-

ery or circumstance. Cash

and ticket prizes brought out

many entries. Ad shown at

left, in three column x 131/2

size, was one of three used.

Another stunt which netted

Musselman's campaign much
extra attention, was the pre-

sentation of a dozen copies

of the novel to the public

library. In order to make the

stunt good newspaper copy,

he arranged for Miss Norma
Yutz, local beauty prize win-

ner, to do the presenting.

Photo at right (which with

story landed in daily papers)

shows her handing the books

to Chief Librarian Harold

F. Brigham.

“SUHER’S GOLD
”

CONTEST
fwm Tiekart m4 Cmk Pritm tv

THIS AO FUILISHED

100-THEATER TICKETS-100

’30-CASH PRIZES-«30

(Conrirr-JonmaL

The Louisville Times.

AU. tKTMS fcUST H M OUl OPKZ
tr NOON MW®Ar. AHPIl M
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BOSTON "SUTTER" CAMPAIGN
Newspaper Contest —

Radio — and Ballyhoo

Mark Hub Opening

A ll the elements of showmanship

were employed by George
French, manager, and Jack Granara,

RKO District Publicity Manager, in

the send-off for "SUTTER'S GOLD"
at the Memorial Theatre, Boston.

Twenty-five dollars in cash and free

tickets were offered as prizes in a

Daily Record contest that attracted

thousands of entries and brought

much newspaper space to the stars of

"SUHER'S GOLD." A different still

from the picture was presented each
day. Readers were asked to give a

full list of pictures in which each of

the stars had previously appeared.

Ballyhoo took two forms—an air-

Memorial Theatre’s giant lobby flash composed of “Sutter’s Gold” days
netvs papers and clippings and illustrations borrowed from descendants of
Sutter living in Boston. After three weeks advance display in lobby, it was

moved out front for filtration of the run.

DAILY RECORD

«2., £
T0D/%V!

IL^OW THE FILMS?
,S25 E\ awards'

plane making frequent flights over the city trailing a

"SUTTER'S GOLD" banner, while a miniature prairie

wagon, drawn by two ponies, made its way through

crooked streets below.

Road-side posting of 24 sheets on a large scale was

done. Subway and "L" station boards carried I and 3

sheets. Office to office distribution was made of blot-

ters carrying a message to stenographers.

Numerous displays were arranged of the reproduc-

tions of old-time newspapers furnished as an accessory

by Universal. The lobby display of these newspapers is

shown above.

Department stores carried fashion displays of the

new "SUTTER'S GOLD" color as numerous accessories

in this official Spring shade are now available.

Letters were sent to all the schools informing them

of the historical atmosphere of the picture.

Name Films She’s Been Starred In

•'tz:::,

LAST CALL TODA\
lA .S25 mM TEST^i

Name Films in Which These Starred
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PUNCHY "BREAKFAST" ADS!

•The BEST Light Com«dy Sino

• It Haooened One ‘

KEITK'S
^tomorrow
j. ycuTl discorer that .

!•> anyway you» look at it . .

,

it's a SOCK
in the EYE I

LYRIC

lOVI BirORE BRE^^
«saS3^\ rE?«".SS!«o

ROXY

WAS LOVE
AT FIRST nCHT

He bribed his way into her life

and then bought his way into her

he<irt . . * she just had to love him

because she hated him so much!

LOMBARD
liDVEBEfCRE
BREAKFAST
Faith Baldwin's hilarious romance

PRESTON FOSTER
CESAR ROM ERO
JANET BEECHER

PRESTON FOSTER
CESAR ROMERa
\ lai*etBEECHER^

> wtLTCi UHL

TEUU rat THUJU
Utut ti lie ~Cns<

a*sl F«i
" mna

HAl kcMP
/U kis Ordusn

e Scxcee Sii;
'

1U OiU! 0««"' Bf
BALDWIN'S

lOVE BEFORE
BREAKFAST'

A UatrtftsI PUimft with

“
AAOCO SPECIAL

^

“HEADLINES OF
tt»enty,fivetears ro^ON foster^

•CESAB ROMERO
MOVELTYORTOOW

(I) Two cdur^'-n » V/i" “uld-c/er ^'0~' Ro»y, New Yc'l C ty.
(
2

)
Two column x 10" from Pantages and Hillstreet,

Two co!u-.n « I 3 '/2
" f'o- ty'ic, Cncir-nat'.

(
4

)
Two cciumn x 4/2" from Keiths, Washington, D. C.

(
5

)
Single

Pantages ano Hlilsrnee*, Los Angees.
(
6

)
Two column x 7 from Indiana. Indianapolis.

Los Angeles. (
3 )

column X 2 " from



THE

FIRST-filN

S€«l^l L
•‘.4 ^’houses FEATURE

it!Newspapersplug

it! Ws the miracle

serial of the age!
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